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Abstract 

FoUowing a theoretical interpretation of worldview construction, two models are 

developed for understanding the context of technologid education as a subject 

in the curriculum (the product pmadigm) and the role of technologid teachers in 

the secondary system (the technician paradigm). The role of cultural discourses 

around 'fast-capitalism' and postmodem 'productivism' on the development of 

teacher worldviews and the c u n i d u m  are discussed and aitiqued from a 

aitical-emancipatory knowledge perspective. The implications of both of these 

discourse streams on education for sustainability initiatives is also explored. A 

mtical 'ew-technobgîcal' mode1 for technologid education is proposed. 

Employing both standard quantitative and innovative qualitative research 

methods, the worldviews of forty-eight secondary tedinological studies teachers 

are then presented. The worldview orientations of teachers are compared and 

contrasted dong a number of dimernions related to ecological, social, and 

econornic sus tainability . The analy tical framework for the qualitative research 

component included i n t e ~ e w s  and the development of a number of novel 

cultural worldview elicitation strategies using cartoons, images, concept 



mapping exercises and advertiçement analysis. The worldviews of üuee 

teachers are explored in detail to demonstrate the efficacy of the intersubjective 

techniques and to support the conclusions regarding teacher worIdviews and 

'suçtainability thinking.' Recommendations concerning the development of pre- 

service and in-senrice education of techn01ogical teachers with respect to 

suçtainability are also explored. 

. .- 
f l t  
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Introduction 

Overview 

This shidy sets out to explore the worldview orientations of technology 

education teachers in Ontario. The worldviews of three teachers are examined in 

detail while the worldview orientation of folty £ive teachers are exaLnined in a 

broader manne.. Specifically, this study sets out to: 

Explore the nature of the te- 'worldvid and worldview change as they 
are used in the soci01ogical, anthmpological and educational literature and 

the importance of the worldview concept as it applies to technologid 

education. 

Explore the problematic nature of the dominant industrial worldview as it 

relates to the question of environmental sustainability and the techn010gical 

education curriculum. 

Explore and critique the nature of the implicit worldview within current 

technological practices and production systems. 

Explore the nature of an 'eco-technologid worldview and its potential in 

transforming technological education into one more supportive of sustainable 

technologid practices. 

Explore the development of and the impfict worIdviews inscribed in 

curriculum documents in Ontario. 

Explore the scope of occupational problems and challenges facing 
technological teachers in order to provide a better context for understanding 

their worldviews . 
Explore in detail the na- of the worldviews desaibed by three teachers 

using several new worldview eiiatation instruments. 

Explore the importance of worldview work in pre-senrice and in-senrice 

teacher education. 

I contend that a process of critical reflective worldview inquiry is a necessary 

precursor or at l e s t  a concurrent component of critical poshnodem curriculum 

practice. Little is known about the importance of worldviews in onenting 



technological teachers to reproduce problematic industrial practices and ways of 

thinkug concerning the relationship of technology and the environment. What is 

apparent is that little in the intended or enaded technologicaI education 

cutnculum reflects a genuuie concem with the manner in which our 

technological systems are degrading the ecosys tems upon which we ail depend. 

Worldview mfledion, reappraiçal and transformation are thus seen as essential 

components of a process leading to a more 'ecotechnological' orientation for 

technologid education- 

Context and RobIem 

The techn010gical education CURicuium in Ontario has undergone substantial 

change over the 1 s t  few ten years. Moving away £rom an industrial arts 

orientation toward a 'Broad-based Technology' (BBT) (Ontario Ministxy of 
Education and Training, 1995) approach, has entailecl a reorientation of the 

curriculum away h m  a skill-based vocational approach toward a more 

comprehensive, thematic and process oriented one. Rior to the introduction of 

BEI', approximately seventy-five distind technological specïalizations existed 

(Hill and Smith, 1998). C m t l y ,  techn010gical education is an elective in 

secondq schooIs in Ontario and students take courses in seven clusters: (a) 

Communication Technology, (b) Construction Technology, (c) Techn010gical 

Design. (d) Hospitality Services, (e) Manufacturing Technology, (f) Personal 

Care, and (g) Transportation Technology. Much of the change toward BaT h a  

been driven by the Ministry and the demands of other stakeholders. 

Sustainability in its bmadest sense consists of both ecological and socio-political 

dimensions @artelmus, 1994; Eckersley, 1992; Robinson et al, 1996). 

Sustainability is a normative ethical p ~ a p l e ,  not a saentific concept as such, 

and since it has both necessaq and desirable characteristics, there is no single 

vemion of a sustainable system (Robinson, 1996). In other words, 'sustainability' 

as a concept is open to broad interpretation, discussion and negotiation, 

precisely the kind of concept that lends itself to a coilaborative and critically 

rdective curridum investigation. Although the term 'education for 



sustainability' is not a phrase found in the techn010gical education lexicon, it 

has been used in other areas of education, most notably by those involved in 

environmental and avics education (Huckle et al.,1996), and global education. 

'Environmental systems' are supposed to be one of three major cumicular areas of 

study in bmad-based technology in Ontario, the others being 'physical products,' 

and 'human processes.' (Ontario Ministry of Education, 1995). However, in fa&, 

environmental systems surrounding technology are not covered in the 

d d u m  in any manner approaching a 'systems framework.' The entire area of 
study, if mentioned at all, is usually presented as a piecemeal colledion of 

anecdotes concerning environmental regdatory cornpliance, in other words 

necessary techn010gical considerations to avoid legal prosecution or censure. In 

this light, many environmental considerations becorne a necessary 'evü,' a 

restca.int on creativity, or at best an afterthought in techn01ogid design, 

fabrication and application. What could be terrned 'enlightened' or 

environmentally conscious design processes such as Life-Cycle-Analysiç ( L U ) ,  
Design for the Environment DE), Design for disassembly and recyclability, 

Product -Stewardship or Industrial ecology ( Bülatoç and Basaly, 1997; UNEP- 

WGSPD, 1997; PapanekJ995; McDonough, 19%; Canadian Standards 
Association, 1995a, 1995b), are nowhere to be found in Ontario technology 

programs. Curriculum orientations in technoI0gica.l education have remained 

steadfastly oriented toward practices which focus on finding efficient 'means' or 

processes to arrive at a set of prede£ined nonproblematic ends, in essence a 

narrow technologid proces. 

In fact many of the existing curriculum development efforts within teduiology 

education continue to use outdated planning models based on tedinical 

applications and behaviourism, both used as standards for vocational and 

industrial arts education since the early part of the twentieth century 

(WickleinJ993). These models and the industrial content they prescribe are 

seriously out of step with postmodern ecological realities. 



The Multimethod Worldview Research Process 

The methods described in thiç research draw on a variety of well estabIlshed 
ethnographic techniques as well as several new processes which were developed 

to draw teachers into the worldview reflection process. The varïety of 

instruments used to elicit worldviews provide a unique, although not exclusive 

perspective on the nature of our worldview beliefs and presuppositions. These 

instruments also refiect the fact that they have differing powers of lesolution and 

thus differing abilities to resolve the featureç of an individual's unique 

worldview. They also provide a different 'field of view' and thus draw in 

dZEerent but related perspectives on a given topic The necessity of using a 

varie9 of instruments was dictated by the nature of the topic itself. Worldviews 

are not easïly boundable and deconstructable entities. They resist simple 

catagorization and donf t easily f i t  into ngid typologies. The research methods 

used and developed reflect and acknowledge the complex nature of our 
worldviews and attempt to provide a variety of measures to obtain a 

multidimensional perspective on the topic. The established research processes 

indudecl in-depth open-ended qualitative interviews as well as the use of 

several survey instruments. These techniques were used on all forty five 

teachers. One such validated instrument, the 'Blaikie Ecological Worldview' 

questiomaire, provided a reference point to establkh the general worldview 

orientation of the Iarger group of teduiology teachers interviewed. The more in- 

depth tools were employed with a much smder subset of the forty five 

participants. These instruments inciuded cartoon analysis, adverüsement 

analysis, image analysis, text analysis, compter and concept mapping and 

rei3ection. They reveal in greater detail the mulüfaceted nature of teacher 

worldviews and their relationship to the issue of sustainability. 

Research Ouestions 

1. As an encompassing theory, is worldview a usehil framework for exploring 

fundamental issues in science and technology education? 

- Is there a predominant worldview embedded in what Eisner (1979) idenafies as 

the 'explicit', 'implicit' and 'null', technological education curriculum? 



- How are worldviews rdated to the major 'curricuium orientations" found in 

technology education? 

2 How can we ascertain the worldviews of teachers? 
- Are the methodç proposed for this research capable of eliating from teachers, 

deeply held presuppositions about the nature and purposes of technology and 

capable of yielding new insights into the manner in which they interpret the 

technoIogy curriculum and techn010gid culture? 

3. What is the specific nature of the worldviews of selected teduiology 

teachers and how do these worldviews shape the espoused views and practice 

of these technology educators? 

- Do the worldviews of technology teachers refiect a 'synthesis' between the 

'mechanistic-unsustainable' and 'ecological-sustainable' paradigms? 
- To what degree are teachers aware and critical of, the myriad of d t u r a ï  

messages conceming technology? And are the evaluative frameworks that 

teachers apply to analysis and interpretation of the 'technosphere' critical and 

emancipatory or are they passive and deterministic? 

- Do the worldviews of teachers frame technology as a practice that is a value- 

laden, culturdy embedded endeavour, that encompasses many disparate d o -  

political purposes? 

4. What are the implications of teacher worldviews for technology education 

and efforts to move toward more sustainable technologicd practices? 

- To what degree do teacher worldviews act as constraints to curriculum change? 

- Do th& artidated worldviews prevent teachers from acquiring a more holistic 

understanding of technological systems and their role in the biosphere? 

- Are teachers cognizant of the global implications of technological pradice and 

the need to reorient practices and attitudes about technology toward thoçe more 

compatible with sustainability? 

- How do worldviews innuence attitudes toward more holistic practices such as 

'design for the environment' and sustainable community development? 

Eisner and Vaiiance's (1974) £ive basic orientations toward cw.rriculum are: curriculum as 
tedinology; curriculum as cognitive development; academic rationalism; curriculum as social 
reconstruction, and curriculum as consummatory experience. 



Readine the Studv 

This study may be read in a linear fashion, however each chapter may also be 

read as an independent discussion. Chapters one, two and tiiree are more 

theoretical in nature and set up the research pmblem.They dso present the 

multiple dimensions and layers of what could be called the worldview 

problematique. The voices of the forty-five teache= intervieweci betweai April 

1997 and Januaxy 1999 are woven into chapters four, five and seven. These 

indude teachezs h m  a wide variety of technologid disciplines and also a m s s  

a broad region of southwestern Ontario. 

Readers are encouraged to browse through the complete co11ection of the 

images, cartoons and survey  instruments used in this reseanih, which may be 

found on the accompanying compact disc In doing so, they may be encouraged 

to begin a worldview reflectïon process of their own and may £ind that the 

comments and inçights revealed by the stories of the teachers d e s c r i  in this 

project add to th& own evolving insights concerning the nature of their own 

worldview and its relationship to the broad question of sustainability. 

Chapter One will be of interest to readers who want to learn more about the 

multiple dimensions of the worldview concept as discussed in the sociological, 

anthropologid and educational literature. 

Chapter Two will be useful to those interested in leaming more about the nature 

of postmodern production-consumption systems and the nature of the 

worldviews which inform them. These are a h  the predorninant worldviews 

infoiming the teduiological eduction curriculum. 

Chapter Three will be useful to readers interested in exploring the notion of an 
'ecotechnological' worldview and an alternative epistemological approach to 



technologid education The new technologid practices which support an 

ecotechnological worldview wili ais0 be explained. 

Chapter Four outluies the historical trends and present issues shaping the 

development of the Ontario technologid studies CUrTidum. 1 explore the 

cultural and emnomic background which have led to changes in the Ontario 

curriculumf changes which are in line with 'fastcapitaiism' (Lankshear et al, 

1996) and an unsustainable worldview . 1 also describe the 'topdown' and 

alienating curriculum development processes employed in the latest round of 

curriculum revision. Drawing on examples from several curriculum doc~zments, I 

&O explore the consequences of an uncritical and deterministic reading of 
techndture. 

Chapter Five will be of interest to those who wish to understand the 

occupational culture of technological studies teachers. In this chapter 1 describe, 

contrast and compare the working wnditions of technological teachers with 

those of the postmodem technician, Teachers explain in th& own voices what it 
is like to try to sustain their programs and themselves, in a system which appears 

at times to be completely indifferent to their efforts and their needs as 

professionds. 

Chapter Su< will be of interest to those planning or investigatïng the possibility 

of conducting multimethod worldview research. In this chapter I describe my 

attemptç to initiate an action research project with secondary school technology 

teachexs in Ontario, and provide some insights into potential pitfalls that may be 

useful to teachers and researchers attempting to SM an action research program. 

My inability to establish a working action research group caused me to regroup 

and look for alternative ways to engage teachers in reflective pradices 

conceming technology and technological education. This led me to develop a 

critical worldview research process, one which attempted to retain the essence of 

critical re£lection, a key element of action research 1 describe a 'multimethod' 

process involving several new methodologid tools 1 have developed to 

examine, in an interçubjective way, the worldviews of technoIogy teachers. 



While not a substitute for action research, the mulümethod proces describeci 

here has the poteniid to effectively engage teachers in a critical re£lective proœss, 
one that is a useful precursor to a critical action research program. 

Chapter Seven will be of interest to those attempting to s m e y  the range or 

scope of teacher wor1dviews. In this chapter I desaibe the stories of three 

teachers who participated in ail facets of the rn&timethod worIdview process 

and present the outcornes of their explorations. The outcornes take the form of 

several 'worldviav maps' which dong with their commentary describe their 

worldviews as they pertain tu a number of dimensions of sustainability. 

Chapter Eight concludes with a discussion of the efficacy of the multimethod 

worldview a p p r d  as a research strategy. I will also comment on the 

importance of worldview reflection as part of a aitical preservice and inservice 

dimension of technologid teacher education. Encouraging teachers to 

participate in critical-reflective worldview work is vital if techn010gïd 

education is to be reconceptualized to better reflect environmental and social 

reaiities and to meet the need of preparing young people to be productive and 

engaged ~tizens. 



Cha~ter One -The Nature of Worldviews 

Introduction 

In this chapter 1 will explore the meaning of the term 'worldvied as it is 

discussed in the sociological, anthropological and educational literature. This 

will illustrate the multifaceted, multilayered nature of the concept. I will also 

establish the importance of worldview perspectives for technologid education 

and teacher rdection, and &O explore the mechanistic and organic worldviews 

as orienting perspectives for understanding the nature of tedinologid teacher 

worldviews. 1 will discuss the social construction of worldviews and their role 

within technological education in helping to establish community identity and in 

helping to reach a critical understanding of teacher subjectivity, and practices. 

What worldviews do for us 

Whether or not we are consciously aware of it we a l l  poçsess a partidar 

'worldvied which provides us with the ability to make sense of our experiences. 

In order to make sense of our world, our worldviews must possess structurer 

coherency and purpose (Sire,1988; McKenzie, 1199). In guiding the way we 

interpret reality, our worldviews are construded through processes of 

socialization, they take shape and gain coherency as 'cognitive mamstructures' 

comisting of images and basic assumptions conceming our understanding of the 

world (Cobem,l991). 

The partidar composition of our worldviews fundamentally inauences the 

nature and quality of our lived reality. In guiding our intentional actions, 

worldviews have real and profound consequences not only for ourselves but for 

others (Kilboum, 1980). We often take for granted that that we possess a 

worldview. However, when we do consciously acknowledge that our worldview 

fundamentally influences our M e  and we decide to interpret and live in our 

world di&entlyr we effectively change our definition of what is possible, and 

also what lies within our realm of possibility. New horizons for action can open 

up. When this occurs we have effedively 'changed our paradigm' with respect to 



interpreting some aspect of our world. The parti& paradigm thus 

transformeci may have a minor or profound impact on how we see ourselves as 

human beirtgs and citizens, as well as on our aspirations and our sense of 

responsibility to ourselves and others. 

In not only pmviding a framework in which to understand how the world 

works, worldviews also help answer the question; Who are we?' To 'discovei 
one's worldview is then a significant step toward developing self-awarenes, 

self-knowledge, and self-understanding (Sire, 1988). It is questionable therefore 

whether one can genuinely daim to possess self-understanding if one has not 

taken the time to explore the nature of the worldviews one possesses. Without 

the capaaty for aitical self-understanding we become more susceptible to social 

coercion and manipulation In the context of technologid education, helping 

students develop an awareness and understanding of not only how society 

creates technology, but also how it then relates to its technologies, is crucial. 

Equally, or more important, is the task of helping students develop a critical self- 

awareness and understanding of how they personally relate to technology and 

the manner in whidi their own worldviews predispose them to partidar 

understandings of teduiology and technoculture and not others. Equipped with 

a critical reflective stance, students are better able to estabiish a relationship to 

technology that re£leds neither a utopian or a dystopian worldview with respect 

to teduiology, but rather one based on their own personal interpretation and 

critically reasoned understanding. An understanding of the influence our 

worldviews have on shaping our conceptions of what constitutes 'appropriate 

technology' has never been more important, given the detenorating state of the 

global environment. It is worth briefly exploring how worldviews shape and 

infom present and future pradicai action. 

What worldviews are 

Worldviews can be conçidered from a number of difrent perspectives. A 

worldview can be considered as a set of simplisring assumptions, an informal 

theory, or an intemal picture of how the world works (Durning,1997). As a 



unique perspecüve on the world h m  a particular vantage point in tirne, 

wor1dviews inchde our interpretive understanding of the world in tenns of 

ultirnate, penulümate, and immediate personal concems (M&enzie,l991) In this 

sense worldviews reflect our pnorities for acting in the world. Worldviavs are 

related to paradigms but are more encompassing, as DiCarlo explains: 

a paradigm is comprised of our closely held beliefs and assumptions 
about a partida. aspect of human d t y .  Individuals in the same field of 
endeavour generaliy share a paradigm. But each of these paradigms is 
constiucted upon a more general, overarching and cultural paradigrn-a 
world view. A world view (and everyone has one aIbeit most have not 
sought to identify it), is our most fundamental pidute of 'the way things 
are' (DiCado, 1996:2). 

It should be noted that the terms *paradiaom' and 'worldvied are used 

interchangeably in many disàplines and that DiCarlofs distinction is not broadly 

applicable. According to Bell (1997), the word paradigm did not become widely 

used d Kuhn's The Structure of Scientijc Rmolutims was published in 1962. 
Bell (1997) identifies at least forty-£ive different meanuigs attributed to the word 

'paradigm' alone in the literahue. Accoding to Ben (1997) Kuhn in an attempt to 

darify the concept of 'group cornmitment' or para-, proposed the term 

disciplinmy mntru- instead. The major components of a disciplinary matrix are: 

shared symbolic generalizations used by the community; 

shared models or preferred analogies, and an ontology; 

shared values; 
shared exemplm of concrete and proper work in their disapline. 

(Bell, 1997:185) 

For Tarnas, a world view is: " a set of values, of conceptual structures, of implicit 

assumptions or presuppositions about the nature of reality" (Tamas, 1996:21). 
The metaphorical construction of our reality is also represented in our 

worldviews. As Lakoff and Johnson (1999511) point out, a worldview is: "a 

consistent constellation of concepts, especially metaphorical concepts, over one 

or more conceptual domains." 



Because they encompass broad ontologid and epistemological dimensions of 

%&tg in the world' &ilboum, 1980) worldviews are not easily categorized. They 
are not easily stuEfed into or contained by neat typologies. We can think of a 

worldview as a 'master perspective,' one involving a number of interdisciptinary 

paradip.sr one of whieh typically 'dominates, informs, and spills over into the 

others' (Woodhouse, 1996:5). The precise nature and makeup of the dominant 

form of our worldview is of importance because of its influence in shaping other 

facets of our Me. 

Worldviews are in part £rames of reference which allow us to constnid useful 

models of how the world works. This allows us to coordinate and integrate our 

experiences in a meanin@ way. We need a worldview in order to aüow us to 

not only appreciate and understand the nature of our relationships with other 

human beings but also to recognize and understand the interconnecfion of 

problems which arise through inter-national, inter-economic, inter-ecological and 

inter-cultural relationships. (Aertç et al, 1994). Some dïmensions of our 

worldviews thus enable us to concephialize problems on a world scale. 

The totality of a worldview encompases a number dimensions of soàew 

dture ,  the physical world, mind and for some, a spiritual or religious 

dimension as well. We can talk of worldview dimensions related to the socie 

cultural, the socio-technid, the socbeconomic, the socio-ecological, the 

organizational and the scientinc As these interdependent dimensions of human 

life mutuaily influence each other, new knowledge is developed and through 

these relationships new worldviews evolve and grow. Worldviews should not be 

considerrd static or one dimensional representations of reality. 

H o w  w e  use worldviews 

Worldviews can serve a number of different expficit purposes whose relative 

importance to us can shift with respect to time and context We use worldviews 

to help us explain our mode1 of the world, and how the socially constructeci world 

has arisen. They serve to orient us in space, time and physical context, and as 



such, help answer the question 'Why is fhe world the way it is?' (Heylighen, 1996). 

They can make us more or les effective in &al tasks, psychologidy fragment 

and isolate as individuds or give us a deep sense of cornmunity, s h e d  purpose 
and continuity. 

Worldviews are not singular monolithic entities. We c m  possess a number of 

different worldvîews - philosophical, moral, politid, ecologid and economic at 

any one point in tirne and shift back and forthbetween them in order to make 

sense of our experiences in these Me domains. Although we are not confineci to 

the dictates of one partidar worldview, we may nevertheles draw on a 

particular worldview substantially more than another. 

How Worldviews Inform Present and Future Practical Action 

Worldviews embody a theory of practical action, a praxiology that attempts to 

answer the question,' how should we act in mder to renlize our oalues?' (Heylighen, 

1996). Thus worldviews serve as an orienting influence for concrete action in the 

immediate physid world. They serve as integrating schemas which incorporate 

various types of knowledge, information, models, and theories which we have 

constructed to make sense of our world. The construction of o u  worldviews is a 

r&ection of our participation in the wider social world and so are highly 
contextual. We construct our worldviews by drawing on numerable shared 

&al constructs encompassing social models, theones, concepts, guidelines, and 
values h m  a disparate range of disciplineç and ideological frameworks 
(Heylighen, 1996). 

Worldviews also have a future orienting dimension which attempts to answer 

the question, "Where are we going to?" (Heylighen, 1996). h their capaaty to 

delineate partidar futures to the exdusion of others, they influence our 

predilection to work toward particular rather than other possible alternative 

htures. Worldviews &O provide us with a framework for building meaning and 

purpose uito our Me narratives. Because of the unique mu< of beliefs and values 

contained within our worldviews, we are predisposed to think about the future 

in par t ida .  ways. The future dimension of our worldview is extremely 



important for technological education h u s e  students are king prepared to 

use, design, manufacture and apply technologies while working within 

particular conceptions of what the future will be like. Taken unpr~blematically~ 

we tend to project the future as a linear predictable extension of present trends. 

This presumption can be v q  misleadhg and even dangernus. 

S i e  worldviews M e r  in evaluative and descriptive terms, we cannot speak of 
a 'worldview nom.' Descriptive and evaluative elements are fundamental 
components of all worldviews and projections about the future. As such, they are 

partidarly important for technologid educatoxs, who must help students 

develop a critical yet hopeful vision of the future, one where technology is not 

fetishized as a 'transcendent force' capable of solving all of our problems, but 

rather a tool for constructive and dûected social change. 

The Structure of Worldviews 

Worldviews are not simply networks of rational, objective bodies of knowledge. 

Bunge describes a worldview as a body of extremely general beliefs conceming 

nature and humankindf it is : "usually a mixture of deep thoughts and 

platitudes, well confitned generalizations and superstitions. In its popular 
version it often cornes in the form of maxims, stories and parables"(Bunge, 

1983229). As a popular belief system tailoreci by experienœ to be uniqye for each 

individual, our worldviews contain value judgements and moral n o m  which 
may be considered 'non-cognitiveff even though they can be analyzed and even 

justised in the light of knowledge (Bunge, 1983229). This affective dimension of 

our worldviews means that we cannot selectively engage and &engage various 

elements of them ùi partidar instances when we wish to think that we are 

acting and interpreting reality from a purely rational or objective standpoint. 

When we set out to explore the rational structure embedded in worldviews, we 

need to keep in mind their contingent nature as well. At the heart of our 
worldviews are: "Structures of consaousness that belong to a rationalized 

lifeworld and make possible in prinaple a rational conduct of lifeW(Habennas, 



19û4:44). For Habermas, worldviews are social totalities bounded by shared 
language, worldviews effecüvely bound the ultimate limits of our world. People 

can, according to Habermas: 
broaden their horizon of their form of life in an ad hoc manner, but they 
-cannot step out of it; to this extent every ïnterpretation is also a process of 
assimilation (Habermas, l984:58). 

Worldviews c m  be considered as the 'basement' or foundation of our 

understandhg structures and our world articulations. Habamas uses a portrait 

metaphor to illustrate the nature of worldviews. As he explains, a portrait cannot 

reasonably daim to represent a person as a whole: 

A portrait is neither a rnapping that can be exact or inexact, nor a 
rendering of facts in the sense of a proposition that can be hue or false. A 
portrait off- rather an angle of vision from which the person represented 
appears in a certain way. Thuç there can be numerous portraits of the 
same person; they can make the charader appear in quite different aspects 
and yet they c m  ail be experienced as accurate, authentic, or adequate. 
SWarly, worldviews lay down the framework of fundamentai concepts 
within which we interpret eve rything that appearç in the world in a 
speafic way as something. Worldviews can no more be bue or false than 
can portraits (Habermas, 1984:58). 

However, importantly, worldviews differ from portraits in that they: "in turn 

make possible utterances that admit of truth- To th& extent they have a relation, 

albeit indirect, to truth" (Habermas, 198458). It is these utterances that are 

sought in thiç particular reçearch. Whai these utterances are juxtaposed and 

understood relative to other statements, conceptual understandingsr lifeworld 

contexts and articulateci beliefs, we begin to see how teacher worldviews are 

composed. The daim being advanceci here is that through such anaLyses, 

worldview work can provide some insight into how teachas understand 

themselves as atizens, as subject matter profeçsionals and as teachers in a 

postrnodern cultural temain that is fraught with often codictïng and conhising 
symbolic messages concemutg the proper role of techn010gical education 

To discover one's worldview is a signifiant step toward self-knowledge (Sire, 

1988). Building self-awareness of our own presuppositions, predispositions, 

biases, and beliefs is a first step in transfomative learning (Mezirow, lW5). Self 



reflecfive worldview work can be an emancipatory and Me-long Pr-. While 

engaged in worldview work we attempt to assess and d e ~ ~ l h  the 

presuppositiorw (açsumptions which may be tme, partially true or entïrely false) 

which we may hold (consaously or subconsciously, consistently or 

inconsistently) about the basic makeup of our world (Sire, 1988:17). 

Whv the studv of WorIdviews is so Important Todav 

There are a number of important masons why an understanding of the nature of 

our individual and collective worldviews is ço important today. The most 

important are connected to the way our worldviews uifom and give shape to the 

nature of the social, technological and economîc relationships between humans 

and the ecological functioning of the planet The 'modern' worldview is deeply 

implïcated in the global environmental problematique. A number of dlfferent 
critiques of modernism conned the key premises of Western patterns of thinking, 

worldviews in essence, to the ecological damage wrought by modemism 

(Wilber, 1998; Noorgard, 1994; Beare and Çlaughter, 1993). 

Wilber contends that our present environmental crisis is due to a fractuteci 

modernis t worldview: 

a worldview that d r a s t i d y  separates mind and body, subjed and object, 
culture and nature, thoughts and things, values and facts, spirit and 
matter, human and nonhuman; a worldview that is dualistic, mechanistic, 
atomistic, anthropocentriç and pathologidy hierarchid- a worldview 
that in short, emoneously separates humans h m r  and often tmttecessarily 
elevates humans above, the rest of the fabric of realify, a broken 
worldview that alienates men and women h m  the intricate web of 
patterns and relationships that constitute the very nature of life and Earüi 
and cosmos (Wilber,1995:4). 

Similarly, Beare and Slaughter, take aim at the Western/ industrial worldview 

based on certainty, predictability, control, and instrumentai rationality as one 

which has become dangerously fractureci and incoherent in tenns of ecological 

realities and our 'world-shaping' and 'world-desfroying technologies': 

Many core values and beliefs which once sustained the social fabnc have 
decayed and are perceivecl as empty, Uwatening, problematic.. . some 
people like to preach about moral decline and the loss of standards, but 
the problern is much deeper than that, for the world-view which sustains 
that argument is itself coming apart in an historïcally unprecedented way. 
(Beare and Slaughter, l993:13). 



Several terms have been used to describe the transition period between 

paradigms. The 'bifurcationf or 'breakpoint' which occurs between the declule of 

the old and the rise of the new paradigm is a period characterized by great 

change, m o i 1  and confusion (Lan and Jarman,1992; Modis, 1992; Capra, 1982). 

New social forces are in direct competition with old dominant paradigm forces. 

The dynamic tensions between those wishing to mate new systems of 

understanding, organization and sucid life stniggle with those reçisting or 

advocating a different course of action. Social tensions arise as a large number of 

social actors position themselves with respect to the emergins paradigm. There 
are signs that we are indeed in the midst of a major bifurcation or a 'breakpoint' 

in terms of human life on the planet According to a number of prominent 

scientists and social thinkers (Hawken et al., 1999; Korten, 1999; Suzuki, 

1998,1999; Capra, 1982; Gore, 1992), we are at a transition point in human 

evolution. The decisions we coUedively make or fail to make in the next twenty 

five years wïü have drastic far reaching, possibly irreversible implications for a.U 

succeeding generations of life on this planet Technology teachers have a 

signifiant role to play in regard to the na- of the transition, whether it is 

toward a technology education for a 'sustainabIe societyf or one which merely 

postpones the inevitabfe decline of the industrial 'business as usual' mode1 weli 

beyond its useful lifetime. The only inevibbility in this process is, of courçe, 

change. The longer the developing realities of envirorunental and social 

instabilities are marginaüzed and ignored, the more damage (mudi of it 

irreversible) to the environment and the more protraded and painful the 

transition to sustainability will be for soaety as a whole. This represents the 

'default' position in this story, it is the one which technology educators will 

support by continuing to ignore the importance of their worldviews in 

conceptualizing technological education The use of new technologies in the 

&culum when applied to a 'business as usuai' mode1 of technological design, 

manufacture and use will simply continue to reinforce the problematic industrial 

worldview. 

We may be living in what Berry (1999) te- a very short 'period of grace,' a 

window of opportunity for fundamental change. By recognizing and responding 



to the various transition point 'signaisf found in our culture and the naîural 

world, we can help young people reconceptualize and retreate our technologid 

systems in a more sustainable fom. To do otherwise when these signais dearly 
point toward profound and massive changes in both the quaIity and the quantity 

of life on the planet is nothing short of irresponsible. If we wish to survive in the 

long term we will inevitably need to move toward a different fonn of 

relationship with our technologies. This new relationship with technology will be 

one characterized by employing different design epistemologies, ones whkh 

translate into different ways of using materials and lowering energy intensities. 

The technologies of tomorrow wiii ais0 need to be those whi& are capable of 

better supporthg and recovering a sense of meaning for individu& and 

communities, as well as ones which reflect a better sense of social responsibility. 

The success of our collective and individual attempts to corne to tenns with the 

relationships embodied in modem* wiU profoundly impact the quality of Me 
for succeeding generations. Weigert asserts that the conscious task of 

confronthg and choosing a worldview path has never been so important: 

Never before has an empirical and self-aware choice of a world view been 
a general task for human beings in their struggle to understand the world 
and live sustainably within it. It is now! We must make these choices in 
the face of ignorance and uncertainty. There is not Iikely to be a üme at 
which humans believe that all the data are suffiaently lcnown to guide a 
moral life in the face of environmental challenges. Contemporaries must 
leam to act, not on the bais of empiricai, rationai, or saentific certitude, 
but on reasonable yet contingent moral, faith-based cornmitment to one or 
another framework for knowing and living in the world (Weigert, 
1997:19). 

Merely acknowledging to ourçelves that each of us is in possession of a 

worldview which may be riddled with contradictions, inconsistencies, shaped by 

soaal myth and outright falçehoods is certainly no easy task Acknowledging, if 

only to ourselves, that our worldviews do not represent an absolute ontologid 

reality, but rather, the ongoing socially constructed amalgam of our experiences 

and our thinking is unsettling to many people. While it has become &ch6 to 

repeat that we lave in a time of unprecedented social, econornic, technologid 

and ecological transition and change, it does bear repeating. SimpIy finding üme 



for reflection and retrospection is considered a luniry for many people who are 

too busy attempting to eam a living, raise a f d y  and m g  to keep abreast of 

change in what Borgmm (1995) has called the 'age of hypefieality..' 
To attempt to describe a worldview or map the differences behveen worldviews 

is necessarily to select and focus on particular differences at the expense of 
others; differences of significance are dways assessed or judged by a subjective, 

hiçtorically situated observer/researcher. The outcornes of this process are also 

dependent on the instruments used to discem these differences. We can think of 
worldview construction as a lïfelong process, a search for coherent 

understanding of ourselves and the world, a process and goal which can only be 

striven towmd in a proceçs of approximation to truth in an asymptotic manner. 

We can only npproach what we consider to be better understandings of the world. 

There is no definite end point in this process; it is a joumey toward 

understanding ourselves and our evolving maps of reazity. As we explore the 

nature of the worldview maps we have constructed, it is important to keep in 

mind that our maps are mere representations of r d t y ,  interpreted through 

cultural lenses. What we leave out of our worldview maps is as signiEicant as 

what we incorporate (Hess, 1995). 

The Sociwdtural Construction of Worldviews 

Our worldviews are concemed with understanding and integrating as many of 

the elements of our experiences as possible. They represent for w a relatively 

coherent collection of concepts and theorems that allow us to constnid a global 

image of the world (Aerts et al, 199410). Our worldviews operate as integrative 

'symbolic systems of representation' which help us 'illuminate reality' as it is 

presented, experienced and interpreted within a partidar cultural framework 

Indeed, it is impossible to diçcuss worldviews outside of a cultural framework 

Worldviews are always intricately comected to cultural meanings, within which 

these meanings are aeated, modi6edf codified, produced and reproduced. They 

work as a set of simplifying assumptions, an informa1 theory, a rough pidure of 

how the world works @urning,1997). 



The social dimension of worldview construction is important but not singuiarly 

s a  As dynamic intercultural constructions, worldviavs are a part of all cultures 

and, as su&, inextricably mirror the problems and pnorities of cultures. Our 

worldviews, both collective and individual, continually evolve by incorporating 

diverse cultural fragments belonging to many different peoples and groups; this 

'dtural borrowing,' in a sense, results in an amalgam of different systems of 

world interpretation 

The rapid spread of multidtural perspectives throughout the world in the last 

Srty years provides added impetus to the importance of worldview work It is 

only through rdection, open dialogue and analysis that we corne to understand 

the importance of acknowledging the validity of the multiplicity of worldviews 

which now course through society. Monocultures, whether they be social, 

economic, agridtural or technologid, all la& the resilience and adaptability to 

change found in more diverse systemç. Unexpeded change when it cornes to 

monocultures tends to have dramatic and drastic consequences which leave the 

remaining parts of the system less resiiient and able to cope with further change 
(Jervis, 1997). One important lesson from ecology that is applicable to human 
societies is that strength iç fond in divemity. 

Worldviews can function either as a cohesive structure to unite people sharing 

similar perspectives, or as a divisive force to isolate individuals and groups. 
Thoçe in possession of the dominant worldview can use their self-identined 

diçtinctiveness to marginalize those who do not share this version of the truüt, 

while simultaneously using theV worldview to provide their group with a sense 

of coherence and unity. 

These two dimensions of worldviews, their ability to provide a common 

hamework for makring sense of the world and their abZty to orient and guide 

our actions within that world, are of interest in this reseatch. Worldviews 

provide a cohesive uniting force for secondary technology teachers and also 

provide them with frameworks of belief and orientation as well as cues for 

orienting practical adion in technological education 



The reasons why the social construction of pattiCUIar types of worldviews are 

culîurafly reinfoxed while others are marginalized . . is more intimately mnnected 

to issues concerning inequalities in the distribution of Soao-politid power, 

rather than explanatory power. The collapse of environmental systems and the 

fallout whkh ripples through to affect humans has led many to question the 

veraaty of the industrial worldview. Many now doubt that the industrial 
worldview can serve as a viable guiding fiamework for living and working in a 

world with nnite limits. While the finite and tolerable limits to anthropogenic 

biosphenc change are stiU being 'negoüated' and explored, their existence is no 

longer in doubt. 

The dynamic process of contesting and negotiating cultural understandings and, 

in tum, ewposing conflict, inequality, ambiguity and contradiction, is a vital 

process in culture building. This process on be contrasteci with the passive and 

static 'culture as commodity' for consumption notion that an unaitical 

consumer culture reinforces. Worldview work attempts to help individuals not 

only understand the cultural constmcts by which they interpret the world, but 

also how, as individuals, they intemalize and personalize these dominant 

constructs. Worldview work cannot escape the politics of how meaning is 

negotiated and socially constnibed in our d t u r e .  The need to critidy question 

the constructs of our technological culture means public engagement, as Geertz 

states: ''Culture consists of socially established structures of meaning.. .culture is 

public because meaning is public"(Geertz, 1973:12). 

Worldviews are only partially described by mapping out cognitive structures 

and models; affective dimensions of worldview construction are also important. 

Indeed, as will be explored in chapter two, the affective dimension of worldview 

construction and manipdation is at the heart of modern technological 

production-consumption systems. If we fail to acknowledge the signhcance of 

emotions in the formation of worldviews and their nexw within production- 

consumption systems, we only see a portion of the picture. 



The coexistence of critical reason and emotional enthusiasm need not be 

considered a liability in worldview construction, as both c m  provide important 

insight uito the nature of our wurldviews (Aerts et al, 1994:lS). As Damasio 

(1994) has argued, Descartes' attempt to separate emotion h m  intellect was 

fundamentally flawed. According to Damasio (1994&), emotion and feeling 

are indispensable for rationality: "at their best, feelings point LIS in the proper 
direction, take us to the appropriate place in a-decision-making spaœ, where w e  
may put our instruments of logic to good use-" The Cartesian idea of a 

disembodied mind is a focal point in the mechanistic worldview and is the 

source of the metaphor of the mind as a madune or a software program 
(Damasio,l994: 250). This notion of 'disembodied' intelligence penneates our 

technologïcal culture, in fields such as 'artifiaal and machine intelligence,' 

popular media epics such as the chess battle between the cornputer 'Big-Blue' 

and the human grandmaster, or the disembodied completely 'rational' 

intelligence of the 'Borg' (short for cyborg) in the television series Star Trek 

These cultural narratives imply that intelligence and leatning can be separated 

£rom OUI physicality, our emotionç, our humanness, but as Pretzer has asserted: 

We need to acknowledge that issues of self-esteem, motivation, 
feelings-our emotiorrs-are part of the leaming process; we ~ecognize 
that without humanity and values there can be no tme learning, no 
development of wisdom (Pretzer, 19976) 

An emotional respome or erithusiasm on behalf of partidar technologies is 

encouraged in our society. We need only look at the emotional metaphos which 

are used to sell automobiles and the affection and attachment that some people 

feel toward their car. A number of transportation technology d a d a  reinforce 

'car-culture' by hawig students design advertisements and marketing schemes 

for selling cars without e x p l o ~ g  the role of automobile transportation in urban 

sprawl, noise, downscaling of public transit, resource depletion, air pollution, 

greenhouse gas production or any number of other problems associated with 

automobile travel. 1 will exaniine a number of aspects of technology d c u l a  in 

diapter four. 

Space technologies are another case in point, where governments, aerospace 

indusfzies and schools use nationdistic and emotional arguments to promote 



space technologies. Both the promotion of car culture and space technology 

employ emotion laden discourses, both embody a number of widely held and 

fundamental worldview constructs of modemkm including techn010gical 

progress and destiny. 

What informs our Worldviews? 

Whüe our worldviews are projects of active on-going construction, they are &O 

inextficabIy connecteci to and informeci by historidy situated beliefs 

(Woodhouse, 1996:7). For example, some of the beliefs we hold concerning the 

nature of the relationships among our notions of progress, technoOogy and the 

natural world stem fiom the Enlightenment (l3erman, 1981; Merchant, 1982; 

1992). Simply acknowledging that out beliefs surrounding technology have 

historid antecedents dows us explore the nature of those forces shapirg our 

beliefs. 

Kilboum (1980), a pioneer in the application of the worldviav concept to 

curriculum issues, used Peppefs (1942) World Hypothesis' framework to 

analyze science texts. Kilboum found that the projection of a mechanistic 

worldview is an aspect of the hidden C U I T i d u m  of secondary science. He 

argued that teaching which fails to bring the metaphysical assumptions hp l i a t  

in the curriculum to the awareness of students is a 'morally questionable 

practice' because students have no control over what they might l e m  and are 

prevented from considering alternative ways of viewing the world. 

The opacity of the fundamental principks which infonn a whole discipline or a 

larger worldview are typicdy not questioned by people working and making a 

living in today's busy world. As part of the socialization proces, worldviews are 

thus rendered 'invisible.' The veracity of the dominant worldview is seldom 

challenged because it has the power of government, business, industry and the 

corporate media behind it, as Weigert explains: 

We live in a world we see and talk about Authoriîative others and 
dominant institutions validate our sights and conversations so Uiat they 



have the unquestioned ring of normalcy and legïtimacy as real and true 
(Weigert, l997:13l). 

Habermas identifies the inescapable ideological dimension of worldviews, as 

weil as their d e  in IegitimiPng domination. Social systems, in legitimizing a 

particular view of the world, lend their power and influence to reinforcing a 

pmtïcular narrative among many, thereby marginaiizing 0th- equally useful 

narratives. The stronger the legitimizing Muence or the greater the institutional 

and bureaumatic momentum behind it, the more likely it is that communication 

efforts whkh attempt to articulate an alternative version of reaIity will be 

restrided. Worldviews, according to Habennas: 

provide a solution to the paradoxical problem posed by the obligation of 
taking into consideration the daim of jusofiability inherent in social n o m  
without, however, being able to p e d t  that unconstrained discourse 
which would, if allowed, convie existing institutions of a false claim. 
World views Uiat legitimate domination produce the objective appearance 
of justifying n o m  that.. . are precisely not capable of being justifieci 
(Habermas, in McCarthy, 19%:232). 

A number of p o w e a  worldview narratives and myths such as 'progress' 

'economic realifies ' and '@-muth' are used to legitimate policies and practices 

which may be secretive, manipulative, exploitive, *ust and huidamentally an& 
democratic. Technology, like science, is susceptible to king driven by the 

'dominator motives' identified by MiIbrath(l989): control of nature, military 

power, economic growth, economic power, beating the cornpetition, ma>amizing 

prestige, honour, and making money (O'Sullivan, 1999:200). hvoking worldview 

power narratives preempts critical thinking and the need to dwelop consensus. 

Two antithetical worldviews are mechanism and organicism. Accordhg to 

(Lyddon and Adamson,1992:3), the mechanistic worldview (mechanism) is: 

based on the mot metaphor of the machine and an understanding of the 
world as being composed of discrete elements that interact and influence 
one another-ach with a specific location and function and aI l  within a 
specifiable antecedentconsequence sequence. 



The metaphor of the machine has been used to represent a 'mechanical' or 

'industrial' worldview which incorporates the values of order and power in 
order to manage both nature and çociety(Goldsmith, 1993; Merchant,l992; Olsen 
et alJ992). As a legitimating ideology of western capitalism and modernityf the 

mechanistic worldview is at the mot of many of the ecological problems 

confronting the planet. As Merchant observes: 'Western medianistic science and 

capitalism have viewed the earth as dead and inert, manipuiable from outside, 

and exploitable for profitsff (Merchant, 1992:41). Mechanistic worldviews are 

associated with egocentric ethics based on the self. This ethic envisions the 

individual [or the corporation] as a social atom whoçe pursuit of individual gain 
wiU undoubtedly benefit the whole of Society (h4erchantf 1992). 

The mechanistic worldview is based in the development of quantitative 

mechanid models to describe the behaviour of physical processes. When we 

carry medianiSm and d o g i c a l  reasoning too far we consider the n~odel and the 

procesç to be one and the same. When we use a term like the 'dockwork 

universe,' consider animals (induding humans) to be little more than the sum 

total of their genes, or reduce the 'human-economy' to only that whidi involves 

monetary transactions, we confuse the constnicted mode1 with the reality being 

described. 

The worldview which perpetuates thiç kind of thinking is based on a 

reductionist, atomistic conception of ultimate reality (Metzner, 1999:173). The 

mechanistic worldview has its roots in the enlightment, as asn[sic] came to 

understood him-self as an autocratic d e r  over a world comprised of physical 

and chernical constituent components mateson, 1972:437). The updated or 

modernîzed version of the mechanistic worldview includes the notion of 

'planetary managemenf whereby the naturd systems of the earth are 

inaeasingly controlled and managed by humans through the use of advanced 

technoIogies. This process has been described as the 'colonization of the 

lifeworld' (Habermas ,1971) and occurs Uirough the over-application of rational 

technique to a l l  facets of human endeavour. 



A medianistic worldview is implïat in mu& of the current rhetoric invoIving 

economic globahation , rationalization and technology. Humans are 
commodified (like a technology) as replaceable %man resourcesf to be applied 
to transitory problems and then discardeci when the task is complete. Atomism 

and pragmatism are operationalized in technology a m i d a  that focus on 

measuring cornpetencies, while eschewing the ethics and values embedded in 

those practices. The dominant western worldview produces a barrage of cultural 

messages concerning technology. These messages to a large degree reinforce 

what Bowers(1996) calls the 'myths of modefniy. They recognize: 

that the plenitude of consumer goods and technological innovation is 
limited only by people's ability to spend, that the individual is the basic 
social unit that makes rational and mord decisions, and that science and 
technology are continually expanding humankind's ability to predict and 
control their own destiny (Bowers, 1996:5). 

Most of these myths that are fiimly embedded in the industrial worldview are 

not chalLenged in any substantive or critical way in technology education. 

Indeed, economic technological cornpetition is a pervasive theme of many 

cufncular documents and government directives, most of which are based on a 

mechanistic worldview. Wfier  is one among many (Franklinf 1990; Roszak,1992; 

Salef 1980; Postman, 1992; StiversJ994; Rifkin, 1991; Suzuki,1995; Laszlo, 1989) 

who sees the present dominant worldview as dysfunctional: 

The only way we can heal the planet, and heal ourselves, is by replacing 
this fractured worldview with a worldview that is more holistic, more 
relational, more integrative, more Earth-honoring, and less arrogantly 
human-centred. A worldview, in short, that honors the entire web of lifef a 
web îhat has intrinsic value in and of itself, but a web that, not 
incidentally, is the bone and marrow of our own existence as well 
(Wilber, 1995:4). 

The problematic nature of the mechanistic worldview as it relates to technoiogy 

and technoIogical education, together with a reconceptualization of the 

technology curriculum based on the integrative work of Wüber and othersf will 

follow in succeeding chapters. It is important that technological education 

reinforce the notion that we are a member, albeit a very powerful and intelligent 

member, but süll only a member among many others in the web of Me. To do 



otherwise, is to perpetuate the outdated mechanistic worldview, one which has 

led us to the brjnk of ecocide. 

The causal connections between elements in a mechanistic woddview are 

reductionist in nature and related through mechariid notions of 'cause and 

effect' and 'push a .  pull,' and 'action by contact' (Elboum, 1980). Hurnan and 

social development as wd as time are construed as linear and mntinuous. 

The mechanistic worldview structures reality so that: 

1. Matter is composed of particles - atomistic components (the ontologid 

assump 0011). 
2. The universe is a natural order that works according to rules and laws 

(the prinaple of identity). 

3. Knowledge and information c m  be abstracted context-free in the form 
of 'di-te information bits' from the natural world (the assump tion of 

context independence). 

4. Problems can be analyzed into parts that can be manipulatecl by 

mathematics (the methodological assumption). 

5. Çense data are acre te  and defined so as to give us maximum capability 
for manipulation and control of nature (the epistemological assumption). 

(Mechant, 1992:49-54) 

Iden-g and hding relationships between these problematic characteristics 

of thought in the worldviews of technology teachers wiU be expIored in chapters 

six and seven. 

The Post-Industrial Organic Worlciview 

In contrast to the mechanistic, the root metaphor for the organismic worldview 

(organiasm) is a: 'cornplex, integrated organic process' that iç presumed to 

undergird the structural development of a phenornenon (Lyddon and Adamson, 

1992:3). Within this perspective, phenomena are perceived as beuig in a dynamic 

process of development and transformation. The 'organismic' worldview 

understands the universe as an evolving process or story (Berry, 1988). 



For Merchant, the 'organic worldview' or cosmology as one that incorporates an 

image of the earth as a living organism and could be d e d  an organic 
cosmology. This cosm010gy is one which has been shared by aImost all cultures 

at one time in their history; it has been all but superseded by a mechanistic 

worldview. An organic worldview evolves an 'ecocentric ethic' that is grounded 

in the cosmos or whole ecosystem. This ethic guides the thinking of many deep 
ecoIogists, Greens, cultural ecofeminists, organic f a n n a ,  bioregionaüsts, and 

most indigrnous peoples' movements (Merchant, 199262). Merchant (1992) also 

maps out an 'ecocentric' ethic that is rooted in a holistic rather than a mechanitic 

metaphy si=: 

1. Everything is C O M & ~ ~  to everything else. 

2. The whole is greater than the s u m  of its parts. 
3. Know1edge is context dependent 

4. Process has primacy over parts. 
5. Humans and nonhuman nature are one unity. 

The emcentric ethic is alço implicit in the 'biophilia hypothesis,' which states 

that humans have an inherent bioiogidy - based need to affiliate with M e  and 

Me-like processes, not simply for instrumental material use reasons, but rather 

for emotiod, cognitive, aesthetic and spiritual ones (Kellert, 1992:201,1997). 

Thiç leads to the conjedure that by diminishing the quality of our relationship 

with the natural world through exploitive and urtsustainable practices, we 

concurrently diminish our ability to develop a coherent and meaningful life for 

ourselves. For Kellert, thiç means that our inducement to conserve nature iç 

fundamentally motivated by a "proud sense of self-interest and biological 

imperative" in search of the 'good life' (Kellert, 1992:214). This has implications 

for the manner in which we conceptualize technoIogy. I£ we consider Merchant's 

organk worldview to be one end of a worldview continuum and the 

mechanistic and deterministic dominant worldview as the bipolar opposite, we 

could expect technology teachers to occupy a range of positions between the 

two. The purpose of this research is not to assign tight typological definitions to 

the worldview presuppositions held by teachers, as either organic or 

mechanistic, but rather to explore the interconnected nahire of the relationships 

between organic and medianistic presuppositions. 



Keamey(1984) uses the term 'worldviav universals' to describe certain essential 

modes of conceptualization that are necessary for people to interact with 

themçelves and the environment on a universal basis. He identifies seven 

worldview 'univerçalç' (Self, Other, Relati~nship~ Classification, Causality, 

Space, Time) that can be used to compare woddviews across cultures 

(Kearneyf19S4). These univers& provide a very broad framework with which to 

approach worldview analysis. Epistemological, ontologid and affective issues 

related to the nature of Kemefs worldview construct 'self' and 'non-self are dl 

explored through a sustained engagement with the media articles, cartoons, and 

advertisements over the span of this research proje& Written and verbal data 

from all of these tools are used to explore the nature of the relationships among 

self-technology-environment. These methods will be explored in chapter six. 

Keamey identifies two broad approaches to worldview analysis situated in the 

anthropological literature: cultural idealkm and historid materiaüçrn. He settles 

on histoncal materialism as a more realistic approach to worldview work and 

argues that, as an approadi opposed to idealism, it is more closely situated with 

emancipatory interests. Hïstorical materialkm as an interpretive stance is dosely 

aligned with an understanding of teachers as 'transfomative intdectualsf 

( G h u x  and McQarenJ995). In this d e ,  according to Girowc and McClaren, 
teachers understand schooling as a dialectical stmggle between meaning and 

power relationships. Technology educators operating from this stance would 

critically examine taken-for-granted assumptions about the nature of teduiology 

and what constitutes an ecologically responsible and emancipatory technological 

education curriculum. They would also appreciate that teduiology and 

technological education are shaped by social and political stniggles over power 

and the right to 'name the world' in partidar ways. Worldview work can also 

foster a critical technological literacy, one which is concemed with Friere's (1983) 

notion of 'reading the word and the world.' Worldview analysis can fundion as a 

aitical precursor or catalyst to the development of Uiis tramformative potential. 

Worldview analysis is crucial in helping teachem gain confidence and ability in 



developing theu own potentid to deconstruct and analyze the presuppositions 

underlying not only theUr own but also the dominant cultural worldviews 

sumounding techndture and the environment, Critical worldview work can 

thus support social reconstructive approaches to ~ d u m  development 

Recowtructive methods of knowledge building treat people as subjectsr and 
depends on a dialogic relationship which brings forward what is unçpoken or 

unarticulateci at the conscious lwel (Raskin, 198734). Armed with a better 
understanding of how technologies can be associated with politics and thus 

inscribed with power, teachers can more effectively develop curriculum which 

helps students open up technoculture to aitical interpretation and 

reformulation. 

Worldviavs encompass percephial schema and are shaped by our symbolic 

environment The meaning that we attach to our symbolic environment or 

culture is in tuni in£iuenced by the stance our worldviews place us in with 

respect to that culture. Worldviews can be very resistant to change as, to some 

degree, they have a self-fulfilling potential. To a large extent we experience the 

world by how we conçtrue it. If we understand the world as a brutish, nasty 

ultra-competitive 'arena', a Hobbesian 'war-against-all' we tend to live our lives 

rdecting this and may be ulîra-cornpetitive and untrusthg of others. Or, our 

worldviews may be so fïrmly rooted in p s t  practices and historical disciplinary 
'folkways,' that they prevent us from incorporating new perspectives and 

meanings into o u  practices. 

Our worldviews provide us with what might be called a 'reasonable' view of 

reality, one whïch serves our needs and the reality that most of us fie. This 

reality reflects the fact that we live as individuals with other people within rather 

srnd geographical and social environments. Despite the postmodem hubris 

surrounding information technologies, which situates us as 'globally-networked- 

atizens,' dwelling in 'Wtual communities,' the vast majority of people 

physically live, consume physical materiais, and create wastes in a relatively 

smaU geographic spaces, their bioregion. Any worldview which tends to 

'abstract away' the relational nature of our fundamental bioregional physical 



reality contributes to a 'mystification' of reality. Bioregionalism is a body of 

thought and embedded practices whkh have evolved in the attempt to reconnect 

human cultures in a sustainable manner to the region-scale ecosystems in which 
they are situated (AberIey, 1999; Raberg, 1997). 

And again techno-hubris conceming the nahW of the new global intemetworked 

individual aside, we only have enough mental energy to attend to a finite 'chunk 

of reality'. Our abüity to comprehend, much less understand the world is 

inescapably limiteci in scope. Simply put, we are not able to think and plan all  

that far ahead. As busy individuak living in partidar geographid and social 

contexts, our horizons conceming larger world issues may be quite limiteci, and 

thus reflection on the 'way we see and constmct the worid' may be considered a 

luxurious pastirne, best left to those who have nothing more concrete to do or 

have academic papers to write. For some, the 'business' of making a living is too 

important to be interfered with through critical self-reflection. The importance 

and utility of worldview work is not readily apparent, and therein lies one of the 

problems for researchers atternpting this type of work: How do you engage 

individu& who perceive the process of worldview refledion as esoteric and 

abstract? The amwer to this question will be taken up in chapter seven. 

The Role of Meta~hors in Worldview Construction 

Since metaphors and models are an essential part of the language' of our 

worldviews, it is important that worldview research adaiowledge the 

applicability of metaphorid interpretation tasks involving items such as images 

and cartoons. The role of metaphor is explained by Olds: 

Metaphor involves the use of images or concepts h m  one field of 
discourse or experience to describe some other field of experience in such 
a way as to suggest certain parallels, commonalities, or useful paradoxical 
connections between the two areas.. . .metaphors are 'meaning transports' 
which extend our level of understanding by cornparison or some might 
argue by smuggling extra dimensions into our analysis (Olds, 199224). 

Through the interpretation and construction of new metaphors, we can 

conceptualize new connections and interactions between our economic, 

techno10gica1, social and environmental systems. Metaphors can help us reveal 



new relationships, reconsider old ones and arrive at new inçights. They can, as 

Olds aserts, provide a 'nexusf for approaching issues of truth (Olds, 199224) 

Metaphors can be used as a 'tensive symbol' or a kind of 'semantic impertinence' 

to draw out new dimensions of reality and to open up new forms of analogy, 

contrasts and cornparisons (Olds, 199224). Teachers often use metaphors to 

describe the realities of their work in schools (Munby, 1990). They reflect roles 

and belief systems that guide claçsroom planning and action. By revealing 

important orientations conceming the conceptualization of experience, 

metaphors provide an important alternative means for evaluating teacher 

cognition (Tobin et al., 1994). The metaphors which teachers use to d e s m i  their 

understanding of technology and their role as teachers can either open up or 

expand our abilities to conceptualize and reframe issues involving the socio- 

political and ecological dimensions of teduiological education, or they can 

constrain them to think within existing frameworks of power and agency. 

The language and metaphors of environmental sustainability are largely drawn 
£rom the disciplines of emlogy and systems science. They include concepts such 
as: metabolism, energy flow, symbiosis, entropy, embodied material energy, 

webs of relationçhips, interdependencies, system dynamics, stocks and flows, 

feedback systems, negotiation, symbiosis, non-linear dynamics, unpredictability, 

precautionary prinaples, and intergenerational effects (Ford, 1999). AU are 
noticeably absent kom technology curricula and the working vocabulary of 

teduiology teachers. Technology a m i d a  impliatly construe a worldview by 

vimie of the degree and manner in which they engage students in a cultural 

critique of technology and by whether they help students articulate a critical 

worldview. The reconstruction of technology <'utnada to incorporate these 

metaphors and the insights they embody cannot occur through a presaiptive 

'topdown' driven process of curriculum change. Sustainable reconshudive 

insights conceming the nature of technology and its relationship to the biosphere 

are best developed by teachers who have critically refleded on the metaphors of 

sustainability and who then incorporate them, at least in part, into their 

worldviews. 



As a complex undertakingg effective teaching involves juggling multiple 

referents in the form of images, metaphors, verbal propositions, and overt 

actions (Tobin et al, 1994). If the referaits for action in technology education 

focus overwhelmingly on economic cornpetition, materialistic growth, and 

'value-free' product design and manufacture, initiatives for cu.rriculum change 

dong ecologid reconstructive lines wiU be ail the more diffidt. In this caseg 

these constraints can act as embodied 'myths' for a culture and can discourage 

change even if individual teachers are committed to change on a personai level. 

Tacit uncritical asswnptions concerning the social and ecological dimensions of 

techn010gy, the pull of the cornmon 'folkways' of technologid education, and 

the desire to remain connected and to identify with other technology teachersg al l  

ex& a powerful influence pulling toward the status quo. Hansen (1995) has 
observed that aspiring technology teachers are set on 'teaching the way they 

work' and incorporate business and industry ideologies into their classrmm 

practices. As wiü be pointed out, a number of these practices are consistent with 

the 'fast capitalist' view of education as primarily preparation of the 'flexible 

multi-skiued employee' (Lankshear et al., 1996). 

Worldviews work to govern how we understand the world and therefore how 

we act in the world (Lakoff and Johnson,1999:511). Lakoff and Johnson also 

suggest that we are consaously unaware of how metaphor conditions our 

'everyday orduiary metaphysics,' that which helps us cope with daily living and 
constitutes for example, our subject-self distinction, causal paths, essences, and 

mental vision One of the consequences of this unconscious shaping is that we 

have assimilated a number of conceptual structures whose validity to explain 

social and ecological phenomena beyond a partidar range of circumstances and 

applicability is left unquestioned. We often cannot or will not aduiowledge the 

very limited scope of our world models and beliefs, both technoIogical and 

ecological. 

There is sumounding us evidence of a plurality of worldviews or 

'Weltançchauungen"(Heidigger, 1993). We encounter evidence of other 

worldviews when we pay attention to individu&, p u p s  and cultures whose 



lifeworld perspectives seem strangely out of step with our own; they seem to be 

experiemïng and living life by a different credo h m  ours, 'danhg to a different 

tune' so to speak When we do stop and i n q u e  about the nature of the 

animating metaphors which give life to this alternative way of seeing and 

ewperiencing the world, we are engaged in worldview work. 

Although our personal worldviews seem whole and coherent to us, they are in 

fad composed maps or 'pastiches' of a wider reality- We compose these maps 

from a variefy of sources : political, economic and social ideologies, media 

images of society, religious and seda r  philosophies, organizations and personal 

life, philosophies of life and our lived experiences. Despite the 'collage' nature of 

OUI worldviews, we develop them while living and experiencing life in 

parti& contexts, and as such it iç important to emphasize the ulthnate 

'motednessf of our worldviews. As Suzuki explains: 

A world-view contains a l l  of a society's accumulateci insightç, speculation, 
beliefs, and wisdom. It is d-indusive. In such a construct, nothing exists 
in "Iatioh Everything - past, present, and future - is part of an 
unintempted continuum. Each rock, stream, and tree, every star, doud 
and bird, is part of a single interacting and interdependent whole. World- 
views are profoundly rooted to a locale on the planet and m f b e d  with 
an understanding of the human place w i ü h  it (Suzuki, 1998:160). 

The ecologid and holistic dimension of Suzuki's worldview GUI be confrasted 

with the atomized and individualistic nature of the worldview advanced by 

advocates of modem global-capitalism. Metaphors such as the 'Wtual 

organization,' the contingent 'virtud employee' serve to deny human beings 

dignity beyond their ability to pmductively serve a technologid system, to Say 

nothing of the importance of geographid place and bioregional context to life. 

According to WSullivan, the process of globalkation is both a: "planetary vision 

based on trade and marketing, [and] a movement into a transnational world 

view based solely on commerce" (CYSullWan, 199936). 

Worldviews provide an evaluative fknework for assessing reality, as such they 

acknowledge what is axiomatic: that we do not live life as 'neutral objectsf but as 

interpreting subjeds. Our worldviews may also allow us to hilfil our innate need 

to create order in our lives. Religious worldviews, for example, help people make 



sense of what others interpret as random happenstance. A religious framework 

allows some to understand M e  in tenns of 'God's plan,' thus providing an 

overarching interpretational framework for understanding the flow of life. In 

contrast, those who ascribe to what c d d  be describeci as a technolo@d 

worldview, see technologid progress as ultirnately providing a rationaiking 

structure for Me- In other words, human destiny and human progress are closely 
or inextricably aiigned with technologid progress. 

Aerts argues that if we know what parüdar images mean we can use th& 
heuristic and interpretative power without risk. This has certainly been a factor 

in the success of modern advertising which uses metaphor and simile 

extensively. Isolateci and simplistic metaphors, certainy when they are taken 

literally, are dangerous and are better avoided. (Aerts et al., 199432) Some of 

these over-subscribed metaphors indude: 

The 'invisible han& of the market providing direction for hurnan 
activity . 
The 'earth as a machine', a networked info-structure system. 

O The 'human brain as computei, a mere processing tool, and 
thought computational 'product'. 
The 'world as a clockwork mechankrn' tied together through 
predictable hear causal forces. 

In writing about the need to reconçider our use of metaphor, Olds writes: "If w e  

are to find an image of wholeness that can actively inform our lives, we must 

seek metaphors that fundion with integrity across the realmç we inhabit as we 

step h m  one aspect of life to anothef' (Olds, 1992:xE). These metaphors 

the earth as a living organisrn - the GAIA hypothesis 
humans as part of the living community on Earth 
technology as servant of humankind 

Thiç work in part entails the search for alternative educative metaphors, one to 

better des& the genuine nature of our relationship to technology and the 

naturd environment 



The Difficultv in Accessin~: and as ses sin^: Our Worldviews 

One of the di£ficulties in accessing and describing worldviews is that' for many 
people, they are rarely highly developed fomiç of 'systematic philosophies.' 

More typically, they are sets of incomplete and fragmentary background 

assumptions that tend to loosely organize language, thought, perceptions and 

actions. (Gladwin et al, 1997). We onnot simply stand back from our lifetime of 

accumulateci beliefs and convictions to take an amx-length hypothetical 'neutrd' 

position, we cannot objectively and accurately assess the nature of out 

worldviews. Our unarticdated worldview is implicit in the prineiples that guide 

our actions, while our arüdated worldview is the view implicit in the principles 

used to jus* our actions (Paul, 1992470). The disparity between these two 

worldviews may be measured by the degree to which we deceive omelves, in 

foIlowing actions which are at odds with our tme beliefs, or by espousing false 
beliefs. 

That we infrequentlyf if ever, reflect on out worldviews is probably because we 

have not taken the tirne and effort to do so. We are not encouraged to reflect on 

the nature of our thinking in our everyday activities of earning a living. Our 

everyday experiences inform us what 'works,' in terms of orienthg ouçelves to 

the 'extemal' world, and so we seldom give more than gl-g attention to the 
- basic nature of our consiruing. As Sire points out: 

A worldview is composed of a number of basic presuppositions, more or 
less consistent with each other, more or less consciously held, more or less 
tme. They are generaliy unquestioned by each of us; rarely, if ever, 
mentioned by our hiends; and only brought to mind when we are 
challenged by a foreigner £rom another ideological universe (Sire, 
l988:lï). 

Prior to engaging in a process of reflection we initially don't know how narrow 

the foundations of our base of learning 2, or how epistemologically naïve it is. 

SoQalization follows our egocentric expenence of the world and, rather than 

significantly modifymg it, builds upon our egocentric perspectives, partially 
transforming it into ethnocenhism. In doing sot we: 



spontaneously and subconsaously intemalize the world view that is 
dominant in our society. And just as we don't as individu& recognize the 
egocentrism of our personal point of view, we don't as memberç of soaal 
groups recognize the ethnocentrism of our colledive world view. We take 
Uiat world view to be as objective, as completely a mirror image of the 
world, as we take our personal point of view to be (Paul, 1992:617). 

Often it is only when major social unrest or protest occurs that we even reflect or 

reevaluate the nature of our worldview. A recent example is the demonstrations 

which occurred in Seattle around the World Trade Organization talles (Jones, 

1999). The economic and political forces representing a worldview whidi 

mproblematically supports an expansion of globalized trade and commerce 

unfettered by social or environmental concerns were confronted with a variety 

of social and environmental groups whose worldviews represent diarnetndy 

opposed positions. The insularity, and some would Say arrogance, of those in 

positions of institutional and corporate power to the validity of alternative 

worldviews represented was apparent. Similarly, social muest in Chiapas 

Mexico, between indigenous farmers and the state is based on fundamentally 

different worldviews conceming the role of agriculture, big business, human 

rights and property rights. Even to pose questions conceming the fundamental 

validity of the neo-liberal doctrines of free trade and laissez-faire economics is for 

many a direct challenge to their worldview and often eliats powerful 

institutional sandion or even the use of physical force and violence in some 

socie ties. 

Evaluatinpr Worldviews 

The indispensable role of tedinology in our lives demands that we corne to terms 

with the nature of our relationship to it on a personal, community, bioregional 

basis. We need to explore the manner in which our worldviews are shaped by 

and in him shape the technologies we design, manufacture and use. A 'truthful' 

relationçhip with our teckuiologies demands no less. According to Sire (1988), 

worldviews can be explored for two types of basic 'truth': 

1. 'Absolu te truth, ' based on empincal facts and measurements, 



2 'Fonnnl fiuth,' having to do with relationships among assumptions, which are 

eîther consistent or inconsistent with each other according to basic logical 

It is the relationships embodied within the presuppositions and assumptions of 

how the world works which are of interest here. 

According to Sire (1988:215), an 'adequate' world view must be: 

1. intellectually coherent. 
2. able to comprehend the reality of data of all types. 
3. able to srplain what it daims to explain. 
4. subjectively satisfactory . 

These points are worth exploring M e r  because they provide a framework for 

understanding the nature of the 'leverage' points for critical worldview 

reflecüon and analysis. That is, they not only provide some insight into 

understanding why worldviews are so diffidt to change, but more importantly 

they can help identify the critical leverage points in our belief systems that may 

faditate or catalyze worldview change. 

1. An 'adeauate' worldview must be intellechiallv coherent If a concephial 

system contains an essential element or a proposition which is logically 

inconsistent with 0th- in the system, then it is false (Sire, 1988:214). 

Evaluated against this criteria, the modem indushial worldview which is built 

on the prernise of unlimited and insatiable economic and materialistic growth is 

both inadequate and incoherent. Proponents of the industrial worldview are 

inaeasingly hard pressed to logically reconcile the infinite growth 

presuppositions of capitalism with the finite lirnits of the biosphere. 

2. An adeauate worldview should be able to com~rehend - the realitv of data of al l  

types. These indude our immediate experiences of everyday MeI that which we 

a m  by critical analysis and scientific means, and that which we gain through 

the experience of others (Sire, 1988:215). Desaibing 'what counts' as real data in 

the modem industrial worldview is increasingly a fundion of what can be 

quantified and valued in stricüy monetary terms. The modem predilecüon for 

an ever-expanding marketization and cornmodification of all aspects of life 



serves to lend credibility to information related to saentized economic 

transactions ody. Discomes of globalizaticm, what Moody (1998) calls 

'globaloney,' ignore or marginalize non-quantifiabIe quality of lik issues. 

Neoliberalist economic policies and destructive cornpetition establish an 

antagonistic relationship to the existence of tade unions, viable community and 

environmental integrity. As corporate power concentrates and intensifies, and 

the 'fast capital' worldview with its globalkatton rhetoric dominates the media, 

alternative perspectives for constnhg and valuing quality of Me issues are 

further marginalized. 

3. An ad-uate worldview should exdain what it daims to exp1ain. A 'truthful' 

worldview will be intemally consistent in the handling of data and will be able 

to explain what it daims to be able to explain (Sire, 1988:215). Our worldviews 

provide us with ontological and epistemological 'mapsr for living our values 

withïn our social world. They muçt provide us with reasonable cognitive 

fiameworks upon which to integrate our experiences, understandings and 

feelings. The industrial worldview faüs to explain how increasing material 

consumption and production of wastes can be reconcüed with the fuiite limits of 

ecological systems to absorb and break down these wastes. Worldviews, like 
paradigms, tend to ignore or attempt to 'explain away' phenornena which c d  

their vaüdity into question. For example, although research indicates that there is 

no strong correlation between human happiness and material abundance beyond 

the subsistence level, ever more material abundance and consumption is posited 

as the singular path to human well-being withh the industrial worldview (Schor, 

1999). 

4. A worldview should be subiectivelv satisfactorv. As Sire explains: ''It mus t 

meet our sense of personal need as a bowl of hot oatmeal breaks the fast of a long 

nighfs sleep" (Sire, 1988:216). This subjective fit or 'comforf of our worldviews 

is a major influence on their tenaaty and longevity with respect to our 

unwillingness to abandon their core presuppositions. We adopt and construct 

worldviews which 'fit us,' irtsofar as they help provide a useful and satisfactory 

context for our d a y - t d y  life activities. We construct worldviews that make 



sense of our Scpenenced world and which result in a subjectively satisfadory 

experience, insofar as the interactions between the two don't cause us 

unnecessary angst In fa& out worldviews are not quite air-tight, they are quasi- 

stable and open to varying degrees to introspection, refiection, critique and 

ref ormulation. 

It takes effort, both systematic and idiosynaatic to ignore or deflect our attention 

from the overwhelming evidence that the ecological problems the world over 

have common connections. These connections are in fa& spun throughout our 

own web of beliefs and implicated in the ways we perceive, create and recreate 

the world- in short, our worldviews. This crisis in the modem materialistic 

worldview is simply a symptom of the inadequate and unsustainable belief 

frameworks by which we live (Lasch, 1991; Suzuki, 1999). 

Because a worldview c m  operate as a 'psychologid filter' it not only determines 

what we see in the world, but also h m  we see it @iCarIo, 1996:4). Aç with any 

filter, any data that are incongruent with our foundational beliefs will be 

excluded or distorted, thus leaving individu& with radically disparate 

worldviews to live in different social worlds. This 'filtering effect' is the source of 

many interpersonal and intergroup conficts, and consequently: "we fail to gasp 

how others can be so 'thick' and disagreeable, regardless of how frequently, 

persuasively or articulately we plead our casef' (DiCado, 1996:4). This is one of 

the major stumbling blocks to better cooperation and negotiation between 

individu& and groups subscribing to dïfferent paradigms. They talk over and 

through one another and then don't understand why the other side just doesn't 

'get if. 

While we are situated in a given worldview, through a process of 'self- 

reinforcing &CU1arityf(TamasI 1996:25), we discover and gather evidence that 

will be to a large extent configured according to the priniples with which we 

approach and constmct reality. We conshue a reality which is consistent with 

our ontology . Teachers have a moral responsibility to become consciously aware 
of the presuppositions from which they approach and 'make' the world vis-a-vis. 



the ctmiculum. To be unaware or uninterested in the nature of the 

presuppositions which inform our thinking is to some extent to relegate 

ouselves to king passive spectators and not the authors of our lives. To educate 

yourtg people without helping them become aware that alternative frameworks 

of understanding exist, alternative worldviews to those reinforced and validated 

within the formal curriculum, is to engage in a form of mystification and not 

emancipatoxy critical education 

To become aware of how our unvoiced presuppositions shape our own 

subjebiviaes puts us in a position to make conscious choies regardhg the 

nature of the reality we axate, we move away £rom being 'objective' and passive 

observers of a preconfigured 'given' reality and instead realize that we play a 

role in creating our reality, and therefore we need to: '%ring the values and 

aspirations that we believe would mate the most Me-enhancing world and 

world view to the epistemological equation" (Tarnas, 199626). Since our reality 

is largely constructed through the interabion of each individual's consciousness, 

with the collective consQousness of our cu lhw and its basic presuppositions and 

a prion principles, it is extremely important to help students uncover and make 

expliat not only their own, but also our cultures', taatly endorsed 

presuppositions and prïndpies. To lave the basic presuppositions that support 

our economic and social ways of Me unnamed is to perpetuate a form of cultural 

mystification. Mystification is a problem at all levels of social life, and as Weigert 

points out, our 'modem leaders': 

typically use countedactual imagined futures built on mythic ideologies 
of unlimted material consumption, ever rising standards of Living, total 
kee market functionaüty, increasing populations, and the assumed taken- 
for-granted viability of Iife support systems (Weigert, 1997:31). 

Mystification occurç when either teachers or curriculum materials objectify social 

realiv and can occur in classroom settings where the teacher controls the speech 

code the students use in symboliPng social reality (Bowers,1993:7). Often in 

appearing to describe a fabual situation, teachers are presenting: 

anonymous interpretations that reflect hidden economic interests and 
questionable cultural assumptions. What the student encounters, 
however, is an expianation of a social reality that is objecüvely real, and 



thus beyond questionuig. The objedifving function of language used by 
teachers and in textbooks obscures in the mind of the student the human 
authorship of social reality (Bowers, 1993:7). 

From an educational perspective we can explore and evaluate different 

worldviews from a number of different vantage points. We can ask whether the 

worldviews embedded in the nature of our curridum organization, content and 

evaluation, inforxnr lead to, or perpetuate practices which are more destructive 

than regenerative, more alieriating than conmnunity building, more 

disempowering than empowering, more passive than critical. 

While ontologies are built into worldviews, some ontologies are inherently 

destructive when embodied in ways of behg which imeparably degrade the 

fundamental systems of the natural world upon which we all depend. 

Worldviews which support practices that destroy the resüiency and natural 

recuperative and regenerative powers of the natural world are pathogenic in this 

sense. However, it is important to be careful and not to take a position of 

presumed ontological supenority when comparing the 'techno10gica.I' worldview 

and the 'organid worldview. Ebth shodd be considered as rhetorical 

constructions, models whidi attempt to describe a number of red-world 

reIationships, and also provide us with a means of organizuig and analyzing the 

meaning of these relationships. We need to keep in mind that all worldviews are: 

"sets of beliefs that provide cultures and individuals with general perspectives or 

vantage points. Worldviews are not God-given truths.. .no worldview is valid in 

an absolute sense" (Gardner and Stem, 1996-58). We m o t  interpret an overall 

worldview in terms of an ulthate truth or totality, to do so would require in 

tum a judgement of tmth and an interpreter who is capable of stepping outside 

his/ her own subjectivities. 

We can, however, attempt to engage one another in a conversation which 

attempts to reach a high level of what Habermas ternis 'communicative 

understanding'. While we may critique the veracity of the truth of the 

component statements containeci within another's worldview, we cannot set 

aside our subjectivitits entirely, and so worldview work is also concemed with a 



sîncere effort to negotiate a measure of intersubjective understanding between 

participants and researchers. Habermas also insists that w e  must also 

adcnowledge the limits of language in arficulating a worldview: 

linguistically articulated worldviews are interwoven with forms of M e  - 
that is, with the everyday practice of socïated individu& - in such a way 
that they cannot be reduced to the functions of knowing and mastering 
external nature (Habermas, 198459). 

Worldviews therefore provide no ultimate perdi from which to evaluate or judge 

adequacy : 

Worldviews are comparable only in respect to their potency for conferring 
meaning. They throw light on existentid themes recurrent in every 
culture.. ..they open equdy primordial possibilities of making sense of 
human Me. They thereby structure f o m  of life that are incommensurable 
in their value. The rationalitv of forms of M e  cannot be reduced to the 
cognitive adequacy of the whdviews underlying them (Habernas, 
l984:59). 

Habermas also suggests that the 'practice of conducting life' reflects a measure of 

the "cognitive adequacy" of worldviews, name1y whether the statements in them 

are truthful, provide some measure of coherence and allow for effective plans of 

action (Habermas, 198460). It can be argued that the adequaq of our 

worldviews in this regard could be measured against how weli they allow us to 

function effectively within a partidar language community. The community of 

technology teachers comprise a language commUNty, or a sub-culture in this 

sense. They are in possession of a generally agreed upon tacit understanding of 

their primary purposes and roles within the secondary educational community. 

The common facets of their worldviews provide the basis for the establishment 

and stability of the technological education community. It is through the 

development of their worldviews that ntembers of a language community corne 

to an understanding of the central themes of their personal and social lives 

(Habermas, l984:59). 

As this research indicates, the central themes of technology teachers' working 

lives do not revolve around issues conceming the critical interpretation of 

technology, the environmental or social impacts of technology, or issues that 

could be broadly interpreted as 'sustainability issues'. The issues of primary 



interest have more to do with discipljnary sumival and simpIy coping with 

technologid change, than the nahW of the discipline and its relationship to 

environmental and social concems. Any attempt to understand the worldviews 

of techn01ogy teachers, requires an understanding of how they interpret and 

articulate the central themes of their work These will be exploreci in chapter five. 

According to Habermas, the adequacy of a linguistically articulated worldview is 

a function of the truth statements that are possible within a given language 

system. If the socïally negotiated and constnicted language system used by 

teachers in understanding and creating 'technology' is largely restricted to the 

metaphorid medianistic language of 'immediacy,' 'impacts,' 'forces,' and direct 

linear causal relationships, it should not be surprising that the technology 

curriculum is also cowtmed and therefore constrained by this language. 

Bowers(1993) argues convincingly that advanced techno1ogic;rl constiousness 

organizes reality in terms of: 'medianisticity'- understanding human work in 

t a  of machine processes; 'reproduabi1ity'- understanding work processes as 

reproducible rather than individually unique; ' measurability'- understanding all 

areas of human experience as subject to evaluation in quantifiable terms; 

'componentia1ity'- understanding everything in terms of individually analyzable 
constituent components; 'problem solving inventivenessr- understanding all 

areas of inaivdual and sWal existence as subject to a tinkering attitude and 

technological solutions and; 'self-anonymization of the workef- learning to 

divide the self into component parts and to accept the human engineering 

process that organizes the self in terms of technological functions (Bowers, 

1993:3). The more these problematic modes of consciousness inform the Uiinking 

of teduiology teachers and are embodied within the hidden curriculum, the 

more difficult it will be to encourage teachers to engage in critical reflection on 

the nature of their worldviews. These modes of consQousness can thus form an 

effective 'blindspoC in reconceptualizing the curriculum dong more ecological 

and holis tic lines. 

Paul asserts that a manifestation of the irrational mind is that it presupposes the 

truth of beliefs and doctrines which are embedded in social life or values. The 



fact that we absorb the cornmon £rames of reference from the s&al settings in 

which we live, means that 'our interests and purposes find a place within a 

socially absorbed view of the world'(Paul, 1992191). It is through this view of the 

world, this 'picture,' that we test the cl- of 0th- with different worldviews: 

We imaginatively rehearse situations within portions of that picture. We 
rarely, however, describe that picture as a picture, as an image constructeci 
by one social p u p  as against that of another. We m o t  easüy place that 
pidure at arms length (Paul, 1992191). 

Adults interpret and process their experiences through a £ilter of highly 
developed befief systems which are buttressed by deepseated e t i d ,  

egocentric, and sociocentnc habits (Pad,1992:466). W e  often find it easy to 

'question' the beliefs and assumptions which we have already rejected and much 
more difncult i£ not impossible to question those in which we have a personai 

egocentric cornmitment. 

Stepping outside our egocentric point of view to take into account the interests, 

needs, or points of view of others is not easy. When we learn that both positive 

and negative, direct and indirect consequences follow from our failure to account 

for the needs of others, we are at l e s t  in a position to change our point of view. 

The depth and breadth of our egocentric investments can act as barriers to 

opening up our own worldview commitments; they a d  as blindspots conceming 

the genuine nature of o u  own frameworks of assumptions and ideas. The 

varying strength of the egocentric investment individuals make toward 

supporting their fundamental worldview assumptions makes it difficult to 

generalize conceming the most effective strategy for assisting and enabling 

individuals to consider alternative perspectives. This reality was one of the 

reasons a multifaceted methodology was used in conducting this research. 

We often take our egocenkic perspectives to be suigularly representative of the 

way the world is; to adcnowledge the existence and validity of different 

perspectives on 'how the world works' can be threatening and unsettling to 

some. Yet in today's globalized electronic mmmunity it is vitally important for 

young people to be able to enter into constructive dialogue with people who 



inhabit ideological universes which are hdamentally different from th-. The 

diversity of wisdom embodied in alternative worldviews represents a cultural 

resmce which the entire world desperately ne& to conserve. Analogous to 

biological diversity, cultural diversity and its attendant worldviews represents a 

valuable resource for comtering the hegemonic tsunami of the mondtural  

globalized-corporate worldview. The development of individuals who can 

eEectively work to bridge ideological chas- and develop lasting and 

sustainable solutions to human problems wiüün a holistic worldview is a crucial 
project for a l l  educators. As Giroux (1999) points out, the dialogue wherein 

young people learn how to govem rather than be govemed, and where they 

locate themselves as critical agents of diange and are given oppominities to 

expand the possibilities of democratic life, is essential to the development of a 

strong democratic culture and a aitical society. The emergence of a critical 

soaety is precipitated when it becomes socidy unacceptable to routinely 

presuppose without explicitly ident-g and arguing for our fundamental ideas 
and assumptions about how the world works (Paul, 1992). In a critical education, 

students explore issues fkom a multilogica], perspective, artidaüng, synthesizing 

and assimilating different perspectives and they do this through a dialogid not 

a monologid framework. A fair-mhded approach to solving multilogical 

problems requires us to suspend our egocentric tendencies to confuse the 

frameworks of our own thinking with 'reality' and to develop the abüity to 

reason h m  within opposing points of view (Paul, 1992:184). 

Dvsfunctional worldviews 

Some worldviews are better mirrorç of reality than others, that is they 

incorporate more useful or functional interpretive understandings which reflect 

what we know about the world. Worldviews which incorporate models and 

hypotheses at odds with physical reality and our common experiences are 

obviously dysfunctional. An improvement over a merely 'functional worldview' 

is one which is better at helping us determine how we should a b  in order to 

realize our values (Heylighen, 1996). Through transfomative education we can 

work to identify the dysfunctional characteristics of our worldviews and explore 



avenues for changing them. Whether the Cartesian-Newtonian paradigm is 
king replaced by new modes of thought that are holistic or systems oriented, as 

Capra (1982) daims, is still very much in doubt, at least fiom the perspective of 

technological studies. There is little indication that technology education 

involves students in true systems thinking exercises, wherein they explore the 

nature of the thinking that underpins the way conventional technological 

systems are conceived, manufactureci and used. 

Bateson identifies a number of problematic ideas which underpin much of the 

conventional thinking in Western civilizations. These ideas also provide a good 

starting point for identï£ying characteristics of a dysfunctional worldview, most 

date in their most ' d e n t '  form fkom the industrial revolution: 
0 K s  us against the environment. 
0 K s  us against other men. [sic] 

It's the individual (or individual company, or the individual 
nation) that matters. 

0 We can have unilateral control over the environment and must 
strive for that control. 
We live wiMin an infinitely expanding 'fiontier'. 
Econornic detenninism is common sense. 
Technology will do it for us. 
(Bateson, 1972:492) 

The taken-for-granted nature of many of these ideas and a reflection on their 

importance for an transformative technological studies cun5dum will be 

explored in later chapters. 

Weak and Strone Cntical Worldview Thinking 

The ability to engage our aitical thinking skills is an essential component of 

worldview exploration. Critical thinking approaches to worldview work may be 

disthguished as either 'weak' or 'strong,' depending on whether they help 
individuals confront their egocentric perspectives. The worldview work of 

Cobern (1994; 1996) is of the former, since teachers were not engaged in 

exploring the nature of their egocentric habits of thinking. The worldview work 

desaibed in this research is of the latter, a aitical appmach which attempts to 



help teachers confront their egocentnc perspectives through a variety of methods 

which will be explored in chapter six. 

For the most part, secondary technologid education in Ontario deah with 

problems through what could be d e d  a 'monological lemf, promoting at best a 

weak form of critical thinking. Tm often problems with social, environmental 

and teduiological dimensions, problems requuing a multilogical focus, are 

narrowed and reduced through instrumental reasoning to monological ones, or, 

in other words, 'tedinologid-fixesf. As Paul states, individu& who are weak 

critical thinkers, and thus prone to employing a monological perspective, often: 

La& the abiIity and predisposition to critique their own most 
fundamental categories of thought and analysk.. . [they] la& the ability to 
enter sympathetidy into, and reconstruct, the strongest arguments and 
reasons for points of view fundamentally opposed to their own" (Paul, 
l992:184). 

Strong sense aitical thinkers, on the o i e r  hand, are diaracterized by: a) an 

ability to question deeply their own framework of thought, b) an ability to 

reconstruct sympathetidy and imaginatively the strongest versions of points of 

view and frameworks of thought opposed to th& own, and c) an ability to 

reason dialectically (multilogidy) to determine when their own point of view is 

weakest and when an opposing point of view is strongest (Paul, 1992:185). 

The inability of weak aitical thinken to engage in 'reciprocal thought' should be 

understood as a fundamental limitation in thinking, one which makes it more 

difficult to understand, and empathize with those possessing views different 

from our own. This inabiüty also places limits on what we can leam by 

preventing us from entering a more meanuigful and deeper dialogue with those 

occupying a different 'ideological universe'. 

When monological thinking arises from an unconscious cornmitment to a 

personal point of view, an individual's thinking is egocentric; when it arises from 

an unconsaous commitment to a social or cultural point of view, their thinking is 

ethnocentric. In either case they think more or less exclusively within their own 

frame of reference (Pad, 1992:184). The egocentric thinker is: 



Naturally untroubled about the reasons and motives which have 
guided his / her reasoning process 
Seeks to juçtify himself in the eyes of 0th- . . .only under the 
pressure of argument and opposition 
Is intelligent without being pafticularly logical 
Suffers from illusions of perspective 
IS confident in his own ideas 
Is ignorant of his/her own ego, takes his own point of view to be 
absolute 
Assimilates everything he hears to his own point of view 
Simply believes without trying to h d  the truth 
Is incapable either by introspection or retrospecüon of capturing 
the successive steps his mind has taken 

(Paul, 1992: 190). 

An awareness of the characteristia of egocentric thinking is important if we are 

to genuinely engage in a dialectical process of worldview reflection and 

reformulation. Recognizing some of these problematic characteristics within our 

own thinking patterns is a prerequisite to worldview reformulation. 

McMurtry suggests that a value system or ethical system becornes a 'program' 

when its assumed structure of worth d e s  out thought beyond its boundaries 

(McMurtry, 1998:15). When this dosure occurs, value systems take on the 

characteristics of a 'dosed value order.' We all carry around a number of socially 

conditioned value programs into which we have become indoctrinated, which 

have become routinized as 'the way things have to ber as part of the virtuous and 

necessary requirements of living in our modem technological world. We fail to 

recognize these interlocking systems of belief as value programs because of their 
ubiquitous nature, and their habitual repetition üuough institutional practices, 

the pronouncements of the corporate media and the structure of our daily social 

relationshipç. McMurty suggests that we don't even consider them as values, but 

rather as entities more basic than ethical standards, more like immutable 

physical laws. 

Berger and Luckmann, (199536) describe reification as the apprehension of 

human phenomena as if they were something other than the products of human 

consciousness, such as facts of nature, cosmic laws or manifestations of divine 

will. Through reifcation we thus forget our own authorship of the human world 



and in doing so dehumanize and objecüfy i t  Importantly: "the dialectic between 

man, the producer, and his products is los* to consciousnes~'~ ( Berger and 

Luckmann, 1995:36). The reification of institutions occurs when we bestow on 

them: "an ontologicai status independent o f  human acüvity and 

signification.. . through rei£ication, the wodd of institutions appears to rnerge 

with the world of nature. It becornes necessity and fate, and is lived through as 

such" ( Berger and Luckmann, 199536). We rouanely obje* institutions such 

as corporations, and confer upon them staRiç and privileges not afforded 

individuals, we see corporatist structures within soaety as the way things are 

and must necessarily be. SimrlarIy neo-Iikral economic doctrines are reified as 

immutable 'realities' to which all peoples and communities must adapt. As a 

modality of consciousness, reification is pmblematic because it reinforces the 

status quo and preempts human agency from participatory change. Both 

reification and egocentricity are implicated in the environmental problematique. 

The egocentric thinker is susceptible to the uncriticai acceptance of any number 

of value programs, they are prone to 'follow the herd', insofar as they engage in 

a: "denial of consciousness at the most fundamental level - a resignation to the 

herd turns of a value program that is permitteci to substitute slogans and 

conditioned reflexes for thought" (hkMurtryy 1998:ll). 

Numerous examples of egocentric thinking can be found in the business pages of 

any large newspaper. The corporatist worldview is 'Life-blind' and is 

circumscribed by the rhetoric of global resources, both human and material, 

while specific contexts of economic abivity, biotic and physical communities 

both human and non-human are largely neglected. As McMurtry points out, a 

considerable amount of harm can flow from the 'Life-blind' principles of modem 

technology and economics, but nevertheles not be recognized as a 'value 

The all-consuming energy to ensure that we succeed at a value program 
can exdude our ever questioning it. :Since everyone knows that the 
"market" itself does not err, it foilows that whatever Me-reductive 
consequences flow from the implementation of its "fundamentals" must 
be "necessary costs". The only appropriate choice and action for both the 
individual and society, then, are to compte hard at fulfilling its dernands 



to ensure that its harms fali elsewhere and not on one's own society or self 
(McMurtry, 1199:ll) 

The operating principles of value systems are not eady identifid since they are 

usually surrounded with: "an armor of protective rationalizations, purporthg to 

hold certain values whiie actuaily holding to others" (McMurtry, 1998:7). 

Accessing the value systems that lie beneath the popular narratives of 
technological globalization and economic rationakation requires a cxitical 

coxnmitment to the search for other e q d y  plausible 'truths' and fonns of living 

which are less taxing on the ecological capital upon which we all depend. It is 

also important for students to explore the nature of the value systems which 

inform ecocentric and biocentric tiiinking. 

Our value systems consist of an overall integrated structure of thinking and 

acting in the world and are cornprised of both conscious and unconsciouç 

components as weii as identifiable 'goodç' and %a&' (McMwtry, 1998). 

Cultivating the ability to grasp the extent to which egocentrism and 

ethnocentrism infiuence our thinking about technology, to value other 

perspectives and to acknowledge that we work h m  a point of view, to seek 

evidence for our beliefs and to monitor and assess the component elements in 

our reasoning is a crucial ability for aU atizens. It is a vital constituent 

component of a strong democratic culture. It is particularly important for those 

who will design, manufacture and apply technologies to human problems. The 

nature of this reflective process will have a profound impact on the lives of 

others. As suc., a strong critical thinking approach to worldview work is an 

important dimension of technologid education for both teachers and students 

alike. 

The fa& that many technology teachers have had Little or no experience in 

exploring conhoversial soaotechnid issues or assessing contradictory 

arguments conceming technoIogy in dialectical or dialogid settings, is 

problematic . However, it is not surprising, given that few adults in general have 

experience in making the structure of the2 own thought consaous. Paul (1992). 

charges that much of what passes for adult 'aitical' thought is not fair-minded 

thinking at all but rather egocentrically motivated and structured thinking, and 

la& fair-mindedness at its very core (Paul, 1992:191). If adults are not provided 



with adequate opportunities in their f o d  schooling to grapple with their own 

tendencies to think irrationally, it should not be surprishg that many of their 

worldview presuppositions remain 'unopened' and beyond their everyday 

consàous awareness. These pre-reflective frameworks are nevertheles 

important in guiding our conshual of the world. 

This la& of experience with critical engagement conceniing the many complex 

issues smounding technology is an important concem if technological education 

is to become more responsible and attuned to the ecological and social realities 

facing students and their communities. If students are to develop the passions of 

strong sense ditical thinkers, teaches must continually mode1 the passions for 

accuracy, and fair mindedness and integrate these skills into: "a life in 

which the critical quest for reasons is a dominant and integrating motive" (Paul, 

1992186). For many technology educatorç, this is not a pnonty, the majority of 

teachers aypear to be more interested in modelling the characteristics of the 

conscientious and comptent 'global worker', the team player, the 'gwd' 
employee rather than the critical citizen who a p a c h e s  technology and the 

daims made for technology with a critical eye. 

Worldviews and Education 

Social institutions, including scho01sI can embody and ad as exemplars of 

partidar worldviews. The 'hue beliefs' or dominant belief systems we hold as a 

society are enacted in the way we conceptualize and govem our economic, 

social and ecological relationships. The ability of s&ools to reproduce or 

transmit the dominant or prevailing worldview to students has been noted by 

Bowers (1995,1996). In its reproductive mode, education hctions to transmit an 

uncritical picture of reality as reality itseZJ without acknowledging that the 

pidure presented as reality is itself a social construction. The contributions of 

both postmodernism and constructivism have forced us to recognize that 

our interpretatiom and worldviews are conditioned and constructed by 
social factors such as language, historical period, race, gender, social class, 
and the domuiant dtural  ideology ..... A worldview, then, is not only a 
description of the way "things redy  are", but also a construction or 
projection (Walsh et. ai, 1993:179). 



Public education serves as a 'carrier' of the fundamental cultural beliefs which 

make up the technological worldview (Bowersf1993). Schools do this through a 

SoQalization process whereby the underlying cultural assumptions which 

support our version of socid reality are obscured or never fully artidated or 

decomtructed by students (Bowers, 1993:3). Students do not explïatly explore 

the cultural construcüons behind our taken-for-Wed assumptions conceming 

the natural and social world and therefore do not develop an awareness of the 

contingent nature of the process. Fundamental aspects of reality are thus 

accepted unaitically as 'givens'; effectively immutable, they occupy an 

ontologicd position which places them beyond everyday question or reflection. 

As Bowers points out, many of the ideas and values contained in the school 

socialkation process become the students' 'symbolic tools' for thinking about the 

culture, despite the fact that many of them have not been compared or contrasted 

with th& own personal experience . Teachers, through the curridum, are thus 

involved in transmitting the "socially shared interpretational d e s  and nuances 

of meaning" whidi are required for relating 'what is' to the students' own belief 
system (Bowers, 1993:6). Thus students explanatory frameworks, their 

worldviews and the language avdable to them to interpret cultural meanings 
are shaped through this socialization process. 

We naturally constmct models that place ou. particuIar sensitivities and interests 

at the fore. The images of ourselves, of our group, and or our tasks within that 

group fonn an approximate whole, and insofar as they contain practical as well 

as theoretical aspects they affect us in aesthetic, ethical and spiritual dimensions 

(Aerts et al., 1994). Our partial perspectives and 'local worldview models' work 

suffiaently as long as the theoretical, practical and emotiond aspects of our 

experiences are not too far apart. It is when we are confrontecl with the 

worldviews of other cultures and subculhues and a multitude of interacting 

value systems, that we see our worldviews are themselves only partial pictures 

of reality. 



It is at this point that the importance of re£iecting on and understanding the 
presuppositions which support our own worldviews becomes crucial. We have 

an urgent need to understand why our culture believes and behaves as it does. 

And it is only by acknowledging that other d a 1  constnictions of realiq may be 

equally plausible and rational and in tune with empirical ecological realities that 

we can grow developmentally. The problem with teachers taking an uncritical 

perspective toward language is explained by Bowerç: 

When the school presents the students with the language and expla- 
nations that further represent the culture at the taken-for-granted level 
(e.g, identifying technology with progress, work with money and con- 
sumerism, cornpetition with winning, etc), it legitimizes furthex the 
worldview that becomes part of the student's everyday consciousness 
(Bowers, 19936). 

Socid reality is objectified when the symbolic world of the schooI uncritically 

legitimizes the student's worldview and fails in tum to acknowledge that ' 

alternative ways of looking at reality are possible. This objectification process is 

a characteristic of the industrial worldview and central to the environmental 

problem. A number of other implications also become apparent, as Bowers 

While the curriculum materials teach students to perceive work as a 
process determineci by the ecanomic imperative of profits and the dictates 
of technology, they rernain silent about the sources of dienation in work, 
the cultural assumptions that underlie the relationship of work and 
technology, the altemative ways of organizing the process and 
govername of work that are being tried in other auntries, and the rela- 
tion between our technologid-consumer driven form of culture and the 
ecological crisis (Bowers, 1993:s). 

0' Sullivan also identifies modernist education as a fundamental and 

problematic agent in the creation of our dysfunctional worldview. He argues 

that it is quickly beùig transformed to serve transnational business interests and 

not the interests of students or the biosphere: 

Our present educational institutions which are in line with and feeding 
into industrialism, nationalism, compeütive transnationalism, 
individualïsm, and patriarchy must be fundamentally put into question 
All of these elements together coalesce into a world view that exacerbates 
the crisis we are now facing (USullivan ,1999:27). 



The dysfuncticmal Characteristis of the industrial worldview described by 

0'Sulliva.n and Bowers are not readily acknowledged by those with a vested 

interest in perpetuating it and a belief in the inherent rationality and 

immutability of i t  Since this worldview is strongly reinforced through repetition 

via a number of cuitural spheres, it is not surprising that a large number of 

technological teachers also strongly i d e n e  with the basic premises and 

presuppositions of the indushial worldview. Often when confronted with 

alternate views of reality, different worldviews of ideas and epistemological 

frameworks, societies and individuals are dismissive and marginalize these 

different 'outsider perspedives by labelling them as 'false', 'radical', 'antiquated,' 

'idealist' or simply 'unrealis tic'. 

Worldviews and Technïast Thinking 

Any worldview analysis process which is to be useful for teachers in 

reconceptualizing their pradices will need to ask questions related to the nature 

of the relationships between technology and the larger issues of soaal and 

environmental well being. SpeQGdy, do the worldviews of teachers preclude 

their conneaing the technology curriculum with the ethical and values 

dimensions of technology? Do teachers believe that students should be engageci 

in a broader soQeta.1 project involving technology or one strictly fowed on skill 
development and workplace preparation? 

The most diffïcult problems that young people will be fa- in the future are 

multilogical in nature. These indude, first and foremost, the problems associated 

with sustainability and its associated multilogical economic, ecological and soaal 

dimensions. As Laszlo points out, our monologid problem solving culture has 
blinded us to larger trends: 

The majority of humanity fails to perœive the shape of the evolutionary 
trend in which it lives. Perceptions, values, and aspirations remain 
adapted to a world that no longer exists, while the world that is coming to 
be remains a hazy dream that cornes into focus only when it produces 
nasty shodcç (Laszlo, 1994144)- 



As such, multidimeIlSiOnal issues involving proposed ethical justifications for 

behaviour are ideal for engaging people in strong critical thinking because it is in 

these areas that individu& are most lürely to have well developed egocentric 

and sociocentric biases (Paul, 1992470). Multidimensional and muitilogical 
issues conceming issues such as environmental, soaal and economic 

sustai~ldity are ideal for drawing out a number of the biases which are 

uiextricably interwoven in our personal identities, our vested interests and in our 

unarticulateci worldview. This can certainly be said of technological teachers. 

Technicist Discourses and the EcoloPjcal ~roblem 

The nature of the thinking processes and the embodied worldview that infonns 

our design, manufacture and use of technologid systems are intimately 

connected with the environmental crisis. Technologid education which is based 

on short-term narrow technicist thinking is part of the probiem. Critical 

worIdview work is also concemed with an understanding of the many ways 

discursive pradices and power regulate whôt is deemed legitimate within 
dominant discourses of technoculture. The discourses of technological education 

are legitimized through the seledion of a partidar curridum content, as well 

as the learning experiences and contexts to which students are exposeci. 

Discourses used in technology education legitimize partidar definitions of 

success, relationships to power, citizenshipf belief system, responsibility, work 

and ultimately worldviews. Many of the choices involved in seleding which 

discourses are legitimized in technoIogical education CUlTicuium are pre- 

reflective, and as such re-present the dominant industrial worldview to 

students. For example, when we confront the fact that the globalized economy is 

producing more losers than winners and that the diçpady behveen the have's 

and the have-nots is increasing (United Nations, 1999) we are forced to 

reconsider o u  presuppositions conceniing globalization rhetoric if we are 

genuinely concemed with justice and e q u q  issues. 

It iç through tracùig the formation of our own subjectivities, by "disengaghg 

from the meta-narratives that have laid the basis for the dominant way of 



seeirtg," that we can dwelop a deeper understanding that dows us to transcend 

our uncritical perspectives (Kincheloe, 1995:154). If worldview andysis is to be a 

useful tool for emancipatory research it m o t  simply seek to expose the expanse 

of dominant cultural messages held by teachers. It must go farther and attempt 

to understand why some societal ideologies, discourses and symbols become so 

compelling and why others exhibit only a 'hollow s h d  of a morality' (Strauss, 

1994:l). Worldview research involves, in part, the identification and mapping of 
the characteristics of shared narratives and worldview constmcts. But, more 

irnportanfly for teachers, it is also a starting point for embarking on a Cntical 

rdective path wherein the critical insights developed can be incorporated into 

changing dassroom practices and ways of framing tedinology. 

Technologcal Education and Worldviews 

One of the most important roles for refiective worldview work in teacher 

research and education is to serve as a conscious and open arena from within 

which to relate our different domains of experïence. h worldview work, an 

attempt is made to make explicit the connections between our experiences, and 

to uncover modes of thinkuig and acting whkh work to negate or diminish the 

inherent plurality and interconnecfivity of thinking about and being in the 

world. 

Technological education which focuses overwhelmingly on instrumental 

problem solving techniques and heuristics is part of what Wilber terms the 

'monological realm' (Wilber,1996). In the monological realm of human 

consaousness partidar modes of experiencing the world are substituted for the 

whole realm of possibïlities and possible ways of expaiencing and then put forth 

stridently as the only 'true and rational' vision or mode1 for being in the world. 

This monological realm is exemplified in a number of powerful modem cultural 

&courses. One example is the discourse of 'economismg and the construction of 

the self-interested fully rational 'economic-straw man' and its various correlates, 

whidi are found within the globalization, standardization and product oriented 

discouses. These discourses dominate popular mediaC articulating: the proper 



ends of education; what constitutes meaninghil work; and what human beings 

should stnve toward. Simrlarly, scientism (a beiief that the positivistic natural 

sciences provide the only mode1 of explanation of the world) and 

anthropocentrism (a belief whïch situates humans as the centre and only purpose 
of the cosmos) are, in isolation, inadequate models for explaining the world. 

Neither, in isolation, provides a coherent explanation of the w d d ,  nor do they 
provide effective insight into the red world of technology. Both 

anthropocentrism and scientism do, however, uncover useful perspectives and 

insights into the world whkh can be integrated into a more holiçtic worldview. 

The responsibility for helping students in the integration and construction of a 

coherent worldview vis-a-vis technology is neglected in instrumental forms of 

technology education. By default, students are left with nothing but the popular 
media, with its instrumental portraya1 of technology as a mere 'tool,' to guide 

them in understanding technology as a so~ocultural practice. The present 
curridum orientations in technological education also do Little to help foster in 

students a sense of responsible participatory Qtizenship with regard to the 

direction of current and future technological issues. To others then, is ieft the 

task of helping çtudents to integrate and synthesize the disparate models of 

what it means to be a responsibIe atken in a technological society. 1 wïü explore 

this topic further in diapter three. 

Students emoIIed in teduiological studies programs are in the process of 

constructing their own worldviavs vis-a-vis teclutology, despite the 

unwillingness of many within the technological education commmity to 

acknowledge, encourage or sustain i t  Of course, classroom learning is only one 

dimension of worldview construction; student experiences with tedinology and 

the culturally symbolic messages located in popular media constitute the other. 

The culturally symbolic meanings attached to technology are almost completely 

ignored within technological education Little is done to deconstruct the 

symbolic meanings and the processes by which meanings are manipulated and 

connected through technological product systems. For the most part, 

technological education is still focused on a 'modem' understanding of a 



technologid product, Yet postmodem products and symbol systems are quickly 

ovettaking our traditional understandings of what a technologid product is and 

what it should provide. 

Practice in reasoning from zuithin opposing points of view with respect to 

technological issues is rare within techn010gy education htead the a pion' 

assumption is that technological development is a relatively unquaWied 

universally progressive and neutral 'force' deternunistically driving the 

development and evolution of social relations and societies. A number of 

problematic and fundamental worldviav assumptions underlie a number of 

technology & d a :  

The 'Roduct paradigm' provides the only viable orientation to 
technological educa tion. 
Economic growth is considered an unqualified 'good' and capitalist 
laissez faire economic systems are the only possible economic systems. 
Technology is in essence a 'neutral tool'. 
Technology operates determullstically in society. Technologid progress 
is understood to 'drive' social progress. 
Environmental and social dimensions of teduiology are of ancillary 
importance for technoIogical education. 

In exploring the nature of the worldviews held by technology teadias, this 

research was concemeci with a qualitative assessrnent of the relative position of 

teacher worldviews between the ecological and methanistic poles identified. The 

question of whether technology teachers are indeed rnoving toward a more 

ewlogical worldview is important for at least two reasom: Firstly, teachers who 

are firmly ensconced in the industrial worldview are probably not eager to 

integrate environmental and social issues into the technology education 

d c u l u m .  In fact, they may knowingly or unknowingly thwart efforts in 

mrriculum reform that move toward more ecological perspectives. Leaving 

unchallengeci the core tenets of the industrial worldview means that teachers 

have Little incentive to challenge the way they teach technology. We tend to look 

for culturd signals that reinforce our behaviours, not those which challenge us to 

reevduate those behaviours. This is a 'safe' position for many, and the fast 

capitalist technology curridum simply reinforces and redfïrms for them 'how 

the world works'. As will be explained later, this unexamined world image has 

deeper repercussions for technological education. Teachers are not receptive to 



'topdown' curriculum change; fostering a more holistic and ecologidy centred 

curriculum will depend on the initiatives of teachers themselves. Success in the 

diffidt task of helping technology teachas re-evaluate the nature of 

technological practice and its relationship to the environment in the curridum 

wilL depend wholly on the insights, transformations and initiatives of teachers . 

Secondly, the cluster of attitudes, values and perceptions that infonn the basic 

industrial-technologieal global society worldview is dysfunctid because it is 

unsustainable in the long term. To continue to teach technological design in an 

ktcritical fashion is to reinforce the very technological practices, attitudes and 

relationships in need of change. I t  is only by challenging the fundamental 
presuppositions which underlie our thinking patterns, patterns conceming the 

nature of technological practice, that we can transform our understanding of 

technology. 

Worldviews build securitv of membership 

Techn010gy teachers occupy a conüngent position within the secondary school 

coxnmunity. Security of membership is seen to depend on a number of 

interrelated issues, which will be explored later. Many tedinology teachers see 

themeives and believe that othexs see them as 'peripheral service' providers 

within the sdiool system. As su&, they have what could be tenned a 

'provisional' membership beside but not within the rankç of academic teachers. 

Identity and status issues are important to secondary technoiogy teachers and 

critical worldview analysis m o t  ignore them. 

It is Unportant to acknowledge the important role of worldviews as constitutive 

elements in the social integration and the socialization of technology teachers. 

According to Habermas, worldviews are important in the formation and 

stabilization of our identities, and supply us w i t .  

a core of basic concepts and açsumptions that m o t  be revised without 
affeding the identity of individuals and social groups. This identify- 
secwing knoutledge becomes more and more formal dong the path from 
dosed to open worldviews; it attaches to structures that are increasingly 
âïsengaged £rom contents that are open to revision (Habermas, 19&1:64). 



'Idortity securing knowledge' then becornes more d i f f i d t  to access, and to 

intemgate, within a closed worldview. Withui the closed rarrks of the 

technology education communityr the presuppositions which inforni its 

dominant worldview are d;fficult to consaously 'extract' and critidy refied 

upon. Technology teachers themselves self-idenafy with a number of distinct 
roles within the secondq school. These indude: 

The school '£kit' person and the 'can-do-it' jack of all trades 
The skilled craftsperson 
The misperceiveci and largely unappreciated 'shop-workef 
The 'real-world' high-tech sawy comptent professional 

W i m  the web of identity-secufing knowledge, it is easy to farget the ongins of, 

and the presuppositions which underpin the community's lazowledge. 

Practitioners simply accept these as the 'self-evident' backgro--und for informing 

and planning effective action within the community. Habenrus suggests that 

co~~~municatively acting subjects always corne to a consensual understanding in 

the horizon of a lifeworld: 

Their Lifeworld is formed from more or less diffusef always 
unproblematic, background convictions. This lifeworld background serves 
as a source of situation definitions that are presupposed by participants as 
unproblematic (Habermas, 19&4:70). 

For a school subjed as provisional as technology, the importarice of a set of 

strongly shared and unproblematic background convictions is perceived as 

essential to the survival of the subject (WrightJ992; Dugger, L989). 

An understanding of the nature of the technological teacher's 'lifeworld,' 

together with the identity-searhg knowledges which they see as important, are 

cruaal to understanding other aspects of technology teacher worldviews. 

Fragmentation and dissension in thinking within the ranks about the purposes 

and direction for technological education are widely perceived as negative for 

the profession as a whole. Technology education is seen to b e  lacking the 

discipltnary focus found in science or mathematics. From this perspective, 

disciplinary support must be rallied and given almost uncondiitionally to the 

established disciplinary themes of technological practice, as idenaed by DeVore 



(1964; 1968 - See Petrina (1999) for a thorough analysis of technology as a 

disaphe). To argue otherwise is to risk being labelled 'disloyal' to the subject 

regime or even ignorant about what goes on in the 'd-world' of business and 

the technological 'trader themselves. Given that techno10gy teachers are a very 
diverse group in terms of professional backgrounds, finding a common 

'disciplùiary language' for the cornmunity is di€fidt. However, it appears that a 

new consensus or at Ieast a coherence of views is coalescing around the 'fast- 
capitaliçt' discourse which will be elaborated on in chapter two. 

The employment of teduiology teachers may be distinguished from other 

teachers on the basis of the importance of their work histories. Their employment 

is primdy contingent on their work experience as well as their trade or 

professional qualifications, rather than their 'academic' qualifications alone. 

Indeed, technology teachers require documented evidence of their 'pradical 

abilities', although demonstration of these abilities through practical tests is no 
longer required in the faculties of education in Ontario. For some teachers, this 

rite of passage was considered very important, in that it not only dearly 

demarcated skilled people £rom those who were not, thus upholding a degree of 
professionalism, but also ensured that non-technological people, academic 

teachers for example, were exduded from joining fheir ranks. Establishing and 

proteding temtory is still a major concem for tech teachers and their 

organizations. They do not want to see academic teachers, who simply take a 

summer upgrading course or two, qualify to teach technologid studies. For 

many these 'soft skills' are not on the same level as the 'hard-ones' gained 

through long hours of apprenticeship and on-the-job experience. 

A great number of technology teachers have assimilated what Lankçhear et al. 

(1996) cal1 'fist-capitdist' discourse. That they have done so relatively 

unproblematidy and without the benefit of a critical community discussion or 

debate is womsome because of the vdue-laden nature of the discourse. 

Advocates of fast capitalism, primarily powerhil business and industry interestsr 

see a 'flexible,' 'contingent,' 'just-in-tirnef' and 'interchangeable' workforce as a 

necessity in globalized production and, presumably, part of the inexorable mardi 



of progress: "..&ey appear to believe it is t h e  to center social and futmistic 

visions of society in the business world" (Lankshear et al. 1996:32). 

Fast capitalist discourses within technologid education emphasize the: 

flexible learning needed to design, market, perfect, and vary goods and 
services as symbols of identity, not on the achial product itself as a 
material good (Lankshear et al. 1996:26). 

Alternative discoutses situated amund appropriate technology, ecological design 

and workplace democratization have been largely neglected. Fast capitalism and 

its impact on teduiology education wül be diswsed m e r  in diapter 3. 

Closed vs, -en Worldviews 

As stated earlier, two significant properties of a worldview are "mherenceff and 

"fidelity to experience" (Aerts et al ,  1994). Our worldviews evolve out of and 

through our life experiences. In the construction of our worldview we strive for 

a measure of rational coherence - that is, we attempt to integrate a large number 

of axioms, concepts, theorems and the like. Our worldview 'Bt' can spart from a 

relatively stable arrangement requiring little in the way of 'periodic maintenance' 

to the other extreme where our worldviews are unstable, volatile and subject to 

continual maintenance and renewal. So with worldviews, an argument can be 

made that fiexibility and openness are strengths insofa. as they offer interpretive 

advantages over those worldviews which are more 'oçsified,' inflexible and 

relatively closed. The drawbadc, if it can be d e d  that, of mainbining an 

openness is that it requires a non-trivial amount of psychic attention and energy 

to attend to new perçpectives and ideas. 

When we interpret o u  lifeworld and its interdependent processes in a fom 

which construes them as fundamentally fragrnented, isolated and 

cornpartxnentalized, it may be easier to hold widely disparate beliefs and values. 

The better we are at simpiy compartmenta1i7.ing and holding intact isolaied 

fragments of experiences and perspectives, without attempting an integrative 

synthesis, the easier it is to maintah a closed worldview. Worldviews should 

not incorporate known contradictions either in scientifïc fact or b t  hand 
knowledge if they are to be tnily faithful to experience (McKenzie 1991). Despite 



this, many of us hold inconsistent positions and beliefs on a wide variety of 

issues. For example, it is a cornmonplace for people b express concem over 

environmental issues, even labelhg themçelves as environmentalists, while 

simdtaneously participating, p m e g ,  and advocating a lifestyle which is 
fundamentally at odds with a responsible environmental behaviour. 

Thus, it is important to acknowledge that conflicthtg values can be held in a fonn 

of 'suspended animation' in the knowing unconscious, allowing them to be 

ackiowledged when convenient but without requuing them to be embodied or 

integrated with our other belief stnictures or with our everyday Me experience. 
Individuals who may hold a relatively 'fU<ed' or 'closed' worldview may 

h c t i o n  in such a way as to be very self-assured, confident that their 

idiosyncratic interpretation and construction of the world is the correct one for 

them, and possibly for everyone else too. One could envision that such a self- 

confident individual has developed a stable and all-encompassing fiamework for 

making sense of the world they know. It could be anticipateci that attempüng to 

persuade or convince the person in possession of a dosed worldview of the 

potential validity of an alternative perspective or kamework for understanding 
which lies outside the boundaries of their own worldview would be a difficult 

ta& Worldviews c m  be 'ciosed' to the degree that they exdude and preclude 

the development of alternative perspectives and understandings of the world. 

When teachers fail to acknowledge that different cultural understandings and 

interpretations of technology are possible, different interpretations of human 
'pmgress' are possible and that different economic frameworks are possible and 

that growth is not an unqualifieci 'good,' they are working h m  a closed 

worldview. Closed worldviews are exemplified when individuals and social 

groups refuse to entertain the validity of alternative interpretations and 

representations concerning fundamental ontological and epistemological 

perspectives. Technological education as a discipline has maintained a fairiy 

closed worldview, one which implicitly and explicitly supports a monological 

way of seeing and experiencing the world, namely through the dominant 

mechanistic worldview, and the instrumental understanding of techn010gy as a 

neutral twl. 



A multilogical understanding of technology involves students grappling with the 

reading of wider cultural technological texts. 'Technologid texts' here include 

the zuüfacts of technology - machines and toolç, the politicai and cultural 

symbolic systems attacheci to the postmodem production-ccmsumption 

economiesf the nelationship of self to technology, the relationship of 

technologid systems with biospheric ecosystems and the cultural discourses of 

futurism related to the dernomatic contr01 of future technologies. It is through 

the process of attempting to m w e r  these fundamental lifeworld questions 

which involve the techno1ogical reaiity, the joumey, that students can develop a 

more realistic non-utopian perspective on what technology means in its myriad 
forms. 

In this Chapter 1 have explored the many facets of worldview construction and 

fundon. Worldviews are complex constructions which serve our needs in a 

variety of ways. They are so ernbedded in our consciousness and our culture that 

they are diffidt to analyze and rdect upon. Their importance in orienthg our 

thinking, our language and our actions is di£€idt to overestimate. As such, they 

are important construds infoRning the manner in which we constmct our world 

metaphoricdy and physically. In the context of technologid education, the 

dominance of one major worldview orientation in the curriculum, the industrial 

worldview, is problematic £rom a sustainability perspective. 

In the next chapter 1 will move to explore the nature of the dominant social forces 

shaping the worldviews of technological teachers. An understanding of these 

influences will provide an important contextual background from which to 

explore the nature of teachers' worldviews. 



Chanter Two: Technolo~d Pmducts as Cultural Produ& 

"Any sufnciently advanced technology is indistinguishable from ma&" 
(Arthur C Clarke, 1973) 

Thiç quotation appears on a number of technological amiculum documents 

used by teachers in this research project, and on an important provincial 

co~\sultation paper, that purporteci to establish 'The Wq Ahead' for technology 

education This document was written in 1990 by the developers of the Ontario 

Bmad-Based Technological (BBT) curriculum document (Technological 

Education Work Team, 1990). 

Stahi, who analyzed the use of rnagical metaphors used in the popular media, 

as&: "Why in an industrialized s e d a r  society should some of the most 

advanced technology be described with the images and metaphors of magic?'' 

(Stahl, 1995235). Indeed, the use of a magical metaphor confers upon technology 

a quasi-mystical ontologid status, an ail important, omnipotent yet 

fundamentally mysterious 'force' at work in our culture. It suggests a magical or 

transcendent force beyond critique or even beyond ultirnate control. 

'Transcendent' power and magic are powerful metaphors and animating themes 

to enjoin people to follow pariicuZur courses of action and not others. As Williams 

(1980) points out, when the 'transcendent' properties of the technological 

commodity form are combined with the 'magical' properties of the advertising 

world, the resulting product is an ambiguity Uiat functions to obscure the real 
sources of general human satisfaction. These exist beyond mere commodity 

consumption. Exposing the tmth behind the magic would reveal that a radical 

change in our whole way of consumption life is required. (Williams, 1980:188). 

In this chapter I will explore the discourses and technological systems of 

postmodem image and material production and attempt to expose the truth 

behind the magic. An understanding of these interlocking discourses, which 

could be called 'fast-capitalist' (der  Lankshear, 1996), is essential to an 

understanding of the cultural, economic and political forces (and worldviews) 

shaping the teduiological education curriculum and the subjectivities of teachers 



and students aüke. These powerful cultural discourses are transfonning the 

nature of what we consider a technological 'product' to be and, at the same time, 

shaping a general discourse concerning the attributes of the people who are 

needed to create and consume these products. The rise of the discomes of 

pruducfiuism, consumption and wmpetence are interconnecteci physically through 

postmodem product f o m  and metaphorically though the intermediation of 

symbolic systems and myth 1 have attempted to explicate and comect a number 

of seemingly disparate discourses in philosophy and sociology of tedinology, 

teduiology education and worldview exploration. A few pages cannot do justice 

to a comprehensive o v e ~ e w  of macro sociopolitical trends such as globalization 

and postmodem fast capitalism. However, it is important to provide a brief 

introduction to these discourses in order to contextualize them in terms of the 

interpretive framework used here and to juxtapose them with the 

ecotechnological mode1 for technology education. This is important because 

readers of this work may be arriving to it h m  what Sire (1986) refers to as many 

"ide0lo~c~11 workis" and so have a completely different perspective on the 

desirability or importance of these trends for technology education. I have tried 

to retain the language of existing critiques to avoid a loss of darity and to 

preserve the distinctiveness and nuance of each 1 have avoided collapsing 

discourses and associated terminology into fewer meta-forms because 1 believe 

that my interpretation of them reflects m y  particular interests. 1 encourage the 

reader to pursue a multi-valent reading of a i i  of these trends. Our relationships 

to our teduiologig are profoundly shaped by these discourses and so a survey of 

them is important in understanding the context of technological teachers' 

worldviews. An understanding of the interdependent nature of these discourses 

is also a prerequisite in developing an alternative and critical perspective toward 

technological education, one which situates technology and the meanings 

inscribed in it as a cultural enterprise. Because our technoIogies represent our 

underlying ontologid and epistemic assumptions of human culturai life 

(Drengson, 1995)' the approach argued for here is an understanding of 

technology as objed and technique situated within culture, and not extemal to 

US: 



It is an integral, constitutive of a seamless web, but transcendîng saence 
and its logic, political power, high £inance, global infrastructures and 
markets. It weaves through our everyday thinking, educating, family 
raising, churchgoing, leisure, and labor. Technology as artifact, as system, 
as process, as values we live by and in as well (Bucciarelli, 1996:196). 

The dominant legiümized discaurse in technological education is essentially one 

situated in a mechanistic, modernist worldview, and as such is complementary 

with the historidy authoritative account of expansioniçt neoliberal emnomics. 

Technologid education conceptualized within this context supports and 

complements the 'comforting' and weli known narrative of progress. The 

'progress' story is one which is based on several interdependent presuppositionç 

which are myths and half-myths. The three main ones being: economic growth is 

considered an unqualified 'good,' that is the expansion of Iniçsezfnire trade and 
economic policies leads to more wealth aeation and 'trickle down' benefits to 

everyone ; second, technological progress is equated with human progress and is 

measured through quantitative functionalist means; and thirdly, postmodem 

production-consumption system as conceived in their Current forms do not need 

to be substantially reengineered to meet the needs of people into the foreseeable 

future. The term 'production-consumptim' system or cyde is used to reflect the fact 

that designers, engineers, producers, suppliers, distributors, advertisers, 

salespersons, consumers, users, waste managers, applied scientists, researchers, 

and regdatory agencies are involveci in an ongoing process of technologid 

autopoeisis2 (Krippendorff, 1996:173). The cycle is autopoetic because aU the 

participants in this process have a stake in maintainhg it. 

The Product Paradiem 

The product paradigm situates tehological design largely as the 

straightforward unproblematic production of marketable artifacts and systems. 

The produd paradigrn essentially provides a narrow instrumental and 

detenninistic framework for what products can and should do for individuah 

Autopisis is the term applied co 'self-producing' and self organizing systems, after Manuana & 
Varela(1987). As wilI be explained in chapter three, the tem 'indutrial-metabolism' and the insights of 
bioIogid autopoeitic systems are king used to design indusûial ecologies. This is an important and 
neglected area within technological education. 



and soQety as a whole. Markets for products are assumed, for example, to be 

'ideal' and 'uncontaminated' by the real world practices of subsidization, 

extenialization of environmental and social costs or oligopolistic or monopolistic 

practices. 1 contend that students are not provided with the critical athiïutes 

reqyired to understand postmodern prduction-consumption systerrts. Without a 

critical understanding of how these systems function, students are left with a 

frapented understanding of the forces transfomUng the way we work, what we 

consume, the ecological integrity of the biosphere and the quality of life for 

future generations. It iç important to state at this point that technological 

products may be interpreted within multiple contexts; they may be: instrumental 

to users (operational context); constitutive of social realities (sociolinguistic 

context); and reflect aspects of previous product designs (temporal context) 

(Kcippendorff, 1996:173). Products are never created from an entirely blank 
tableau, as our experiences in designing, produckg, marketing, consuming, and 

disposing of them i n fom the next generation of products. 

Produd making of one Srpe or another has become one of the most emphasized 

components of technological education. Roduct development is also considered 

to be one of the only ways to keep students intaested in the subject Produd 

development is understood as one of the a x i a l  defining elements which makes 

tedinology education distinct from a l l  other subjectç. Students are encouraged to 

design, prototype, manufacture and market products. Within the product 

paradigm produds are portrayed only in a positive light, the nature of harmhil 

or lifeworld threatening products are marpinaiized or neglected entirely. The 

manner in which plmodem products are interco~ected is also neglected. For 

example, it is quite easy to trace the technological, cultural, symbolic and 

economic interconnections which exist between cigarette manufactwers, the car 

racing industry, gender identity, chiidrenfs toys, car culture and the chronic 

problematic issues concerning air pollution and global warming. These 

connections are not esotenc or obscure, but a b u n d d y  clear for anyone wishing 

to look- 

Technology is often portrayed in an ideahtic light, one which neglects the very 

real social, political and economic forces and synergies whïch help explain why 



our technoculture is anistituted the way it is. An idealistic and unrealistic aura 

conceming the purposes of design are often found in curridum documents, for 

example, the Design and Technology Teachers of Ontario state: 

The focus of a l l  Design Processes courses should be relateà in one way or 
another to improving the q&ty of life. (DTI'O, 199217) 

While this is certainly a noble and worthwhile idpal for technoIogical design, the 

reality driving the wheels of real world design are much more prosaic . The 

relationship between 'imprwing the quality of lifé' and our present material culture 

is never realiy made problematic in technology education- Qualify of life is 
assumed to improve with more varied and abundant products. What is quite 

clear is that a vast number of the designed technological artifacts and systems we 

live with and within, offer very little in tams of improving our quality of life 
and many are in fact lifewmld threatening. One need only open one's eyes in 

any modem mega-retailing store to realize that much of what is produced in 
globalized production fadories is of a trivial nature, merely wasteful of 

increasingly scarce natural resowces, and polluting as well. A great many of our 

technologically rational and otherwise 'well executed' designs do not add to the 

quaüty of human Me in anythuig approadiing a significant way. The size of our 

soiid waste landfills is testimony to this simple fact. As a soQety we are awash in 

new produds whose 'need' is created concurrently with their manufacture, we 

fail to help students make sense of the cultural production-consumption 

dynamic which drives our current economy. Insofar as contemporary teduiology 

education goes, if a product can be made, it should be. 

Often students are asked to identify a 'need' or 'want' to initiate a design 

exercise. Afkr  some preliminary background work on the details of the design 

and the materials and manufacturing steps required, they produce a new 

product. In many cases this is considered the end of the process, students are not 

engaged in reflection on the products they made last year or the year before. A 

temporal dimension to the design process is not considered important. Questions 

unasked indude: What is the anticipated lifetime of the product? If it is short, 

should the product even be created? How can the producYs lifetime be extended 



through refurbishment or component replacement? Are they stiU using the 

product? Why? Why not? Where and how was the product disposeci of? 

Recycled? How many of the products they purchased last year are they still 

using? One prevailing aspect of the produd paradigm is that teduiological 

products are understood almost exdusively as solutions to most lifeworld 

problems. The 'gestelZ' of this thinking is that since products are good, even 

more products are without question a better m g .  

Techn010gy education promotes a worldview that technologid problems are 

'stand-alone' boundable simpIe systems disco~ected from the web of culhual, 

politid and soaal practices. Technological problems are, in effect, self- 

cowtituting and are not part of wider product systemç or ecosocial systems. 

Exploring the political ecology of product systems is not undertaken in 

teduiological education (Petrina, 1999). 

Instrumental technology education is geared toward s d  reproduction, it 

prepares students for essentially 'more of the same,' in that solutions to huma. 
problems are best resolved through technological means. The problems of 

natural resource depletion, habitat destruction, climate change, cultural and 

social alienation, technological unernployment and desküling, and a long list of 

other problems faQng the youth of today, are somehow thought to be 

hanscended by means of the product paradigm. These issues simply are not 

connected in any substantive concrete way to the nature of our teduiological 

systems and design culture. In ignoring them in the enacted curxiculum, the 

message of the hidden curriculum is either; 1) since technological design 

adcnowledges no culpability in creating, maintaking or intensifying these 

problems, it therefore has no specific responsibility in resolving or ameliorating 

these issues or; 2) it has a singulnr role in fixing these problems that have mots in 

ecological, social and political doaauis. The first position ignores the 

responsibility of designers in movuig us toward sustainability; the second is the 

proverbial 'techno-fix,' where utopian teduiological solutions solve our 

problems. Both are dysfunctional. 



Critics of industrialism are often miçtakenly attacked as advocates of the 

technological status quo and labelleci as 'Luddites.' They argue that our present 

systems of technological design, manufacture and use are non-negotiable if we do 

not want to return to a bmtd pre-modem 'cave dweIling' existence The 
following six components provide brie£ outline of the 'product paradigm.' 

1. Roducts have onlv instnunental or 'suverficial' - forms of meaning 

Within the product paradigm, the cultural meanings of products are ignored. 

Although students may occasionally be asked to identify the potentiai drawbacks 

of the products they design and construct, they are rarely asked to do so in a 

systematic way that conne& with culture. Non-instrumental dimensions of 

technological paxis are rnargnakeci or ignored altogether. Neglected questions 

in the product paradigm indude: 'Are there other than stridy huictional- 

instrumental reasons to leam about technology?' Is technology 'useful' in 0 t h  

non-instrumental ways in improving our lives? How can our experiences with 

and creation of technologies fulfil inner needs for us as human beings? 

2. Roduct vroduction is not directlv connected to resource depletion and 
pollution caused bv the extraction, processine; and disposa1 of materials 

The product paradigm is seledive in how it frames technology. hvariably the 

proliferation of new products, no matter how superficial their purpose or how 

oversold their aesthetic or cultural properties, are undeiçtood as 'positive' 

economic and/ or cultural developments, with few or no downside costs. 

Produd creation is not comected to the accelerated depletion of natural 

resources, loss of animal habitat or pollution in aii its fonns. While students may 

complete an economic cos ting of the product, they are rarely if ever involved in a 

life cyde analysis, ecological footprint analysis (Wackernagel and &es, 1996) or 

an embodied energy audit of the produd they design. The impkit and 

uncritiqued implication is that the benefits of the projed outweigh any potential 

drawbab. Withui the product paradigm, students are not helped to understand 

that what may be technologically rational on a smali or limited scale can quickly 



become irrational when scaled up to encompass a whole society. Students do not 

participate in teduiologid design or assessrnent activities which might lead 

them to a conclusion that the total 'costsf of developing a technology outweigh 

the potential benefits. As the WorldWatch Institute makes dear: "unending, 

indiscriminate material expansion wiU destroy the earth's biosphere just as 

malignancy lays waste to the human body."(Flavin, 199283). 

3. Products onlv have localized, short term and lanzelv vredictable - im~actç 

Within the product paradigm, produd production is never seen to negativdy 

impact global 'others8. Students are not involved in examuiing the 'technological 

wake' (Durning, 1998) a product creates or exploring the political ecology of 

products (Petrina et al, 1999). For the most part, the production and use of 

products is deemed to have very geographidy limited and/or predictable 

impact effects. Students are not engaged in exploring cases where, for example, 

the unexpected or 'revmge' (Tenner, 1996) effects of techriology become 

significant, In many cases, product design is egocentric and products, however 

frivolous, are created for transitory amusement with little attention paid to long- 

term impacts or the need for remanufactunng or recyding at the end of the 

product's Me. Rarely are students required to talk to or visit people who have 

genuine technological needs that students could work to satisfy. The localized 

dimension of produd impacts extends temporally as well. 

It is important to acknowledge the fact that a great deal of modern technological 

production is aimed at short term comumption, often in the form of obsolescent- 

ready trivial artifacts which are marketed through the production of 

sophisticated symbolic images and other tools of psychïc manipulation. Product- 

use value has long been replaced by symbolic-value, as the 'narratives of 

consumption' (Anderson, 1995) infiltrate nearly all aspects of modem life. We 

rarely give a second thought to any but the most obvious and visible forms of 

pollution produced as a by-product by OUI production-consumption systems. 

The short t e m  imperatives of jobs and profits reinforce a short term perspective 

on the impacts of products. 



Working h m  the product paradigm, teacheers are reludant to engage students in 
diçcussions about the planned obsolescence of products. Questions concefning 

p l m e d  obsolescence becorne more important eadi year as the life cycle of 

products gets shorter. For example, are the benefits of high definition digital 

television (HDTV) 'worth' sending hundreds of xnjlliom of older televisions to 

the nearest landfill? Who is dtimately respmible for the costs? Is the latest 

computer chip so vital that last years computer should also be relegated to the 

same landfill? We are so ingraineci with the cultural drive to leap into new 

technologies, that often simple reflection on questions of this type seem 'out of 

step' with technological imperatives. Of course, when some innovative new 

technologies present greatly hnproved matenal and energy &ciencies over 

older technologies they should be embraced, as they represent genuine progress 

toward a sustainable future. Unforhinately, students are rarely engaged in any 

form of comprehensive technological assessrnent exercise of existing 

tedmologies in order to identify why and how they can be improved. 

Pr- cultures do not promote what Duming (1996) calls a 'culture of 

permanence.' This iç a cultural orientation that takes sustainability seriously 

enough to prevent doing long term damage to the prospects of future 

generations and yet mets  the needs, though not necessatily all the wants, of the 

current generation. The product paradigm is firmly entrenched in the 'industrial' 

worldview and works against what Ryan t e m  the 'ecologising of our 

productive sys tems'(Ryan, 1994). 

The shortened life cycle of many consumer products has meant that product 

development cycles have grown comiderably shorter; products that used to take 

years to develop and market are now developed in months. Apart h m  making 

products more susceptible to the whims of fashion, shortened Me cycles of 

products have made 'design for the environment'@fE) an even more urgent 

concem. Product proliferation is, in part, responsible for the environmental 

release of more persistent organic and inorganic pollutants, with unknown effect 

Shortened product development cycles are held out as necessary to meet the 



imperatives of 'global economic cornpetition,' yet most of this speedup is due to 

the hypercommodification of culture through media. The product paradigm 

situates the purpose of design as the simple unproblematic production of 

marketable attifa&, whüe ignoring other significant dimensions of human needs 

conceming technology. 

4. Products are not deve lod  or understood as sociolinmistic cultural svmbols 

Within the product paradigm, products are not analyzed from a symbolic 
perspective. Students are seldom asked why a particular tedinological product 

holds the meanings it does. Lacking a critical cultural perspective toward 

technology, the product paradigm posits that products only improve cultures, so 

more products means more cultural improvement.. . ad infinitum. 

In the product paradigm, products are mderstood to represent and to be the 

driver of cultural 'progress'. The nature of the qualify of the relationships we have 

with our various technologies is left unexploreci. Products are simply assumed to 

benefit all cultures and al l  groups within Society more or less equally; the notion 

of technologid benefits being dishibuteci differentidy is foreign. The trade-offs 

and sacrifices of any one group to accommodate technological change are 

assumed to be necessary for the larger good. 

The product paradigm essentially leaves unquestioned the supposition that an 

increased aggregate quantity of material culture is a positive development. 

Instead of a focus on designing new products excluçively, students should be 

engaged in a more holistic engineering effort that explores the nature of product 

systems in society. The move toward 'dematerialization' of products, or the 

move from material to non-material satisfaction of needs, wiU necessarily mean 

fewer physical pmducts in the marketplace, not more. In most teduiology 

education programs, product development education is not focused around 

product dematerialization, design for the environment (DE) or any other 

ecological design paradigms. In consequence, it continues to promote an 

unsustainable form of material culture. In the 'Puuerty of Aipuence,' Wachtel 

writes: 



h a v a  more and newer things each year has becorne not just çomething 
we want but somethuig we need. The idea of more, of ever increasing 
wealth, has become the center of our identity and our security, and we are 
caught by it as the addict by his [sic] h g s  (Wachtel, 1989:71). 

Technology education has done little to confront the consumption myth, or the 

myth that in expanding product culture essentially al1 of our problems can be 

solved. The hold of the product paradigm extends beyond mere instrumental 

utility, the fact that we simply don't need anything but a small fraction of the 

products which flood our consaousness requires us to examine how deeply 

product culture is connected to our soaal and personal sense of identity. 

Kanner, asks why is the fantasy of effortless consumption so attractive: 

Why is it that when environmentalists speak of the need to reduce 
consumption they arouse such intense anwiety, depression, rage, and even 
panic? Why is the consumer way of life nonnegotiable?" (Kanner & 
Gomes, 199579) 

The public arguments for tedinology education have been Uicreasing1y based on 

its promise to deliver on 'teduiological literaq' - that is, ensuring that students 

have a basic understanding of technology as a social practice and that they can 
parti~pate as active atizens in debates conceming technologid issues. V e q  few 

technology N n c u l a  explore the material nature of technological wnsumption or 

its relationship to technologid product development. 

5. The Product Paradi- mareinalizes or imores non-consumptive dimensions - - 

of technolog use. 

Within the product paradigm, repair, material reduction, muse and 

remanufacturùig strategies are marginalized. This despite the fa& that many if 
not most technicians, technologists, and tradespeople are engaged in some f o n n  

of these activities. Within the product paradigm, product remanufacture, reuse and 

repnir are not seen as positive educational experiences. Thiç is not to suggest that 

these activities should supplant the importance of new produd design in the 

curridum, but their absence signals that these are not important teduiological 

activities. The task of reengineering of productç to make them more cost effiaent, 

lighter, stronger, more durable and more ecologically benign is an important and 

expanding economic and social activity. This is espeaûlly true in developing 



countries. These activities have not yet been resignised as worthwhile 'high-tech' 

and 'cutting-edge' skiIls. Product reuse and repair tend to carry a negative 

stigma in our materiaily rich culture. People who can &ord to buy new products 

seldom think of repair and reuse as an option As I wiil exp1ai.n in chapter four, 

this kind of thinking has had an impact on a number of cun ida  which have 

expunged references to 'craft' and repair. 

6- Products onlv expand human ~ossibilities and never constrain them 

.Within the product paradigm, products always expand present and fuhw 

human potentials; they never constrain them. The ubiquÎty of advexLising 

supports our almost 'religious b e W  in technoIogical-material progress, and 

suggests that there is a product to solve each of Hers problems: 

By implication, material solutions c m  supplant soaal, psychologid and 
spintuai ones, and the cumulative output of multinational corporations 
represent the pinnade of all human achievement (Kanner & Gomes, 
1995:84). 

The notion that human capabilities are only enhanced through technologies is 

one with deep historical roots. The fad that the span of our perceptions, feelings 

and awareness can be both broadened and narrowed or restricted through the 

use of techndogy is not given adequate attention in the product paradigm. Ihde 

has pointed out that: "tools amplify certain aspects of normal embodied 

experience while simultaneously r e d h g  others"(Ihde, 1985). Maurice Strong, 

the organizer of the 1992 Earth Summit states: "If we do not examine 

philosophically the standards that de£ine technological progress as progress, 

then we do not address the fundamental issue of what sets our culture against 

the Earth and so many of its non human inhabitants8' (Strong, 199558). Within 

the produd paradigm, teduiological products are unders tood as 'neutrd tools.' 

Students are not involved in a critique of produd culture or 'stupidifying' 

products: 
products that through their use reduce skills instead of enhancing them, 
or products whose mindless, stressfd, or physically debilitating 
produdion process amounts to an over-all net loss of value rather than a 
value-adding process (Karasek & Theoreli,1990:326). 



Within the product paradigm, one of the most commonly athibuted and 

unquestioned purposes for technologicd products is that of 'making He easier.' 

Lüce ' improved efficiency,' the notion that products should make life 'easief is 

hardly conhoversid The trade-offs involved in the never ending quest for an 

ensier form of Me, often purchased through further disengagement from the 

physical world and the use of al1 of our human senses, are seldom seriously 

considered. A relationship of dimllushing retums may be at work, wherein the 

psychological costs incurred through f o m  of 'product salvation', and 

'virtualized' experiencef both of whkh faditate a further decouphg between 

human physical and mental emlmdïment, are ignored. As Lakoff and Johnson 

(199993) point out, the notion of a subject-object spIit is emoneous because there 

are no 'objecfs-with-descriptiom-and categorizatimf existing in and of 

themselves. As they argue, embodied renlism posits that we are coupled to the 

world through our emboaled interactions in the world. A paralle1 c m  be made to 

the manner in which various forms of technoculture perpetuate the illusion that 

humans can live apart from nature and trmcend our need for experiencing all 

of its dimensions. As Kellert (1997:8) points out, in denying the importance of 

'natural process and cortnection,' 'apathy and destructive excessf are encouraged 

thus estranghg us further from a physical and mental connection with a healthy 

environment. The 'biophilia hypothesis' argues that we: "remain physidyf 

materially, intellectually, emotionally and spiritually dependent on the quality of 

the relationships with the natual world" (Kellert, 1997:8). 

When we become immersed in the short-term instrumental economic logics of 

technological product systems, discourses conceming values are marginalized to 

the 'shadows of our awareness'(Schmookler,i993:15). Fostering alternative 

worldviews incorporating a different array of values and logics induding those 

described in ternis of ' p n  ecommics' (Jacobs, 1993) are important if alternatives 

to the product paradigm are to be seriously explored. Awareness of the tradeoffs 

implicit in any technological development includes exploring the nature of how 

technology changes: interpersonal relationships, notions of inirapersonal 

integrïtyf community, and what it means to live in a reverent and hannonious 

relationship to the natural world. 



The Postmodern Condition 

In order to undexstand the nature of the forces reshaping technological product 

culture it is necessary to explore some of the basic insights of what has been 

terrned the 'postmodern conditionf (lyotardf 1984). Postmodemism rebels againçt 

the modemist tendency to validate and promote 'master narratives' that tell a 

universai story of human history. Lyotard(l984) suggested that all modem 

systems of knowledge are supported by a 'metanarrative' or 'grand discourse' 

conceming the main direction of human history. These grand discourses which 

have shaped society are reflected in and rdected by our worldvie~~s. A 

metanarrative is a story of mythic proportions, a story big enough and 

meanin* enough to pull together philosophy, research, politics and art, relate 

them to one anotherf and, above all, give them a unifying sense of direction 

(Andersort 1995:4). A characteristic of postmodem thought is the loss of belief in 

an 'objective world' and an skeptihm toward meta-narratives of legiîimation. 

Accompanying the subsequent de-legïtimation of global systems of thought, is 

the loss of a foundation in which to secure a universal and objective reality 
(Steiner, 19%: 19). 

Usher idenmes one of the Ironic characteristics of debates surroundhg 

postmodemism, pedagogy and the curriculum, in that they: 

resonate with the challenges of the postmodem but often without the 
reflexîve understanding of the postmodern position Thus postmodernism 
becomes part of a curriculumf incorporated into the modem practice of 
education, but without resulting in a reconstruction of the curridum 
(Usher et al.,1994:25). 

This dilemma captures one of the difficulties facing tehological education 

Technological education, while appaaTing to be postmodem by nishing to 

embrace the latest in information technology, virtual reality, virtual CAD / CAM, 

and video advertising production, is still driven by the modemist metanamatives 

of techn01ogical determinisrn, and p r o p s .  The promise of postmodernismf the 

idea that we largely construct our world through discouse and pradice and 

that, therefore, with a different discourse and a different set of reflexive practices, 

things could be otherwise (Usher et d.,1994:28), has yet to be appreciated and 

intenialized by the technological education community . His torically, technology 



educators have aIigned their poiicies and pradices with commercial and material 

values, the iddogies of mainstream business and indusiry: materiaiism, 

consumerism and saentism (Petrina, 1995:78). It is not sullprising that Rüey 

observes : 
Many of the values, assumptions and beliefs underpinning industrial 
education/ arts C1XXTiculum, which historically exduded many students, 
remah unproblematized and unchallengecl (CYRtley81996:45). 

The teduiology education community is not immune to the cultural and 

technologid changes sweeping across the globe, yet it is very resistant to 

adcnowledging that 'techriocuIturef is fundamentally chan* the way that we 

see, relate, and create the world. 

When we embrace a postmodem outlook that cultures are not ueated in a 

1) we begin to notice that we live in a technodture 
2) think of it as something created by human beings 
3) wonder who created it and for what purpose 
4) wonder what it does to you 
5) think about making some choices and/or changes 

Technologid education has been largely interested in endturing students into 

the teduiodture and much more reludant to tackle items two through four 

h m  the list above. As enacted in many schools at the moment, techn01ogical 

education is a pastiche or collage of notions of older traditional a&-based skills 
interwoven with the 'new imperatives' of the fast capitalist story. It is a story that 

is stül evolving, containïng both coherent modem and incoherent post-modem 

components. We need to ask, if there art openïng for the 'renarrativization' of the 

techn01ogical world, and how can community and ecological narratives be 

rewoven into technology education? 

Nothing less than a wholesale postmodern reconstruction of technological 

education is required if techn010gid education is to serve emancipatory and 

ecological ends, and not merely the instrumental ones it has historidy and 

curently serves. The past legitimizing factor of vocational-tech education was 



that it prepared young people for work in specïfic vocational careers. This case 

can no longer be made; indeed, the very idea of a technologid vocation is 

thrown into doubt with the accelerating dynamic of technologid change. 1 now 

turn to the nature of the 'old story' and how it has been 'repackaged' by the 

advocates of corporatism and fast capitaüsm. 

The Dvsfunctional Old Storv 

A number of authors (Suzuki, 1995; Wilber, 1996; Berman, 1981; Berry, 1999, 

1999) have suggested that our meta-narratives are dysfunctional. 

Ifs ail question of story. We are in trouble just now because we do not 
have a good stoly. We are in between sbries. The old story, the account of 
how we fit into it, is no longer effective. Yet we have not learned the new 
story (Berry,1993). 

The old stov is one which still animates our understanding of technological 

design and manufacture. The old story is embodied in our systems of production 

and coflsumption, which continue to use up resources at an unprecedented and 

unsustainable rate. The old story is embodied in economic systems which create 

billionaires while leaWig hundreds of millions in abject poverty. The old story is 

based on consumption of products and the need to have the world's most 

affluent Qtizens accelernte their consumption The old story and the reasons why 

it has become dysfunctional will be explored further in chapter three. If our 

stories are not workirg that well anymore, we need to ask 'why not'? What is 

wrong with our inherited metanarrative and, in particular, the metanarrative 

that underpins the technology &culum? 1s it in need of 'fine--tuning or a 

complete overhaul? What other stories and relationships with technology are 

possible and preferable? 

Discourses and Discourse Communities 

Worldview work is, in part, concemed with the mapping and intercomection of 

discourses and discourse relationships. Discouçes are about artidating our 

sense of the world. It is through participation in discursive practices and power - 
knowledge formations that subjects are formed ( Usher et a1.,1994:99). According 



to Lankshear, discourses are essentially about the soQal and historical 

construction of lcinds of people.' They are composed of: 

ways of talking, listening, reading, writing acting, interading, believing, 
valuing and using tools and objects, in partidar setüngs and at specific 
times, so as to display or to recognize a partidar social identity 
(Ladcshear et al. 1996:lO). 

While learning wifhin a discourse is an effective f o m  of enculturation, it can also 

be an instrumental fom of indoctiination. For çome (Wright, 1996; Waetjen, 

1993), technology education occurs within and through participation in a unique 

technological discipluiary discourse. Petrina (1999) has more persuasively 

argued that there is no: "transhistorical, universally pristine orgaRization of 

technology." And that the 'uni-discipline' mode1 for technological education is a 

product of doctrinaire academic conservatism. The difficulty in artidating and 

sustaining alternative discourses for technological education, feminist, 

envir~nmental~ or postcol~nial~ is that their messages are more often than not 

diametrically opposed to those emanating from the business and indushial 

communities. Contesting these discourses and the dominant dochinal system is 

diffidt because the greater the personal investment in these systems, the greater 

the rewards received and the more dogmatic the deeence becomes (Macedo, 

1994:43). Developing an appreciation and understamding of alternative 

discourses requires a cornmitment and sustained engagement with the ideas they 
contain. This iç best achieved through participation within a mitical dialectical 

col~~nunity. 

According to Lankshear et al.(1996), language has been transformed by industry 

and business into a sociotechnical device capable of aeating and sustaining new 

social relationships and accompanying values between leaders-managers, 

workers and things. Trans-national businesses are ira the job of eeating and 

sustaining particular discomes that meet th& m e d i a t e  and future needs and 

ends. The pressures exerted by business and industry on schools and other 

stakeholders to provide more 'job ready' people is part of an overt 

'sociotechnid engineering' practice in which new capitalism is attempting to: 



create new kinds of people by changing not just their overt viewpoints 
but their adual practices: to 'reengineef people in its image." ....in order 
to accomplish this new capitalism exerts pressure on leaming-centred 
discourses to help produce the kinds of people it needs (Lankshear et al. 
l996:Z). 

The meta-discourses which are shaping the worldviews of citizens and the 

technologid education curridum indude: corporatism, productivism, 

economism, globalism, and technological determinism. 

Discourse frameworks also establish which disciplines are afforded status and 

which are not. Within teduiological education, the discourses of importance are 

those which lead to effective action in ternis of king able to use techn010gy and 

design technology for partidar purposes. The 'hard' science discourses of 

physics and mathematics and, in the social sciences, economics and human 
management, are afforded statuç in technological education. Marginalized are 

the discourses of ecology and biology and the social saence dimensions of 

technologid history or sociology of technology. It is important to make the 

point that -nt f o m  of technological clvrida are constructed within a 

dominant ideological framework or worldview. 

As Apple points out, ideologies are not only global sets of interests, things 

imposed by one group on another, they are embodied by our cornmonsense 

'lived meanings' and practices and are often inmnsîstent (Apple, 1985:137). 

Because ideologies are also embedded in the manner in which we interpret our 

technological culture, there are rnany possible interpretations and sites of 

contention Schools are also sites of ideologid struggle (Giroux, 1988; Apple, 

1985; Kincheloe, 1999) and when we fail to provide students with a aitical 

lexicon through whidi to interpret technoculture, we contribute to an ideological 

process which posits technology as a detemiinistic 'force' to which students may 

only adapt. 



Hegemony is a process in which dominant groups and classes work to manage 

and win the active consensus over those whom îhey d e  (Apple, 1985). Apple 

suggests that hegemony is also inscribeci by our 'day to day 'practices and the 

commonsense meanings and actions whkh constitute our social worId. 

Partidar groups have a vested interest in maintaining particular cultural 
arrangements and hegemo~c discourses, and also in margindking others whom 

they perceive as threatening to th& interests. Hegemonies are also unknowingly 

ranforced by mreflective action. Education plays a central role in the stniggle 

over ideological hegemony and in the maintenance of partidar discourses and 

worldviews. Through the teaching and reproduction of particular n o m ,  values 

and cultural dispositions, schools contribute to the ideological hegemony of 

dominant groups and the selection and certification of the workforce (Apple, 

1985). Schools are organized in such a way as to assist in the production of 

technical/ administrative howledge, the knowledge required to: expand 

markets, control production, labour and people, engage in the basic and applied 
research needed by industry and create widespread 'artificial' needs among the 

population (Apple, 198522). Often the hidden curriculum corresponds to the 

ideological needs of capital; in this way, schools operate as sites of ideological 

production. This does not occur in a simple linear fashion, but rather through a 

cultural process where teachers and administrators begin to see school as serving 

not only the needs of young people but those of partidar employer groups or 

the larger 'economy'. 

The 'isms' sha~ina Technslo~cal education 

The predominant ideological frameworks informing the design of technological 

curricula and shaping our curent subjectivities derive their legitimacy from 

several powerful interlockhg discourses. These are: pos tmodem 'fast' capi talism 

and corporatism; productivism; technoIogical determuiism; economic 

detemunism; futurism; and globalism. To assist understanding of the nature of 

the worldviews embodied in the technologid education curriculum and the 

artidated worldviews of teachers, it is necessary to darify each of these terms. 



New information and automation technologies have not created a widespread 
'new era of power sharing,' WU some utopian proponents suggested would 

happen moffler, 1990). They have, instead, enabled corporate power to become 

more entrenched and autocltatic. Kincheloe uses the tenn 'technopower' to 

d e s d e  the expansion and synergy of corporate influence through the use of 

high technology: 

using technopower, corporations have increased their ability to maximize 
capital production Via technopower, business and industries are better 
equipped to produce steady growth and thus higher profits, no matter 
what the s d  or ecological consequences. Technopower allows firms to 
be better equipped to control and exploit workers. In fact corporate 
growth is grounded on the ability to widen the gap betweert labor benefih 
and labor production (KincheIoe,1999: 162). 

Ta& of 'jobless economic growth' and corporate 'right-sizing,' and other such 
euphernisrns, are examples of technopower at work. The dynamics of 
technopower and the realities students will face in the workplace are rarely 

considered an important part of knowledge about technoiogy. Technopower is 

the essence of dynamic flexibility and has corne to play an ever more important 

role in regulated economic production and our own lives (Kincheloe,l999). 

Teduiopower is communicated through messages concerning the need for 

cornpetitive individualism; the absolute superiority of an unregulated market 

economy; and the blurring of the distinction between citizençhip and 

consumership. AU are fundamental tenets of the worldview communicated by 

much of the corporately controlled mas media (Schiller, 1991; 1994). Although 

the media significanîly shapes our understandhg of 'legitimate' ways of 

responding to sociotechnical diange, this is not acknowledged withui 

technological education. The emancipatory role for electronic media in 

derrtystifying teduiopower is one in which students can play a critical role. 

Despite the techno-utopian pronouncements of information technology as a 

universal demorzratiPng force in soàety (Tapscott, 1996; DeKerchove, 1997), 

Kincheloe argues the contrary, that increasingly this technology is a handmaiden 

in the service of a culture of consumption : 



the primary use of these technologid Iluiovations has been to sell and to 
create consumer markets for parti& goods and services. Technopower 
becomes a medieval alchemist that inçtead of turning base met* into 
gold transfomis 'truth' into 'what sells'. Valuable information in this 
context becomes not that which explains or empowers but that whidi 
creates a cooperative community, a culture of consumption 
(Encheloe,l999: 165). 

Worldview work is emancipatory in that it is concemed with helping teachers 

uncover how they corne to understand the nahw of technopower and the 

politics of corporatism and,  important].^^ how this understanding shapes their 

approach to technologid education. It is through such a critical analysis that 

teachexs can begin to help students understand altemate ways to construct 

human possibility and develop self direction and alternatives to the culture of 

consumption. 

Fast Ca~italism 
Lankçhear et aL(1996) use the term' fast capitalist texts' to des& the business 

and management books and pronouncements which become the 'mainline' 

popular culture s t q  about the proper nature of social, work and economic 

changes for our 'new times'. Their importance and the worldview they delineate 

have enormous implications for the future of education, the nature of the 

workplace and the environment, Their power lies in the fact that: "how we think 

and write about the world has a great deal to do with how we a d  in and, thus, 

what it becomes in reality" (Lankshear et al., 19%:25). These discourses become 

powerful in the hands of managers and poEticians who work to enact through 

their decisions the prescriptions for the workplace and society. Fast capitalist 

discourses are "profoundly imperialistic," in that they take over practices and 

social identities which previously are or were comected to churches, 

communities, universities, and governments (Lankshear et al. 1996:26). These 
discourses can be found daily in the editorials of large corporate newspapers, 

magazines and television. 

Corpora tism 
According to John Ralston Sad, corporatism is: 



an ideology which daims rationaiity as its central quality. The overall 
effects on the individual are passivity and mnformity in those areas which 
matter and non-conforrnism in those that donf t (Sad, 19952). 

Corporatism in this sense allows us to make our own decisions concezning the 

products we buy, products which work to assure us that w e  are individuais, non- 

conformists, whüe excluding us £rom decisiors as to how our systems of 

production should be regulated, shaped and controlled through citizen 
participation and empowmertt, Corporatism positions citizens as passive 

consumers whose only venue for asserting power iç relegated to decision making 
in the marketplace. Corporatism operating as an ideology places economic 

rationality at the apex of ail decision making and, in the process, subjugates 

issues of community well being, ecosystern health and individual subjectivity. 

Sad asserts that within corporatism, legitiniacy lies with the group, not the 

citizens. Corporatism is objectifyhg insofar as humans are reduced to 

'measurable valuef in marketplace ideology, marginalizedf commodified like 

pieces of property. Pacified through discourses of corporatism, citizens are then 

prepared to accept whatever form of globalization is prescribed for us 

(Saul,1995:32). 

Corporatism as an ideology also operates to convince people to accept existing 

and increasing economic disparities and political inequalities as inevitable and 

marginalized costs of the new economy. Maintainhg a good 'business dimate' 

becomes a l l  important. The politics of corporatism redekes equaiity in terms of 

the right to be entrepreneurid and compete in the marketplace and rejeds 

discussions of alternatives to the 'winner-take-all' market (Kincheloe,1999:167). 

Senous discussiom of worker empowennent are characterized as an attadc on 

the hee-enterprise system by 'speaal interests' and attadced in the corporate 

controlled media. 'Me-Inc' becomes the new operative for the rational self- 

interesteci individual (Robertson, 1998). Advanced techndogy is bath a 

constituent component and an enabling factor for fast capitalism, corporatism 

and technopower. 1 now tum to a brie£ survey of the changing nature of 

produdion systems. 



Postrnodern Production Systems 

Over the last twenty £ive years the nature of production systems has been 

trançfonned adically around the globe. We can no longer talk about production 

systems as distinct entities from consumption systems. Zt is more accurate to 

speak of production-consumption systems, as the two are intimately interlocked 

through information technology and automation- Globalized information 

systems provide the logistical control to interconnect far fiung raw material 
suppliers, transportation systems, sub-assembly rnanufacturers, and point of 
sale inventory systems. Globalized media systems provide the vehicle to aeate 

demand, to continudy resignify the product and to build brand-logo loyalty. 

The Uivestment of associations and imagery to buüd îndividualized emotional 

attachment and compound levels of meaning to tedinologid proàucts in 

consumers is well documented (Baudrillard, 1988:17). 

Teduiology education has not corne to @ps in a cr i t id  way with the new 

dynamics of postmodern symbolic product culture and the s6o-ecological 

implications of these productionconsumption systems. It has not aitically 

examined what postmodem product culture actudy entail';. A number of social 

criticç have argueci that our search for solutiom to our lifeworld problems in 

commodities is a reflection of a broader failure of social meanings, economic 

values, and politid bearings (Anderson, 1995; BaudriT1ard, 1995; Noble, 1995). 

Global business no longer cornpetes on the basis of their products per se, they 
compte rather on: "the basis of how much leaming and knowledge they can use 

as leverage in order to expeditiously invent, produce, distribute and market their 

goods and services, as well as to innovatively vary and customize them" 

(Lankshear et al. 19965). The mere manufacture of the product is shiftuig to a 

secondary concem as more and more resources are king dedicated to 

innovation, design and the transformation of products and s e ~ c e s  into effective 

symbols of identity and lifestyle (Kiein, 1999). For most of the capitalist era, 

business £irms produced goods and services presumed to have identifiable uses; 

whereas, today's firms devote themselves to generating images that appeal to 



consumezs' desires and longuigs (Stemberg, 1995). Many of these transnational 

'globalized' industries have become, in essence, ''pzoduce~~ of presentations-of 

performances, images, narratives, and phantasms that tuni cornmodities into 

valuable icons." (Sternberg, 199582). Part of this involves %randingf consumers 

by having them make positive associations between a company's brand names or 

logos with lifestyle choices. The postmodem iconic economy operates through a 

rwersd of modem industrial logic - in whidi a Company manufactures a good 

and then considers how to market it. In contrast, the postmodem firm beginç 

with the celebrity, the pop culture character(real or imaginary), coprate-logo, 

or news event, and then asks about the selection of 'mundane dable items' that 

can be attached to it (Stemberg, 1995:83). The value is in iconic production and 

reproduction, the actual production of the technologid good is increasingly 

afforded a secondq background role. Manufacturing itself is nc langer 

valorized or celebrated by the poçtmodem organization but is out-sourced to a 

geographid location where production msts are the lowest (Klein, 1999). 

In postmodern iconic capitalism, the importance of 'rational' engineering or 

technical caldation is minimized. As Sternberg points oub it as a "bizarre 

obverse of the information economy" because information is not the issue: 

the fïrm s e h g  the product has put far more managerial effort and 
expense into uivesting the ketchup with iconic content than hto the 
biochemistry of tomato processing or the logistics of bottle distribution 
(Sternberg, l995:85). 

Iconic capitaüsm has undemut the rationality of production: the exchange or use- 

value of a product no longer serves as justification for its production. What 

becornes more important in production decision making is how the product is 

placed in cultural sign-value systems and its ability to be quickly transforxned 

through semiotization. Within an ideology of values consistent with a culture of 

consumptionf the concept of meaning is continuously eroded or subverted, as are 

connections to community building processes (Hawken, 1993; Kinchdoe, 1995). 

Paul defines 'irrational' human production as that which: "wastefully expends 

human labor and precious resources for ends that would not be valued by 
rationai persons nor be given priority in a rational society" (Paul, 1992:618). 



Production is irrational insofar as it faüs to serve the public go& because it 

destroys the natural environment, damages public health, is wasteful of non- 

renewable resources and fails to rneet basic human needs. Irrational production 

iç maintained by industries which create 'rationalizing smoke screens' in order to 

keep the public ignorant of the true coçts incurred in the rnanufactunng use and 

disposal of its products (Paul, 1992618). Sacrificing the public good to service the 

needs and wants of private greed has becorne a conunonplace in economic 

globalization (Sad, 1997). Popuiar corporate myths notwithstanding, business 

and industry have consistently fought nearly ail attempts to improve the 

workuig conditions of employees, as well as attempts to make them more 

accountable for the environmental damage th& products and/ or processes 
inm. The very nature of the laissezfiire capitalkt model invoked in discussions 

concerning globalization merely perpetuates and exacerbates these problems. 

Production and productivity encompass both public-collective and private- 

individual interests; techrtological education routinely ignores the former to 

focus on the latter. It rare1y acknowledges the soaopolitical 'commonplaces' of 

modem capital production, namely that vested interests often seek to maintain 

and/or expand some forms of kational production through the use of 

sophisticated public relations efforts and politicai lobbying. For exampIeI 
corporate attempts at 'greenwashing' or makùig their practices and produds 

appeur to be more 'enWonmentally fiiendly than they adually are is a 

cornmonplace practice (RoweU, 1996; Tokar, 1997; Athanasiou, 1996; Chaterjee et 

al, 1994). A number of these industries produce dassrwm curriculum materials 

that are little more than blatant attempts to improve their corporate image 

among young people. h t iona l  production technologies are often supported by 

means of direct and indirect govemment subsidies of various types. Subsidies 

are often not merely economically misguided, but also envkonmentaily and 

sOaaUy counterproductive (OECD, 1996, Roodmann, 1996; de Moor and 

Calamai, 1997). As de Moor and Calamai (1997) point out the volume of 

subsidies is presently around USD 250bn in OECD countnes, and around USD 

150-200bn in developing countnes. One interesting relationship illustrates the 

problem in the developed world: 'The more environrnentally damaging a fuel, 



the bigger the subsidy.. . c d  [is] far in the forefront, followed by O& thai nudear 

power and finally natural gas" (de Moor 6: Calamai, 1997:32). Technologies for 

sustainable energy such as wind, çolar and bio-gas receive very fittie in the way 
of support in Canada (Suzuki, 1999). Clearly, subsidies shape the adual 

composition and development of our technological systems but again, this is not 

taken up in technological education. 

Students are not engaged in learning oppo&ties to explore the irrational side 

of modem capitalist production systems. These systems are irrational h m  a 

public good perspective to the extent that they: 
- fail to take into account the public mst of their productive activities 
- fail to take into account the immediate and long term environmental and 
social m a  of their productive activities 
- fail to make the 'precautionary printiple' a fundamental tenet of their 
business philosophy 
- fail to take into account the long term temporal impacts of their 
productive activities 
- fail to provide for genuine human interaction insofar as human agency k 
instrumentalïzed and marginaüzed 
- fail to incorporate democratic fonns of management and open public 
accountabdity 
- fail to treat workers in a fair, equitable and dignified manner 
- fail to respect the prinaples of fair and open cornpetition 

As wül be pointed out in chapter seven, relatively few technological studies 

teaches consider these questions important enough to connect them with the 

Smith(1998) argues persuasively that o u  most profound understanding of the 

world, that is the ontologid and epistemological frameworks w e  use, are 

symbiotically tied to the idea structure of 'productivism'. Pductivism is a 

discourse which embodieç a wide variety of beliefs, practices, concepts and 

'sedimented structures' which indude, in part, an expansionistic growth- 

oriented ethic and a socio-economic orientation to life (Smith, 1998:lO). The 

diswurse of productivism is part of a complex hegemonic system within which 

we believe in: "the everyday material aduality of industrialization and the 



concomitant metaphysical faith in its ability to improve the quality of human 
life" (Smith, 1998:5). 

Infused in the secular productivist discourse are ontologid and epistemological 

beliefs that support anthropocentrism and the development of an instrumental 

rationality toward the natural world. The discourses of productivism envelop 

and surround us. Productivism as an encompassing belief system, is one which 

strongly influences out conceptualizatiom of what constitutes an appropriate 

technologid education curridum. The valorization of designing and using 

technologid products is a central theme of technology education. As Smith 

explains: 
Productivist discourse iç a story in which scientific and techn010gical 
knowledge promise a happy ending to the problems of poverty, disease, 
and tyranny. The afnuent West holds up itseIf and its history as both the 
example and the way (Smith, 1998:34). 

Productivism is consistent with the view of human nature as atomistic, rational 

and autonomous, the foundational tenets of the mechanistic worldview. 

According to Smith, the implicit promises of productivism, which include 

economic prosperity, political democracy, individual freedom and social 

harmony, attempt to mask the tensions of a fundamental paradox between our 

belief in productiviçm and the environmental crisis. 

According to Smith, pursuing productivism was not always considered a noble 

and worthwhile pursuit, but with the weight of capitalism behind it, productivist 

discourse and its necessary correlate consumeriSm, became sigrufied as a modem 

utopian project by exduding 'critical social and ecological voices'. As a result: 

waste, devour, exhaust, loss, and destruction originally part of the term, 
were aspects of the concept that became irrelevant in the dimate of the 
new economics (Smith, l998:65). 

Technologid detenninism holds that technology is the active fmce causing 

change in society, it is currently exemplified by the discourses of inevitability 

çurrounding the information techn010gy 'revolution' and positions atizens as 



passive recipients of technological change, merely adapting and complying with 

its dictates (Winner, 1986; Feenbergr 1999). For Sad, technological determinism is 

corrosive : 'Individuals who treat technology as an anjixnated force capable of 

deciduig the direction of socieq are engaged in the destruction of civilization" 

(Sad, 1994:281). Winner (1997) notes the irony Uiat despite the widespread 
acceptance among the academic community that social contingency and 

constructivist acwunts of technological development have displaceci the idea of 

teduiology as a uniünear univocal force, the world at large is swept up in the 

notion of technological change * an unstoppable force. aosely related, and a 

cultural 'enabler' of detemiinism, is technological rationalism. Technofogical 

rationalism holds that the institutionalized structures and procedures of 

technological pradice are "the only legitimate systematic use of human reason' 

and asserts that these institutionalized practices are essential for the continued 

well king of society" (Livingstone, 1987:126). For some, these constitute 

'civilization' itself. 

In creating an atmosphere of inevitability, technological detenninism bernes 

an ideological stance. The degree to which we are unwrlling to rethjnk the 

presuppositions underpinning some of our technologid systems represents 

what Sad (1997) t e m  an 'aggressive naïveté'. Aggressive naiveté ignores the 

precautionary prinaple or anythuig else that stands between a consumerist 

version of docated 'rights' and the imperatives of technologid change and 

corporate profit. Widespread acceptance of technologid determinism has 

exacerbated feelings of cultural anornie and has created a world in which 

everyone is made to feel expendable (Winner, 1997:993). 'Strong' determinism 

holds that teduiology is autonomous, unstoppable and has major inevitable 

impacts at al l  levels of soàety, changing fundamentally our social, political, 

economic organizations and relationships, even a l t e ~ g  our interpretation of 

ourselves as embodied huma. beings. A strong determuiistic position holds that 

the direction and antrol of technological development is characterized by power 

and conflict struggles, and that those abors with the most of both of these 

quantities are the ones who drive change. 'SoW determinism, on the other hand 

generally holds that tedvlology is neutral, neither good or bad, and that these 



characteristics only reveal themselves in use. By making ouselves aware of 

technologis impacts on soQety we can better ameliorate teduiolo&s bad 

characteristics and steer technology toward uses congruent with our values. 

Technology is seen to faditate and not determine our choices for action. 

Students are eXpenenced with living within the confines of technological systems 

which have been designed by others and 'imposed' on them. Our reality is that 

we al l  live within a background matrix of technologid solutions designed by 

others and upon which we seldom take the time to reflect 

For the most part, the potenfinl ecology of experiences which students can have 
with the technologies they corne in contact with, have been designed into these 

technologies by othas. As technoIogical users, students have had no voice or 

role in the fundamental structuring of the way a partidar technology structures 

interaction. The nature of this interaction thus rem* 'closed' and students 

have little in the way of a fonun within whîch to critique, debate, reconfigure 

and make sense of the characteristics of their experiences. To the extent that 

technologid education fails to engage studaitç in processes and opportunities 

to engage in this process of 'producf dialecfrcfrcs', it reinforces a detemiiniçtic 

relationship to technology and technological change. 

Winner suggests that the powerful, 'polymorphic', destabilizing forces contained 

in today's technologies leads us to surrender to the inescapable transience of 

instrumental and organîzational fomis of technoculture. In essence the cultural 

interpretation of technology is described by fluidity or inçtability, so a 'common- 

seme' interpretation of technology can no longer simply be taken for granted. 

For Wher(1997) thk trend is no cause for despair but one which demands a 

renewed cal1 for citizens who care about human well being and the values of 

civic culture to conhont emerging technologies dïredly and early in their 

development and deployment. 

By engaging in the diffidt 'upstream processes' of wciotechnical planning, 

design and development, shared purposes may be identified within a 



community and processes of technologid change negotiated and, debated 

instead of arrived at by fiat 

It is important for technologid educators to help students become aware of 

how local comunity resistance to partidar types and organizational 

configurations of technologies are sites of cultural and political stmggle. 

Technological schemes driven by prevailing technmatic notions of efficiency, 

produbivity, profit or any other irnperatives are opportunities for citizen 

resistance and for demanding a more participatory mode1 of community 

technological development Such stmggles provide a wonderful source of case 

study material to illustrate how individuals and grassroots organizations can 

influence the process of technological change in their communities (See Beatley, 

2000). From protests regarding the placement of c d  phone or power 

transmission towers in their communities to the more prosaic choices involved in 

upgrading wastewater treatment faaüties, students need to see how th& voices 

can be heard regarding soaotechnid change. 

4. Economic Determinism 

Sad calls 'economic determinisrnt the modem form of ideology. It is: 

presented as if neither the presenter ( a coalition of interest groups) nor 
the receiver(the public) have any active role to play because the global 
economy is going to arrive whether they like it or not. In this way a 
complete ideological policy can be advanced without any discussion of ils 
implications or any admission that it is an ideology (Saul, 1994:144). 

In such a framework, citizens are rendered passive consumers of expert opinion- 

"We are the pawns of the marketplace, dnven by its imperatives. We need no 

will of our own other than to succeed on its t m s .  The market will keep us 

honest" (Handy,1998:81). Economic determhism then becornes a license for a 

crude form of selfishness, and a recipe for an amoral society at best, and an 

immoral one at wors t (Handy, 1998). The largely unquestioned conventional 

'wisdom' of economic determinism applied to education goes as follows: In a 

more cornpetitive global economy, a more educated working dass is required; 

corporations will employ these people if they are available, and because they 



anive 'value added' they will be more productive and able to command higher 
wages. The alternative, the corporate sector argues, is a low ski& low wage 

future. Therefore, schools must educate 'all' students to standardized 'world 

dass' levels so that corporations will stay competitive. This reasoning presumes 

an uncontrollable and inevitable economy, one to which 'we' must 

unquestionably adapt The question of whose needs are king met is not raised; it 

simply demands that educators accept, not challenge - never mind reconsiruct - 
the economy (Neill, 1995:182). 

Livingstone (1998:7) contends that the knowledge economy and human capital 

theones of education are based on "overly simplistic notions of evolutionary 

progress" and that skül requirements have only &aduaIly increased in the last 

few decades. In fa&, desküling, less planning involvement and poorer 

compensation may be as common as upskilling in many high-tech work 

industries. Livingstone's work sugges ts, that the 'cornmon-sense' f ast-capitalis t 

assertions concerning the notion that wozkers requUe more skills in order to 

become more uivolved and self directeci in planning their own pseudo 

professional work is highly problematic He is supported by KincheIoe: 

Students are taught in schools shaped by the perceived needs of business 
and industry. Teaches are often directed to teach to curriculum guides 
organized around the development of worker skills that business needs. 
Often devoid of concerns with contextualization and critical reflection. 
School programs are designed to produce cooperative workers-employees 
capable of solving problems identifieci by employers (Kincheloe, 1995:19). 

Business groups such as Conference Board of Canada identify the same type of 

'personal management sms'  they believe are most important, these include self- 

control, honesty, integriv, and teamworking skills (Conference Board of Canada, 

1996). As Kincheloe points out: "the idea of weil informed , socially aware, 

demoaatidy sensitive workers is always absent hom such lists of qualities" 

(Kincheloe, 1995:28). A common rekain in the corporate press iç that workers 

lack of ski11 in the competitive global marketplace is underminhg our collective 

standard of living, and that teachers are not produchg enough of the right type 



of ' ~ b o l i c  amlysts' (Reich, 1991) to ensure our cornpetitive place in the global 

Despite a l l  the fast capitalist rhetoric concemirtg worker empowerment in the 

Wgh performance workplace' according to Livingstone there has been "more 

advocacy than implementation of such consultative models." (Livingstone, 

1998:149). Coldough & Tolbert go further in th& dticism: "a sector that appeats 
to be on the cutting edge of technical innovation appears to be in the Dark Ages 

in its managerial strategies and organization of work" (Colclough & Tolbert, 

1992131). The values matrix and the social agents underlying the exploitive 

practices of global or transnationalized technology production are neither 

explored or questioned in technoIogy education. They remain hidden, obscured 

behind and within the rhetoric of globalism's inevitability. 

In short, the technical and social divisions of labour semains finnly entrenched in 

the workplaœ. Studies of workplace change have found that only about a third 

of workplces have implemented consultative prabiaes lüce Total Quality 

Management' (TQMJ, quality circles, or job rotation (Livingstone, 1998:149). 
While many technoIogy educators have readily embraced what could be 
described as 'high-performance-new business' models for the technology 

curriculum, they have also failed to situate these models in a broader soao- 

historical context of workplaœ struggle for democratization and worker 

empowexment The uncritical inculcation of the new business jargon is a 

testimony to the influence of the fast capitalist rhetoric in the technology 

education community. The workplace reality for many workers is still fïrmly 

situated in elitist 'post-fordisr conceptions of workplace conbl, a form of 
control which Adler calls "Democratic Taylorkm" (Adler,1993 quoted in 

Livingstone) . As Livingstone points out: 

Whether the new participatory mode1 is d e d  TQM, IÇO 9û00+ or re- 
engineering, there has generally been little recombining of technical skills 
and much emphasis on workers sharing their existing production 
knowledge for more efficient production, ultimately leading to leaner 
production systems and less workers performing production tasks. From 
the vantage point of most North American workers, the majority of work 
organizations, including high performance ones, actually continue to 



operate on principks of hierarchial conho1 of technical design and 
planning howledge as well as strategic investrnent and management 
decisions by smaU numbers of experts and executives (Livingstone, 
1998:lW). 

5. Globalization 

It is important to distinguish between the discy)uxses of globalism and 

globalization Prakash (1994) drawuig on the work of Wendell Berry emphasizes 
that g1obalîzation discouses and 'global thinking' abetted by advanced 

technologies, is at its best an arrogant illusion which lulls us into believing that 

we can "manage and control planet Earth" (Prakash, 1994:51). The spread of 

tansnational globalization typified by organizations such as the World Bank and 

the World Trade Association (WTO) leads to a form of 'uprooted and 

homogenized thinking which threatens what Prakesh te- 'local spaces,' that is, 

rooted undecstanding underpinned by bioregional awareness and critical 

consciousness. In arguing for a form of 'radical pluralism,' Prakesh suggests that 

communities can develop a cultural "cosmovision" which reflects "an awareness 

of the place and responsibiiities of humans in the cosmos" (Prakash, 1994:55). 
Globalism discourses on the other hand, acknowledge the reality that we live in a 

world of complex interdependence and the need to sustain a respect for 

pluralism and local communities (Snauwaert, 1994). Snauwaert drawùig on the 

work of Dewey understands global thinking as the "tramcommunal application 

of democratic social intelligence" (Snauwaert, 1994:59). In this form of global 

thinking, one rooted in participation in a democratic community, global thinking 
is collective and thus important for sustaining the values of diverçity, tolerance 

and community (Snauwaert, 1994). It is this form of global thinkug which 

informs the iEcotechnological' mode1 for technology education that will be 

discussed in chapter three. 

Globalization is essentially a process which bestows more and more rights on the 

capitalized market and the investor and proportionally a£fords less and less 

power to the local atizen (Suzuki,  1999; Korten, 1999). The social contrad thus 
becomes confused with the corporate contract. The 'inevitability' of 



globalization as it is constructed by the corporate media is part of what Sad 

terms 'hypnotic darity' (Sad, 1997) wherein the creation of faIse choices or aIçe 

ideals, superimposes a 'screen of reality' upon people. 

Globaiized production and the disperseci nature of the modem global factory 
have meant that raw materials and sub-assemblies traverse the globe through a 

coordinated network of manufacturers and raw materid supplien. Economic 

globalization is al l  about human values, social choices, political and economic 

power (Strong, 2000), notwithstanding, the efforts of some groups and 

individu& who inçist that economic globalization is somehow a transcendent 

'natural process'. Globalization has been largely m e n  by the &&et of the 

managers and executives who control the machineries of globalized production 

and has been organized to realize the needs and wants of this same constituency. 

Tm-national business interests have enlisteci the assistance of politiaans who 

have &O been mnvinced of the uievitability of globaüzation based on the terms 

and conditions outlined by its proponents. Trans-naticmai enterprises W s )  

have p m o t e d  continuous change in technology and organization, while at the 

same time resisting political change that would undermine their privileged 
position within the state: 

the relentles efforts of corporate image makers to associate the modem 
enterprise with a.LI things new and progressive and thus gloss over a 
steadfast opposition to popular initiatives that threaten class privilege, 
and they[TNE's] help to prevent the process of globaiization h m  
becoming politicized (Worthington, 1992:138). 

In keeping the politics of globalization off the public agenda as much as possible 

and furthering the notion of ambiguity about the nahire and implications of 

global processes, established power interests remain unchallenged. This was 

vezy evident in the World Trade Organization's meetings in the fall of 1999, in 

Seattle. 

Most popular commentary celebrates the 'progressive' nature of technological 

sysîems, as Worthington points out 

Global is good, whether it is the 'world dassf to which corporate 
managers and elite academics aspire, or the 'planetary consciousness' of 



liberal activists. The association is programmed so deeply into the 
Western muid that one needs to virtuaIly leave the culture in order to see 
that faith in progres and technological change is a superstition 
(Worthington, l99Z:l42). 

In the interests of an emancipatory technology education csurriculum, 

globalization must be understwd as a political projectf one informeci by 

particular economic ideologies and vaiues. It is important that students become 

aware that our systems of production and consumption embody ideologies and 

values which may be antiethical to the development of a sustainable 

enviromnent and a sustainabIe human economy. 

Part of the realify in which we live is the constant exhortation to 'prepare for the 

future,' o h  at the expense of lioing and awareness of the present. There is a 

plethora of futurists whose ideas exert an inEluence on our political and soaal 

systems, an inQuence which extends deeply into our culture. The 

prognosticatims of futurism -te considerable media hype, and gain crediiility 

out of proportion to theïr ability to provide insights into genuine probiems. 

Their messages oeen have real consequences on individuals and commUNties. 

They work to condition people to accept partiCU1a.r 'realitied and situations as 

inevitable, as Dublin points out: 

even when predictions have no advice or waming built into them, they 
still act powerfully on theh audiences because they natually function in 
the same way that promises do in the sense that they create expectations, 
and there is no question but that people will act on the basis of these kinds 
of expectations (Dublin, 1989:5). 

The explicit and impliat messages of futurism often have real consequences on 

individuals and communities. These messages operate in a similar manner to 

those of fast capitalism discussed in chapter two, that is, through shear repetition 

they condition people to accept partida. 'realities' and situations as 

inevitabilities not as sites of political and scxial struggle and negotiation. What is 

often not questioned are the underlying motives, ethics and worldviews whkh 
inform the 'business' of futuristic prediaing: we don't ask whose agenda is being 

semed up? Dublin argues that much of today's fom of technological and social 



fuhirism is divorced of the progressiivism that characterized its early 2 0 ~  century 

predecessor, it has lost its ethical and moral bas% for guidance, and that because 

of this rupture: 
we have developed an ethic about forecasting that is often self-sening 
but e th idy  indiffe~ent. Fitting ourselves into a vulgar Darwinian 
excessively narrow definition of our humanity, in following our propheh 
we are always adaptive and exploitative matures rather than morally 
purposive ones. Therefom we are not so much conœmed about what the 
future will be because on the basis of our values we want it to be a ce- 
way, rather we want to know what the future will be because we think 
Uus is the only way we can protect ourseives and perhaps oIke advantage 
of it (Dublin, 1989:14). 

One need only tum to the m e n t  investment-stock market speculation freruy as 

ample evidenœ of this phenornenon Many people unknowingly and carelessly, 

through their investments such as mutual and derivative funds, contribute to the 

destructive dynamics of the 'casino econmny' which are senring to destroy 

ecosystems and traditional ways of life a l l  over the globe. Collectively we are 

wüluig to gamble hundreds of billions on stock speculation but 

unwilling/unable to make the investments to airb global warming or the 

destruction of the Earth's rainforests. 

Advertisements are ofien filled with the hyperbole of hiturisni, encouraging the 

cmumption of partidar technologies because they are 'the wave of tomorrow' 

or an essential factor in not getting lefi behind in the ever accelerating and 

competitive race into the future. Questions of an e th id  and an ideological 

nature sunounding these a& are hidden, subsumed under innated daims and 

promises, as Dublin points out: 

while daiming to be objective and scientific, modem day prophecy merely 
uses the mantle of science to strengthen and legitimate itself while 
masking its ideological content (Dublin. 1989:lO). 

Prophesy of this  sort includes everything from misplaced faith in the 'wisdom of 

the market' to the inevitability of 'man's conquest of space.' Futurists bubble 

with anticipated glee at the arriva1 of the 'workerless factory' or the 'hee-agent 

market' in employment, where a Dazurinian survival-of-the-fittest mode1 is used 

to jus* policies which treat people as so many 'human resources' to be plugged 



into flsoile pioduction processes or business cycles. Aphorisxns such as the 'just- 

in-the employee' are already commonplaœ in many spheres of work This is 

refiected in the fact that the largest employer in the US. today is a temporary 

(ternp) huma. resource firm. 

A coxmnon feature of much popular futurism is an over-stated œrtainty 

concemuig the way the future is unfo1ding. as if it muId mt be any other way. 

Trends such as learning on demand' are touted as the training methodology of 

the future; people are vdued only for the sküls they hold at a particular moment 

in tirne. As Noble states: 

Today's sermon is a print-out on the gloxies of mmputerized automation, 
of progreçs without people. And when engineers and managers preach 
this gospel h m  electronic pulpits everywhereP they now trdy befieve 
th& own snow job, and so do we aU Together, we seek salvation in theu 
scientific fantasies, calculate our chances with their egois tic economics, 
and accept their vision of the inevitable future as our destiny too (Noble, 
l995:69). 

The cultural dimensions of technopower and the discourses of fast capitalism, 

teduiological/economic determinismr and fututism operate through OUI 

technologies and systexns of technologies to shape our identities and our 

interpretatim of everyday expalences. As sudi, they profoundly shape our 

worldviews and our understanding of the ends that teduiology should serve and 

how we should respond to technological change. These discourses have ken  

incorporated ~nproblematically~ to vasring degrees, into technologid education 

curricula. 

While we cannot 'escape' the influence that these discourses exert, we can 

understand and shape them toward more humanistic purposes. If education 

fails to challenge the ideas and presuppositions inscribed within these popular 

'ism's', then what we effedively tell students is that : ' l ife is essentially about 

economics, that money is the measure of moçt things, and that the market is the 

sorting mechanism" (Handyf1998:73). Such a perspective situates young people 

as passive watchers as the 'magicians of the market' work to control and 

organize technologies and individu& to suit their ends. 



Critical interpretation of how we interpret, feel and respond to these experiences 

is critical to any reconstructive and emanapatory project for teduiological 

education. Without providing students oppominities and the critical tools to 

deconstnrct the nature of technopower, technological education is simply an 
encuituration into the status quo these systems inscribe. One of the most 

important ways to empower students is to help them develop a critical and 

personal appraisal of techndture and the product f o m  Alternatives futures 

work in education is airned challenging the colonisation of the future and 

working fkom a more holistic set of epistemologid assumptions than those 

infoTllUng empiricist futuroIogy (Hutchinson, 1996). Alternatives future work 

acmrding to Hutchuison involves understanding students and teahers as 

"beings of praxis" in whick- "human agency is not marginalised in a relentles 

ontology. The future is negotiable and provisional, not a predetermined one %rue 
world' " (Hutchinson, 1996:36). 

Pofiticizina consum~tion and the ~roduct form 

Phrases such as 'consumer confidence' are routinely used to denote the 'heaith 
of our economy,' yet are rarely deconstructeci or 'reasoned ta ground' to -ver 

their presuppitions. ConsumeriSm as a belid system is an integral component 

of productivism; they are mutually supportive. The culture af consumerism has 

deep historical mots and forms a coherent background belief matrix which is 

deeply and widely held in North America. It is usually used  to descriie a 

lifestyle in w h .  owning and acxrumdating commodities (technological 

products), our sense of self worth, personal satisfaction and a metaphysical 

meaning of Me are all tied to the consumptive act (Smith, 1998:9). 

Politicizing technological consumption would entail helping students 

understand that purchasing decisions can be made with the intention to both 

idluence corporate policy and to reinforce soaally and envixonmentaliy 
responsible practices. As chapter seven will illustrate, teachers are very reluctant 

to politicize technologid consumption and, as a result, fail to help students 

understand their responsibilities as atizens who an, through not only their 

consumption habits, but also through their political participation, idluence the 



ways technologies are produceci and used. It is only through 'roppositionaI 

pedagogies,'' pedagogies which work to e t  and unmask the politicai linkages 
between premanufactured understandings and codificatiom of knowledge, their 

means of production, and the social practices they legitimate, that emdpatory 

learning can thrive (GUoux k McLaren, 1992: xxiiï). A pedagogy of critical 

thinking which engages students with difference, knowledge, power and politics 

is one which also allows students to act with both ethicai and civic courage 

(Giroux & McLaren, 1992: b). 

The mutual shaping of technoiogy and Society occurs on aany complex levels, 

both ephemeral and conmete. These processes are situated at the 'eye' of the 

hurricane that is 'techno-clilture,' a whirlwind whose impacts seem omnipresent 

Yet in readuig technology cumicuium documents, it is obvious that the contesteci 

terrain of images, knowledge forms and cultural practices which constitute our 

technature are generally ignored as a site of subjectivity creation and shaping. 

Only one of the teachers interviewed in this research had ever used p0puXa.r 
culture in the form of movies or magazines to help students explore culhual 

representations of technology and technologid practice. Also left unexplored in 

popuiar culture are the gendered and stereotyped nature of the representations 

of engineers, technici=, and tradespeople. 

The Reification of Consum~tion 

Reification is defineci succinctly by Berger and Luckmann as the: 
apprehension of human phenornena as if they were things, that is, in non- 
human or possibly suprahuman terms.. .reification is the apprehension of 
the products of human activity as i f  they were something else than human 
products- such as fa& of nahue, results of cosmic laws, or IIlifnifestaticms 
of divine will( Berger and Luckmann, 199536). 

To the extent that human creations, economic and social institutions, 

organizations and technologies are elevated to a status where we consciously 

forget the role of ow collective and individual authorship of them, we have 

reiEied them. To the extent that we forget the dialedic exishg between our 

products and our agency in creaüng them, we have dehumanized the world. 



Through mification, objectification occurs, and Uius the objecfified wodd: 'loses 

its cornprehensibility as a human enterprise and becomes fixated as a non- 

human, non-humanizable, hert facticity" (Berger and Luckmann, 1995:37). 

As Berger and Luckmann argue, the basic recipe for the reincation of institutions 

is to bestow on them an ontologid status independent of human activity and 

signification; tfirough reification, the world of institutions appearç to merge with 

the world of nature. To a large degree Uuç characterizes our talle concerning the 
global economy, the laws of the market,' and the inevitable shaping of our lives 

by various technologies. We in effect resign ourselves to a particular fate 

sbructured by our mations. Social d e s  within organizatiom and communities 

can be leined as well, allowing the individual to 'disdaim responsibility' for their 

actions. The paradigrnatic 'formulaf for this kind of reification is the statement: 'T 
have no choice in the matter, 1 have to a d  this way because of my position" 

(Berger and Luckmann, 1995:38). 

Indeed, according to Kanner, consumption can be understood as part of a 
narassism, a building up of a grandiose inûated self image or 'false self' which 
masks deeper unacknowledged feelings of worthlessness and emptiness . The 
'empty sel£' then needs to continually fill the self up by 'cortsuming' goods, 

calories, and experiences. G d  become substitutes for feelings of emptiness 

and uiadequacy. 

As Durning points out only population growth rivais co~\sumption as a cause of 

ecological decline, and while population p w t h  is now understood to be a 

problem: "Conçump tion, in contrast, is almost universdy seen as a good-indeed' 

increasingly it is seen as the primary goal of national economic policy" (Durningf 

l99î:îl). 

According to Pred (1998), consumption proceçses m o t  be separated £rom 

consumption discouses. We accumulate 'consumer knowledge' through our 

evqday situated practices and discou~ses. At work, in education, and through 
social engagements it is clear that: "the desire to possess is aroused, that needs 

and wants are constructeci, that requirements and usage become apparentf that 



taste takes shape (Pred, 1998:152). The formation of our needs and wants is 

dtivated through participation in technoculture and reflects the power 

relationships whidi exist there. 

Yet the nature of these social-power relations is left largely unexploreci in 

technologid education. This is consistent with a form of 'selective non- 

consciousness' which has been cultivateci through the media to convinœ us that 

these relationships are of no consequence. The stories of the people who have 

constructed the mat& wodd as we experience it today are thus neglected, 

forgotten for the most part, pushed to the background of consaous attention The 

stories of the new fast-capitalist 'wonderkids' - the 'dotcorn' millionaires - and 
the narratives of cornpetitive individualhm are, however, touted in the media 

and held up as exemplars of the 'new-economq'. Few point out that many of 
these 'new-economf narratives are £illeci with the same old storks of greed, 
empty consumeriSm and nargSsism (Hein, 1999). The social, dtural,  ecologid 

implications of the fast capitalist worldviews held up as exemplary are rarely 

exposed or explored in depth. 

Abram(1996) charges that one of the most serious after-effects of industrial 

capitalism was the reconstitution of the relationship between humans and the 
material world in partidar between hunan labour and human knowledge of 

natural processes. Industrial capitalism has led to an alienation of working 

people from any sensuous and imrnediate contact with nakm (Abram, 1996; 

Red, 1998). The commodification and conversion of cultureI the natural world, 

labour, and products to the status of mere tramposable economic symbols , strips 

these things of their material qualities and in the proceçs metamorphoses and 

charges them with what Pred terrns 'unnafural mermings.' In this way we develop 
a universe of unnaturd meanings which become 'everyday nature' or 'second 

nature,' whatever the partidar antecedent meanings we may have attached to 

them. The pmliferation of exchange relations has contributeci to the 

'dmfuralïzution' of consumption. Things e m b d e d  with human stories, skills 

and affective dimensions experience thus 'crys tallize into commodity values.' 

The phantasmagoria of commodity production and circulation is played out at 



ever-increasing vdocïties in our hypermodem culture. Today's technologifal 

'wants' are transfomed almost immediately into cornmodifieci transient 'needs' 

not through any filter of rational analysis or physid necessity but rather 

through the fiuidity of image signification and market driven psychologid 

manipulation Social relations of produdion are negiected, masked behind 
corporate logos and massive advertising and 'advertorial' (a form of advertking 

fused with the appearance of legitimate objective editorial content) campaigns, 
human beings are not comeded to the produdion pmcess in a meanin@ and 

cogent way. To the extent that technoIogical education uncritidy celebrates 

these processes, it contributes to the produdion of 'h tura luer f  consumption 

pracüces and attitudes. 

A challenge for technology education is to rebuild the stripped commodity form, 

to help students undexstand that the naturaI meaRings of the materials that 

comprise the technologies they construct corne h m  real contexts, extracted, 

procesçed, transported by real communities of workers. Externalized costs are 

always borne by the people and biotic communities where these processes are 

undertaken They are not mere abstractions, as presented in fast capitalist 

technologid production. Unmasking the nature of social roles and power 
relationships impliat in modem production-00fl~umption systems is extremely 

important, despite the globalization rhetorîc which operaies to push these 

concrete discussions further and m e r  away h m  consàous scrutiny. The 

extraction and deconstruction of these narratives is necessary if a truly 
emancipatory role for technologid education is envisioned. 

The Im~ortance of Rediscoverin~: Weanind in the Desim, Manufacture and 
_Use of Technologicd Products 

In this section 1 will primarily draw on the work of Csikszentnuhalyi (1995), 

whose seminal analysis of the meaning of material objects laids insight into 

understanding and reinterpretùig material culture within technologid 

education. 



Objects can be carriers of abstract notions of repressed desire and c m  embody 
problemaüc needs, feelings and ideas: "The real meaning of a possession, iike 

that of a dreamf does not fie in its manifest content but, rather in its underlying 

latent content "(Gikszentmihayî et aL,1995:23). An understanding of the 

transformative power of symbols and an ability to interpret the symbolic content 

of technologies are important components of a postmodern critid literacy of 

technology. Students in possession of such a literacy understand the 

developmental potentid of tedmological symbol systems and are not drawn into 

merely responding to them as corporate advertisers wodd Iike. As 

Cçikszentmihalyi et al. point out, symbois can operate as both 'm&k of and 

'mudekjbr' reality. Ln understanding how we interpret the present and how we 

mate the futurer the symbolic dimensions of technolo& become an important 

element in cultural transformation and evolution. 

We make order within ourselves through our interaction with the material 

world, and as we invest psychic energy in this procgs the nature of the 

transaction detemines, to an extent, the people we become. Csikszenûnïhalyi 
argues that the things that surround us are inseparable from who we are, they 

constitute our framework of experienœ which gives order to ourselves: "the 

are no people in the abstractr people are what they attend to , what they cherish 

and use" (Csikszentniihalyi et al,1995:16). This relatimhip h a  been exploited 

by advertisers for yeats and in the age of hyperreality the stability of who we are 

is continually in flux. The objects which surround us therefore constitute a non- 

neutral 'ecology of signs,' and objects can contriiute to the dtivation of the self 

when they help create order in our consciousness at the levels of the person, 

community, and patterns of naturd order (Csikçzentmihalyi et a1.,1995:16). So, 

Csücszentmïhalyi argues, our material environment on eifher help foster the 

forces of chaos that make life random, disorganized and dangerous to our sense 

of weli-beïng or it can help provide a sense of purpose, a sense of weil-being and 

direction to oners Me. To some degree the Me-referents for individu& have 

shifted from who they are in relationship to others in a community, to what job 

they hold and what matenal possessions they hold. 



A wmmon critique of modem technological systems is that technology is 

making us more alienated, detached from one another and the natural world 

(Abram, 1996; Merchant, 1996). Simpson talles about the "worZdZessness of 
technology," wherein values are detached from oontexts of meaning in 

technologid systems: 

worldly things are reduœd to means, to raw materials to the potentid - 
exploitable., . traditional values lose their legitirnacy as cons t r h t s  upon 
action.. .ends or values are shom hom oontexts or meaning (Simpson, 
19952î). 

'Cul fivafion' involves the proces of investing psychic energy so that one 

k o m e s  conscious of the goals operating within oneseif, among and between 

other persons, and in the environment. (Csikszentmihalyi et d.,1995:13). 

Teduiologid practices which are 'wor2dless' operate under the assumption that 

the goal of technology is an effort to liberate' the notion of 'pure means.' 

Worldless technologid pradices then attempt to separate or remove 

technological practices from the context of the lifeworld and in doing so remove 

those procedures from the "dimension of the significance of meaning." (Simpson, 

199522). Technologid practices thus envisioned can be rationalized and 

evaluated in purely instrumental ternis, the rneaning of practice does not enter 

the p i m .  

For technologid education, thiç 'worldlessness' is reflected in the failure to 

connect subjective dimensions of meaning with teduiologicd systems evaluation 

and technological praxis. In focusing on the manufacture of UniversaliZable 

'product forms,' technological education encourages students to understand 

technodture in narrow economic-utfitarian tms.Thus, technological 

education mirrors the tendency in our cuiture to collapse questions concerning 

meaning to questions of value and to transform discourse concerning the 

structures of meaning of technology, epistemologies of technology, into an 

instrumental discourse concerned with ends, 

Cultivation, however, involves reconciling the patterns of meaning which we 

mate between nurturing our desiresf the goals of the community and the natural 



world. We move toward self-actualization when we are involved in creatîng 

structures of order £rom a background of randomness and chaos. For Simpson, 
meaning: "has its natural locus in the phenornenon of world or form of Mef and 

when meanhg is made expLicit, it emerges kom the cognizance of a world." 

(Simpson, 1995:45). We derive meanhg from the context withh whkh we use a 

technology and fiom the may of cultural beliefs and traditions which form the 

basis for understanding our pradices. According to Simpson, meaning in the 

means-end paradigm am only be assessed in terms of an end, ends which 

-capably lead to further ones. Utility as an 'ultimate principle' makes it 

impossible to assess the value of any thing or action, it leads only to an infinite 

regress of questions as we ask; 'utility for what purpoçe?' 

We draw on our worldviews to shape our wnstruction of meaning when using a 

teduiology. In tum, our Scpenence with it reciprocaliy shapes our worldview 

@ide, 199X). As Simpson states: 

The end of any fabrication or making, the productf derives its meaning 
h m  the practices sustained and the projects undertaken in the world in 
which it figures. If we don't thematize 'world' or 'form of Me' then we 
cannot thematize meaningful action and meaning, but only behaviour and 
goals." (Simpson, 199545) 

The notion of thematking a 'world' becomes increasingly problematic in 

pos tmodem fast capitalis t production-consump tion systems. What organizing 

principles and whose world do we thematize? Measurable behaviours and goals 

easily Et within the fast capitalist framework of a fragmented and standardized 

curridum, and the notion of even asking questions related to overarching 

themes in technoiogical education is out of step with the focus on productive 

ends. 

Technologid education continues to resist efforts to acknowledge and find a 

non-marginal place in the curriculum through which to incorporate values, 

beliefs, ethical, moral and other subjective dimensions of humart experience into 

the practice of technological design and practice. In the universalized and fluid 

language of fast capitalism, contexts of technologid practices are rendered 



unimportant Technologid practices Uius positioned exist as mere ephemeral 

'ways of W g '  which will be wrnplefely fransfDnned by the next generation of 

technology. Trying to attach meaning to such a transitory concept, itself becomes 

meaningless. On the shaky postmodem ground we find no place then fiom 

which to take a stand or to rnake a point of coxmnitment related to technology. 

nirposive rationality in technologid education is still held up to be a superior 

'form' of rationality. Rational concerns about the nature of the procesç one 

undertalces, the nom,  worldview presuppositions and the values embodied in 

it are left aside. The 'calculus of efficiency' (Ellul, 1964) which drives technology 

is thus never interrogated. 

For students growing up in a product saturateci culture in a capitalized 

marketplace, it seems oniy natural and sensible to take up with technology 

through produd production. After ali, since products make the world better, 

more products can only mean more rational 'improvement'. It is &O taken for 

granted that technologid rationality is part and parcel of economic raticmality. 

TechnoIogies thus are only 'rational' if they are emumiurlly rational. Whiie many 

of the safety and consumer protection measws currently in place seem only 

rational a£ter the fact, many were only achieved through pmlonged individual 

and wrrununity struggle, s a d c e  and personal cornmitment Techn010gid 

education ignores this important facet of participatory demmacy and 

technology. Students are not aidtured into a socïohistorical understanding of 

the developrnent of technological regdations and safety requirements and see 

the taçk of partiapation in technological politics as the task of 'others' in 

government or pnvate organizations. Working within the product paradigm, 

leaves little scope for understanding the broader cultural dimension of products. 

H o w  Products Work 

Furby(l991) suggests that material possessions have a number of meanings 

which may be categorically distinguished by their instrumental or symbolic 
functions (See Fig 2-1). W e  are continuously involveci in the a b  of interpretation 

and meaning making involving both dimensions. Technological education has 



f d  almost exdusively on the instrumentai-use related meanings of material 

goods. In the new fonns of capitalism this dimension of meaning, as explained 

earlier, is shrinking in importance relative to the symbolic-categorïd dimension 

of meaning. For Furby, possessions serve as symbolic expressions of who we are, 

as kategorical symbols' they signify status as well as the s d e r  and broader 

social groups to which w e  bdong- They also seme a self-expressive functïon in 

that they pmject an individual's uniqye attitudes, goals and personal quaiities 

(Furby, 1991:167). Possessions serve to draw a boundary between what is self 

and what is .other (Gunter & Furnham,1998). As extensions of our self, they help 

in an instrumental way to control our immediate environment. Importantly, for 
young people they become integrated with their developing concept of self 

because they offer: "a very high degree of contingent control, almost as great as 

the control one experiences over one's body" (Furby, 1991:35). The purposes and 
directions which focus this desire for control thus become all important. In 
Western culhue, power, wealth and stahis are some of the m a t  common 
symbolic attributes expressed through technology. It is usefui here to look at 

Csikszentmihalyi's distinction between 'instrumental' and 'terminal' 

materialism. 

Instrumentul mterialism'is defined by Csücszentmihalyi as the possession of 

things which help us serve goals which are independent of greed itself and 

which have a specific Limited scope within a context of purposes 

(Csikszentmihalyi et a1.,1995:231). Through instrumental materialism we 

cultivate the development and use of objects as instruments that are essential 

means for discovering and furthering other goals. Through our use of the object 

we engage in a r e c i p r d  interaction between the irxunediate satisfaction we may 

enjoy usina the objed and the manner in whidi our interaction with the objed 
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cultivates our further goals. The larger context in which both processes work is 

the 'mer unfolding of human lifef(Csikszentmihalyi et d,1995:231). 

In 'f-ml mutetialism,' on the other handf the end is valued as final, not as itseJf 

a means to further ends and therefore not subject to 'cultivationf. This entails 

ignoring the outwmes of transactions whidt confiid with the terminal goal; here 
"the end justifies the means" because the object is valued exdusively as an end in 

and of itself (Csikszentmihalyi et al, l995:23l). Other dimensions of experience or 

outcornes are thus inconsequential in terminal matenalism. The fast capitalkt 

instrumental version of technologid education fosters te& materialism, 

through an emphasis on the development of objects of immediate and ephemeral 



iconic-marketable value, objects geared to terminal mnsumption Meanuig is not 

an important design anisideration or dimension, manipulation and market 

satisfaction is. Terniinal materialism is consistent with a worldview that seeks to 

maximize wery individual's drive to consume ephemeral products. 

T h e  is no tight typologid categorization of technologies which Characterize 

either instrumental or terminal materialism. The important consideration is in 

whether and how we create meaning in taking up with a partidar technology 

and whether the nature of our cultural, economic and interpersonal relationships 

and systems encourages exclusivity or plurality in this regard. 

Recomition vs. Perce~tion of Technolo~  

It is important to draw a distinction between the recognition and perception of our 

technoIogical world. In recognition we experïence an object and only interpret it 

as something we already know; it does not cause us to reevaluate or produce a 

new organization of our feelings, attention or intentions (Csikszentmihalyi et 

a1.,1995:44). This is a very oommon way to interpret our technologid 

environment: we f d  into habits of perception and habituation., cultural foikways 

whkh allow us to wpe and make o u  way through our M y  Lives. We become 

selective in attention and focus only on the properties of technoIogy which are of 

immediate relevant importance to us. The problem with experience d e d  by 

recognition is that it prevents important dimensions of learning, of reframing 

existing situations, precludes the discovery of creative new alternatives. As 

Csikszentmihalyi states: 

In a culture ruled by material values, a person who depends on 
recognition sees only material values. He or she is consigneci to live on the 
one dimension of agreed-upon reality, without the skills to break out of its 
cons traints (Csikszentmihalyi et al.,l995:246). 

Perception occurs when we experience an object and :"realize its own inherent 

charader.. .the object imposes certain qualities on the viewer that create new 

insights" (Csikszentmihalyi et aL,1995:45). 



Technologid education has concemeci itself for the most part with the 

recognition aspect of technologid systems, d g  tools and machines to 

accomplish partidar ends. Recognition of technology is, &er all, a fundamental 

necesçity if we are to become active and effective participants in postmodem 

technologid p~uction-consumption systems. It is not enough, however, if we 

wish to aiculture students into a more critical COflSCiousness around technology, 

as this mode of consciousness demands oniy a superScial awareness of how 

techn010gy shapes our sdqectivity. It provides little insight into how teduiology 

'works' us . Most of us don't see technology in terms of under1yîng form, we live 

in a world where each objed appears in its peculiarity, as an artifad made of 

hardware or a system of rules and constraints (BucciareIli, 1996:lO). 

Perception, on the other hand, is focused on liberating people of the already 

detennined meanings in things and helping them discover the malleabiiity of 

technologid objectç and systems. Cultivating perception encourages students to 

experience freedom in reinterpreting and conserving portions of our material 

history while using this knowledge to create 'new values and a new world' and 

the wisdom required for the future (Csikszentmihalyï et a1.,1995:246). 

The Trouble with Svstems Models 

The systems models upon which many techno1og-y a m i d a  are based are also a 

part of the problematic product paradigm. The Universal Systems Model was 
used by the developers of the 'Jackson's Mill Industrial Arts Curriculum Theoqf 

(JMIACï), the f o r m e r  to the systems approach used in most technology 

currida (Snyder & Hales, 1981). Four disünct technologicai systems - 
communication, construction, manufacturing and transportation - were 

identified as 'subsystems 'of technology, based on the rationale that "each has 

been in existence at some level of development throughout the history of 

cïvilization..has a central theme, is universal in all societies, .. and contributes in 

some way to the survival and potential of human beings." (Snyder & Hales, 
1981) 



Within systems modek, overarching goals are often 'angelized' , assumed to be 

'public goods' which transcend considerations of context That is, it is assumed 
that globalized capital concentrates on hilfilling basic human needs such as those 

outLineci by Komacek: 
The specjfic goals of the four basic techn010gical systems are to 
communicate information(serviœ), construct stnictures (produœ), 
manufacture products (produce), and transport freight and 
passengers(service)( Komacek, l992:lO). 

In today's increasingiy globalized, rationalized and privatized world this is a 

miçleading and all too simplistic assumption. Systems models of tedinology &O 

present technoIogy as an dement derived apart from culture, something which 

interacts with but is not derivative of the same culture. As Bucciarelli points out: 

We insist on keeping its identity intact amid the complexity of cuiture. We 
speak as though we can always do the reducüon, point and say, 'The  is 
the technique - there, out of that box - that has caused ail the problems (or 
led us to new heights) (BucciareIli, 1996:49). 

The goals of technologiical systems do not exist a they are sociaüy 

constructed over time through cornplex, Soaocultural negotiation (winner, 1998; 

Bijker, 1996) The negotiation of these needs is not restricted to mere technological 

rationality. If this were the case, for example, a national coast-to-coast d w a y  

would never have been built in Canada, a nuclear power industry would not 

exist and the U.S. space program would never have sent a man to the moon. 

Simple systems models reinforce the notion of an abstrad technologieal 

rationality at work In ignoring the historïcal record and the evidence of long 

term political and cultural negotiation of these technological 'imperatives,' as al l  

systems models do, we are lefi with a greatly attenuated understanding of the 

role of public participation in these processes. This reinforces a distorted 

technocentric perspective of teduiology. 

Systems models essentiaily employ six main components: goal, criteria, inputs, 

processes, output, and feedback. As Komacek sbtes: 

Criteria set the goals of the system .... effiaency seems to be a universal 
theme. Teduiologid systems are always m g  to improve their 
efficiency [Komacek, l992:lOJ. 



The term 'e£€icienqf is itsel£ value laden and can be associateci with numerous 

adjectives: economic efficiency; energy efficiency; ergonomie efficiency; thne 

efficiency; productivity effiaency; ecological effickncy- TechnoIogical currida 
use the word in an instrumental manner to d d  relatiomhips of money, time 

and energy. An extremely important efficiency concept whidi will be described 

later, that of 'em-efficiency,' is not used in technoi10gy systems models or even 

mentioned in any of the technology CU]CZicula kviewed. It is di£€icult if not 

impossible to rmncile the notion of effiaency with many of the wasteful and 

pollutuig technologies which continue to be manufactured. These include W s ,  
'monster' homes and a plethora of consumer techriologies. Efficiency for many 

iconic products is measurable d y  in narrow ecmomic terms. Many 

technologies are in fact highly ineffiaent in terms af material, and energy use. 

They are inefficient when the full cos& of their production, use and waste 

streams are taken into account The incredible increase in aggregae raw materid 

consumption in Westem developed nations over U e  past forty yem often 

ovashadows the modest increases in material and energy efficiency in a 

parti& technologid area. These improvements are important, but as will be 
pointed out in chapter three, insuffiCient to move us toward sustainability. 

As a heuristic, systems models give the appearanoe that all conshaints and a l l  

impacts/ effects ' c m  be accounted for; endosed within a s tatic diagram, they are 

alrnost always drawn as complete dosed loop systems. The assumptions, mental 

models and worldviews informing the presuppositions contained within are 

seldom if ever held up to scrutiny. Yet it is precisely these unstated 

presuppositions which are at the crux of the sustaînability problem. 

One of the most important misconceptions systems models convey is that real 

world systemç can be modelled in a static predictible maruier. Dynamic 

processes are much better represented in web diagrams and causal loop 

diagrams than in static cybemetic models, which appear to have more 

explanatory power they actually do. The technology systems model used to 

illustrate the process of technological design is baseci on a static, not a dynamic 

cybernetics model. Static models do not take into consideration non-linear 



chaotic effects, muitiple feedback effects and other characteristics of complex 

evolving dynamic systems. 

The operation of local communities with al i  their supportive technologies are not 

considered as 'systems' in technoIogy education. 

This is a senous shortco&ng because am/ holistic understanding and perspective 

into how larger socic+technolo@cal systems operate requires k t  that students 

understand the technologid systems which support life in their community and 

bioregioh S u c .  a study might also provide important insight into how 

technologies may be designed and used to used to support sustainability 

initiatives. Kt is important for students to understand that technology is not 

ovedaid on a commmity but is developed and negotiated vvithin a community. 

It is not only the application of mechanistic and deterministic models to explain 
technological development that are a problea Mechanistic techn010gical models 
applied to understanding issues such as globalized economics and capital flows 

are simpbtic and misleading, as Homer-Dixon emphasizes: 

Conventional economic anaîysis assumes that economies work much lüce 
docks: They are finely crafted machines that exhibit dear caw-and-effect 
relations among parts. In such machines, the twist of a screw here or 
the turn of a nut there, whether an increase in interest rates or a cut in 
government spending, produces predictable and easüy calibrated results. 
Reality . . .is much more complex and not at all machine like. The global 
economic system now resembles, rather than the closed and predictable 
medLanism of a dock, something doser to the open and chaotic system of 
the weather (Homer-Dixon et. âl., 1998). 

The reality of technoIogical systems today is that they exist in tightly and loosely 

coupled relationships to economic, political, social and ecological subsystems. 

Complex systems can exhibit 'emergent properties', that is properties that are not 

present in any one of the subsystem components but which emerge over tirne. 

They can also exhibit chaotic behaviour, that is very s m d  perturbations can 
cause large system effects, the so d e d  'butterdy-effect' (Cohen and Stewart, 

1994) is in fact a reality of a l l  loosely coupled complex systems. As De Rosnay 

(2000) points out, analytic approaches to science and technology are no longer 

suffisent to explain the dynamics and evolution of complex systems, feedback, 



equilibrium, increasing diversity and self organization What is ïn~~easingiy 

required are more systemic methods which reconstructs the whole hom its parts 

while also taking into account their interdependenaes and evolution with time. 

Technology education which fails to help studentç situate and connect 

technoIogy to the various fomis of interdependent rdationships exisüng within 

their community and bioregïon are only providing students with a vay narrow 
perspective. Fwther, in not direcfly relating to the techn010gy as a system in 

service of particular human ends at the expense of other ends, technology is not 

situateà in networks of social needs, politicai power, monetary ends or 

eoological imperatives. Simple systems models do not help students reveai value 

positions, political and sucial influences on technological development and 

dep1oyment In fa&, they help to obscure the importance of these relationships. 

nie idealized techn01ogical system is often presented as a simplifieci yet realistic 

mode1 of the relationships surrounding technology. An exampie of how 

idealized and how misrepresentative these cybernetic systems models c m  be is 

found in a very popular technology education textbook, Techn010gy Systems' by 
Wright (1992), which states that al3 technoIogical systems share some common 

characteristics: 

They arise out of human need. 
They are designed and developed by people. 
They integrate resources to produce outputs. 
They have consequences for people, Society and the environment 
They are evaluated by people 
In thne? they are modified or abandoned. (Wright,1992:23). 

In leaving the impression that a l l  technologies are created to meet actual or 

perceived need, our apparent ne& are never examined in any ait icai light to 

assess their veracity. AU our s o - d e d  'needs' are afforded equal weighting or 

priority. The 'need' to own and drive 4 tons of Sport Utility Vekride in a North 

American urban environment is not reconciled with the need to slow greenho~e 
warming or to the issues surrounding equity and global per capita output of CO, 

Issues of scxial justice? political negotiation; equity and f a h e s s  are neatly 
abstracted out of technologid systems models. Simplified cybemetic models do 

little to help students elaborate on the political ecology of technological design 



Systems models also refiect a narirowly conceived realm of human agency in 
technologicd systems, as illustrated in fig 2-2 from Wright(1992). As a macm 

mode1 for a systems understanding of technology, it delimates a closeci hop of 
human needs being articulateci in systems temis, the development of people to 

operate and control this system to produce markets for the output of goods 

further stimulatuig an expansion of systems needs in people ad infinitum. By 
definition it is a positive feedback system, a negative or controlled system would 

corne to a sustainable equilibrium point, something that is eschewed in 

capitalkt economies. As a closed loop pontme feedback system, it implies that 
there are no limithg factors on the cycle. Escalating needs are not connedeci to 

external considerations of a politid, &al or most importantly ecological 
nature. 

"These are the roles humans play in the technological 
aystem." 

f From Wright, 1992:27] 
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Senge et aL(1994) has identified a number of fundamental 'systems archeS.pes8 

whkh describe the fundamental characteristic operation of many cornplex socio- 

techn0Iogica.l systems. These archetypes indude: 'reinforcing loops' (positive 

feedback), 'balanQng loops' (negative feedback), 'fixes that back£ire', 'limits to 

growth', 'shifting the burden', 'tragedy of the commons', and 'accidentai 

adversaries.' Understanding of these basic archetypes of system adion is 



important for students to understand how technologid decisioras can initiate 

unintended cascading impacts, and how some technoIogical soIutions end up 

aggravatuig the very problem they set out to resolve None of the techrtological 

teachers in this study were familiar with systems thinking as a science or with 

system archetypes, and none used system dynamics analysis or software in theh 

courses. Technology curricula have ignored systems thinking, despite the fact 

that it could be used as a valuable tool to provide students with inçight and a 

fundamental understanding of the dynamics of technological change. 

The Reductionist Nature of the Techno lo~d  Desi- Mode1 

According to Bucaarell(l996), 'object world' design thinking involves a focus on 

the objed as an icon in the process of design. He suggests that objed world 

thinking dominates how we thidc of design; it is rigidly deterministiç 

reductionist, and abstract in nature- As Petrina et aL(1999) note, the shift h m  

sküls toward process knowledge in technology education has not affected the 

basic dominant instrumental, value free metaphors and models of technological 

design: 

Conventional models- 'Identify and Represent a Pmblem', 'Generate 
Solutions', 'Choose, Construct, and Test the Best Solution', and 
'Irnplement and Evaluate the Designf- are technocentric and overiy 
simplifieci represenbtions of an extremely complex process (Petrina et al., 
l999:3). 

The design, problem solving, and technological methods used in technology 

education suggest that these 'essences' are universally applicable across ail 

cultures, ail bioregions and are atemporal in nature. The challenge for teachers of 

design and technology, as Petrina correctly identifiesf is one of 'reinvigoraüng' 
their practice to better rened 'cultural and natural life cydes'. This research 

indicates that little has been done in Ontano to reconceptualize technologid 

practices in response to environutenta1 problems. 

Object world thinking refiects a desire to break design d o m  into a series of 

subtasks or discrete elements and then enclose them in process flow diagrams. A 

popular example of one such mode1 used in Ontario schools is the 'Spice Model'' 



Situation, Problem, Investigation, Choose, Evaluate (Metropolitan Toronto 

School Board, 1993). These diagrams give the impression of chain cause-and- 

effeb. According to Bucciarelli, they may even be viewed as: 

a mveyor belt, a machine thmugh which the design is moved, and acted 
upcm, transfonned and embellished at each stop. The only suggestion of 
possible messiness cornes in the looping of the lines annind the blocks. 
This indicates feedback and makes designing an iterative process 
(Bucciarelli, 1996:lll) 

Thus, Bucciarelli argues: " The mderly segmenting of proces with the design 

progressing down(fal1ing) through this linear sequence of stages suggests a form 

of determinism*" (Bucciarelli, 1996: 11 1). 

There is also, accordhg to Bucciarelli, a Tayloristic quality to the visions of 

proasç built into the cornmon design models. He suggests that the 'thin' lines 

indicating the 'possibüity of feedback! are overwhelmed by the " s t u f f  within the 

boxes and their linear display". These diagrams suggest that the ideal design 

process goes shaight through, and that an iteration through the feedback loop 

entails a 'cost in time'. These models represent a 'reducüonist, mythical object- 

world representation' which may useful in indoctrhating students into the ways 

of thinking of the world of the 'firm' but miss enMy the uncextainty and 

arnbiguity that is part of real world design. Process diagrams shed very iittle 

light on how design a& are actually Camed out or on who is achially 

responsible for each of the tasks dedbed within the boxes. 

Sirnplistic design models fail to emphasize how in real world technological 

design. Merent actors although working on the same design, are informed by 

their unique needs, interests and responsibfities. According to Bucîarelli they 

essentially work from different 'object worlds'. He wams that when design 

processes are focused or "frozen on the fixed artifact, constrained to speak in 

instrumental and object-world te-, only sterile stories are possible" 

(Bucciarelli, 1996: 187). 

The phrase 'ecology of design' is appropriate in emphasizing the organic and 
dynamic nature of technologid design. Indeterminacy is always part of the 

design process as people occupying different object worlds corne together to 



exchange ideas, debate merits and drawbacks and work together in an 

environment of respect and compromise. Techn01ogical design is always situated 

in cultural, historid, political and ecological contexts. As Buciarelli emphasizes, 
deconstruction and bricolage are dways possible when it cornes to interpreting 

the meaning of technological objeck 

There are other stories, o h r  social processes of impacts, of alienation, 
recohstiuction, and W. The arfifact as object can live again. It can becorne 
a nemis or icon of social discourse and exchange. In its use it can impose, 
block, enable, shape social connections and the aspirations of those it 
meets. There are other objed worlds within which the artifact can be seen 
and used in different ways (Bucciarelli, 1996:195). 

Towards a Practice of cdtivatina Focal Thinas and Focal Practices 

When we consider the social relatimhips surrounding our technologies we 

usually focus solely on the means-end relationship, wherein our technological 

devices provide the meam we use to produce an outcome which reflects our 
en&. This is only part of the story. 

The separation d means fiom ends in thinking about technology is one of the 

damaging duaüsm's of technologid society ealbott, 1996) When thinking 
about deeply meaningful human activity, the separation of means h m  ends 
become very problematic and dear distinctions are more difficult to make. For 

example, when the technical pracfïce of farming is split from the vocntion of king 

a farmer, we get modern agribusiness. Agribusiness treats the land and its 
bounty strïctly as an economic commodity, the notion of a meaningful 
stewardship connection to the land is replaced by a much more short-sighted 

and instrumental economic horizon. Retum on investment replaces investinent 

for succeeding generations. Men, for example, sophisticated technologies such 

as sonar and radar systems are used to replace and not augment the skülç of 

fishermen, fa- trawler fishing prevaüç. The skius of people who previously 
had to 'read' the feeding patterns of birds, the currents, water temperature, and 

the behaviour of other sea animais, and use theV own experiences in order to 

find their catch, are replaced with technology. Patterns of behaviour with respect 

to the ocean change. Factory trawlers can virtually 'stripmine' an area of the 



. . .  ocem, indiscnminately removing ail sea animais and discarding those with no 

immediate economic value. The point here is not to romant id  past practices 

which are no longer viable in our present eamomic system, but to ask what 

human practices and ski& were lost and how have our new-found technological 

ones fundamentally changed our relationship to the world? 

In Borgmann's "device paradigm", the technoIogical deoice S e m  to separate 

means from end, thereby producing a mmmodity for our convenient enjoyment 

while also simultaneouçly removing the mackunery of its production into our 

conscious background. When we fail to r&ect on the implications of this 

separation, or to even acknowledge its reality, we further disengage ourselves 

£rom our bioregion, our community and our Lived h i s tq .  Ushg the difference 

between a musical instrument and a stereo as an illustrative example, Borgmam 
states that: 

music can become available as a commodity only iE there is a 
sophisticated and reliable machinery that will produce it at the customers 
will. W e  may cal1 the conjunction of machinery and commodity a 
technologid device. The stereo as a device contrasts with the instrument 
as a thing. A thing ... has an intelligible and accessible character and calls 
forth slulled and active human engagment. A thUig requires practice 
whüe a device invites consumption ...'ïhhgs amstitute co~l~manding 
reality, devices procure disposable reality (Borgmann,1995:90). 

Ebxgmann establishes the distinguishing characteristic of a device as: " its sharp 

intemal division into a machinexy and a commodity procured by that 

machinery" (Borgmann, 1984: 33). Other forms of 'de-' indude, for example, 

the use of an ultrasonic 'fishfindei to End and catch fish, the use of a bread 

machine to make bread, or the use of a water jet-ski. According to Borgmann, 
when we consider machinery to be mere means to a productive end we believe 

that it will serve whatever ends and not constrain our choice of ends. This 

neglects that the rise of 'mere m e d  fundauwntally transformç what can now 

count as an end (Borgmann, 198k 63). 

Borgmann suggests that with modem technoiogy, the madiinery of a device 

becomes hcreasingly hidden in the background, while the 'decontextualized 

commodity' produced by the device occupies the foreground. In short. it 



becornes the si'ifimt foais for engaging with the device. When technologid 

education engages students in usÏrtg advanced technologies - for exampie, CNC 

lathes or CAD/CAM programs - the daim iç that process is all important, when 

in fact the focus is on the commodity produceci, the tools are mere means to 

comxnodified ends. The process of separating means h m  ends encourages the 

unrooted, trivial, and distracthg pursuit of consumption, it is a process wherein 

our techn01ogid practices lose aii sense of depth and focus. 

When a technologid %la&-box' device malfiLncti011~ and we are tempted to 

open it up to investigate the cause, we are often stopped in our tracks when 

confronted with the message: 'not to be opened, except by quaIified personnel.' 

The ubiquity of this message is not to be underestimateci. We need to ask what 

has been 'lost' in huma. terms of engaged experience with technology when it is 

increasingly presented to us as a hermetically sealed %la&-box'? To a large 

degree, technology teachers have not corne to terms with the implications of the 

change the microprocessor has wrought in the ever incieasing abstractness of our 

techn01ogy devices. firsigrs pop* book, Zen and the Art of Motorcycle 
Maintenance suggested that we need only take up with technology in a different 

way in order to understand and appreciate it. While this may be tnie to a point, it 

cannot be denied that more andmore of our evexyday technologies are becoming 

'black-boxes' not to be touched except by qualified personnel. Whüe we live in 

an age of increasingly available commodities, the machinery behind them is 

increasingly submerged and meaning seems to slip away. Borgmann suggests 

that devices and consumption have replaced things and practices in our homes, 

as well as in the public realm: 

Uaterial culture in the advanced industrial dernomacies spans a spectrum 
from commanding to disposable reality. The former calls forth a life of 
engagement that is oriented withh the physical and social world. The 
latter induces a H e  of distraction that is isolated h m  the environment 
and other people. These are pairs of te- that detaii further the styles of 
life corresponding to the endpoints of the d t u r a l  continuum, viz. 
excellent vs. banal, deep vs. shallow, communai vs. individuaüst, 
celebratory vs. consumerist, and others (Borgmam,1995:92). 

Simplified 'systems models' of technology education &O promote this mental 

abstraction of separation of means and ends. 



h contrast to 'dernces,' Borgmann dis tinguishes ' f i a l  things' and '@l prucfïces ': 

They are concrete, tangible, and deep, admitting of no functional 
eq+alents; they have a tradition, structure, and rhythm of their owrt. 
They are unprocurable and finally beyond our control. They engage us in 
the fullness of our capades (Borgmann, 19W 219). 

It may well be that cutting, hand sanding and hishing a pieœ of wood to 

produce a usehl and needed project for someone in the mmmunity is an 

example of a focal thing and a focal practice. In contrast, ushg sophisticated 

machinery such as a CNC lathe to produce a plastic toy or some other short-lived 

or throwaway item is an example of simply usina a device to produce a 

commodity. Borgmann uses the tenn 'focal depth' of a piece of work or a service 

the extent to which they tangiily gather and embody the capaaties of the 
worker, the aspirations of the recipient, the natural features and culturai 
tradition of the local setong (Borgmann, 19W239). 

In short, what Borgmann is arguing for is a technol@d pradice grounded in an 

understanding of place, community, and bioregional or ecological context. Our 

quality of life thai depends upon maintaining a deep pluralism which entails a 

wide divexsity of focal practices and doesn't attempt to impose particuiar 

teduiological practices on 0th- against their will. Teackiers need to ask 'how 

can technology education expand the diversity of focal practiceç that students 

can engage in within their communify?' The challenge for teachers taking up 

with teduiology in this way is to encourage studaits to discover and develop 

niches where this fom of diversity can exist, to redonize spaces where 

monocultural interpretations of technology mently ewist. It is equally 
important that teachers help students appreciate the aesthetic experience of 

working with tools and materials, fostering an enjoyment of the rneans and not 

simply focuçsing on the 'product' ends. 

This disengagement need not and should not go uriançwered in technological 

studies. We need to foster attitudes and patterns of in- in students that go 

beyond technidan training and help students explicate the myriad of social, 

ecological and econornic connections behind our most important technologies. 



Technology education can help students become more aware of how our 

technologies change our understanding of the world. Yet there is little evidence 

that teacheis are willing to engage students in a criticd debate about what is 

gained and what is lmt by embracing a parti& technoIogy. To do so would 

allow students to create their own episternologies of engagement with 

technology, possibly rejecting some, or at least being wüling to engage in a 

radical reappropriation/reevaluation of how that particular technology is used 

or supported by them. The distinction between devices and things can be 

extended to the way we manage, for example, technologid policies and the 

emnomy. We can support policies which favour the production and 

maintenance of social and public goods which add to the overd quality of life or 

we can favour those which measure quaüty of life in pu~e1y economic terms such 

as the GNP. 

While the obvious benefits of technology have induded the elimination of rnuch 
physidy hard and mentdy n d i n g  work, we often take this notion to an 

extreme insofar as we believe that al1 £omis of technological disengagement from 

the physical world are somehow liberatory. We tevel in the 'coohess' of OUI 

'gadgets,' devices which are o£ten only used for very short intervals of Orne and 

for the most part simply become material clutter. The endless quest to automate 

and ease our life through technology, accordhg to Borgmann, leaves us with a 

'parasitic feeling', a feeling that: 

is not animated by the full-bodied exerciçe of skill, gained through 
discipline and renewed through intimate commerce with the world. On 
the contrary, our contact with reality has been attenuated to the pushing 
of buttons and the turning of handles. The results are guaranteed by a 
machinery that is not of our design and often beyond our understanding. 
Hence the feelings of liberation and e~chment quicWy fade; the new 
devices lose their glamour and meld into the inconspicuous periphery of 
nonnalcy; boredom replaces exhilaration (Borgmannf19û4:140). 

Our endless fascination with technological Wtuosities helps push questions 

related to the contribution they genuinely make to the quality of our lives into 

the background. For teduiology teachersf the temptation is al l  too real: new 

software packages, new computers, new gadgets and so on. This is not to Say 



that relevant technology is not important to leamhg how to use technology, but 

it may vay well get in the way of developing a critical understanding of how 

technologid systems work in Society. 

Any number of things a n  become fd-things, depending on how we take them 

up, or how we engage them as practices. The practice of engagement is in 

essence a pmject of socull mmifment  in which the dominant detenninistic 

attitudes regarding technology are chalienged. 

The distinction between commodity procurement and focal practice iç lost in the 

product paradigm. As the manuai skills and 'craft-like' knowledge of 

technology teaders becomes l e s  and l e s  signifiant in technologid education, 

it is not surprising to hear a number of teachexs expressing a strong willingness 

to hang on to the liard-sW that are dernonstrable with tools and materials in 

the shop. 

We rarely have the fundamental choice between engagement and &engagement 

set before us cleady- or even recognized as such. Rather, through cultural 
processes, particular types of technologies are often promoted as the only 

'rational choice' we have. Whai these are disengaghg technoIogies, 'devices' in 

Borgmann's terminology, we are left to choose between mere comniodities. The 

sense of disengagement and 'anornie' menüoned earlier - that many people feel 

characterizes our relationship between our technoIogized society and the natural 

world - is also related to Borgmann's device paradigm. For Borgmann, the 
pemasive transformation of things into devices is changing our relationship with 

reality from one characterized by engagement to one charaderized by 
disengagement (Borgmann, 1984: 61). 

The artifidal separation of means from ends, the transformation of things into 

devices, begins with the ways we conceptuaiize, design, manufacture and use 

our techn01ogies. What is needed is a different way to 'take up' with technology, 

one whidi provides a more fully conscious engagement with technology, its 



advantages and its drawbacks. In short, it means rediscovering the notion of 

merming as it applies to our technologies. 

For Borgmann, it is the pervasive pattern of disengagement in society - and not 
the choice between one end (commodity) and another - that is the crucial issue 

for societies today. The patterns of disengagement d o w  us to use vast 

techt010gical systerns to grow lettuce in the desert, dnve or fly it across the 

continent in refngerated trucks or planes and sel1 it in the Canadian supermarket 

in the middle of winter. The extemal costs related to aquifer draw d o m  by 

irrigation, energy consumption, hefbicide and pesticide use, and poilution are 

treated as e~ternalities~ hidden from the consumer. Environmental costs are 

passed on to 0th- not immediately involved in the transaction, in effect, 

providing a 'free-lunch' for those taking advantage of our existing social 

networks of production. The notion of a 'free-lunch' is not contested in 

technology educatim, instead we only celebrate the devenigs of how 

communication and transportation technologies can be used to coordinate the 

enüre effort. We are enveloped in any number of these high entropy 

technologid systems, systems which are not biophysically sustainable. This will 
be taken up in chapter Uwe. This estrangement and disengagement from the 

biophysical realities, the natural communities that ultimately support us, is 

symptomatic of our hypermodem Soaety. This estrangement is at the nexu of 

many of the problems in the technology-human-natural world interface. 

In summary, many of us live OUI everyday lives within the 'device paradigm'. 

The device paradigm operates within technological education insofar as 

technological practices which promote disengagement, consump tion and 

technical vimiosity are presented without a parallel discussion of how 

technology could be employed ta effed genuine improvement in our lives and 

communities. Only by engaging students in more focal practices and a cultural 

deconstruction of how our technologid devices shape our sense of king in the 

world will this occur. 



In this chapter 1 have explored the problematic nature of the 'product paradigm' 
as a model for technologid education and have situated it within the larger 
cultural discourseç of fast capitalism, technologid deterrninism, futurism and 
globalism. Our product saturated culture has functïoned up to a relatively reant 
point in time like the wizard in the mode the W M d  of Oz,' full of bravado and 
self-importance when things were going well. But no one dard look behind the 
nutain to explore the specifics or reul machinations of the system. Only recently, 
as the envitonmental and social side-effects of our product culture pile up and 
become too large to ignore, have we begun to take notice. 

Our worldviews regarding teduiology are profaundly shaped by the dominance 
of the 'ism's described in this chapter. The sterile and simplis tic system models 
used to organize tectmological education are thelll~elves dysfunctional produds 
of the industrial worldview. 1 have also discussed the caçe for politicking 

technologid consumption within technological educatïon as well as the notion 
of redisawering meaning with regard to technoiogical products. The move 

toward cultivating more focal things and practices is a prerequisite to bringing 
the concept of sustainability to M e  within technoIogical education. It is to this 

topic, the ouflines of an ecoteduiological worldview and prabice, that I now 
tum. 



Most of the true tales of masterfuiness in new environments with 
new technologies have been cruel or @y, it seems to me. The 
concepts of reality held by the masterful people have customarily 
ken shipid or solipsistic ùi retrospect Nobdy has been 
remarkably secure, the masters have often ceased to be masters 
quickly. There have been tremendous messes to be cleaned up, 
ravaged landscapg dotted by shattered EarMluigs and their 
machines. Stupid (Kurt Vomegut in Wampeters, Foma & 
Granfalloon, f989:79-80). 

Introduction 
h the previous chapter 1 explored the ideas of the 'product paradigm,' 

idenhfying a number of its problematic dimensions from a technological 

education perspective. In this chapter 1 wiU make the case for a fundamental re- 

vision of how we conceptuake technoIogy education. Our present systems of 

technologid production and consumption are fundamentally unsustainable 

from both a social and ecological perspective. 1 will draw on the work of 

Gregory Bateson and Ken Wilber to argue that a more systemic and integral 

approach to understanding technoIogy is required. 1 will then describe an 

'ecotechn010gical' model for technology education that is oriented toward 

practices and pnxesses which are oriented toward building a more sustainab1e 

Society. 

Sensinp: the Chanze? 

It is important to ask why technology teachers have not responded in any 

substantive manner to the changing 'gestalt' conceming our relationship to the 

nahird systems that support all life on earth. Unfortunately, the attitude 

expressed by Glen, a secondary school design teacher is not a l l  that atypical: 

Environmental systems aren't talked about in tech ed, that's just in the 
official document, and 1 don't take them as too serious either. 1 mention 
them barely if at d. Environment for me in the rmm is more important 
At the 10,ll or 12 level 1 think the global environment i Y s  important for 
science education At the 7,8 9 level there are so many more important 
issues that need emphasis. If they were going to make bigger projects and 
wanted to use South Amencan mahogany then even 1 would have a 
problem with that. Even in my own lïfe I'm building a Gentleman's racer, 



a 16 foot inboard 1930's design boat, and yeah I'm using South American 
mahogany because it's the material 1 want to use because that's how they 
were built in the 30's. 1 know that there are other materiah that 1 could be 
using but I want that look 1 really donft give a damn what the 'envire 
kooks' Say. [Glen] 

As 1 will explain in iater chapters, there is little to indiate that an ecological 

reformulatim of the technology curriculum is forfhcoming. Even exemplaxy 
technology teachers asaibe relatively little cutridar importance to the impacts 

of technology on society and the environment (Wicklein11993). Visions of 

technological education d a d a  often neglect the environmental relationship 

with teduiology entirely (Cummings, 1992; JacobiI 1992; Bottrill,l991; 

KoIde, 1991;). 

Despite the plethora of indicators pointing to a continued and steady 

deterioration of the Earth's biospheric health, there is littie to indicate that an 

ecological reformulation of the technology curriculum is forthcoming. 

These indicators indude an altered planetary biogeochernistry, declining yields 

of renewable and nonrenewable resomesI an unpreœdented assault on 

biodiversity through l a s  of habitat and human encroachment, a declining 
quality of Me for the major* of the Earth's population and an ever widening 

gap between the 'haves' and the 'have-nots' (United Nations Environmental 

Program-UNEPI 1999; World Resources Institute, 1998). Gladwin et al. (1997235) 

state that the changing environmental gestalt painted by these trends is 

characterized by: "complex interconnedion, exponential acceleration, grave 

consequence, and transformational wgency". Merely acknowledging the 

importance of these four critical dimensions of the environmental crisis is crucial 

to the development of more a ecologically appropriate technology curriculum. 

As explaineci earlier, our worldviews are! not passive schemas or abstractions in 

the wider seme, they animate our actions to varyuig degrees. They d o w  us to 

avoid asking of ourselves disturbing questions, questions that implicate our 

lifestyles, our beliefs and our way of being in the world. Apart h m  those on the 

far right of the political spectrum few w d d  deny that the continuhg 

cumulative evidence of environmental decay is an issue of concem for all Qtizens 

and certainly of essentid importance for educators. Yet, no sense of urgency is 



detectable in the discourses of the teduiology education community, teachers 

continue to support the same unrefiective and problematic practices which seme 

to exacerbate curent environmental problems. As 1 will explain in a later 

chapter, the focus of the technologid studies curriculum in Ontario has in fact 

shifted away h m  enMironmental systems as a curriculum organizer. m~here is 

little awareness or concem of the necessity of coming to terms with 

environmental issues implicated h the technoIogy d c u i u m .  In fa& many 

teachers ignore ali but the most obvious issues concerning the technology- 

environment interaction. This research has also found that there appears to be 

very little interest in discussion of these issues in the community of secondary 
technology educators in Ontario. 

The Global Im~eratives for Changinn our Technolonicai Practices 

There is no doubt that a heightened awareness now exists of the perilous 

state of many natural systems that were taken-for-granted a few short decades 

ago. The destruction of aûnospheric ozone, the contribution of carbon dionde to 

dimate change and the legacy of many human produced toxins that continue to 

saturate ou.  soils, water and air are a few of the many systemic problems that 

have accompanied the meteoxic Pace of our technologid development In 1992, 

102 Nobel laureates in science and 1600 0 t h  saentists h m  70 countries signed 

the " World Scientists ' Warning to H u m r m i v  (1992), whidi read in pa r t  

Human beings and the natural world are on a collision course. . . If not 
checked, many of our m e n t  practices put at serious risk the future that 
we wish for human society and. . . may so alter the living world that it 
will be unable to sustain life in the mariner that we know. Fundamental 
changes are urgent if we are to avoid the collision our present course wiU 
bring about 

A fundamental change in the manner in which we concephiaüze, design, 

manufacture, consume and reuse out future technologies will to a large maure 
determine whether this dire prediction cornes m e .  There is a broad and growing 
consensus that fundamental and substantial changes on a societal and a personal 

level will be necessary to adueve any measure of long term environmental, social 

and economic sustainability (UNEP, 1999,1992; Suzuki, 1998). Our collective 

inheritance , the 'nutural capital' embodied in the systems that p u .  our air, 



replenish our soilç and underpin our food systemç rn in trouble. Paul Hawken 

succincüy captures the crux of the problem facing society today: 

The biosphere represents our source of wealth. It is the capital which we 
draw down to support our Eves. Whenever we pollute or degrade that 
system with toxïns or waste we are destroying our natural capital and 
reduchg our ability to sustain our civilization. It is that simple (Hawken, 
1993). 

Environmental degradation is not a necesçary outcome of economic 

development, rather it results h m  a set of histoncdly contingent choices for 

technology, production processes and consumption patterns. ( R a s h  et ai., 

1998). We can choose to organize our economies and design our technologies 

diaerently, rewardùig good environmental pradices in the marketplace and 
dismurage those whidi promote unsustainable patterns of consumption. 

The issues surrounding 'sustainable production and consumption' have 
attracted the attention of govemments, N W s  and progressive industry and 

businesses since the Earth Summit in June 1992. The position statement which 

resulted from the Earth Summit, Agenda 21, dearly states that: 

the major cause of the continueci deterioration of the global environment 
is the unsustainable pattern of comumption and production, particularly 
in industrialized countries, which is a matter of grave concern, 
aggravating poveq and imbalances (United Nations, 1993). 

Seven years after Rio, the 1999 'GE0 2ûûû' United Nations report on the state of 

the planet reiterates the severity of this problem and identines the two most 

dominant global trends at the dawn of the millennium. First, major threats to the 

integrity of the global ecosystem are the grave imbalances in global productivih/ 

and in the distribution of g& and seNices. An unsustainable progression of 

extremes of wealth and poverty not only threatens the stability of society as a 

whole, but also the global environment as a whole. Large groups of people are 

king excluded from the many benefits of economic and technological 

development. Secondly, this report notes that accelerating rates of technological, 

economic and social change have meant that environmental stewardship has 

lagged far behind these dynamic factors. Economic development and population 

growth have eclipsed many of the environmental 'gains' derived h m  new 

technologies and policies (UNEPI 1999P). It is increasingly dear that 



technologid solutions of and by themselves wiU not be enough to halt these 

wofiisome trends. As GEO-2000 makes de= 

if present trends in population growth, economic p w t h  and 
consumption patterns continuef the natural environment will be 
increasingly stressed Distinct environmental gains and improvements 
wiU probably be offset by the Pace and scale of global economic growth, 
increased global environmental pollution and accelerated degradation of 
the Earth's renewable resource base (UNEF, 1999:2). 

We need only look at the nature of basic resource distribution, where the nch one 

quarter of the world's people are using three quarters of the world's resource 

output per annum, with each person in a rich country using 15-20 ümes as many 

resowces as each of the poorest half of the world's people (Worldwatch 

Institute,l995). This inequity in resource use has tangible consequences which 
ripple through global ecosystems. As Duniing and Ryan (1997) point out 

[North] Anierïcans throw out about four pounds of garbage each in their 
daily trask Ks not much in the grand scheme of things. Though they see 
only a fraction of it, Amerïcaw consume 120 pounds, nearly their average 
body weight - every day in natural resources extraded h m  farms, 
forests, rangelands, and mines ....consump tion on the North American 
scale is possible only because of chains of production that mach a i l  over 
the planet Most of the production, and most of its impacts, are hidden 
from view-in rural hinterlands, fenced off industrial sites, and far-off 
nations @umùig and Ryan,19W5). 

Worldwide consumption of non-food, non-fuel raw materials in 1995, was 

almost double the materials consumed in 1970 (Interagency Working Group on 

Industrial Ecology, Material and Energy FIows,1999). Residents of the 

indushiaüzed world comprise only about 20 percent of the global population, yet 

they consume 85 percent of the world's alurninum, 81 percent of its paper, 80 

percent of its Von and steel, and 76 percent of its lumber woung & Sadis,1994). 

AU told, North Americans have used up as large a s k  of the Earth's minerals 
since 1940 as did a l l  previous generations in all countries put together @uming, 

1992). One of the problematic issues surrounding how technology impacts the 

environment is the 'invisibility' of all the background connections behuid our 

technologies and systems. An important issue for technoIogy educators is how 

best to help students 'peel badc the curtain' where many of these 



interconnecfions lie so that they can recognize and undemtand the reasons why 

many of our technologid products and systems need to be redesigned. 

men, identifying the scale of consumption in quantitative statistid terms leaves 

people oold, unmoved and untoucheci; it does not generally stimulate our social 
imagination M e r  dl, what do the =bon dioxide reductiom whïch Canada 
agreed to in Kyoto, Japan, redy mean to us in our everyday lives? How can 

teachers translate the rather abstract carbon dioxide reduction targets into an 

ernbodied curriculum that not only changes how students see the world but also 

how they impact upon it? In what kind of discussions about society and 

c~~lununi ty  do we need to engage technology students in with regard to these 

issues? Do we need to focus not only on the quantitative aspects of technologid 

design but also on the qualitative- experiential basis of what it is w e  are 

designing? How does our moral imagination meet our technical capability? As 

diff idt  as these questions are, they are best tackled by people acting of their 

own fke will, not because they feel purity or are beùig coerced or shamed into 

change, but mmply because thqy want to do the 'right' thing. The. 'shame and 

bhme' approach to bringing environmental perspectives into technologid 

education is &O likely to be unhitful. As Roszak points out 

environmenealists often work h m  poor and short sighted ideas about 
human motivation; they overlwk the m a s o n  ... at the core of the psyche 
(Roszak, 19923). 

The challenge for educators is helpùig students develop their own sense of 

direction whkh points in a non-prescriptive and general way to Aristotle's 

notion of praxis as the path of 'good works' and the 'right' thing to do. While the 

increasuigly powerful tools of techno-science serve to give us more insight into 

the detail of the constituent components of the world, a systems understanding 

of the interdependent integrated nature of human social, political and economic 

system ecologies lags much farther behind (Laszlo, 1994; 1973; Hall, 1997). Our 
separate knowledges soll do not provide us with an integrated and coherent 

level of understanding that will d o w  us to improve the way we relate to the 

nahtrai world (Norgaard, l994:75). 



It is pmjected that during the century and a half from 1900 to 2050, a period of 

barely two iifetimes, humaniYs annannual impact on the planet's natural 
environment is pmjected to multiply overjbfyfild! (Homer-Dixon, 199956). We 

are only experiencing the very earliest stages of the planet's environmental aisis- 

just the leading edge- according to Homer-Dixon, with far greater environmental 
chailmges lying ahead. Orr (1992145) asserts that we are at a critical juncture in 

d e t a 1  development we need the equivalent of an 'ecological enlightenrnent' 

which wiU revolutionize both our built world and our worldviews, 

Homer-Dixon defines ingenuity as ideas app1ied to solve practical technical and 
social problems, they need not necessarily be new or innovative ideas but ideas 

which are usefuL The demands placed upon natural systems worldwide due to 

population pressures and increasing consumption levels require escalating levels 

of ingenuity in order to solve practid problems in transportaoon, food, fresh 

water and conblling pollution If requirements exceed available ingenuity, an 

'ingenuity gnp' ensues (figure 3-i). According to Homer-Dixon (1999), the soaal 

consequences of an ingenuity gap indude mass migrations, riots, insurgency and 

other fonns of social breakdown 

The In enuity ga % Adapted orn Horner&mn. l99W8 

- 
Environmental Scarcity 

Figure 3 1  

The key point is that the need for social and technical innovation will never be 

greater than in the near future. Technological education as it is prieçently 



organized and delivered is not focused on fostering ingenuity around 

fundamental human problems. As pointed out in chapter two, Unrenecflve forms 

of postmodem iconic production are part of the problem. In diminishing or 
neglecüng the need for transformative social change that is required concurrenfly 

with technological change, technological education contributes to the ingenuity 

gap. The ingenuity gap is not to be confuseci with 'economic productiviy or 

GDP measures which reflect a narrow technicist understanding of the human 
economy. 

Olds(1992) asseris that while the Newtonian worldview of a mechanical billiard 

ball universe of independent atomic building blocks is fading, we still la& habit 

patterns to concephiaIize a vision of interrelatedness that we can live by. We 

stick to what we believe to be the 'tried and true' and familiar model of how the 

world works, we tend to overlook much of the overwhelmuig evidence that the 

model is profoundly dysfunctional. Education has an important role in helping 

young people develop an alternative metaphonc consaousness concerning 

teduiology, one which will d o w  them to glimpse broader realities and embrace 

altemative possibilities to shaping the world with technology. Perhaps what is 

most needed in tedinological education is a new gift of perspective and 

immediacy, one which acknowledges fully the complex interdependencies and 

interconnectedness which exist between our technologid systems and the 

biosphere. Technology education has been largely concerneci with what 

Ddy(l97ï:S) has termed 'intermediate ends and means' (Figure 3-2). Helping 
students understand and relate technology and technoculture to the 

considerations of ultimate ends (happiness, harmony, identity, fuElhent, self- 

respect, self realization, community, transcendence and aùightenment) and 

dtimate means (solar energy, biospheric productive capacity, biogeochemical 

cycles) as outlined in the 'Daly Triangle' has never b e n  a priority within 

instrumental fonns of technology education. However, considerations of 

dtimate ends and means are inescapably bound up with the pragmatïc issue of 

sustainability and the development of a more holistic perspective toward 

teduiology and cannot be avoided in any curriculum whkh is genuinely 

concemed with preparing students for M e  in the future. 



Ultlmate Ends Wdl Bdng: 
piness 

",Y 
identity 

futfilIrnent 
self-respect 
seif-rd ization 
mmmunity 

adapted from Daly. (1 9733) transcendence 
enlightenment 

lntennedlate Ends Human Capital 6 Soclal Capital: 

heaith, wealth 
leisure, mobility 
knowiedge 
communication 
consumer goods 

bullt cs~ital& human ca~ltal: 
labou!, tools 
fadones 
processeci raw materiais 

Natural Capital: 
çoiar energy 
the bioshphere 
earth materials 
the biogeochernical cydes 

Figure 3-2 

1 now tum to the work of Gregory Bateson and Ken Wiiber, to draw on th& 

insights into the nature of the fundamental tansformative processes and 

perspectives which will be required of individuals, communities and whole 

societies if genuine progress toward a more sustainable world is to be made. The 
development of a more holistic consciousness and a more integral worldview 



form a backdrop for the later discussion of an ecotechn010gical mode1 for 

techn010gy educaticm. 

Distorted Worldviews and Svstemic Pathologzies, Insiahts - h m  Gre~orv 
Bateson 

The maps - the worldviews we constnib about the 'objective real world' - are in 

essence constructions, hypotheses, models. Our partial models rdect the 
Aecfive and partial nature of our consciousness: 

the content of consaoumiess is at best , a s m d  part of the truth about the 
self. But if this part be seiecfed in any systemic manner, it is certain that the 
partial tmths of consciousness will be, in aggregate, a distortion of the 
huth of some M e r  whole (Bateson, 1972144). 

This is one reason to explain why accessing and assessing our worldviews is so 

difficult: we are only dealing with fragments of perception 

Bateson and others(Lackoff & Johnson, lm Pinker, 1997) assert that what our 

senses r&mrt to our 'screen of wmciousness' is not a physical object exisüng in the 

physical world, but rather a series of differences, fmm whkh a mental map of 

experience is constnided. Bateson emphasizes that the mental maps we 

constcuct are not the territory but rather a representution of it. The interdependent 

cybemetic nature of self and the world tends to be imperceptible to 

consaousness because our screen of consciousness is detennined by narrow 

considerations of purpose (Bateson, 1988:226). 

1 wül return to Bateson's notion of purposive consciousness later. 

Using Bateson's metaphor, the worldview maps we have constnibed to 

understand and guide the development of our technological systems have been 
mismnstrued as the real territory, as the way the world really does work To 
some degree we have forgotten that our worldview maps desccibing and 

representing reality are hagmentary and inescapably shelter both large and 

small distortions. These maps alone can never replace the real. The importance 

of the biogeophysical and organic systems which underpin alI of our life systems, 

and our entire cultural 'Me world' have abstraded to the margins of 



technoIogical cmsciousnessess There is an urgent need to reorient and reformulate 

the cognitive 'technological maps' which we use to orient and inform 
technologid design, production and amsumption Our new maps urgently 

need to take into account the constraints of the real territoryf a viable bioregion 

that supports all communities of life. 

The fake reification of the self and the subject-object distinction in analyzing our 

acperience are remnants of the mechanistic worldview. Accordin, to Bateson: 
the total seIf-corrective unit which processes information, or, as 1 say, 
'thùiks' and 'acts' and 'decides', is a system whose boundaries do not at 
a l l  coincide with the boundaries either of the body or of what is properly 
called the 'sell? or 'consciousness' (Bateson, 1972:319). 

Macy (1990) in her 'despair and empowerment' work reinforces Bateson's 

assertion that our environmental problems are problems related to the 

boundaries of 'self'. For Macyf the social, ecological and rnilitary dimensions of 

the crisis which threatens the planet derive from a pathogenic notion of the self. 

As she states: 

It is a mistake about our place in the order of thuigs. It is the delusion that 
the self iç so separate and fragile that we muçt deheate and defend its 
boundaries, that it is so small and needy that we must endlessly acquire 
and endlessly consume, that it is so aloof that we can - as individuals, 
corporations, nation-states or as a speâes - be immune to what we do to 
other beings (Macy, 1990:39). 

Macy has written about her efforts to help people overcorne the numbing and 

powerless feelings that result when we suppress our feelings about what is 

happening in the world. This pain stems not from a sense of distress related to 

one's impenduig personal demise, but rather h m  an apprehension of collective 

suffering: "it is the distress we fed on behalf of the larger whole of which we are 

part" (Macy, 1990~38). We live in a complex interdependent world in which 

dealllig with advanced tedinologid systems is a necessity for most. However 

we seldom consider our technological systems to be part of our 'mind' embodied 

in physid and mental systems. 



Muid in technolozîd svstems 

Gregory Bateson, drawing on cybernetic theory, suggested that complex causal 

systems possess mental characteristics that can be regarded as a 'minà' of sorts. 

For Bateson, mind is immanent in the arrangement, complexity, relationships 

and behaviour of phenornena, and not inherent in matter itseIf. As Berman 

any ongoing ensemble of events and objects which has the appropriate 
complexity of causal &cuits and the appropriate energy relations wiU 
s d y  show mental dwacteristics.. . no part of such an internally 
interactive system an have any unilateral control over the remahder or 
any other part The mental characteristics are inherent or immanent in the 
ensemble as a whole (Berman, 1981242). 

Mind requYes 'recursivmss' or airular chains of cause and effect that allow for 

the relaying, coding and transforming of information, and aUow it to be cycled 

back into the system in the fom of new information loops (Olds, 199279). 

Central to an ecotechn01ogical perspective is the importance of seeing 

technologies as interlocking and interdependent systems, not as idated stand- 

alone teduiolopical producîs or tools. We can in fact consider our relationships 

with technologies and the natural environment as a form of mental system or a 

system possessing properties of 'mind.' 

Considering our&lationshiPs with our technologid ensembles to have the 

characteristics of a mental system opens up new poçsibilities for 

reconceptualizing the way we consider leaming about technology as well. 

Ins tead of unders tanding technologies as stand-alone simple tools, the y now 
become parts of an interdependent mental web whose aggregate charader 

profoundly shapes the nature of our experiences and our worldviews. 

Our dependence on the traditional Cartesian mind/body dualiçm has a h  been 

used to keep the conceptualizations of mental and physical systems separate. 

Our conventional ways of thinking and those which inform technology 

education ,separate 'energy processing ' physical system fiom 'information 

processing' mental or cognitive systems' (Olds, 199279). Within techn01.ogical 



education techn010gical systems are analyzed almost exclusively as phyncnI 
systons consisting of fundamental 'building blocks', not as complex information 

webs consisting of interdependent cultutal, social, political and ecological 

systems. 

Instead of the duality of the Cartesian mind-body dualism perspecüve, Laszlo 

(1973:154) argues for a 'biperspedvalf one which places emphasis both on the 

view from Me interior or lived' perspective of the system, via an understanding 

of the system as a cognitive system of mental events, and the 'externat' view 

which understands the system as a series of physical events. (Olds, 199279). The 

idea of a 'natural-cognitiue'system (Laszlo, 1973:154) is a powerful metaphor for 

technology ducation, one which is important in reappraising our technological 

systems and the nature of the relationships they circumscribe with our ecological 

and social systems. 

Almost any of our complex technological systems of transportation, 

manufaduring, construction and commUNcation can be considaed frorn a 
natural-cognitive system h e w o r k .  To approach an anaiysis of technological 

systems from this perspective requires that we pay much doser attention to the 

marner in which cultural norms, beliefs, paradigms, media and political and 
economic power shape our built world. 

A mental system or Mind can exhibit one of three possible types of behaviour: 

1. Self comxtion-steady state 
2. Oscillation 
3. Runaway (Berman ,1988:242). 

Examples of the k t  two of these behaviouzs abound in the naturd sciences and 

are characteristia of homeostatic systems. For Bateson, a 'schismogenic 'or 

runaway situation is one without a [speed] govemor that is, the system is 

constantly slipping into a runaway state. Schismogenic 'runaway' is a process 

wherein a system seeks to manmize certain variables at the expense of violating 

natural steady state conditions that would optimize these variables (Berman, 
1988). A runaway system becomes distorted over time because feedback is 



positive, rather than negative or çelf correcting. In mntrast . in a self corrective 
system, the results of past actions are fed badc into the system and thk new piece 
of information allows the srstem to run at its optimal or ideal state. Schismogenic 

systems and thinking are pervasive in our dture, they are found in econornics, 

physical systems of technologid production-conswnption and withui 

individualS. For example, in our automobile saturated cuiture, the 

overmwding of roads leads to demands for more high capacity r d ,  which in 

due course £iU up with traffic leading to a £urther demand for more roads, and so 

Systems lacking self-correcting feedbadc are doomed to fail, as mental systems 

whkh are based on schiçmogenic conditions cannot operate pemianently in 

Nnaway. They effectively lose their mind' and die! Bennan points out: 'the 

e u  of the system are implicit in its epistemologi and any system in runaway 

must abandon its epistemology if it hopes to survive. Any number of our 

technologid systems of production-co11sumption operate in nuiaway mode, 

where for example, the ecological consequences (costs) of raw mataial 
extraction, production and pollution gaieration are not tied directly to product 

marketplace cost Accelerated product consumption is not connected to market 

feedback mechaniSm which attenuate consumption Our epistemologies 

regarciing the relationship between the naturai world and our techological 

systems are dysfuncüonal: 

In rnany ways the environmental aisis is a design crisis. It is a 
consequence of how things are made. buildings are conçtructed, and 
landscapes are used. Design manifests culture. and culture rests firmly on 
the foundation of what we believe to be true about the world. Our present 
forms of agriculture, architechue, engineering. and industry are derived 
from design epistemologies incompatible with nature's own. It iç clear 
that we have not given design a rich enough context (Van Der Ryn & 
Cowan, 1996: 34). 

In fact we are dnven according to Bateson by our 'puurposive umsciousness,' a 

consciousness which only allows us to see or comprehend small portions or 'arcs 

of circuits' rather than the complete circuits or the larger complete 'circuit of 

circuits' which conçtitute life and the genuine systemic nature of the mhd. 



According to Bateson, ow: modern consaousness bhds  us to the systemic nature 

of our being, despite the systemic reality of our dture and the systemic nature 

of the bioiogical and ecological systems sutrounding us. The culprit, purposive 

pulls out, from the total mind, sequences whïch do not have the loop 
structure which is dwacteristic OE the whole systemic s t r u d w e .  If you 
follow the 'cornmon sensef dictates of consciousness you become. 
effectively, geedy and unwise - again 1 use 'wisdom' as a word for 
recognition of and guidance by a knowledge of the total systemic mature 
(Bateson, lW2:4X). 

Instrumental technological education does little to enlighten young people about 

the systemic nature of king or the nature by which technology shapes our 

perception of the world. Technologies are broadly and almost exdusively 

undemtood in terms which suggest m o w  purpoçiveness. Other dimensions of 

technological practice - affective, m a t i v e  and spiritual - are ignored. 

On the 0th- hand, single-minded purposive consciousness is celebrated and 
financially rewarded in many facets of our culture. We seem enthralled by what 

the media teil us is 'bold entrepreneurialism,' 'prescient risk-taking' and 
'decisive leadership behaviour' in designlng and applying technology. The 
social and ecological fall out, both anticipated and unanticipated, is readily and 

quickly dismissed as a necessary 'COSY of progress. Frank and Cook (1995) have 

documented the ascent of the 'winner-takeall' society in which more and more 

people compete for ever fewer and larger 'prizesf in Society. The fallout of the 

hypercompetitive winner4se-all markets is ever escalating incorne inequity, 

ewnomic waste and impoverishment of cultural Me. 

According to Berry(1999), our faith in the power of technology to "outsmart the 

Earth" and its natural systems displays "unprecedented hubris" that will only 

continue to unfold in disastrous consequences: 
We are so captivated with this power of control over the planet that we 
merdessly continue our assault on the planet even when the earth is 
obviously becoming wasted, wom, defomed, and progreçsively 
dysfuicti~nal~ its beauty is transfigured. There is an obstinate refusal to 



withdraw h m  our technologid triumphalism in favor of a little sober 
refiection, even perhaps a moment of fo~eboding (Beny, 1999:Zl). 

There is little evidence that technological triumphalism is debated or discwsed 
in the technology dassrooms of Ontario. Berry argues that the source of 

technologid hubris is that what we think we are doing and what we are doing 

are quite different mgs. We believe we have more knowledge than we do - an 

iUusory notion that Beny explains as follows: 

W e  are outsmafting the planet in its own proper functioning... 
Outsrnarting the forests as regards to the real purpose of their existence. 
Outsmarting the land by teaching it how to grow immense quantities of 
noufishing food  for humans. Outsmarting the marine life of the oceans 
that seek to evade our capture. Outsmarting the chernical balance of the 
planet by produchg 200 million tons of industrial chexnicals each year 
that nature kmws nothing about (Bersr, 1999:21). 

In pursuing 'purposive actionf we also pursue 'results' at the expense of wisdom 

perœived and enacteci in more systemic terms. As Manzini (1995) points out, the 

simplistic and myopic design thùiking whïch ffactures circuiar and cybemetic 

structures and substitutes linear piecemeal soiutions is seIf-destructive and 

must eventually end. Ecotechnological practice makes expliat the fact that each 

technologid design incorporates something of the rationality, values and 

sensibility of the designer and that these in tum form a part of a larger comp1ex 
dynamic system in which power relations determine both equilibria and 

diseqdbria (Manzini, 1995:230). 

Our conscious and unconscious beliefs about what kind of a world we live in 

will determine how we see and act within it, and our ways of perceiving and 

acting will determine our beliefs about nature. (Bateson, 1972: 314). We live 

within a self-validating network of epistemologicai and ontological premises. 

From within technologid education the natural world is understood only in 

purposefil te=, as a source of raw materials and a place to dump the waste 

byproducts of the economy. As Bateson states: 

Today the purposes of consciousness are implernented by more and more 
effective machinery, transportation systems, airplanes, weaponry, 
medicine, pesticides, and so forth ConsQous purpose is now empowered 
to upset the balance of the body, of society, and of the biological world 



about us. A pathoIogy - a loss of balance - is threatened (Bateson, 1972: 
434). 

As Bateson points out, the application of 'purposive rationality,' in the form of 

scientism or technologid 'driveness' unmediated by art, religion and dream is 
neœssarily pathogenic and destructive of life : 

Lack of systemic wisdom is always punished. We may say that the 
biological systemç - the individual, the dture, and the ecology - are 
partly living sustainers of theV component cells or organism. But systems 
are nonetheless punishing of any species unwise enough to q m e l  with 
its ecology (Bateson, lWî:&M). 

Our incomplete understanding of the world, understanding only small portions 

of the interconnections and our misconstniing them as the whole or amplete 

undersbndings, leads to systemic pathologies. These sys temic pathologies can be 

found in our economk, social and technological systems and lead to çome of the 
systemic problems mentioned at the beginning of this chapter. Purposive 
consaousness leads us 50 ofien function in the world with a fundamental 

distortion of perception, one whkh makes us think that the world works in linear 

sequences: "we believe we can go £rom a to b to c in achieving our purposes, but 

in fact each step has multiple effeds" (Bateson, 1972:46). 

Breaking out of these problematic modes of understanding requires a critic. 

exploration of the modes of thinking which seem to lock' us in to partidar 

patterns of technoiogical design and use. Students studying hansportation 

systems, for example, might explore: 

The manner in which our conventional social and economic thinking 
patterns concernhg transportation trap us into technological solutions 
that lead to building more roads, driving more cars and aeating more 
poiiuaon. 

The manner in which our ewiçting systems of transport are 
interdependent with our systems of construction, food production, and 
manufachiring as well as the implications of changing our trançportation 
systems by changing our way of thinking in these other areas. 

The manner in whidi our transportation systems impact human dtural 
and social interactions. 

The manner in which our transportation systems have changed our 
perception of the natural environment. 



Although Bateson's insights into the systemic nature of our being provide an 

important starting point in dent ing  tedmoIogid education to a systems 

perspective, it la* a personal subjective dimension Vaclav Havel ernphasizes 

the importance of personal experience in the reconstruction of the world: 

We have to abandon the arrogant b&e£ that the world is merely a puzzle 
to be solved, a machine with instructions for use waiüng to be discovered, 
a body of information to be fed into a computer in the hope that, sooner or 
later, it WU spit out a universal solution.. . The way forward is not in the 
mere construction of universal systemic solutions, to be applied to reality 
from the outside; it is also in seeking to get at the heart of reaiity through 
personal experience (Vaclav Havel quoted m Mitroff et al., 1994279). 

Such an approach promotes an atmosphere of tolerant soiidarity and unity based 

on mutual respect, genuine plufalism and parallelism. It is a reconaüation and 

rehabilitation of human uniqgeness, human action and the human spirit It is 
toward a more integral vision that I now tun 

Wilber and the Intemal Wosldview 

Wfiber (1995;1997;1998) develops an encompassing 'integrai' spectmm of 

consciousness model that provides a useful framework for considering a more 

holistic form of technologid education as well as substantiating the importance 

of worldview work for developing a more holistic form of practice. Reality in 

Wilbefs integral worldview model is not composed of things or processes, but of 

'hlons,' a tenn coined by Koestler (1969) to mean wholes and parts that are 

simultaneously parts of other wholes. Woodhouse descnb  the 7rolon' as an 

entity (representing all objects) which is: "continuously poised between the 
polarizing tendencies of integration and differentiation" (Woodhouse, 199681). 

These wholes extend upward and downward without limit and, processes exist 

only within the context of other processes (Wiiber,1995:35). Wilber uses a four 

quadrant diagram (See Fig 3-3) to desaibe the four aspects of every holon: 

intentional, behavioral, cultural and social. Each of these aspects also possess a 

corresponding validity daim: subjective truthfulness, objective truth, 

intersubjective justness, and interobjective hctional fit, respectively. Though 

interrelated and dependent upon the other quadrants, each is irreducible to any 

one of the othas. Holons overlap all quadrants and they are mutually shaping : 



the social system will have a stmng influence on the adturai  worIdview, 
which will set limits to the individual thoughts that 1 can have, which will 
regiçter in the brain physiology.. .They are all mutually determinug. They 
all cause, and are caused by, the other quadrants (WrIber, 1996:81). 

The upper half of the diagram represents individual holons, the lower half social 
or communal holons. The right portion of the diagram represents the exterior 

fom of the holon, essentially what they look like from the outside, while the left 

hand portion represents the interiors and what they look like from within 

(Wiiber,1995:121). The emphasis on relational exchanges with other holons is 

key, as individu& exist in relational exchanges with holons of similar depth, al l  

quadrants have componding points within al l  others. TechnoIogy education 

has been largely concemed with 'exteriors', that is, the use of materials, tooIs, 

techniques and processes to build, construct and manufacture technologid 

attifacts and processes. For the most part, these endeavours do not require dose 

interaction with social actors outside the classroom, nor involvement in the 

negotiation of intersubjective understandings regarding social meanings or 

proper roles for technology and technologid practices in society. 

Fig 3-3 

Holon Quadrants and their 
Validity Clalms 

Adapted from Wilber, 1 996:107 
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Wilber's four quadrants provide a useful fiamework within which to explore the 

role of worlddews in understanding technology as a socially embedded and 

contextualized practice. As an integram and synthesizing framework it allows 

us to consider the nature of the worldview holon and its relationship to the 

individual, the community and the bioregion 

The Ri&t Hand Path 

The nature of the right hand side of Wilbefs holon mode1 is understood by 

simply looking' at the object of investigation, taking or developing a mutual 

unders tanding is not required: 

1 don't try to interpret the depths of the interiors. 1 simply look at the 
surfaces, describe the exteriors, describe what 1 see. It can all be done in 
monologue; it never needs a dialogue. (Wilber,1995:135). 

The entire right hand side of the diagram is 'something you can see out there', 

something that c m  be regiçtered with the senses or some technologid extension 

of them, in effect 'neutrad surfaces, neutral exteriors, neutrd forms,' which can be 

described in "if" language. As such, engagement with the interior of these holons 

is not necessary: 

you don't have to engage in introspection or interpretaton, or meaning or 
values. You just desaibe the exterior fonn and its behaviour. Nothing is 
better or worse, good or bad, desirable or undesirable, good or evil, noble 
or debased. The surface fomis simply are, and you simply observe and 
describe them (Wilber,1995: 126). 

The lower right quadrant describes the exterior fonns of social systems, thiç 

includes the 'concrete, material, embedded social fonns of communities' as weU 

as the various £0- of tools and technoIogy, architectural styles, forces of 

production, and institutions (Wdber,1995:123). Everything on the right hand 

side are objects or exteriors that can be seen empiridy one way or another with 

instruments: 

They are al l  surfaces that can be seen They all have simple location. You 
don? have to talk to any of them. You just observe their objective 
behaviour. You look at the behaviour of atoms, or ce&, or populations, or 
individuals, or societies or ecosystems. ...ail the right hand aspects are 
monological.. . they c m  be seen in a monologue. You do not need a 



dialogue, a mutual exchange of depth, because you are only looking at 
exteriors.. ..you are king treated merely as an object of the monological 
gaze, notas a subject in communication (Wilber, 1996:88). 

Our popular interpretations of teduiology including those which predominate in 

technologid education have been construded pRmarily h m  the perspective of 

this right hand quadrants and are therefore 'monologid. While exteriors or 

surfaces can be assessed from an objective distance, to know interiors requires 

close proxhity, interpretation and intersubjective dialogue. 

The Left hand Path 

The left-hand entities in this diagram represent 'interior' dimensions of 

individual and collective c~nsciousness~ which are accessed through hermeneutic 

and interpretive investigation Wilber suggests that 'truthfulness, sincerity and 

tnistworthiness' are usehl guideposts for operating in the upper left quadrant. 

We attempt to access not only the tiuthful exteriors of holons but sincere 

interiors as wd. The validity criterion is not so much a quest for objective truth 

as it is a search for subjective tnithfulness or sincerity. 

The lower left hand quadrant is concemed with the shidy of the shared intenor 

meanings which constitute our worldview, our common 'worldspace' of social or 

communal holons. (Wilber,1995:125). As members of a shared social subjective 

space, our shared worldviews: 

are simply the inside feel of a soaal holon, the inside space of colledive 
awareness at a particular level of development; it is not just how 1' feel, it 
is how 'we' feel (Wilber,1995:121). 

In pointing out that our cultural communities serve as an 'intrinsic background 

and context ' to the thoughts we develop as individuals, Wilber is merely 

echoing what others have stated (Berry, 1988; Berman, 1988) concerning the 

importance of our social matru< in determining the worldviews we develop. Our 

worldviews are profoundly shaped through our exposure to the cultural 

influences of our environment For Wilber, the criteria for validity in this 

quadrant are not simply the 'truthfulness' of one's statemenis, nor the 



truthfulness with which it is presented but whether one can corne to an 

intersubjective or muhial understanding with another. 

The product paradigm' promotes a monologid understanding of tedinology, 

technological surfaces are explored, meanings are not, asthetics are confusecl 

with meaning, transient iconic undexstandings are taken to be substantive 

'qualities', and depth is eschewed for the sake of a span that globalizes and 

hegemonizes. 

Technological education is approached for the most part h m  a 'monologid 

view'. "It" language according to Wilber is rooted in monological, objectivist, 

observable, empirical and behaviorai forms and is used predominantly to 

describe our relationship with technology and, in tuni, its relationship to the rest 

of the natural world. In only attempting to describe the superfiaal or surface 

meanings of technology, technological education discourses focus on simple 'tool 

interpretations,' efficiencies, functionalities and surface asthetics and 

char;tcteristics of technology. Monologid processes in technological education 

include: 

Technological impact assessrnent activities which ignore the socio- 

psychologid, ecologid and cultural impacts of technologid change. 

Design activities which do not engage students in interviews, needs 

shidies or conversations with those in the commUNty for whom they are 

designing products. 

The linear mechanistic universal design process. 

Construing technological change in terms of inevitable determiniçtic 

impacts on souety not as mutudy shaping forces. 

Probing the interior spaces of a technological holon involves exploring the 

cultural interpretation of technological artifacts and processes, the manner in 

which their meanings are negotiated, the2 histories, th& red envirorunental and 

social c o n t e  as opposed to thek advertised or signified meanings. It involves 



seekuig a description of interior intent, feeIings and perspectives. For Wilber, the 

'right-hand path' always asks the question based in structural-functionalism, 

"what does it do? "f wMe the left hand path asks the hermeneutial question, 

"wht doeç if mean?" (Wilber,1995:127). Neither aione provides a satisfactory 
understanding, h th  are required for a holistic understanding of teduiology. 

It is only by exploring the interior dimmwns of technology that students will h d  

the deeper purposes, meanings and motives animating technoculture and fïnd 

the inspiration to reconstitute it in more sustainable forms. Insofar as "surfaces 

extend; interiors intend'' (WiIber,l995:lî9), the Pace of technological growth has 

meant that technologid education haç been increasingly concerned with the 

exponentidy growing and extending surface of technology, while the interiors, 

the intentions, have escaped doser scmtiny and reflection. 

A monological reading of teduiology is also ahîstorical and adturalf it eschews 

helping students devdop the skills required to undertake a personal and cultural 
critique of technology. Grapphg with the intersubjective realm of beliefç, values 

and worldviews, the consaous components of culture, is obviously not an easy 

task It is, however, a vital one if we are to understand more £ully the worldviews 

which appear to be driving technological change in partidar directions. Because 

worldviews also have a holon nature, understanding them as 'part/ whole' 

necessarily involves an exploration of theh relationship to the other three 

quadrants. 

Usine: the Four Ouadrant Ontologv to Intemret Technolom 

Wilber's four quadrant holon mode1 can be applied to technology education in 

order to refocuç attention on neglected dimensions of technological practice. 

Holistically perceived, teduiological education attempts to help students 
elaborate, integrate and synthesize their understandings of technology across ail 

four of the holon dimensions(see Figure 3-4). To interpret the technological holon 

we can use the 'Sport-Uiility-Vehiclef ( S m )  as an example. 



- The upper iefi quadrmt- Interior-Indidual-SubjectiDe 

We can ask the following questions: k the 'techn010gid intention1 of the product 

clear or masqueraded behind an anay of complex cultural signincations? How 

can the 'truthfulness, sincerity and tnistworthiness' of the technologid 
proponents or detractors of this technology be assessed? Can we expIore the 

human subjective dimension of the proponents and detractors of this 
techn010gy? What motivates each group? Do you redy want to drive off-road 

through wilderness areas? Are my pexsonal intentions aligned with or opposed 
to what the SUV purportedly provides? In other words, can I Say to myself in ail 

truthfulness that 1 require such a vehicle? Can we get in touch with and 

huthfully interpret why or why not we make daims upon a parücuiar 

technology? 

- How does this technology relate to who I 
am as a person? How does it shape rny 

subjectivity? 
-How does this technology contribute to 

my inner growth and transformation? 
- How does this techmiogy connect with 
my personal sense of integrity and truth? 

- How well does this technology support Our 
sense of justice? 

- Gan consensus k mnstmcted conceming 
the proper use and evolutiin of this 

technology? 
- How well does this technology reinforce or 
affim the positive aspects of Our cuîture? 
- How does this technology promote the 

process of intersubjective understanding? 

- How does this technology represent or 
coincide with my understanding of truth 

about the MM? 
- How does this technology shape and 
represent what 1 corne to understand as 

tnrth? 

- How wll does this technology 
integrate and coexist with 
existing social nom and 

institutions? 
- How well does this technology 
promote broad social 'goodsl? 

Communal Dimension of Technology 

Figure 3-4. 



- Upper right hand quadrant- Behavimul- Exterior-IndmidunLObjecfioe 

In this quadrant we can ask whether the propositional statements put forth by 

the proponents or detractors are in fact true. Can the technological performancef 

pollution, or Iifeswe daims be empirically verifed? 1s there a correspondence 

between what is claimed and what can be verifÏed? As Wilber asks, does the 

propositional map match the territory? 

- h e r  Tight quadrun t-Extertertrn-collecft'zre-interobjective 

Here we can ask about the questions conceming the nature of how this partidar 

piece of technology fits wifhin and shîpes our economic, politicalf social and 

ecologid systems. The 'functional fit' is measured with regard to the 

empirically measured 'whole system.' Thiç is the quadrant from whidi 

LovelocKs Gaia hypothesis and other ma-systems Ievel analyses are 

developed. Here we can use the insightç of systems science, ecological 

knowledge, s h e d  collaborative learning systems and the like to assess the 

relationships which exkt between a partidar technology and other human 

made and na- systems. In this quadrant students can explore the 

interdependent nature of our producüon-consumption systems, on a physical 

and cultural level. For example, are the jobs created in the SUV manufacture- 

consumption chain 'worth' the extemal cos& to society of increased pollution 

and subsequent healthcare costs, greenhouse gaç production, or increased risk of 

serious accident? Can personal and social needs be satisfied with alternative 

soao technological sys tems? 

- Lower lefi quadrm f-Interior-collec~ve-intersubjective 

In this quadrantf according to Wilber, the concem is to understand how subjects 

fit together in a& of mutual understanding'. This 'intersubjective spacef is where 

we £ind concems related to our commonly shared backgrounds or our 

worldviews. In this quadrant we deal with not only how to live together in the 

same physical space, but also the same 'intersubjective space of mutual 

recognitionr (Wilber, 1997:17). Appropriate questions here are concemed with 

negotiating with other people within the same ethical, cultural and moral space. 

We are interested in developing an intersubjective understanding of justness, 

rightness, goodness and fairness. For the SUV example, we could aslc 'What 



does the SUV represent as a cultural product or symbol? What is the proper role 

of cultural symbols in teduiological practice? Who are the authors of the 

symbolic meanings asmieci to SUV's and what are the cultural rwts or basis for 

these symbolic practices? What importance should be plaœd on the cultural 

symbolic role of technology as compared to functionality or environmental 

performance? How does ownership fit in with the cultural comunity within 

which 1 live? In terms of global 'fair shares'(Wackernage1 and Rees, 1996) of 

material resomes and nonrenewable energy use, how does thk technology 

connect with global issues of justneçs, rightness and faimess? 

An integral holistic perspective entails engaging students in discussions that 

r d  beyond the mere human resource 'teamwork' ski& which the fast capitalist 

literature exah and which were discussed in chapter two. A holistic approach to 

technology involves students in far ranging discussions that reach beyond the 

mere efiaent diwying up of technological tasks and responsibilities to 

effiaently create 'just-in-the' products. It involves hding opportunities for 

students to dialogically and creatively explore the cultural and community 

meanings of technologies, their contingent nature and the meanings that extend 

beyond simple superfiaal fundional description and explanation. In developing 

a critical and personal interpretive frarnework for understanding technology and 

technoculture, students develop confidence in challenging popular technoIogid 

imperatives, and they begin to undersstand the political nature of teduiology. An 

ecotedinological perspective acknowledges that technological practices can 

fundamentally affect awareness and sensibilities and that paftidar technologies 

reflect pivticular forms of consaousness (Drengson, 1995:45). 

The Ecotechnolo~cal Honevcomb Mode1 

Bateson's notion of the systemic nature of consciousness, Laszlo's ideas 

conceming natural-cognitive systems and Wïlber's integral worldview, aJl 

present important insights and potentially tramformative ways to consider the 

relationships between technology and the natural world. 1 have attempted to 

bring a number of these elements together in a nonhierarchical mode1 that would 



encapsulate these ideas The main components of the ecotechnoIogid model are 
shown in figure 35. It conçists of a non-hierarchid open-aided hexagonal 

pattern of intmlated processes and components of sustainability. 

The honeycomb model is also an appropriate metaphor for design and 

engineering effiaency, the more economid the lattice, the Lighter the space 

kame it forrns, and the more efnciently it dishibutes weight in ail directions 
& 

Construction 

Transportaüon 
Manufacturir 

Communication 

Biological technologies 

The EcoTechnological 
Model 

Figure 35. 

Design 

(Hersey, 1999). Just one kg. of wax honeycomb can support 22 kg. of honey. 



The ecologid e£ûciency of the hexagonal pattern for bees owes to the fact that 

the total perimeter length of the c d  waUs for hexagonal ce& £ i lhg  a given area 

is less than thai of square or tnangular œlls endosing the same area. In other 

words it takes Iess wax to make hexagonal walls (Bali, 1999). In a real honeycomb 

two layers of ce& must be brought together, the problem becomes three 

dimemional and more cornplex. Bee engineering elegantly solved this by use of 

the rhombic dodecuhedra to pack the ce& tightly. 

In a honeycomb all  the angles are exactly 60 and 120 degrees, symmetry is a i I  

important. The activity inside the hive keeps the temperature at a constant 35OC 

in order to keep the wax malleable. In addition to consfrucüng the precise 120" 

angle, bees also measure the tilt of the cell dong its axis. The cek are tilted at an 

angle of 13" to prevent the honey £rom ruruüng out The thickness of the cell 

walls is machùied to a tolerance of two-thousandths of a millimeter. Bees 

measure the resiliency or f l e m  of the c d  wallç to achieve the required elastic 

behaviour. Bees orient and aügn the honeycomb with respect to the Earth's 

magnetic field. This allows thousands of bees working simultaneously and in 

succession, someümes workuig in complete darkness, to mate a well ordered 

non-chaotic assembly (Ball, 1999). Of course, bees have no way of knawing the 

geometrïc p ~ c i p l e s  which make the honeycomb the pattern of choice, it is 

hardwired into their instincts. As BaU points out, there would be no way we 

could detect the 'presence' of this geometric principle by decoding the bee's 

DNA. A reductioniçt approach won't work; we have to leam by observing the 

bee as a whle  organism. The symmetry, efficiency, elegance and preasion of the 

comb make it a marvel of naturai engineering. The fact that the honeycomb is 

made by thefonale craftswomen, as all bee workers are female, is merely an 

interesting aside. 

The ecotechnological mode1 is expandable, reflecting an ability to accommodate 

new teduiological and ecological knowledge as well as new patterns of social 

organization It is non-hierarchical, as different components will be emphasized 



new understandings and know1edge. The mode1 is expandable and open, it 

doesn't rely on a centrallzed or predominant locus of control but depends rather 

on a syndtrony of purpose, M e r  refleding that the= Is no one pattern or path to 

achieving sustainabrlity. Finding a point of dynamic balance between our use of 

technology and the social and ecological systemç which support them is crucial, 

as is avoiding the systemic 'avalanche' or ninaway conditions mentioned earlier. 

This mode1 also rdects the notion that sustainability UUtiatives must p w  in 
place, and that exotic new techn01ogies, materials and sküls are not necessarily 

required. What is required is a cornmitment to leam and adapt and to work 

together toward a Iarger purpose. This mode1 itself may be considered a holon, 

in t u m  part of a larger whole. It is important to emphasize that as with all 

models or metaphors, they are: "leçs crut& than vaulting pole, less security than 

springboard for new alternatives" (Olds, 199269). 



Finding Balance 

Fig 3-7. The 



1 will now turn to a brief discussion of the central organizing ideas contained 

withui the ecotechn01ogid mode1 of figures 3-6 and 3-7. 

Post-formal thinking process involves struggling with questions of purpose and 

issues of human dignity, freedom, authority and soaal responsibility, and 

developing a 'critical system of meaning'. Its objectives are emancipatory in 

nature, and involve developing intelligence conaming the nature of the 

interrelationships between ideas, behaviours, outcornes and contexts (Kincheloe 

& Steinberg, 1999:171). Post formal teachers are involved in an ongoing struggle 

to become fully aware of theh own ideological fieritance through a process of 

what IKinche1oe calls 'ideological disonbedding'. Only in becoming aware can we 

then become critical. Four important features of pst-fomal thinking are 

identified by Kincheloe and Steinberg are: 

1. Etymology 
2. Pattern 
3. Proces 
4. Contextuahation 

The ternis 'epistemological entymology' and 'subjective etymology' are used to 

refer to the processes by which social forces are involved in shaping our 

understanding of what constitutes knowledge and involved in shaping our 

subjectivities, our identities. (Kïncheloe & Steinberg, 1999). For teachers, an 

entymological perspective involves reconceptualizing what they 'already knod 

about their professional practices and the soaoculturd connetions between 

dassroom practices and the broader cultural forces at work, which shape not 

only their own subjectivities, but also those of their students. 

An aclusive focus on technical rationality often impedes our abüity to ask 

unique questions and to deted problems which do not arise from the linear 

problem solving process. TechnoIogy education is primarily in the business of 



helping students develop the abitity to formulate technological answers or 

solutions to human problems. However, as John Ralston Sad states an exclusive 

focus on finding ' m e r s '  may be: " a mechanism for avoiding questions" (Sad, 

199425). Many of the questions and problems posed for students in technological 

education are predisposed to exdusively suit techrtological solutions. A vast 

array of the cornplex problems facïng co~~ununities require changes in behaviour 

and values related to technologicd use and thus are not arnenable to simple 

'techno-fixes". A s  Kincheloe and Steinberg (1999) point out, pedagogies of 

problem solving and intelligence tesüng ignore the essential initial steps of 

questionhg and problem detectuig, both of which are prerequiçites to creative 

post-f orxnal thinking. 

Hill, Petrina and Lewis (1998), drawing on the theories of situated cognition 

(Seely-Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989) and enactivism (Davis and Sumara 

1997:115), similady argue for open-ended problem posing adivities as an 

important dimension of teduiology education It is through such activities that 

students draw on a broader array of abilities, linguistic, conceptual and 

analytical than they wodd in simply following a simple design heuristic. 

Kincheloe & Steinberg suggest that problem deteding is a far more holistic a d  

than problem solving, insofar that problem detecting: "demands understanding 

of the goals of social justice and the etymology of those forces that undermine 

them" (Kincheloe & Steinberg, 1999:178). The product paradigm discussed in 

chapter two suggesh that technologid problem solving is decontextualized and 

content-independent, but this does not reflect how technologis ts actually work 

(Hill, Petrina & LewisJ998; Bucciarelli, 1996). 

With enadivism and situated cognition, the boundaries between psyche and 

culture blur, and leaming is: "neither fully personal nor M y  soaal, but situated 

in activity of individuals and their natural and cultural environment'' (Hill, 

Petrina & Lewis,1998:6). Problem detecting while being a necessary precondition 

for technical problem solving, is not exdusively a p rocedd  driven task 

(KincheIoe and Steinberg, 1999). In deteding a problem, we formulate questions 

about a situation, toward the goal of developing an intuition about the nature of 



the problem, the asymmetries and interdependent variables of the situation are 

teased out, exposeci, and a context for fiaming the situation is developed by 

drawing on our past scpetiences and understândings. Problem posing and the 

questionhg which mues become a fonn of 'world making' through which 

'meta-awareness' is developed. Post-formal thinkers are aware that there are 

differences in the etymology of the frameworks of understanding they construct 

and those constructed by o h m .  Different systems of meaning are constructed 

and fkamed by the type and nature of the questions we ask, the cognitive 

assumptions and presuppositions that infonn them, the social  conditions in 

which these questions are developed, and the manner in which power 
relationships are exposed and critiqued. 

2, Pattern- the understanding of the connecüng patterns - and relationships that 
u n d w d  the iived world; 

The abüity to expose and explore deep patterns, hidden assumptions and tacit 

forces which shape our perceptions of the world is cenhal to post-formal 

thinking. Kincheloe and Steinberg argue for a 'metaphoric cognition' which is 

fundamental to scientïfic and aeative thinking and involves the rrfusion of 

previously disparate concepts in unanticipated ways". It involves understanding 

the physical and social worlds as 'dynamic webs of interconneded components' 

(Kincheloe and Steinberg, 1999:181). Metaphoric cognition recognizes that the 

mutual interrelationships of the components of a metaphor, not the components 

of the metaphor, are the most important aspects of it. (Kincheloe and Steinberg, 

1999:181). Drawing on imagery and dective associations, metaphor creates 

'semantic resonance', and in introducing 'a new view of the world' metaphor can 

play a part in changing d t u r e  by contributing to new insights and promoting 

social critique (Olds, 1992:24). Metaphors can help draw our attention to the 

similarity and connections behveen disciplines, events and modes of knowing 

they allow us to see what Bateson d s  'the patfern which connects.' Metaphors can 

be a useful tool for 'approximating knowledge in new areas and seeing new 

connections, they can be useful for teasing out similarities and differences 

between two fields, by using juxtaposition. 



Bateson (1999) argues that all thought relies on metaphor, on ways of noticing 

similarity and pattern in one situation that can be trmferred to another. Most of 

these metaphors lie in our unconscious and so are unexamined. For Bateson, the 

sofution is: 

not to purge metaphors h m  speech; the solution is to take responsibiiity 
for the choice of metaphors, to savor them and ponder their suggestions, 
above a l l  to live with many and take no one metaphor as absolute 
(Bateson, l999:14). 

Here metaphors like 'dynamic eqydibriumf 'intercomecting patterns', 'dances of 

interacting parts,' 'systems of synergy,' living webs,' 'symbiosis' and 'dynamic 

interactions' all invoke an invitation to explore the interaction between scisting 

conceptual relationships in the min& of leamers and new expenencesf new ways 

of being whidi are not prescriptive or linear in nature. Post formal thinking 

concentrates less on the fragmented parts of living systems and more on pattems 
of relationships and life as 'synchronicity'O(inche1oe & Steinberg, 1999:183). 

Metaphoric cognition can be useful in helping students to make explicït the 

comections between the metaphors related to the nature of our genuine needç 

and wants and those used to advertise products, to commodify and sell 

lifestyles', and to engage us in particular ways of understanding ouselves as 

technologid consumers. Instead of true interdisciplinarity and synthesis of 

knowledge conceming the nahm of technology and the world, the instrumental 

perspective of technology education exhibits a 'justadisciplinarity ' (De Rosnay, 

2000:11), or reality construed as a juxtapoçition of piecemeal, fragmented and 

relatively unconnecteci elements. 

Students need to learn that the complexities of whole socïotechnologicd systems 

must be taken into account as far as possible to avert uniritendeci effects. This 

necessarily entails developing skills around systems thinking. In fact, Mitroff and 

Bennis argue that this one of the most important characteristics of systems 

thinking: 

The ability to understand and to appreuate complexity and paradox is the 
quintessential essence of the new thinking ..... It calls for the ability to see 
broad patterns that infiuence our world and to avoid getting caught up in 
irrelevan t de tails (Mitroff and Bennisf1993:38). 



New technologies create new freedom and new dependencies (Brand, 1987). We 

often are unaware of our new dependencies on technoIogical systems until a 

crins uncovers them. New sociotechnological systems can be unstable and 

unpredidable, ,and if suffiCient time has not allowed a series of self-corrective 

checks and balances to evolve, when sudden changes do occur, they can be very 

disruptive. 

As De Rosnay (2000:5) points out, the major functions of Me, the economy, the 

ecosystem and most complex systerns are based on the same types of struchues 

and laws. These structures are: fluid, adaptable communications networks; 

energy cycles; the circulation of information and materials; hansactional 

interfaces; and regdatory loops. The behavim of complex systems both natural, 

social and technological share the laws of autocatalysis (self selection), 

competitive exclusion, hierarchy of complexity, dynamics of evolution and 

naturd selection (Capra, 1996). 

A post-formal reconceptualization of the techn01ogy curridum yields the 

essences contairted in the relationships exhibited by technologid systems, theV 

energy requirements, their abiLity to meet genuuie human need equitably, justly 

and sustainably. We corne to understand technology as a living embodied 

process of meaning making, a manner in whidi to better interconnect people, to 

meet genuine needs and to fashion more symbiotic, more ueative and life 

afhning ways of Living within the sustainable limits of the pla.net. We 

recontextualize life as a 'wmmunity of subjects, nota collection of objects' (Berry, 

1988). 

3. Process- the cultivation of new wavs of r e a d h ~  the world that attempt to make 
sense of both ourselves and contemborary soaee; 

Post-formal thinkùig involves seeing the world as a text to be read, an 

interpretive process that seekç to deconstruct the meanhg encoded in cultural 

prabices, n o m  as well as physical reality. Post-formal thinking is an attempt to 

transcend 'the tyranny of common sense' and to expose the 'unconsciousnessf of 

a culture (Kincheloe & Steinberg, 1999:185). Cultivating new ways to read the 



world iç not a passive activity, it involves reading technologid texts with the 

full awareness that a l l  texts have authors or a tradition which may blind them to 

alternative perspectives or ways of seeing the world. In today's wmplex sodety, 

iU stmdured problems that lead to ambiguous multifaceted answers are not the 

exception but rather the n o m  (Handy, 1994). Cultivating new ways of reading 

the world &O fosters a reluctance to accept univocal, single perspective 

interpretatiom of how the world is supposed to be with respect to teduiology. A 

postformal undexstanding of process also seeks to reconnect the severed ties 

between logic and emotion with respect to the design and interpretation of 

technoculture. 

These connections would involve students in explorhg how p a r t i d a .  

technologies make them feel about themselves, about others and the natural 

world. This entails an acknowledgement that the nature of the relationships that 

students create with and through technologies is of vital importance in any kind 
of a reconstructive project that seeks to build a more sustainable human 
ecosystem. As Kincheloe and Steinberg (1993:186) point out, thinking rooted in 

Cartesian-Newtonian formaüsm has marginalized the voices of women: 

"weeded out the self, denied their emotions and inner voices, and in the process 

produced restricted and object-like interpretations of social and educational 

situations." Modem forms of technological practice in which feeling is 

designated as an inferior form of human consciousness are also destructive of 

self and the cultivation of a practice of d g .  

In technological education little or no acknowledgement is afforded the fab that 

most mainstream technologies are aivisioned through, designed with and 

enacted within, what is an essentially male perspective and interpretation of the 

world. One need look no further than the marginalized statu of variaus 'sofi- 

technologies' which embody distinctly dïfferent epistemologies of design, afford 

different prionties to the nature and quality of the relationships between the 

human-human and human-natural world contexts. These alternative 

technological paths have been dismisseci as 'utopian,' 'backward' and simply 

wrong headed by many (Rybczynski, 1991; ), and their marginai status in the 



technology C U l T i d u m  is also a reflection of how litfle priority technology 

educators afford them. 

Post-fornial thinking acknowledges Uiat emotiom can become powerful thinking 

mechanisms which "when combined with logic, mate a cognitive process that 

extends our abüity to make sense of the universe," they work to disorganize 

traditional, hegemonic, logocentric ways of thinking and in the process help us to 

better understand our perceptions of the world and how we interact within it 

(Khcheloe & Steinberg, 1999:187). In enculturing a non-hear holism, the world 

is viewed and experienced as an integrated whole and not simply through the 

'simple cause and effed reductionist rationality of modernism. 

Post f o d  thinking about technological design and development is understood 

and evaluated not solely in t e m  of funetional utility or purposive rationality 

but also in terms of more profound and deep emotiond and spiritual te-, as a 

process whidi allows other facets of one's aeativity and humanness to be 

explored and shared. 

By engaging students in critical worldview reflection, teachers help them 

develop in exploring the nature of oru sociotechnoIogical norms, asking them to 

refied on the mles of power, agenq, authority and agenda in the social shaping 

of technology. A technicis t view of teaching focuses on the mastering of various 

sets of techniques in a d e  following, mntrolled methodologid format There is 

little reconceptualization of existing social relations or power relationships, all of 

this is a given background over which technological systems are developed and 

applied. 

4. Contextualization- the appreciation that knowledge can never stand alone or 
be complete - in and of itself. 

The power of the modem saentific worldview has been credited with 

supplanting the pre-Enlightenment organic or holistic worldview, by one which 

fractures our sense of place: 

Science has shattered world-views with a fimdamentally diferent way of 
viewing one's smundings. By fom* on a single aspect of nature - 



isolating it and controIling impinging on it - scientists acquire knowledge 
about that fragment. But in searching for principles that are universal and 
timeless, scientish disconnect the objed of study in time and space, 
yielding a fractureci picture of our environs (Suzuki, 1998:160). 

Contextualization for the post-formal teacher involves examining 'the ecology of 

everythîng,' and awareness that the contextualization of what we know is more 

important than the content (Kincheloe & Steinberg, 1999:189). While techn010gy 

education as a whole is one of the more contewtuaüzed learning experiences for 

students, it is also in many ways decontextuaiized h m  issues surrounding the 

interactions with ecological , sociological and political contexts. Technology is 

situated &nt and centre in the great modemist narrative of progress and 

growth. However, the k a 1  world' faliout h m  the subtext of this narrative - 
namely, the blind pursuit of economic growth, control over other humans and 

the planet as a whole, and an increasing alienation from others and the natural 

world - is left unnarrated or critiqued. An ecotechnological education 

emphasizes the uniqueness of 'placef and provides an al l  important starüng 

point for the discussion of how important technology is in sheltering, feeding 

and providirtg our basic human needs. 

Technology education can and should draw students into an understanding of 

the materiality of the world. This includes an understanding of the marner in 

which materials are extraded, designed, manufactured and applied to solve 

physical problems. 

We live in economic, political and cultural webs of abstraction that are 
ultimately al l  supported by the naturaI world, yet eo~ections to that 
physical reality are becoming ever more virtualized. The danger in our 
increasing and ever more exclusive life within these virtual webs of 
meaning is that we will lend our lives more to consolidating, defending 
or bewaihg the fate of these ephemeral entities than to nurturing and 
defending the actual places that physically sus tain us (Abram, l996:267). 

Technology education cannot simply be concemed with the more efficient 

exploitation of resources, it must huidamentally question the nature of what it 

means to use resources. For Orr (1992:151), future survival will depend as much 
on rediscovery as research, a rediscovery of: environmental and social justice, 

appropriate scale, a synchronization of 'rnorally solvent ends and means,' how to 



live well in a place and a sense of sufficiency. Berry offers some guidance 

conceniing our approach to knowledge: 

If we want to know and m o t  help knowing then let us learn as M y  
and accurately as we decently can But let us at the sarne time abandon 
our superstitious beliefs about knowledge: that it is ever suffiicient; that it 
can of ibelf solve problems; that it is intiinsidy good; that it can be used 
objecüvely or disinterestedly (Bersr quoted in Orr, l992:lSZ). 

It is important that technological education contribute to students' knowledge 

about living in place sustainably. Tuming away from some of the trivial aspects 

of information techn010gy, and focusing on how information technoIogies can 

help us reurganize and demnferiulize our technological çyçtems. Urr asks: 

Can ecologically appropnate values be communicated if students are 
passive receptots of information in a highly cornpetitive setting? Can one 
teach about the interrelatedness of biologïcal phenomena without 
reference to the potential for personal wholeness? (Orr, 1992142). 

b) Svstems Thinkinz and Learninq 

Grubler(1998:28) identines four general characteristics of technologid evolution: 

1. Increasing scale, output and productivity. 
2. Increasing variety and complexity. 
3. Inaeasing division of labour, both functionally and spatially. 
4. Increasing interdependence, interrelatedness and 'network extemaiities. 

AU four of these trends challenge technology teachers to fïnd a different 

approach to understanding and designing technology, one based on a systems 

perspective. A system is a: "group of interacting, interrelated, or interdependent 

components that form a complex and unified wholerf (Anderson & Johnson, 

1997). The components of a system can be tangible physical objeds or intangible 

processes, relationships, policies, information flows, interpersonal interactions, 

or interna1 states of muid such as feelings, values and beliefs (Anderson & 

Johnson, 1997). Using these definitions as a starting point, we can appreciate that 

whether we are aware of it or not, we participate and are enmeshed in a myriad 

of different technological systems as we conduct our daily lives. When we turn 

on the light in the early moming we participate in the electriaty generation- 

distribution system, and when we make toast we also participate in the 



agribusiness system, and so on Yet, we seldom consider the implications of our 

implicit participation within these systemç, often simply acknowledging their 

sheer complexity is daunting enougk Although these sys tems form the material 

background of our lives, we only pay attention or notice them when something 

goes awry. When this happens, our thinking structures and our problern solving 

routines are often inadequate to the task of determining the precise nature of the 

problem or the best way to h d  a lasting and effective solution This fosters a 

sense of helplessness and the common refrain of "ifs the system, there's nothing 

1 can do." Systems thinking is a discipline for overcoming this sense of 

helplessness, seeing and understanding the structures that underlie complex 

systems and identifying the points at which change can have the most impact. As 

Senge (1994:68) points out, systems thùiking is a: "discipline for seeing wholes. It 

is a kamework for seeing interrelationships rather than things, for seing 

patterns of change rather than static snapshots". En general, systems thinking is 

characterized by the following principles: 

- thinking of the 'big pic-' 
- balancing short-temi and long-term perspectives 
- recognizing the dynamic, complex, and interdependent na- of 
systems 
- taking into account both measurable and nonmeasurable factors 
- remembering that we are ail part of the systems in which we fundion, 
and that we each in£luence those systems even as we are being innuencecl 
by them (Andexson & Johnson, 1997). 

A working knowledge of basic systems thinking skills is an essential ski11 for 

future technologists as they design new technologid products, processes and 

systems. In applying systems thùiking to technological problem solving, we 

acknowledge that some of the most entrenched, vexing problems involving 

technology and sustaMbility involve circuIar or mutually causative 

relationships occurring within webs of interconnection One of the most 

important insights from systems dynamics is the paradoxical notion that s m d  

scale actions or decisions taken in isolation can have reverse completely 

counterintuitive effects when they are magnifieci up to the level of affecting large 

sale or global systems (Jervis, 1997; Mitroff & Bennis,1993). These have been 

cded technology's 'reuenge eficts'by Tenner (1997). The language of simple 

linear, static causal relationships and models which are often used withùi 



technologid education are inadequate to the task of explaining the nature of the 

evolving dynamics among technoIogy, sOaety and environment. 

A systems perspective encourages students to see how technological design, 

manufacture and use fits into broader ecologid and social systems. This kuid of 

thinking and awareness of interconnectedness is d e s c r i  in a thought 

experiment by Friend (1994): 

Wiih each mouthhl of bread, be present to every element of the web of 
which the bread is a part. The rain, the soil, the seed, the growing grass, 
the ripening grain. The farmer, the tractor maker, the iron mines and 
miners, the fertilizer plant and oil well. The miller, the baker, the delivery 
van, the grocer. The toaster. The taste. Wrapper to trash can to trash man 
to landfill. The unused potion passed on to sewage and treatment and 
waterways. And the rain The big picture. Muld£ul of ail that sustainç us, 
in every mouthful (Thich Nhat Hahn quoted in Friend, 1994). 

Narrative thinking and writing such as this helps shidents to rdect upon and 

acknowledge how comected we are to many interdependent technological and 

natusal !3ystems. 

The despair that some students may feel about issues that they believe are 

beyond their ability to inûuence may in part stem h m  thar inability to identify 

what Meadows(l997) caUs the "leverage points" of a system. Leverage points are 

intervention points in a given system where "a srnall shift in one thing can 

produce big changes in everything." In short, intervention at a leverage point 

holds the most promise of changing the operation of the systei. For example, 

the world price of oil is a leverage point which impacts: the prie of gas; the price 

of transportation and the cost of goods; the amount we drive; the type of vehides 

we purchase; the direction of new vehicle design and so o n  Leverage points are 

not necessarily easily identified 'control points' for a system, but points where 

concentrated efforts may best be expended to change the behaviours and 

outcomes of systems. Meadows, a systems scientist, has identifieci nine leverage 

points for enacting effective change in a system. They are, in order of decreasing 

eff ectivenes s : 

1. The mindset or paradigm out of which the goals, des, feedback 
structures arise. 



2. The goals of the system 
3. The power of self-organization 
4. The rules of the system (incentives, punishments, constraints) 
5. Information flows 
6. Driving positive feedback loops 
7. Regulating negative feedback loops 
8. Material stocks and flows 
9. Nurnbers (subsidies, taxes, standards) 

(Meadows, 1997) 

Not surprisingly, the most effective leverage points to change systems suround 
questions that engage and challenge our basic belief systems about how soaety 

works, the basic operating paradigms embedded in our social and technical 

systems that most of us take for granteci. One of the most prevalent implicit 

assumptiom is that all forms of econornic and material growth are uneqyivody 

beneficial. It is an assumption that warrants close smtiny. 

Systems theory is an interdisciphary mode1 or metaphor which seeks to address 
a science of wholes while conceptualizing the profound interrelatedness of the 

various domaiw of the universe (Olds, 1992i75). Systems theory stresses the 

interaction of ordaed hierarchies and views seemingly £ked structures as 

reflecting underlying processes whose patterns cross interdisciplinary lines 

(Woodhouse, 1996:BO). Systems theory not only draws on saenüfic data h m  a 

variety of scientinc domains, it is also connected to a dialectical tradition using 

analogy, visual images and its ability to find similarities and transcend domain 

bordes (Olds, 1992). 

'Systems holism' is the uitegration of systems theory and holism and makes 

several important claims: 
1. Emergent properties and higher order systems are not reducible to 
simpler individual parts or to lower order systems. 
2. Parts and wholes are equally real. 
3. Ali t b g s  are intercomected within their respective levels. 
4. Nature creatively advances into an open future. 
5. Change is all-pervasive. 
6. Feedbadc loops can transform a system. 
7. Change reflects the interplay of complementary opposites, resdting in 
states of relative balance or imbalance. 



8. Concepts and theories derive their meaning from their usefulness and 
social wntexts, not just whether they refer to an objective reality. 
(Woodhouçe, 1996231) 

The concepts involved in systems holkm identified by Woodhouse raise several 

important questions for technology educatiom 

1. Global responsibility- Does technological education help shidents 
understand the global intermnnectedness of soaal, environmental and 
politid systems? 
2. Sustainable Culture- Does the curridum impliatly or explicitly 
promote lifestyles that are sustainable? Does it make problematic parts of 
our technologid lifestyle that are not? 1s it a catdyst for change or does it 
reinforce the stahis quo in t e m  of maintaining our present sociotechnical 
culture? 
3. Voluntary Simpliaty- Does technology education address signiscant 
real, and not predominantly artifidal needs affecting individual and 
collective li.fest)les? 
4. Decentraiist nehvorking- Does techn010gy education promote local 
action, local d e i o n  making, local democratic movement and 
development, local involvement? Does it promote local empowennent? 
5. M u M y  powered cooperation- Does it also promote the development 
noncornpetitive, cooperative win-wiq attitudes and problem solving 
sirategies? Does it foster inclusivist relatiomhips of let's help others' 
versus 'let's help ourselves'? Does it help students to understand 
relationships f?om othet than simple dichotomous and polarized 
perspectives found in the media regarding technology? Does it help 
students gain an awareness of the issues surrounding technology in other 
parts of their own country and other regions of the world? Does it help 
students understand the understand the enormous technological needs of 
developing nations and our mutual interest in supporting technologid 
transfer and green technologies? What political changes are necessary to 
ensure that other countries develop 'greenef manufacturing and 
production techniques? 
6. Interconnectedness- Does teduiology education help students 
understand that technology issues are interdependent with issues 
concerning the environment politics, and social justice? 

The concept of sustainability is one that is starting to infiltrate our daily language 

and consciousness. Sustainability is a normative ethical prinaple, not a scient& 

concept as such, and since it has both necessaq and desirable characterïstics, 

there is no single version of a sustainable system (Robinson, 1996). There is, of 

course, Little consensus about the meaning of sustainability (Carpenter, 1995); it 



involves a cornplex and, for some, an incommensurable argument involving 

economic and ethical s ystemç. The many workuig dennitions of the term 

'sustainability' rened the diverse views of a variety of people who approach the 

concept £rom such fields as economics, business, hansportation, housing, 

community development ecology, architecture and design, biology, systems 

theory and social justice (See Elshof, 1999). 

Rather, the important point is that no 'one size' sustainabdity program fits al I  

communities. Sustainability should be considered in process tenns as an ongoing 

attempt to preserve the capacity of natural systems (inclusive of humans) to 

change and adapt, not as a state that attempts to k e  a particular system or 

configuration in place. The inability of many peoples and other living systems to 

adapt to the profound technologid, social and political changes that have swept 

civilization through the 20th century speak to the idea of unsustainable change. 

Daly defines "sustainable development" as "development without 

growth-without growth in throughput beyond environmental regenerative and 

absorptive capaaty"@aly, 1996:69). This is an important distinction well worth 

examining. Shroughput' is the flow of materials and energy through the huma. 

economy in ail its various forms and essentidy includes everything we make 
and do. When econornists t& about "growth" in the economy they are referring 

to p w t h  in throughput - in essence, people making (and throwing away) 

more products and using more energy in the process. Our consumer economy is 

designed/optimized to promote consumption in ail its various forms. Growth 

usually refers to a quantitative ïncrease in physical size, while development 

refers to a qualitative change, a realization of potentialities and the transition to a 

Mer or better state of being. In a fùiite world, growth must be finite as well. We 

simply m o t  continue to grow exponentially within a h i t e  biosphere. 

Development, however, does not have these finite restrictions; there are 

innumerable ways in which development can improve the quality of life for 

humans and other species. This distinction is important because sustainable 

development is often defined in narrow instrumental temis and concephialized 

as 'susfainable economic growth' without referring to the hi te  physical limits 



imposed by the biosphae. The term sustainable development is still very 

cuntested (see Luke, 1999,1997). The "regenerative and absorptive capacity of 

the environment" entails two basic ecosystem services: (a) the ability of nahval 

systemç to provide us with the essential raw materials we use to produce our 

techn010gies and to feed ouiselves; (b) the ability of natural systems to absorb 

our wastes and convert them back into essential raw materials. Sustainable 

development then becomes development without growth in throughput that 

exœeds the regenerative and absorptive capacity of the environment. Sustainable 

development and the standard ideology of growth are diametncally opposed to 

each other. Growth beyond the regenerative capacity of the biosphere consumes 

the 'nahual capital' upon which the biosphere depends in order to remain 

regenerative, and is ultimately counterproductive. 

Orr describes two approaches to sustainability: technological sustainability and 

ecological sustainability. 'Technologid sustainability' says that "every problem 

has either a technological answer or a market solutionl'(Orr, 1992). Tedinological 

or 'weak' sustainabiIity is based on the presumption that losses of environmental 

resources or natural capital (Hawken, 1999) can be made up by techn010gical 

innovation, ingenuity, imagination and adaptation. Weak sustainability 

emphasizes the application of non-problematic cost benefit analysis to proted the 

'critical' natural capital required to sustain modern induskial society in more or 

less it5 present form. 'Ecological sustainabiliy, on the other hand: 

is the task of finding alternatives to the practices that got us into trouble in 
the fïrst place; it is necessary to rethink agridture, shelter, energy use, 
urban design, transportation, economics, community patterns, resource 
use, foresûy, the importance of wildemess, and our central values (On, 
1992)- 

Ecological or 'strong' sustainability encompasses a more fundamental sense of 

ecological solidarity and empathy with the natural world. Early preventative 

action is seen as essential to avert damage which may be irreparable or 

consequences which extend far beyond the present generation 



Sustainable Communities 

Fosterïng sustai~b1e communities wil l  IikeIy depend more on the thinking 
proceses involved in O r i s  definition of ecological sustainability. However, this 

is not to diminiçh the importance of tedinological systems in making 
communities more iivable or their importance in any realistic long term plan. 

The important questions for technology teachers are: How do studaits see 

suçtainability in terms of their own communities, and their own h o p  and fears 

for the future?; What technologies need to be redesigned or created to make the 

positive vision reality? What are the nature of the pmjects that can be reasonably 

initiated and how c m  shident involvement in these projects develop the 

requisite skills, attitudes and sense of efficacy that are necessary for success? 

Answers to some of these questions may lead to students initiating their own 

community plan, or finding out how they can contribute to one that has already 

been developed . 
Ultimately the exact terminology and selection of which ecological-socio- 

technical concepts we group under the umbrek of 'sustainability' is not the 

important issue. What is most important is that a communi~ articulate a 

consensus of what suçtainability meam to it in its own unique context. This 

context needs to consider the local 'bioregion', the local emnomy and local 

human and physical resources. 

A graphical representation iUustrating the major facets of sustainability thinking 

needs to be simple, elegant and effective without compromising the underlying 

complexity if it is to be a usehil tool for organizing thinking around the issue 

(ED, 1999). Several visual models have been used, induding a dashboard, a 

compass, a pyramid, a barorneter and a concentric ring model (IISD,1999). A 

pyramid model was chosen to represent the complex array of qualitative data in 

this research because it afforded the easiest and most straightfonvard model for 

teachers to interrogate and focus their thinking around the interrelationships of 

sustainability. The sustainability pyramid is an organizational tool which 

acknowledges the multifaceted and complex nature of thinking about 



sustainabiiity. A sustainable co~~uxluxùty wodd attend to all of the dimensions 

identified by the pyramid modd  

As a conceptual mode1 and metaphor it incorporates a number of interdependent 

and interrelated dimensions of sustainabi11ty. The pyramid is a structure whose 

Figure 3-8. 
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stability requires symmetry and proportionality. Since sustainability requires a 

multifaceted approach, the pyramid may similady be approached from any 

diredion, with eadi perspective drawing partidar elements and its 

relationships to the other elements into focus. A failure or weakness in any one 

facet weakens the structure as a whole. 

Ecoio~cal - Indicators 

Indicators are a necessary common part of life in a complex technologid socïety. 

We have indicatoe which ostensibly measure the 'health' of the economy in 

terms of C;DP or stock market indices, the quaüty of the school system in the 

fom of standardized test scores and the health of a population by the average 

age of mortality. Indicators allow us to measure phenornena which transcend 

many different purposes, in this sense they may be over-arching, reaching aaoss 

many different points of view or ways of experiencing life. The collaborative 



development of indicators by people holding different worldviews can help 

bridge differences and lead to a sense of solidarity of purpose. 

Because we tend to measure what we value and corne to value what we measure 

(Meadows, 1998), sustainability indicators become important in moving toward 

long-terni goals. Our values influence what we care about Since indicators arise 

h m  our value system they refled what we care about It is important for 

students to investigate and daborate on what they themselves and others care 

about in thek communities and the relationship of technology to suçtaining and 

promoting these values. As Meadows points out, indicators are partial reflections 

of reality and are based on uncertain and imperfect models. The choice of 

indicators is a critical determinant of the behaviour of a system: "if you manage a 

national economy to mruàmize GDP, you get GDP. You do not necessarily get 

justice or freedom or environmental quality or even, sometimes real wealth" 

(Meadows, 19983). A poor choices of indicators to descriie a system a n  lead to 

m e a s h g  what is measurable instead of what is important, overdependence of 

false or poor models, overconf?dence, incompleteness, deliberate falsification and 

a diverting of attention away hom direct experience (Meadows, 1998:3). 

Communities which have successfully embarked upon the 'sustainability 

procesç' started by creating a comunity-dri.ven, strategic planning process, 

one where people could be brought together to ident* key community issues, 

develop a broad vision, set attainable and measurable goals and benchmarks or 

indicators, and determine what plan of action will improve their community 

(Roseland, 1997). TeCtuioIogy educators cari help their s tudents become active 

participants in this process through exploration of the relationship of 

technology to the sustainability indicators or green plan that a commUNty has in 

place or is developing. As a vehide to stress interdisciplinary connections and 

practical problem solving, technologid studies is without equal in the school 
curriculum. This also makes it ideal to 'go deeply' into community sustainability 

issues: 

Education for sustainability is about connections. Educating for 
sustainability does not follow acadernic theories according to a single 



discipline but rather emphasizes connections among all subject areas, as 
well as geographic and cultural relationships. Rather tha. weaken the 
rigor of individual disciplines, education for sustauiability offers an 
opportunity to strengthen them by demonshating vital intemelationships 
(Presidents Counol on Sus tainability, 1997). 

If sustainability is to be an agreed upon curriculum goal, then education dealing 

with the environment must be acknowledged as political edumfion as well 

(Scott,1998:5). Simply making students aware of issues is not enough, a more 

"radical" direction for S E  education, is required, one which wiE 

enable students to move from the capacity to talk knowledgeably about 
environmental and health issues, and other matters with a scientific and 
technological dimension, toward engagement in personal action for 
effecting diange (Pedretti et aL,l995:464). 

Takine - Technolo~cal - Education into the Communitv. 

An essential part of the ecotechnoIogical curridum involves students in 

building sustainable communities. This entails taking design education out into 

the community. In the process of working with members of the community we 

need to encourage students to: 

listen to every voice in the design process. No one is participant only or 
designer only: Everyone is a participant-designer. Honor the special 
knowledge that each p e m  brings. As people work together to heal their 
places, they also heal themselves (Van der Ryn et al., 1996). 

This will mean encouraging students to explore collaborative design that 

uivolves eliating the perspectives of people in the community about how they 

interact with technology. Leonard and Ray (1997) use the term "mpathic design" 

to desaibe a process followed by successful companies that involves gathering, 

analyzing and applying information in the field or the community to the design 

of a new product because "sometimes customers are so accustomed to current 

conditions that they donr t thuik to ask for a new solution" (Leonard & Ray, 

1997:104). Empathic design involves developing an empathic understanding of 

users' unarticulated needs and consists of the following steps: 

1. Observing 
2. Capturing Da ta....p hotos, videos, interviews, logs 
3. Reflection and Analysis 



4. Brainstorming for solutions 
5. Developing prototypes of possible solutions 

An excellait introduction to empathic design and chic technological 

participation might involve sending students out into the community to identify 

local problems or situations they believe an be improved by a combination of 

teduiology, ingenuity and/ or public education conceming the use of technology. 

Capturing these scenarios on videotape as w d  as interviews with citizens 

concerning their perspective on the problem at hand are good introductory steps 

tpward empathic design pmjects. 

Techn010gy students can examine how best to provide intermodal iransportation 

such as accommodating bicycles on public transit or exploring ways to create 

more pedestrian oriented communities that reduce automobile dependency. 

They can make presentations to local governments on how to improve bicycling 

and pedestnan infrastruthre. They can work on visioning exercises concerning 

the new technological services that would be needed if these fundamental 

changes were brought about. The scope for involvement of technoIogy students 

in this creative visionhg process aromd sustainability are virtually limitless. 

By helping the community artidate, organize and design solutions that meet 

common sustainability needs and objectives, technology students can not only 

realize the goals of the technoIogy NRcuium, but also the more important one 

of democratic ütizenship. As Barber observes : 

Service is something that we owe to ourselves or to that part of ourselves 
that is embedded in the civic community. It assumes that our rights and 
liberties are not acquired for kee; that unless we assume the 
responsibilities of citizens, we wiU not be able to preserve the liberties 
they entail (Barber, 1992:246, quoted in Wade). 

Comecting techn010gid education to sustainable comnunity economic 

development ((ZED) is a h  important. Sustainable community economic 

development is concemed with development rather than growth, with people 

and ecosystems rather than global trade and currency (Roseland, 1998). It focuses 

on individual and community self reliance by emphasizing coilaborative action, 



capacity building and retuming control of business enterprises, capital, labour 

and other resources from the global marketplace to commUNties. 

Technologid students can get involved with community groups in setting up a 

"Locnl Exchange and Trading System "(LETS). These systems are a modem network 

of service reciprociv whose members can supply and demand a l l  types of 

s e ~ c s  without exchanging money. An ecoteduiological approach places great 

emphasis on place-spedic knowledge and developing use£ul skilis to meet 

individual local needs and assist in the rebuilding of local communities. 

el L e a m i n e  from Natural Svstems 

TechnoIogid education has traditionally drawn inspiration and direction from 
the more reductionist physical, materiais and engineering sciences and reiatively 

little if anything £rom the synfhetic ecological sciences. The numerous 

connecti011~ between technologid processes/ forms and naturdy occurring 

biogeophysical processes and evolutionary patterns and designs in the plant and 

animal worlds are seldom mentioned in technology education Examples 

abound between, for example, the mimicry of biological form in architectural 

and human factors design. The failure to help students connect with and be 

inspireci by the multitude of forms found within the realm of 'naturd 

engineeringf is problematic from not only an aesthetic standpoint but also £rom a 

sustainability perspective. 

Nor are students encouragecl to connect with the natural biological processes 

which provide us with, for example, building materials such as wood, marble 

and limestone. Hersey (1999) contends that humans owe an immense 

architectural debt to other speaes. In drawing analogies between architecture 

and biology, he suggests that the various shapes and techniques which would 

later become important in human soaeties were h t  observed in non-human 

soàeties, for example: 
The fvst hexagonç ever saw could well have been in honeycombs; the first 
domes, birds eggs; the £irst slqscrapers, termitanes (high rise m o u d  
dwellings built by termites); the first tents, those of African weaver ants; 
the fiist gridded w d s  or suspension structures, those of birds or spiders 
(Hersey, 1999:xE)- 



There is liale mention in technology education of biomechanics or the mechanics 

of natural designs found in plants and animals. The emerging fields of 

'biornimicry' and ecological design point out the importance of understanding 

the contexts of natural designs. For example, a swimming suit designed to mimic 

the 'dermal dentides' - what are effectively tiny hydrofoils found on the skin of 
sharks - helps to reduce tu&ulence and drag, thus allowing swimmers to glide 

more effortlessly (Sekeres, 2 0 0 ) .  

There is much to be leamed from simply observing, contrasting and adapting or 

hybridizing human mechanical systems to fundion more similarly to their 

natural system counterparts. Vogel makes these contrasts lu~dly: 

We build dry and stiff structures; nature mostly makes hers wet and 
flexible. We build of metals; nature never does. Our hinges mainly slide; 
hers mostly bend. We do wonders with wheels and rotary motion; nature 
makes fully competent boats, a i r d  and terrestrial vehicies that lack 
them entirely. Our engùies expand or spin; hers contract or slide. We 
fabricate large devices directly; nature's large things are cunning 
proliferations of tiny components.. .while human designers love right 
angles, nature is typically round, cunred and its angles are more diverse 
(Voge1,1998: 16) 

Whüe examples of products Uiat exhibit poor environmental design 

characterîstia abound, we are also surrounded by exemplars of sustainable 

design, namely the design 'wisdom' of form and fundion embodied in natural 

systems. Developing an appreciation and understanding of natural designs is 

one step in the rejuvenation of the design p r m s  towards the development of 

more environmentally smart products. 

The new field of 'Biomimicry' is focused on what we can leam h m  nature 

rather than what w e  can extract £rom nature. Bequs (1997:2) describes it as "the 

conscious emulation of life's genius - innovation inspireci by nature". 

Biomimicry is built upon three important precepts: 

1. Nature as rnodel- Biomimiay suggests that by studyuig nature's models 
we can then imitate or take inspiration from these designs and processes 
in order to solve human problems 



2. Nafure as meclsure- Biomimicry uses an ecological standard to judge the 
**rightness" or fit of our innovations. Mer a billion years of evolution, 
nature has leamed: what works; what is appropriate; what Iasts. 

3. Nature as mentor- Biomimicry is a new way of viewing and valuing 
nature. It introduces an era baseci not on what we can extracf from the 
natural world, but on what we can leam £rom it. 

In considering ecological design, B e n .  argues that technologid designers 

should rnimic the successful strategies adopted by complex mature ecosystems, 

systems that have wolved tried and hue approaches to 'living in placer. These 

Use waste as a resource 
Divesify and cooperate to fully use the habitat 
Gather and use energy efficiently 
Optimize rather than ma>amize 
Use materials sparing1y 
Don't fou1 your nest 
Don't draw d o m  moumes 
Remain in balance with the biosphere 
Run on information 
%op locally 

(Benyus,1997:254) 

These design precepts c m  reinforce the idea of bioregionalism and provide an 

important interdisciplinary link with science education. 

0th- innovative ways to incorporate biologid systemç and technology in 

synergïsm are being developed to perfonn a number of Unportant functions like 
darifying wastewater in municipal sewage systerns and reoxygenating 

biologidy dead lakes and rivers. A Canadian# John Todd, has developed what 

he olls a 'living machine' that darifies and purifies muniQpal sewage waste into 

potable water without the use of chernicals or the production of toxic residuals. 

Instead of the typical toxic byproducts that are produced £rom most sewage 

treatment plants, the living machine's byproducts are living plantsf mails, trees 

and fish. The process occurs in an ingeniously engineered ecosystem consisting 

of interlinked tanks (micro-ecosystems) in a greenhouse that contai. various 

communities of plants and animals and microorganisms (Lemer, 1997; Todd and 

Todd, 1994). Living systems have been set up in schooIs and industries to 



effectively process wastewater without dependence on expensive and toxic 

chernicals and to provide an excellent example of how technology and emlogical 

systems knowledge can contribute to innovative solutions to community 

problems. Permadture systems are another example of how relatively simple 

technologies can be used in conjwiction with ecosystem knowledge to create 

controlled ecosystems to replace more energy consumptive and poUuting 

processes. 

By broadening their repertoïre of exampies of effective technological 

design, teachers can also use examples from other cuitures. Many have created 

technologies that are relatively simple, resounie smart and biodegradable , as 

McDonough (1996:3) points out: 

We only have to look at the Bedouin tent to h d  a design that 
accomplishes six things at once. In the desert, temperatures often exceed 
120 degrees. There is no shade, no air movement. The black Bedouin tent, 
when pitched, creates a deep shade that brings one's sensible temperature 
down to 95 degrees. The tent has a very coarçe weave, which creates a 
beautifully illuminated interior, having a mülion light £ixtures. Because of 
the coarse weave and the black surface, the hot air inside rises and is 
drawn through the membrane. This creates a breeze from outside that 
drops the sensible temperature £urther to 90 degrees. When it rains, the 
fibers sweU up and the tent gets tight as a drum. And, of couse, you can 
roll it up and take it with you. The modem tent pales by cornparison to 
this astonishingly elegant construct. 

This example illustrates that technological design need not be 'high-tech' to 

embody important characteristics of effective 'humn scnle' (Papanek, 1973) 

design that mets red needs e£fectively, efficiently and ecologically. Many 

indigenous technologies are elegant, fundional and derived £rom place; they can 

serve as exemplars of design which rneets basic human need without 

compromising environmental integrity. 'Indushial ecology' is a prornising 

industrial organizational development that builds on cooperation and mimics, to 

a degree, the structure of an ecosystem. 

f) Understanding Bio~hvsical Limits 



In order to evaluate the rationality of our human economy, w e  need to compare 

the biophysical limits of natural systems to regenerate themselves and to absorb 

the wastes of human production against the emnomy. Technological education 

lacks a systematic frarnework to integrate an understanding of biophysical limits 

and our systems of transport, manufacturing and construction Lacking this, 
students are not intmduced to the multifaceted and deeply mted systemic 

problems of the environment-technology relatiomhip. Discourse williin 

technologid education conCernùLg, for example, proper automobile air 

conditionhg maintenance and the use of HCFC's, or the use of water based 

instead of latex paints and other minor ameliorative &O*, are piecemeal, 
miniscule and inçuffiaent in and of themselves. They do little to help students 

critically question the produdive basis of our economy or the magnitude of 

change required in our thinking conceming the unsustainability of our industrial 

processes. In total they amount to little more than a proverbial 'shifting of the 

deck chairs on the Titanic'. 

One of the main problems of puttùig the abstract notion of sustainability into 

practice is the complexity and interdependence of the issues involveci. Many of 
the complexities surrounding techn010gical-environmental issues are typified by 

the lack of consensus over what constitutes the essential 'system conditionsf that, 

if adhered to, will at least guarantee that we are moving in the nght direction for 

sustainability. Many of the things that we do or don't do ostensibly for the 

environment seem ad hoc and don't necessdy connect to a larger more 

enwmpassing view of what it means to be 'sustainable' in a global sense. A case 

in point is in the 'paper or plastic bag debate' that played out in supermarkets a 

few years back Consumers asked 'Which is more environmentaUy friendly?' The 

search for a simphfying set of system conditions that could be understood by a 

broad cross section of the population, not just by scientists, and could also 

embody important geophysiological understandings to point us towards a 

sustainable future has been developed by Dr. Karl-Henrik Robert, a Swedish 

oncologist In taking a holistic approach to nation-wide consensus building, 

Robert developed what is now called the 'Natural Step' program (after 21 drafts) 



a consensus paper on four basic system conditions for sustainabrlity. See table 3- 

Table 3-2 The Natnral Step System Conditions 

The NaftnRL Step System Condifion 

1. Substances from the earth's crust must not 

systematically increase in nature. 

2 Substances pmduced by society must not 

systematidy increase in nature. 

3. The physical basis for the productivity and 

diversity of nature must not be systematicaiiy 

deteriorated, 

4. Just and efficient use of energy and 

resources. 

Impl icatiotcs... 

This means that fossil fuels, met& and other 

minerah must not be extradeci at a faster Pace 

than their slow redeposit into the Earth's crust. 

This means that substances must not be 

prduced at a faster Pace than they can be 

bmken down in nature or deposited into the 

Earth's crut 

This means the productive surfaces of nature 

must not be diminiçhed in quality or quantity 
and w e  must not hamat more from nature 
than can be aeated, 

This means basic hunian needsmust be met 

with the most resource efficient methods 

possiMe, induding equitable resource 

distribution 

From a sustainability perspective , the four system conditions are non-negotiable; 

they constitute the overarching sustainable system conditions that all human- 

made systems must adhere to if our long term hedth and well being is not to be 

jeopardised. The non-profitJ non-political N a m  Step program is spreading 

around the world and deserves serious consideration by teduiology teachers as 

an over-arching hamework within which to discusç sustainabilîty and 

teduiological design with students. %me of the implications of adopting the four 

system conditions in technology education might idude; 

A commitment to use recycled or reused metalsr not 'virgin' metals . 
A cornmitment to replace - for example, plant trees to replenish the 

wood/paper resources used in the technology lab or the school. 
A commitment to a repair-reuse philosophy when reuse and repaïr are 

economidy and mvironmentally preferable to new technology 
adoption. 

A commitment to explore how techn010gy can be used to ensure a more 
just resource distribution in the community and abroad. 



A commitment to increase awareness of the detrimentai effects of the 
overuse or misuse of parüdar technologies. 

A commitment to involve students in perforaning an environmental 
'audit' of the energy' material and waste flows that arise from the 
technology lab, the school, the community. This would lead to iden-g 
goals for improvement, engaging in the pro- of using technology 
wisely and changing existing pactices. 

A commitment to increase community awareness of the opporhuiities 
for new 'greenf teduiology to reduce energy use, m u r c e  consumption 
a d  pollution. 

Many of the impliat cultural assumptions conceming technology, and its 

recipmcal role in shaphg society and being shaped by it, need to be examinecl in 

the Iight of new knowledge of how our technological systems are changing the 

planet and what the long term implications of those changes are likdy to be. 

These new understandings will allow future technologies to be more symbiotic 

with and less conçumptive of the planet's 'natural capital.' Naturd capital is 

defined by Costanza and Daly (1992:38) as: "a stock that yieIds a flow of valuable 

goods or seNices into the futureJf. A stock of natual capital, for example a forest 

or a population of £ish yields a 'natural income' or a sustainable flow of goods 

or services. Future technologies will need to work with more of the planet's 

renewable natural capital, ensuring a sustainable yield of 'nahual income'. 

Measuring the impact of our Mestyles is a prerequisite to fonning any coherent 

understanding of why and how we need to change. 

There has been much conhision generated about the need to change the nature of 

our production-consumption systems. Those who argue for the status quo or for 

minimal cosmetic change to our techn010gical and economic systems with regard 

to sustainability issues often represent powerhrl vested interests who see 

changes in these systems as a threat to their well-king ( Athanasiou, 1996; 

Suzuki, 1997). For example, intense lobbying efforts and public relations 

campaigns were launched prior to, dduring and following the Kyoto m a t e  

conference by powerful industry and labour groups in order to thwart progress 

on achieving negotiated limits to curb global warming. They saw their interests 

threatened by government coIIunitments to curb greenhouse gases which may 

result in higher taxes on carbon fuels. Students need to be made aware of how 



powerful soQoeconomic forces can reinforce the status quo, actively working 

agauist change. Another obstacle to understanding is the sheer complexity of the 

issues involved, as Wackemagel(1997) makes deac 

the bottleneck for action is seldom "information". On the contrary, too 
much information on problems that seem overwhelming demoralizes 
people. Rather, information needs to be accessible. To encourage people's 
participation, it has to show the positive impact of a pmposed action. By 
surnmarizing ecologid impacts in perœivable unitsr the message 
becomes simpler. Also, it provides easily understandable feedback by 
reveaüng how much ecological capacity has ken or can be çaved, and 
what benefits can be expected by proposed programs or prujects. 

Another £undamental insight into biophysical limits is illuminateci by the 

concept of 'ecological footprint.' The concept of an ecological footprint is based 

on the fact that we ail have a biophysical impact on the Earth because we a l l  

consume the products and semices of nature. Our ecologid impact (footprint) 

corresponds to the amount of nature we 'occupy' or require to keep ourselves 

going (Wackernagel, 1997). It is the biologidy produ@ve area necessary to 

continuously provide for our resoume supplies and absorb our wastes, given 

our current state of teduiology. Several important relationships have been 

highlighted through footprint analysis: 

If everybody lived iike today's North Americans, it would take at least two additional p h e t  
Earth's to produce the resources, absorb the wasies, and otherwïse maintain Me support. 

Our ecologid footprints keep growïng while our per capita 'earth-shares' continue to shrink. 
Since the beginning of this century, the available ecologidy productive h d  has decreased from 

over five hectares to Iess than 1.5 hectares per person in 1994. At the same time the average North 

Amencan's footprint has grown to over 4 hectares. These opposing trends are in fundamentai 

connict; the ecological demands of average citizen5 in rich countneç exceed per capita supply by 

a factor of three. 

On a global basis and even by consemative measures, humanity's footprint has overshot global 

capacities by over 35 percent. This h e s  the sustainability challenge: it shows the extent to 

which humanity's economic adivities have to become less resource consumptive and less 

contaminating. (Wackernagel & Rees,1996; Rees, 1997). 

Footprïnt analysis is closely related to the 'carrying capacity' of a given region. Carrying 

capacity is usually described as the maximum population size of a given species that an 

area can support without reducing its ability to support the same species in the future 



(Wackernagel, 1997). As a taal, ecological footprint analysis is not predictive of future 

patterns, rather it is a 'snapshot' of the impact our current lifestyles translate into when 

we think of how much naturai capital we need to use in order to maintain them. As an 

analytical tool, it allows us to ask the question: 'Where are we now in terms of 

sustainability?' And to formulate an answer thaf while imperfecf is a first step in 

detemiining which direction we need to follow to achieve sustainability. As 

Wackernagel(l997) states ; "we need to start monitoring whether we are living within 

our ecological means or at what rate h&ty is depleting the biosphere. We must ask: 

"How rnuch nature does humanity, our country or our household use to sustain itself?" 

Answers to these questions will have increasing relevance in shaping the technologies we 

design and adopt While simple measures like blue box recycling or avoiding the use of 

tropical woods in woodworking classes is al1 well and good, they may seem to be ad-hoc 

or piecemeal relative to larger issues of whether Our lifestyles thernselves are sustainable 

in the long tenn. Footprint analysis is important for technology students because it 

provides a usable indicator of sustainability and nsk, both locally and globally; more 

importantly, it helps identify the general direction in which communities need to move 

and where technological creativity and innovation are most needed. As an educational 

tool, it can help students understand in concrete and integrative ternis bow the various 

factors - social, economic and technological - contribute to Our society's 'footprint' and 

impact on the Earth. ft is important for technology students to be aware of how various 

technologies can either contribute to increasing or decreasing Our collective footprint. 

The cdculations are relatively straightforward, require no advanced mathematics, and can 

be performed by students using a calculator or a spreadsheet program. [For a detailed 

explanation see Wackemagel and Rees (19!36)]. 

e) Care 

Care of others, community and environment are not dominant themes withùi 

technological education. In fact one is hard pressed to h d  the word care in most 

curridum documents. Education for care involves four major components: 

modeling, dialogue, practice and confirmation (Noddings, 1995:190). Teachers 
and other adults c m  mode1 care not only in terms of their relationships with 



students but also in their relationships with others and the natural world. The 

produd paradigm descrïbed in chapter two poses a number of problematic 

issues in its objecüfïcation of people and the natural world. Involving technoIogy 

students in a dialogue about care would involve them in asking and reflecting 

upon questions concernuig the nature of the relationships our technologies 

promote between people, th& comrnunities and the natural world. As 

Noddings (1995:191) points out, dialogue involves us in a mutual construction of 

a hime of reference which involves receptivity, rdection, invitation, assessment, 

revision, and M e r  exploration. Dialogue is: "the means by which we evaluate 

the effects of our attempts to tare-" Through practice and eXpenence we develop 

a mentality of care. As Noddings(1995:191) argues: "If we want to produce 

people who wïü care for another, then it makes sense to give students practice in 

caring and refleding on that practice." Care enacted in the technoIogy 

curriculum may take the form of communlty service leaniing or the development 

of products or savices for individuals or communities. 

Young people today are bombarded by media messages that describe the 

deteriorathg state of the planet's environmental subsystems and the rampant 

consumerism that seerns to be moving society farther h m  collective soLutions to 

the problems. The lack of critical engagement through the curridum with 

many of the issues that are 'dnvingf the technologid, social, political and 

environmental changes that surround them, often leaves young people feeling 

alienated h m  the 'forces of change' and perceiving problems as intractable and 

beyond their ability to change. Students often spend too much time awash at the 

'raw data' and 'information' without making connections to the higher levels of 

pattern and prinaple understanding which characterize deeper f o m  of 

knowledge and wisdom. The development of social responsibility is an 

emotional, aEliative and cognitive process, one in which young people 

determine i f  the social and political world is one they will either engage in or 

withdraw from (Berman, 1997:191). According to Berman, the decisions of young 

people are not made in isolation but rather in relation to their reading of the 

larger social and political issues and £rom their perception of their ability to 

influence that culture. The importance of issues concerning political and social 



impacts of techn010gy for adolescents is underscored by the fact that at this time 

adolescents begin to devdop a politid outlook, as ideologid Uiinking emerges 

based on a set of values (Berman, 199E32). 

According tu Berman, adolescents engage in four interrelated shifts in regard to 

social respomibility, they move h m  a: 

1. focus on concrete information and personalized attribution of 
responsibility to abstract conceptions of systems, ideologies, institutions, 
iind values. 
2. authoritarian values to democratic tolerance. 
3. preideological position to one that is roughly consistent with a set of 
political principles. 
4. an uidividualistic orientation to being able to consider the needs of the 
community as an organized whole (Berman, 1997:32-34). 

CIearly adolescents are developmentally ready to engage in the issues . 

surrounding care as it applies to technology and sustainability. The idealized 

portrayal of teduiology in the cumidum, dong with the la& of comection to 

the environmental, social and political changes sweeping thmugh society, may in 

fact l ave  students more cynical and despondent over their abüity to influence 

the diredion of change. Berman (1997) uses a 'despair-empowerment' cuve (See 

Figure 3-8) to desaibe the changes in students that can occur if teachers 

creatively engage them in conversations conceming conflict and controversy. 

If we interpret the despair-empowerment curve with sustainability issues in 

mind, students need to move h m  a situation where they are simply aware of 

the problems involving sustainability to one where they are active participants in 

personal and community change. 

Initidy students may feel alienated and question their personal eficacy and 

their individual and/or collective ability to enact change. As Berman's diagram 

indicates, making connections towards empowerment involves dealing with 

these feelings in a supportive environment, 'going deeply into the sub jd ,  and 

then discovering opportunities for involvernent and action. The ecotechnological 

curriculum helps do this in creative, self empowering ways. Shidents hame mal 

problems within their community and then collaborate with other stakeholders 



in moving towards positive change. The goal is the initiation and sustainhg of a 

process, not neassady the completion of a finished 'product.' Design can be 

underçtood as the natural abïlity of human beings to meet their physid, 
biological, exnotional, psydiological and spintual needs through the shaping and 

use of materials. (Buchanan, 1995). As such it is partidy rationai and cognitive, 

and partially irrational, emotive, intuitive and noncognitive. 

Empowerment 
Despair-Empowerment 

Curve Pmvide opportunities 
for involvement and 

adapted from Bermaq1997 action 
Teach stategies for 
conflict resolution and 
dialogue 

Go deeply into the 
Information on 

1 

subject 
the problem 

Deal with feelings 
Perceptions of 
political 
contentiousness 
and stalemate Des pair 

Figure 3-9 

A concern with care in technological education is also related to what Drengson 

(1995) terms a 'meditationu2' mode of thought or consciousness. In this mode of 

thought, intuitive capacities and the ability to see things as a whole are listened 

to, the emphasis is reflection on how technology can mediate different states of 

king, rather than control and having. For Drengson, 'go& innovation cornes 

£rom meditaiional consciousness and draws h m  our entire being, not simply 

our 'caldative thought.' When caldative rational thought or controhg 

thinking drives technology it helps to feed consumptive "power-mef' behavior. 

Wise innovation becomes possible when: "caldative thought is embedded in 

and disciplined b y medi tative holis tic awareness" (Drengson, l995:llO). 



Ewsophic technologid practices emphasize a form of %listic masten~' whidi 

according to Drengson: 

shifts its sense away h m  the dominant, hierarchcai models of industrial 
society, with their emphasis on power-over and topdown management 
and control, toward decentralized, participatory, democratic but diverse 
cultural activities and relationships (Drengson, 1995:177). 

Care in tenw of an ecotechnological practice &O involves a cornmitment to 

promoüng attitudes and values that support truthful non exploitive 

relationships with others or the environment. 

Abrams(1996) suggests that kom an ecological standpoint, it is not all that 

important whether our verbal statements c o n c e h g  the environment are 

categorically 'tiuer or 'faIse.' He suggests it is more important to reflect on the 

nature of truth embodied in the relationships that we sustain with the rest of the 

natuml world. We can ask whether technoIogical education endorses and 

promotes technocultural - natural world relationships that are essentially 

truthful in this respect. A community which lives in a mutually beneficid 

relationship with its natural community can be said to be living in truth (Abrams 

,1996). One the other hand, statements and beliefs which encourage a: 

violence toward the land, ways of speaking that enable the impairment or 
the ruination of the surroundhg fields of beings, can be deScnbed as false 
ways of speakuig - ways that encourage an unsustainable relation with the 
encompassing earth. A avilization that relentlessly destroys the Evïng 
land it inhabits is not weII acquainted with truth, regardes of how many 
supposed facts it has amassed regardhg the calculable properties of i6 
world (Abram, 1996:264). 

It iç dear that many of our technological practices are unwise and using Abram's 

criteria, untruthfui as well. A practice which is ecologically sound is ecosophic or 

ecologically wise with the larger 'Ecos', whidi includes all relationships relevant 

to the practice (Drengson, 1995:124). An ecmophic technology practice therefore 

exemplifies the wise use of 'techné' (art, c d t ,  skill) and is suited to a specific 

context. According to Drengson, understanding a whole technology practice is akin 
to understanding a martial art, as a spiritual discipline. Understanding the art as 

a whole requires more than a focus on technique alone, so to understand 

tedinology practices: "we must be able to see the whole practice, induding its 



misdirected spiritual aspects, while being aware of its complexity and detailç" 

(Drengson, 199574). Thîs necessarily involves moral and spiritual dimensions of 

practice. 

Students need to leam that as technologid designers they have deep moral and 

spiritual responsibïlity for the technologies they develop and the applications to 

which they are used. The product paradigm with its intemal logical imperatives 

of short product life cydes, the intellechal and physid separation of work, the 

fragmentation and hyper-specialization of knowledge dong with the 

extemalizing and Wtuaüzing of environmental costs, works against the 

development of social re~ponsibility~ stewardship and care. 

Care is an integral component of ecosophic technologid design. The uitimate 

challenge of sustainable design is to restore in o u  built environment an 

appredaüon for the nine fundamental values of biophilia essential to healthy 

natual processes and diversity (KeUert,1999:47). Through diçcussing and 

re£lecting upon how our exp.riences with technology shapes our values and 

relatiomhips with the natural world, students corne to understand the critical 

importance of technology as a carrier of cultural values. Technologies in this way 

can be interrogated in tenns of their innuence on the biophilia values identined 

by Kellerk 

1. Aesthetic physical attraction and appeal of nature 
2. Doniinionistic mas tery and control of nature 
3. Humanis tic: emo tional bonding with nature 
4. Naturalistic exploration and discovery of nature 
5. Moralistiç moral and spiritual relation to nature 
6. Negativistic fear and aversion of nature 
7. Scientific knowledge and understanding of nature 
8. Symbolic nature as a source of language and imagination 
9. Utditarian: nature as a source of material and physical reward 
(Kellert, 1999:47) 

Care in design can also stem from an understanding of design as the 

' r n a f e r i a l i z h  of the sacred,' as the: 

processes, fom,  appearances; and relations that bring care (the means to 
survivd) to difference (in partidarf our cultural Merences named in any 
way) as a valued being-in-the-world. Design here is the corning to be, and 



the extension, of the form of king of the araficial-. .design becomes the 
bringing into being and the taking into care of that which already cares 
and a destruction of that which destroys caring (Fry, 1995:2W)). 

Technologid design education envisioned fiom this perspective becomes a 

practice of rengagement with the material world, not simply the inçtrumental 

pradice of using a heuristic tool-the design model. Technological design as care 

cultivates the imagination of young people by helping them understand design 

as a natural human creative process which an serve ends beyond the nihilistic 
production - consumption cycles of the product paradigm. Design 

conceptualized in this broader context then becomes a prooess of 'cnred-for 

beming' (Fry, 1995:202). 

Another important element of care in the process of technological design 

invoives what Manzini (1995) terms 'mrfnendly  designf- Error Mendly design is 

the search for design choices based on an acute awareness of the diffidty of 
being absolutely certain of the validity of one's design objectives now and in the 

future- It acknowledges that the search for technological perfection is inescapably 

elusive, humans naturally make mistalces, so designers must a& themselves 

what are the implications of my assumptions being wrong? Who or what will 

bear the brunt of an error in my thinking? 1s it a reversible situation? Or will 

people, ecosystems be changed irrevocably? If errons are made how long will it 

take naturai systems to regenerate? k o r  friendly designs thus have a strong 

mesure of revershiiity built into them. This also changes the meaning of 

'qyaliy ui technological design to indude a cornmitment to leaving naturd 

equilibna undisturbed. 

Technological design can be understood as an imaginative calling forth of not 

only new technologies but also new Mestyles which are culturaliy substantive 

and ecologically benign Fry identines an important encompassing statement 

conceming the desired end of all technological design. Design should be: 

the creation of material change that can increase the prospect of the 
continuity of the intercomected systems of life, including the maintenance 
of the social ecology upon which we depend and which we name as 
communi~ (Fry, l9%:19l). 



Manzini (1995) suggests that a central role for design is the production of images 

of an inhabitable world Many technologid objects are designed for rapid 

'throw away' conçumption which require Iittle effort, af3ention or engagement. 

They leave iittle or no impression on our mernories and produce iMe in the way 

of quaiity engagement. Ma- (1995) urges designers to consider technological 

objects not simply as instruments for our use, but rather as entities that are 

effectively linked and that need me: 

Think of objects that are beauW and us& as trees in your own garden, 
objects that endure and have Iives of th& own, objects that perform 
services and require a r e  (Mamini, 1995239). 

As Borgmann (1995) points out, the 'good' of design is the moral and cultural 

excellence of the humanly shaped and built environment. Designers are 

entniçted by society with making the material culture conducive to engagement 

(Borgmann, 199518). Borgmam understands engagement as 'the symrnetry that 

links humanity and reality' and designing the engaging environment requires 

artisanship (Borgmann, lW5:lg). 

Technologicd design is fundamentally an open-ended process where students 

come into contact with materials and processes and the opportunity to engage in 

the design and making of possible worlds. They create individudy and 

collaboratively the visions and interpretations of what the huma. enWonment 

is, could and possïbly should be like. The authority of the ecosophic designer iç 

based on experience and practical wisdom fltered through reflection on what 

needs to be changed or redesigned in the existing world. 

It is important for students to become cornfortable and adept at publicly 

articulating theK critique of the built environment £rom a non-economic 

perspective. They come to understand that the deasions of the designer are 

always open to interpretation and aitique from the wider public, and that design 

decisiors cannot simply be lefi to the didates of the market or technid elites. 

Technological design needs to be critiqued £rom a lived in' perspective. It is 

important for students to always ask: 'does this product expand the range of 

human possibilities in a meaningful way? 



Creatine Visions of a Sustainable Future throueh Technoloq Education 

The involvement of technology students in future-visioning exercises and 

community scenario building is an important part of an active engagement wiîh 

social and technological issues. The importance of visioning exercises is noted by 

Susani (1995): 

Designing scenarios and visions around society's future development, in 
fa&, now carries the same importance which the development of strategic 
scenarios has for the large corporations. As with scenario building for 
companies, vision design for suçtainab1e development has the double 
responsibility of verifying these new ideas and concepts and 
communicating them to potential users and markets. In other words, in 
the same way that strategic scenarios help stimulate the creation of a 
different intemal culture for a Company, so does the creation and 
presentation of future behaviour scenarios help to stimulate the growth of 
a different kind of material culture in society, the building of a new 
dture to support new behaviows (Susani, 1995:14). 

Future visioning exercises can help students see fhemselves not as mere 

consumers or users of new technologies but as creators and visionaries of how 

technologid systems can be used justly and humanely as a means to an end, to 

mate communities that support ecoçyçtem health and therefore human health , 
as well as providing meaningfd employment and opportunity. Students need to 

use a systems approach to build positive values and visions into their scenarios, 

emphaçize qualiîy over quantity and long term health over short term gain. It 

e n W  a broad vision, as Susani (199593) describes: 

Scenario building should not be limited to describing new solutions at 
the sale of the product - that is merely describing the world of objeds. A 
systemic approach should also integrate products and services into their 
context of use by proposing new aesthetic visions at the sale of the 
domestic environment, and public spaces such as the city and the village. 

Envisioning the changes that need to occur in our communities to achieve 

sustainability requires students who not only have an interest and the requiçite 

skills to enad change, but students who believe that they have some auence 

over their circumstances. 

In his work on 'learned optimism,' Seligrnan (1991) notes that people who 

believe they have little control or infiuence on their personal circumstances have 



a perceived lack of efficacy over change in the outside world and are prone to 

give up too easily. Education £or sustainability has the potentiai to improve 

students' seme of efficacy andl to help comect them to the social-political and 

tedinological issues they h d  in theV communities - As Berman (1997:79) points 

out, interest in and participation in activism is stimulateci by: 
the unity of one's sense of self and one's morality, the sense of 
interconnectedness to *thers, and the sense of meaning that one derives 
h m  contnbuting to soxnethuig larger than oneself. 

Involvement in community sustainabdity issues can foster just such 

participation. For teaches it means modellùig prosocial action, moral 

commitment and political involvement Moreover, as Berman (199279) observes: 

It means lifting the veil we place between young people and the social and 
political world around them and allowing them to confront injustices and 
to help those in need. But more than anything else it means 
acknowledging the value of our comectedness with others and the world 
as a whole and nurturing a meaningful, active and long-lasting connection 
with that world. 

Community çuçtainability issues can involve the four essential processes 

identified by Bernian (1997) as supporting the development of social 

responsibility: prosoaal modelling by parentsf teachers and sigdïcant 

individu&; cooperative and n - g  rdationships with others; perspective 

taking and perspective taking dialogue; and learning to manage conflïcts 

effectively. Respect and m e  fmr self and community can be developed through 

involvement in developing sustainability indicators, exploring the role of 

technology in moving towards sustainability and active participation in 

techn010gical projects that help build student ski& and knowledge benefiting 

themselves and the community. The essential components of respect and care are 

essential components of any baianced curriculum perspective and can be 

incorporated into technology education. 

Adherence to the precautionary principle is also central to a commitment to care 

in tedinological design. O'Riordan et al.( 1994:16-20) identify six basic notions of 

care and wise practice which are enshrined in the precautionary principie: 



1. Preventative anticipationr a willingness to take action in advance of 
scientific proof of the need for the proposed action on the grounds that 
further delay will prove ultimately most costly to Society and nature, and, 
in the longer term, s e b h  and unfair to future generations. 

2 Safeguarding of ecologid space or environmeneal room for manoeuver 
as a recognition that margins of tolerance should not even be approached, 
let alone breached. In widening the assimilative capaaty of naturd 
systems, they are left in a more robust state. 

3. Proportionality of response or cost-effectiveness of margins of error to 
show that the selected degree of restra.int is not unduly costly to long term 
health of ecosystems and future generations. This entails including a 
weighting 'function of ignorance' that includes the danger that future 
generations could face if the technoIogical system fails or responds in 
unforeseen ways. We ask how risks associated with life support capaQties 
an be conscïously avoided. 

4. Duty of care, or onus of proof on those who propose change. 
Teduiologists need to ask how free should we be to take calculated risks, 
to innovate when these calculated risks involve serious consequences for 
other species, and/or other communities? Can ameliorative measures be 
designed into the technological system? Will strict liabiüty for damages 
throttle invention and imagination? How can a balance be struck? Can 
imaginative ways be created to balance and encourage teduiological 
creativity while &O assuming full responsibility for unforeseen 
consequences? 

5. Promoting the cause of intrinsic natural rights: the legd notion of 
ecological harm is being widened to include the need to allow naturd 
processes to fundion in such a manner as to maintain the essentid 
support for al l  life on Earth How can the notion of 'ecological buffers' be 
incorporated into design and operation of technologid systems? 

6. Paying for p s t  ecological debt- AU peoples are not equaily responsible 
for past and present ecological damage. Important questions for students 
to consider in technological design include: Should partidar groups of 
people, organizations, corporations pay a higher penalty for not being 
cautious or caring in the past? Should those who have created a large 
ecological burden already be more "precautious" than those whoçe 
ecological footprints have to date been lighter? Are we in develaped 
countries clearly more responsible for decreasing our consumption of 
resources and energy and the concomitant pollution which accompanies a 
materialistic culture than those in developing nations? The notion of 
"common but differentiated responsibility" and the concept of conducting 
precaution "accordhg to capabilities" as laid d o m  in prinQple 15 of the 
Rio Dedaration are central to this idea. Should cornparties which create a 
demand for polluting technologies be held to a higher standard of 
responsibili~ for reimbursing those affected by such tedinologies? How 



should an unwiilingness to shoulder ecological responsibility for 
technological arrogance be dealt with in a global-capitaliçt econorxüc 
system? 

As will be explained in later chapters, the precautionary principle is absent fÏom 

most technology amricula. An ecotechnological practice situates the 

preautionary principle as an essential component of care, responsibility and 

social/ecological justice to present and future generations. 

h) Ecolopjcal Design 

Design is a powerful tool of social construction; it is not just a tool of aesthetic 

apped for consumer goods. Design is central to the conceptions and plans for 

our personal and collective social lives (Margolin, 1995541)- The development of 

new products changes attitudes, values and shapes our lifeworld in £undamental 

ways. Design is also about capturing the 'material imagination' of coxnmunities 

and translating those desires ùito products which provide usefui and meaningful 

engagement Technological design is an instrument of power as it involves 

satisfying the needs, wants and desires of people, thereby also effecting changes 

in their attitudes, beliefs and actions @uchanan, 1995:48). Design, thus 

considered, is an important component in the reconstruction of community. 

An ecotechnological approach to technoIogy education is built upon a cultural 

and ethical foundation committed to leaving an inhabitable planet for future 

generations, one which is rich in potential and possibilities. It entails a 

commitment to technological activity which has as one of its primaty objectives 

the preservation and/or regeneration of conditions which will permit and 

continue to permit the flourishg of Me. Eco-technological practice promotes 

design committed to enculturing a practice of 'living in the truth' and eschewing 

technological design which encourages or leads to unsustainable practices with 

regard to material and energy use. 



Problems with Desi- 

Manzïni descri1ws some of the problems associated with the increasingly short 

design and life cycles of the product paradigm: 

the la& of a design dture capable of confronting these new technologid 
possibilities has resulted in the dissemiriation of worthless products. So 
the potenüai of the old tedinology is distniuted in the band form of 
gadgets, disposable products, and ephemeral objects lacking any cultural 
tigni£icance. A feeling of generaiized transience, an impoverishment of 
sensory experience, of superfiaality and the loss of relations with objects 
derives from this; we tend to perceive a disposable world: a world of 
objects without depth that leaves no trace in our mernories, but does leave 
a growing mountain of refuse ( M a . ,  1995222). 

One of the reasms for the &is in design is related to the fact that celebrated 

f o m  of design have become focused on expliat economic relationships and 

mere superficial cultural appearances. 

Much of the tedinologid design of consumer products today is concerned with 

the design of product variants and marketing instead of genuine production 

innovation Cornpalnies innovate for innovation's d e ,  not for the sake of the 

user. Consequently, design becomes an elaborated form of deception. Drengson 

(1995:107) has ckiaracterized this as: "innovation as translation not 

transformation," in which "technological innovation is primarily the continued 

translntion of the metaphor of the machine as a basic mode1 of reality and 

socie ty ." Innovation as transformation involves looking at our technologicd 

systems as embodiments of 'mind'. Students need to explore the distinction in a 

critical and holistic marner. Morello identifies four components in thiç 'waste of 

innovation': 

1. An overcomplication of performances. 
2. The dominant idea that design is mainly a way to communicate. 
3. The separation of product form £rom structure and the reduction of 
design to styling. 
4. An overdecoration of products. 



The steady growth over the last century in the use of nonrenewable organic 

substitutes for manufactmkg and construction - synthetic fibres for natural fibre, 

plastics for wood and synthetic oils for naturd oils - has had profound 

environmental ConseQuences. For example, at the beginning of the 2 0 ~  century, 

about 41 percent of the materials used in the United States were renewable, by 

1995, renewable resources had dropped to only 6 percent of domestic materials 

use by weight (Interagency Working Group on Industrial Ecology, Material and 

Energy Howsr1999). Technologid education should involve students in 

exploring ihe deveiopment of innovative and renewable organic construction 

and manufacturing materials and processes. 

The hcreasing rate of acceleration of symbolic changes associated with our 

technologid products is primarily driven by short-tenn market imperatives. 
This pushes consumers of produds into a state of 'perpetual obsolescence' 

(Morello, 1995:73). We 'upgrade' our products often for little or no identifiable 

performance improvement, but ratherr to maintain in&gible symbolic currency. 

As Morello points out, this 'waste of innovation' has environmental 

consequences and the community cost of uuerinnuvatiun through 'marketing- 

oriente* (as distinct from market-oriented) design is felt both upstream and 

downstream from the site of production Students need to be much more 

invoived in market-oriented design, where the potential users (not mere 

customers) of the proposed design are widely consulted and involved in the 

design process. It is important that students distinguish between the 'desigtr 

mefhod' and the 'marketing methodi the former king based on the interpretation 

of the soaoeconomic system by enterprises and designers; the latter focused on 

the results of research on the attitudes of consumers and someümes on the 

illusion of antiapating their wants (Morello, 1995:69). Students need to 

distinguish between technological design focused on the marketing of produdç 

and design based on market researdi into people's acfual needs. 

As Fry explains: 

the breakdown of biophysical systems leads to a social and psychologicai 
breakdown.. .the essential theory of a design that we need to realize must 
also enfold a theory of the re-creation of the means to produce the 
biological and social conditions of our survival (Fry, 1995:192) 



Making our prOciuctioni:o~i~umption systems more environmentally benign iç 

not an objective of instrumental technologid education which h e s  design in 

narrow produdivist-economic terms. As explained earlier, technological design 

requires new metaphors such as the mefabolism of a technologid design. 

Exploring a design's metabolism implies that some technologid system designs 

continue to draw in materials and energy and produce substantial wastes during 

their operating lifetime, it acknowledges that technologîcal design exerts an 
ongoing impact on the natural environment far after the end of the useful life of 

the product. 

I will now briefly explore a number of important recent developments in the 

field of technological design which have for the most part been ignored in 

technology education cuxricula. 

Desi- for the Environment 

Design for the Environment (DE) iç about designuig products and processes to 

minimize environmental burdens. The focus hm traditionally included both 

production and downstrearn environmental issues. Increasingly, 'upstream 

stages' of the lïfe cyde are dso being considered for their impact on the 

environment. The general goal of DE initiatives is a system of production that is 

deaner, less wastefd, less energy and resource intensive, and more cyclical and 

restorative (Fikçel, 1996). DE Mers f~om the conventional design process in 

that environmental issues are addressed during the produd development 

proces, not as an afterthought to meet regulatory cornpliance. 

DfE allows designers to detennine what life cycle stages of their produd wiU 

have the largest energy consumption or impact on the environment. DfE takes 

environmental considerations into account at the earliest possible stages of 

product development and design. It uses life cycle concepts and other core 

prinaples that are aimed at reducing the environmental impacts assoaated with 

raw material acquisition, manufaduring, use and disposal of a product 



(Canadian Standards Association, 1995). DE broadly covers the use of several 
different design 'tools' or methodologies to achieve its goals: 

Life Cycle Assessrnent (LCA) 

Design for Recycling @fR) 
Design for Diçassernbly (Dm) 

LCA is a design-review process that recognizes that all stages in production, use 

and disposal have associateci environmental impacts (Environment Canada, 

1996,1997a, 1997b, 1997~). Once we acknowledge that there is really no 'away' in 

whidi to dump the waste products of our consumer culture that is not 

somebody's badqard, and that what we dump today will eventually find its 

way back into the biogeochemical processes on which we depend, we are forced 

to reevaluate the manner in whkh we design and manufacture products. LCA 
dows mmufacturers to incorporate environmental considerations into their 

products at the design stage. It attempts to comprehensively and systematically 

account for the entire web of resources and impacts that surround a product, and 

to facilitate the cornparison of environmental consequences of product and 

process choices (Environment Canada, 1997). Environmental and economic Me 

cycle impacts are present during extraction and processirtg of raw materials, 

manufactunng, transportaüon and distribution, use/ reuse, and recyding and 
waste management. 

As a powerful tool for technology educatorç, LCA haç potential to engage 

students in 'dosed loop thinking' about the impacts of technoIogid products. 

As David Wann (1994:44) points out: 

In our society, we wouldn't be able to trace the origin of our dinner if our 

lives depended on it. Yet we need to know about the pathways and cycles 

of chemicals, resouces, and waste products to be able to create and 

choose products and systems that make ecological sense. 

SimpWied LCA analysis can help students organize design thinking about 

product impads and makes explicit what they do and do not know about the 

myriad of interactions between our products, their wastes , o u  environment 



and ourselves. They need to be aware of how lifecycle thinking can uinuence all 

facets of design and production. 

Design for recycling @fR) is concemed with the <?ost-eEfective reuse of materials 

and subcomponents. Material and component lifecydes are considered in 

attempting to miuemize the reusability of materials and components (l3ilIatos 

and Bassaly,1997). 

Design for Disassembly (DfD) is concemed with the use of assembly methods 

and arrangements that allow for the cost effective separation and recovery of 

reusable components and materials. By designing in disassembly considerations, 

and dearly labelling the composition of subcomponents, recyding WU be easier 

and cheaper (BUatos,1997). Together, DfR and DfD help designers focus on the 

reduction of disassembly time for a produd while also increasing the reuse and 

recyclability of components. This entails: 

Product simplification to reduce the number of parts as well as the 
standardization of components and produd configurations. 

Incorporating modular designs, which include easily detachable and 
accessible subassemblies and components for reuse. 

The standardization and reduction of material types to reduce sorting 
requirements. 

Students should also be made aware of the nuxnerous environmental "sed of 

approval" labelling initiatives of consumer products and technologies that are 

gaining popularity in many countries. Students need to be encouraged to 

develop re-use, repair and recycluig instructions or guides for all the 

technological products they design or manufacture in the dassroom. 

Students should be encouraged to take a long vie& or a 'seventh generation' 

perspective in design and manufaduring. Seventh generation thinking is based 

on an aboriginal practice of investing a member of the tribal c o u d  with the 

responsibility for speaking on behalf of people to be bom seven generations 

hence, and then calling on that person to assess what impact a decision would 

have on them. By envisioning the many potential ways in which the various 

materiais and substances used in a teduiological product can make their way 



back ïnto the ecosystem, students can begin asking more detailed questions 

about the appropriateness of various materials in the design process and the long 

term implications of the decisions that are made. By exploring how technoLogy 

can be used in support of long tem community health, students corne to 

understand technology as a sociodtural practice that is embedded in various 

and often conflicting values contexts. 

Hannover Princides 
Another perspective on systems, boundaries and long term sustainability as they 

relate to teduiological design can be found in McDonough's 'Hannover 

Prinaples' (19%) : 

Insiçt on the rïghts of humanity and nature to coexist in a healthy, 
supportive, diverse and sustainable condition. 

Recognize interdependence. The elements of human design interact 
with and depend upon the natural world, with broad and diverse 
impIications at every scale. Expand design considerations to recognize 
even distant effects. 
Respect relationships behveen spint and matter. Consider all aspects of 

huma. sefflement, including community, dwelling, industry and trade, in 
temw of existing and evolving co~ections between spiritual and material 
consciousness. 

Accept responsibility for the cowequences of design deûsions upon 
human well-being, the viabilify of natural systemç and their right to 
coexist, 

Geate safe objects of long-term value. Do not burden future generations 
with requirements for maintenance or vigilant administration of potential 
danger due to the careless creation of products, processes or standards. 

Eliminate the concept of waste. Evaluate and optimize the full life-cycle 
of products and processes to approach the state of natural systems, in 
which there is no waste. 

Rely on nahval energy flows. Human designs should, like the living 
world, denve their creative forces £rom perpetual solar income. 
Incorporate this energy effiâently and safdy for responsible use. 

Understand the limitations of design. No human creation lasts forever 
and design does not solve all problems. Those who create and plan shodd 
practice humility in the face of nature. Treat nature as a mode1 and 
mentor, not an hconvenience to be evaded and controlled. 

Seek constant improvement by the sharing of knowledge. 
Encourage direct and open communication between colleagues, patrons, 
manufacturers and users to link long-term, sustainable considerations 
with ethical responsibility, and re-establish the integral relationship 
between natural processes and human activity. 



The Hannover princip1es encourage students to r d &  on the implications of 

what and how they design. ki the same spirit of dective design, Papanek 
(199554) suggests that important ethical/ moral/spiritual issues are raised when 

designers reflect on questions like: 
Will the design signiscantly aid the sustainability of the environment? 
Can it make life easier for some group that has been marginalized by 

society? 
Can it ease pain? 
Will it help those who are pool, disenfranchised or suffering? 
WU it save energy or - better stïü- help to gain renewable energies? 
Can it save irreplaceable resources? 

While not ail of these broad questions arise in the course of any one design 

projed, they d o w  students to consider the importance of values in the context of 

the design process. The importance of induding a aitical values orientation for 

technology education has been raised by O'Riley (1996), Budgett-Meakin (1992), 

Conway and Riggs(1992), Riggs and Dillon(1992), and Martin, (1991). 

Exploration of the values embedded within technologid practices needs to be 

done in conjunction with a reevaluation of the design epistemologies we teach 

students. Design epistemologies need to reflect the fact that technologies draw 

materids and energy h m  within living biotic communities as well as producing 
wastes and other byproduds which must be reincorporated within the EarWs 

biogeophysical cydes. Towards this end, technologid design needs to 

incorporate more of what Wann (1994; 1995; 1996) cab 'bio-logic,' thinking that 

encourages us to relearn that life is a loops and cydes ârrangemenf and that: 

our preoccupation with ' forward' reinforces a mind-set in which 
resources continually go out but never corne badc, iike a boomerang 
poorly thrown (Wann,1994:xiii). 

i- A Few Pnnciples of Biologic 
1. Understanding basic physical concepts like: gravity, nutrient cycles, and the flow of sun, 

wuid, and water-so decisions can be based on whât's reaUy here rather than what can be done 

with the "&ors" of once-only energy. 

2. Using resources on a sustainable basis, taking only the "interest" out of our ecological 

savings accowits rather than dipping into the principal 

3. Using the right tool for the right job. We need a diverse toolkit of solutions, and in many 

cases well have to use more than a single tool. As Mark Twain observed, * m e n  all  you have is a 



hammer, ai l  your problems start to look iike nails." And as Amory Lovinç instructs, "Don't try to 

use monkey wrenches to repau Swiss watches." 

4. Carefuiiy monitoring and streamlining what goes in so that junk will not corne out dong 

with the intended product. Less waste means less cleanup, l e s  regdation, Iess conflicî, and fewer 

taxes* 

5, Developing the habit of tracing the origins and future route of each physical interaction 

so that something enjoyed in the present doesn't leave a hole in the future, and nothing 

dischargeci or thrown away here becomes a compounded problem there- We're right in the 
middle of a product's past and its future. 

6. Acknowledging the unïqueness of each location and its suitability for certain uses only. 

Conversely, acknowledging that a single prescription will not work in aH cases. 

7. Using the simplest process or product to get the job done so the environment bene& as 

well as the manufacturer- For example, packaging has more than one mission: it needs to fit in 
the envuionment like the product fits in it. 

8. Using software (information) rather than hardware whenever possible to reduce 

inevitable coi.Lïsions between impreciçe human design and "cuçtom-fit" natural design, 

9. Using design solutions that accomplish three or four things at once, such as native 

vegetation plantings that conserve water, reduce erosion, soak up greenhouseforrning -bon 

dioxide, and have a cooling effect on an utban landscape, a i l  at the same time. 

10. Accounting for costs with the full lifetime of the producî in mind. How much soi1 was 

lost to produce that supermarket full of food? How much energy did it take to acquire that 

barrehl of oii? What are the hidden costs of owning that shiny automobile? 

(Warin, 1995) 

Toward an Ecolom of Industrial Svstems 

The fledgling techno-science of "Industrial Ecology" look for synergetic baients 

modelled on natural ecosystems, using one company's "wastes" as another 

company 's raw ma terials or feeds todc This was te = food equation has been used 

s u c c e s s ~ y  in ecosystems since the begùuiing of life on Earth. Eco-industrial 

parkç are developments in which companies develop ecosystem-like material 

and energy exchanges within a limited geographic area. Using a systems 

hamework, pollution prevention, process re-engineering, waste exchange, 

energy cascading and other strategies are interlinked between companies with 

the goal of maximizing the eaciency of the park as a whole not just rn-g 

the profit of any one. A well-known example of this industrial symbiosis is found 

in Kalundborg, Denmark, where several interconneded industries share 



feedstock materi&, energy byproducts and wastes (See Elshof, 1999). The 

concept of eco-industrial parks can be introduced in the technology lab by asking 
students to list and trace out all the raw materials and waste product streams 

produced in the construction of their projects on a bulletin board. A subsequent 

collaborative exerase could involve the students in brainstorming ways to 

minimize the wastes théy produce in construction and h d  ways to incorporate 

the 'wastes' of other projects as substitutes for new materials in their own 

constructions. Students can also get involved in researching how materials are 

procureci and managed in local indushies. WU the coordination and inventory 

of wastes and raw material inputs of local industries reduce the amount of 

material sent to landfills? Encouraging and exploring opportunities to suggest 

how one company's waste producîs could become another company's feedstodc 

is an important closed loop concept for sustainability. 

The Ecotechnolozical Design Mode1 

Figure 3-10 compares the spatial and temporal limits of conventional design 

education models with the ecotechnological process. Conventional design 

thinking rnaps out a much more limited temporal and spatial territory than 

ecotechnologid design thuiking. The belid paradigms and worldviews 

informing conventional product design are generally not considered in the 

design process. Feedbadc concerning the impacts of technological design in the 

form of pollution or social upheavals are usually considered in a local or limited 

geographic context only. Temporal impacts of design typically are not 

considered beyond the short-term market cycle, almost never from a 

generation perspective. Design outcornes in the conventional design model are 

also not related in any systematic way to broader indicators of sustainabilQ and 

community weU-being. 

The ecotechnological model adcnowledges that our worldviews influence not 

only the manner in which we conceptuahe and hame technological problems, 

but alsu, what we consider to be important feedback indicators of our progress 

toward sustainability. Our worldviews are also understood to influence our 

ability to conceptualize possibIe future implications of our desigw. Within the 



ecntechnologid design proces the feedbads we obtain from our matrix of 
sustainability indiators idiuences the nature of how we conceptuaiize problems 

as weU as the partidar socioteduiological paths we choose to follow. 

Figure 3-10. 

The outcornes or feedbadc £rom our particular matrix of sustainability indiators 

also helps shape our worldviews, insofar as they inform us of the actual 

repercussions of our technologid actions in the world. The ecotechnological 
mode1 incorporates worldview reflection and active consideration of the impacts 

of products and processes on community developed sustainabiliîy indicators. 

In this chapter 1 have described a number of important reasons for chartging the 

nature of our technoIogical practices. Many of our m e n t  practices are 

dysfunctïonal and unsustainable hom a biophysical standpoint. The work of 



Bateson and Wilber suggest that we need to take a more intersubjective and 

holistic systems based approach to understanding and redesigning our 
sociotechnical systems. The ecotechnological honeycomb model was presented 

as a possible organizationd and conceptual approach for envisioning this for 

teduiological education. Although space predudes a more detailed elaboration 

of thiç model, its purpose here is to provide an alternative conceptual metaphor 

for considering the technology curriculum. 



Chapter 4 - Worldviews and TechnolonricaI Education Currida 

In the context of examinùig worfdviews, it is useful to consider the manner in 

which issues related to fast capitalkm and sustainability are encountered in 

technology curriculum documents. The sustainability pyramid descriid in 

chapter three and the economic, soual and environmental relationships 

embodied within it will serve as a loose franiework for comparing several 

documents in later chapters. 

This chapter explores several of the key developments and documents whidi 

preceded the development of the current Ontario Broad Based TechnoIogical 

(BBT) studies CUfficulum which was rdeased in 1995. Several documents 

produced by local boards of education will also be examined. 1 will t h .  explore 

the nature of the curriculum revision process started in 1996 which culminated in 
the 1999 release of a revised BBT curriculum document, The New Zealand 

curriculum, whïch was read as a background document by the Ontario 

CUfTiculum writing group, will also be briefly examined and contrasted to 

Ontario's. Finally, 1 will examine a couple of popular textbooks from the same 

worldview perspective. 

Worldviews are embodied in curridum orientations and so it is important to 

understand the nature of the worldview paradigm within whidi teduiology 

teachers are required to work Since a major component of technological 

education is embodied in the use of materials, tools and machines, the physical 

context for using them is indicative of particdar orientations and beliefs about 

the nature of technological education. The nature of the physical site for 

technological education, labs or as most teachers stiU refer to them 'shops,' 

constrain the activities of both teachers and students. As Doyle points out certain 

types of tasks are suitable for partidar classrooms, they 'fit the constraints of 

teacher and student work systems' and in these environments: 

these tasks tend to represent the curriculum as discrete skills and 
procedures rather than as occasions for struggling with meaning (Doyle, 
1986:377 cited in Elmore). 



This is certainly true if we mnsider the physical layout for many technology labs, 

where seating space is insuffiCient for the entire class, and there are few or no 

quiet work areas away from the noise and dirt created by machines and tools. 

The work environment sends out a dear signal, namely this is a place of 'action' 

work, not necessarily one of carefd thinking, or reflective planning outside the 

immediate context of machine and tool use. 

The Ontario Modem Pre BBT Curriculum 

In the years predating the BBT era courses withui techn01ogical studies were 

divided into ten subjed groupings: transportation, construction, electrical, food 

senrices, graphies, horticulture, materials- processes and design, manufacturing, 
personal seMces and textiles (Ontario Ministry of Education, 1985). 

'nie Aimç ofTechmlogicnl SMies' (Ont Min of Ed, 1985), identified £ive major 

aimç for technological education: 

a) In terms of workplace preparation, students were expected to develop an 

attitude of 'respect and cooperation with CO-workers and s u p e ~ o r s  in a 

simulated ernployment setting; an awareness and pradice of good safety habits' 

(Ontario Ministry of Education, 1985). To become 'productive members of 

society' students were expected to assimilate the characteristics of productive 

workers. 

b) Students were expected to develop: "A commitment to the responsible use 

and conservation of the sources of energy that provide the motive power for 

sustaining a technological society." The commitment to "responsible use and 

conservation of resources" related to issues s ~ ~ ~ o u n d i n g  energy efficency - a 

result of the energy-aisis of the mid 1970% , topics might indude: weather- 

stripping, insulation and the need for automotive tune-ups etc There was no 

expedation that students would develop a broader critique of technological 

culture in general as it related to energy consumption and nonrenewable 

resources. 



c) Students were expected to develop: "An appreciation of the relatiomhip 

between technologïgical changes and the quality of life; an awareness of the quality 
of goodç and services through knowledge of processes and produds, so that 

students may becorne educated consumers." They were expected to leam, in an 

uncritical fashion, the positive correlation between technological progress and 

quality of H e  as reflected and measured in material progress. In making expliat 

the need to teach issues related to technology and consumption, students were 

expected to develop the traits of 'good consumers,' that is, being able to 

recognize high h m  low cpality goods. Consumer 'responsr'bility' in this 
framework is the obligation on beh& of students to choose good' products over 

poor products, even though the nature of these subjective descriptions is not 

explained. 

d) Students were expected to develop: 

An appreciation of the pride and satisfaction that may be found in quality 
craft work through practical project exercises. 

The important acknowledgement that pride and self satisfaction were important 

outcornes of craft-type work would be removed from the subsequent BBT 

curriculum. Indeed, al l  mention of the word 'craft' wouid be expunged in efforts 

to modemize the technology curriculum. The o££icial severing of connections 

between technology and craft skülç stiil resonates with a number of teduiology 

teachexs and more will be said about th% later. 

e) Students were expected to develop the following kinds of technological skiUs 

and knowledge : 

The ability to analyze and solve problemsJ; [the] capacity for dear and 
creative thinking; [to ]produce, repair and maintain objects of value 
through the development of competence in the use of hand tools, power 
tools, and machines related to home maintenance as well as to 
technological fields of interest (Ontario Ministry of Education, 1985:S). 

The references to 'maintaining and repairing objects of value,', was also 

expunged from the later BBT documents. Repairing and maintauiing as 

technological pradices were apparently deemed too 'craft-like' and regressive in 

a curriculum focused more on the design and manufacture of new products. 



However, it is important to note that in today's overproduced, throw-away 

society, productç made with traditional craft-skius continue to hold great value 

and interest for some people. 

Backrnound to the BBT Era 

A 1986 govemment report 'Breaking New Ground' (Ministry of çkillç 

Development Goverrunent of Ontano, 1986) connectecl lagging productivity 

growth with Canada's 'mediocre' record in skills development Citing an 

international report which ranked Canada tenth in the flexibility of the labour 

force to relocate and retrain, and the chmging mix of s e ~ c e  ïndustry to primary 
productivity jobs, the report emphasized the need to develop a 'training culture' 

in Ontario. The combined driving forces of new technologies, global cornpetition 

and industrial restructuring, as weU as an industrial culture whidi did not place 

a pnority on the retraining of people in the workplace, were all identified as 

important factors in changing the way skill development was understood in 

Ontano. The 1988 Canada-United States hee trade agreement began what some 

called the 'deindustrïalization' of Canada. In the first two years of the free trade 

agreement, Canada lost 281,000 manufacturing jobs and manufactunng as a 

percentage of Canada's total employment dropped 20% £rom a decade earlier 
(Hurtig, 1991:23). 

Imrnediately prior to the Ontario BBT initiative was the release of the 1988 

Premiers Coumil report 'People und Slcills in the New Global Economy' (Premiers 

Council, 1988). In Ontario it served as a catalyst that signalleci the start of a new 

way to look at technology education, education geared toward more 'generid 

skills and the need for 'lifelong' leaming. This report followed another titled 

'Competing in the New Global Economf which warned that economic 'growth is 

faltering [in Ontario]', "auto production has fden  in response to slumpuig sales, 

the forest products sector has softened, nickel prices have dropped and some of 

our high tech giants are retrenching" (Premiers CounQl1988:l). In response, 

'People and SkilZs in the New Global Ewnomy' sought to identify the crucial 'human 

resource' issues fa* the province as it made the transition to a more liberalized 

kee trade environment with the United States, and the challenges of moving 



toward an information-based, 'higher value-added' economy. The report, 

reading like a corporate mdesto,  called for 'signifiant change' in the 

workplace, staang that workers : 

must be prepared for work which will demand the sophisticated 
knowledge and talents that are the trademarks of a t d y  developed 
nation. Our raw materials, our infrastructure and our capital wül not be 
utilized to their fullest without the enhancements that a competent, 
innovative and adaptable workforce can b ~ g  to such advantages 
(Premiers Council, 1988:l). 

Citing the twin dynamic forces of tedmological change and the globalization of 

-nomic markets and production systems, it wamed about the move of low 

wage production to developing nations leaving 'cornplex production' for high- 
wage countries. It acknowledged that: 

the Pace of technological change is sometimes perceived as underminuig 
workers' skiUç and threatening their job s e d t y .  Indeed, rapid . 

technologid change can destroy ovemight the value of the accumulated 
skills of a lifetirne. Workers who may have thought their acquired 
expertise left them secure have oftm been subj-ed to a wrendiing 
transition to either a lower paying or an entirely new job re@g a 
decidedly higher level of skill (Premiem Council, 1988:3). 

In fact, the U.S. - Canada free trade agreement, signed in 1988, signalled the start 

of a m a s  exodus from Ontario of many high wage manufacturing jobs which left 

for lower wage, often non unionized jurisdictions (Barlow, 1995; Dobbin, 1998). 

This was a period of considerable social upheaval as Ontarians were told to 'get 

productive'. 

Citing research undertaken by the Premiers Council, the report boldly stated 

that: 

the education and skills level of the workforce can affect the direction of 
restructuring and the fypes of jobs that resdt.. . .technologid change can 
result in either more highly skilled or substantially deskilled jobs. By 
encouraging and investing in the continuous growth in the education and 
training of its people, Ontario can influence the outcornes of restructuring 
and technological change to achieve more skilled and rewarding work 
(Premiers Council, 1988:4). 



The proverbial gauntlet then was thrown down to the public education system to 

adapt in order to provide the skilled and 'flexible' workforce that Ontario 

needed. 

The report ideneed a skills framework pyramid consisting of three basic ski11 
levels: 

1. Basic 'portable skills' which were to be mastered by all; motor skius; 
ability to learn; reading and writing; mathematia; cornxnunications 
2. Workplace portable skills which were to include: generic technical 
skills; analytical problem solwig; workplace interpersonal skillç 
3. Firm and job specific non-portable skillç. These contact specific skills 
were to be leamed on the job 

The skills pyramid made it clear that the secondary schwI technological 

educational focus was to prepare students to meet the first two steps, to attain 

'basic' and 'workplace' portable skills. The need for high schools to produce 

madUnists, mechanics and carpenters was a t h g  of the past 

Lavinp; the Groundwork for the 'new fast-cavital curriculum' 

The basic components of the 'fast capital' argument for restructming education 

and the workplace were identified in chapter two. At this point 1 want to 

examine how the 'fast-capital' curriculum developed in Ontario. 

In the late 1980's the dynamic forces of technoIogical change, financial 

deregdation, and industrial restructuring coahced around the new mantra of 

globalization and massive dianges in the Ontario workplace began in earnest. 

Within the new globalization discourse, all soaal institutions are being impacted. 

Schools and technological education teachers are placed in the position of 

defending the high cost and complexity of their programs against the 

inexpensive and safe 'jinx wood and drinking-straw' type of design and 

teduiology programs that intermediate students receive in elementary schoois. 

It is in the Premiers Courd report that we see the need for 'flexible skilling' 
reiterated as a major focus for education: 



Tomorrowls workplaces are seeking students who are mature, who can 
comrnunicate well, and who hold appropriate attitudes to work and 
leaming. Employers also point to the need for a wide range of workers 
who have problem-solving sküls rather than simply a fiwed body of 
knowledge, who have interpersonal SW and the ability to work in 
tearns, who have a combination of ski& rather than a single specialty, and 
who have the abdity to keep learning new content and processes 
(Premiers Council, 198855). 

The need for 'generic problem soIversJ and not subject matter specialists was 

clearly set forth. This also meant 

. . .there is &O a demand for employees who c m  implement and work 
with new management strategies designed to increase participation and 
mate l e s  hierarchical organizatiom.. . employers need and expect 
graduates with some common, recognizable knowledge and skill bases, 
but who are flexible and can be easily reallocated to new areas that require 
spedic skills (Premiers C o d ,  1988:55). 

This report also defined the new 'portable basic and workplace generic technical 

skiUç' as those involving: 

the application of knowledge specific to a technology or a set of 
technologies. These may be occupation or trade-~lated, like welding or 
computerized data entry, or they may be systems or equipment related, 
like running a CNC lathe or programming in a particular computer 
Ianguage. Such technical skills involve both the knowledge of a spedic 
technology or systern and understanding of its underlying scientific 
p~cip1es (Premiers C o d ,  19885). 

Taylorism or saentific management of schools and the curridum is a remrring 

theme in education (mebard, 1985) and in techn01ogical education technocratic 

rationalization is aimed at producing "just-in-tirne" workers. Jus t-in-thne 

workers 'fit1 into rationalized just-in-time production-consumption systems. The 

attempt to create competency based education is deeply infused with 

technocratic ideology. Technocratie ideology relies on prescribed formal rules 

and techniques of scientific management to increase efliciency (Cohn, Kottkamp, 

1993 :15). It presumeç a more or less fineal cause-effect relatiomhip between 

educational input and educational output. 

The Premier's Cound report went on to cite a survey involving 2545 secondary 

students which indicated that skilled trades, saences and engineering, and 



production assembly and manufacturing areers ranked tenth, eleventh and 

thideenth respectively in te- of career interest Ciearly sumething had to be 

done to keep industrial stakeholders happy. Business and industry were clearly 

worried that there would be shortages of technical people because students were 

not enrolling in secondary technicd programs. Between 1985 and 1988, 

enrollment in techrtological studies courses dropped 12% in Ontario schools 

(Premieis Council, 1988:35). The Premiefs council primarily consisted of CEO's, 

University and college presidents, lawyers and several union leaders. Other 

stakeholders such as technology educators at either the high school or college 

Ievel, and community social workers were not represented on the committee 

authoring the report. 

The indiffemce of students to technical and technoIogy-oriented careers was 

connected to our broader societies lack of esteem for these careers: 

The soàetal elements that shape young mùids-the media, schools, parents 
and peers- have reinforced the message time and again that professional 
m e r s  in the service sector, not skilled hades in manufaduring, are 
where the prestige and payoff can be found (Premiers Cound, 1988:34). 

PredictabZy, high sdiool technology programs came in for sharp critickm in the 

report, as contributors to the low regard for skilled trades and manufacturhg 

careers, leaving students: "to regard su& programs as the poorer cousin of the 

prestigious programs leading to UNversity education and professional careers" 

(Premiers C o u d ,  198835). Citing an 'obsolete curricuiumf and 'antiquated 

equipment' as contributors to the enrollment problem, the report urged the: 

"immediate implementation of its new curriculum guidelines for technological 

studies . . . to replace the 20 year old guidelines which are stU being followed in 

many schools despite their obsolescence "(Premiers Councïl, 1988:35). So, 

technology teachers stood accused of failing to keep their programs relevant and 

for being poor role models, thuç contributing to the lack of student interest in 

their discipline. This despite the fact that the public has conflicthg attitudes 

toward technological education. Technof ogy programs remain low priorities for 

many people; they were ranked fourth in terms of curriculum importance to 

parents of Ontario secondary school students in research sponsored by the 



Ministry of Education (E31ackwel.lf 1999). A deep pragmatism in public opinion 

concerning technical training, least at the p s t  semndary level, was reflected in a 

poll which indicated that Ontario residents believe that in ten years a college 

diploma in a technical occupation wilI be more valuable in the workplace than a 

University degree (Acharya, 1998). 

In essence, technology teachers were king 51amed for not being effective 

counterweights to the prevalent cultural images of technology and skilled work, 

cultural images which have been around possibly since the time of Plato. To add 

insult to injury, their input and experience with young people were not regarded 

as important enough for inclusion on the task fore developing a new 'global 

skills' strategy for Ontario. There iç no rebuke in this report for the shortcomings 

of business and industry in failing to help techn010gid studies programs remain 
cmrent, either through donations or loans of equipment, or for failing to make 

their case to the ministry of education. Nor was there any mention of 

recommendations for new training or education levies to support these new 

initiatives. Industry and business was effectively 'off the hook' i& tenns of 

financial commitments to educating the new globalized work force they 

demanded. It is also worth noting that whüe Ontarians were to be prepared for a 

much more technologized society: 

the study of technology as a subjed area in itseLf cannot, strictly speaking , 
be considered a foundation for learning in the sense that language and 
math and science have just been discussed (Premiers Coungl, 1988:26). 

Thus, the historical second class status of technology education was further 

reinforced and officially sanctioned by the one group whidi teduiology teachers 

depended on for support and legitimization. The report straddles an inherently 

contradictory position of extolling the vimies of the skilled trades and 

technological careers and bemoaning the dearth of students pursuing these 

careers, while arguing for a diffuse 'technology across the curriculum' and failing 

to recommend technological education as one of the new 'basic#. The 

understanding that science is ontologically superior to technology is left 

unquestioned. The teachers who experienced the fallout of this report and the 

top-down-mhistry driven changes of the BBT initiatives which immediately 



stemmed fiom it, ~emained skeptical that any signifiant improvements would 

result As Cohn and Kottkamp (1993 xv) point out, teachers: 

have been expected to 'shape up' and implement the reforms that others 
have developed. They have been treated more like unixtformed hired 
hands than professionals to whom we entrust our most precious asset. 

Despite the overwhelming research that indicates that the success of curridum 

refonn initiatives necessitates the active collaboration and participation of 

teachers, the m e n t  curriculum was developed in an autocratic top-down 

manner. 

A 1990 Technology education consultation papa 'The Ww Ahead' written by the 

developers of the BBT curriculum, states: 

The challenge is to provide students with a leaniing environment which 
supports the application of technology in daily He. Thiç will assist 
Ontarians to prosper in a changing world. Students in our schooIs today 
must become technologidy literate by learning to be cornfortable and 
confident in using technoIogy to solve their problems, communicate their 
ideas and thoughts, coordinate their efforts and provide services for 
others (Technological Education Work Team, 1990). 

This paper recommended the strengthenirtg of partnerships between schools and 

the industrial corrununity in order to: provide students with an easier transition 

fiom the school-centred leaming to jobspeci£ïc training." (Technological 

Education Work Team, 1990:lO). Furthermore, the document states that 

The accepted concevt that students Ieum bu do in^ underscores the 
princiP1e that if  we A- cause çtudents to Act & the challenge of 
&sig&ng solutions to problems, they will apply kn~wled~e~skills, and 
attitudes acquired in al l  areas of study (Technological Education Work 
Team, lWO:l2). 

Reading to design challenges involves using the problem solving method and 

the stepby-step design heuristic. Reacting to problems by proposing 

technological solutions rem- the hallmark of the BBT curriculum. The 'techno- 

M has become the de-facto mode1 for solving problems of ail types. Fast 

capitalkt rhetoric is evident in one of this reporfs main findings: 

The fundamental changes that have to occur are how to develop an 
understanding of the value of technologid education by all people 
charged with educating students, and how to effect a drastic change in 
attitude by the general public towards blue collar careers wilI require a 



strong approach. The Premier's C o d  has stated that for Ontario to be 
cornpetitive in the world market, and to huiction wifhin the parameters of 
free trade, we must again become a productive province. To this end, 
educators must begin to address the needs of the large portion of students 
who leave the educationd system ill-eqyipped for their futures..... No 
matter what avenue a student travels, he or she is affected by technology. 
When it becornes an integral part of leaniing then attitudes will be 
different, Iearning wiU be meaningful, and students will be properly 
equipped to follow thek intended paths (Technological Education Work 
Team, l9W:lZ). 

The thrust of these documents was dear; Ontario had fallen behind its global 

cornpetitors and deasive and prescriptive solutions were to be handed down to 

technology educatorç. 

The report goes on to identify that some boards of education have taken steps in 

this direction by: piloting innovative approaches to traditional education and are 

ùitegrating technoIogy within their programs - for example 'RRobotics in the 

Classrmm for grade six students". Teachers had to be 're-tooled' and updated as 

well: 

The issue of teacher updating has never become more apparent New 
pedagogy as we are suggesting will require a rethinking of what it is we 
are teaching how we are teaching it, and most importantly, why we are 
teaching it" (Technological Education Work Team, 1990:13). 

As will be pointed out, teacher updating has been hit-or-miss, largely 

instrumental in nature and based on kding more effective techniques to deliver 

technological education The all-important question of why teduiology 

education has focused on p a r t i d a  dimensions of technological practice and 

completely ignored othersf has not yet been given the careful consideration 

required to promote emancipatory practice. Technological education is still, for 

the most part, entangled within the roots of technocratie rationality and 

animateci by an outdated worldview. 

An internal discussion paper concerning technological education sets the stage 

for the product orientation of the BBT document. A standardized 'product 

design' mode1 for technological problem solving was to be the defacto standard: 

To provide for conhuity in technology education throughout al l  years of 
schooling, students will learn a method of solving problem that uses a 



series of steps that can be adapted to any situation (Ont Min of Ed, 
l992:lO). 

T'us the technologid problem solving method was identifieci as a universal 

heuristic applicable to any dimension of students' Lives: 

Students will become self-directed leamers, able to apply their ski11 in 
soiving technologid problems to analyzing and perforzning important 
non-technological tasks in their everyday lives (Ont Mïn of Ed, 1992:15). 

Thur the world becomes a technological problem to be solved, ultimately 

amenable to the linear teduiological input-output design model. 

O'Riley (1996) and Petiina (1992;1993) have identifieci a serious epistemological 

bottleneck within technology education, namely that problem solving is 

effectively promoted as the one and only way to teach technology education and 

that within the framework of problem solving only one dominant approach, that 

employing the technoIogica1 method is advocated. The universal problem 

solving model is a characteristic of the 'Technology for All Americans' 

curriculum put forth by the 'International Techn01ogical Education Association' 

W A )  as well as the backbone of technoIogy curricuia in Ontario and British 

Columbia. Petrina/ (1993:4) has correctly argued that the 'technological method,' 

having organizational momentum: 

should be viewed as it is: a heuristic whose efficacy is limited to systems 
thinking. Methodological daims to "the technological method" are bere£t 
of any epistemological grounding within the history, philosophy, or 
sociology of technology. 

Petrina (1992) points out that historians of technology have yet to discem 
anything that is indicative of a single technoIogical method. The field of 

engineering does not employ a single intersubjective method, but rather a range 

of methods h m  the saentific to the ' d e  of thumb.' Accordhg to Petrina the 

support of the technological education community for a one model approach to 

tedinologid education and problem solving is more properly situated as an 

epistemological problem related to how technology educators understand 

technology itself. 



As O'Riley points out, a singular approach to problem soIving reinforces a 

simpiistic technocratic and andmcentric vision of the world as 'a series of 

problems that lend themselves to techniml solutions' typ idy  found and 

historically rooted in science, the miütary, engineering and industry.(O'Riley, 

1993). A singular interpretation of technology and the technologid problem 

solving method as a universal tool for solving the worlds problems precludes 

critical engagement with the consequences which follow h m  this worldview. 

The identification of a single universal mode1 for technological problem solving 

dovetails with cals for standardization and closure on the epistemological 

underpinnings of technology education. With the technocratic rationale nmily 

set in place, technological teachers can concem themselves with 'getting the job 

done'. 

This document &O states that "students will develop the confidence required to 

be an active participant in the development of technology" and that the image of 

the technologidy educated person is exemplified when: 

each student can, through his or her involvement in any subject at any 
partidar grade, strive to improve the human condition by either creating 
something new or impmving upon what already exists. This creation or 
improvement may involve either physical objects or systematic 
procedures for achieving a pradical purpose (Ont- Min of Education, 
l992:ll). 

In order to improve upon a technologid process, system or artifact one needs to 

engage in a holistic critique of the existing situation or problem at hand. This 
critique if it is to be done in a genuine way must necessatily involve discussion 

and/or debate with members of the comniunity of users or those who will be 

impaded now and in the future, cultural understandings of the symbolic 

dimension of the technology, technical conçiderations, possibilities and tradeoffk 

as well as the environmental context of change. Without acknowledging the 

importance of these dimensions of technological change, the call for 

improvement is largely rhetorical, not substantive. Despite the fact that 

'respect for the environment (for example, considering how the development of 

any technology would affect the environment.)' was identified in the 



consultation documents(0ntario Ministry of Education, 199212) environmental 

dements of the emcted curriculum were minimal according to the teachexs 

interview& for this research. Reconciling the goal of technologid education as 

the 'improvement of the human condition' and the fast capitalist discourses is 

never explicitly explained. 

The BBT Era 

The Ontario Broad Based Technology(BBT) document, released in 1995, quickiy 

establishes that the new kamework and priorities for techn01ogy education are 

in response to the 'new naturie' of the workplace : 

As "job descriptions" become broader and more generai, workers will 
need to be comptent in a number of different areas, and be able and 
willing to leam about and use new ~rocedureç and emerging 
technologies. In short, workers increasingly need both a commitment to 
Melong learning and a variety of "transferable skïlls" - skills that will 
allow them to respond to changing conditions by using their ewiçting 
knowledge and expertise in new ways (Ontario Miniçûy of Education, 
l995:4). 

AU BBT courses were to be 'integrated, student centred, and activify based'. They 
would also employ projects which emphasize 'open-ended problem solving' as 

the primary vehicle for leaming, focusing on the process as weIl as the product 

or solution. A consistent problem solving process, a heuristic, was key: 

In order to solve problems, students must use a number of basic problem- 
solving techniques. Taken together, these techniques add up to a 
"process" that can be used consistently to find solutions to many different 
types of problems (Ontario Ministcy of Education, 19955) 

Achieving 'technologid cornpetence,' - the stated curriculum goal of the BBT 

program - was to be achieved through the: "study of the uses of technology in 

the three major areas of physical products, human processes, and environmental 

systems" (Ontario Ministry of Education, 1995:7) and the 'ten concepts used in 

technologid education. nie three major areas of technology are as folIows: 

1) Phvsical Products is concemed wiîh building objects d g  twls and 
equipment, as well as experiences with 'natural and processed materials'. 
Students must &O: 'study the uses made of various produds and their 
effects on soaety and the environment' 



2) Human Processes is concerned with analyzing and leaming 'human 
prodp~ction processes' thmugh design and development of projed work 
Students must also: ' take account of the impact of the processes on 
individu&, the environment, and sodety as a whole.' 

3) EnWonmental S~stems is concerned with students leaming about 
'environmental systems' and the technologies that 'enable us to use or 
modify those systems to suit  our own purposes.' Students must &O 

'examine the impact of technology on *e natural environment.' 

In pradice, technology teachers focused on the £irst two of these *major areas'; 

'environmemtal systems' as an operational concept is foreign to many tech 

teachers and was for the most part ignored, except for areas of regdatory 

concem (i.e. not pouting toxic solvents d o m  the drain or making sure catalytic 

converters axe installed on automotive exhaust systemç). These issues wilZ be 

explored further in chapter seven. 

The BBT document identifies three main ways to use technology in order to 

'adapt the world around us to human needs' : 

(1) t a  create physical products for our use; (2) to manage and assist 
human production processes; and (3) to use or control aspects of our 
natur;al environment (Ontario Ministry of Education, 1995:l). 

The BBT amiculum defines the three major areas of technological study relative 

to instrumental tool use: 

We use technology in three main ways to adapt the world around us to 
human needs: (1) to create physical products for our use; (2) to manage 
and assist human production processes; and (3) to use or control aspects 
of our naturd environment 

Winner (1986) argues that we don? use technologies as much as we [ive them. 

The distinction is important, as tool use appmaches to thinking about technology 

attxibute no significance to the influence of cultural contexts, political negotiation 

or values inherent in technological development. They fail to adcnowledge that 

technology is a s o a d  practice carried out in different ways in different cultural 

contexts. 



The social framing and appearance of technology as a detennining social force is 

of course not unique to technological education. Deterministic accounts of 

technology are found in many popular books, movies and popular magazines. 

As Feenberg (1995:8) points out: 

We are assured tkat its essence lies in a technidy explainable function 
rather than a hermeneutidy interpietable meaning. At most, humanistic 
methods might illuminate exhinsic aspects of technology, such as 
packaging and advertising, or popular reactions to controversial 
innovations sudi as nudear power or surrogate motherhood. 
TechnoIogid determiniçm draws its force from this attitude. If one 
ignores most of the connections between technology and society, it is no 
wonder that techn010gy then appeats to be seif-generating. 

Values education was also identified by the BBT authors as an expliat 

cornponent of technology education It must 
must help students to understand that technology is a force for change 
and enable them to develop the attitudes and values they need to meet the 
challenges it presents (Ontario Ministry of Education, 1995:4). 

The curridum documents use the language of technologid detenninism by 

framing technology as a 'force for change.' Deterministic language when 

combined with the vague, unspeafic nature of the 'attitudes and values' that 

students were supposed to develop, irnplies that students were to acquire 

relatively uncritical instrumental values conceming technology. These values are 

more conduave to 'meet the challenges of the workplace'. 

There is Little evidence that techriology teachers are interesteci in looking at 

technology from a cultural perspective, helping students 'open up' the 

sociological 'black-box' of technology, in order to explore its cultural-symbolic 

nature and engage in a discussion of interpretive understandings. 

It is also worth noting that students rnust rîse to the challenges that iechnology 

presenis, not to their own personally situated or community situated challenges 

reflecting the needs of their family or friends. In fact, the word community is not 

found in the BBT document. Meeting the challenges that technology presents is 

understood as an end in itself. Students react to the imperatives Qrcumçcribed by 
the tedinology, not on their own texms but rather on the terms implied by the 



broader dtural interpretation of the technology itself. In UUç framework 

'catching-up' to technology is an elusive and ever receding goal on the horizon 

The operative questions are shifted away £rom 'what technological systems do 

we need as individu& and as communities to realize out own individual and 
democatically articulateci values?' to 'how do we adapt ourselves and our 

communities to the imperatives insrnid within teduiology?' 

Technology curricula and policy statements are rife with technocratie language 

which refiects the ideology of technological progress expressed in terms of 

technological detaminism. Deteiministic discourses have an authoritative voice 

of inevitabdity and serve to obscure the social and political contexts of 

technology development and in doing so neglect the human motives and a 

aitical assessrnent of who is served by the technology and who is l& out 

(Petrina, 1992). As Feenberg (1995) points out, technologid indeteminkm cannot 

be anything but political. In resisting adcnowledgement of the political 

dimension of technological design, production, and marketing, technologid 

education serves the status quo and the adors and power relationships which 
define it. 

Engaging students in a sustained soaal critique of existing technoculture is 

crucial to counter the dominant cultural mat ive  of technological determinism, 

as Hodson argues: 

Social critique challenges the notion of technological determinism - the 
idea that technologid change is inevitable =d irresistible. We can control 
technology and its environmental impact or, rather, we can conhol the 
controllers and re-direct technology in such a way that adverse 
environmental impact is eliminated (Hodson, 1992:17). 

Whüe the eLimination of adverse impact is a worthy goal, over short time frames 

this will be nearly impossible, for example, the extraction, proceeshg and 

consumption of energy and materials, entails some measure of waste by- 

products. However, over longer time periods the human economy will be forced 

to reconcile its waste outputs with the assimilative and regenerative capacities of 

the Earth . Redirecting the aeators, administrators and users of technology 



toward sustainable attitudes, pradices and worldvïews is a project infused with 

politid, social, ecologid and technologid disourses. 

The word 'reflectionf is also noticeably absent hom the BBT docummt 

Technology is thus situated to be product action oriented, not something to be 

seriously reflected upon or debated within a community of pers  and others. 

Rdection is therefore something done outside the context of technological 

doing. 

There is no acknowledgement that technological design can be inspired by 

anything other than tm1-use imperatives. Humans may also be inspired to create 

technologies of a whimsical or aesthetic nature or possibly those which 

encompass spiritual dimensions (Margolin, 1995). The absence of the word 

'creative' is simply another indication of the workplace skills predominance of 

the BBT curriculum. Fostering creativity through technological design and 

application is central to a holistic understandmg of teduiology, an understanding 

which is negiected in instrumental tool-use conceptions. 

No mention is made of how tedinology relates to 'qyality of Mef issues 

mentioned in the pre BBT document. 'Quality' is only defined in industrial terms 

of extemaüzed measurable processes of 'quality control.' Other non quantifiable 

dimensions of quality as in, for example, a 'quality of care' in working with or 

producing a teduiological product, are not mentioned. Quality is understood to 

reside in the technological artifact itself not in the nature of our relationships 

with technoIogies. Quality c m  be described in terms of personal 

accomplishment, or in the nature of the relationships that people feel in working 

with or using technologies. To situate quality as an abstract üûng possessed by 
technology is to lose the phenomenological dimension of quality as an embodied 

expenence. The BBT document also omitted the word 'ethicsr in any context of 

technological acüvity. This is troubling. Even business sdiools teach ethia and 

the ethical dimensions of doing business! The importance of connecting ethics 

and teduiological practices is an important dimension of developing an e c e  

technological praxis, as discussed in chapter two. 



Also absent was any recognition that techn010gy should be understood as a 

culturaIly defineci enterprise or that different cultures can and do develop 

different technoIogies, have quite different perspectives on the proper d e  of 

technology in society and have different beliefs concaning teduiological 

priorities or detemiinistic imperatives. Students need to be aware that different 

cultures have produced technologies which have either spread to other cultures 

or have stimulateci other people to design similar or improved versions of a 

techno10gy. For example, as Pacey ( 1993) points out, that although gunpowder 
and some basic gunç were invented by the Chinese but when information about 

hem reached Europe it provoked the development of the canon. SimZIarly, the 

transistor and many 0th- electronic devices were invented in the US. but the 

consumer electronics market was captured by the Japanese. 

Technologies 'imposed' or directly transplanteci £rom one d t u r e  to another 

dissimilar one are often not successful. Pacey (1993) argks, that 'responsive 

invention' is required to allow a recïpient culture to adapt the technology to local 

customs and social mores. An understanding and appreaation for the cultural 

dimension of technology will be of signifiaint importance in the years ahead if 

Western environmental technologies are to be successfully adapted for use in 

developing coutries. The ability to enter into a reflexive dialogue with users 

from another culture wiU lead to modifications and improvements which wiiI 

better serve the intended users. 

In lieu of a cultural and values-based framework for understanding technologies, 

a 'human processes' kamework is used instead. 'Human processes' are narrowly 

interpreted to be individual human development rubrics such as those 

developed by the Conference Board of Canada. In-service teacher preparation for 

the BBT curriculum in some school boards included a brochure from the 

Conference Board of Canada- a conservative business 'think tank'-which 

outlined the necessary skills for success in the new workplace. The common set 

of basic employability skills include: 

- Academic skills- the ability to communicate, think and learn 



- Personal Management skillç- the demonstration of positive attitudes and 
behaviours, responsibility, adaptability 
- Teamwork skills- the ability to work with others 

These &courses h e  'human production processes' in the sterile language of 

human-resource development, not in terms of self empowerment or in terms of 

community involvemenb community development or community needs. All of 

the BBT areas emphasize that students wilk 'identify, describe, analyze, and use 

the personal-management skills that are necessary for success in the workplace'. 

Human production pmcesses are undexstood to be standardized and analyzable: 

Students must analyze and leam about a range of human production 
processes and undertake projects that require them to design, develop, 
and use examples of such processes. In doing so, they must take account 
of the impact of the proceses on individuals, the environment, and 
society as a whole. (Ontario Ministry of Education, 1995:7). 

The importance of a historical perspective on teduiology development and the 

role of technology in social development and environmental destruction and 

improvement is ignored in the BBT document A s  su&, the BBT document is 

thoroughly modem in its orientation and la& of historicity or SISE connections. 

In fact, the words liistory' or 'historical' were not used, thiç despite the very rich, 

interesting and prominent role Canadians have played in technological 

deveIopment. No hiçtorical continuity is afforded to technological development 

The BBT document acknowledges very prominently the changing nature of the 

working world, but it fails to help students connect these developments to issues 

h m  the concentration of power and privilege. The unfolding of technological 

development and social history are not interconneded. There is no mention of 

the historical role of organized labour in shaping the development of 

technological systems and, more importantly, the modem workplace. Without 

engaging than in curriculum activities which help thern critically reconstnict the 

role of government and atizen groups in the process of technologid 

developrnent, students are left with the 'default technological story', namely that 

of the glorious entrepreneur, single handedly working against the odds to 

develop technology. The failure to recognize the work of prominent Canadian 



engineers and technoIogists deprives students of a very important cultural link 

to Canadian history, one which has been shaped far more by techno1ogica.l 

developments than by science. 

The majority of the teachers interviewed for this research were not able to name 

a signifiant Canadian figure in technologid development or their connection or 

contribution to 'technological' history! Not suprisingly, the majority of teachers 

also stated that they placed no importance on mentioning prominent Canadian 
technoIogical developments to th& dasses and ignored the history of 

technology in Canada or elsewhere almost completely. Incorporating a soaal 

history element in the technology curricdum is, of course, not an endorsement of 

the 'Great meny theme that has characterized an uncontextual and uncritical 

approach to understanding history, but rather ifs purpose is to help students 
understand the role of geographic, social and ecunomic factors in the 

development of our modem technologies. In order to understand why Canada is 

a world leader in automotive, aerospace and telecommunications today requires 

an understanding of the political, social and geographical constraints which 

influenced the development of Canadian tedmobgy. 

Withïn the BBT perspective, reflective practice of any sort c o n c e h g  technology 

is limited to a 'feedback-loop'in the technological design mode1 or heuristic Nor is 

any mention made of the need for a measure of overall critical 'technoIogical 

literacy' to function effedively as a citizen. 

Leaming outcomes for every area of the BBT curriculum indudes a commitment 

to the following 'fast capitalist' outcomes : 

- Students will idenüfy, desaïbe, analyze, and use the personal- 
management skilis that are necessary for success in the workplace. 
- Students will idenüfy and describe the prinaples related to lifelong 
leaming . 
- Students will identify and assess career opportunities in [BBT area] 
technology, and the enûy requirements for those careers. 

There is no mention that a major function of technological literacy is to allow 

students to become smarter, more a i t i d y  aware consumers of technologid 



products and seNices. The reality is that we consume far more technologid 

products created by 0th- than we proàuce ourselves, but the word 'consumer' 

itself is not mentioned in the doclumenE. Consumer awareness or evaluation of 

technological pducts is also neglected, despite the fa& that most students will 

a d  as technological consumers to a far larger degree than they wiU act as 

technoIogid designers or producers. Technologid consumption enables 

technologid pmducüon to look only a t  prod&ive practices and not 

consumptive ones, and ignores the interconnedion of global production- 

consumption systems. Knowledge and expertise in evaluating technology iç a 

crucial citizenship skill in an age of deregdation and open markets. 

Students are expeded to keep a ninning 'inventory of transferable skills' in the 

BBT program in order to provide upto-date, M y  documented 'dossiers' of the 

skills they have acquired: 
The ability to use a partidar prwess or group of techniques to solve 
problems is a valuable "transferable skill" - one that can be used in many 
different situations and for a variety of purposes. Students need to 
identify and become thoroughly familiar with the steps in the process Uiey 
are using; to help them do so, they must be required to maintain a record 
of their activities for each project (Ontario Muùstry of Education, 1995:4). 

In the context of a 'human resource developmenf paradigm, these skill dossiers 

are presumably expected to be 'produced on demami', or better still kept in an 

electronic database so that potential employers can scan and sort them at their 

leisure. It is worth asking how many pradïsing engineers, technologists and 

tradespeople maintain a detailed list of activities and a ski11 inventory in this 

manner? This is a form of disciplinary practice or self-monitoring behaviour. 

Tethnologid monitoring and surveillmce of citizens is part of the Orwellian 

discïplining of workers. It is no coinadence that the sarne neoconservative 

government also advocates the electromic hgerprinting and mandatory drug 

testing of welfare recipients. The disciphary discome of 'passportsr' mandatory 

Westyle' testing and surveillance are a i l  attempts to mate obedient workers and 

citizens, people who understand that they are not part of the produdive 

economy. 



As part of the slcill accountability agenda of the n-mervative government 

Ontarians will be issued with a: "çkills Passport" enabling them to market 

themelves by showing employers the skills they have acquked". The skills 
passport records "ski11 acquisition based on a provincial accreditation system" 

whose "core standards" would be developed by government, indusûy and 

educational institutions. 

The passport would provide a mmmon language around the availability 
and ievel of skius and help address any disparities between the sküls 
expectations of employers and the learning outcornes of educational 
institutions (Ontario Jobs and Investment Board (Om), 1M21). 

Setting out five major irnplementation strategies to ensure that Ontario will 
achieve 'sustainable economic prosperity,' the plan consists m part of a focus on 

lcnowledge and skills,' ensuring that "Ontario's education and training system is 

high quality and market responsive" (Ontario Jobs and Investment Board, 
1999:lS). This also entails promoting 'strong employment skiUs and facilitahg a 

smooth school to work transition. AIso identified as pnonties are the 

development of an 'Innovation Culture' and a 'favourable investment dimate,' 

which entails the removal of 'barriers to business activity' and providing the 

'right cümate for growth and investment and to 'reward entrepreneu~ship.' These 

are simply code words for deregdation of environmental safeguards, lowering 

standards for workplace health and safety standards and castigating civil 

servants and 0th- not deemed to be in the entrepreneurial vanguard. 

Winner (1997:l) suggests that thoughthil people need to ask about the nature of 

the powerful trançfomiatiom information technology can catalyze: 

What kinds of personal practices, social relations, legal and politid 
noms, and lasting institutions will emerge from this upheaval? More 
importantly, what kinds of practices, relations, rules, and institutions do 
we want to emerge in these settings? 

The rhetoric of the provincial govemment embraces a philosophy of what 

Wùuier has termed "cyberlibertarianism," a: 

collection of ideas that Links ecstatic enthusiasm for electronically 
mediated forms of living with radical, right wing Libertarian ideas about 
the proper definition of freedom, social Me, economics, and politics 
(Wiruier, 1997:3) 



Accordhg to Winner, the cyberlibertarian worldview is a 'wholehearted embrace 

of technologid detemûdsm,' wherein we are driven by the necessities that 

emerge h m  the introduction of new technologies and nom no other point of 

view or philosophy. As the O p  document points out, 'economic racef 

metaphors abound in the fast capitalist globalization discourses: 

the work to date has not won us the race. We must continue to build a 
strong and growing economy. W e  must continue to mate more jobs and 
prosperity. We are in a race that does not have a finish Iine. Our 
cornpetitors next door, and around the world, are not standing SU. AU of 
the provinces and states around us are continuing to improve their 
business and inves tment climate (OJIBI 1999:3). 

The BBT document released in 1995, three years after the Rio Earth Summit 
might be expected to incorporate at least in general ternis some of the 

environmental concems situated around sustainability that were identified at 

the Earth Summit as crucial for our collective future well-being. UnforZunately 

little in specific terms of aligning technology and innovation with the need for 
environmental protedion can be found. There is no mention of the need to 

develop the abilities to repair, reuse, refurbish or recondition technologiesf nor of 

the importance of th& recyclability in consideration in the design of new ones. 

The omission of repair as a valuable teduiologïcal activity is interesting because 

many careers in technology are involved in troubleshooting, diagnosis and repair 

of products. Yet 'repa3 and 'refurbiçh' are among the words that many 

technology teachers would rather leave behind. These practices lack the cachet of 

design with the new high-tedi technologies; for some teachers these words 

resonate with the stemtypes of work in the low status, service economy. This 
despite the fact that the recyling material industry has ben  one of the fastest 

growing segments of the Ontario economy. 

Likewise, there is no expectation that students researdi tedinological-e.nergy 

issues related to nuclear power, alternative energy generation in the form of 

cogeneration, photovoltaics, biomass conversion or wind generation. The 

exclusion of values, beliefs and ethics from the curriculum as a whole means that 



these important dimensions of human behaviour as they relate to energy issues 
also goes unexplored. 

There is no mention of the concept of the interdependence of technological 

systems and natural systems, nor of our ultimate dependence on ecosystem 

health. Perhaps the single most egregious omission is the word 'responsibility' 

in the context of tehnological design and use. There is no mention of any 

ccmnection to global issues. Indeed, the word 'global' is not found in the 

document, nor iç the word or concept of 'sustainabiliy. The discourses 

sumounding sustainability it should be noted, were not 'ned in 1995; the 

enormous media coverage of the 1992 Earth Summit and its focus on 

sustainability popularized many of these concepts. The BBT curridum is a very 

consemative document and does not reflect or acknowiedge the signi€icance of 

any these concepts. Students are thus left to £ïll the void with what they can 

glean from popular culture. 

The Ontario BBT document is insular in that it draws no connedion to the 

national importance of technology education for the future well-being of 

Canadians, no mention or comection is made to strategic Pan Canadian goals or 

the role of technology in maintaining national living standards. 

The role for teduiological literacy and participation in public technologid 

politics is &O omitted. The uncritical frame of reference of this document is 

evident in the omission of any mention that the participation of youth in 

technological politics, local, regional or national is an important and essentiai 

part of learning democratic atizenship. In fa&, political engagement on any level 

is eschewed in the curriculum documents, as are comect io~ to community 

technologies. There is no expectation that young people will need to take an 

active role in po l i t i dy  shaping the technologid environment in which they 

will live- 

The document reflects no recognition of the importance of craft/ artisanship or 

pride and satisfaction in work, dimensions of technology whidi were clearly 



identifieci in the pre-BBT CULTiculum- With the introduction of the fast capitalist 

diswurses, the word 'craft' or 'arüsanship' has become somethîng of a pejorative 

term in technologid education circles, and perceived as somethuig connecteci to 

the 'o1d' industrial arts curriculum. This is a troubling issue with a number of 

tech teachers who stiU identify themselves as  'craftspeople' or artisans. It is also 

problematic given the important role of apPreaating artisanship in devdoping 

our notions of quality and aesthetics as they apply to technologid artifacts. 

Although we oontinually extol the &tues of globalized markets, Western 
commercial products swamp world markets, and traditional craftspeople are 

losing th& livelihoods and nations are losing substantial parts of their cultural 

heritage. Local knowledges, cultural diversity and traditional skillç and systems 

are being wiped out at an accelerated rate as 'global product monoculture' 

spreads unabated (Stackhouse, 1998). We seldom give any thought to the 

corrosive iduenceç on livelihoods of Western mass prduced products dumped 

in developing markets. It is : 

much more than an economic problem, the decline of artisanship may be 
consuming some of the world's older traditions and h e r  crafts and 
eroding the world's cultural diversity, with little notice. Preserving the 
biodiversity of skills is as critical as preserving the biodiversity of nora 
and fa-, . . . In a global culture dominated by Disney, Gap and the Spice 
Girls, the artisans argue that the world is losing more than shawls and 
ceramics. With each endangered craft are centuries of songs, expressions 
and Mestyles that are part of an artisan's creative environment 
(Stackhouse, 1998). 

It is often local artisans and craftspeople who have extensive bioregional 

knowledge of local materials and appropriate technologies. Cr& knowledge 

incorporates the aesthetic concepts of balance, proportion, rhythm and hamony, 

ail vital characteristics of the human built environment which are not mentioned 

as important Characteristics of technologid design in the BBT d d u m .  The 

nature of craft and its importance in the worldviews of tech teachers will be 

further explored in chapter seven 

The Ontario Elementarv Science and Teduiology Curriculum 

The process of initiating a curriculum review and redesign process for all 

primary and secondary subjects was started in 1997. It is worthwhile to bnefly 



explore the redesigned elementary science and technology clvridum on the 

grounds that it shares important characteRstics with the redesigned BBT 

cumiCU1u.m for secondary schools. 

The curridum model used to design the new Science and technology 

C U I T i d u m  for Ontario grades 1-8 uses a ooncentric ring diagram to ihstrate the 

relationships between the politid, social, economic, and environmental contexts 

of science and technology. In it, the economic, &al, politid and environmentai 

contexts of science and technology are provided equal status, no differentiation is 

made as to the relative importance of each. Through simple yet p o w e r .  
conceptual models such as thisf compartmen~ed and fragmenteci thinking 
about the nature of technology is reinforcd Equating the physical 

environmental contexts within which al l  technologies and a l l  societies must 
hction with human political and ecortomic social constructions is a form of 

reification of the latter two. In faüuig to acknowledge that eaonomic mntexts 

arise out of political and social aontexts, and that dl fhree are ultimately 

dependent on the biosphere, it leaves the impression that social and political 

organïzation and infiuence is as important as the environmental relationships 

circumsaibed by technoIogy. 

The type of economics that îs practiced is dependent on relationships of power 

and social negotiation, it is not representative of any a plion' manifestation of any 

single constitutive element of science or technological practice. Economics is 

reified unproblematically as an entity every bit as 'real' as the nahird 

environment in this model. 

The model irnplies that economic considerations are as important as 

environmental considerations when it cornes to technological design and 

practice. Thus simply equated, it becornes quite easy to engage in 'trade-off 

scenarios wherein short-term economic considerations actually seem more 'real' 

and tangible than abstract long-term concems for the environment 

Eco-technologid concepts such as produd stewardship, precautionary 

prinaples and responsibiüty in terms of technologid design and use are notably 



absent in the elementary curr idm Likewise no comecüon is expliatly made 

between our technological consumptive lifestyles and the depletion of 

renewable, non-renewable resaurcesf habitat destruction and pollution. The 

word 'pollutionf is only used in the conceptualiy &tract sense of 'thermal 

pollution' as a by-product of electriaty generation, not in terms of the everyday 

materialistic contexts that create the need for Iandfiii and hazardous-waste 

disposal sites. The word 'responsibility' is not used in any connection to the 

work or products of scientists or techn010gists, nor is responsibiüty connected to 

social goods for present or future generations. 

The emphasis on economic contexts of science and technology at the expense of 

ec~)logical~ social and political ones is revealed in a brief content analysis, which 
reveals that the word 'economid appears a total of fourteen timesf whtle 'social' 

appears eight times and 'eco1og-y' appears only üuee times. In failing to make 

explicit to students that economic contexts arise out of politicai and social 

contexts, economics and the 'invisible hand of the market' is reifïed. The Minister 

of Education makes clear that the economic rationale of the curriculum is 

paramounk 

the new Science and Technology curriculum, WU offer our students a 
passport to jobs, hope, opportunity and growth, now and in the 21d 
century.. .The future competitiveness of o u  provincef and the conünued 
high quality of life for residents, depends largely on our ability to raise a 
saentifidy literate generation able to cope with the rapid accumulation 
of new information and technological changes (Johnson, 1998). 

The 'type' of economics relationships we establish are dependent on the nature 

of the relative power relationships which exist between social groups and their 

relative ability to engage in social negotiation and compromise. These 

rdationships are not representative of any a priori manifestation of any single 

constitutive element of science or technological practice. Through curriculum 

models such as the one discussed here, economics as a whole is reified 

unproblematicdy as an ontological entity every bit as real as the natural 

environment. This of course leads to the implication that the unproblematic 

'neutral' economic criteria and language of the market are every bit as important 



as real environmental considerations and contexts when it cornes to technologid 

design and pracüce. As the document makes de- 

Science and technology both &t in a broader social and economic 
context. ..science has radically altered and expanded out understanding 
of earth and space, of the workings of the humart body, and of the ways in 
which living things interact; technology has revolutionized the way w e  
communicate and made vat  changes in our Eves through the discovery of 
new drugs and materialS. It is important, thereforeJ that students see 
science and technoIogy in this wider context - as endeavours with 
important consequences for people - and that Uiey leam to relate th& 
knowledge of science and tedinology to the world beyond the school 
(Ontario Ministry of Education and Training, 1998:4). 

No mention is made of the inescapable fact that both saence and technology 

exist wifhin an encompassing ecological context and that the nahue of our science 

and technological practices have important consequences for not only humans, 
but for a l l  living systems. 

The omission of a broader encompassing ecologid context in the curriculum 

model is indicative of the same disconnected thinking which Daly(1995) 

identifïed. Daly found a similar ontological modekg problem with economists 

who never identify thefinite limits within which the human economy muçt 

operate. Economic models, according to Daly, never show the environment as 

the encompassing reality surro~~1ding all human social system modeis. In the 

economic worldview, economic contexts are the reality amund which our 

relationships with others and the planet need to be accommodated. As an 

immutabie reality, 'economics' is thus deified beyond the scope of rational 

critiqye and creative reconstruction. 

Despite the impression that the currïdum model projects, not all of the 

identifid contexts for saence and technology r d v e  equal emphasis in the 

curridum. The political context of science and technology is ignored 

compbtely. The words 'politics' and 'equity' are oniitted entirely. In failing to 

adcnowledge that there is a marked need for increased democratic public 

participation in saence and technological decision making, the ostensible goal of 

creating better citizens is simply lip service. In failuig to help students think of 
science and technological decision making in terms of public involvement, good 



citizenship and democratic participation, science and techndogical education 

reinforces the undestood or ta& 'de by expertsf which serves to marginalize 

public participation and debate at every opportunity (Sclove, 1995). 

While the curriculum glossary defines co~~ununity as: "A p u p  of all the 

interdependent plant and animal species fomd in a habitat" (Ontario Mïnistxy of 

Education and Training, 1998: 106), the document makes no attempt to connect 

human community decision making to science or teduiological contexts. As well, 

there is no expliât statement emphasizing that humans are integrally 

interdependent with 'naturai systems' and that they are also bound by the same 

ultimate restraints which apply to a l l  natural systems. The word 'conservationf is 

frequently comected to energy topics, yet is not connected to material resowces, 

consumption or materialism in general. For example, students are expeded to 

understand soil in termç of its human uses, not as a Living entity upon which all 

terrestrial lire depends. 

Concepts such as stewardship, precautionary principles and responsibility in 

terms of technologid design and use are notably absent kom this document 

Although the need for 'sustainable development' is mentioned, it is not 

elaborated upon: 

Greater emphasis is placed in the expectations on relating sciaice and 
technology to each other and to the world outside the school and on the 
need for sustainable development. Sixdents' understanding of the 
concept of sustainability is stressed in a variety of contexts (Ontario 
Ministry of Education and Training 1998:5). 

There is no expliàt or contextualized definition of 'suçtaïnabiIity' in the body of 

the document. Despite the widely varying conceptual understandings of the 

word 'sustainabiliy, it is not treated as a soaally and environmentally 

contexhialized constnid in the document Any conceptual understanding of 
sustaùiabilïty whkh ignores contexts of politia, public policy, ecological 

Iliterconnectiom/restraints, social well-being and community participation, and 

treats sustainability as a universalized construct, which this domment 

apparently does, is not being conceptudy honest Of course, this also assumes 

that there is some standardized agreed upon meaning for sustainability amongst 



teachers or the wider public This assumption is without grounds. Many of the 

teachers intervieweci for this proje& have not considerd any of the implications 

of sustainability, it is effectively an &en phrase within the technologid 

education leximn The 'sustainabiiity' implied then, in the context of this 

document is not the dynamic social and political process which a fully 
contextualîzed interpretation of the word would imply, with a necessary critical 

refiection on the way we live and the connections to ecological realiîy. Rather, 

sustainability is reduced to a symbolic phrase sisnifying an isolat& conceptual 
position which is not integrated with the rest of the curriculum. 

In summary, the new Ontano elementary science and techn01ogy document 

makes little or no connection to SISE issues or sustainability in any genuine way. 

The word 'sustainabiliv is used more as a buzzword or 'hot button' phrase to 

satisQ thoçe who want the curriculum to appear to be what it is not In its 
current context in the curridum, it is stripped of its contextual embeddedness in 

values and ethical action and is, therefore, emptied of any real value. 

The Expert Paver on Technolo~cd Education 

The Ministry of Education contracted for several 'Expert Background Papers' on 

Tehological Education in 1997 and also convened an 'Expert Panel' to develop 

proposals for cuniculum change. Ironidy, secondary technology teachers 

themselves were not represented on the panel. The paper's author, a faculty of 

education professor, identifies the major rationale for curriculum change: 

Current educational refonn initiatives have been inifiated by the 
globaliurtion of production, trade and communications. These reforms are 
dnven by the need to educate future workers and citizens to levels which 
make them better informeci, know1edgeable and cornpetitive; that is, the 
need to create a technologically literate workforce to meet the demands of 
the new millennium (Wilson, 1997:l). 

Although the last major rewrite of the technologid shidies curriculum had 

ocmrred in 1995, and in a number of schoolç its proposals were not yet fully 
implemented or funded, Wilson states: 

Ontario might consider altering the curridum revision cyde for TE in 
order to accommodate rapid technologïcal change, foster global 



competitiveness and support attainment of Ministry of Education and 
Training's goal of technological Iiteracy (Wilson, 1997:5). 

Altering the revision cycle for technological education in respome to 

technological change may be a Iaudable goal h m  a symbolic perspective. It 

sends the signal to stakeholder groups that technologid education is responsive 

to the needs of the economy. However, within- an era of austerity, reduced 

operating budgets for all areas of education including technologid education 

and no apparent plan to increase or even maintain stable funding for 

technological education, it is an unrealistic proposal. The rhetoric of meeting the 

challenges of 'global competitiveness' are central economic and development 

platforms for most political parties. Despite this avowed interest in making 
Ontario cornpetitive, the provision of funding to work toward that goal is 

unlikely to be forthcoming. For example, fùiancial support for post secondas, 

technological programs in community colleges over the last fifteen years has 
been abysmal at best, despite the fact that p g r a m s  are continudy being reviçed 

to refiect the input of industry. One could argue that these programs have mudi 

more impact on international competitiveness and the job market than those at 

the secondq level. Ontario has the highest participation rate in p s t  secondary 

education in the world, just under 50%, yet funding cuts have left the province 

near the bottom of the North American k t  in per-capita funding of post 

secondary education. Only Alabama, Mississippi and Hawaü spend less per 

s tudent (Redmond, 2000). 

In arguing that the challenges facing Canada in the global economy require more 

attention to technological education, Wilson argues in part that: 

The transformation of our natural resource sectors means that future 
farmers, miners and foresters require more than a high school education 
in order to operate computer controlled agridhrralf mining and timber 
cutting equipment (Wilson, 1997:l). 

This tool conception of technology does not stand up if one considers other areas 

of technological development. The fact that our cars now have more than half a 

dozen computerized systems embedded within them does not lead to 

conclusions that we need to be computer 'literate' in order to operate them 



properly. In identifying the debate surrounding the goals of technological 

education Wilson states that the debate centres on: a) whether or not traditional 

subject areas should continue to exist; b) whether or not specific information 

(content) remains essential; and c) whether or not skills or problem solving 

emphasis should predominate (Wüson, 1997:2). The actual approach taken 

within the new curriculum is one which Wilson encapsulates: 

Leaming how to leam becomes a precursor to leanillig partidar 
knowledge. In efict  technology is leading the nrnfcuIurn. This approach is 
compatible with the change £rom lifelong employment to the necessity to 
prepare for several jobs during one's l i fehe (Wilson, 19972) (emphasis 
mine). 

Wilson's paper correctly identifieci the need to invest more money into 

tedinologid education and take a 'systems' perspective of any new curriculum 

initiative, including faalities, equiprnent, practice materials, trained teachers, 

research and adequate finance (Wilson, 1997:17). These factors were all 

effectively ignored in the accelerated top-down curriculum change which the 

minis try mandated shortly thereafter. 

The Expert Panel on teduiology education asserted that one of the general 

strengths of the existing curr ïdum was that it focused on teachmg students how 

to leam rather than what to leam. They also identified several weahesses: a) 

there is no process for the continuous updating of the cflllTidum; b) there is not 

enough emphasis on assessrnent and evaluation; and c) the leaniing outcornes do 

not incorporate entrepreneurship (Ontario MUiistry of Education, 1997:7). The 
purposes of technologid education as identified by the expert panel are devoid 

of any refiebive, global education or dernomatic Qtizenship dimension: 

In technologid education, students use thinking strategies, tools, and 
equipment to manipulate ideas, materials, and energy in order to create 
products, knowledge, processes, and systems that have a practical 
purpose (Ontario Ministry of Education, 19922). 

The Expert panel reiterated the fact that Ontario universities perceive Ontario 

Academic Couse (OAC) credits in teduiological education to be of inconsistent 

quality and therefore do not recommend them for students considering 

postsecondary programs in engineering. They recommended that OAC or 



University equivalent coumes be developed in all eight areas of technological 

education The outcornes of the redesign process left only one of the original BBT 
programsr Design Technology,' as a University level technology credit AU other 

BBT program areas, with the exception of the new area of 'Computer 

Engineering* were left with programs for the couege or workplace bound 

students. 

The recommendations put fort .  induded a call to increase the number of 

compulsory courses in tedinological education £rom the proposed maximum of 

15 durùig secondary school to a minimum of one course per year for a total of 4 

for all students. Thiç recommendation was ignored with the end resdt of the 

curriculum redesign procesSI leaving no compulsory credits in tech ed, and a 

bitterly disappointed technologid education community* 

The Curriculum Development Process and the Fallout 

As the highest profile curriculum organization dedicated to technological 

studies, the Tedinological Education Curriculum Consortium of 

Ontario'(TECC0) was a key stakeholder in developing the BBT document and a 

widely cirdated resource guide for its implementation The TECCO submission 

to the ministry requested eight people for each BBT disapluiary writing team, a 

request that was considered 'outrageous' according to one ministry insider. AU 
the other disciplines had one writer, one chemist, one biologist, one 

mathematician etc The TECCO proposal was flatly rejected by the ministry and 

so the new BBT document would have to be produced without the benefit of 

TECCO and a number of very experienced and capable individuals. The 

tirnelines for writing the document were extremely compressed, three weeks 

before the deadline for the h t  draft a BBT writllig team had sali not been 

formed. The compromise was to take two BBT people to write for each of the 

seven areas. 

Several individuals from the ministry and the Cumcuium writing teams involved 

in developing the revised BBT curriculum were interviewed for the purposes of 
this thesis in order to gain insight into the nature of the problemç and challengesf 



as well as the thinking which informeci the proces. Tom, an experienced teacher 

and administrator was involved in this process. 

In agreement with the expert panel, a major objective of a number of the 

technologid studies teacher organizaticms over the years was the establishment 

of at least one and preferably several mandatory technology credits, something 
which they felt was essential to strengthen their legitlniacy for technoIogical 

studies in the cutridum and most importantly to maintain a continual flow of 

program funding. Few friends of technological education can be found in the 

Ministry of Education, there has only been a part time not a full time education 

officer for a number of years. In 19%, technological studies teachers may have 

been justifiably confident that a pro business consemative government would 

finally make the necessary changes, but they were sadly disappointed, as Tom 

recouncs: 
We hied to make the grade 9 integrated tech course mandatory, we had 
all the key ministry people hear the public feedback on how important a 
mandatory tech course was needed ... they would not make it mandatory, 
they had this set number of mandatory courses, this %a& to basics' 
concept and they didn't want to deviate h m  it under any circumstances 
[Tom]. 

It becarne quite clear that the ministry had no intentions of expanding technology 

to encompass University preparatory levelç, BBT was prharily designated for 

college and workplace bound &dents. Tom çummarizes the failme of the 

technologid education community to secure a mandatory technologid studies 

Basically tech didn't get induded because the govemment went to a 
number of consewative parent focus groups, you know the badc to basio 
type of middle class person, they didn't want any extra £rills other than 
basic literaaes math, science and English. The govexnment listened to 
them more than any of our lobbying. Look the people who wrote these 
documents couldn't draw on a lot of background, they didn't want to tum 
it over to the faculties for political reasons, they didn't want to be seen 
cosying up to the fadties of education, thefre part of the problem £rom a 
government perspective. Dom] 

In the new d c u l u m  only one of the BBT courses is delivered at a universiQ 

level, as Tom states: 



that was a directive from the ministry, we had to fight and do quite a bit 
of subversive lobbying to get the one design course at UNversity leveI, it 
wasn't there originally..they wouldn't dream of pulling this stunt with the 
favourite four (math, science, English, geography).. we complained 
vigorously and explained our position to the ministry. We recommended 
that manufacturing, communications, and design a l l  have components at 
the university level Born]. 

The fa& that technological studies iç not mandatory places more emphasis on 

teachers 'sehg' their programs to students: 

What b r a s  kids into tech are the teachers, plain and simple, teachexs. In 
al1 the non mandatory subjed areas if you ask kidç why they take tech its 
because of the teachers. Not necessarily for vocational reasons. Tt's getting 
better but slowly, University education is not everything you know. Our 
proportion of OAC students is increasing because we now offer OAC level 
programs. Advanced electronics and advanced drafting. The new 
curRdum is going to kill that though, therefs only one advanced level 
course, do you know what that's goîng to do to the type of students we 
get? Eers.1 

The need to 'sell' techn010gy to students, to meet 'customer expectations' is 

explaïned by Larry, a commUNcations teacher: 

If you're an optional subject teacher like technobgy you've got to seU, 
sell, sd, if you don't youll find yourseU out of a job. That's the reality. 
We have to look good in front of parents, kids and industry, 
environmental stuff about technology doesn't sell. Now we're being 
pushed to make money for the schooi in the way of pmjects and servicing 
cas, what next? 

As Shaker(1998) points out, increased government cutbacks and a redefinition of 

dassroom time to exclude what teachers do outside of the classrmm has forced 

schools and students aIike to becorne far more entrepreneurial: 

And isn't everyone happy? Schools get the pocket money which, if they're 
lucky, means they can keep their art program. Students learn valuable 
entrepreneurial skills-and the secure knowledge that they, and not the 
government, are Xndividudly responsible for the programs their schools 
offer. (Presumably, if programs are cut, it's because students didn't sell 
enough corporate product!) (Shaker, l998:lî). 

To graduate h m  secondary school with the revised curriculum, students require 

a total of 18 compulsory credits, none of which is in technological studies. In 

addition, they must choose 1 additional aedit in science (Grade 11 or 12) or 



technological education (Grades 9-12). Technology educators clearly have not 

made an effective case for inclusion in the mainStream s u b j e c t ~ .  

No speQnc funding arrangements for BBT were discussed or forthcoming- 

Finding the resources to operate existing facilities would have to corne £rom the 

initiatives of teackers and students: 

I know that a lot of the hospitality teachers have to r u n  the cafeteria as a 
business with their students, a lot of the auto shops have to do the 
same ..As m n g ,  its exploitation of theK students ... most if not aU of the 
money goes into general school revenues and not into the programs to 
reequip them. The academic programs and the sports programs benefit 
from the work of the tech teachers and th& students (Tom). 

This issue serves to M e r  isolate technology teachers from the rest of the sdiool 

cornmunity, the feeling being 'Why do we always have to jus* our existence 

this way?' As Tom points out the traditional skiUs and trades focuç of the 
technologid education quickly became apparent in the validation process: 

One of TECCWs main concerns is that they didn't see 'plumbing' in the 
document,..they said 'where's the plumbing?' Can you believe it? ... we're 
not training trades people ... they just wanted to reinforce the trade related 
issues! [Tom] 

Even the development of course descriptions for the tech courses entailed 

struggle and controvv.  The ministry stated that every course description had 

to fit within a designated 75 word cornputer field, the tech people didn't like it 
because king a non-mandatory discipline they wanted course descriptions to be 

compelling for students, as Tom explains: 

you would think that it should be pretty jazzy and upbeat because that's 
al l  the kids get to read before taking the course ..A was so htrat ing,  I just 
felt like telling these people[Minîstry staffl to get with it. 

Curriculum validation was alço a rushed process, as Tom explains: 
we sent this document out to corporate partners, IBM, Xerox, Northern 

Telecom and asked them if this document met the goals and destinations 
that were addressed, we told them that we will write new courses to meet 
those needs if we have to. 

There was no systematic attempt to involve a broad representative group of 

stakeholders in technological education, there was simply not enough t h e .  An 

ad-hoc piecemeal approach to consultation occurred instead, as Tom explains: 



1 called up the Canadian Automobile Manufacturexs Association, 1 had a 
chat with them [aboutlwhat they thought their needs were for the 
hture...I d e d  them because 1 knew somebody there. 

Although according to Tom, no specÏfïc defiaencies were idenüfïed by the 

curzidum revmite team "the goal was to take it from the old 1995 document and 

move it dong" without a clear definition of what exactly was wrong. The expert 

panel also stated that: 

Business and industry representatives should also be involved in the 
design, delivery, and-asksment of a l l  technologid education programs" 
(Ontario Ministry of Education, lgW:l4). 

There is no mention in the document of the need for technologid education to 

be more attuned to environmental issues or the concemç of the wider community 

outside of business and industry stakeholders. It makes the impliot assumption 

that stakeholders outside of these two groups have no concerns or issues to raise 

regardmg the education of young people through and with techn010gy. 

As a curriculum specialist, Tom remarked on what he believed parents wanted 

from the technologid studies program revision: 

1 thùik parents were Iooking for courses that would give kids usable skills 
so they could go out and get a job ..J really got this impression very 
strongly h m  the writing team and TECCO. 

The fear that the government would drasticaliy cut techn010gid education 

programs was widespread and red, as Tom states: 

At the outset of this curriculum review process 1 could tell that Tech 
teachers were really womed about their jobs, they thought their jobs were 
going to disappear, Principals found that having aU those shops was a 
pain, the programs are expensive, they can't keep the teachers updated, 
they had teachers in those areas who still didn't have teaching certificates, 
you know the old guys who came in to do autoshop, the old crowd was 
not very forward looking, a bad image ... if that is what tech ed is ail about 
uh oh [Tom]. 

This pressure had an important impact on the nature of the documents 

produced. It was obvious that the govemment was very pro business and pro 

industry. Sa according to Tom: 

The tech teachers felt that if they didn't write these documents in a way 
which essentially forced the government to publidy state that 'we are 
keeping these programs, we're going to invest money in them, they're 



totdy comected with apprenticeship and coop,' if they didn't get that 
aaoss they felt that they wodd lose their jobs [Tom]. 

Technology teachers understand that political support exists for vocational 

trainüg programs. fndustry groups have identifid an impendirg 'resource' 

shortage of, for example, automobile techniaans, as well as tool and die makers 

among a number of other skilled trades. A focus on basic skill development 

allows for easier transitions uito apprenticeship and coop programs. 

Tom understood that for most teacheis in the schmls, 'technologi meant 

information technology: 

There was more public concem with what was going in technology than 
in most of the other subjects ....p eople understand that tech means 
compute rs... people were concemed that kids were going to get enough 
computer training..the lT stuff was a d a t e  priori ty... everyone at the 
m i n i s û y  knew that, 1 was reaily concemed that the BBT stuff was 
upgraded for the next century ... 1 told the team that 'you're not Wnting for 
the here and now..you're writuig for 5 years £rom now [Tom]. 

The entire process of cumdum development was wrought with conbversy. 

There was lots of anirnosity aIl around when teachers diçcovered that their 

curriculum organization was not going to be involved in the writing tearn. 

Adding to the difficulties were dictates h m  the Ministry of Education requiring 

computer studies and technologid studies to merge programs. This was not a 

peaceful mamiage and, as Tom describes, stereotypes between the school 

academic and applied disciplines are alive and well: 

The computer people hated the idea of merging with the technological 
studies people, they thought they had been brought down about four 
rungs on the ladder having to associate with greasy 'technology' and 
hairdressing, ... they even quit en masse at one point in time [Tom]. 

It is important to emphasize that for many teachers the nature of the CURiCULum 

development process was fundamentally changed: 

1 can't believe the way this whole thîng has unfolded, I've worked in 
education for years and I've never seen anything like i t  [Tom] 



While the writing team oould at least daim that they looked at other curriculum 

documents, in actual fact they barely skimmed through them, 'we just didn't 

have the time.' Tom explains: 

1 diddt think the process was right, if I was designing it 1 would have 
pulled in several groups ... workplace, colleges, universities etc..then 
went[sic] to the teahers to fÏnd out what they taught..l would have 
brought in people who do curriculum desig n... these people [teacheml had 
no idea about how to write a policy documen t...ço 1 was teadiing them 
that..teadUng them higher order thinking skills as a pedagogical 
approach and then tryjng to get them to update the content within their 
own disapline!~om]. 

Tom expressed his frustration with the la& of concem over the content of the 

1 would have liked to leave it for a couple of months and revisit it 
again-there was no time to refiect..hurry up and get it nniçhed..no one in 
the ministry was looking at content, they were looking nt standardized 
fonn, at organization, did you hand in a l l  the papers you had to hand in 
and sign off? How was 1 supposed to b o w  if the content is right?[Tom]. 

As for issues conceming the environmentf Tom states: 

The environmental stuff was dissipated ... blown to the winds.. compareci 
to the previous document, there was a team directive.. 'do not use the 
word environment unless absolutely neœssary...we were told not to put 
words related to environmental issues in the document or things on 
societal implications, values al l  that SM, it kept coming up and had to be 
removed, we were told by the ministry people 'take that out and put in 
something that will sort of get across the idea' ..it was a very fnistrating 
process[Tom]. 

Issues within technologid education connecteci to demmacy, responsïbiüty, or 

social justice were off limits, as Tom states: "that's a hot potato, to Say that society 

should be responsible for certain things is not what the minis- wanted to hear" 

As for the 'old' 1995 BBT curridum Tom states: 

Evayone knows that 'physicd products' and 'human processes' were the 
focus of the old document, the environmental SM was just the right 
buzzwords to keep people concemed about that SM happy[Tom]. 

In the new document, career and safety issues have been pushed &O the impacts 

and conçequences area dong with 'environmental concems'. There is little doubt 

that they will be the issues emphasized, despite the fact that safety per se is 



dearly not an 'impact.' Tom sums up his feelings conœrrüng the lack of 

1 donf t think that any of the environmental stuff will h d  any kind of a 
voice within the new document..they're only goïng to do what they think 
they can or want..you can't dictate to them[Tom]. 

The hustration of experienced technological education coordinators and 

consultants was palpable, as Bill who has worked in technologid education for 

twenty five years as a teacheq coordinator and consultant explains= 

After a l l  the work we did with BBT, this is going to allow the people who 
never did like it to retrench and do even less in the way of broad based 
work They wouidn't include a l l  of the good material devdoped in the 
BBT document, They want standardization at ail costs. The polititians 
interpreted public demand for standaràization, so they gave their 
bureaucrats in the ministry the same marching orders-standardization of 
format and material- I worked on the elementary document and they used 
it to screw DTïO [Design and Technology Teachers of Ontario], I feel 
guilty that 1 helpeci put a nail in the affin of elementary technology 
teachers and their facilitiesf 1 should never have participated if  I knew 
about their agenda. This new tech document is a throwback to the sixties, 
the C u L S n d u m  writers were told that any reference to values would be 
removed. Ifs  only ski11 and knowledge, skill and knowledge ! They 
gutted the elementary document and a lot of the environmental material 
issues as weU. 1 know that for a fact because one of my good fiiends was 
involveci in putting Uiat document together [Bill]. 

It is important to understand a little concerning the politid climate in Ontario at 

this h e .  The perception of people who worked with the Muiistry of Education 

in the development of the new BBT curriculum was that references to the 

environmental implications of technology were removed because they were 

perceived as king anti-business. In the context of budgetary and staffing cuts of 

45% (Mittelstaedt, 1999) in the provincial Ministry of the Environment since 1995, 

it is obvious that environmental issues were a very low priority with the 

govemment. The low symbolic stahis of environmental concems conveyed by 

the govemment started with an environmental mullçter who refused to take 

public transit to commute to work within the aty of Toronto. 

A leaked report outlining the d e s  and cornplaints that muiistry of the 

environment SM inspectors have been told to 'overlook' or to enforce in a lax 



manner indude: Uegd dumping of sewage from pleasure boats, many pesticide 

infractions, foul-tasting drinking water, littering, ppoorly functioning commercial- 

recycling pgrams, and the stench £rom manure spreading. As well, Ministry of 

the Environment inspedors were told not to enforce a nile requiring soft-drink 

mânufacturers to sell3û per cent of th& beverages in refiuable containers. 

(Mittelstaedt, 1999). 

In UUs political climate, and a move toward accounbbility, outcornes and 

standards, it is easy to see why environmental concems regarding technological 

education were marginaiized. Teachers perceive these issues as 'soft,' hard to 

measure, quanti& and rationalize in the light of the fad that the miniçtry is 

providing no initiatives or si@ to move in that direction Ultimately, 

environmental issues are only ùicluded in the curriculum within 'teachable 

moments' or if the individual teacher has a strong cornmitment to teadllng them. 

Enache - the Fast Ca~italist Technology Agenda 

Elmore et aL(1992210) suggest that curriculum enactment is largely concerned 

with four elements: a student product, the operations to produce the product, the 
resources used, and the significana of the task in the dassroom accountability 

system. Curriculum is thus represented to students as work rather than a 

struggle with meaning and understanding. Technology education curriculum 

enactrnent is largely consistent with this model: s tudents are posed a design 

problem or situation in which they mwt utilize the technologid problem 

solving design heuristic in order to achieve a solution. That a technological 

solution is the preferred solution to the problem at hand is never questioned. Nor 

are students presented with scena.rios where a teduiological solution iç probably 

not the optimum solution. Situations involving behavioral change, public 

edumtion or a change in political policy or organization are not explored. 

Reducing complex human and social problems to 'techno-fixes' is nothing new; 

presenüng these issues as mere technoIogical problems to be solved is to 

undertake an objectification of social reality. 



A dear driving force in changing the BBT document was the fact that the 

provincial govemment was moving quickly to assert to i6  constituencies that it 

was moving to take £km control of the education tiller. Control in this case 

entailed leaving the fadties of education in the province out of the technologieal 

shidies curriculum development loup so as not to compromise the 'cornmon 

sense' agendas animating the %a& to basics' process. It is important to 

understand curriculum policies as symbolic actions to generate and solidify 

support among pa.rtiCU1a.r constituencies (Kliebebard, 1992), in this case the 

conservative elements of the small business and industry community. 

The merits of the 1995 BBT document and its implications were st iU king 
discussed by the technological eduaüon community when, in 1996, the newly 

elected provincial govemment signaled that massive changes were unfolding for 

the provincial education system. Teachers were still exploriqg and actively . 

debating the nature of BBT education, and its merits and drawbacks, when it 

became clear that more 'topdown' driven changes were imminent. 

Exactly what in the old document required change is not clear. 

Technology currida in its fast capitalkt hamework is oriented dong lines 

similar to traditional vocational marketing education as outhed by Copa and 

Bentley (1992). Marketing curricula emphasized the following components: 

- Marketing skrlls-sales promotion, marketing research 
- Product or service technology skills 
- Social sW-cus tomer relations, teamwork skills 
- Basic skills-skills of mathematics and co~nrnunicatiora 
- Economic concepts of private enterprise-knowledge and attitudes about - 
- Cornpetitive enterprise system, economic cycles of production and 
consumption (Copa & Bentley,1992: 903). 

These elements are all understood as fundamental componerits of the fast capital 

vexsion of broad based technology. In fra~ning technology education as prirnarily 

tool-use and ski11 acquisition, students do not connect technogogy to political and 

social decision making and power brokering which constitutes the real world of 

technology. Unda the fast capital formulation of technological education, the 

embrace of complexity and the interdependent relationships that constitute 



technological meanuig-making are sadced for aommodified skills. Legitimated 

knowledge in this contact is largely concemed with marketable skiils 

BBT-2 Fast Fonvard into the Fast Capitalist Futtue 

Une of the important functions of a curridum document should be outlining in 

relative terms, the priorities, leamings and contexts that will be most important 

for the full development of the whole student, and their community for the next 

grneration. In respect of this dimension, the Ontario technology currida fail to 

leave the reader with any identiûed sense of vision beyond the need for 'flexible 

skilling' exists. Selecüve references to documents supporting an instrumental 

skillç based a r r i d u m  are usualIy introduced without aitical engagement The 

needs of industry become the defacfo ne& of the technology curriculum. The 

document begins with: 

TechnoIogid innovation is society's leading agent of change. It influences 
al1 areas of life, including the actions of individu& and nations. 
Technology t r a n s ~ l à s  social, politid, and economic structures. It 
addresses basic human needs and provides the tools and processes for 
exploration of the known world and the unknown. (Ontario Ministry of 
Education, 1999b). (My emphasis added) 

The determinisac nature of this statement is evident: sodety responds to 

techn010gical change, determinism implies that technologies have an 

autonomous functional logic that can be explained without a political, social, 

economic or environmental Lramework (Wiruierf 1985; EUd, 1964). 

The theme of 'technological transcendence' is a common one in popular and 

historical accounts of technologid development A s  Noble points out: 

The expectation of ultimate salvation through technology, whatever the 
iuunediate human and social costs, have become an unspoken orthodoxy, 
reinforced by a market-induced enthusiasm for novelty and sanctioned by 
a millenarian yeaming for new beginnings (Noble, 1997:206). 

In embracing tedinology as a transcendent force over hurnan affairs 

technologists have: 

trained their min& for transcendence, they have conhibuted enormously 
to the world arsenal for warfare, surveillance and control.. .they &O have 
placed their technological means at the disposal of manufacturing, 
financial, and service corporations, which have deployed them the world 



over to discipline, deskiIl, and displace untold millions of people, while 
concentrating global power and wealth into fewer and fewer han& 
(Noble, 19972û6). 

The narrative of technology as a transcendent force dows for no substantial 

critique, lest the charge of luddism be levelled: 

Pleas for some rationality, for rdedion about pace and purpose, for sober 
assessrnent of costs and benefits- for evidence even of economic value, 
much 1- larger social gains- are dismissed as irrational. From within the 
faith, any and al l  criti&-rn appears irrelevant, and irreverent (Noble, 1997: 
207)- 

In a deterministic hmework: "technology is presumably social only through 

the purpose it serves, and purposes are in the mind of the beholder" 

(FeenbergJ9955). In frafning technology as a transcendent force, teachers neglect 

the fa& that technology is overdetennined by both technical and social factors. 

Deterministic conceptions of technology effectively neglect the signiscance of 

social relationshipç, and political negotiation, and the very important 

understanding that "technology is a scene of social struggle, a "parliament of 
things," on which avilizational alternatives contend (Feenberg,1995:8). When 

conceptions of technology incorporate the notion of indeterminiSm, the political 

and social negotiation of technology is understood to be not only possible but an 

essenaal part of dernomatic culture. 

In simple instrumental tool-use understandings of technology and technological 

systems, the resultant 'effect' of a technological system is understood as nothing 

more than the predictable, linear sum total of the individual technological 

impacts of the diçcrete technologies which comprise the system. From thiç 

perspective, understanding the system requires nothing more than a knowledge 

of the discrete components. Integration, synergies, feedback loops, nonlinear 

responses and human emotions, feelings and other 'non rationalized' dimensions 

of human behaviour are negleded completely. 

The three major areas of emphasis in the BBT curriculum - physical products, 

human processes and environmental systems - have k e n  replaced with three 

Shands': theory and foundation; skills and processes; impact and consequences. 



Theory and foundation indudes? key ideas about concepts, components and 

systems, materiais, services and products", ski& and processes includes: the 

techn010gical skills and processes required in response to a variety of practical 

challenges; impact and consequences entails: "safety-related issues, career 

opportunities, and the implications of techn010gy" (Ontario Mùustry of 

Education, 1999: 16). 

The overd learning expectations for the impact and consequences component 

.indudes a melange of safety issues, societal impact issues, career development , 
'acceptable use' issues related to equipment and environmental effects of 

materials processes and resources. SpecXc expectations identify that students 

wilk 

- identify the sdety features of tools, materiah, and processes; 
- handle amputer hardware and dectrical components safe1y; 
- use appropriate strategies to prevent potential health and safety 
problems; 
- describe environmental, ecologid, and social considerations related to 
the use of technologies, processes, and natural resources; 
- identify the impact of technology at home, work and school, and in 
recreationd pursuits; 
- idenûfy computer and technology-related car- and demonstrate 
understanding of how technology affects selected careers; 
- ide- acceptable-use policie&or cornputhg (Ontario Ministry of 
Education, 1999). 

It is quite apparent that the emphasis on environmental systems and the 

relationships behveen technoIogy and environmentai consequences has been 

reduced. Evert though many teachers Wtually ignored the environmental 

systems emphasis in the BBT curridum for a variety of reasons which will be 

explored in chapter seven, the fa& that environmental. systems was identified as 

one of the three areas of emphasis was important. With the fast capitalist 

document, environmental issues are lumped in with safety and careen, two 

issues which are very important to technology teachers. Environmental issues 

with respect to technology are thus further marginalu.ed. 

The use of deterministic 'impact' language whereby students merely 'identiQ1 

how technology changes social patterns in the school, home and workplace 



leaves no room for anythùig like a proadive discussion regarding the optimum 

way to achieve democratidy s h e d  goals and objecüves with technology. 

Teduiology itselfis attributed the ability to affect areers, while rdection and 

analysis of huma. agency and the power and responsibrlities entailed in being 

able to organize and informate the work of others through technology is 

neglected entirely . 

The inclusion of 'acceptable use' policies for computing is induded as part of a 

disciplinary discourse to dissuade the 'unethical' use of cornputers by software 

pirating or intemet hacking. 'Acceptable use' policies need to be evaluated and 

understood in a wider context For example, the lawsuit brought by the US. 
govemment against the largest software manufacturer in the world (hhcrosoft) 

for unethical and monopolistic business practices highlights the fact that 

businesses and industries can and frequently do engage in unethical practices. 

Disciplinary discourses aimed at students whkh fail to connect with issues h m  

the world of business and industry are disingenuous. Increased talk of 

mandatory school level codes of behaviour, tighter focus on 'rigorous outcomes', 

more centralized decision making made by the Mïnistry of Education, and 

prescribed procedures for marks and rankings are all indicators thab 

'policïng' k now the prime motivator in Ontario's educational politics. 
None spealcs to the role of the leamer; mostly they speak about 
govemance or have a focus only on what is to be leamed (Borscht, 1999). 

A brief content analysis and cornparison of several curricula illustrate a number 

of interesthg and significant points. Figure 4-1 compares the 1995 BBT 

curriculum, with the 1999 BBT-2 and the 1995 New Zealand Technologid 

education currida. 

















As this analysis indicates the fast capitalist language discussed in chapter two is 

prevalent in the mvised Ontario nvridum. The increase in use of words such as 

client, customer, economism and entrepreneur signal teaches to prepare 

students for the fastcapitalist future. Phrases and words which am indicative of 
an ecotechnological perspective concerning technology are virtually non existent. 

One of the most important changes in the new document is the extensive use of a 

customer-client orientation to techn010gy education. The word 'customer' was 

not present in the previous document, but here it is mentioned thirty six times. 

S i a r l y ,  an emphasis on servicing not community but 'customer' needs is 

emphasized in a numba of courses. The word 'advertising' similarly is absent 

h m  the 1995 document, yet it emerges here as one of the dominant themes, 

being menüoned thirty six times, in a number of different wntexts. A clear 
distinction can be seen between the high-1evel University stream design 

technologid course and the college and workpIace courses. It is clear that 

students and parents see the lîmited f u n c t i d  character of the new technology 

curriculum as preparation for the limited opportunities provided by the service 

emnomy. The language used makes it obvious Mat Uiese courses are preparation 

for uncritical participation in the production-co~l~~mption loop of today's 

economy. 

In the grade 11 workplace stream students will: "develop an awareness of 

consumer issues in the creation and marketing of products or services" ( Ministry 

of Education, 1999:62). In applied research they: "define the process of design 

used by industry in creating and marketing consumer products or services" 

In the grade 11 College level program, students will-. "acquire basic design skills 
required for p s t  secondary careers in engineering, manufacturing, architecture, 

construction, consumer product design, marketing, and/ or advertising." They 

will use the design process to "mate products or services based on consumer 

requirements." They will document their design approaches used to meet 

'consumer requirements' and they will select solutions h m  an 'analysis of 

consumer needs and market requirements." Furthermore they will: "evaluate 

solutions to determine the effectiveness of meeting consumer needs" 



'd~~tll~lenting issues involving designhg for the wnsumer marketplaœff and in 
meeting the 'hpact and Consequences' requiremenc they will ''identify 

consumer issues and potential design cIiallenges"( Ministry of Education, 

199965). The grade î2 Technological design for the workplace course has 
sinularIy prosaic objectives. Students will "develop a systematic proœss to create 

products or Services based on an understanding and analysis of consumer 
needs" whereby students '%ecome aware of products, packaging, promotion and 

storage, pgect design trendsf and document car- in design, manufactunng, 

or marketing" ( Ministry of Education, 1999:68). Awareness in this context is not 

aitid, but rather fundional, what packaging, promot id  schemes or designs 
work. Again the unproblematic nature of 'consumer needs' reveals no 

connecfion to the multi-billion dollar indus- dedicated to the manufacture of 

desire or the environmental and social fallout that results when postmodern 

consumption becomes an end. Selby and Pike (1995) suggest a number of 

altenative technologid acüvities focusing cm appropriate teduiology which 
encourage students to consider the social and environmental consequences of 
technology. 

The thomugh immersion of students into advertising and promotion is 

apparently done without irony and without any seme of the problematic notion 

of endturing students further in the cycles of consumption-production. Part of 

the 'Theory and Foundation' of design consists of conducting and: "analyzing 
the results of marketing surveys to establish consumer needs and requirements." 

They will also 'design promotional materials suitable for potential dients or 

investors'. Finally in 'Impact and Consequences' they will 'compare advertising 

campaignsr and 'develop advertising based on analysis of user needs' 

In contrast to the 'education for consumption' theme in the workplae and 

college design streams, students in the university stream Grade 12 Design 

Engineering course explore 'ethics in engineering' and there is not a single 

mention of advertising or 'meeting the needs of consumers'. This two tiered 

approach, critical issues and ethics for those bound for university and training 

for consumption for the rest, clearly bespeaks a broken pedagogical philosophy. 



This dear dichotomy further stigmatizes technological education as 'hands-ont 

and not a 'minds-on' program. 

Here we have no ethical or values based thinking omurring instead a fast 

capitaiist version of the infinitely flexible value-free 'universal designef who 

does not engage or reflect on her own values in designing, prototyping or 

manufaduring a product, but merely subjugates all h a subjectivities to the 'wiil 

of the consurnef, the paying cuçtomer . Without recourse to a critical hguage 

or framework for understanding the soàal, economic, politid and 

environmentd contexts of design, meeting consumer demand and the dictates of 

ephemeral 'market choice' seems like a masonable expectation for students. 

Ethicf is kequently mentioned in the computer engineering and information 

science wumes as well as in a communications context. Yet in other BBT subjectsI 

manufacturing, construction, and transportation there is no mention of ethics or 

ethical issues in technological design and use. Given thé thnist of the document 

the stated desire for 'ethical computer use' is presumably included to discourage 

copyright infringement through software piracy or illegal intemet hacking. It is 
most assuredly not intended to explore issues surrounding workplace and public 

surveillance, 'data muiing', privacy or a host of other situations where high 
technology is used for disciplinary and cmtrol pufposes against unwilling or 

unsuspecthg workers and the public 

Worldview research attempts in part to see and delineate how teachexs draw 

comections between technology and society. When a transportation teacher 

states that she sees no point in drawing students into a discussion about global 

warming and the connection to the interna1 combustion engine' what is she 

r e d y  saying? Does she attach any importance hom a personal perspective to the 

topic? Does it affect her on a human level? Does she believe it will? Does she 

believe it will impact her community, her children? 1s she discounthg the 

impacts on future generations? When a manufacturing technoIogy teacher 

declares that he is building a 25 fwt boat out of tropical hardwoods and that he 

doeçn't "give a d a m  what any 'enviro-kook! thinks"[Greg], is he saying that he 



thinks that the stories of rainforest destruction are so much fiction? 1s he 
ccmcerned with setting an example? How do the storig of raidorest destruction 

impact him? Or, is he mereiy voicing what others do when they drive vehicles 

which consume huge ~uantities of fossil fuels while contri%uting to global 

warming- Many technologid teachers have not refiected on the nature of 

techndhtre and its relationship to construcüng th& own subjecfivity. One of 

the consequences of this is that curriculum experiences which help students both 

deconstruct and recomtruct the connections between cultural meaning and 

technologid reality are largely absent h m  technologïcal education 

Feenberg argues that technical objects have two hermeneutic dimensions, which 

he calls th& social menning and their culfural haum. These are both crucial 
concepts in the search for a more authentic technology curricuIum. According to 

Feenberg, modem engineering d t u r e  is generaiiy uneasy taking about 

'meaning' as it applies to teduiology; engineers and managers: "readily grasp the 

concept of 'goal" but they have no place for "meaning."(Feenberg, 1995:9). We 

could quite easily extend this statement to ùidude technologidcaleducators as it 

helps to explain the dearth of interpretive or henneneutic exercises in technology 

education. In fa& Feenberg argues, the dichotomy of goal and meaning is a 

product of a 'functionalist professional culture1, which iç itseLf rooted and defineci 
in tenns of the structure of the modem economy. The wncept of "goai" strips 

technology bare of social contexts, focusing engineers and managers on just what 

they need to know to do their job. Wch means produce the artifact, proces or 

system which fulfUs the spedied goal. The fab is, all students will be more 

involved in using and applying technology than in designing or manufadurhg 

it We are all cultural interpreters and consumers of technologid products and 

systems designeci by others. Despite the importance of a cultural symbolic 

interpretation of technology, most currïcula fail to address the symbolic 

dimension of technologid design, manufacture or use . 

A fulla picture is conveyed, however, by studying the social role of the technical 

object and the lifestyles it makes possible. That picture places the abstract notion 

of "goal" in its ancrete social context It makes technology's contextual causes 



and consequences visible rather than obscuring them behind an impoverished 
functionalism. When we strip technoIogy of its human &al-politid and 

historical contact, it ceases to be seen as a %istoricaIly evolving phenornenon' 

(Feenberg, 1995). It becornes something that must be accepteci, mastered, and 

followed instead of sornethuig that is contingent, and politically negotiated 

through many non-technologid venues. The narrow fundionai instrumental 
perspectives of technology in the BBT curriculum are clear: 

The broad-based teàuiology program approach views the student as an 
information processor and problem solver who will be taught a range of 
literaaes and use skills in problem solving, decisicm making and team 
work [Ontario Minïstry of Education, 1997r131. 

Considering ttdmology to be no more than 'a collection of devices' or the 'sum 

of rational means' (Feenberg81995:9) is disingenuous and ne@& the very social 

reality of techn010gical development 

BBT 2 Course Profiles 

'Industrial worldvied orientations can be found thmughout the technology 

curricula. For example, noticeably absent from the course profile for grade nine 

Integrated Technologies are the words: pollution, recycling, waste, ecology, solar, 

sustain, reuse, repair, debate, atizenship, rdection, interdependence or 

responsibility. It is the omission of the word responsibility which is perhaps the 

most troubling of all. The curriculum ignores the importance of helping students 

develop a sense of technologid responsibility in theV future roles as 

technologid designers/planners, aeators, mers and consumers and as active 

citizens of their coxnmunity, or within the bioregion which surrounds and 

ultimately sustains them. The fast capitalist advertking discourse is, on the other 

hand, deemed important enough to be induded in several student activities. Zn 
one partidar activity students design and mnstnid an 'electronically 

illuDninated poster that refieds their personal interests or is used as a 

promotional device for a business (for example, to advertise a specific product).' 

In another, students work in teams to create games and 'use word processors to 

compose instructions and/or advertising materials.' In another, the teacher and 



students are expecteci to 'compare features and prïcing of computers by 
analyzing cuwnt ad~ertisernents.~ 

The fast capitalist discourse is ultimately a redudive one, one which focuses on 

the immediacy of an atomistic understanding of the relatively mal at the 

expense of developing a broader understanding of underlying soàopolitical 

forces or trends behind the changes being experienced in society. Of partidarIy 
dubious value is an advity in which: 

The teacher works with students to identify various components inside a 
computer and the functions of these components. These components 
indude: motherboard, Central Processing Unit (BU), BIOS Integrated 
Circuit (IC), memory ICs, keyboard and mouse ports, the data/address 
bus, expansion slots, vide0 car& serial and parallel ports, hard 
drive/£ioppy controUer and drives, CD ROM, sound card, modem or 
network card, and power supply. 

The extremely rapid rate of change in computer hardware anfigurations and 

ever increasing levels of integration will undoubtedly continue to change the 

architecture and physicai layout of mmputers, pointing to higher level %la& 
box' integrated circuit chips. To 'identify their hction' is trivial knowledge that 

is neady already outdated as soon as it is acquired. Here 'black-box' information 

which can and should be accessed via a technical manual is conflated with 

developing insight and knowledge conceming the way computers 'work'. 

Acüvities which might hdp students develop a better understanding of the 

confingent nature of technoIogy, for example, how information technology both 

improves the quality of life for some people while simultaneously reducing the 

quality of life for 0th- are nowhere to be found. 

Mechanistic worldviews are also evident in the mixed metaphors that are to be 

used by teachers to illustrate the 'visuaiization of computer operation' by: 

"compating the computer and the human brain in the following ways: 
cornputer /brain, input/ sense, memory / store, proces / think, 
output/do."[Ontario Ministry of Education, 1999:41] A s  Bowers states: 

'Machine terrnin01ogy serve as metaphors for understanding M e  processes, with 

the result that machines are inaeasingly viewed as superior to humans" (Bowers, 



1997:û-9). These metaphors a m  components of what Bowers identifies as part of 

the ecologidly dysfunctid Wgh-status' knowledge of Westem culture, as 

discussed inchapter three- 

Local Curriculum Documents 

A number of local curridum documents developed by several boards of 

education and in part by some of the partiapants involved in this research also 
provide some insight into the nature of the worldviews embodied in the offiaal 

curriculum. A number of c d d u m  documents rdect  the fact that teachers 

have internalized much of the 'fast-capital' discourse in describing the nature of 
technologid change and the implications of it for students. A cornmon theme in 

many of these curridum documents is the expresseci fear of 'fakg b&&: 

Students must be prepsved to use the technology of the W s  or riskbeing 
left behind in the ink wells of yesterday (Halton, Board of Education, 
19952). 

Another common theme involves the 'economic horse racef that we are a l l  caught 

up in, as weIl as an unfounded opümism that information tedinologies wül level 

the playing field' with respect to corporate hierarchies and relationships of 

power in organizations : 

We are in the midst of a new industrial revolution and quite simply if we, 
as a country are not part of it, we are lost. Generalist and specialish will 
be the new pemnneI structure of the work place. Work will be performed 
by groups who am.given "a job to do". This will Wely be the only vertical 
activity, dothers will be horizontal interaction between workers. There 
will be a Illitnager of the team who will not necessdy have all the 
answers (Haldimand Board of Education, 1995:l). 

The same curridum document quotes at length a Harvard Business Review 

article that purports to outline the so called 'aisis' in American [and presumably 

Foreign based cornpetitors are becoming a thxeat to the American market 
by exploiting th& low wages and/or superior technologid 
sophistication. Consumers require higher levels of quality and diversity. 
Just-in-time production systems are putting pressure on suppliers to 
surpass theV old standards of delivery and service. The challenges facing 
U S  and Canadian manufacturing companies are staggeringff (Haldimand 
Board of Education, 1995:l). 



No mention is made of the fact that a fundamental restructuring has taken place 

in Ontario and that hundreds of thousands of manufacturing jobs have been lost 

because companies moved to lower wage areas in the US. and Mexico. The 

problem is h e d  as a problem with the produceivity and/or skill of Canadian 
workersf not with asymmetries in international trader foreign ownership, fiuid 

investment capital, monetary policy or oommand-control management 

structures. No mention is made of the expIoitation of the socially and politidy 

disadvantaged to create the economic conditions which benefit the relatively 

few. 

Many of these documents unaitically extol the virtues of technology in a marner 

one would expect in advertising brochures; for example, this same 

manufacturing curriculum document mentioned earlier also hails the virtues of 

CAD, CAM, CA& FMS-flexible manufacturing systems, robotics and CA4- 

cornputer integrated manufacturing as technologies that promise to "improve 

cost, qualityf fiexibility, delivery, speed, design, everythingn(My emphasis). The 
impact of automation on the skilled trades is not discussed nor the trends toward 

deskilling. Any retience t o w d  these new technologies is ascrid to a fear of 

loçing control: 
Those who resist the new technology fear its tendency to destabrlize the 
chain of cornmand. The use of the new technology means much more 
cooperation at low levels in the organization. This kind of team-work is 
unnatural behaviour for companies whose structures operate according to 
a "command and contFolf' mentality" (Hddimand Board of Education, 
1995:Z). 

The rhetoric of the 'flat organization' and the end of hierarthical control withîn 
production facilities is simply not a mality. The 'diain of wmmand' has never 

really been threatened. Automation in many cases has incceased the 

centralization of power and contml into fewer and fewer hands (Noble, 1995). 

The 'workerless factory' is held up to be the epitome of technologid 

advancement upon which al l  future hopes are pinned: 
Cornputers will become more involved in the manufaduhg setting. 
Whole factories now function without human han& whatsoever, except 
for maintenance. Maintenance need not lead to down tirne because there 



is stand-by equipment ready to go into operation when requested by 
cornputer control. We will aiways requiFe people for design* 
equipment, maintahhg it, suggesting new applications for the equipment 
and overseeing the automated control. While automation may mean fewer 
workers in a given place, it may lead to greater employment because of 
the possibdity of much greater production, leadhg to an enricheci way of 
life for a l l  of us (Haldimand Board of Education, 1995:7). 

The tenuous connection between greater production and an 'enricheci way of life 

for us dl' is built on a faith object Increased productivity benefits everyone 

equally. The reality of Ontario manufacturing is much bleaker: hunàreds of 

-thousands of jobs in manufaduring were lost over the £Steen last years largely 
due to restructuring and flight to lower wage areas in Mexico and the southern 

US (Dobbin, 1998). 

The vocational dimension of technologid education in preparing students for 

employment in industry is the stated primary objective for technoiogical 

education: 

Obviously, we must sevise our technical program to meet the new needs 
of industry. Students m u t  be trained so that they an be part of the new 
"groupff. Most of the generaüsts will likely be the grade 12 graduate with 
a general technical background. The spet5aüsts requUed wilI be trained in 
the community colleges and universities. The educationd background 
r-ed for the grade 12 graduate will be; 1) a good knowledge of the 
new system and how it works and 2) a background of many technicai 
subjects (Haldimand Board of Education, 1995:2). 

The nature of the 'new system' is never fully artidated beyond the fast capitalist 

jargon, the new reality is defined within the context of a philosophy: 

The phüoçophy of Technology Studies in our system is based on certain 
beliefs, principles and values, su& as: 
Technologid studies should meet the needs of the cornmunity. 
Technological studies should reinforce the values, beliefs and attitudes of 
a democratic industrial society. 
(Haldimand Board of Education, 1995:4). 

The speciEic nahire of the 'needs of the community' are never eluudated but c m  

be infemd to be the needs of the local business-industrial community. 

It is interestirtg to note also that the nature of the 'values, beliefs, and attitudes of 

a 'democtatic industrial society' are never mentioned in the curriculum 



domment, nor are there any curricular learning experiences fc: students to 

explore exactly what these terms mean as they relate to techr.slogy. Exemplary 
cases of dernomatic participation in technologid deàsion making are neither 

exploreci nor modelled in the curr îdm Again, the specific nature of the 

spechum of values, beliefs and attitudes that teachers are expected to reinforce in 
students is bken for granted. 

The Promotion of 'Car Culture' in Technolo~d Edudon 

Despite the fa& that BBT technology courses are supposed to help students leam 

how 'environmental systems' are impiicated in each of the BBT areas, this ideal is 

seldom given anything more than an obligatory or passing mention Specialized 
skius are still the norm despite the fact that many of the d c u l u m  documents 

state that 'tramferable skills' are the goal. Focus is almost exclusively on 

techn010gical cornpetence. In essence, many transportation technology programs 
are simply vocational automotive pmgrams with minor name and organizational 
changes. For example, the main Leamhg Outcornes for a year one 

Transportation program indude: 

Demonstrate the understanding of the parts and the operation of a 4 
stroke off-road engine. 

Demonstrate the skius requved to d e  adjustments to art off road .4 
stroke engine mounted on a ben&. 

Demonstrate the skills required to work with hand tools and materials 
in repairing minor scratches and dents ... auto body 
Auto Service -basic maintenance of coolhg systems, tires, battery, 

Iubncation systems 

There is no mention of automotive based trazlsportation as an 'embedded' 

technologid system in the sense that it is the way it is because of historical 

folkways as well as politidy-driven decision making and social engineering 

rooted in modernist worldview. There is no mention of sustainable 

transportation issues or the human social issues that arise in any critical look at 

transportation systems. A typical grade nine exercke is shown in box 4 1  

k x  4-1 Carbon Dioxide Draaster 

Theme: Force 
Titie: Welcorne to the Fast lane 



Situation: As a member of an international racing design team, your sponsor requests 
that your team design a car to win the next race or sponsorship wiii be withdrawn- 
Challenge: Design and construct a mode1 from the materials provided, following the 
TSASOO Dragster specifkatiom. 

1 ~chnological Chalienges in the Transition Years.. .Peel Board of Education, 1993 

As a -cal activity for year one transportation programs, connections to 

mathematics and science are made but no environmental/social issues are . 
mentimeci. 

A widely distributeci and shared c u r r i c u l ~ ~ n  resounx entitled 'Design and 

Technology of the Automobile' (Haldimand and Durham Board of Education, 

1994) provides a good example of how the cuitural n o m  surroundhg 
automobile teduiology are reprodud uncritidy in the technoIogy currîcui~111. 

Featuring a racing car on its cover and containing numerous pictures of 'monster 

trucks' in the body of the document, the document makes no mention of the 

major social and environmental impacts that surround automobile 

transportation Issues like urban sprawl, highway noise, impacts of private 

transportaticm systems on public transit use and support, and public hidden 
subsidies for private automobile use, are never mentioned (Alvord, 2000; 

BosselJ998). Instead, students are urged to focus on the cosmetic or aesthetic 
features of automobiles. 

One exerciçe, which reinforces what might be d e d  "Option edification," 
involves students playing a Bingo game to identify superficial or cosmetic 'fa& 

about carsf. Another simi.lar exadse features several examples of student 

generated questionnaires which focus on cosmetics features of m. For example, 

students are asked - 'Does your car have air conditioning?' No mention is made 

of CFC's or their HCFC replacements as ozone depleters, and the fact that 

'environmentally friendly' air conditioning does not exkt is not exploreci. They 

are asked, "Does your car have a sunroof ?" This, again, is option glamorizîng of 

cars. There are no questions encouraging students to research the relationship of 

engine size, vehicle weight and the amount of CO, and other poilutants that a 

vehide produces. The source of gasoline and the environmental consequences 

involved in its extraction, processing and transportation - including los  of 



anjmal habitat, fouling of the air, oil spillç, and global warming are not 

mentioned. 

The Denid of Reality 

When curzidum connections are made to environmental issues, the unreality or 

disconnectedness of the mu& of the technology curziculum is brought into 

focus. For example, consewative scientific estimates to prevent sustained climate 

change mean that worldwide emissions of carbon dioxide must slow to less than 
2 billion tomes a year h m  the current 6 billion today. If we take the estimated 

world population living in 2100, this will leave a per person quota of 

approximately half a kg of carbon emissions a day. Driving a typical SUV will 
limit that trip to 4 km. Of murse technologid improvement will have long since 

improved this number by 2100 and perhaps by then the intemal combustion 
engine will be nothing more than an antive. The point of exercises such as this 

is to illustrate to students the magnitude of change that wiU be required to more 

eqyitably share CO, emissions and to impress upon them we cannot just assume 

that technologid change alone will solve the problem. Technologid change 

also requires new social and political arrangements whïch will provide citizens 

better dernocrac pubiic ontrol of technological policy. These new arrangements 

will not simply evolve fkom technologid change itself, they will only flourish if 

Qtizens demand more of a say in how our technologies are designed and 

deployed. 

None of the transportation teachers 1 talked to in my research had any current 

plans to indude sustainable transportation poliaes or issues of global warming 

in theu aur idum.  Ontario is the largest auto manufacturùig region in Canada, 

so not surprisingly a component of the official and the M e n  curridum has a 

dimension which supports the provinaal automobüe manufacturing industry. 

h a 'Guest-Speakei unit, students listen to different perspectives on how cars 

have an impact on jobs, as well as partiapating in a discussion of how the 

design and technology of automobiles have created jobs. The unit resources 

exclusively k t  supporters of 'automobile culture', noticeably absent is any 



representation h m  sustainable transportation groups or environmental 

ofganizatiom. The resources include: 

- General Motors 
-Dupont 
- Lasco Steel 
- Comrnunity (undefineci) 
- Car Dealerships 
- Car collectors 
- Automotive Museum 

Another resource lesson on "Safety and Respon&bility"does not mention 

corporate responsibility of vehicle manufacturers for recyding of cars, or for 

pollution reduction; it is silent on the role of govemmait and public participation 

in ensuring that companies observe their safety and responsibility colTunitmentS. 

A simplistic and inaccurate "Ripple Effect" Lesson ülustrates that transportation 

growth is a positive Ming for society, using examples sudi as: 

1. people travel more-> More hotels and motels are b u ü t - >  More 

restaurants open 

2. People leave fanns to work in fadories-> Cities get bigger-> Need for 

public transitg e.g. buses, taxis 

The consequences of these 4vi r tu0~ cyclesg are misleadingly presented as natural 

outmmes of the techn010gical proces, not the result of technologid 'lock-in' or 

the result of intense lobbying efforts on behalf of powerful interest groups to 

maintain the status quo. TechnoIogical lock-in refers to the concept whereby a 
particular technology, often through a small historical event or a sequence of 

such events, becomes the 'lodsed-in' dominant technology of choice. The 

historid event may be something accidental, a marketing gadget, or a political 

problem requiring immediate action (Cowan &Hulten,1996:63). What often 

occurs is a snowballing effed which is based on learning by doing, learning by 

using and learning about pay-offs with the cumulative e£fects elevating one 

technology to dominance. Technologid lock-in is an important reason for the 

dominance of the combustion engine automobile's dominance over the eleckic 

vehicle (Cowan &Hulten,l996), as well as the dominance of the Windows@ 

operating systern for cornputers. There are many other important examples of 



technologies gaining the upper hand over cornpetitors that have less to do with 

th& technid superiority than economic, politid and &al factors. The reason 

that lock-in is important for technology education is that without an apprecïation 

and understanding of how various social, political actors influence the inertia or 

status quo of exïsting technological systems, students are left with the incomect 

understanding that change in technological system is simp1y attributed to 

'building a better mousetrap'. Human agency phys a far greater role in 

technological developments than the curridum suggests. Moving toward 

sustainable technological systems requires an understanding of the leverage 

points of technologid lock-in, in order to effect maximum change with limited 

resourœs. 

Perhaps one of the most disturbing examples of uncritical support for the 

automobile indushy is a lesson titled 'Vehicle Marketing.' The listed resources 

include t h e  Iiçted in Box 4-2: 

Vehicle Marketing Resources 
-Sales rep £rom G.M. or auto industry 
- advertisements h m  magazines 
- videos of car commercials 
- newspaper ads of car dealerships 
Leamhg Experiences 
Students wiik 

examine assorted ads promoting automobiks 
brahstorm as a group, the most vital and necessary portions of a good advertisement 
analyze ads and explain the strategy behind each 
The exeràse in which students design an original vehide, emphasizes that: " Students wiii 
know how to design and build their own pmducts and report on thea"  In the learning 
experiences, studentç aeate a draft h r  their mode1 that will include: seiiing features 
(standard and extra) 
various picture views of the mode1 (front rear and side) 
students must select one of the following methcuis to advertise your vehide: poster, 
pamphlet, presentation, radio commercial, television commercial (video). 

"Remember You want people to buy your car or truck! 
(Haldirnand and Durham Board of Education 1994) 
Box 4-2 

Besides the obvious objective of reinforcing a positive cognitive and affective 

relatiomhip to automobiles, students are dso encouraged to leam the marketing 
techniques of the professionals. Indeed, as an 'advertbers checklist' is induded 

in Box 43-  



Box 4 3  
Advertisers checkiist for seliine Your Car= 

- bold lettering 
- Price 
- A picture of the vehicle 
- An excihg backdrop 
- A list of special features - A catchy slogan - A pichire of the company's logo - C o i o ~  
- Spehg is accurate 
- Name of the nearest deaiership pmminentiy displayed m i g n  and Technology of the Automobile- 
The Hddimand Board of Education, DurtLam Board of Education L994:644 

The additional resources recomrnended by the wriüng team for this document 

also reflect an uncritical pro-consumerist orientation to car culture: 

- A wide variety of car calendars 
- Posters 
- Dealership brochures 
- Road and track magazine 
- Clip art automobile photos 
- Magazine adverthemeni% 

In enmuraging students to design advertisements promoting automobile 

coxlsumption, environmental considerations are relegated to minor &scussions 

of pollution control equipment and vehicle exhaust In emphasizing marketing, 

and selling, not sharing the use of these polluting technologies, issues conceming 
community and persona1 responsibility are sïdestepped. 

The New Zealand Technolow Curriculum 

As mentioned earlier, the writers of the 1999 Ontario technologid studies 

curriculum cited the the New Zealand CurricuIum as one they consulted in their 

preliminary work The New Zealand Curriculum aims to develop technological 

literacy thmugh three 1 e a . g  strands: Technological Knowledge and 

understanding; Technological Capability; and Technology and Society. The NZ 

document adcnowledges that: 

technological acthities are canied out in a variety of broad ovedapping 
contexts, such as personal Me, the home, the school, recreation, the 
community, the environment, energy production and supply, business, 
and industry (New Zealand Ministry of Education, 1995:13). 



This muitidnntextual context can be amtrasted with the focsus on industrial 
technologies taken in Ontario. For example, despite the economic importance of 

farming-agribusiness and the naturd resource industries to the economy of 

Ontario, no specific acknowledgernent or accommodation is made to d o w  

students Living in these communities to explore technology connections to these 

communities. 

Schools may use any selecüon of these contexts as organipng prinaples for any 

or all th& courses. This is indicative of a genuine 'technology for aU' 
perspective, unlike the Ontario document which focuses much more on 

industrial and business contexts for technologkal leaaning. The NZ document is 

&O unigue in that it acknowledges the existence of 'technologid' worldviews 

and their influence on the establishment of theu technological pnorities: 

Technologid development is initiated and susbined by people according 
to the needs and opportunities they perceive. These needs and 
opportunities reflect the ways in which people view their world and the 
pnorities they establish Many factors determine how these world views 
and priorities are developed, including gender, ethnicity, socio-economic 
and geographic location, and physical and inteiiectuai abilities (New 
Zealand Ministry of Education, 1995:13). 

It also makes a strong case for understanding the importance of values, dturd 

beliefs and social connections between technology and Society: 

Understanding the nature of the relationship between technology and 
Society is vital to technologid practice. Technologid developments arise 
h m  within Society. No technology is "value-£reeg': needs arise from a 
variety of causes and perceptions, and the ways they are addresseci 
depend on a complex set of relationships in Society, the resomes that are 
available, the pnorities that the society holds, and the culture, beliefk, and 
values that influence decision making in that sociew (New Zealand 
Ministry of Education, 1995:41). 

In connecting issues involving gender, ethnicity, socio-economic and geographic 

location to technologid worldview formation, the NZ document makes a strong 

coffillutment to student understanding beyond the neutral and instrumental tool- 

use conception of technology in Ontario. 



It &O gws further than any other ClllTiculum guideline reviewed in 

acknowledging the existence of aurent and histond, discrimi~tory practices 

with regard to the paxticipation of women and indigenous communities, as well 
as acknowledging their important contributions to technological devdopment 

Many people have, historidy, been excludeci from publicly recognized 
techn01ogid developments; there have even been dmnmma . . .  

tory 
practices, su& as past laws which denied some people the right to patent 
Historical documents and records often focus on a limiteci range of major 
technologid developments, emphasizing dramatic changes, and thus 
undervaluhg the perspectives and achievements of other important 
innovations, particularly in personal and domestic spheres. (New Zealand 
Mïnistry of Education, 199513). 

This C U f T i d u m  requires that students 'investigate and debate' SISE issues, such 

as the perceived social and economic impacts of military hardware and new dmg 
development (New Zealand Ministry of Education, 1995:43). The requirement for 

discussion and debate are important components in helping students developing 

a sociopolitical awareness and a feeling of confidence in engaging in pnvate and 

public discussions conceming the proper use of technology. 

The word 'craft' has b e n  expunged from a number of technology curricula, 

including Ontario's, as previously mentioned, primarily because of its association 

with the old industrial arts 'shop.' This is unfortunate because mariy technology 

teachers still Use to associate t h e d v e s  with the term 'maftsmanf or 'artisan.' 

Important dimensions of a r e  and responsibility in work, metidousness, pride 

and satisfaction are a l l  important connotations of the term. Skty percent of the 

teachers interviewed in this research stiü identifieci t h e d v e s  with some aspect 

of craft or artisanship. The NZ document is therefore atypical in formally 

acknowledging that 'aesthetic and aaft qualities' are important dimensions of 

even sophisticated production processes. 

The economic dimension of technological practice is a common thread 

throughout all technology CUfficula and the NZ document is no different, 

idenafying the need for students to gain: ''ski&, knowledge, and cornpetencies 

that equip them to undertake many activities and to contribute to New Zealand's 

social and economic development" (New Zealand Ministry of Education, 1995:7). 

Another unique aspect of the NZ curriculum, however, integrates the social and 



economic dimensions of technological change and the need to explore a future 

dimension in technological planning: 

analyze and crïtidy evaluate the social and economic impacts of some 
significant technologid developments in a variety of settings, debating 
viewpoints, and exploring options for the future (New Zealand Miniçtry 
of Education, 1995:S). 

This language is in stark contrast to the productive and implicitly detemiinistic 

language of the Ontario CUfficuiumf where technological development and 

current trends are implicitly assumed to continue ad uifinitum into the future. 

The New Zedand a i r r i c u l ~ ~ ~ l  emphasizes the importance of empow&ment and 

informed choice. When it cornes to considerations of technology, it states: 

Technology education explores choice and the factors that influence 
choie, including culture and society, costs and benefitsf aesthetics, and 
fihiess for purpoçe. It seeks to empower students to make informed 
choices in the use of technology and in their responses to technologid 
change (New Zealand Ministry of Education, 19959). 

A s  one of the few docummts that actually refers to dtural  influences and 

relationships with technology, it draws attention to the need for considerations 

of beliefsf values and traditions in understanding the natuxe of technology. 

Culturallyf students become aware of the diversity of valid ways in which 

different groups of people respond to technology and to innovation, and 

appreciate that technologies have differential impacts on different societies and 

groups withh those soàeties. They develop understanding of the beliefs, valuesf 

and traditions of other people and how these influence technological 

development, perspectives which are noticeably absent £rom the Ontario, BC, 

and Alberta curricula. 

In the Technology and Society strand students are expected to understand the 

way beliefs, valuesf and ethics of individu& and groups: 
promote or constrain technological development; influence attitudes 
towards techn010gical development; And be aware of the impacts of 
technology on society and the environment from pst ,  present and future 
frameworks in local, national, and international setüngs (New Zealand 
Miniçby of Education, 1995:lO). 

The New Zealand curriculum ako recognizes the need for students to develop a 

reflective and considered stance conceming technologid diange, as weU as the 



importance of responsiWty and contribution to Society through technology 

Personally, students becorne more aware of th& responsibilities within 
their families and society. They gain conndence in their ability to 
contribute to informed decision making about technological development 
(New Zealand Mhistry of Education, 1995:13) 

The emphasis on responsibilities of students to their families and society in 

considering technoIogid activities extends to relationships with the 

environmat. 

Speciûc mention is made in the NZ curridum of the importance for students of 

appraising the appropnateness of technologid solutions to environmental 

problems and the need to experience decision making in relation to authentic 

problems. Environmentally, students explore the impact of technology on the 

world around them and leam how to investigate options. They expenence 
decision making in relation to authentic problems, and are able to take informed 

roles in debate on technological change. They can appraise the appropriateness 

of technological solutions to environmental problems (New Zealand Ministry of 

Education, i99W). 

Technologid 'fies' are not hamed uncrit idy as singular solutions to 

environmental problems, a perspective that is impliat in many other documents. 

The NZ document acknowledges that environmentaï contexts for technological 

learning exist, again a foreign idea to Canadian documents. Through energy 
conte* students explore solar power, CO-generation, the use of fossil fuels and 
renewable energy applications such as water and wind turbines. Environmental 

contexts provide the opportunity to explore water management, forest 

regeneration, and tourïst facilities as they relate to technology (New Zealand 

Ministry of Education, l99S:l3). 

Students are &O encouraged to research energy issues related to nudea. power, 

the impact of wind fanns, and sustainable energy houses. In the processf they 

+ore and report on the values, beliefs, ethicsf and knowledge that influence 

people's decisions and choices in energy use. Despite the positive connections 

conceniing culture and the environment with the development of technology in 



the NZ curriculum, the word 'sustainability' is not mentioned as an organizing 

concept nor is the word 'pollution' (other than in a 'noise' context). The NZ 

d d u m  does not explicifty conne& pollution with manufacturing, processing 

and consumption of technologid productç, or product culture. 

A ammon deficiency of nearly al l  the documents reviewed is their failure to 

explore the nature of waste itself, its relatiomhip to production proceses, energy 
and material consumption and generation, and the fa& that there is really no 

'away' in which to discard it The notion that 'every backyard is someoners 
backyard' has still not been achowledged by technology curriculum writers. 

Comections to popular concepts such as economic growth and GDP, much less 

resource throughput, are &O absent. Many technology a m i d a  focus on waste 

disposal technologiesf like landfiIl design and so on instead of waste prevention 

in design. Waste concems during technological design are typically only 
considered in economic aiteria, as when virgin wood and metals are expensive 

so design should minimize 'outcuts'. Aggregate waste is not problematized from 
a sustainability standpint 

It is interesthg that participation in democratic decision making, politics and 

active citizenship are not specifidy mentioned in most technoIogy currida as 

an important factor in techn010gical decision making at the community and 

national levels. In the NZ document, while there is no specific mention of trade 

or global issues in regard to technology tramfer or development, students are 

nevertheless expected to explore the impacts of technology on society and the 

environment in the pst, present, and possible future; and in local, national, and 
international settings. They are expected to feel: "empowered to contribute to a 

technologid society" (New Zealand Ministry of Education, 1995:9). 

There is also an explicit recognition that technoIogy education should help 
students work toward developing awareness and msponsibdity within th& 
faxnilies and society by participating in 'informed decision making about 

technological development' . 
Personallyf students become more aware of their responsibüities within 
their families and socieq. They gain codidence in their ability to 
contibute to informed decision making about technological development 
Students leam to make decisiors, take caldated risks, evaluate their own 



choices, and develop ways of addressing r d  probiems. AU students are 
able to participate successfullyf individually, and in groups in 
technologid activities at their own levels of abiIity (New Zealand 
Miniçtry of Educaticm, 1995:15). 

Technoloav Textbooks and the Mechanistic Fast-ca~italist Worldview 

Following an examination of technology d a d a ,  it is worthwhile to briefiy 
explore the worldview orientations found within a popular intermediate level 

technological education textbook. The book explored here is typical of a genre of 

textbooks which present technoIogy through an unreflecfive and mechanistic 

worldview. 

Typidy ,  technology is presented in a glowing positive light as social and 
environmental 'side-eEeds' are convenienfly ignored completely or briefly 

mentioned as an aside. In many of these books technology is desmieci as: "a 

powerful force that brings about changes in the way people work and liveff 

(%man, and Swernofsky,1997:26). Often, needs and wants are Unproblernatically 

assumed to be one and same thing; as such technology iç understood primarily 
as a satisfier of hurnan needs. The 'wants' dimension of our needs is seldom 
explored or danfied. The material and energy demands to meet our 

continuously escalaüng material needs and wants is not mentioned. The role of 

advertking in this escalation is also forgotten and, in fa&, some texts make the 

r i d i d m  daim that 'our needs and wants never really changer: 

AU people have basic needs and wants. These indude food, water, shelter, 
communicationsf recreation, protection, transportation, and health are.  
These needs and wants have remained the same since humans first 
walked the pla.net. Although our needs and wants never r edy  change, the 
products we use to satisfy them change rapidly (Soman et al., 199729). 

In completely ignoring the escalating materiahm that typifies North American 

culture, this statement also ignores the very real influence of advertising and 

media culture on conçumption levels. Needs and wants do change; they move 

'upscale,' as Schor (1998) points out. In 1973 for example, only 26% of Americans 

considered home air conditioning a necessity, by 1996 that number rose to 51% 

(Schor, 1998:17). Similar trends exist for many other consumer goods and 



services as the intertsity of 'cornpetitive upscale consumption' has acderated 

and becorne ever more widespread in society. Throughout the 1980's and 1990's, 

most middle class Americans were acquiring material possessions at a greater 

rate than any previous generation, and home sizes have doubled in l e s  than 50 

years as people demand more space for th& 'things' (Schor, 1998). 

People are often portrayed as relatively passive consumers of technology or 

merely in a position to react to the deterministic inevitab1e trends of technology. 

For example, people rrab to technological development as the following exercise 

hom an intermediate text 'Exptxiencing Technology' (Soma- et al, 1997:31): 

Community acüvity: A Company cailed Mega-Industries is planning to 
build a factory near the smd  town of Glenville. What would be the effect 
on the community? What kinds of information would Glenville residents 
need to gather in order to plan for expected changes? (Çoman et al., 
l997Sl). 

No mention is made about whether students should debate whether the factory 

should be allowed to locate or whether it is desired by the residents. In 
bypassing a discussion of a role for democratic participatory politics in deciding 

the mer* of locating the factory, students are left with the impression that they 
can only react to techn010gica.l change imposed £rom outside their community. 

Another example of the mechanistic worldview involves objectificatim as 

%man et al. (1997:31), state: 

When people use technology to aeate a product or service, they rely on 
seven important resourws: 
1. People 
2. Information 
3. Tools & Machines 
4. Energy 
S. Time 
6. Materials 
7. Capital 

The text states: "ifs hard to say which resource of technology is most 

important." Here capital and people are confiateci to be eqyivalent resources in 

the technologid processes. As Berry (1999) points out, the reduction of the Earth 

to an object primarily for human possession and use is unthinkable in most 

traditional cultures. Yet in the fast capitalkt jargon of business authors like Peter 



Drucker only entrepreneurs create resources and values, before it is possessed 

and df "every plant is a weed and e v q  mineral is just another rock" 

@ruckerf 198538 quoted in Berryf 1999). 

Another example of passive relationship to technology involves the simplistic 

notion that consumer 'needs' drive the economy. These needs are apparently 
never rnanipulated through advertising and acculturation in the consumption- 

production loop, consumption is vdorized to a patriotic ideal and a large GDP is 
presented as a sign of a 'healthy economy' : 

People consume the products and services of technology. As consumers 
we aeate a market for these pmducts. If we like a product, we buy it 
Roducts that we don't like or that donf t meet our needs are left on the 
store shelves ... Consumer demand for new products keeps a constant flow 
of new technoIogies emerging.. Xhrough their purchases, consumers also 
contnbute to the str- of our nation's economy. By pwchasing goods 
and services, consumers create an increased demand for these items. To 
meet this demand, companies inmase production and hire additional 
employees.. .A healthy economy produces a large GDP. The GDP of a 
nation is measured by the value of ail the goods and services pduced 
within a nations borders. A fa11 in GDP means conçumers are buying less 
and production is decLiningn (Soman, and SwemokSg1997:44). 

The problematic notion of gros domestic product as the sign of a 'healthy 
economy' is well documented @aly and Cobb, 1989; Cobb et d, 1995; Hawken, 

1993). The GDP is a goss taily of a l l  products and services bought and sold 

within the economy, no distinction is made between services or products which 
add to huma. well being and those which diminish it In GDP accounting te- 

polluaon is a perveme positive economic stimulus as seMces required to contain 

and ameliorate it add to economic productivity. GDP measures also ignore 

crucial economic funciions outside the purvey of monetized transactions, these 

indude services performed in householdç as well as the 'natural servicest 

supplied by ecosystems in maintaining air and water quality. 

There are a nurnber of instances where positive or vir t~ous relationships are 

drawn between manufacturing and consumption For example, on one page, a 

p i m e  of a shopping ma& and the question- "How might thk mall be affected if 

a large manufaduring Company started a new factory in the same community?" 



Production and an inuease in Gros Domestic Product (GDP) are both valorized 

as positive 'virtuous cycles': 

The strength of our nation's economy is dependent on our a b w  to 
produce (GDP). When people lose their jobs, a temble cyde of events 
begins. This cycle influences our nation's economy. When people lose 
their jobs, they also lose their purchase power (ability to buy goods). 
When they buy less, factories produce less. When a factory is producing 
fewer products, it needs fewer workers, so more people lose their jobs. 
The cycle repeats itself, and the GDP falls. This is one sign of a weakened 
national econorny (Soman, and Swernofskyfl997 ~247). 

The virtuous cyde presented here ignores the reality of the 'jobless-economic 

recovery,' the flight of manuiachving jobs to low wage non unionized 

jurisdictions and the role of speculative capital fiows in strengthening or 

weakening an economy. A much more accurate indicator of human and 

ecosystem well-being is the 'Genuine Progress Index' (Cm) or the 'Sustainabilïty 

Frogress Inde$ (SPI) which accounts for many quality of life issues left out of the 

harrow economic calculus of GDP (See Bossel, 1998; Haydyn, 1999; Schor, 1998; 

Brandt, 1995; Henderson, 1996). None of the teachers interviewed for this 

research were aware of the GPI or SPI indicators. 

In a section on 'Managing the Mmufacturïrtg Process,' students are told that each 

American produces about 1,5ûû lbs. of garbage each year (Çoman, and 

Swernofslq,l997:50). In actual fact, this number only represents uisz'ble waste in 

terms of garbage and landfill; what the authors and most technology currida 

fail to mention is the magnitude of the hidden waste streams. As Durning and 

Ryan (1997) point out 

[North] Americans throw out about four pounds of garbage each in their 
daily trash Ifs not much in the grand scheme of thuigs. Though they see 
only a fraction of it, A 6 c a . s  consume 120 pounds, nearly their average 
body weight-every day in naturai resources extracteci h m  farms, forests, 
rangelands, and mines .... consumption on the North Arnerican sale is 
possible only because of chains of production that reach aU over the 
planet Most of the production, and most of its impacts, are hidden £rom 
view-in rural hinterlands, fenced off industrial sites, and far-off nations 
@uming L Ryan,1997:5). 

Residents of the industrïalized world comprise only about 20 percent of the 

global population, yet they consume 85 percent of the world's dUIIljfi~m, 81 



percent of its paper, 80 percent of its iron and steel, and 76 percent of its lumber ( 

Young 6r Sachs,1994). North Americafls have used up as large a share of the 

Earth's minerals since 1940 as did a l l  preMous generations in all countries put 

together (Dumin& 1992). T y p i d y ,  no mention is made of the environmental 

cœts i n d  in producing the raw materials students use to construct their 

p-ects. Various materials are simply 'available' at the local hardware or 

building centre. In addition, the authors suggest thak "capital and time are the 

hidden resources of technology" (Sornan, and Swernofsky,1997:94), rather than 

the natural systems which ultinately supply these resources. F h e r  objectifymg 

social systems as capital pmducing systems, a student discussion projed 

exploring the relationship between capital and tùne states: 

Your school is like a business. List ail the Uungs in your school that could 
be ccmsidered capital." (Soman, and Swernofsky, l99%:9S) 

In a pidure illustrating a superviçor with a white safety hat mnducting a iime 

and motion study on a crouching welder, the caption reads: "Companies conduct 

tirne-motion studies to see how long it takes to complete speafic tasks." (Soman, 
and Swernofç~,1997:98). No mention is made of the historiail background 

conceming time and motion studies, nor the 'human machine' metaphors that 

Taylor used to link wages and productivity through time and motion studies of 

workers, which ultimately provided management with a power£ul tool to 

exercise control over the entire production process (Rabinbach, 1990). 

'Companies' and not people, we are told, conduct these studies, to provide 

justification for hierarchical organizational control. Students are also 

acdturated to hierarchid control structures in the workplace, with workers 

shown diagramatically at the bottom of the organizationd ladder. No mention is 

made of unions, although the 'important' ro1es of capital managers in the form of 

stockholders, board of directors, corporate officers, and plant mangers are all 

explained in some detail. 

To m e r  marginaiize the role of labour in the production process, students are 

told to: "Set up a Company w i t h  your dass. Select and design a produd that 

your company could mass produce." They are informed that: 



Automation iç usually more effiaent than other systems because machines 
don% need coffee breaks, comfortable working conditions, or salaries. 
People are stiU needed, though, to set up, operate, and repair the 
automated equipment" (%man, and SwernofsSr,l997 241). 

The reification of efficiency and automation leaves humans as 'repair 

appendages' serving the needs of the machine. Questions pertauiing to effiaency 

for whom, by whom and by what me-, are never explored. 

A utopian tone also rurts through discussions of future technologid change: 

Cornputer control will make the factories of the future more efficient; each 
task will take l e s  worktime and create less waste. People wiU be able to 
produce more products in less t h e .  If this trend continuesf people might 
work a shorter work week and be able to devote more time to amily and 
leisure activities (Soman, and Swernofskyf 1997 254). 

Student's are left with the impression that a 'naturai' outcome of simply 

producing more products more efficiently is a shorter workweelc The long and 

difficult struggles by social groups and labour unions in shortening the work 

week are apparently a thing of the past The question of who benefits the most 

from increased pductivity is &O left begging. No mention is made of the other 

consequences of increased automation and neoliberal economic thinkingf namely 
an inaease ui temporaxy work, the 'outsou~cing' revolution. 

The nature of 'technologid time' is also unproblematidy presented: 

Time is money" is a favorite phrase used by many people. In technology, 
it is an accurate statement The faster that products can be produced, the 
cheaper they can be sold. ... Henry Ford used this concept when he 
developed his assembly line..Saving t h e  is also one reason for the 
introduction of robots into the workplace. Robots work faster, cheaper 
and with fewer movements than humans.....Time is money for the worker 
also (Soman, and Swemofsky,1997:98). 

As Bowers (1993) points out, it is important for students to describe 

phenomenologically how they experience üme. These descriptions can then be 

uçed by students to better understand how and why time is perceived in a 

number of historical, social and econornic frames related to technology. These 

phenornenologid descriptions can be used to help students relate to aspects of 

society such as their perceptions of success, technology, work and position in 



Society, as well as to help thern devdop th& own perception of time in order to 

scrutinize reality (Bowers, 1993:ll). TfZur>ugh a histofical perspective, students 

would see the development of a mechanid sense of time and provide the 

sta.rüng point for the genealogy of the cultural assumptions and values 

underlying our sense of time and its relationship to our technologid culture. 

Readers are told that mass production: "made-it possible for people with fewer 

skius to find work."(Soman, and Swemofçky,l997: 208) and that "the 

mufacturing and construction industries have a huge impact on the ecmomy. 

Together they pay about $1 trillion per year in wages and salary." Production 

'systems' are shown in a linear manner...raw materials(input)->manufacturing 

construction(pnxgs)-> products(output) (Soman, and SwemofsSg1997:205). 

Making our lives 'easiei and more 'comfortable' is held up as the primary 

rationale for manufacturers to develop products. 0th- motivators such as 
profits, control of market share, stockholder value or any number of fast- 

capitalkt rationales are ignod 
The products of manufacturing help make day-to-day living easier and 
more comfortable. This is true no matter where you he. .  . Never before 
have consumers had such a large selection of manufactyred products from 
which tu choose. ManufachuLers develop products to make our lives 
easier. (%man, and Swemofsky,1997%5). 

This utopian and albistic presentation of modern global manufacturing systemç 

is simply far fetched as is the implict assumption connecting quality of life and 

product cofisumption. As Schor points out, h m  the perspective of the middle 

class North Arnerican, when we: 

count not only our incornes but also trends in £ree ümel public safety, 
environmental quality, income distribution, teen suicides, and child abuse, 
we find that things have been getting worse for more than twenty years, 
even though cmumption has been rising (Schor, 1998:21). 

Similar utopianism is illustrated with a pidure of the Concorde aircraft 

C'Technology has made the world community so much smaller that we can have 

breakfast in New York and lunch in Paris, Francegf (Soman, and SwernofsQ, 

1997:20), the 'we' described here is, of course, an extremely üny elite fraction of 



the worlds population No mention, again, of the çubçtantial environmental 

consequemes of air travel such as 

Brandt (1995:loO) deânes 'economism' as: "the belief that the economy is 
separate hm, and superior to, the rest of life." In economism, the 'economy' is 

understood to be the soul source of wealth production and mnsists only of the 

'visible' economy of business and monetized production and exchange. 

The 'rest of lifef then, is relegated to the 'invisible eoonomy, this indudes the non 

monetized production and exchange which occurs in the home, family and 
communîty induding volunteer activities (Brandt,1995). The invisible economy 

also includes the 'free' ecoçystem services discussed in chapter two. 

We could Say that what 'counts is what is counted' and the function of the 

invisible economy and the nature of technological use within it are rarely 

explored. Instead, what is reinforced through economiim is the hierarchical 

relationship between the visible and invisible eaniomy, belïefs such as: 

- People with paying jobs are superior to people without paying jobs. 
- The needs of business take precedence over the needs of communities in 
whîch business is located. 
- The needs of business take precedence over the needs of the naturd 
environment. 
- The needs of businesses to keep selling more products and services take 
precedence over people's needs to stay healthy and fkee £rom addictions. 
(Brandt,1995: 100). 

Transnational corporations and intemational trade laws which prote& the 

powerful from the weak have made 'business pa.tnersf of developing nations: 

Manufacturing has encouraged many countries to become business 
partners. It's very common for Large companies to own facees  in many 
locations around the world (Soman, and SwernofsQ,l997 :248). 

What has been termed the 'global pillage of the global villager (Brecher and 

Costello, 1994), of developing nations by transnational corporations, the world 

bank and the IMF, is of course a discourse not even ailudeci to. 



Discussions of transportatim systems make no connedion between 

transportation facilities and urban sprawl, traEic jarns, pollution or resource 

depietion Instead, mobility is valorized: 

Exden t  transportation facilities have encouragecl our Society to becorne 
more mobile. lt is cornmonplace today for people to commute 20 miles or 
more to work ...this means that people who previously lived near thai 
place of employment now have the option of iiving elsewhere without 
giving up their job (Çoman, and Swernofskyf1997 :293). 

While the text states that: "AU technological systems are dependent on each 

other" (Soman, and Swernofskyf1997 2071, there is no mention that they in him 

are ultimately dependent on the fundionhg of natural systems. Obtaining raw 

materials is presented unproblematically, with pidures of s trip mining, offçhore 

oil dlling, and tree 'harvestuig' dearly indicating that the natural world is 

simply a storehouse awaiting the application of productive enterprise to turn it 

into valuable commdities. The consideration of biotechnicd systems in many of 

these textbooks is also problematic recycling and conservation is given one 

quarter of a page, in 'Experience Techmlogy' (Soman, and Swernofsky, 1997) while 
'Planning a Space Community' warrants an entire chapter. A discussion of 

biotechnical systems and 'controlled environment agriculturef(CEA) explains 

how it is possible to grow tomatoes without soi1 and without naturd sunlight- 

A greenhouse or building is the factory for CEA...Hydn,ponic production 
has many advantages. It allows plants to be grown where soi1 is poor or 
where soil does not exist. It allows the faxmer to prepare specïal nutrient 
solutions spedically designed for each plant (%man, and 
SwernofsQ,l997 :23O). 

Students are left with the impression that 'controlled environment agriculture' is 

a viable long-term option for produchg food independent of soil, sunlight and 

rain What is not mentioned is that hydroponic systems are very energy and 
resource intensive, requiring large arnounts of electriaty, fossil fuel derived 

nitmgen based feralizers and a host of other materials that must be trançported 

large distances to maintain the 'factory' operation Simllarly, no mention is made 

of the fad that the cost of production exdudes the vast majority of the world 



A popula. intermediate technoIogid activity involves students in designing and 

creating a modd 'artificial biosphere8 for the comrnuriity. A biosphere is "an area 

that contains a l l  things essential to support We," the book explains. The 

metaphor of a 'spaceship earth' and the notion that we can engineer a biosphere 

is found in a number of technologid education books. These mode1 biosphere 

construction pmjects are usually found in mnjunction with a curriculum unit on 

space science and technology. The near complete failure of 'Biosphere-2 

constructeci in the Arizona desert indicated that despite millions of dollars and 

the best science and teduiology available, humans were unable to construct an 

&cial selfsustaining bioçphere for 25 people (Hawken et al., 1999). This 

sobering reality is never mentioned in discussions concenùng the design of 

technologid biomes. 

Teduiological development is understood to occur because of the simple and 

'natural' confluence of systems, an evolution devoid of political, economic and 

social contexts. For example: 

Modern biotechnology is an example of the coduence of systems. Genetic 
engineering is really a manufachuirig process. New kinds of organisms 
are produced. When doing genetic engineering, technologists and 
Saentists make use of construction, manufacturing and communication 
technologies (Hacker & Barden, 1993:483). 

Students are presented with a f a k  dilemma when the authors ask "should we 

go back to nature?" This fallacy implies that we have really left behind our 

dependence on the natural world and that our technological ingenuity aione iç 

enough to sustain us. They state: 

I£ w e  went back to a simpler Me, would problems like pollution 
disappear? No. Pollution has been a problem since people first began to 
live in aties. The rivers around Rome were so full of wastes that people 
were forbidden to bathe there. Before the automobile, one hundred years 
ago, 150,Oûû horses in New York City produced over 500,000 tons of 
manure a year.. ... The fa& iç, we depend on technology. Our lives and our 
routines are built around i t  We could not go back to a life without 
automobiles, flush toilets, telephones and modem medical care. 
Technology is here to stay (Hacker & Barden, 1993:467). 

It is as if to say, these techn010gies and our relationships with them are 

imrnutable and students should simply adapt to the inevitabilities regarding 



social and working Me that they cirCUIIlSCfibe. A simpler M e  would reduce 

pollution, not *te it Comparing organic 'recyctable' waste with the 

inorganic largdy invisible toxic pollutants released i .  the air, water and soü is 

disingenuous to say the least Pollution produced away h m  the point of use is 

&O ignored. These indude the pollution created in the extraction of raw 

materials, theïr transport to sites of manufacture, the pollution generated in 

operation and disposal of our technologies. The pro-duçtry tone of some 

textbooks goes as far as to imply that government regdations have ended 

pollution In this same t e x h k  is a pichire of an early 190's steel mül belchhg 

black çoot into the air, below it a caption reads: 'Today Federal laws like the 

Qean Air Act ban industries from plluthg the environment" (Hacker & Barden, 
1993469). 

This chapter explored the development of several technological studies 
curriculum documents with respect to the language and organizing prinaples of 
fast capitakm and some of the principles of suçtainability discussed in diapter 

three. The development of the rationale for the fast capital technological studies 

curriculum began in the mid 1980's in Ontario, as technological education was 

identifieci as hadequate to meet the human reçource needs of the rapidly 
dianging business and indusirial cliaate in Ontario. The 1988 US.-Canada Free 

Trade Agreement and the impacts of trade deregdation and globalization, 

combined with massive industrial reorganization, provided a rationale for 

changing the nature of technological educatîon in Ontario and the development 

of the Broad based initiatives. The election of a neoconsemative government in 
1996 advanced the fast capital BBT curriculum with a humed and ad-hoc 

curriculum revision process which made dear that meeting the needs of 

consumers, clients and investors was a parmount concern for technological 

education. Issues related to environmental sustainability, democratic control and 

non instrumental applications of teduiology were further marginaiized. 

Curriculum documents and course proHe produced by the boards of education 

indicate that many of the worldviews embodied in the revised BBT curriculum 
are widely shared within the technologid education comunity. A brief look at 

several common secondary textbooks substantiates this assertion. 



In this diapter 1 will explore a model which 1 tenn the ' technich paradignz' that 

serves to contextualize the problanç facing t&oIogical studies teachers. The 

technician paradigm establisha, in part, the boundaries of a m i d u m  discourse 

for technological teachers. It *O shapes how teachers see thmelves and how 

others see thern within the sdiool system. Central to the techniaan paradigm is 
the technicuin worZdoiav, a worldview that is largely based on an ahistorical, 

deterministic, and depoliticized interpretation of technology. The technician 

worldview understands the product paradigm discussed in chapter two as an 

unproblematic, central and immutable part of the technologi&l curriculum, It is 

reinforcd by an inçtrumental/utilitarian conception of techn010gid literacy 

and the environment The component elements mntxibuting to the techniaan 

paradigm are shown in fig 5-1, which maps out a series of interdependent and 

mutually reinfoxhg issues describing the problems facing technologid teachers 

in Ontario. As indicated in the diagram, the forty eight technological teachers 

interviewed for this research ated a la& of support h m  the school community 

and the Minishy of Education as factors aggravating theh abfities to cope and 

reinforcing th& feelings of isolation Decreased preparation tirne, increased dass 

sizes and the challenge of keeping existing equipment operational al l  added to 

their ooping diffidties. These were also aggravated by shrinking operating and 

capital equipment budgets and the 'just-in-time' leaming model they are 

expected to emulate for students. Chronic issues indude: the 'stigma' attacheci to 

technological studies; the physical sepivation of technological labs from the rest 

of the school; and the la& of senior administrative 'champions' for technological 

education. All of these feed feelings of isolation among technoIogical teachers. 

As 1 will illustrate, the technician paradigm situates technological teachers as the 

prototypical postmodem workers within the school system. It serves to reinforce 

partidar perceptions and misperceptions conceming the nature of the discipline 

and the subject area. Iri order to understand the context for technology teacher 

worldviews it is important to understand the nature of thw work within schools 

and how they understand their roles as teachers wiihin this environment. 1 will 



explore through contrast and simile the occupational culture of technology 

teachers and that of the postmodan techniaan In comparing and contrasting 

the organizational and socid contexts of both, vduable insights c m  be gained 

into the forces shaping the worïdviews of technoïogy teachem. 

Technicians in the Postmodern Economv 

Barley observes that the ternis 'knowledge economy', 'service economy', and 

'information economf are trendy synonyms shaped by joumaliçts and futurists, 

though they reveal very little about what kinds of work are involved in 

participating in then He argues that: 

hddlions of people go to work each day to do things that almost no one but 
themselves understands but which large numbers of people beiieve they 
h o w  enough about to set policy, offer advice, or redesign. Work has 
become invisible (Barley quoted in Orr, 1996:xi). 

Reasons for the inaeasing 'invisibility' of work include the inaeased complexity 

of today's organizatioris, where management frequently have no direct 

experience with the nature of work in the areas in which they need people, 

coupled with the rapid Pace of workplace 'reengineering' which often involves 

substantial technologid and organizational change. As Barley points out: 

"work's invisibirity refleds the fact that it has become an abstraction, a 

generalized input into a production function" (Barley quoted in Orr, 1996:). The 

increasing invisibility of work, and its abstractness to those on the outside of the 

particular occupational culture looking in,' has profound consequences for 

technological education. Technologid teachers understand that a signiscant 

component of Uieir work is involved in 'demystifying,' celebrating, and 

encouraging young people to use teduiology and to pursue careers in it 

However, as more and more traditional forms of ski11 and clraft-based trades 

work dissolves into the highly idiosyncratic and contextual world of symbols 

and symbolic manipulation, this task becornes more difficult Teachers 

attempting to celebrate the application of mind and physical body through the 

use of materiais and tools, appear almost 'quaïnt' if not 'out-of-step' with the 

drive of information technology and the virtualization of work 



Fig 5-1 
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The Technization of Work 

Technologid teadias are still grappling with the implications of the increased 

'technization of work!, which Bailey and Orr describe as: 

the emergence of work which is comparatively cornplex, analytic, md 
even abstract, because it makes use of tools that genemte symbolic 
representations of physical phenornena and that often mediate between 
workers and the objectç of their work (Barley, Orr;1997:5). 

The technization of work means that we increasingly interad with the physical 

world not direcüy but rather through intemediary symbols and symbolic 
systems. We manipulate and control many of our technologies through symbols 

and symbolic systems to effect change in the physical world. In the workplace 

and in our pnvate lives, we interact with a wide range of technologïcal systems 

which to a degree arrange themselves as an 'opaque systems architecture' withïn 

which we function. We increasingly deal with technologies that appear to fomi a 

seamless web of reality that doesn't represmt reality but in effect becomes our 

reality. 

Sennett, who studied the impact of technological change on people, looked at 

'bakers' in a completely automated high-te& flexible bakery where ail the 

technologies were automated and 'user fnendly.' He found that they had no idea 

about know how to make bread beyond pushing buttons. According to Sennett: 

computerized baking has profoundly changed the balletic physical 
activities of the shop floor. Now the bakers make no physical contact with 
the materials or the loaves of bread, m o n i t o ~ g  the entire process via on- 
screen icons . . .bread had become a screen representation (Sennett, 
l998:68). 

Sennett describes the baker-technicians as program dependent labourers: 

they can have no hands on knowledge. The work is no longer legible to 
them, in the sense of understanding what they are doing.. .workers felt 
persondy demeaned by the way they work.. .operationally everything is 
so clear; emo tionally so illegible" (Sennett, l998:68). 

Scenarios similar to the one Sennett describes have occurred in countless 

workplaces as mmputerized design, diagnosis and repair technologies have 



replaced the need for direct physid skill and unmediated comection to the 

techn010gical task king attempted. The point in raising thiç issue here is to draw 

attention to the difficult and changing nature of technid work itself and the 

nature of how it impacts people. The 'pull' of abstracted systems representations 

of tedinology, like those experienced by the balcemg is contrasted to the embodied 

skillç involved in baking, servicing an automobile, or crafting a canoe. 

It is the intensification and reliance of symbolic mediation between both the 

usas and developers of technology and the physical-natural world that is of 

concern to those interested in more sustainable forms of technology education. In 

technology education, students are inaeasingly engageci in abstrad systems type 

processes - for exampIe, designing products on CAD systems, manufacturing 

them on CAM systems and then marketing them through multimedia 

advertising and intemet marketing schemes. As discuçsed in chapter two, the 

closeci and abstract nature of these technologies make it easier to dismiss the 

very real exteml effects of the entire design-manufacturing-marketing system on 

communities, individu&, and natural systems. The embodied world is thus al l  

too easily turneci into another symbolic abstraction, one which lies outside our 

technologid systems of production. I am not suggesting that knowledge of 

these systems is not important for students, only that they must be approached 

in a very reflective and considered manner. Our manulacturing systems are 

inextncably embedded within uniqye soàoscological communities and 

bioregions. Although the technization of work makes it easy to abstract away this 

realify, we do so at our collective peril. 

According to Orr: "technical knowledge is best viewed as a socially distnbuted 

resource that is diffuseci and stored primarily through an oral culture" (Orr, 

1996:xiii). 'Stones' are important to the working Me of techniaans, fhey allow 

them to share experiences and knowledge developed on the job. This howIedge 

is found nowhere else. Direct hands on experience, apprenticeship leaming and 

sharing stories with coIleagues is o£ten the oniy way to attain this knowledge. 

The need for technological teachers to share socalleci 'war stories' about 

techniques, strategies, equipment operation and pedagogy is equally important, 



but has not been identified as su& in the literature. As a meam to socially 

distribute experkntial knowledge, narratives are a powerful agent for 

community interaction- One has only to spend tune with a skilled technician or 

craft/tradesperson to undentand the important role that observation, shortcuts, 

and embodied and tacit ways of understanding play in their work. Many 

important dimensions of skilled technical performance are not found in service 

or 'how-to' manualS. The same holds tnie for technology teachers. In schools 
with small technology departrnents, one teacher often covers several disciplines, - that sharing stories is impossible. 

The work of tedmology teachers straddles the borders between the modem 

tradesperson and the postmodem technician. The technologies in which teachers 

are expeded to be pdicient and knowledgeable span a wide range of what 

might be d e d  postmodern information techn010gies and modern tools, 

machines and components. For example, manufacturhg teachen must be 

proficient at not only handling and demonstrating a wide variety of hand tools, 

but state-of-the-art cornputer automated desi@(CAD), simulation and 

manufachring software and hardware as well. They may well be called upon to 

use aU and more of these ski& in the same classroom, in the same period. 

As a unique work culture, technological e d u d o n  straddles traditional 

categories of both blue collar and white collar work. While it is rooted in what 

some understand as 'traditional skiW related to tool and material use, it also 

demands advanced and flexible cognitive abüities, characteristics of the 

postmodern lcnowledge worker.' 

Technological studies teachers, like technicians, have limited oppomuiities for 

career advancement within the school systea There are very few individuals 

with technological education backgrounds in the administrative ranks of 

secondary schools. Admission to courses to qualifv in a supe~sory  capacity are 

usually restrided to thoçe with undergraduate and graduate degrees. This 

excludes the large majority of tech teachers. Tech teachers rarely become 

Printipds or Vice Principals, so advancement to Department Head is the 



terminal limit for most technological studies teachers. As h m y ,  a twenty-£ive 

year veteran of techn010gical education, states: 

I don't think that yourlL h d  any board with administrators with a tech 
background apart from the tech coordinator. In a l l  my years I only know 
of one coordinator who made it as high as a prinapai position. 1 was a 
tech coordinator for 2 years but with the restructuring L'm back in the 
classrmm so we don't have a tech coordinator here in th% city. [Larry] 

This mirrors the working culture of technidans, as On expIains: 

There are few career paths within the corporation for technicians. Despite 
the low success rate, many do try to become managers, although the 
techniaans say that doing so is a waste of time and entails losing tou& 
with the real world of sen?=, trading a red job for headaches (Orr, 
l996:67). 

Barley and Orr (1997:lZ) propose a constellation of four traits that characterize 

modem technical work 

the centrality of complex technology to the work 

the importance of contextual knowledge and ski11 
the importance of theories of abstract representations of complex 

phenornena 

the existence of a community of practice that serves as a distributed 

repository for knowledge of devance to practitioners 

All four of these traits apply to the work of technological studies teachers. 

Firçt, compIex technologies are central to technological education: technical 

programs employ sophisticated technologies such as CAD, CAM. robotics, 

telecommunications and cornputer networking. Courses are increasingly 

struetured around leamuig how to use and configure or program these 

technologies. Second, contextual knowledge and skill are cenid to the work of 

teachers, as no two technological education facilities are the same. Different 

types of equipment, set-ups, and physical configurations between schools and 

even classrooms mean that teachers must develop a detailed understanding of 

the technologies within the contexts of their labs. The variabüity between 

fadities also poses definite problems for teachers sharing their expertise and 

know-how in the form of curriculum materials between schools. Technology 



teachexs are required to understand, manipulate, and (most importantly) hdp 

students saféy through a number of different forms of complex technoiogies, 

both old and new. Again, Orr points out that althoughr 

management theories daim that modem workers, both wrs and 
maintainers, will need to understand modem machines les, the 
technicians' job also requVes learning and presening otherurise 
unavailable information about the machine. The skrlled use of mechanics 
hand tools is combined with a detailed understanding of machines, 
though neither is supposeci to CharactenZe modem industry (Orr, 1996:4). 

A theoretical and often abstract understanding of a particular technology is often 

a prerequisite before any useful work on be done with modern technid 

systems. It is, for example, very diffidt to understand how to set up or diagnose 

problems with a complex computer network without having a firm theoretical 

foundation of the nature of the system. One m o t  simply look at and 'poke 
araund' a computer network and hope tomderstand its operation Physical 

dues are of little help. Without a grasp of the abstract representations of network 

topologies and communication 'messages', the entire system is nothing more 

than a 'black-box'. As 1 s h d  point out, a common cornplaint among 

technological teachers is that many within the s b l  community have unrealistic 

expectations conceming their ability to simply 'pick-up' or &similate new 

techrtological skiuç without proper training or adequate t h e  to gain experience 

with new technologies. 

The 'community of practice' for many technological teachers extends beyond 

their imniediate colleagues to include those who still work in 'the trade.' Many 

teachers remain in frequent contact with these people as a way to maintairt 

support for their programs in the community, and as a way of legitimizing their 

programs to the broader school coxnmunity. A number of technologid teachers 

&O join this community of practice through part time work during the school 

year or in the summer mon*, working for themselves or for community 

contractors and small business people. Keeping their %and in the field' is an 

important touchstone for many teachexs who want to keep their ski11 levels up to 

par with their colleagues in the trade and who also do not see the resources from 

their school boards to maintain their proficiencies forthcoming. The unique case 



of professional development for technologid teachers has not b e n  addressed 

within the schooI commdty. 

Denial, Mvth and Worldviews 

A s  explaineci in chapter one, we try to seek structural coherence in our 

worldview. When we corne across situations that are incomprehensible, 

nonsensical, irrational or incornmensurate with our worldview we süll hy to 

make some sense of them. We do thiç whïle SU holding out the posszbilify that 

w e  will be able to understand and remncile the situation with our curent beliefs 

at some future time ifand when we acquire some new piece of information or 

develop some crucial missing insight We effectively hold the competing story in 

a separate cognitive container as an anomdy that will be resolved. However, 

when we encounter something that may prove to be lefiuzl to our othertvise 

coherent belief system we are ofien inclined to retreat to the 'sdety of the 

familar' and reject outright the threatening concept or idea. In doing so, we 

reinforce the veracity of our existing belief system and try to dismiss the 

authentiaty of what we perceive as threatening. For many, this entails f a h g  

back into the authoritative cultural discourses of modem corporate 

technocapitalism. These discourses, discussed in chapter two, often marginalize 

the magnitude of the global ecological crisis and simultaneously presaibe a 

'me8 in the form of an inteIlSification of the very same problematic 

technological fùces that exacerbated the problem in the fust place (Korten, 1999; 

Greider, 1997). The nature of our thinking as well as our deference to 

authoritative discourses surrounding the role of technology in these problemç is 

revealed by the way w e  frame these issues : 

By uçïng the third person, past tense, and passive voice, agency is 
eliminated. No agency, no fault; no fault, no responsibility; no 
responsibüity, no change. Thuigs happen to people. There are forces out 
there that we have no control over that a£fect o u  h s :  the laws of gravity, 
the laws of motion, the laws of chernical reaction. The laws of econornics. 
The laws of human nature (Smith, 1998:41). 

Myths in this sense act to preserve hegemony, and when incongnllties challenge 

the legitimacy of our belief systems w e  tend to enact 'cognitive habits' (Smith, 



1998:37) or 'folkways' to bridge the gap between myth and reality. The utopian 

and celebratory stories of technology are omnïpresent in our culture. The global 

corporate convergence of media, entertainment, and technology producers has 

made the case for the devdopment of a critical perspective in education ail the 

more &portant and diffidt at the same time. The techn010gical stories 

emanating h m  these vast networks of interlocked corporate inauence seldom 

connect technology to any of the serious problëms facing humanity. 

The majority of technologid teachers are loathe to be seen as Cntical of 

technoiogy, believing Uiat to do so would undexmine support for their subjects 

(and k i r  own raison d'être) within the school. To some degree, technology 

departments are judged on the 'products' their students generate and display to 

the wider schoo1 community. Many tech teachers keep an informal 'scorecard' of 

how many times their programs are showcased in the local newspapers and 

community television. This is perceived as an important mideration in 

maintauung much sought after program support in a climate of budget cutbacks. 

TechnoIogical education is framed around a set of a set of worldview 

presuppositions which include notions of mdinear progress, economic growth, 

the primacy and wisdom of the market, and homo-economicus. 

While we like to consider ourselves rational decision makers, we dso endorse 

and participate in techn01ogical systems which appear to be irrational h m  an 

alternative perspective. We often deflect o u  critical attention away £rom îhe 

simple fact that many of lifestyle choices are harmful to the environment and the 

common good. 

We still consider indusûialization to be 'development' and disregard the notion 

that the planet's ecoçystems would break down completely if everyone imitated 

the highly consumptive lifestyles of the northem hemisphere (Rees, 1995). Smith 

believes that our inability or unwrllingness to corne to terms with the dystopian 

side of industrialization is the result of ideologicai hegemony. We live within a 

coherent worIdview ma& containing a wide range of conceptual beliek and 



material dements which productivism generates. This matrix tends to 

marginalize any competing exphnations or arguments that question the 

'naturalness' and truth of the dominant stmy (Smith, 1998:4). Our seeming 

inabfity to engage in a profound reassessment of our productivist wor1dview is 

in part due to the fact that its utopian profile is central to the vexy construction of 

Western consciousness. We have, according to Smith, an emotional attachment to 

industrialization, one which is more a product of centuries of faith in its 

promises than it is a rdection of its aduality. Our realifyf in effect, is bound to 

the range of problems and solutions which our productivist worldview identifies 

as important (Smith, 1998:6). The antbpocentric ontology embedded in our 

techn010gies has effectively blinded us to the needs of other co~lununities of life. 

A s  pointed out earlier, the techn010gical currïcuium haç marginalized the . 

environmentaif politid and critical cultural dimensions of technoIogid 

practice. The technoIogical education community as a whole exists in a stafe of 

denzizl in failhg to comect our epistemologies of technology to the deteriorating 

health of the world's ecosystems. In continuing to develop curricula which 
reflect the dominant worldview myths conceming the unquaWied superioriv of 

our production-consumption systems, technological education as it is currently 
practiced is part of the sustainabilty problem. Our technological 'facts' require 

reconsideration As Smith points out: 

facts never speak for themselves. Although one may have a popular 
understanding of a set of fa&, it is usually possible for the unsympathetic 
to twist, ignore, marginahze, or otherwise disregard unhappy fa& that 
contradict a lifetime of mythicd attachment to a satisQing dream(Smith, 
1998:S). 

Toward Instrumental or Critical Literacv? 

Giroux describes Iiteracy as the: "practice of representation as a means of 

organiwng, inscribing, and containing meaning" (Ghouxf 1993:367). 

Technologid literacy in its instrumental form is a forxn of literacy as cultural 

reproduction, insofar as the cultural paradigms and worldviews infomiing 

present technological trajectories are never aitically intemgated. The notion of 

meaning is thus inçtiumentalized and stripped of one of its essential dimensions, 



namely, the ability to illuminate the processes regârding the construction of our 

subjective selves and the significance of material culture to that procesS. The 

teduiology curnidum legitimates paftidar ways of understanding technology. 

If most of the C1117ndum organizers and content refiect an understanding of 

technoIogy in simple instrumental 'tool' images. it should come as no surprise 

that students riemain unaware that technologies can also be interpreted as s&o- 

political systems whose meanings are subject to debate and social negotiation. 

Technology understood in the instrumental sense simply 5s: something that 

changes rapidly (hence the requirement for lifelong' leamîng) and somethùig 

that must be continudy adapted to. Soaal negotiation concerning the meaning of 

a techno1ogy or even an outright refusal to participate as consumers or designers 

of, for example, socially or ecologically destructive technologies, are not held up 

as viable and defensible action possibilities in the curriculum. As consl~ers we 

participate in vast 'ecologies of teduiology,' often unaware that by purchasing or 

using some products we may be compromising our values and beliefs in 

profound ways. 

An instrumental technological literacy prepares students to respond to 

technology, it is merely readive insofar as it focuses on 'equipping' students with 

the latest technical jargon, dong with a set of rapidly disposable technical sküls. 

Seen through the instrumental lem, existing or evolving d o - t e c h n i d  bord- 

remain unexplored, debate is situated around means not ends, and classroom 

discussions rem& focused and conhed  to 'action projetts' requiring little if 

any critical refledion concerning the broada issues of technology as a social 

practice. 

A critical technoIogical literacy, makes visible the historically and socially 

constructed strengths and limitations of the 'borders we inherif (Giroux, 

1993368). These borders will also be understood to hame and shape our 

discourses and social relations regarding technology. If the ethics and values 

orientations embedded in the ever accelerating cycles of postmodern production 

and consumption are not questioned in the technology curridum. students are 

left without the critical tmls to even question and reconstmct the fundional and 



emlogical bas& of productivkn Educators need to ask 'How well does 

technology education function to get students to imagine more just and equitable 

forms of techn01ogical organization and production? Are we encouraging 

students to articulate new ways of 'being in the world' with technologies that are 

not oppressive of 0th- and are also ecologically benign? Are we asking them to 

conceptualize new ways for people to democratize technologid decision 

rnaking in their comrnunities and to decrease the collective burden our 

technologid systems place on the environment? 

Readine Technoloerical Texts' 

Technologies may be considered 'social texts' which embody partidar 

orientations and value structures with respect to the world, making possible 

particular courses of action and denying others (Latout, 1996; 1987; Bijker and 

Law, 1992). Lankshear(l993) asserts that we leam to read 'texts' by king 
embedded and apprenticed as a member of a social practice. Through W g ,  

talking, and enacting within a comunity  of social praaice we learn to read 

these texts in ways which refiect the communitie's values and beliefs. 

We leam to aitically read technologid texts by engaging in a dialectid proces 

wherein w e  discuss and debate theu meanings, both personal and social, and 

explore the values and beliefs which are created around their use. A critical 

reading of technology involves articulating alternative meanings, applications 

and future directions for their use, applications which are grounded in 

emancipatory and ecologically responsible phciples. As Macedo makes dear, 

literacy for cultural reproduction: 

uses institutional mechanisms to undermine independent thought, a 
prerequisite for the 0rweUia.n 'manufacture of consent' or 'engineering of 
consent'. In this light, schools are seen as ideologid institutions designed 
to prevent the so-called crisis of democracy, another Orwellian concept, 
meaning the beginnings of democracy (Macedo, 1994:14). 

Macedo argues that the instrumental literacy for the masses takes the form of 

competency based 'skills-banking,' while for the elite, a higher form of 

instrumental literacy is acquired through professional speaalization Both 



prevent the critical thinking reqeed to be able to 'rad the world'. This is the case, 

as was pointed out in chapter four in Ontario which provides an instrumental 

technologid literacy for students in the non-university bound stream, that 
amounts to liale more than learning how to please customexs and designhg 

adverasing schemes to sell pducts.  
For Giroux (1993), literacy is an emerging act of consciousness and resistance 

involving a form of 'cultural atizenship and politics' that provides the conditions 

for subordinate groups to learn the lcnowledge and skih necessary for self and 

social empowerment- Technologid literacy in its emancipatory form explores 

not only how technology empowers, but also how it can disempower 

individuals, soc id  p u p s  and even entire cultures. 

The Hidden Politics of Curriculum and Technolo&d Neutrdity 

Despite the argument that the very a d  of viewing education as neutral and 

devoid of politics is, in faci, a political act (Macedo, 1994:15), aiis is a common 

belief among technology teachers. Techn010gy as a culhird activity that produces 

artifacts and systems is widely comidered to be a neutrd and apolitical activity. 

It is important that students not understand the distinction between 

technologïcal values and democratic values as an issue which has been 'reçolved' 

concLusively, once and for d. A s  hcheloe reminds us: 

To refuse to name the structural sources of human suffering and 
exploitation is to take a position that supports oppression and the power 
relations that sustain it (Kincheloe, l99S:lOO). 

The C U I T i d u m  is a site of active contestation and negotiation involving different 

ideologies, power-interests and worldviews (Apple, 1985; Grundy, 1987). 

Foredoçing the debate concerning the proper ends for the technologid 

curriculum is politically naïve and ta& approval for the status quo. It leaves 

educators with the deskilled technician task of simply choosing the most efficient 

technical means for the task Helping students expose the 'hidden politics of 

technologid neutrality' does not, of course, gant teachers the right to impose 

their own views on students. It does oblige them to provide leaming 

opporhinities where students can explore this terrain and develop their own 



perspectives. Kincheloe argues for a critical work education, citïng the e s d a h g  

remuneration disparity between workerç and managers as one injustice among 

We are schooIed to accept these injustices - all in the name of a neutrd 
curridumf aU in the at6empt to kike poIitics out of education A critical 
work education struggles t6 name thé political. Students are induced to 
question the taat political assumptiom of mainstream thinking 
(Kincheloe, l995:l2l). 

The DevoEticked Nature of Techniaan Work 

The reluctance of educators to help students identify and aitically discuss the 

nature of the social, economic, and environmentd interconnections to technology 

is not surprising. Iristrumenta'list approaches to technological literacy are not 

restrided to secondary education, they are also the nom in post secondary 

engineering and technology schools (Cortese, 1998). In Ontario community 

colleges, for example, students in engineering technology programs are not 

required to take amy courses in the environmental or social dimensions of 

technology. The saxne holds true for skilled trades certification programs. This 

type of instrumentalist approach to technology via specialization works to 

'dornesticate the consciousness'(Macedo, 199415) of students. Domestication 

occurs by means of a constant 'disarticulation' between the narrow reductionist 

reading of one's field of specialization (1 caii this a 'technician's reading') and a 

broader 'citizens' reading of the world' within which the field of spetialization is 

located (Macedo, 1994:lS). A citizens reading acknowledges that these 

relationships involve complicated networks of stakeholders and are by their very 

nature politically contentious, involving competing values, ideologies, interests, 

and differential power relationships. Opening ourselves to these social 

contingencies forces us to reevaluate the meaning of secalled 'technological 

irnperatives.' Unfortunately it is often much easier for us as a soàety to: 

castigate a few industrialists and corporations, a s m d  number of figures 
in government, a vague abstraction called technology, instead of seeing 
the productive and political apparatus of society as interconnecteci" 
(Apple, l985:5). 



Because these issues are complex and interdependent does not mean that they 

rnay be ignored, certainly not if students are to be provided with the aitical 

facilities that wiU help them be effective and responsible atizens. Students need 

to grapple with the idea that democracy is not simply a matter of what 

Chomsky(l999:129) calls "elite decision and public ratification". Technological 

decision making cannot be understood as a process situated exdusively in the 

realrn of experts and pnvate capital, but must be a democratic social process 

requiring input fiom a broad segment of society who are or may be affected by it 

The general public needs to take an active interest in the rules and regdations 

goveming both established and new technologies. The current worldwide debate 

surrounding genetically rnodified organisms (GMCYs) provides an excellent 

example of how important public participation is in shaping the development of 

technologid policy. 

As Apple observes, the curridum field has devoted a great deal of energy to 

developuig a set of principles based on 'the most efficient method' in which to do 

curriculum work Thiç long tradition of transforming & d u m  into only a 

concem with efficient methods has: "almost totally depoliticized education" 

(Apple, 198520). For Apple, the growth of efficient methods and 

process/product rationality in education was mistakenly understood to imply 

'neutrality' and thuç the questions asked of curriculum were more and more 

d i v o d  from the actual operation of culture and politics 

In technology education, the connections befween politid power and the 

direction of tedinological development are seldom if ever made expliàt This 

also dec t s  a wider la& of public participation in policy making and shaping 

conceming technology (Noble, 1995; Sdove, 1995). We can take the Canadian 
nuclear industry as a case in point massive on-going public subsidies have been 

the only way of keeping the nudear industry in Canada alive, yet broad public 

consultations concerning whether we should continue to subsidize nuclear energy 

are not forthcorning. Similar arguments c m  be made for public subsidies to the 

aerospace industry, or to the automotive manufacturing sector and the public 

highway infrastructure. As 1 will point out in chapter seven, many technological 



teache= do not see these issues as important enough to consider connecting 

them to the cuuidum. Our 'car culture,' for exampIe, in its present fomi is 
bken as a given, immutab1e, something to which students must be accdtured to 

and educated to take advantage of wherever possible. Seriously questioning the 

reasons for the 'technological lock-in' of car culture, and the factors inhibithg the 

development of more sustainable transportation systems, are not on the agenda. 

A s  Kinchdoe points out, the voices of the dominant culture have: 

assureci us ihat democratic education is incompatible with cfuality and 
excellence. Democracy is a valuable concept only to the point that it does 
not interfere with capitalism, the interests of profit, and the asthetics of 
the commodity form (Kincheloe, 1994:xiv). 

Many high-tech workers today are rewarded for their 'ideological naiveté,' that is 

they are rewarded for not questionùig the dominant mechaniSm in their 

organizations which are designed to produce and rehforce power asymmetries 

and injustices in society. In many respects studentsare encourageci to 'look the 

other way' when it comes to the social and environmentd downside of many of 

our modern technological system (Noble, 1995). The technoIogical education 

curriculum in Ontario is eff ectively de-politicized and reinforces what Bijker 

(1996) refers to as the 'standard image' of science and technology. This image 
positions saentific knowledge as objective, value-fie, and sornething 

created / used only by speàalists. Similarly, technology is considered an 

autonomous force in society. 

In contrast, the social shaping and constructivist models of technology described 

by Bijker (1996) and Wacjmann (1994) emphasize that the trajectory of 

technoIogy is overdetermined by social factors. Table 54 summarizes a number 

of important distinctions between the standard 'technician view' and the 

constructivist view of technology. If we take item la, for example, the standard 

techniaan view posits that there is a dear distinction between the political and 

the technical realms. It is quite easy to argue that thiç is indeed the case when we 

consider the production of simple fundional technologies which are not 

symbolically loaded. The design and manufacture of 'forks' for example is a 

matter of relatively straightfonvard matter of cutting, stamping and processing 



met&. However, in the r d m  of the design of advanced technological systems - 
for example, public transportation infrastructure or biotechology - this simple 

distinction becornes untenable In these areas, politics, corporate lobbying, and 

the potential for large scale environmental and social dismption ensure that 

'simple' technical problems are infusecl with political considerations 
Table 5-1: Standard and consîructivist images of Technology. (Adapted h m  Bijker, 19%) 

Standard view of technology and society 

la clear distinctions between the politicai and 
the technical domain 

2a. difference between "real science" and 
lltram-~encel' 

3a. social responsibility of scientists and 
technologists is a key issue 

4a. technology develops linearly, e.g. 
conception ->decision->operation 

5a. distinction between technology's 
development and its effects 

6a. clear distinction between technology 
development and control 

7a. clear distinction between technology 
stimulation and regdation 

Ba. technology determines society, not the 
other way around 

9a. social needs as well as s o a d  and 
environmental costs can be established 
unambiguously 

lb. both domains are intertwined; what is 
de£îned as a technid or as a political problem 
d depend on the particular context 
2b. ail science is valueladen and may-again 
depending on the context-have implications 
for regulation and policy; thus there is no 
furidamental ciifference between "real saence" 
and "trans-science1' ,"mandated science", or 
"policv-relevant science" 
3b. development of science and technology is a 
soaal vrocess rather than a Chain of individual 
decisi8ns; political and ethicai issues related to 
science therefore cannot be reduced to the 
question of social responsibility of scientists 
&dtechnologists A 

4b. technology development cannot be 
comceptuaiized as a process with separate 
staeres. let alone a iinear one 
~b.~ ih;  social construction of teduiology is a 
process that also continues into what is 
colnmonly d e d  its "ciiffuçion stage"; the 
(social, economic, ecological, culturai, ...) effects 
of technology are thus part of the construction 
prwess and trpicalb have direct vice versa 
bplications $Ôr tec6nology1s shaping 
6b. technology does not have the context- 
independenkatus that is necessary to hope 
for a separation of its development and control; 
its social construction and the (politicai, 
demoaatic) control are part of the same 
process 
7b. stimulation and regulation may be 
disÉinguishabie goals, but need not - 
necessady be i&$le&ented separately 
Bb. social shapinp; of technology and technicai 
building of s&e& are two si& of the same 
coin 
9b. needs and costs of various kinds are ako 
soaaiiy constructed-depending on the context, 
they are different for dBerent relevant social 
groups, varying with perspective 

In the social construction of technology approach (SCOT), technical artifacts are 

desaibed by individuals and £rom within the perspectives of "relevant social 



groups". For example, sport utility vehicles ( S W ' s )  are marketed to middle class 

&vers by the automotive industry using connotations of safety, security and 

status. From the perspective of environmentalists, S'UV's are highly polluting, 
wasteful forms of technology. The point here is that different social groups can 
mate different meanuigs for the same technology. This "interpretative 

flexibility" means that neither an artifad's 'identity' nor its technical success or 

failure are intrinsic pmperties of the artifact itself, but are in turn su@& to social 

shaping influences (Bijker, 1996). 

According to Bijker (1996), a soàd constructivist analysis of technology is a non- 

negotiable condition for developing any 'politics of tecknobgy'. A constructivist 

approadi helps us understand that technological things and systems could have 

been otherwise, that choices were involved and that the stabz7iztion of rneaning of 

a technological object is a social process involving choicesf interests and values 

judgements. Taking the ÇUV example again, as long as the meaning of these 

vehides is stabilized around status, safety and security (even though these daims 

are largely unsupportable), these vehides will continue to be popular. Students 

need to be involved in creating and exploring alternative perspectives around 

meaning and teduiology. While techn010g-y can be underçtood as malleable, it 

can also be obdurate and inflexible to change. It is equally important for students 

to explore the boundaries of both. 

We deny the interpretive flexibility of technology when we fail to acknowledge 

the importance of how meaning in all its foxms becomes attacheci to 

technological artifacts and sys tem. This leaves us, by defadt, with the 

technoIogicaL deteraninist perspective. Technological detenninism(see chapter 21, 

as Bijker(1996) and others(WinnerJ988; Ellul, 1964; Feenberg, 1995) have pointed 

out, positions atizens as passive consumers and not active participants involved 

in the democratic negotiation and control of technology. The determinist position 

is essentially one of passive accommodation to 'terms and conditions' authored 

by others. The detenninist position is one oriented toward simply repmducing 

the socidy stabilized meanings of technoIogicai artifacts. It resists oppominities 

and urgings to redefine and reinscribe alternative meanuigs onto them. 



Uncritical forms of technologid education are involved in preparing students 

for mere partiapation in estabikhed production-consumption systemç and not in 

the transformation of them. 

From the point of view of many employers, technicians have no need to be 

concemed with issues beyond functional technid cornpetence. The rise of 

various foxms of technical certification regimesf often sponsored by multinational 

companies, are gaîning popularity in secondary and post secondary education. 

For example, the rising popularity of the nanowly focuçsed 'MiaosoK and 

'A+' cerü£ication training programs displace curriculum tirne that could be spent 

on broader dimensions of technological practice. Technicians, as a nile, are 

involved in servicing, maintaining and reproducing existing technologies. 

Macedo argues that as cultural workers, many teachers who accept the dominant 

id&logy are little more than: 

technicians, who, by Wtue of the specialized training they receive in an 
assembly line of ideas and aided by the mystification of this tramferrd 
knowledge, seldom reach the critical capacity of analysis to develop a 
coherent comprehension of the world (Macedo, 1994~23). 

Similady, Steinberg w m  against the dangers of reducing teaching to training: 

to the simple application of 'technician activities' which k primarily 
concemed with the uncritical 'objective' and 'effiaent' distribution of 
unproblematized 'factsf. (Steinberg & Kincheloe, 1993:174). 

Technicians tend to think within the framework of their discipline, concentrating 

on honing efficient methods, seldom questionhg the underlying epistemologies 

or the presuppositions which inform and constitute these hameworks. 

Technicians, while looking for opporhmities to become more efficient and 

effective at the task at hand, are not as a d e  involved in reconceptualizing the 

nature of their work or the paradigms williin which they work. For a large 

segment of the technological education community, technological change is 

understood from a detenninistic perspective, a technician's perspectme, in which 

the technology itself and not the soaal, and political contexts suwunding it are 

undm tood to 'drive-change' . 



A critid techn010gid education would engage students in what Bijler ca& the 

'mimopolifics ofpower. 'The micropolitics of power define how technologies may 
be used as cultural instruments to build up networks of influence and power, 

which then result in a 'semiotic power strudure', a structure of established 

meanhgs around technology which work to constrain or enable partidar 

actors. For example, Microsoft was influentid in establishing the defncto 

relationshipç surrounding how we interact wiwiih, and think of wmputers. These 

relationships evolved into not only a semiotic power structure but into an 

enormous cultural and economic power structure. When we use technologies, we 

are drawn into the semiotic power stnrctures surrounding it When we 'choose' 

to own a car, for example, we are drawn into the semiotics and relationships 

described by: cnr culture-roads-trafic jams-fiel prirpç-oil subsidies-global wanning-air 

pollution-accidents-faxes-urban sprawl-unsustainubility, etc. Appreciating that 

technologies have a semiotic dimension is an important first step toward 

reconceptualizing them. 

We can better understand the depoliticked nature of technological education 

when we understand that the subculture of technological teachexs is politidy 

marginalized within the larger sphere of the secondary school system. As wiU be 

pointed out later in this chapter and in chapter seven, many technology teachers 

consider the social, political and ecological dimensions of technology to be too 

controversial for inclusion in their BBT classroom, and thus avoid them 

altogether. This has serious impzications for those concemed with 'education for 

sus tainability' initiatives. 

The danger of a depoliticized technology curriculum in terms of encouraging 

more sustainable technological practices is that it reinforces the status quo, the 

notion that human well-being is only to be found within the confines of product 

solutions achieved by technology intensification and consumption. Social and 

environmental problems are resituated, recast as technological problems with 

fundarnentally technologid solutions. Within this worldview, the social and 

environmental fa-out £rom our systems of production and consumption are 

deemed an acceptable price to pay for the ever receding promise of 



technologid salvation The notion of 'progress' in the depoliticized curriculum 

is eagerly antiapated and looked for not through the contentious and uncertain 

terrain of politics, but xather through technological means (Andexson, 1995:116). 
Thus, 'changing the world by manufacturing different products' is s W a r  to the 

naïve assumption that information technology, in and of itself, is a democratizing 

agent capable of redistributing power and agency more equitably in Society. 

Noble calls this another form of 'naive techno10gical deliverance' (Noble, 1995). 

As Noble argues, proponents of thiç form of fuhuiçtic fantasy are only deluding 

themselves in holding out the promise, no matter how facile, for technoIopical 

transcendence. By diverting attention away from the realities of technoIogid, 

eoonomic and political power, the present politid context rem& untouched 

and the hegemonic ideology of technological progress still reigns. It is important 

that technological education avoid portraying technologid development as a 

unilinen, hevitable ma& toward progress. It is important to emphasize that 

emancipatory and soaal justice hopes m o t  be pinned on teduiology alone, 

social reconstructive pro- requires a concurrent change in thefinns of 

technological and scientific theory and practice (Noble, l995:35). 

In currently evolving forms of instrumental technology education, participation 

in technoculture is framed in terms of either iconic product creation or various 

dimensions of product use/ mnsumption. A critique of the cultural, political and 

economic dynamics at the core of product culture remain unexplored. 

Petrina(l999) has describeci an innovative and exciting curridum structure 

called 'Discipline-Based Technology Education' (DBTE), which wntains four 

disciplines: Practice, Design, Studies and Cnticism. Petrina likens critiasm to 

asthetics as a: "source of knowledge for developing perception and 

discernment" in separating the trivial £rom the meaningful (Petrina, 1999:14). 

Developing abilities in discemment is crucial in terms of understanding 

postmodern production-consumption systems. Discernment in the instrumental 

curriculum is le& to the supposed 'wisdom of the market'. Students understand 

that if they design a 'better' product than anyone else, the techno-apital 'produd 

system' will reward them. 'Better' in the post modem iconic economy îs detached 

from his torical connotations of irnproved performance, reliability, safety, 



environmental impact, ease of use and so on. A better technologïcal product is 

one which can be easiiy re-signifieci with the latest most marketable cultural 

message and integrated within a particular cultural niche or lifestyle 'system of 

products' (Baudrillard, 1996). Technological education which avoids comecting 

technology to the critical nexus of politics, econornics and culture is working 

under an artificid and illusory horizon. 

Winner contends that significant areas of technical and functional organization in 

modem soaety a d  as a: "kind of a regime, a regime of instnimentality, under 

which we are obliged to live" (Wuuier, 1986:55). Since technologid innovation is 

inextriably linked to processes of social reconstruction, the significance of 

understanding and proactively shaping the evolution of technologies in tum 

impacts the nature and outcornes of our social reconstructive practices. The 

global technopokitical regimes which are currently evolving in manufacturhg, 

communications, agriculture and transportation are al1 shaped in fundamental 

ways by the worldviews of those who have the power to articulate, organize, and 

realize their notions of what constitutes ' a proper tethn01ogical system.' Their 

visions constitute systems whidi serve their partidar needs. There is no reason 

to believe that these needs mirror thoçe of civic soaety or the needs of ecological 

integrity. In taking a sociopolitical approach to underçtanding technological 

regimes, it is important to look beyond simple mechanistic and detemiinistic 

conceptualizations of cause-effeck In doing so we seek to design and build 

technical systems or regimes that are compatible with broader notions of 

freedom, social and ecological justice. It is important that we teach young people 

to design technological systems which are compatible with widely artidated 

and shared notions of what constitutes a soaety that is worthy of our care and 

attention (Winner, 1986:55). Appropriate 'care and attention' to what constitutes 

a public good regarding our design and use of techn01ogy is not a theme found 

within the technology cunidum of Ontario or artidated by most of the 

teachers interviewed for this research Students are not engaged in discussions or 

debates surrounding which if any technologies ought to be redesigned, regulated 



more shidly or even eliminated from the marketplace. Nor are students engaged 

in establishing a rationale for technological assessment or the processes of social 

and political negotiation r e q -  to control a partidar technology. 

A process of democratizhg technology would involve students in making explid 

the presuppositiom surrounding technological regimes or technologid 

'ecologies.' Some of these would indude those fonceming our relationships to 

other people and communities as well as our relationship to the rest of the 

natural world. A dernociratic approach would alço encourage debate around the 

fonowing questions: Are the conditions produced by the technologicaf change 

compahile with our notions of equality, social justice, and the common good? 

Does this pafticular technology support or detract from the best idea of who we 

are and who we want to become as a society or a community? Who stands to 

gain power and who stands to lose as thk technology is implemented? 

The best and most important stage for discussion of the 'political complexion' 

(Winner, 1986) of techn010gy is not after the technological system has been built 

and deployed, but rather in its design and conceptualization stage, when the, 

technology is still malleable (Feenberg, 1995). Ideas surrounding the 

democratization of technologiical development and decision making is a crucial 

yet totally undervalueci dimension of technological education We get the 

technological regimes we do because of the manner in which we delegate 

authority for their devdopment to 'experts', interest groups and bureauaacies. It 
is neoessary to broaden the common interpretation of 'interest group' to beyond 

its popular use in the media to primarily designate 'environrnentalists,' 

'organized labour,' or 'social advocates.' The most powerful interest groups 

today include big and small business, industry groups as well as transnational 

corporations (TNC's). These interest groups have the economic power and 

political means to see that th& version of the 'right' technological regimes, those 

which reflect their needs of course, sees fruition. Students need to understand 
that society's 'technological constihttim'(Winner, 1986) is shaped by political 

forces which extend beyond mere teduiical instrumentality. 



The technician worldviav is a response to the confluence ofr the technization of 

work; the cultural discourses of technological detemùniçm and productivism; 

and an instrumental training background. A social consîructivist view of 

technology is important in re-politicjjrntlrg technologid educatim and moving it 

beyond its technicisi formulations. 1 WU now turn to explorhg other dimensions 

of the 'technician paradigm' by exploring the working environment of teachers 

and their perspectives of them. An understanding of these conditions will 

provide an important context for undexstanding their worldviews. 

Understandùin: - Technical teachers as Techni~ans 

In order to understand t&oIogy teachers as professionals in the school system, 

and to contextualize their worldviews, it is necessary to understand them as 

technical professionals, theV first incarmation so to speak. Technology teachers 

have historically and predominantly been drawn h.om the skilled trades and 

from the anks of engineering technicians and technoIogists. Professional 

engineers are also found withui technology education but they conçtitute a 

rdatively s m d  group. Of the forty eight teachers i n t e ~ e w e d  for this research 

ody five had engineering backgrounds. The majority of secondary technoIogical 

studies teachers in Ontario are technicians, technologiçts, and skilled trades 

people. Although definite distinctions, educational and regulatory, can be 

identified between these three occupational groups, within the workplace many 
of these distinctions are blurring. Tradespple today are expected to be 'multi- 

skilled' to enable them to work withïn modem production facilities, and this 

usually entails leaming, in part, the skilIs which have been the traditional reserve 

of the techniaan/ technologist Despite the fact that there has k e n  an explosive 

growth in demand for techniaans since the 195û's, dwarfing the expansion of aLl 

other occupational dusters, l e s  is known about the nature of technical work 

than any other large profession (Barley and Orr, 1997:35). From an entymological 

perspective the term 'technician' was onginally appïled to artists who had 

mastered the technicalities of their medium and did not originally connote a link 

to saence or technology. In fact, it did not acquire occupational overtones until 

the early 190û's (Barley and Orr;1997:13). Today the tenn is loosely applied to a 



wide variety of skiJled and semi-skilled occupations, people who pick up trash 

become 'sanitation techniaans,' those who spray lawn chernicals become 

'landscape technicians' and so on. Nevertheles the technician appelation is 

partidarly applioible to technoIogy teachers, as I will further elahrate. It is 

important to understand technology teachers as a distind community withui the 

secondary school system and it is to this 1 now turn 

Technologv teachers as a distinct occuuational communitv within the schools 

Technology teachers constitute what OLT terms an 'occupational community,' a 

'bounded work culturef populated by individuah who share similar identities 

and values whi& transcend specific organizational contexîs or situations. (On, 

1996:151). Tech teachers operate at the interface of the academic and the applied 
dimensions of educational practice. Many do not see theniselves as 'fully 

qualified' educators in the academic sense of the word, and yet they are not 

'craft-people' who work in their given trade either. They occupy an ambivalent 

occupational position, one in whïch there are few signposts demarcating what 

exadly a technological shidieç teacher is. They stand on shifting ground, some 

wishing to move away h m  the stereotypes of the shop teacher and 'induskial 
education', others wishing to affimi the importance of traditional sküls and îheir 

own occupational identities. It is &O ciear that teachers are not the alone in 

struggling with thiç evolving identity; school administrators, as well as some 

Ministry of Education representati~es~ have diffidty categorizing technological 

professionals who occupy an anibiguous centre or quasi-professional role. Tom 

was dosely involved in the development of the Ontario BBT curriculum revision 

While not a tech teacher, he had worked around them in his other capacities 

throughout fifteen years of experîence within the school system: 

They all corne in fkom outside of teaching so their knowledge of pedagogy 
and developmental education of kids is p r e v  limited. The 
one's[technology teachers] I have known when 1 was teadung seemed to 
like the job, the kids liked them but they were not educators. 1 don? know 
if they would be able to teach a science class, I thuik maybe some of them 
could, not many though and certainly not the fashion design people or the 
cosmetologists . . . they shouldn't even be in the high school(Tom). 



It is also clear that the majority of technologid studies teachers believe that their 

stahis as 'professionals' is diminished in secondary school culture. This has 

contrï'buted to keeping the technoIopicai cutridum trapped within the narrow 

boundaries of technocratie thinking models. A s  Cohn and Kottkamp (1993) 

argue, despite the complexity of their organizational arrangements, ssdiok 

remain relatively stable because various 'interwoven structural elements' 
engender mutually reinforcing n o m .  As Cohn points out, this is not because 

individu& have a specific intention, but rather because systemic relationships 

tend toward slow conse~ative change. 

Technology teachers, like techniciansf are very aware of the importance of 'fitting 

in' to existing organizational structures. They appreciate the fad that they 

constitute an occupational minorityf one without the prestige of advanced 

academic qualiûcations, and that they teach a non-mandatory subject in the 

curriculum. Technology teachers are quickly socialized into 'not-rocking the 

boat' insofar as making their needs known to school administrators. To varying 
degrees' all technological studies teachers have worked and been sociaiized in 

business and industrial environments. Within the relative conservative 

environment existing within schools, it is not surprishg that technological 

teachers have not challenged existing perceptions or existing technoIogical 

' f olkway S.' 

The ethos of teadUng derives h m  a pattern of orientations and sentiments that 

"derives both from the structure of the occupation and the meaning teachers 

attach to their work"(Lortief1975:viü). According to Lortie, 'orientations' spring 

kom the occupation's extemal structural aspects, espeady those structures that 

perpetuate the occupation: redtrnent, socialization, and the distribution of 

career rewards. Sentiments uiclude preoccupations (attention given to some 

aspects of the environment but not others), beliefs (implicit and explicit theones 

to explain events considered important), and preferences (choies for one way of 

working rather than another). Sentiments derive from the tasks of work, are 

intemalized, and are emotion laden ('Lortief1975:162). Lortie asserts that the 

particular orientations and sentiments developed in the teaching profession 



engenders conservatismr individualism, and a focus on the present. This is 

certainly applicable to the technoIogid teachers interviewed for th% pMect 

The 'individualistic and consemative outlooks' of teachers is due in part to th& 

inability to draw on an accepted body of knowledge and, in hrm, this affects the 
status of teatihers. In Cohn and Kottkampfs (1993 22) words, they: 

do not feel confident to speak as a group or to respond to the demandç of 
others h m  an authontative base. Further, the overall weakness and 
brevity of the formal sociakation simply cannot counteract the tendenaes 
to absorb and use the idea's and approaches of one's prior pasonal 
experience. Thus the 0ccupationaI structure and its stabrlity link up with 
the institutional structure and stability as individuai teachers selectively 
and privatdy continue to employ the models from their past or £rom theV 
colleagues h m  behind closed classroom doors. 

For a number of teachers, their experience in industry, no matter how longago, 

provides an important touchstone for orienting theV approach to technologid 

education. This experience serves as an important guide and legitimizing agent 

for the dassroom practices they emphy, becoming the template or basis for theh 

statements concerning 'how the world really works'. In many ways they believe 

that their experience 'speaks for itself. Mmy are quite forthnght in stating that 

they know what employers want and what students have to achieve in order to 

meet those expedations. It is important to retain a more ewlogîuzl notion of 

experience and context, because experience alone dwsn't 'speak for itself' but 

rather it must be recomtructed and interpreted (Kincheloe,1999:193). The 

problematic nature of simply letting our experiences 'speak for themselves' is 

that we fail to understand and leam how our subjectivities are shaped by the 

'km's d i s m e d  in chapter two and thus we remain trapped within larger 

hegemo~es. 

Educators who dismiss refiective contemplation as frivolous 'armchair 

philosophizing,' according to Kinchdoe, are caught in the: "culf of the practic11l, 

they are unable to perceive the relationship between the tacit and the overt and 

are thus condemned to a repetition of the failings of the status quo" (Kincheloe, 

1995:149). The cult of the practical is reinforced when issues of larger purpose, 

including democracy, ciàtenship, responsibility and the public good, remain 



unconnected to the technology C U m d w  While the cult of the practical may 

have been c o n s i d d  by some a reasonable response to the onslaught of fast 

capitalism, it ts ultimately isolating and disempowe~g. The 'cult of the 

practid reinforces the notion of technologid education as work preparation, 

not critical Qüzenship. The pr-s of tracing the formation of our own 

subjectivities and attempting to understand and disengage £rom the 'meta- 

narratives' which have laid the foundation for the dominant way of seeing is part 

of the way out of the cult of the practical (ICincheloe, 1995:154). For Aronowitz 

and Giroux: 

privileging practice without due consideration of the complsc interactions 
that mark the t o a t y  of theory/pra&ce and language/meaning 
relationships is not simply reductionist; it is a form of theoretical tyranny 
(Aronowitz and Ghux,  1991:92 quoted in Usher). 

The political dimension of w o r h g  in the postmodern economy, discussion of 

alternative futures, alternative workplaces and power relationships are taken for 

granted in the cuit of the practical. In merely reiterating the pronouncements of 

the 'new human cornpetencies' demanded by business and industry, teachers 

foreclose on the tramformative potential of techno10gical education. 

The cult of the practical involves an uncritical intemakation of the fast-capital 

discourse discuçsed in chapter two. For teachers who iden- their primary task 

as getting students 'ready for industry' any altemative discourses and associatecl 

worldvkws concerning technology which are not congruent with their 

interpretation of what industry c u m t l y  needs are considered 'fla.lq,' 

'unrealistiç' or 'utopian'. 

Cuban (1984) suggests that classrmm and sdiool structures work to define the 

boundaries within which individual teacher beliefs and the teaching culture 

work. This results in a "practical pedagogy" whidi is aimed at helping teachers 

to simply survive in the dassroom. Teachers understand their practical work as 

preparation for the 'real world' and structure their technology classrooms 

accordingly. Technology teachers are not as compelled, for example, as their 

mathematics or saence colleagues to prepare students to be successhil on tests 



whkh measure what can be large quantities of abstract material. They have, in 

theory, much more freedom to develop curricula that on address a broader 

range of leamer's interests and needs. This flexibility, however, has not been 
taken advantage of in termç of developing a a5tical breadth of perspectives 

around technology. 

Many teachem primarily self-identify themselves according to th& professional 

preparation as electricians, mechanics or carpenters. For many, their formal trade 

designation is the one thing which legitimizes their position and their prog~ams 

withui the CUfficulum, and their programs as relevant and vital to students. 

However, thiç 'fit' is anything but conifortable. Jerry explains that he considers 

tech teachers to be 'misfits' in the secondary system: 

At teachers college 1 came to the realization that I'm not as dumb as my 
report card told m e  1 was. You come to understand that tech teachers are 
misfits in an academically oriented environment and that their success has 
come from outside the normal academic consideration of a school. A 
colleague of mine in tech said 'the only two times my mom came to school 
was to get me back in.' That's the difference between a tech kid and an 
academic kid! uerry] 

The ever problematic balance in terms of educational priorities and philosophies 

between the applied and the academic in the curriculum remains unresolved. 

Schools traditionally favour the abstract and the theoretical; indeed, the terms 

'techniaan' and 'educational technician' continue to be considered pejorative in 

school culture. As Goodson states: 

At the moment, the New Right is seeking to tum the teacher's practice into 
that of a technician, a rouanized and trivialized deliverer of predesigned 
packages. To accept those definitions and to f o u  on "practice" so defmed 
is to play into their hands (Goodson, 1993). 

While the notion of 'educational technicians' is disparaged, it is important to 

acknowledge that not all real techniaans - namely technology teachers - see 

themselves in the minimalkt tenns that Goodson uses. A number of technicians 

understand themselves as much more than mere facilitators of prepackaged 

curriculum modules. Technicians have from the beginning, as Barley and Orr 

remind us, had an ambiguous occupational status: 



To be called a technician was to be simultaneously respected and 
denigrated.. ..technicians seemed to have always oceupied a dtural ly  
ambivalent station: b be a technician is to be highly skilled and yet to be 
d e d  a technician is to be subtly maligned.. ... this is in part because 
technicians mediate between technoIogy and society (Barley, Orr;1997:13- 
14). 

S i  technology teachers consider themelves professionals before entering the 

teaching profession, it is understandable that they have a strong attachment to 

tedinologid practices which for them exemplify 'how ifs done in industry,' 

and they teach accordingly. To varyîng degrees, every tedinological lab reflects 

the marner in which technological practice was expe~enced and is understood by 

the various occupational professions. The nature of the socialization that 

individuals undergo in their professional lives prïor to entering teaching is an 

under-researched (Hansen, 1996) but potentially crucial factor in shaping thw 
attitudes, beliefs and worldviews conceming STSE issues. 

Perceptions & Mis~erce~tions 

This research has found that technology teachers believe a number of profound 

misperceptions exist in the school wmmunity and the public concerning: the 

nature and demands of modern technical work; the importance of technologid 

education as a curricuium subject; their image and responsi'brllties within the 

schooI system. All three of these detract £rom the quality of technological 

teachers working conditions. 

Mis~ercevtions concernin~ the nature of Technical Work 

Barley and Orr(1997) point out that the nature of modem technical work is 

misunderstood in many policy cirdes, resulting in the use of: "stereotypes or 

images of work drawn from other occupations in order to make seme of 

technical work" (l3arley & Orr;1997:18). 

Stereotypes are dso frequently drawn from a previous era of technical work. A 

number of teachers cornplain about the misperceptions held by parents 

concerning technological education. Many believe that parents still consider it 

%hopf as they remember it, usually in disparaging terms. 



The longstanding culturai image of techniaans as situated between engineers 
and aaftspeople serves to reinforce the hierarchid relationship between the 

professions. Many technology teachers feel likewise situated on a hierarchical 

continuum within the school, ranked at k t  in the middle of a descending order 

of status and respect as: 

AcndPmic Teachers i techmlogy t m c k s  + support stafl 

Technolow Teachers as 'Svmbolid Mediators within the Schools 

The nature of modern technical work means that technological teachers operate 

as 'mediators' between the technical-academic and the physical-symbolic. 

They provide an important role mode1 for students in bridging ' r d  world' skills 

and more abstract forms of knowledge- Technicians stand between technology 

and society as mediators in two senses, the first cultural, the second structurak 

They are culturally situated between technology and society because 
technoiogical change has shoved them t o w d  the economic heart of a 
society not quite ready to leave behind the categories of industrialism, its 
distii'bution of power, and its presumed distribution of knowledge. 
Technicians stand somewhere between our hture and our past, 
confronting us with contradictions that confuse and, at ümes thmaten us 
(Barley, Orr;lgW: 14)- 

As mentioned earlier, technician work violates the traditional cultural 

segregation of the material and the symbolic Technology teachers work h m  an 

ambiguous position, straddling the uncornfortable intersection of 'craft and 

science,' a place where the culturdy ascendant cognitive skills of 'symbol 

manipulation' co-exist with the physical skills of manipulating tools and 

equipment to effect physical change in the world. It is by necessity a hybnd or 

'interstitial' position that teachers occupy, an 'anomalous state' wherein they are 

continually struggling to reconcile the2 expenence of practical craft and 

apprenticeship traditions while negotiating and incorporating more abstract 

'system type' and symbolic f o m  of knowledge. 

The postmodern techniaan operates from a position that Barley and Orr tenn 

'dturally anomalous,' in that it situates them in neither the physical 



manipulative world of craft nor in the purely symbolic realm of the traditional 

professions. While technicians' work also involves operations on material 

entities: 

It's not a aaft because technicians do not manipulate or transform 
materiais to produce objects. Instead they manipulate materials to 
produce symbolic representations. Technicians' work is not like that of 
traditional professions, despite the fact that techniaans work with 
symbolic representations, because they do not use these representations to 
create other representations M e a d  they use representations to 
manipulate objects . . . technicians' work punctures the exisüng dtural 
bulwark; it is at once a synthesis of mental and manual, dean and dirty, 
white c d a r  and blue-collar (Barley, Orr; 1997:49). 

The reah  of 'symbolic manipulation' within the technological curridum is 

becoming inmeasingly important and this doesn't sit well with some of the more 

traditional teachers, who as mentioned earlier see this as a factor in the dilution 

of 'hard-vocational skills'. Technicians, while they may be involved with 

technological systexns of symbolic manipulation and re-presrnfatiun, are not 

generally involved in the aitical interpretation and analysis of these systems. The 

lack of a critical perspective is rdected in the instrumental and uncritical 

approaches to teaching information systems such as the intemet, multimedia, 

and video production The majority of teacherç identify their role in teaching 

about these systems in strictly 'production' terms. Criticai perspectives on issues 

such as workplace surveillance, 'data-mining' and idonnation privacy are not 

discussed. 

The reluckmce of tech teachers to engage in the socio-political dimension of 

technology can be partially explaineci by their training, experiences and 

socialization as technicians and tradespeople. Çome of the teachers desCnbed 

working as independent contractors where the primary task was essentially to 

"do the job to speciûcation as quickly as possible." Quite understandably, this is 

accomphhed without undue questionhg of the engineering or architectural 

specifications, the choie of materials, the quantity of wastes generated, or the 

impacts on others not directly involved with the planning. The work of the 

independent contractor is literally to 'just-deit' expediently and within 

acceptable community standards of quality and professionalism. Technicians 



primady enact the plans of 0th- (supervisors, customerç, etc) by following 

instructions, heuristics or routines, and applying th& analytid knowledge and 

their physical skills- 

Technicians usually work in organizations dominated by members of other 

professions (Barley and Orr;199%:35), as do technology teachers. Their status as a 

numerical minority in the schools coupled with the predominant view that 

technological work ïs of secondary importance, has had a strong influence on the 

way technology teachers see themselves as professionals in the school. As Stan 

explains it, there are two 'typesf of tech teachers and the difference in 
perspectives each brings to the job makes it difficult for technology teachers to 

speak with one voice: 

Ifs because of our broad backgrounds, you have some tech teachers who 
are very bright and who came in because it was a profession and sincere 
and you have tech teachers who came into it for a job, and if you came 
into it for a job, you're in trouble and other people sense it These are the 
people not upgrading their skiUs and used to ha* someone else back 
them up. 1 worked as a science teacher in another province- In science you 
have ten science teachers all together and all have the same basic interests 
and we a l l  have the same background more or l es  and we can do a lot of 
sharing and coverage for one another, team teachers etc If we had six of 
any type of tech teachers it would be great. One teacher, one department, 
in tech that tech design guy is on his own, its isolating. [Stan] 

For Ri&, being a tech teacher is to never really be part of the school in the way 

academic teachers are: 

1 resent having to justify my existence every year, It's something the other 
teachers donf t have to do. You can just Say Pm a math teacher and there 
are no real questions. I'm continually putting on open houses, getting 
partnerships and the like, but it doesn't seem to matter, 1 still feel like a 
temp. (Rick] 

Technologid education was virtually ignored in the 1994 Ontario Royal 

Commission on Learning (Govemment of Ontariof 1994), the most 

comprehensive study of education in Ontario since the Hall-Dennis report (1968). 

Technologid education warranted a mere three short paragraphs in a four 



volume report. This fact was ated by several teachers as an indication that the 

field is not understood even by those entnisted to report to îhe public on 

education matters. Lamy states: 

No they don't understand the difference between technology and 
technology education. You can see it in th& speeches, you c m  see it in 
their d~ctzments. We had numerous occasions to meet with the various 
codss ions  that have travelled through here like the Royal Commission 
on Leamhg to try to explain to them w h t  technology education is ail 
about When they came back with the report £rom the Royal Commission 
it diddt refer to technological education, it referred to information 
tedmology instead. They dont understand the difference, technology is 
that stuff there (pointing to a computer) its not teduiology education And 
so wetre lost we're lost in whatever we do beczause they're not 
distinguishing correctly [Larry] 

TechnoIogy departments which have 're-invented' themselves more successfully 

in line with the BBT theme have been more successful in retaining students. 

Schools which have clung to the more traditional separate specialized programs 

have seen their faQlities dosed, in part, because of falling enrollrnent or because 

of cost cutting measures, Les, a mechanic by trade, outlines the problems in his 

This school is known for its computer programs not its shops. When I got 
hem there was a machine shop, and a weldirig shop, both are now closed. 
The wood shop, the transportation shop and the electronics shop are 
down in numbers. I'xn not sure why they are closing.. .The reason I don't 
teach the junior trawportaüon courses is because I'm going for the 
opportunity to teach the computer graphics and the television arts. I'd like 
to move more and more into that area, right now I'm 50-50. I f s  SM that's 
all new to me but material that I'm quite capable of as well. That seem to 
be where the future opportunities will be, Pm not counting on 
transportation technology %mg amund for too much longer, ifs too 
expensive! [Les] 

According to a number of teachers, relatively few administrators seem to have 

worked at integrating technical people and their programs into the broader 

school culture, as Larry states: 

They've never made any attempt in any way to get the academic people 
working with the tech people, but we have worked individually with 
people £rom the math, science and English departments to bring in new 
multimedia equipment. This was our initiative, the first one and the only 
one that the Principal ever showed an interest in[Larry] 



John pub the image problems in perspecüve: 

1 think traditionally ifs been the case that tech teachers from the trade did 
not have a common experïence with the academic groups. 1 would think 
that their lifestyle and a l l  these things would be different. As a result there 
was some problems around that, we were viewed as the guys down by 
the fumace and the caretakers that fixeci the cars. We stiU have that 
eXpenence. These courses are for kids that can't do the other courses. The 
kids in special programs with different problems are going to be directed 
into these programs, where else are they going to go? The feeling is that if 
they are not going to pass OAC physics they are not going to go off and 
do the university thing, so they better £ind something to do with their 
han&. The difficulty is when your role is viewed as dealing with these 
kids evclusively in the school and aren't you one of them anyway? It goes 
on self image; other kids don't take the course. So we have to break out of 
this. Two people in this department have University degrees. Ifs all a 
social measurement nom in society and ifs something people in 
education hold dear. After a l l  what are we doing? Generally we deliver 
one form of education and we perpetuate that value 'you can do what 1 
dïd... go to University!' uohn] 

Joe explains that at a recent meeting with the Principal he asked him: 
How many students are going to university this year Dave?" 162 have 
applied he says, he knows exactly how many have applied. That's how he 
measures success, not actually how many students are getting a job, going 
on to community coilege, not how many are king successful, but how 
many are on to University. We deal with the second best, if a student goes 
on h m  photography and starts his or her own business, weU maybe if 
they make it in a few years they might be a success but not now, there's no 
success there at all. When 1 went to get my honours specialist in te&, 1 
met a Principal who was for tech She was integrating it into science, 
math, the whole school, she was so excited about it. I thought wow, I'd 
love to go work in that school for a year to see how she got all the teachers 
involved in this pmject or that pmject. Can the English dept help tech 
with stories, can the math dept help out with trig. ..great! b] 

Bill suggests that the problem with technology education is a deep cultural 

problem, he suggests: 

Ask parents, is a madiinist a good trade? YES 
Does a madunist make good money? YES 
Do you want your son to be a m a M s t ?  NO [Ba 

Sue teaches teduiology in an affluent urban suburb, she understands that tech 

prograns are stnctly 'service' programs for the academic mainstream: 

There is a definite culture in this school, academic, math, science, English 
they are the main focus. That's the way it's seen at home and how most of 



the kids see it. The tech courses are for kids who can't do the academic 
courses. There is a lot of parental support on parents night for the 
academic programsr we get next to no one coming to see us. They want 
th& kid to have a little bit of technical background, you know a littie bit 
so that they don't get rîpped off in a garage, a little bit but ody life skill 
type SM. The drafting program is very popular, ifs a very educated 
co~lununity, a lot of graduate agineers and they see a real importance in 
theV kid taking a drafting course for dversity. {Sue] 

A recurring theme and a source of exaçperation among teachers was the 

perception that school administration, guidance and other teachers still regard 

techno10gic.d education as a place to 'dump' problem students as Larry and 

Steve explain: 

Oh sure wefre lower caste in every school, you know if you're not good 
enough for the academics put them in tech. It bothas tech people, we talk 
about it but nothing changes. Ks probably the same as when you went to 
school. My comeback to that is usually When you go on holiday who do 
you think h e d  the brakes or the engine on that plane? Have a happy 
holiday. [laughïng] -1. 

The tech subjects are stiU seen as an area where generd level students can 
ho-y still get interested in education. Ifs a place where a student on 
go and hopefully be challenged, not over challenged, and obtain some 
good results [S teve] . 

Rick scplains how the perception that technology is for poorer academic 

students is out of step with reality: 

Fve been here 8 years and it seems they have always looked at tedinology 
as a place to put the generals, the low generals and the basic kids. It's still 
happening. They figure give the behaviour problems to tech, it's a hands- 
on thing. And then the kids come in and for a course like electronics they 
fid out ifs not an easy subjed to grasp, it's abstrae We think that tech 
should be equal with the rest [Rick] 

The problem, according to Steve, is that many people SU donf t undexstand the 

new nature of technical work: 

Tech is still a dumping ground for poorer students. Even kids who are 
having trouble here are sent to General Macdonald or Riverside. 1 hnd 
that as old thinking. Gone are the days when if you knew how to pick up 
a mench and knew which end to hold on to you were going to be okay in 
tech. Now you need the math, communication, language skills as well as 
the hands on technical ability in order to be successful. The whole system 
is like that Most of the non tech people don't understand that the feeling is 
if they can't handle it academidy, tech is where they belong and 1 don't 



think they can make it in tech anpore without the academic sküls. 1 think 
ifs just history if you havent been through the new tech programs people 
assuming ifs like the old manual training where they teach you to bend 
sheet metal, cut a board SM, like Uiat Jobs that require just a manual ski11 
don't exist anpore. But coming through a construction course, you need 
to be able to do AutoCAD, to read and do research, and read the codes, do 
Uiat sort of thing.(Steve) 

Raymond indicates that the academic expecfations of the school staff seem to 

marginaiize what he accomplishes in technology education: 

With this academic school they almost exped everyone here to go on to 
University to become lawyers, doctor~~ accountants, whatever. There is no 
recognition for what we do here. 1 feel that with the limited facilities here 
I've done an excellent job with tuming kids on to post secondary 
eduation in thiç area. A private career college recruited 11 kids h m  this 
s b l  1 s t  year. He told me that in a l l  his years of doing recruïtment he's 
never had that many apply £mm one school. The front o£fice they know 
about this but there's no congratulations, no 'well done', and some of 
these kids would probably have ended up on the street somewhere As 
far as 1 can see, it doesn't count on theh scorecard. They stiU view 
technology as someplace to put the slow kids, kids with learning 
difficulties. Little do they realize that with electronics you have to be on 
the brighter side. [Raymond] 

Technolom Education as a  ramati tic addition' to the schooI 

Technology teachers seem to be rather resigned to the fab that technology is and 

has always been a program of secondary importance in the school curriculum. A 

number believe that they are tolerated by administration but certainly 'kept in 

their place.' As Simon explains: 

Tech is just stricüy an 'add on'. If it wasn't here the kids would miss it but 
the administrators wouldn't 1 don't think. They would not go out of th& 
way to Save it. The teachers would miss it though The wood shop, for 
example, does a tremendous amount of work here with the cirama club 
and around the sdiool. Just one thuig aEter another. Sarne with the auto 
shop. We have an auto shop teacher who handles 6-8 major car repairç a 
day. Taking that out would hurt, too. There's a very utilitarian aspect 
aboutit, that's the way it is.pimon] 

Still others believe that technological studies is one of the main reasons many 

students remain in school, and without it, all programs and teachers would be 

diminished: 



What they don't realize is that ï£ tech wasn't part of the sdiool there would 
be a lot of kids in the academk areas which they wouldn't be able to 
handle. If they dropped out, the numbers in the school would dwindle 
and therefore I'd have fewer academic teachers. Get nd of 200 tech 
students and you're looking at 20 academic teachers, they don't 
understand that tech helps thern out because we provide a viable option 
without which the kids are out terrorizing the neighbourhoods. Kids on 
the street are more expensive in the long  nu^ [Stan] 

Technology teachas see themselves fulfilling an important job in the secondary 

system, induding accommodating the students who have diffdty in academic 

programs. What frustrates them is the la& of recognition of thk important part 

of the school currïcuium and the relative la& of support in maintainuig these 

programs. 

Mis~erceptions about Techxtology Teachers 

Dhfferentiation between academic and technical cuitures is reinforced for a 

number of technology teachers through their pre-service teacher education 

experience. For some it is their first experience with what some have come to 

refer to as a 'caste' system. A number of the teachers interviewed have strong 

perceptions that they were treated quite differently from the academic teachaç, 

as Lorenzo relates: 

1 found it unfair that 1 spent 9000 hours and five years to get a 
joumeyman's certificate to get into the faculty and not get a bachelors 
degree but someone who spent 3 years in University gets a Bachelor of 
Education degree. There is defïnitely an academic bias against tech. You 
could tell £rom the guys 1 worked with. For example, in our curridum 
component we had to write 110 hours of instruction for grade 9,10,11 and 
12, which ranged from 75-80 pages typed, and the academics had to do 
one unit in one year. It shick in a lot of people's throats that 'Hey how 
come we are doing this vast quantity of work to improve ourselves, taking 
the same courses, sitting beside the academics, and they get the degree 
and we don' t?' [Lorenzo] 

John relates an interestirtg experience he had at teachers college, one which for 

him epitomizes the divide between academic and tech teachers. He remembers it 

1 remember sitting in the library, a group of saence teachers were on a 
couple of couches behind me. They started talking about technology 
people and why they thought we shouldn't be in the university faculty of 



education and should be in a community college inçtead. Eventuaily 1 
cddn't  take it any more, they were slagging tech people in a bad way, 1 
got up and put on my jacket that had a crest that said 'Ontario-University, 
Technologid Studies'. They didn't say a word. Later that day as 1 was 
going out to my car, a group of these same guys were huddled around a 
car they were trying to start, 1 thought twice about going over but figureci 
what the heck, 1 told them the problem was the ECM [elechonic contml 
module] and I gave them the spare one that I always carry in my trunk. 
These modules go all the time. Et was easy to replace so 1 £ixed it right 
there. They wanted to pay me for it but 1 had a reconditioned one that 
didn't cost me anything so 1 said no. They didn't even thank me. The next 
day the guy who owned the car came up to me and thanked me. It was 
like he was too ernbarrassed to thank a 'tech guy' in front of his university 
science buddiees~ohn] 

The low esteem of technology teachers is something Hugh remembers h m  his 

own days in school: 

Tech is perceived as for kids who are not very good academically. Say for 
the 'rockers' an easy course to get me out of high school. A default 
position. When 1 was in high school we thought of the tech teachers as 
losers who couldn't teach anything else. Even the phys ed teachers taught 
science but not the tech people. It was an unwritten law in the high schoof. 
The tech wing was at the badc of the school and it was an unwritten rule' 
do not pmceed unless you're in class kind of thing. Half of the tech 
teachexs were very well liked, half were considered losers. The weIl liked 
ones were not only a teacher but someone's £riend, someone who could 
kten. mugh] 

Technology teachers work in an environment where dass sizes are increasing to 

the point of being dangerous in some cases. They are often pressured by 

principals and guidance counselors into compromishg required prereg-ite 

standards for their programs in order to admit students who cannot find a place 

in the reguiar academic sheam of instruction. Often these students have 

identified learnïng and/or behavioural problemç. Many administrators and non 

tech teachers expect techno].ogical studies departments to handle these 'difEicult 

cases'. It is useful to again draw similarities to the world of the postmodern 

service technician. Orr argues that there is an 'existentid dilemma' at the heart 

of service: 

The technicians are responsibie in a world [over]which they have very 
lïttie conhol. Their job is to respond to trouble and to anticipate and avoid 
houble when they can, but the setting in which they perform is largely 
constnicted by other people, is inhabited by other people, and is 
inherently unpredictable (Orr, 1996:158). 



Technology teachers, like techniaansr have limited control over the conditions 

under which they must work, and ùicreasing class sizes, demeased preparation 

time and decreased operathg and capital budgets have further eroded the scope 

of this control. 

According to Orr, technicians value most highiy those attributes which 

contribute to the presewation of order and understanding: ''Reptations are built 

on technical skills, memory, ability to gather information, verbal performance, 

and the general ability to retain controI of the situation'' (Orr, 1996:144). 

Again we can draw a simile with teduiologid studies teachers. Balamhg a 

broad based dassroom req- teache= to cope with up to twenty or more 

dïfferent student activities, ensuring that correct materials and procedures are 

used, maintaining order and always (and most imporbntly) maintaining a safe 

working environment for ail students. This 'multitasking' requires the abiiity to 

deal with multiple problems concurrently and to monitor progress of students. 

Teaching technology can be both mentally and physicaily demanding. Retaining 

control and order in the shop is perceived as a very important aspect of the job. 

Technolopjcal Teachers as 'In-School Technicians' 

Within many schools, technology teachers are often treated as 'in-house' 

techniaans 'on call', responding to a variety of technical needs both within the 

school and the community at large. Their positions within the schools have been 

self desaibed as 'techie-guru's' and 'fiont-bpeople' for technical problems 

with sound and video equipment throughout the curriculum. This position again 

is not at variance with the image of the modem service technician: 

Techniaans are expected to be servants as weil as experts.. .they are 
expected to ensure that the system "nuis" and to rescue us £rom the 
complexities and 'normal accidents' of the technologies we create but no 
longer understand. Yet at all  other times, technicians are supposed to be 
invisible, perhaps to support the pretense that nothhg h a  changed and 
the world is still as it was (Barley, Orr;1997:14). 

Many technology teachers are expected to drop their curriculum and focus on 

whatever immediate 'technical problems' arke in the school. This spans a wide 



spectnim of situationsf from working on sdiool buses, helping the dama club 

buüd stage props, fixing cornputers, or working on projtxts the Principal deems 

important. Technology teachers are assumed by others to have the ability or 

'knacK to leam anything technologid without the benefit of extra preparsition 

or training. It is assumeci that picking up new technologies is something that 

'cornes natural to themf as Carman explains: 

People are o£ten asking us to £ix SM occupying time that would noxmdy 
be spent developing a new program, working with students or assessing 
student work There are assumptions made about the tech teachers that 
are inaccurate, that we donft have anything to do but work on our 
machinesf and we may have come by that honestly. If you come by a lab 
youfre more likely to see a teacher working on something than you are to 
see them marking something. The work gets done but the assumption is 
that you guys don't mark much d o m  there. In my opinion, with all the 
work being done on BBT, 1 think a lot of tech teachers have a better idea of 
authentic assessrnent than the other teachers as a whole. [Carman- 
Cornputer] 

The feeling of king treated like an 'on-call' service technician to £ix problems in 

the school is resented by some teachers, whüe others see it as a part of the job 

that makes them feel 'wanted'. However, an important distinction between the 

situation of the o n 4  service techniaan and the technology teacher, is that the 

service technician typically has far more resources in the form of badcup support 

people and equipment, as well as more specialized up-to-date training. Many 

teachers feel they are left to 'fend for themçelves' when their equipment 

malfunciions or their budget runs out. For many teachers, being considered a 

'handymanf [sic] around the school conjures up mernories of king treated like a 

'techie' when they were in school. Often the technology teachers feel that their 
efforts 'behind the scenes' (literally speaking because many of them assist drama 

and arts productions), go unrecognized and unappreaated. Joe explains: 

Everyone cornes d o m  to us: Can you h our car? Can you build us a 
shed? And then we go to them and say 'do you want to work together to 
build a storyboard? ...' no we don't want to work with you cause tech is 
second rate'. Things havenft changed £rom when 1 came to this school 
. . .They are your fÏiend when they want theh car fixed or can you print us 
500 business cards, or print us that, or ' c m  you have a video camera to 
tape the theatre production ooe] 



Trying to be responsive to the needs of the school commUNty while runnuig a 

program on be very diffidt. The time demands placed on teachers by the 

administration and their teaching colleagues in other areas an be unrealistic, as 

Matt explains 

Teachers b ~ g  things down here expecting us to repair them, especially 
for the transportation teachers, brake jobs, wheel alignments. Therefs a 
protocol that they are supposeci to follow, let us know a day or two in 
advance if there is a problem and we will try to schedule you in. 
Çometimes a tow truck will wheel up haulîng a car and that person needs 
it to get home that night Or people will say my computefs not working 
can you have a look at it? Well the problem on be anything from a hard 
drive crash to forgetting to plug it in and it can take 3-4 ho- just to 
pinpoint it ...'cari you just have a quick look at it?' Or they'l call you at 
home when they have a problem. WeU I wouldn't cal1 them at home if 1 
had a math problem or a grammar question that 1 coddn't figure out. 
People don't always approadi a situation the way you would. For some it 
refiects on the way they thùik of you as a professional. Some would say 
you guys have it pretty easy down there, students don't do anything, they 
won't come out and Say that, 'you guys don't even have exams. Some of 
the other teachers do end up b o w k  to us because we can fix the 

In their role as 'school technicians', some teachers resent what they perceive as 

an expectation that they should be more flexible than other teachers, as Stan 

When supervision comes up, they say you can monitor exams because 
your kids aren't writing them. What they don't realize is that we're 
s e ~ c i n g  equipment, they don't have that concept, theV class is a brush 
and a piece of chalk. You really don't have anythïng to do' and yet they 
don't take the time to come down and see you doing it. Really tech makes 
it happen, you know you can pile it on us and well do it, we've always 
done it and we keep plugging dong and the reason we do what we do 
better than anyone else and keep trying is that we want to be accepted 
because we're always frowned upon or looked down upon so we go out 
and do it. Unless you decide to whine nothing seems to be acknowledged. 
The only t h e  we draw a line in the sand is when we get Say 19-20 kids in 
a dass and for safev and facüity reasons its undoable. [Stan] 

Technology teachers like technicians work within a culture of arnbivalency, as 

Barley and Om explain: 

Hïghly skilled technicians frequently £ïnd themselves cast in the role of 
servants. Even more troublesome , studies of technical work h d  only 
sporadic links between high skill and high wages. The salaries of some 



techniaans lie well below that of blue collar labor, even though no one 
disputes that techniaans are better educated (8arley and Orr;1997:18). 

This 'servant role' is also a mainstay of the growing service-economy as we 

employ more and more people to perform 'services' for which we no longer have 

the tirne and/or the expertke to do for ourselves. Being relegated to what they 

perceive as a 'servant' role is a chronic cornplaint and a source of aggravation for 

technology teachers. It is a constant reminder to them that they occupy an 

andlary service role within the schoof and are not considered an integral part of 

the secondary system. Also contentious is the lack of recognition for the 

advanced and multiple skills qualifications which many tedinology teachers 

possess. Many feel that the saiaq g ï d  does not afford enough aedit for their 

work and apprenticeship expenence. 

C o p i n ~  with Accelerated Channe - 'lust-do-if and 'Just-in-the' leamin% 

The technologid 'speedup' of our lives through increased demands on our time 

has left many people with feelings of momie and detachment from their hner 

needs, other people and the nahvd world (Hayden, 1999; Naiçbitt, 1999). Being 

immersed in our webs of technology we have become somewhat oblivious or 

blasé as to its cumulative physical, social, psychological and ecological effects. 

Technologid 'distancing' is not a phenornenon that many people consider 

important. Relatively few of the teachers interviewed considered it as a 

sisnificant issue. Jay is an exception: 

1 think the general public is becoming more detached kom technology 
and ifs because ifs moving so fa s t  I find myself 1 can't keep up with it. It 
bothers me on a personal level, 1 h d  it very frustrating. I'm becoming an 
average person in a lot of areas but I'rn not good at anything anymore, I 
don't have the time to get good at anything anymore because 1 teach in so 
many different areas. 1 have to keep up with so many areas that I'm not 
good at a single one anymore. 1 can guide kids but there are kids who are 
head and shoulders above me in web pages, for example. I'm probably 
going to be how most people are but as soon as you speàalize and spend 
aU of your t h e  in any one area you can become redundant in so many 
others You peripheral vision narrows . When a job disappears you're 
virtually skill-les. We aim to give kids a taste of the field, but sometimes 
you wonder what good is a taste? 
Uayl 



Teachers build 'places of practicef in their classrooms, they are cultural locations 

which re£lect Society's dehitions of what is worth knowing and what is worth 

doing. Increasingly, teachers work within a discourse of what Couture describes 

as 'inevitable insuffiaencyf The discourse of 'inevitable insu£fiaencyf results 

when governments, sch001 boards and other stakeholders represent technology 

and in particular, amputer technologies, as the primary means to enhance 

student performance while at the same time neglecting to commit adequate 

resources to accomplish the goal. For Couture: 

Teachas interpret the calls for an increased emphasis on technology 
within a social milieu that is ambivalent about th& wmrk 
(Couture,1997:141). 

With business and industry continually berating schoolç to keep up with change 

and the ever-present spectre of technological deterrninism, images are invoked of 

a culture always at the cusp of becoming the inevitable 'something elsef. Couture 

explains that 

teachers who are confronted with the invocation of technological 
detemiinism live in cross currents where their teaching is either "too early 
or too late," where consciousness is premature or after the fa& The 
culture of insuffiaency is a discourse that locates the subject of the present 
and the present of the subject as an impossible place to live and work a 
whvlpool that pullç teachers in contradictory directions, "Never being 
good enough" . . .is the theme. (Couture,l997:l52). 

The struggle for technoIogy teachers to provide 'high-tech' programs with 'low- 

tech' budgets is a fnistrating and time consuming task. CurriCUIum change 

which appears to be arbihary and top-down driven, coupled with what is 

perceived as a la& of direction and cornmitment, is frustrating, as Jay explains: 

Technology in the school, the didums from the board o££ice and the 
Ministry, they keep changing every couple of years. Ifs tough to stay on 
top of all the initiatives and I'm beginning to discover that a lot of them 
are meaningless. Ço with a change in government we throw out what the 
previouç government did. We're getting these things thrown at us with no 
support as to what to do, how to implement them and everything just 
goes downhill from there. We've got one teacher doïng one thùig, another 
guy does another and so on, it doesn't make sense. uay] 

As Couture argues, there is more than a healthy skepticism arnong teachers of 

"administrative sloganeering that claùns to empower teachers to become 



"change agents" and "paradigm buste& (Couturef lW7:146). The discourse of 

insuffiaency becornes partidarly grating to teachers when they compare their 

teaching fadities and resources to the weiI funded high-tech 'show-piece' 

schools. As Mary explairis: 

Now with the College of Teachers, there's more supervision but no 
acaountability for giving us the tools to do the job properly. 1 donf t have a 
problem with anyone coming into my dassroom and critiquing what I'm 
doing. 1 dont have any problem with them saying you have to keep upto- 
date in the areas Ehat you teach. But we need funding- It benefih the kids 
in front of you if you are up to date. To ask you to take a $3600.00 course 
that by the the  yau finish you need to take the next one because its now 
redundant, that's tm much! Change needs to be funded. You see an 
a m h g  disparity in equipment between schooIs. When 1 was in 
elementary 1 had one 286 computer, where River Oaks had one Apple 
computer for every student We need to get corporate help and not simply 
loading one schod. All of the schools should benefit Mary] 

With uisufficient funding to take industry courses in graphics produdion, 

computer repair and other high-tech areas, teachers are left with searching for 

aitemate ways to 'keep up.' As Doug expIains, an important part of his 

professional developmerit is the time he works in the summer at his hade: 

Most suIIuners 1 work as a arpenter; I consider that professional 
development. I usually put up with 2 weeks of r id ide  and constant 
putdowns because of the cushy job I've got, and aII that. rm not as fast as 
they e, but by the end of the summer I'm uçuaiiy up to speed. 1 need to 
keep those skills; Principals may consider it as moonlighting. 1 hope the 
College of Teachers look at that- Some people job shadow but they only 
get a view, they're not leaming any skills. [Doug] 

Technicians are the prototypical 'just-in-ber leamer, in the postmodern fast- 

capitaüst economy. TechoIogical teachers are under the same pressures to be 

just-in-tirne learners; they are very aware that they face the added siress of 

routinely learning and teaching in thk manner, something which other teachers 

are not subjected to on sri on-going basis. The rate of change of knowledge 

witfün some techn010gical fields is unparalleleci in any other areas of human 

endeavour. For technological teachers, finding the time required to become 

competent and codident with, for example, sophistiated CNC rnachinery, 

CAD / CAM or multimedia ediüng software, is left to summer school or 

weekend and night shidy. Competing with scarce professional development t h e  



are the imperatives to upgrade and leam new software and hardware, acquire 

suppliesf service and maintain equipment, and develop new curricuium 

materials. Finding the time for rdection and dialogue concerning the social and 

environmental dimensions of technologid practiœ within the mmmunity of 

techn010gicaI teachers is a rare luxury that the schedules of most teachers c m o t  

accommodate. 

Technology teachers pride themselves on their 'flexîîility' and adaptability, 

whether this is in the aontext of being able to rapidly learn new technoIogies or 

in the context of bang amenable to flexible working conditions. They perceive 

their experience as 'risk-takers,' dong with th& strong connections to small 
business and entrepreneurid cuihire, to be positive contributions to the school 

environment. Their 'malleabilitf is frequently mentioned in the context of 

understanding young people £rom a different perspective than academics. As 

lt's clear to me that the person most likely to be a good tech teacher 
possesses a separate set of intelligences which, in the culture of the 
schooIr should be given careful consideration because they provide a link 
to a lot of the kids for whom the culture of the school is an alien culture. 
They offset a lot of the "sphincter types" that dominate a lot of school 
culture. 1 had an incident with a teacher the other day who was doing hall 
supervision of an empty hall, ifs not lüce a kid going to th& Iodcer is 
going to prevent someone £rom hearing the planer. 1 mentioned to her that 
rules need to be interpreted and she came snapping at me like 1 had 
insulted her professional judgement. And 1 thought this is why kids throw 
toilet paper out of the third floor windows, plug the toilets and see what 
they can get away with, because they've been bombarded with this set of 
constrictions that are in direct conflict with adolescent growth at the time. 
1 thinkf and I'm generalizing, that the tech teachers have a lasissez-faire 
attitude as seen flmm their acadernic colleagues. We have to be more 
flexible. I've been bumped out of this room where w e  teach the grade nine 
tech classr six times Uiis semester by other teachers - for Iegitimate 
reasonç, but they know when they corne and ask me or one of the allier 
tech teachers that they'll get a yes answer that they wouldn't get from a lot 
of the other teachers. As a result tech teachers are often asked to do things 
as a group, like certain supervisions because they're pretty good about it. 
the Prinapd wanted to make sure every teacher had an adequate work 
space and he made sure they all got one except for the tech teachers - he 
let us solve the problem ourselves ..... hey if we have to we can build 
something, that wouldn't have even been asked of anybody else[Carmen] 





work, and excuses just don't count We take our jobs as professional 
teachers seriously but we still view our jobs as technicians and 
technolo@sts. [S teve] 

The proposal of a shortened curriculum revision cycle, as recommended in the 

expert paper on technologid education, is good according to Dave , but he 

womes that ifs just gohg to be pushed onto teachers without the resources to 

properly do the job: 

The Ministcy wants us to revise C U T T i d u m  evexy 10 years but in Japan 
d d u m  is revised every 5 years and if we are gouig to compte and 
remah cornpetitive we s h d d  be doing the sarne thing. When are we 
going to find the tirne to do this? Dave] 

This 'can-dof attitude, a source of pnde with many teachers, is also a point of 

contention i£ it is taken advantage of by othexs. Although reçearch into the 

connection between this attitude and job stress or bum-out among technology 

teachers is nonexistent, it is probably strong. Parallels can be made to the 

occupational culture of technicians, who &O work under adversarial conditions, 

as Orr explains: 

there is clearly a disparity between the tasks they are told to accomplish 
and the means that are said to be adequate to the task. The techniaans 
chose to give accomplishing the task priority over the use of the 
pr&bed means, and so they resolve problems ùi the field any way they 
can, apparently believing that management really wants accomplishment 
more üxq strict observation of the prescriptions for work (Orr, 1996:149). 

The 'getting the job done' ethos also means that technology teachers are not 

prone to excuse making or to laying blame elsewhere. Many related stories of the 

long hours they put in, unrecognized by s b l  principal, in order to keep their 

labs and programs hctioning effectively. 

It is because technology teachers are assumed to be 'omni-directiondy 

technologically capable' that s p e ~ a l  considerations vis-a-vis professional 

developrnent are not conçidered necessary. From an administrative point of 

view, why find extra monies for teduiology teacher PD when the need to exhibit 

continuous 'flexibility on demand' is dearly written into the job descrîption? The 



lack of support in some boards has predictably resulted in fewer teachers taking 

courses to expand their backgrounds in areas not diriectly related to t& 

Administrators are not perceived as being aware of the nahiFe of the 

technologid change and how mu& work is involved in keeping up to it, as Rick 

explains: 

I've taught 14 different course loads in the 4 years ï've been here. Probably 
haif a dozen of the courses didn't exist before 1 got here. L've written 
course material on the go and the kids have aduaüy caught me, and rve 
said you guys now know absolutely everythuig 1 know. Lets go off and do 
some pradice in this area; I'll leam some more tonight and we'll go on 
tomorrow, that's what its been like the 4 years I've b e n  here. I'm 
scrambling to keep ahead of them. I'd lüce tech to be recognized as a 
different subject altogether, a different subject £rom an English or a math 
where the basics don't change, but the basics in technology are changing 
a l l  the üme. I could spend al l  my summers in school, then night school a l l  
the time and s u  not stay m e n t  in a l l  the areas 1 want to teach The job 
as ifs configureci can't be done properly. [Rick] 

The provincial govemment also recently annound that all teaches must spend 

seven out of eight periods teaching a class. Previously six out of eight was the 

nom. Victor explains the importance of preparation tirne: 

The tech teacher needs hiç prep perbd probably more than any other 
teacher in the school because of the maintenance that has to go on, the 
safety concemç we have with equipment , tools are sharp, guards are in 
place and so on. They also need good evaluation skills, if they know what 
they are going to teach with the fadity up and running and know how to 
evaluate what they are teaching. If that doeçnrt happen you wiU see unçafe 
prabices in the classroom, if the teacher has not programmeci properly 
and kids are sitting around with nothing to do you've got a big problem 
especially in tech area which is wide open for trouble. wictor] 

Isolation 

Copine: and Making do with Facilitv and Eaui~ment Problems 

The push to modularize technology education facilities is happening at different 

rates Ui Werent boards of education. Teachers are womed that a trend toward 

dosing lab facilities is developing. A number of dedicated technological 

facilities at both the elementary and the secondary levels were dosed as school 

boards, faced with budgetary shortfalls withdrew from non-mandatory program 



areas. Inçtead of dedicated tedrnology education facilities, schools turned to 

modular commercial curriculum packages whkh don't require the use of 

potentially dangerous equipment John, a 24 year veteran of technoIogy 

education is one of the few d d u m  coordinators left working for a large 

schooI board. He explains why modufar approaches are becoming more 

It's not new. We just don't have the equipment to go around. Lots of 
teachers have been using a modular approach for years. It's a nice way to 
know where students are, with software tracking ifs easy. We don't use a 
lot of modular equipment, we've stayed away from it because already we 
had some components of it. . . . It's a nice dean tum-key package the 
suppliers really pushit It's an easy way out for some boards to fulfill the 
curriculum requirements. They can get a cornputer person with no tech 
skills to teach it. They don't need a tech person There's no doubt ifs an 
increasing trend, some boards have a math or science person responsiae 
for the work I do here. They dont know the difference or why ifs 
important to have a tech person do what 1 do. It's a lot easier for a 
salesman to corne in give them a Song and a dance to sell them 
cuniculum, equipment Ifs inevitable. It gives the principals real 
flexibility, they can hire an engineer with a maths background, they can 
do one or two classes of this modularized stuff then switch over to teach 
math or science. No mess, no cleanup, no safety problems and of course 
they can put more kids in the room that's probably the major factor. It 
nuiç cheaper with only 15-20 students. The materials end up being very 
expensive, but they can pack 30 students in a lab. Dohn] 

The BBT curriculum allows schools to stay away from shops altogether, and the 

deaner environment of a computer lab raises the pronle of techn010gy and the 

technology teacher nuining the lab, as Simon explains: 

There are no shops in this school because broad based allows people to 
stay away h m  shops if the Principal wants. A lot of them want to stay 
away kom shops because they're dangemus, kick lose fingers, smash 
han&, and they're also a lot more expensive than a room f id i  of 
computers to run and operate. More money went into computers a l l  
through the school. There is just one broad based faàlity and it's 'corn- 
tech'. We do everything from CAD to video production We don't do 
electronics or any work with materials.[Simon] 

Many teacherç are fruçtrated by the physical segregation of academics and 

technological education within the schools. As Jay explains, they see it as an 

important factor in the way technoIogy education is perceived: 

Its becoming much more 'minds-on than hands-on' We need to do a lot 
more thinking and organizing our tirne, creative problem solving, 



teamwork We need to work with the full gamut of kids £rom those that 
are gifted to those that have disabiüties. If w e  could combine those then 
we could put out some really fantastic work A s  long as they stratify 
education and tech is at one end of fhe school and academicç at the other, 
ifs impossible- Day] 

The perception of a 'tech-ghetto' SU exists in some schools, as Stan explains: 

Tech is always in the basement or the back of the sdiool, we're not high 
profle. If teachers take something down to tech, the assumption is that 
you can fix it right away because you have lots of time on your han&, 
yourre not teaching are you? A lot of teachers think we just play down 
here [Stan]. 

The 'technologid temtorf of the school is still associated with 'getting dirty,' 

1 don't know anything different since it is my first schooL But, after a 
while you do get the feeling that this is 'ouf end of the school, don't corne 
down here, you might get things dirty, 1 get that £rom some of the 
academic teaches. uoe] 

The perceived lack of interest on behalf of other teachers in what students do in 

technological education is a chronic and widespread cornplaint with technology 

teachers. Technology teachers are aware that the lack of presence or visibility of 

their students' handiwork in the main corridors of the school is another 

dimension of their physical isolation in dediateci wings or separate fadities. 

Both fonns of isolation do little to help to build support for their programs 

within the school. 

Feelings of frustration stemming £rom a lack of perceived respect bother a 

number of teachers, and this serves to severely darnpen integration efforts and 

simply reinforces the siege mentality, as Keith points out: 

1 do my thing in my area, no one bothem me, we don't integrate with other 
areas. We live in a worid that doesn't hold tech in high esteem, it's just a 
reality. 1 think people in the community think 'my kids they are going tu 
university'. My boys they took the minimum in tech, I didn't taik them in 
or out of it. Pm as &dtfas the next guy, It's good for other kids, not mine. 
[Keith] 

Some teachers ate physical barriers in faaüty design as a factor which inhibits 

more integrated program planning with other deparûnents: 



No we don't collaborate at al1 with science or mafk 1 don't think that 
there's any doubt that the tech teacher has to work harder to be included 
in the school. And the way we design schools needs to be rethought. We 
still M c  about the tech wing as if we were separate from the sdiool, lüce a 
gymnasium. The most successful schools for technology have put the tech 
area in the centre of their schook, the only problem is moving vehides 
and materials in and out, there's a lot to be said for putting the tech wing 
into the sch001. [Ron] 

The set-up of many technology labs also precludes students h m  engaging in 

quiet refiection or independent research, since many labs have far fewe. seats 

than students. Interestingly this is in keeping with Ministry guidelines that state: 

There should be a few desks for writing technological reports and design 
briefs, but a full set of desks wilI not normally be necessary. Instead, most 
of the floor space can be used for work stations. The type of equipment at 
each work station will Vary with the program, but usually no more than 
two or three similarly equipped work stations would be needed(0n-O 
Ministry of Education, 1995). 

Dan expresses hiç concemç ove. the 'multi-tasking' adivity nature of the BBT 

I had some problems with the activity based nature of it, you know 
having them all doing something different There's little time for thinking 
really, the kids expect to be doing something, activity a l l  the time. The 
patience you need! It drives you craq at times, multitasking, mukitasasking 
ail the time. But to get it going is tough The advanced level students buy 
in but to figure out how to put the right mix of kids, skills and groups 
together is very d i f f i d t  [Dan] 

In many labs there are few quiet places where s m d  groups of students can sit 

down to discusç the design and development of their projects. The emphasiç is 
clearly placed on 'productive' acüvity. Reflection and research as important 

activities in technological produd design are not given the emphasis they 

Unfortunately this problem solving model also mirrors the manner in which 

technological design is often developed in the real world - that is, with little 

community interaction, debate or discussion, as discussed in chapter two. 

Technology produced by the linear problem solving model is then understood as 

afnit accompli since al l  the 'relevant' design input has been incorporateci by simply 

following the procedural steps in the model. The social, economic and political 



decision making contexts within which technical decision making iç always 
enmeshed is obscured or lost beneath the irnperatives of produd semiotization 

and marketing, as diScusseci in chapter two. Hill(1998) describes an exemplq 

altemative approach to technological design involving much more community 

input; unfortunately this mode1 has not gained wide acceptanœ in Ontario. 

In many cases the learning resourcg available to students in technologid 

studies labs are minimal, at best Resources may mnsist of a few books on 

scattered subjects; in many cases modularized learning resources accompany the 

specific leaming module that the students are working on. This pre-packaging of 

resourœs in çome cases curtails the extent to which genuine open-ended 

problem solving can be claimed to be ocanring. At the time this research was 

conducted, many of the labs had no direct intemet amess or 'bank of learning 

resources,' as declareci necessary by the Ministry for BBT. Resources for a design 

lab are the typical type of books found in any industrial arts program, books on 

construction framing, hobby woodworking projeds and so o n  While internet 

access will and has improved thk situation, many teachers have not found the 

time to search for or set up web sites to provide the breadth of resources 

envisioned by the BBT curridum document 

A number of technology education labs are redolent of theV vocational and 

industrial arts histones. Many BBT facilities which were originally designed to 

M c  machine shops and automotive garages need to be over-hauled and 

updated to more closely resemble more modem integrated workplaces. 

Without adequate funding to refurbish facilities, the transition fmm industrial 

arts to BBT has left many facilities relatively untouched. Transportation labs are 

still garages, 'auto-centric,' with most of the resources in the fom of expensive 

automobile diagnostic equipment. Finding equipment to keep labs operational 

can be hustrating, as Phil explains: 

We haven't had money for equipment for 4 or 5 years. We are reduced to 
saounging equipment at the various trade shows. 1 end up demanding 
that they send me equipment Ford and GM are sending me new engines. 



Everything is on top of a regular teaching load. Çometimes 1 don? think 
that anyone knows our reality. [Phil] 

John acp1ains his problem: 
Zero money, zero support, zero everything. If we take courses it cornes 
out of the classroom budget, the budget is 25% of what it was 6 years ago. 
It was a 50% cut but we have twice as much sections. Six years ago we 
started with 5 sections. Our budget for the next year is half of what it was 
6 years ago and we have 10 sections. A lot of the admin have no idea what 
tech is ail about and say SM idce, 'you just got six computers six years 
ago , what do you have to upgrade them for? These computers are boat 
anchors now, 1 can't run the curent software on them now. [Iohn] 

Simply maintaining equipment and inçtalling/ troubleshooting software updates 

become time consuming activities which tech teachers m u t  do on their own in 

order to keep their systems operational. For Mike, the support he receives in the 

school is symbolic, not substantial: 

Given the nature of the client, the customer, we do pretty good but we 
spend our time ninning harder, faster, farther. More and more of our time 
is eaten up maintaining high tech equipment, updates, installs, 
diagnostics. It's amazing how much t h e  you can spend trying to get one 
little piece of eq&pment repaired. We know more about it in a lot of cases 
than they know about it, you phone around and phone around. The 
response of the other teachers is that we don't have to mark t h e  hour 
exams and major essays, we have big projects Uiat take just as long to 
evaluate as an exam. We don't get the respect or thne. An art teacher the 
other day made the comment that the English department are the only 
ones around here who think they have degrees, nobody eise knows 
anything. That's pretty much the attitude toward the non-academics here, 
yeah that's the reality we get those vibes a l l  the tirne. When you talle to 
people on cornmittees and groups, they seem to be supportive of what 
you are doing in your area- sort of, but when it comes d o m  to how many 
kids are taking your program, they are very eager to cut it if the numbers 
are not quite there, even though they say you support the sdiool, i V s  
empty support a lot of the the .  m e ]  

Steve, who worked as an independent contractor before becoming a technology 

teacher, sees the equipment problem as one of 'entrepreneurial smarts'. He is 

well aware d the need to 'hustle' to get business and as a department head, he 

offers the same entrepreneurid advice to his teachers: 

1 teil the teachers that if the boards can't fund the funds for the resources - 
repIenishables, they 're going to close you. You better SM looking outside 
for fun&, you've got to start producing things for the community, trailexs 



out of the transportation shop, buildings out of the manufacturing shop, 
tmls sheds, think about independent cost centres,[and] how to generate 
funds. IE the trustees see you doing SM, they're likely to keep it[program] 
alive. None of the other teachers are doing this. They corne back to me: " 
Do we count? Are we teachers in this province? Are we needed? I€ you 
need us, fund us." They won't close out all the shops just the high cost 
ones. If you want your welding program to run, then you've got to start 
doing SM for the community. I tell them; 'do you want a job or not?' 
We've only got two welding shops left because they're three times as 
expensive to mn as a regular shop. You've got to be an entrepreneur or 
you won't survive. You've got to be a hustler. That changes the way 
teachas see themselves, they need to think like entrepreneur/ teachers. If 
you ask people in industry, they will provide money for awards. Go to 
any industrial plant and just ask Teachers have got to get off their butts 
and get out in the community. They're sitting there waiting with the 
attitude: 'give me this give me that'. IÇteve] 

Many teachers believe that in order to keep technology education alive, it will 
need to operate on a cost recovery basis. They believe that by selling produ-cts 

and seMces provided by students, to the community, the monies raised will 

convince administrators of the value of technology education Thus, programs 

nui by entrepreneurid teachers, those who can make their programs 'pay their 

own way' in the community will survive, others will be reduced in scope or 

Who is Supporting - Us? - Fighting for Res ect and Fundine; 

Fighting and 'battle' metaphors abound when technology teachers t& about 

their position within the secondary education system. As Steve explains: 

We're fighting all the tirne, fighting for the statu quo, we're fighting to 
keep our courses d g f  we're fighting to keep the number of kids in 
our classes low. We're fighting, fighting, fighting all the time. [Steve] 

As mentioned earlier, technology education was not made part of the 

mandatory curriculum in Ontario. A s  an optional subject, tech teachers see other 

disciphes spared the energy-draining exercise of continually arguing for 

relevance within the curridum: 

They don't have to fight nearly as hard because tech is not one of the 
mandatory programs. They don't look at us the same way, they don't treat 
us the same way. A lot of tech teachers are tired of fighting, you know 
we've been fighting for years and years for recognition, the grassroots 



have been fighting, other people have got to put their hand in and seart 
helping. If the Minïstry doesn't change their attitude toward tech ed then I 
think we're going to die off, 1 think the whole program in the whole 
province wül go. Who is gohg to support it? We're going to further lose 
our f i n a n d  support [Ron] 

For John, the problerns fachg technology teachers stem from a lack of political 

support: 

The nature of tech is changing. Although the& s a lot more hype about 
technology today than ever before, ifs a l l  'info-hype' not action in temw 
of money for new non-cornputer equiprnent.. . We all asked for a 
mandatory tech course, the expert panel recommended it, i fs  been 
rejected. I don't know if K s  due to resources, ifs a real political thing, we 
don't have many advocates d o m  there. Even in the schools, tech 
departments don't have the numbers. Look, you're sitting at a table 
lobbying for your courçes and there are three or four math teachers, four 
science teachers, six English teachers and one tech teacher.. they forgot to 
ask the tech guy. It's a power struggle and we don't have the people there, 
the whole thing is political. There's no one in the provincial Ministry 
representing technology who is a technology person, we lost our only tech 
education officer there a while ago. Coordinators are involved in that not 
the teachers, it doesn't do anything for our moral we see more and more 
consultants going back into the dassroom. We malize that there's big 
trouble ahead. When you don't have people lobbying for you you're 
silenceci, bypassed by the people who make the decisiors. Oohn] 

The Imvortance of 'Sellïnd Technolonjcd Studies 

Without a legitimate place as a mandatory subject, technological teachers 

undastand their position is contingent on keeping students interested in tech 

programs. Thus, 'selLingr technologid studies courses to students is a recurrïng 

and important theme for teachexs: 

There are so many things for kids today, we have to sell them on it. Ifs 
tough. 1 think we are going to have a problem down the road. We don't 
have a lot of recognition. A lot of necessary jobs in the economy will go 
lacking for people. It isn't going to be me or my kids doing that, or maybe 
I'm doing it but 1 don't want my kids to do it. It's a different attitude than 
in Europe. We'U import some people and they'l do that stuff that greasy- 
dKty SM, and we don't want them to live in our community. Why would 
skilled people want to work in an environment where they get no respect? 
People go of£ and do a BA and then find that they are unemployable ... 
these ideas are pretty common out there Dohd. 

But for some teachers, a school policy of not %elLing' courses to students puts 

technology education at a disadvantage, as Mary explains: 



The basic motivation to take tech is the sexuiess of the cornes. It's school 
policy here that you don't sel l  your courses to the kids, they have to 
chose them, but this has to change. We have kids who in grade 12 take a 
communications medit and say "gee 1 didn't know we could do al l  this in 
the school." The results of students' work dwsn't really get out there and 1 
think that's what we need to do to attract the high level kids. 1 think Ks 
the fault of guidance If you go into any of these offices, they have al1 the 
University stuff up there. There's nothing that says you could make a dam 
good living as a trades person somewhere. Ifs al1 university, University, 
University. We need more tech people in guidance; there's other things to 
do than getting a BA and dnving a cab. [MT] 

Ironically, because overselling tedinology is alço to be avoided, some teachers 

are wary about making the* progams appear too successful to administration. 

Teachers are also apprehensive about b ~ g i n g  undue attention to the school as a 

place of 'techie' specialization, if thiç is something they believe the 

administration attaches a stigma to. As Steve explains: 

1 think the administrators understand what we are trying to do d o m  
here. But, we have to be carefd. Administration has to keep schools open. 
If you nui a strong tech program you are going to be asked to limit that 
program, because from the outside ifs not the 'academy place' or 
approach [Steve] 

However, the need to sell programs to incoming students is made necessary in 

part by the la& of in-school promotion for tech ed. Larry works in a school 

which he feels completely ignores technologid education The school is working 

toward an international Baccalaureate designation, so the needs of technological 

education are, according to Larxy: 

the farthest thing from their min&. This school perpetuates the OACs. 
While we may have a very good SM with lots of good equipment, thiç 
administration is pushing for a Baccalaureate program which will service 
only about 20 kids out of the 1350. And they don't look at the 481 grade 10 
to 12 tech kids that we have plus the 250 grade niners. Half of the student 
population is taking tech and they still want to maintain that their OACs 
are a.U important, whde we have a hard tirne mauitaining general level 
classes for these kids. They are completely wrong headed about 
t&Xlanyl 

The difficult task of changing broad stereotypes and entrenched ideas conceming 

technological education is not made any easier by the fact that many tech 



teachers don't identify many allies within the school systern among teachers or 

guidance counselors, As Lorenzo states: 

Most guidance cou~se~ors know that to be an engineer, ifs University; but 
when it mmes to the other areas, techniaan, technologkt, jounieymen, 
they don't know, not a due. brenzo] 

It is also important to note to that many technology teachers are unaware of the 

occupational differenceç between engineers, tedinologists and technicians. One 

third of the teachers intervieweci could not explain the difference between an 

engineering technician and a technologist The majority of those who were 

unaware of the distinction were Lrom a trades background, and for many the 

only distinction worth remembering is rdated by Al: ' m e n  1 ask m y  students 

the difference behveen a medianic and a techniaan they corne up with all  sorts 

of weird things but 1 tell them its about $20 an hour." [Al] 

According to Stan, the la& of interest in technological education is related to its 

optional status in the curxiculum: 

Technology is a long way away £rom many of the academic teachers 
minds. They're academic people and they have their training in the 
academic world. We only have one physics teacher who is interested in 
working with us. There is nothing between the two subject areas that links 
t h  really, which is unfortunate. And rve tried to go half aedit, quarter 
credit courses to attract students. I've kied everything but it doesnft fly 
because you really don't need technical courses. W s  the underlying 
theme for students; we really don't need to worry about technical do we? 
As a teacher you have to put up with and live with that. [Stan] 

The la& of political support at al l  levels is also understood as one of the reasons 

technology education has faiied to secure a more permanent place in the 
curridum. 

Steve held out high hopes that the new curriculum would offer a full slate of 

university level courses, thus givuig teçhnological education the recognition and 

credibility it is fighüng for: 

1 think we have to focus on making sure we have a strong OAC package 
that is acceptable. 1 think that thiç 4 year program is going to hit us reaily 
hard. We just won't get any advanced level studaits. They wonft have the 
time to take our courses. A lot of kids tell me they love the course but they 
won't be able to take the course next year because they don't have the 



tirne' I've got that from many students. Our best students don't have any 
more tirne. AU that good challenging SM they're never going to see or 
experience. AU the teachers get is the 9 m d  10 problems day after day 
a£ter day and a mattering of seniors. Tkèat's sad really, as far as students 
are concerned; that's sad, as far as the teache= go. Ifs demotivatirtg in a 
big way [S teve]. 

Cubacks of program coordinators were particularly diffidt for teduiology 

teachers because these individu& were seen as one of the few conduits and 

sounding boards for expressing the concems O£ tech teachers to senior 

administrators. For a group already feeling isolated £rom th& academic 

colleagues, and the decision makers at the sdiwl board level, the loss of 

coordinators was signifiant, as J e q  
A board level tech coordinator/director is essential. If 1 get into some 
problem E on cal1 John and he can usually help me out I donf t have to go 
to the Principal to blow off steam. A tech director with a lot of pradical 
experience can help me reevaluate the situation and offer some realistic 
solutions. The kind of thing you don't get a lot of the time from Principals. 
De-1 

Many teachers in smaller schools in whidi tediriologid education has not had a 

long histoxy feel isolated, as John states: 

No one cornes out to talk to us, 1 don't th%& many people care what goes 
on in tech ed. We're a s m d  dying comunity. Dohn] 

In literdy fighting to keep their jobs, many technology teachers retrenched and 

restrided thar involvement in any board level initiatives or in coordinating 

activities outside their immediate concerns within their schools. This was meant 

by some to send a clear signal to senior administration that technology teachers 

are unhappy. As Doug explains: 
In the last two years a lot has to do with contracts and political dimate. A 
year ago March almost half of the tech teachers in this board got letters 
saying that they didn't have a job anymoxe, they were fighting for their 
lives basicaily. The letters went back to 7 years of seniority. rve got 10 
years in and I'm one of the senior tech people in town. A lot of the people 
in this area don't care about that SM, they're in it for whatever is going 
on at their school and that's it, or have lost toudi with the bigger picture. 
There's a real bad taste in their mouths since they removed the 
coordinator for tech, the coordinator did a lot for tech in Hamilton and 
kept us informed provincially and at a couple of meetings. The 
[department] heads got together and s a i d  that if the board doesn't thùik 



it's important enough to have a coordinator then they can go screw 
themselves. I'm just going to do the job 1 do in the school and nothing 
eise. They were trying to fight back by doing less than they did before and 
anything extra that the coordinator may have organized, they werentt 
gohg to do to show the Hamilton board that they needed their 
coorduiator. Now we are hyuig to get teachers from another school board 
involved in a couple of joint projects because we are amalgamating with 
then The predominant attitude was "they dont care about tech ed so 
'we're on our own girls and boys, sink or s w i .  who cares?" [Doug] 

Who are we? What is a technolow teacher? 

Losing their 'trade identity' is another contentious issue for some technology 

teachers. In the BBT scheme, course identity is somewhat homogenized; there is 

no more 'machine-shop' for machinists or 'welding-shop,' so technology teachers 

lose their occupational identity and become generic process oriented 'technical 

faditators'. in the process, some feel they lose the unique identity and 

connections to the culture of the trade which justified their place within the 

school system in the k t  place. 

Even the name of the tech ed faalities within the school is a point of contention, 

with some teadiers referrïng to them as 'shops' while others have taken great 

umbrage with the term, preferring instead to calling them 'labsf as in saence. 
For some teachers, the word 'shop' carries with it positive connotations: ifs a 

place wkre 'things get done', as Simon states: 

Oh sure, we still go by the 'old' names, we still cal1 them shops. This is 
technology not ody using a cornputer! 1 donf t think we should ever stop 
using the word 'shop' [Simon]. 

Yet, for othexs' the word 'shop' still reverberates with the old notions of 

'industrial arts,' as Terry explains: 
To this day 1 still hea. administrators using the word 'shop' and when 
they do, I quickly correct them. Shops went out with the industrial arts. 
They dont talle about projects they talk about models, they use that type 
of terminology. They dont keep up with current terms in technologid 
education and they dont think of us as doing problem solving. They still 
think of us as making things rather than using problem solving skills, 
communication skills ancl other things like that, Many of them dont have 
that image of us yet. [Terry] 



The relationship between teachersf beliefs on the relevance of 'craff knowledge 

and seif identification as 'tradespeople' or artisans is a h  related to their use of 

the word 'shop'. Many of the teachem who identifid themselves as 'craftsmenf 

consider the word 'shopf to reflect positively on the profession Whereas those 

using lab' want to aügn themselves with science and see 'shop' as an old 

Broad based Technolom and Teachers 

The transition from the craft-based industrial arts programs toward the broad 

based technology (BBT) initiatives began in 1989, as discuçsed in chapter four. It 
has changeci the way that many teachers consider their role in the dassroom. A 

number of teachers involved with this transition period consider the BBT 

initiatives to have b e n  a 'top-down' rather than a grass-mots curriculum 

initiative. Although the major technology organizations have steadfastly 

defended BBT, as they were part of the initial development of the BBT initiativesf 

approxirnately half of the teachers intervieweci süil have reservations about the 

concept and/ or its implernentation and supporL Stan explains why the 

intentions embodied in the BBT curriculum document have yet to take off: 

When BBT was brought in we were going through a transition A lot of 
skilled people were retiring' enroiiment waç declining, schools were 
consolidating. Broad based was introduced because we only have two 
teachers Say and all this equipment, lets put electricity, drafting and 
design with woodworking so we nearly have this one room school house 
and well call it construction and defiver a l l  the related programs together. 
The machine shop teachers were retiring, only a few were left and we had 
the equipment Ço lets look at consolidating now, in this one big lab we 
deliver both progr-, machine shop and automotive. We can still deliver 
a v&ety of programs and touch on each one so students can expenence 
each one and then through mop and work expenence [Uiey] would get a 
real background. Where it feu apart is that no one really developed 
effective programs or materials. You can go through the province and see 
that the range of programs is huge, and some are not even doing it [BBTIat 
ail. It was probably an ideal thing for one year but to try to make it a 4 
year programf with no information at aU, no curriculum, nothing, and 
that's the downfall.[Stad 

Teadiing BBT requires teachers to have a flexible and diverse technological ski11 

set, as well as an abiüty to 'multi-task' and work on several problems 



concumently. Ron provides an anecdote that off- çome insight into what it 

takes to make a BBT program successfUl.- 

There was a fellow driving a trudc down the road who would stop every 
half kilometer or so get out and take a brwm and hit the side of his truck 
y e k g  'fly-fly'. Finally I asked 'what the heck are you doing?' Well this 
truck is rated to cany 10,ûûû Ibs. and I've got 20,000 lbs. of pigeons in here 
so I have to keep half of them flying all the time [Ron] 

Ron's point, that juggluig the Limitations of eepment  and physical resources 

with students and the variety of BBT projects which they undertake, is no easy 

task to manage or corndinate. 

Proponents of BBT see the ski& whkh students leam as superior to those 

attained in the old industrial arts programs: 

1 thuiic the set of skills kids come out with are better in BBT because ifs 
steeped in prinap1es. Because in the old days you learned a specific piece 
of technology. Today, in industry, the keyword is multicrafting and BEI' is 
just another window on multicrafting in my view. The only way we are 
going to be successful is if  we get the experts in each of the areas. For 
example, my interest in using CAD and teaching CAD is showing kidç the 
power of it, Ken is interested in showing them how to design rafters. I can 
teach them architectural-engineering drawing but it would be helpful if 
the kids could then go over and work with a hip roof and joists. 
Teamwork is essential in BBT and the thing that stops us is the way we are 
assigned classes and the way the classes are arranged physically. [Ron] 

Technology teachers face a daunting task in trying to manage the learning 

resowces for up to thirty studaits. Some of these tasks indude: helping students 

obtain physical/information resources for a wide variety of projects; designing 

safe leaming activities and environments around many types of madiines and 

tools; managing the on-going process details of pmjects and providing project 
facilitation guidance. Newer schools which have been designed with BBT in 

mind have a more open lab concept where students on move h m  a 

manufacturing area into a design area withùi a single facility. This open 

flexibüity, a characteristic of many high-tech workplaces, is often impossible to 

implement in older facilities where rooms were dedicated to welding or 

automotive work, for example. Joe desmies how he facilitates his classes: 



1 rarely get students around the blackboard anymore, but for the majority 
the modules are written h m  a tutorid magazine or book and 1 just go 
arauid and faditate. I go around between the different areas, 
photography, animation, desk top publishingf giving advice, helping out, 
whatever's required. Ifs very hecticf very busr, Wuse you can have six 
groups waiting for your response to corne. I tell them to think about it , 
because the more information 1 give them, I'm taking away £rom their 
leaming, i€ they can solve the problem by themselves then 1 feel they've 
had a leaming moment Whereas if 1 give them an answer to their 
problem, have I helped them out in any which way? uoe] 

Moving from a teacher directed approach toward a student centred facilitative 

one has &O meant that many teachers see no need to direct students toward 

topics rdated to technologid design, such as environmental or social impact 

considerations 

Isolation and Burnout 

On believes that a combination of individually challenging work in a supportive 

coxnmunity iç one of the key attractions of the job for technicians (On; 1996:148). 

Without the support of an active conununity of colleagues, technical work can be 

extremely hustrating, even alienathg. The absence of a shared network of 

mutual support leaves technical people feeling isolated and increasing1y stressed 

because there is no one near-at-hand to tum to for alternative ideas or 

suggestions in helping with non-routine problems. 

We try to chit chat with each other at lunch-hour and show an interest in 
what each other is doing, in many cases my guys don't even go down for 
proper lunch breaks. A lot of the time we're fixing equipment and getting 
ready for the afternoon with materials and so on. With not enough 
eqùpment, we have students coming at lunch for extra help. Tech 
teachers spend too much time in their rooms and don't really get out 
enough and meet with the rest of the staff. So we tend to ostracize 
ourselves because of it, not meaning to do it but doing it anyway.[Steve] 

According to Barley and Orr: "unlike enginers, technicians have acquüed littIe 

or no responsibility for people and are much less implicated in the control 

strategies of the £irm" (Barley and Orr;1997:47). Many technology teachers also 

feel disconnected from deasion making within their sdiools but are reludant to 



voice their concems for fear of reprwls over as budgets or program dosures. 

The feelings of being leaderless and set adrift are common: 

There are no plans to reinstate the tech coordinators in this region, there 
are a few of us who have contacts are to £ind out wht's going on 
provinaally. We are rudderless, leaderless. There is nothing downtown, 
they have no policies no ideas, the program department has been 
diçmantled. They wanted to get away from subject dynasties and empires 
that they thought were king built They in fad helped strengthen a lot of 
the subject areas. I was always under the impression that we were among 
the best in tech ed in the province and that our coordinators were some of 
the best As fa. as I'm concemed there's no leadership, no direction, no 
plan, no personnel. [Doug] 

Support within the school, actual and perceived, is of immense importance to 

teduiology teachem. For some, a 'siege' mentality describes their state of bang 
and underscores their perceived la& of support £rom senior administrators. 

Reaching out to others in the school is seen as a matter of sumival, according to 

S teve: 

Other teachers and admin are very very skeptid about tech education. 
The other teachers really didn't want to come down here. They found it 
scary, 1 mean they are here to teach things that really counts. We have had 
to extend a hand out to the other departments a lot more than it was 
reciprocated. We've had to make it work If you don't youll be 
matginalized, ignore& You're always trying to readi out to engage other 
kids and teachers. It really gets tinng to keep justifying your existence. 
[Steve] 

Joe explains how something relatively simple like reading the moming 

announcements on the PA system & also send a dear signal to the teachers and 

students in techn010gical education: 

Some of our announcements are read, but the big thing is the physics 
contests, the Descartes math contest. You know first and second in the 
county. Tech we read the Skius Canada3 placings but it didn't come over 
the same way on the announcements, it wasn't read with enthusiasm in 
the Principal's voice. You could tell he was just doing it, so could the kids. 
Where is the winner of the Descartes contest going? Probably university. 
Where is the winner of the skills Canada cornpetition going? Probably 
college, that's the difference. b] 

For Mary, even tech people contribute to the marginal status of technology 

education: 



We used to feel that as tech teachers we are part of an isolated monastery 
but we're as much part of the whole educational process as any other part 
I just don't think that many people believe that we're an important part of 
the system, and that goes for most tech people! Mary] 

One interesting aspect of schools in which technologid programs were 

perceived by teachers to be important and integral to the school, is that student 

technologid project handiwork was promuiently displayed in the main 

comdors. Many of these same schools have tech labs which are best described as 

'vibrant', and have recruifing posters from colleges and universities as welI as 

student work adoming the wds.  These labs resemble high-tech researrh labs 

rather than old machine shops. The message these labs project is that important 

and mspected leamhg occus and is celebrated here. Carman works in a new 

school and explains that: 

This board has embraced tech studies, which is new to Separate schools. 
Our construction teacher is an integrai part of the drama productions 
because he's so good at making sets. 1 would Say he shares the acclaim 
with the director. We have an acceptable level of esteem here in my 
opinion. Many of our tech staff coach, organize clubs, participate in a wide 
variety of sdiool activities which is uncommon to the traditional view of 
the te& teadter, you know the Pen protector, the grease, the post war 
machinist Our guidance department is a significant factor in our image in 
the school. It is responsible for a lot of our success. She thinks every 
student should have a Ieast one tech medit before leaving sdiool, she was 
a tireless proponent of a common grade 9 tedi credit [Carman] 

Lack of parentaL&pport and interest is a chronic sore point for many technology 

teachem. Many teachers are painhùly aware that parents show considerably 

more interest in other schwI subjects: 

On parents night I'rn lu* if 1 get 3 parents. You should see how many 
parents show up in the academic wings. It overûows there it blows your 
mind sornetïmes ! The only reason that 1 can h d  is that given the type of 
students and the parents that we have in tech, they just don't show an 
interes t inanything to do with school.[Larry] 

Tom says he gets: 

Maybe 30 couples and that's good, out of 860 families. I'm certain that 
science is getting their numbers. In fact, 1 know they are, but they're not 
comùig here. I'rn taking but no one's listening.[Rick] 

- - 

'Skills Canada' is a nationwide technical skills cornpetition 



Sup~ort for Professional Develo~ment 

For many technology teachers, a large saaifice in personal time is the only way 

to get the training they feel they need to be comptent in the classroom. Mary, 
from a s m d  board, has trouble hding r e s o ~ e s  to take courses of any kind: 

The additional qualification courses are almost too expensive to take. For 
a couple of summers 1 worked free of charge in a local computer shop 
because 1 knew they wanted me to teach a computer technology dass. 
They couldn't afford to pay me and 1 worked 3 days a week building 
computers. Last yea. 1 got involved with networking, stringing cable in 
attics and such. Since 1 have only been teaching for 7 yearç if I want to stay 
employable 1 have to stay current. Correspondence is too expensive and 
they won't subsidize us. [hhy] 

A number of technology teaders expressed the belief that Principals do not 

appreciate how important it is for 'tech-people' to keep their technical skills up to 

date. It is a source of pride and job secuity for many teachers. They have the 

opinion that they were professionals before becoming a tech teacher and they 

plan on staying professional even if they are laid off. As' to whether it should be a 

personal responsibility or whether the school board should pay for expensive 

technological SW upgrading, Larry says: 

Well I have two trains of thought on this. On the one hand, my education 
is my responsibility so why should my employer pay for it? A lot of 
teachers feel that the board should be paying for their courses just like in 
industry. When it cornes to courses that directly affect my job, like 
automotive courses, 1 do feel that my employer should pay for them. 
Because they are demanding that tech feachexs be very flexible in teaching 
areas they are not specialized in I think ii% fair that they pay for 
upgrading courses outside of our specialty. I've taught eledzicity, math, 
auto and home repair, but I've paid for the courses all out of my 
poCketrlarry1 

From Techné toward Emancivatorv Praxis? 

The technician paradigm outlines the problematic situation facing technological 

teachers in Ontario. It is both useful and illuminative to comect the discussion to 

the three basic forms of 'cognitive interests' or  means by whidi knowledge is 
generated and organized, as desaibed by Habemias(l972). The purpose in 

making this connection is to begin to trace a path away h m  the technician 



paradigm toward a stronger more critically informed and emancipatory 

perspective of practice. Undexstanding the nature of knowledge interests also 

providg a stronger theoretical rationale for the critical worldview reflection 

prooess describeci in the next chapter. 

Habermas describes technical, practid and emancipatq interests (Habermas, 

1972), each form giving rise to a partidar type of howing and action: 

empirical-analytic, hïstorical-hermeneutic, and critical. As Grundy(1987) points 

out, these knowledge constitutive interests shape what we consider to be 

knowledge as well as the categories by which we organize it. For Gnindy, one 

interest usually characterizes a teacher's consciousness and is thuç the 

predomùiant determinant of the way in which they construct their professional 

knowledge (Grundy, 1987:lOO). There is no 'natural' progression path for 

teadiers h m  a technid orientation to the curriculum toward an practicai or 

emancipatory orientation. The shift requïres a 'transformation of consciousness,' 

a transformation in the way one perceives and a& in the world (Grundy, 

1987:99). Critical woddview work is one step toward the transformation process. 

The technical interest gives rke to instnrmenfal action, which is govemed by 

technical rules based upon empirical knowledge (Gmdy, 1987:lO). The 

technical interest is concemed with controlling and objectibng the environment 

and people. It is positivistic in na-: knowledge is considered universal, 

ahistorid and objective. Technical knowledge is considered a commodity, it is 

transmitted in value-free impersonal language and is measurable (Grundy, 1987). 

When the technical interes t predominates cumiculum design, there is a 

fundamental interest in controlIing the educational environment so that an 

educational 'product' which mets partidar pre-spedied objectives is achieved 

(Grundy, 1987:31). The technically informed curriculum, accordhg to Grundy, 

implies a division of labour between currïcuiwn designers and curriculum 

implementers. When techn010gical education is understood from a techniaan 

perspective, compartmentdized, atomized, 'tum-key' modules and other fornis 

of teacher de-skilling result. The technical interest expressed in the technology 

curridum is concemed with following narrow fonns of ski11 mbrics, ensuring 



that students meet the human resource needs of business and industry. Extemal 

standards of performance are imposed and teaching strategis to ensure that the 

'proper' mix of productive attitudes and values are indcated in students are 

presaibed. The technical interest does not facilitate the development of 

autonomy and responsibility in students, and as such, it is at odds with the 

development of a critid ecotechnological practice. The technical interest 

supports an instrumental indushial worldviewf one in which the nahird world 

is objectified and our technologid systems are reified. A technologid 

curriculum indormed by the technician etdos is at odds with developing a more 

sustainable and socially just orientation to technologid practice. Gnindy &O 

suggests that the technid interest supports a more 'exclusive' woridview, one 

which precludes other more interpretive perspectives of being in the world. 

For Grundy, the orientation of the practical interest is toward developing 

understanding and consensual meaning through rational, moral and subjective 

relationships to others. As Grundy points out: 

Interaction is not action upon an environment whïch has been 
objectified(that is regarded as an object); it is action with the environment 
(organic or huma..), which is regarded as a subject in the interaction 
(Gnuidy, l987:lS). 

Of course, the focus on rneaning making does not preclude the possibility that 

the meanuig consensuaiiy produced wiU be h e  of deception, false 

consciousness, dogma or myth However, it is dear that a curriculum infonned 

by practical action and its concern with the generation of subjective howledge, 

the development of consensus and a moral concem with promoting 'right action' 

is more amenable to the notion of sustainability descrïbed in chapter three. 

The emancipatory interest is one identined with autonomy and responsibiüty, 

justice and equality. As G m d y  points out, the emancipatory interest is socially 

reconstructive in outlook; it is concemed with empowerment and the ability of 

individu& and groups to take controI of their ïives in autonomous and 

responsible ways (Grundy, 1987:19). As a form of Iiberating education, the focus 

is on 'acts of cognition' not 'transferals of informationf (Friere, 1972). The 



knowledge generated by the emcipatory interest generates mitical theories 

concerning persans and Society, with the goal of exp1aining how coercion and 

distortion operate in socïety. The emancipatory curriculum rquires a rec iprd  
relationship between self-refiection and subjects taking action to change some 

aspect of the world. Through participation in an emancipatory educational 

experience, students corne to understand at the level of consciousness when 
parücular propositions represent 'diçtorted views of the world' and serve the 

interests of domination (Grundyf 1987:19). The emancipatory interest is one 

which is concerned with a critical transformation of tedmological production- 

cortsurnption systems in directions which open them up to the issues of social 

justicef political negotiation and environmental responsibility. 

Carr and Kemmis make an important distinction between technical or 

instrumental knowledge production and emancipatory praris: 

Pr& iç distinguished £rom poietike because it is infonned action which, 
by reflection on its character and consequences, reflexively changes the 
'knowledge-base' which informs i t  Where poietike is 'making-action, 
praxis is doing-action (CM and Kernniis' 198633). 

Historidly, technology education has been concerned with the inculcation of 

instrumental skills and knowledge, skills which it waç argued wouid allow - 

students to become productive mabers of society. 

The values and belïefs guiding the practices of technologid education have 

remained relatively stable over the years (Herschbach, 1992; Petrinaf 1992;1993). 

The theorieç which inforrn practice are, of coursef influentid in selecting 

curridum content and methods. These theories are based upon the values, 

beliefs held by teachers concerning the purposes of education as well as their 

worldviews concemïng our relationship to technology. Zuga(1993) asserts that, a 

"fairly coherent belief system'' has guided teduiology educators in continually 

recreaüng a limited set of concepts related to selected aspects of industry in the 

cutridum. Traditionally, the development of technology education curriculum 

has relied upon technical processes and methods. 



The influence of industrial models and technocratic CUTTicuium designs has 

meant that personal relevame or other humanistic curriculum designs are 

practically nonaciçtent within the literature of tethnology education 

(Petrina,l992; Zuga,1989; Herschbach,l989). Personal relevance curriculm 

designs emphasize personal growth, integrity, autonomy and unique meaning 

(Zuga, 1992). A holistic, contextual and critical cuniculum inquiry about the 

nature of technology serves to humanize it for students. In this approach 

technology is revealed as a socin1 practice. Technology is not understood 

detenministidy, as driven solely by technical imperatives, but rather, as a 

practice situated in interrelated and interdependent webs of politim, &al 

power, and ecology. A personal relevance approach stresses holistic growth 

toward personal and humane goals and an integration of the cognitive, creative, 

aesthetic, moral and vocational dimensiofls of being human (Zuga,l992). The 

absence of personal relevance and humanistic d a d a  is indicative of the 

industrial worldview orientation of many technologid teachers and curridum 

leaders. 

The problem with a purely instrumental approach to teaching technology is that 

it fails to engage students in developing a coherent understanding of the larger 

issues shaping the nature of technological change and our understanding of it. 
In the instrumental approach, the claims made on behalf of new technologies are 

taken at face value. Technologies thus appeur to be created without connections to 

previous ideas, or social and political milieux. They simply appear out of the 

blue, and if the press releases are to be taken seriously, they are said to 'change 

everything,' to be 'revolutionary,' and so on. Coherency is never developed 

because merything appears to be perpetually aeated anew. 

A s  mentioned earlier, Macedo uses the term 'technician' in a pejorative sense: 

teachers functioning as technicians accept the cornmon dominant ideology 

uncritically and merely reproduce the ideological positions they have assimilated 

into their approach to the Cunnculum. An inescapable reality in technological 

education is that many of the teachers are, in fact, technicians by m e  of their 

training and their uncritical approach to technological education 



Infonned by its historical roots in technb, techn010gy education often acts to 

uncritically reproduce the very forms of tecfinical knowledge whidi are deeply 
implicated in the sustainabdity crisis. Instrumental knowledge understood and 

enacteci in isolation from other non-instrumental perspectives of the lifeworld, 

lead to an undervaluuig of social and environmental contexts in technology. In 

not connectuig perspectives on technid knowledge and skills to new 

understandings about the complex interdependencies of cultures, communities 

and ecosystems, techn01ogy educationbecomes part of the sustainability 

problern, reinforcing an instrumental industrial worldview and a l l  the problems 

associatecl with it Techne carries with it the connotation of leaming within a 

tradition under sküled practitioners who also "generate and transmit the tacit 

values, standards and skill of their craft" (Hodgkin,1990:208). Techné, as Carr 

is a disposition which guides and directs action, but is not necessarily 
changed by it; its goals and general character remain unchanged even 
though the craftsman becomes more skilled and has p a t e r  
understanding of the craft Cr& or technical knowledge is not reflexive, it 
does not change the framework of tradition and expectation within whidi 
it operates. Nor does it take the view that, through the exercise of the craft, 
the fundamental character of the social setting will be recmtructed (Cam 
and Kemmis, 198333). 

The d o s  or guiding image of the technician approach to technologid education 

is based almost solely on instrumental reasoning, and what Habermas terms 

'instrumental rationality' (Habermas, 1972). Inshumental rationality is the 

rationality that govems the choice of means to given (uçually material) ends 

(Braaten, lWl:l2). In contras t, Habermas's communicative ra fionality, characterizes 

o u  activities when we reflect on our background assumptions about how the 

world works, summonirig forth and exposing our basic n o m  for aitical 

appraisal and renegotiation Instrumental rationality, on the 0th- hand takes 

these background assumptions for granted in the pursuit of 'new gains'(Braaten, 

1991:12). According to Habermas, instrumental rationality has neither the ability 

to comprehend culture or culturd evolution or anything which is not governed 

solely by inç trumental reasoning. A simple instrumental lem is inadequate to 



explain, much less transform, the functioning of comp!ex sociotffhncai systems. 

As pointed out in chapter two, a transformative vision of our relationship with 

teduiology is required if genuine progress toward sustalltability is to be 

achieved. A path of co~~~nunicatively rational action is requved, one govemed 

by the need to reach a rational consensus through a dialectical process of mutual 

understanding; a process that acknowledges the consensual social construction 

of reality. 

The eidos of instrumental rationality in the field of technoIogid production is 

driven by the guiding image of the perfect mode1 of produd performance. This 

image is so powerful that it dominates all action and directs it toward the given 

end, the ad of production. The production context (the environment and social 

milieu) is only signifiant to the degree that it can be instrumentdized, i.e. to 

supply the raw materials of production like labour and natural resources; 

everything else is extemal to the narrow fi- of production (Cam and Kemmis, 

198332). The consequences of this exclusive focus on the productive dimensions 

of tedinological practice in education has been the marginaiization of cultural 

meaning together with ecologid and social dimensions of technological 

practice. 

The technician paradigm poses a problem for technology teachers and 

technological education in general. Within its boundaries, technological teachers 

are encourageci to adopt a technician worldview, a disempowering worldview 

which positions the subject and students in a reactive and secondary position to 

the more red and more pressing and important issue of technological change 

itself. The technician worldview positions both teachers and students in a 

perpetual game of technological 'catch-up,' one in which it is important that both 

parties appear to be following what has already been done in industry and 

business. As su&, they are invariably measured against what happas in 

business and industry and are always found wanting, the culture ofinmficiency 

ensures this. The transfOnnation of existing technical practices is not entertained. 

In the iconic economy, the technician's ability to make products does not imply 

an understandhg of what the making actually means. 



Chapter 6 - WorIdview Research as a Precursor to Cntical Action Research 

In the following section 1 will desmie my attempts to initiate an action research 

project with secondary school technology teachers in Ontario, and provide some 

"Sights into potential pitfds that may be useful to teachers and researchers 

attempting to start an action research program. This discussion also provides 

some perspective and context for understanding the worldviews of technologid 

teachers. My inability to establish a working action research group caused me to 

regroup and look for alternative ways to engage teachers in reflective practices 

conceniing technology and teduiology education 1 &O describe my efforts to 

establish a worldview research eEort that attempts to keep critical rdection, a 

key element of action research, and outline a 'multi-method' worldview research 

process involving several new methodological tools I have developed to 

examuie, in an intersubjective way, the worldviews of technology teachem. 

While not a substitute for action research, the multi-method process described 

here has the potential to engage teachers in a critical reflective pmcess, one that is 

a useful precursor to a criticai a c h n  research program. 

A "metalogue," according to Gregory Bateson., is a: 

conversation about some problematic subject. This conversation should 
be such that not only do the participants d i s w  the problem but the 
structure of the conversatien as a whole is &O relevant to the same 
subject @ateson, 1972). 

The metalogue metaphor was usehl when considering the development of a 

researdi strategy for studying t d e r  worldviews. The problematic subject itself, 

namely the study of the worldviews of technology teachers as they relate to the 

nature of technology and its relationship to our seme of 'self as weU as to our 

social and ecological environments, demanded a naturalistic participative 

approach (Guba & Lincoln, 1988). T h e  inherent complexities in attempting to 

study the nature of any individual's worldview called for a multifaceted 

approach, and the metalogue metaphor is also consistent with the evolving 

mdtidisaplinary nature of technological practice. 



The structure of the research 'conversation' which ensued with teachers, 

therefore, needed to draw on a broad range of issues related to the nature of the 

relatiomhips we develop conceming self, technology, society and the 

environment. A critical look at these relationships involves confronthg the 

dynamics between our beliefs, perceptions, presuppositiom and actual physical 

and social realities. In order to explore and study the multi-layered and 

interdîsciplinary concept of worldview, a number of different strategies were 

required. In order to hold to the metalogue as an organizing concept, this 

research also required a flexible sernistmctured approach as well as a method 

which would faditate organizing the disparate pieces of evidence generated in 

the proeess of this complex dialogue. 

1 initially set out to organize an action research group to look at issues broadly 

related to technology. education and the concept of sustainability. The need to 

reorient our lifestyles and our collective consumptive and productive activities 

dong orientations Uiat are less environmentaliy darnaging, socially alienating 

and more equitable have been widely reported by many international 

organizations and reports (World Commission on Environment and 

Development, 1987; World Conservation Union et al. ,1991; World Resources 

riis titute et. al, 1992; United Nations, 1993). Despite the widespread public 

awareness of environmental problems, this awareness is not widely reflected in 

the secondaxy technologid education CUmcuIum. 

Sustainability in its broadest sense consists of both ecological and soci~political 

dimensions (Bartelmus, 1994; Eckexsley, 1992; Robinson e t  al, 1996). 

Sustainability is a normative ethical principle, not a çcientinc concept as such, 

and since it has both necessary and desirable characteristics, there is no single 

version of a sustainable system (Robinson, 1996). In other wosds, 'sustainability' 

as a concept is open to broad interpretation, discussion and negotiation, 

precisely the kind of concept that lends itself to an action research investigation 

with its critical and collaborative dimensions. Although the term 'education for 

sustainability' is not a phrase found in the technologid education lexicon, it 

has been used in other areas of education, most notably by those involved in 



environmental and civics education (Huckle et al.,1996). 'Environmental systems' 

are supposed to be one of Uiree major cuxrïcdar areas of study in broad-based 

technology in Ontariof the others king 'physical pmducts,' and 'human 

processes.' (Ontario Ministry of Education, 1995). However, in fact, 

environmental systems surrounding technology are not covered in the 

curriculum in any manner approaching a 'systems framework.' If mentioned at 

dl, the area of study is usuaUy presented as a piecemeal coUedion of anecdotes 

conceming environmental regdatory cornpliance. In other words, necessary 

techn010gical considerations to avoid legal prosecution or censure. In this Iight 
environmental considerations become a necessary 'eV&' a restra.int on creativity, 

or at best an afterthought in technologid design, fabricaüon and application 

Enlightened environmentally consQous design processes such as Life-Cycle- 
Analysis (KA), Design for the Environment (DE), Design for diçassembly and 

recyclabiIityf Product -Stewardship or Industrial ecology (BiIlatos & Basalyf 

1997; UNEP-WGSPDf 1997; Papanekf1995; McDonough, 1996; Canadian 

Standards Association, 1995a, 1995b) are nowhere to be found in Ontario 

technology programS. 

Action research approaches to teacher rdection and collaboration readily lend 

themselves to 'social reconstructive' curridum orientations, or curridum 

frameworks whïch attempt to involve students in school and community life in 

order to help them to become adults who can reconstnict and improve society 

(Zuga, 1992). 

N o  Toi, Down Change 

Restructuring the teduiology curriculum dong sustainability themes can only be 

accomplished through broad collaborative networks of teachers who bring a 

wide array of skius and knowledge to the process. There is an extrernely 

important role for technologid education in helping students develop the skills, 

collaborative parhierships and future visions that aIlow them to not only 

articulate how their coxnmunities can be redesigned to be more in tune with 

biophysical reality but also to allow them to participate in making their visions 

reality. 



Although many technology teachers have diverse backgrounds and many have 

taken extra qualification courses in special education and guidance, for example, 

relatively few have taken a critical look at the problematic social and 

environmentai issues that touch on their a .  of expertise. %me of the 

unreflective practices or 'fokays' that charactérized their pmvious vocational 

lives and working situations are thus directly imported into the curriculum and 

the classroom context Throughout this research, technolo@cal teachers made 

£repent reference to 'the real world,' implying that real learning about 

technology is something that is the exclusive purvey of experience in business 

and industryf somethuig which can only occur beyond the classmom walls. From 

this standpoint, whai occurs in the classroom, for many, is simply preparation 

for the real experiences which wiii follow when students are employed. In 

consequence, this thinking £rames technological education as mere preparation 

a d  not a lifeworld experience in its own right As such, it constitutes a form of 

'cognitive apartheid'. For example, some tech teachers trained originally as auto 

mechanics still effectively teach most of the components of the old 'auto-shop 

101' even though broad-based transportation technology should, according to 

the Ministry curriculum documents, have a much wider scope to explore 

ttansportation issues. In some schools, the move to BBT is more of an exercise in 

'semantic adaptation' than it is an attempt at real reorientation within the spint 

of the broad-based curridumf since in many cases no substantive work has been 

undertaken to reconceptualize the subject. In many cases, teachers have simply 

taken modules that they taught in their pre BBT incarnations and truncated or 

shaped them to fit in the new program configuration. For example, it is not too 

diffidt to see that broad-based transportation technology is still 'autof when 

nine out of ten transportation curriculum modules revolve around the 

automobile. Similar stories c m  be told of the other BBT areas as well. 

Problems with Action Research during times of Svstem Upheaval 

At the outset of this researdi a new provinaal government came to power and 

alrnost immediately put teachers and s b l  boards on notice that substantive 



changes would be forthcoming. Media reported how the education minister told 

his senior bureauaats that they needed to 'invent a crisis' (Sheppard ,1996) in 

order to destabilize the educational system and to then quickly enact unilateral 

diange. Other changes included the estabhhment of a college of teachers, 

followed by çchool budget cuts in the hundreds of millions of dollars. FUfther 

planned changes to roll back the salaries of teachers, take away their planning 

t h e  and force them to work longer hours precîpitated the largest teachers strike 

the country had ever seen in the fd of 1998. 

Idaming an already volatile teaching population was a report conduded by 

professors at the faculty of education where 1 am enrolled. This controversial 

govexnment sponsored research purported to show that secondary teacher 

salaries in the province of Ontario were nsing disproportionately to those of 

other teachers in Canada (Ontario Ministry of Education, 1996). The political use 

of this research was not well received in the high schools and a number of 
teachers cited my institutional association as a definite Liability in attempting to 

r d t  teachexs for this researck The co-chair of the 1996 Ontario Royal 

Commission on leaming desaibed the entire restructuring process as "simple 

madness," a government "hell-bat on destabïlizing the education system, 

demoralizing teachers, pMcking trustees and confusing parents. It's a sure-fire 

r d p e  for disastef' (Caplan, 1996). 

It was into this tumultuous milieu that 1 attempted to start an action research 

project These government pronouncements served their purpose in that many 

teachers who were already disturbed at the suspension of their contra& by the 

previous provincial government were in no mood to do much beyond the basic 

requirements of the job. Finding motivated teachers who would collaborate in an 

action research projed af3er school would be problematic, but not impossible, or 

so X thought. Initial efforts to engage the various boards of education in 

supporting a TÇE (Technology-Society-Environment) action researdi project 

were fruitless and frustrakg. M e r  contacting eight school boards, sending out 

numerous letters and waiüng many weeks for someone to r e m  m y  phone &, 
or to respond with some assistance, 1 deaded that an appeal to teachers to 



participate would be best handled on a one-twne bais. 1 set out to visit the 

schools in an attempt to to the technoIogy teachers and explain to them what 

1 was hoping to initiate. 

Most of the teachers 1 met were cordial and said that they would consider the 

idea carefully; eventually, a l l  but one declined- M e r  visitîng over £i&y 

elemenoiry and secondary schooIs and receiving only one positive response to 

the action research proposal, 1 decided to regroup and reexamine the situation 

h m  a new vantage point I set up a web site to describe the project and 1 

&angeci for a web site link to be establiçhed with the Ontario Technology 

Education Association (OTEA) in an attempt to reauit participants. After four 

months, 1 still had not received one affirmative response. 1 arranged to make 

presentations to technology teachers at eight schools in different boards, with no 

response. Presentations at four professional development days in different 

boards to groups of science and technology teachers yielded no response. 1 

consulted with several education professors, colleagues in technology education 

and friends about the approach I was using, as well as the information containecl 

in the research introduction which 1 le£t with teachers. These consultations did 

not iden* any spedic insïghts or problems with the materials or methods I 

was using. S U ,  1 was no further dong in recruiüng teachers. This was a very 

trying time as I had invested considerable time and resouryles in visiüng the 

schools. I considered rewriting and 'repackaging' the research proposal to make 

it more attractive. The presence of isolated instances of open hostility, and 

widespread indifference and cynicism, among the technology education 

community made this a very diffidt project to get off the ground. 1 came to 

understand that developing a proverbial 'thick skin' is dehitely an asset when 

tryïng to undertake a project of this type in the m e n t  environment. 

In retrospect this was probably one of the worst windows of opportunities in 

Ontario's hiçtory in which to initiate research of this type. Attempting to start a 

collaborative researdi proceçs at a time of system-wide upheaval proved 

problematic. Timing as they Say, is everythuig! The following furfher illustrates 



why an action research project with this parti& group of people was so 

cü&cult to initiate. 

Bud~et  Cuts and their Fallout 

Budgetary cutbacks have severely compromised the dassroom research 

idkastructure, the essential network of curriculum spedalists, consultants, 

coordinators etc, who initiate pilot projects, maintain close contact with advisory 

groups and support the in-service training of teachers in Ontario. In the initial 

process of amdgamating school boards, many curriculum support positions 

have been eliminated, the remahkg curriculum people are now responsible for 

a number of new areas and are extremely reludant to sanction any new research 

initiatives, especially in an area, technology, where they have no previous 

experience with outside researchers. In times of program rationalization and 

widespread cutbacks to technoIogy programs in the elemenhy board, 

curriculum coordinators were viewed as 'point people' to keep the interests of 

tech teachers on the table in schod board decision making. 

Avoidinpr Unwanted Attention 

TechnoIogy education, despite its vocational predeceçsors' long history in 

secondary schools, is still not a mandatory component of the Ontario secondary 

currldum. Hence some teachexs still feel that their presence in the sdiools is 

provisional, tentative, subject to removal or even M e r  cutbacks: "If we make 
too much of fuss, they'll close down the whole works!"[Bill- transportation 

teacher]. In keeping a low profile, 'making dof instead of making demands on 

administrators who may view their progranis as a costly 'frill' in the school 

course offerings, many tech teachers operate in a 'stealth mode'. Richert suggests 

that the soüalization which many teachers receive as students before entering the 

teadiing profession is characterized by a 'goal of r e m m g  quiet rather than 

speaking out' (Richert ,1992:194). This lying l o d  strategy was not restricted to 

older teachers. 

The removal of their 'voice' at the board level simply reinforces the provisional 

status attitude and the attitude that 'nobody gives a damn'. Some teachers 



viewed this research projed as something that had the potential to draw 

unwelcome attention h m  the school board to their programS. 'Attention' here 

meaning a reason to amalgamate specialized tech ed facilities or to further d e  

back program offerings. In not wishing to draw undue attention t o  the cost of 
funding their programç adequately, teachers hope to avoid being targeted as an 

'expensive curriculum option' On the other hand, they feel that they desperately 

need the funding to maintain a modicum of shident interest in new programs 
and to raise their profile as a constituency which can provide students with a 

much needed perspective on learning through the hands-on application of skïüs 

and knowledge. 

Tech teachers understand the 'real-politic' of budgets and program survival. For 

the most part the decitions of people who have no concrete knowledge of their 

problems or needs, decide thar fate. They are acutdy aware that except in rare 

ciraunstances people with technical backgrounds do not occupy sentoi 

administrative positions at either the schooI or board level. %me teachers were 

reticent to get involved in any process that appeared to involve a lot of talking, a 

proces whidi to their mind resembled a 'bitch and pipe' session. As one tech 

teacher phrased it: "we don? just talk, we do. Pm tireci about people 
complaining, I do the best I can do in my dassmom, that's it!"uadc - Design 

Teacher]. Others felt that administrators would not look on an action research 

project as a positive contribution to their work at the schooI. The possibility for 

some that their critical comments conceming theV working situations vocalized 

in an AR group could be taken out of context and passed on to administrative 

supervisors was deemed too rise. Teachers were suspiaous: why would 

someone take an interest in them ami their working conditions? 

Younprer Teachers and the 'new realities' of work 

Compounding the problem of finding participants for Uiiç project research was 

the fact that many of the younger technology teachers had been given 

consecutive lay-off notices each spring for the past couple of years. 

Understandably many of these teachers do not see a cornmitment to professional 



developrnent as tea&exs to be congruent with thek own primary need to remain 

upto-date and technidy proficient in their area of expertise: 

A year ago &ch almost halL of the tech teachers in this board got 
letters saying that they didn't have a job mymore, they were 
fighting for their lives baçicdy. The letters went badc to 7 years of 
seniorify, Ibe got 10 years in and I'm one of the senior tech people 
in townuohn -Manufacturing Teacher] 

The younger technology teachers understandably see their 'remarketability' in 

the event of layoff as an important consideration in any PD initiative. Action 

research with its relatively long time kames for enadhg change and the 

substantial commitments in time and effort are not deemed worthwhile in what 

is for them essentially an insecure and volatile job situation In short, many of the 

younger tech teachers have not completely 'bought-in' to the idea of a long terni 

teaching career. In th& eyes, skül based professional development can always be 

translateci into a marketable commodity in çome form or another; whereas, the 

'products' of an action research program are much more intangible and therefore 

cannot Many technology teachers indicated that taking a concrete technological 

sküls based course such as CAD, graphic animation or local area networking is a 

much more important pnority than an action research program or the 

exploration of environmental or social issues connecteci to the technologid 

curridum. Many also hold out Little hope for any type of grass roots initiatives 

changing their working conditions in any substantive way: 'look we're 

outnumbered, there's a heck of a lot more science, math, English teachers than 

tech people, we're a silent minority" [Sarah - communications teacher] . 

A long historv of 'instrumental' professiond development 

Many of the in-service workshops for technology are in the form of what M M  

(1993) calls the dominant tradition, a 'line management' approach in which an 

infomed 'ex* offers guidance to teachers. Common workshop formats for 

technology teacher PD of ten consis t of 'show-and- tell' demonstrations. While 

effective for learning about what 'works' for others, it can also reinforce 
. *  . unreflective practices, wherein teaching becomes an assemblage of technid 

'recipe' following, a cookbook approaa in which curriculum engagement is 



reduced to choosing among instrumental Iearning modules. For example, none 

of the teachers 1 intemiewed c d d  recalI tallçing about environmental, social or 

global issues related to technology or thek importance for inclusion in the 

technology education curriculum in any substantive way at any of their 

professional development activities. Social and environmental concerm related 

to technology are typidy options, as Steve told me: 

If the students want to expIore the environmental impactç of a projed 
they're working on, 1 don't stop them, but 1 don't necessarily see it as 
important at this grade level [Steve - a grade 11 manufaduring tech 
teacher]. 

The modularized format of many broad-based-technoIogy (BBT) courses allows 

some technology teachers to becornefi£ not unrefledive practitioners (Schon, 

1983), then simply 'instrumental practitioners' who seek to sidestep the 

'technology problematique', the always problematic interplay of social, political 

and environmental concerns which intersed with real wodd technoIogy. In using 

'turn-key' modules, teachers are not d e d  upon to expose their own values. 

They become facilitators in the weak sense of the word and prepackaged 

modules become safe, non critical, non threatening ways to teach an instrumental 

approach to technology. 

The problems with action research in nual areas and the nit of the 
inde~endent, solitary 'self-emploved' ~ractitioner. 

In many of the smaller secondary schoolç there is only one technology teacher in 

eadi specialty area. One manufacturing teacher (e-g. a machinist or mechanical 

technologist), one transportation teacher (an auto-mechanic), and one 

communication teacher (a media specialiçt or electrician) per school. While a 

certain srnail amount of subject overiap exists between disciplines it is incorrect 

to assume that it is easy for all technoIogy teachers to somehow collaborate 

across subject disciplines. Although some sharing of materials and ideas goes on, 

many of the disaphary structures do not easily lend themselves to integration; 

for teachers who have never engaged in interdisciplinary, collaborative 

curriculum work, the task of rewriting currida to reflect interdisciplinarity is 

very difficult One of the problems in implementation of the BBT initiatives was 



the short duration of in-service pmgrams and the la& of follow-up to dtivate 

the idea of collaborative curriculum construction The culture of teaching and the 

organization of schools already mitigates against teachers sharing their thoughts 

about the dilemmas of classroom teaching (Richert, 1992), so seeing oneself as a 

'self employed praditionef compounds the problem of isolation 

Technical culture often encourages the 'just get on with it' mentality, wherein 

problems are not necessarily s h e d  or discussed. Individual teachers, many of 

them with backgrounds that include running a small business or working as 

independent tradespeople, eady f d  into the workirig role of the sel£ employed 

prabitioner. These teachers have never worked collaboratively at curriculum 

development and do not readily see the benefit of it 

Some have criticized the way education locates expertise in teachuig outside the 

teacher, in that curricuium guidelines, University based research and school 

board policies conti.1Lbute to a consistent message to teachers that the primary 

knowledge for their work does not corne from them but from 'outside' sources 

(Richert, 1992). There is no evidence that technology educators perceive this type 

of relationship to exist. For teduiology teachers expertise is self-contained, 

teachers are weil aware of the technologid skülç they possess and are quite 

rductant to grant credibility to those who purport to have something to 

contribute to technology education In other words, 'outsider sources of 

information, and points of view are discounted if they do not come from the 

technology or business community itself. 

The technology comnunity that 1 speak of is the network of associates that many 

teachers have built up through work in their professional fields. Many tech 

teachers remain in touch with colleagues still ernployed in the field. Many 
rem& employed through part-time and summer work in their field of 

expertise. For technology people atternpting to remain current in their field of 

expertise, amidst shrinking PD budgetç, these comections become even more 

important. They also serve as legitimizing referents for either curriculum diange 



or inertia. Mer all, who better to serve as curridum informants than those who 

s ü l l  have their 'hands in the trade'? 

Unfamiliarity with Classroom based Research 

With educational and working backgrounds that a& based in the 'practical artsff 

skilled trade areas and technology services areas, it is understandable that most 

tech teachers have not participateci in any type of dassroom based researck 

When it cornes to teadiing techn01ogy~ technology teachers have had littie 

exposure to research concernuig the ideas of construtivism, situateci cognition 

and other important learrüng theories. Petxina (1998) has also found that there is 

littie recognition of the importance of these leaming theories to technologid 

researchers. In fa&, one third of the teachers intervieweci in thiç survey did not 

subscriâe to any technological eduoition publications, some were not even aware 

that technology education researdi jounials were available. Hence research 

remains an abstrad notion for many, something that is certaùùy not used to 

resolve the problems they face in their classrooms. 

Many technology teachers do not recollect their tacher's college experience with 

any fondngs. For them it was an impradcal make-work exercise driven by a 

contnved academic framework, the proverbial 'academic-hoop' to jump through 
in order to be certified for the dassmm. For many, the dominant themes of this 

experience are 'fitting-in' to the school culture as 'an outsider' and navigating the 

politics of survival in the academic secondary schwL For some teachers with a 

trades only background, their only extended exposure to University or college is 

teachers college. The extent to which teachers college is seen as a usehl and 

rewarding experience or an accreditation exercise reinforces stereotypes about 

'research' . Some experienced teachers do not perceive the colkges of education 

as contribuhg anything substantial to improving the working dimate or the 

security of technology educators. Generally, for the teachers I taked to, the 

fadties of education are not viewed as a proactive voice for the concems of 

technology education in Ontario. 



1 found that despite many months spent visiting schooIs and making 
presentations to individuals and groups of technology teachers on the benefits of 

an adion research project, v q ,  very few teachers were interested They did not 

see adion research as an invigorating opportunity to reflect and improve on 

what they did in the dassroom. At this point 1 took çerioudy Eisnefs suggestion 

qualitative inquiry works best if researchers remain aware of the emerging 
configurations and make appropriate adjustments accordingly. A 
preformulated plan of procedure indifferent to emerging conditions is the 
surest path to disaster (Eisnerf1991:170). 

My e-ence has certainly borne out the need for flexibility, adjustment and 

iterativityf Eisner's three hallmarks of qualitative research. According to Lincoh 

and Guba (1985:225), the "design of a naturalistic inquiry . . . cannot be given in 

advance; it must emerge, develop, unfold." The upheavals initiated by a n  

overhaui of the education system in the province and the resulting fallout in 

tenns of alienated teachersf loss of aitical curriculum support personnel and a 

renewed d i s t ~ ~ t  of outside 'academic' researchersf was not anticipated when 

this research began Teachers' ambivalence toward action research as a vehide to 

really diange anything for them is also refleded in Beattie's (1989:34) comments: 

Perhaps action research really needs only one theory from academics. 
That would be one which explains how an emancipatory practitioner- 
controlled research style can be sustained in hierarchical institutions in 
which power is lodged at the top. 

In regrouping, 1 began to consider the importance of teacher 'worldviewsf as 

central to a contexhial understanding of technology teachers as professionals. In 

order to more fully understand the reticence of technology teachers to address 

issues surrounding sustainability in the curriculum, a research program would 

need to access the 'worldviews' of teachers concerning these issues in a genuine 

and comprehensive manner. This, in part, entailed exploring the lived-life of 

'non-academic' teachers within school culture, as well as the influence of their 

professional training and their constructed belief and value systems as they 

related to the component issues of sustainability. 



A püot study involving five teachers was conducted prior to the worldview 

research to evaluate the efncacy of the new qualitative tools. This preLiminary 

research identifieci several important issues and constraints, including the 

following: 

a) TechnoIogy teachers were not amenable to any tools that required extensive 

writing. This ruled out journaling or reflecüve writîng exercises as data gathering 

toolç. A number of technology teachers expressed an aversion for 'paperwork' 

and saw it as a rather o n e m  task that they would rather avoid. 

b) Tehology teachers did not want to engage in the type of abstract 

metaphysical diseussions used in worldview research by Cobern (1995). 

c) Technology teachers did not want to devote any substantial after sdiool time 

to group meetings or travel to group meetings. Since the adion research project 

was not officidy sanctioned PD by their local school boards, teachers would not 

be reimbursed for travel distance or tirne. Given the recent upheavals in the 

Ontario educational system no teachers wanted to extend themselves beyond 

their existing commitments in any way whatsoever. Manging group meetings 

for teachers in m a l  schools was difficult, if  not impossible in the Qrcumstances. 

The most centralized location turned out to be my house, where over several 

weeks some of the teachers met over diruier and developed a working rapport. 

Not al l  the teachers attended these initial sessions and did not express interest in 

meeting other members who were partiapating in this research.. At the onset of 

this researdi a board level review of technological education was undenvay in 

the local region, with the goal of saving money through the dosure of several 

technological fadities and the bussing of s tudents to specialized technological 

education centres. Teachers were organizing to stop this initiative. This issue was 

effective in bringing to light some of the concerns that teachers had about 

program visibility in the community, soliating parental support to write letters 

and petîtion the school board to reevaluate their plans. 

d) Many teachers did not have access to internet facilities at home or in their 

technology labs at school, so using the intemet as a tool to facilitate group 

discussions and to share materials was not feasible for all participants. A web 

page was developed to allow those teachers with internet access to download 

materials for the research project Some of the teachers unfamiliar with the 



intemet expressed a reticence to use this as a medium of commUNcation, so for 

these participants materials were prepared for distri'bution in paper and floppy- 

diskette form- 

e) Teachers needed to see the useEuLness of the process for their personal and 

professional development insofar as it helped them cl- their thinking about 

!SISE issues. Qualitative interviews with technology teachers would need to 

focus on concrete experiences and 'grounded' questions which were not too 

abstrad or far removed h m  connections to practice. Understandably, teachers 

wanted to ta.& about theV issues and problems. 

An important dimension of a critical worldviav research project was developing 

an awareness of the many structural constraints and realities operating in 

teachersf lives. Working with and around these realities constituted an 

overarching hmework, setting limits on the scope of the possible. Pradicd 

restraints in any research project include the knowledge base and training the 

researcher draws upon, the knowledge base of the relevant subjed area the 

researcher draws upon, their own subjective background in terms of limitations 

and biases, availability of h d s  and the, as weil as accessibility to subjects and 

schools- The decisions 1 made and the alternatives chosen are a rdection of the 

fact that the iden1 research situation seldom presents itself, and that waiting for 

one to somehow appear is fmitless. 

A small pilot study group consisting of three teachers, one from a community 

coilege engineering teduiology program and two secondary technology teachers, 

was engaged to test the effectiveness of the 'worldview elicitation' devices 1 had 

constructeci. Over the span of the next two yearç 1 in te~ewed forty-five 

secondary technology teachers in the province of Ontario. Of the forty-£ive 

inte~ewed, fifteen decïded to participate more hilly in the research program by 
engaging in a series of reflective exercises aimed at eliàting or exploring their 

worldviews as they pertaùi to the social, environmenial, politid and cultural 

relationships suxrounding technology and technology education The stones and 

worldview rdection processes for three of these teachers are described in the 

next chapter. 



The Nature of the Inauirv - 

Eisner (1997) points out that if the school is to be a centre of inquïry for students, 

it will need to be a centre of inquiry for teachers as w d .  Engaging in a process of 

systematic critical enquiry, helps teachers realize through their practices, their 

own educational values (McNiff, 1993). McNiff makes the point that much of our 

personal and professional life iç based on tacit, intuitive knowIedge and that the 

way in which we are helped to make our personal knowledge explicit is through 

engaging in the dialectic of question and answer (McNiff, 1993:40). 

Quantitative research designs atternpt to idenûfy and isolate s p d c  variables 

within the context of the study (seeking correlation, relationships, causality), 

while the qualitative design focuses on a holistic view of what is being studied 

(via documents, case histories, observations and interviews) (Bowen, 1996). 

Qualitative reseamh emphasizes processes which are inductive, generative, 

subjective, and constmctive (Getz and Lecompte, MM). Qualitative approaches 
to research are approaches that are "muiti-method in focus, involving an 

interpretative, naturalistic approach to [their] subject matter" (Demin & Lincoln, 

19942). The choices of what and how to contextualize a particular situation also 

rdect  our commitments and prioritieç. As Miles and Hubennan (198421) assert 

"epistemological purity does not get the job done". 

Denzin and Lincoln (1994) understand the qualitative researcher as a briwkur 

and the multiple methodologies involved in qualitative research as 'bricolage': 

The product of the bricoleur's labor is a bricolage, a cornplex, dense, 
reflexive, collage lüce creation that represents the researcher's images, 
understandings, and interpretations of the world or phenornenon under 
analysis . . . comect the parts to the whole, stressing the meanhgful 
relationships that operate in the situations and socia l  worlds studied 
(J3enzi.n & Lincoln, 1994: 3). 

The bricolage process applied to worldview researdi reflects an appreciation that 

multiple viewing perspectives yield multiple dimensions of an individual's 

worldview. Any one perspective then offers only a partial representation of the 

underlying social reaIiQ. The challenge in doing qualitative research is to resist 



the aeation of a singular 'authentic' mpresentation or account of reality, rather it 

is to allow multiple readings of the same reatity to surface (Cheek, 1996). A 

research strategy must be holistic in order to give voice to the experiences of 

technology teachers, whüe also attempting to situate them as a unique group of 

teachers in the secondary system. Part of this task involves attempting to 

understand how they engage the world, and the manner in whkh their ways of 

doing t h g s  are grounded in tagt folkways and traditions of practice. 

Mixinp: Ouantitative and Oualitative A ~ ~ r o a c h e s  

Both forms of research, qualitative and quantitative, were used to uncover 

Werent levels of meaning. For example, some survey questions which were 

used in a statistical analysis were also folded badc into the concept mapping 

exercises and the qualitative dimensions of this work An integration of 

qualitative and vantitative methods &O moves away from the knowledge- 

attitude-behavior model common in environmental attitudes research Within 

this model, it is assumed that information about the environment influences 

knowledge, and that this in hrni positively idluences attitudes toward the 

environment, and hnally, that positive attitudes directly influence behaviour that 

is more environmentally responsible. Cleariy, knowledge about the environment 

is not enough to change strongly held belid and value systems (Palmer, 1998; 

Hungerford and Vok, 1990). Hines et al.(l986/ 87) identify £ifteen variables 

involved in environmentally responsible behaviour, including desire to take 

action, uitention to take action, knowledge of the issue, knowledge of the courses 

of action available, and ski11 in applying knowkdge to a partidar issue. 

Attempts were made to assess these major variables in both qualitative and 

quantitative ways. 

In jusü£ymg the combination of qualitative and quantitative methods, it is not 

necessary to impose detailed boundaries that determine every single aspect of 

(design or) practice ( Smith and Heshusius ,1986:8). Some overlap is acceptable. 

Firestone (1987) suggests that the choice of a methodologid approach is 

informed not just by the desire of coming to a 'singular truth' by differing 



directions or a simple paradigrnatic decision, nor is it simply a pragmatic issue of 

fitting research techniques to the question at hand. Rather, the methods chosen 

reflect and express our values about what the world is like, how we ought to 

understand it and what the most important threats to that understanding are 

(Firestone,1987:20). The choice is &en a reflection of personality disposition 

(Eisner, 1997). 

When both qualitative and quantitative teduiiqug arr focused on the same 

problem they can tnangulate and render the results more robust (Firestone, 

1987:19). Thus if 'simîlar' resdts are obtained, support is lent to the notion that 

the methodoIogy is not inûuencing the resdtç. Using a diversity of techniques 

can also open up new insights into areas for £urther inqyiry. 

Critical Orientation 

Critical worldview research draws on critical theory, which espouses that 

knowledge is socialiy constnicted, contextual and dependent on interpretation 

(McClaren L GiareIli,1995). Central to critical theory is an understanding of how 

power works through and supports paficular hierarchies and forms of 

knowledge. Van Manen (1977) describes three different domains of teacher 

rdection as the technical, the practical and the critical. Technical reflection is 

concemed with exploring the most effective and efficient means to attain 

unexamined and therefore unproblematic ends. Practical reflection is concemed 

with assessing the assumptions b e h d  parti.cular teaching strategies and their 

educational effectiveness. Critical refiection explores the moral and e thical 

justifications for particula. educational strategies and actions. It is animated by a 

concem with justice, equity, caring and compassion, not mere technical 

rationality (Carr and Kemmis, 1983). The critical c m  be understood as being 
onbedded in the technical and pradical, not separate (Gore & Zeichner,l995). 

In developing emancipatory knowledge, through a process of critical inquiry, 

individuals increase their awareness of contradictions which are: "distorted or 

hidden by everyday understandings"(Lather, 1991:52) and in doing so become 



aware of the possibilities for s o d  transformation For Lakes and Bettis (1995) 

and Lather (1990,325), when the boundaries that separate inquiry, theory and 

emanQpatory pedagogy are blurred or dissolved, as in critical research, the 

process has the potenfial for becoming a vehicle for individual growth as well as 
. . .  improving policy and practice. It ïs because education is capable of soaaùzuig 

students into critical thought or into dependence on authority, that a critical 

approach to worldview work is necessary. It is relatively easy for curriculum to 

either support autonomous habits of muid or passive habits of following 

authorities, and waiting to be told what to do and what things mean (Shor, 

1992:13; 1987). 

Critical research is not abstract, as critical research is always embedded within a 

spedic socioculhval and economic context &&es and Bettis, 1995). It involves 

exploring previously unques tioned assump tions concerning that context, 

including those dimensions which connect to macrosocial and economic issues to 

the lives of participants. The explanations provided by the media, government, 

business and academia for various problems are a l l  held up to scmtiny 

For McCIaren and Giarelli,(1995:4), schooling constructs borders, insofar as it 

enables and/or constrains relations of power which in tum influence cognitive 

capacities. Borders also dernarcate what is considered usefd as o p p e d  to what 

is not They &O speak to the way in whïch power is i n ç c r i i  in the body, 

culture, space, and our subjectivities. They ask: 'What does it mean to create a 

research practice and pedagogy as a language and practice of difference?' For 

technologid education we can draw on McClaren and CiareIli's (1995) notion of 

creating a form of 'multi-accentua1 meaning,' as distinct £rom a monolithic or 

totalking sense of meaning concerning the proper means and ends of 

technologid practices. Cultivating a language of difference in technological 

education above all avoids a premature closure on understandmg concerning 

how the meaning of technology is construed h m  di£ferent sociopolitical, gender 

and ecoiogical perspectives. From a aitical perspective, cumicula can be 

organized in ways that enable students to make judgments about difference, that 

is, about how society is historically and socially constructeci and how partidm 



forrns of techn01ogy are used in Uus process. Teachers can make a real difference 

by encouraging students to speak the language of the "not yei" as part of the 

discourse of possibïlity; in helping students conceive of and fight for a better 

future, teachers transcend their roles as facilitatm or disseminators of 

knowledge and become hansformative intellectuals (Schwoch et aL,1992:124). 

Reconstructing technologid education dong more ecological and emancipatory 

paths entaüs hdping students to build new social spaces and an "arch of social 

drenming" in order to overcome the 'debilitating limitations of monologicaI 

-@~oughf (McCIaren & Gia&,1995:6). 

Sociallv Responsible Research 

An important perspective for me was that this research not be 'invasivef and that 

it be socially responsïbe. Stringer (1993) suggests that the principle of 

empowmnent should provide the overârching concept for a soQally responsive 

approach to educational research. Toward this end, this research attempted to 

follow a socially responsible directions insofar as it: 

Le£t teachers in control of their own situations, and encouraged them to 
understand this research as a process as critical self renewal 

AUowed teachers to make their own decisions insofar as to which 
components of the research they would or wodd not complete. AU f o m  
of participation were welcomed. 

Encouraged them to connect the issues raised to what they were doing 
in the classroom and to other activities and events in their lives. This 
research attempted to provide teachers with alternative frameworks and 
means to affect change in their classroom. 

Çocially responsive communication with research participants includes keeping 

people informeci of what was happening, involves careful listenùig to what 

people are saying, and is honest, open and sincere (Shinger, 1993). Teachers had 

access to a l l  interview transcripts as w d  as the comments 1 made regarding their 

worldview map diagrm.  



Trianguiation is the comparing of data across data sources and methods to check 

and enhance credibility and a m a c y  of results (LincoIn Q Guba, 1985). In order 

to enhance validity, teachers were involved throughout the research process in 

providing feedback concerning the interviews, the analysis and conclusions. Thiç 

feedback was both verbal and written in the fom of comments within thek 

concept maps (See Appendix 4 for an example). 

Sirnultmeous trianglation (Morse, 1991:120) was used in this project and 

involves interaction between the data sets during data coliection The results of 

the survey questionnaires were used to help focus interview questions and the 

results of the qualitative interviews shaped the nature and use of the survey 

instruments. Multiple methods can be viewed as compensatory, as the 

limitations of one are offset by the strengths of the other. Survey instruments, for 

example, allow no leeway for elaboration on the nature of the question being 
asked, An interview that attempted to cover the broad range of questions 

accessible through a survey would be very tirne consuming. The fact that 

teaders had a v q  limited tirne available for interviews meant that other means 

of eliciting and explorhg the ~ature of their worldviews would be necessq. 

The quantitative data in this study provide information concerning the larger 

group of techn01ogical teachers in Ontario. In conjundion with the interview 

data, they help provide an important background context for understanding the 

worldviews of individual teachers. Quantitative techniques can correct for what 

is known as the "holisticfilIncy" - a misperception by the researcher that all 

aspects of a given situation are congruent or similar, when in fact only those 

individuals interviewed by the researcher may have held that parfidm view. 

The quantitative survey instniments substantiated my concerns about the very 

low level of interest in environment and sustainability issues among 

technological teachers found at the beginning of the research process. In this 

sense, my experiences in this initial stage of research shaped my deàsion to 

study the nature of teachers' ecological worldview orientations. 



With natudistic approadies, generaiization is possible because of "the belief 
that the general resides in the partidar and because what one leam h m  a 

parfidar one applies to other situations subsequently encountered" (Eisner, 

1981: 7). Humans, Eisner asserts, are not only tool-using and symbol using 

animals, they are also 'generaüzuig animals': In generalizing so we thuik both 

analogidy and metaphoncaly and we 'settle for plausibility' (Eisner, 1997:270). 

Questions surrounding samphg decisions distinguish qualitative and 

quantitative mehods. While cpantitative methods are concemed with 

'representative samples', naturalistic approaches involve small information-rich 

and purposive samples which allow researchers to focus in depth on issues 

(Cantrell, 1995). Natukalistic or artistic approaches to research are less concerned 

with the discovery of 'objective truth' than with the creation of meaning (Eisner, 

1981: 9). Through purposive sampling, each participant is seleded for the 

contribution that he/she can make to the emerging theory (Morse, 1999). For 

Morse, the theory generated through qyalitative research mny be applicable 

beyond this immediate group and applied to similar situations, questions and 

problems, regardles of the comparability of the demographic composition of the 

groups- 

Handling the amount of data generated in this projed was a challenge. Making 

the data amenable to analysis and developing the analysis was a .concurrent 

undertaking. Field notes were taken during and after interviews and transcribed 

into text documents for coduig, organization and analysis with NCTDIST 

qualitative research software. 

The Multi-method Worldview analvsis ~rocess 

The multi-method approach consisted of the following interrelated components: 

1. Open-ended interviews, induding several worldview construct 
elici ta tion exercises 
2. Cartoon analysis 
3. Technological advertisement decowtruction and analysis 
4. Document analysis 
5. Survey instruments 



6. Translation of the qualitative data into transitiond conceptual 
worldview maps 

This sequence of activities in this process issummarized in figure 6-1. 

There is no single 'right' methodology for worldview researck Rather, it requires 

an ongoing, sîncere attempt at reaching some rneasure of intersubjective 

understanding between participants. From an emancipatory perspective, 

demystifying popuIar culture is most successful when several methodologies are 

used (McCracken, 1982; Frith, 1998). The use of multiple methods illuminates 

different realities concerning an individual's woridview. Eisner points out that 

the price paid for innovation in qualitative research is: "having to pi& up what 

you can here and there and knit it together as best you can" (Eisner, 1997:267). 

Attempting to get at the £undamental propositions that cohere in an individuals 

worldview is neither a straightforward nor easily standardized process. Askuig 

dosedirectdive questions may elicit specific answers from some participants but 

also excludes equally strongly held convictions or other fruitful dimensions of an 

individual's worldview. There are many dimensions to worldview analysis that 

are not easily articulated in a one h o u  interview. Data collection and analysis in 

qualitative research are understood as conment processes which occurred 

tkiroughout the researdi process. Data reduction, data display, conclusion 

drawing and certification (Miles and Hubeman,l994) were concurrent, ongoing 

activities throughout th% research project 

Throughout this process my role was to provide probing questions at all stages 

of analysis, to initially organize the conçtmcts into a tentative meaning map for 

each teacher, al l  the while pointing out inconsistenaes, gaps in understanding 

and providing encouragement to relate back to the original conçtructs. Eliating 

worldviews is a process which requires engagement and negotiation of meaning 

on several levels. It requires what Eisner calls 'episfemic seentg,' the kind of 
knowledge secured through sight and an 'awareness of qualities' as we attempt 

to understand the many complexities, nuances, and subtleties of aspects of the 



world in which we are interesteci. It requires 'the appropriate sdection of criteria 

to the instancer (Eisner, 1991:70). 

The overlap of the various eliatation devices dowed concepts concerning the 

rdationships between socie~-techno10gy-environment to be revisited h m  

several different directions. The elicibtion devices used in this projeci are non- 

directional - that iç, alI evoke multiple questions and interpretations and the 

informant decides which of many directions to take with the interpretation 

(Cobem, 1991). This multifaceted approach dows for trianguiar analysis of 

codes, improving the coherence and trustworthiness of the results (Miles and 

Huberman, 1994). For Eisner, coherence has 'Gesfalt' qualities: structural 

corroboration of different Ends of data "converge or support each other, the 

picture, like the image in a puzzle, becomes more distinct"(Eisner, 1991). 

In reflecting and revisiting their worldview maps, teachers reduced the 

possibility that 'anomalous statements' which did not fit into their worldviews 

would escape scrutiny and revision The processes and materiais used in thiç 

research were selected for their potential to provoke the participants into 

reframing their taken-for-granted ways of seeing and understanding. In 

prompting us to question our 'cornmonplace' cultural follcways, worldview work 

can lead to new insightç regarding the nature of social and natural world 

relationships that are mediated through technology. These 'perception reveds'  

are crucial for reframing situations and restruduring our worldviews (Weigert, 

1997). 



Worldview Map Co-construction 
and Oialectical Review Process 

Researcher Teacher 

Fig 6-1. 



The following is a brie£ description of the rationale for the methodologies chosen 

Oualitative onen ended interviews 

The open ended interviews were used to explore a number of aspects of workuig 

M e  as a technoIogy teacher. In addition, teachers were engaged in a senes of 

exerdses designed to elicit worldview constructs. An important task for 

investigators involved in critical coilaborative research is to encourage their 

subjects to think about Iife beyond the horizons of current experience (Lather 
1990,332). Likewise, Denzin (1970) offers three important reasons for using 

open-ended interviews: 

1. They d o w  respondents to use their 'unique ways of defining the world' 
2. They assume that no h e d  sequence of questions is suitable for all 
respondents 
3. They allow respondents to 'raïse important issues not contained in the 
schedule' @enzin,1970:125). 

LeCompte (1995) also emphasizes how crucial it is to pay attention to the 

'polyvocaliy of the participants and to recognize that many cross cutting 

diswurses are at work in creating the 'realiy that is experienced during the 

research process. Attempting worldview work means dealing with multiple 

subjedivi ties framed in multiple agendas. 

In-depth qualitative interviews of 60-90 minutes were carrieci out in the schools 

of the participants. A follow-up interview to negotiate the meanhg of the 

materials produced and analyzed was completed with those teachers agreeable 

to participating in the more in-depth portion of this study. As the main 

"cons~ction site of knowledge"(Kvale, 1996:42), the qualitative research 

i n t e ~ e w  is driven more by the need to understand than the need to explain, and 

necessarily involves the establishment of a one-to-one relatiomhip with the 

respondent (Fontana & Frey, 1994). While standard i n t e ~ e w  protocols can be 

administered by nearly anyone, Kvale asserts that: 

Inte~ewing is a craft that is doser to art than standardized social science 
methods .... i t  does not foUow content- and context-£ree d e s  of methoci, 
but rests on the judgmenh of a qualified researcher (Kvale, 1996:M). 



Kvale(1996) also identifies eleven important aspects or 'modes of understanding' 

that qualitative reseaxh i n t e ~ e w s  can strive for: 

1. Life World. The topic of the qualitative interview is the lived world of 
the subjects and th& relation to it 
2 Meaning- The qualitative interview seeks to describe and undexstand 
the meanuigs of central themes in the Me world of the subjects 
3. Qualitative. The qualitative interview aims at obtaining nuanced 
descriptions h m  the different qualitative aspects of the interviewee's 
iüeworld; it works with words and not with numbers. 
4. Descriptive. The qualitative research interview aims at obtaining 
unuitexpreted descriptions. 
5. Speoficity. The qualitative research interview seeks to desmie speafic 
situations and actions fiom the subject's world. 
6. Deliberate Naiveté. The qualitative interview attempts to gather 
descriptions fiom the relevant themes of the inte~ewee's life world that 
are as rich and presuppositionless as possible. 'Presuppositionless' &O 

implies a aitical consaousness of the intefviewefs own presuppositions. 
7. Focus. The qualitative interview is focused on certain themes in the 
interviewee's Me world. It is not tightly directive nor is it completeiy 
'nondirective' 
8. Arnbiguity. A subjects statements are sometimes ambiguousf refiecting 
real woria ambiguity. 
9. Change. It may happen in the course of an interview that subjects 
change their descriptions of, and meanings about, a theme. 
10. Sensitivity. Interviews obtained by different inte~ewers, using the 
same interview guide, may be different due to varyîng levels of sensitivity 
toward, and knowledge about, the topic of the interview. 
11. Interpersonal Situation The research interview is an "inter view", an 
interaction between two people. the in te~ewer  and the subject act in 
relation to each other and reaprocally influence each other. 

These eleven aspects of understanding are vital in understanding the idiom of 

worldview as a dtural  construck Qualitative analysis of this sort allows insight 

ïnto causal multiplicity: "causes and effects must be seen as configured in 

networks - themeIves deeply innuenceci by the local context" (Miles and 

Huberman, 1994:435). 

Worldview Elicitation Tasks 
Four different dicitation tasks were used after the interview to draw out 

teachers' initial worldview constnicts. 



Elicitation Task One 

The purpose of the £irst worldview elicitation process was to help teachers map 

out the must important 'ends' to whidi technology could supply the 'means'. 

Seventy five index car& with various statements pertaining to the 'ends' to 

which teduiology may be applied were s h d e d  and sorted into groups of ten, a 

manageable number of statements to scan at one time. Each of the cards 

represented a potentid completion of the following phrase: 

a) P m d l y ,  1 think Technology is p't*marily about.. . 
Teachers were asked to choose up to five statements h m  each group which they 

felt most strongly about; they were not asked to rank the statements in 

importance at this time. If none of the provided statements coinaded with theV 

h d c i n g ,  teachers could create their own completion statement on a blank card. 

The second and third sections of this task asked teachers to repeat the procedure 

in response to the following statements: 

b) Technology as depicted in OUT popukr culture iç p i d y  &ut.. . 
c) Technology as undersfood by the business and industy wrnrnunify iç primarily 

about.. . 
The answer to these questions may be considered an initial 'technological 

gestalf map; teachers are broadly signiSing what aspects of technoIogy are 

important to them in terms of a coherent whole (See page 470 for an example). 

This initial gestalt pattern was further developed and expanded upon in the 

course of the researdi through aitical refiection and connection with other 

constrcucts* 

No attempt was made during this initial elicitation process to elaborate in detail 

the nature of the various interrelated and interdependent meanings of 

technology. To do so would have required far more tirne than many teachers 

were willing to devote to a one-to-one interview. As previously menfïoned, 

teachers were not interested in a prolonged discussion of their personal 

philosophical-metaphysical understandings of technology. In addition, 1 was 

cogniçcent of possibly alienating teachers, by too quickly engaging in substantive 

discussions of concepts they may have viewed as too 'theoretical' or 



discomecteci from their everyday classroorn experiences. The statements 

selected during this pmcess were encoded into concept blocks in the Inspiration 

software and sent to the teachers via e m d  or regular mail to initiate the 

Jorge Nef identifies a soaety's 'techn010gical matrix' as consisting of six 

intemeIated subsystems: the ecdogy; the resource base; the economy; the society; 

the polity; the d t u r e  (Nef, 1989:5). For Nef, teduiology can be understood as an 
open ended system for problem solving wherein five major elements interack a 

context of problemç and circumstances; a d t u r e  which gîves meaning-purposes; 

structues of groups and individuals with resources; a set of processes 

(procedures, practices and techniques); effects or consequences of these actions 

upon the system(Nef, l989:4). 

From these interrelated subsystems Nef draws out a number of 'desired 

outwmes' or 'values' related to these subsystems. These technological-ends 

indude: environmental survival; sustainability of resources; economic efficienq 

social equity and justice; political liberty and order; cultural enlightenment and 

acceççibility. These were used as an initial organizational hamework for the 

various elicitation devices. Using a revised set of categorïes based on Nefs 

matrix concepts, several broad categories were used to explore/organize teacher 

thinkug about the societal 'ends' to which technologid meam may be applied. 

These categories are found in Table 6-1. 

Table 6-1. 

1 Relationships with.. . 1 Worldview questions uising ... 1 
Relationships involving control and 
utilitarian applications of technology 

1s technùlogy primarily about increasing our abiLity to 
controI others and the naturai world? 

Relationships involving economic and 
organizational efliciency 

ü) sustainability of resources- iç it primarily important 
that technologies be used to hefp ensure a continued i 

1s technology primarily about improving and aeating 
efficient economic systems and organizations? 

Relationships involving the Natural 
World 

How important is technoIogy to : 

i) sustainability of ecosysterns- is it primarily important 
that technologies be used to help sustain our 
ecosystems? 



I 1 supply of raw rnaterials? I 

h u g h  health and security issues 1 1 

1 

Relationships involving individual 
and conununity Weflness' 

How important is it that technologies add to individual 
and communiîy weil being? 

Relationships involving social justice, 
e+fy and political liberty 

ELicitation Task Two-'Reasonable Ouestionsr to Ask Technolo~  

How important are technologies in striving toward 
broader social justice and political participation? 

ReZationships involvuig aesthetics and 
cuitural enlightenment 

MïUs (1997) reports on the outcomes of a conference titled 'Questioning 

How important are technologies in adduig to our 
quality of life in nonutilitarian ways? 

Teduiology,' which drew a large n u m k  of prominent thinkers from a variety 

of disaplines to discuss the social, ecologicai and politid consequemes of OUI 

techriologîes. The participants identined a number of 'questions to ask 
technology' (Mills, 1997:235-37) . For a £dl k t  see Appendu 1. These questions 

were used to stimulate thinking and eligt coxmnents and relationships from the 

teachers. The individual questions were placed on index cards. The questions 

were organized into the following categories: 

Ecological 
social 
Practical 
Moral 
Ethical 
Voca tional 
Me tap hy sical 
Political 
Aes the tic 

Teacherç were asked to rank the questions according to their own persona1 

perspectives on th& importance for technologid education. They were also 

supplied with blank cards so that at any point in the exercise they could compose 

their own 'important questions'. Teachers sorted the question cards into one of 

ten responses ranghg from 'strongly agree' to 'strong1y-disagree.' After the 

ranking exercise was comp1eted, teachers were requested to pi& out the ten 

most important questions fkom a l l  the categories. These were also encoded into 

the inspiration software (See Appendix 1 for an example). 



Elicitation Task Three 

Teachers were provided with a number of index car& containing statements 

pertairiing to the potential and/or achtal capabilities of technology to influence 

our : valuesr ethicsr and mm&; perception of community; relatiomhip to the 

natural world; conmete and metaphysical sense of self. Teachers who agreed to 

participate in the concept mapping dimension- of this research were provided 

with an hpiration file containing the same task with the added instruction to 

annotate the statements with their interpretations or questions. See figure 6 3  

page 427 for an example. 

Teachers were asked to organize the technology statements into one of three 

categories: 

a) Technologies may: 
b) Technologies do: 
c) Techn010gies do not: 

Teachers were encouraged to comment about their particular interpretation of 

the statements. The statements provided for this elicitation task included the 

following categones: 

Technolom - Morals /Values / Ethics 
- help us in the clarification of our value systems 
- help us make better ethical decisions 
- helv us make better moral decisions 
- heG cl- our decision making powers 
- help us make better 'values based' decisions 
- iGede o u  abiJity to make good ethical and moral decisions 

Technolow - Metaphvsics 
- are essential to help people gain 'hue' wisdom of the world 
- are essential to help people gain 'true' wisdom of themselves 
- expand o u  comciousness 
- narrow our consciousness 
- expand our spiritual awareness 
- embody a 'sacredness' in some instances 
- help us discover our 'truer needs. 
- help us discover our 'me' self. 
- make us feel more 'connecte& to our inner needs 
- expand our spinhial awareness 
- blur the distinction between human and machine 
- blur the distinction between human and nonhuman animal 



- blur the distinction between our real needs and created wants 

Technolow - - - Communitv 
- make us feel 'more psychologicaly connecte& to others 
- make us feel more isolated h m  othem 
- make us more empathic to the needs of others 
- make us less empathic to the needs of others 
- alienate us from an understanding of our own communities 
- enhance our sense of social cohesion 
- diminish our sense of community 
- enhance our sense of community 

Technolow - - - Sense of Self 
- make us more compassionate individuals 
- make us less comp&sionate individuals 
- act as a substitute for our sense of 'self 
- help us clarify our sense of self 
- improve us as human beings 
- Improve our sense of self-worth 
- diminish our sense of self-worth 
- improve our ability to relate to other cultures 
- diminish our ability to relate to other cultures 
- enhance our sense of self-awareness 
- Diminish our sense of self-awareness 

T c  
- escape the %est' efforts to control its environmental impacts 
- make us feel more resvonsible as 'stewards of the danef 
- make us feel less resp;>nçible for the well being of &e planet 
- help 'reveal' the naturd world as it really is to us 
- help alienate us kom the nahiral world 
- bring us doser to the naturd world 
- reveal as much about the natural world as they conceal 
- allow us to exploit natural resources without limit 
- wiü allow us to contùiually improve our material standard of living 
without limit 
- allow us to live more harmoniously with the natural world 
- bring us to a deeper appreciation of the naturd world 
- bring us to a deeper spiritual connecfion with the natural world 
- are 'value-neutral' with respect to the environment 
- incorporate partidar 'values-orientations' with respect to the natural 
world in both their design and use. 
- help leçsen our ultirnate dependence on the naturd world 
- help us to improve the design of the natural world 
- lead us to 'devalue' the natural world 
- help us to improve the relationship between humam and the natural 
world 
- accelerate the consumption of natural resources 
- enhance o u  ability to exceed naturd limits 



- exist outside of the human realm, Le. in the nonhuman animal world 
- act as a 'force' in society causing it to change the way we treat the natural 
world 

Technolom - Worldview 
- incorporate particular 'worldviews' 
- encourage us to 'see the world' in technologid terms 
- express the implicit and explkit values of a partidar culture. 
- express implicit and expIiat gender orientations. 
- embody partidar ways of seeing and experienchg the world. 
- act like an independent force which causes soaal change 
- act like an uncontrollable force causing social change 
- act as a 'force' in society causuig us to change the way we treat people 
- escape our best efforts to control theV social impacts 
- blur the distinction between our real needs and wants 
- capable of evolving in ways that are detrimental to our long tenn 
interests. 

Teacher responses were &O coded into concept blocks in the inspiration 

software (See Appendix 4 for an example). 

EIicitation Task Four 

A series of visual images were used to elicit worldview constructs £rom teachers 

and to provide them with possible alternative metaphorid interpretations of 

some of the environmental, social, political and technologid issues investigated 

in other parts of this research. Included in this collection were several 'anti-ads' 

developed by 'Adbusters,' a British Columbia based media awareness 

organization Some of these 'spoof' ads depicted several weiI known, widely 

advertised products whose text and/or visual message have been altered hom 

the original in order to produce a counter narrative to the one originally intended 

(see the accompanying CD and the H e  adsppt). The counter narratives often 

focus attention on the vacuouçness of the product as a symbol within 

conçumption culture and/or its commodified image, or draw attention to its 

'real-world' environmentai or health impacts. Teachers were asked whether they 

wodd use these 'anti-ads' in class to promote discussion about our consumption 

practices concerning the produds porhayed. They were also asked if they would 

encourage students to create these 'anü-consumption' ads as part of an 

awareness raising exercise conceming the impacts of technologïcal consumption. 



It is quite common for students in communications technology pmgrams to 

prepare marketing presentations and advertisements uçing multimedia 

technologies. 

Awareness of visual manipulation techniques is an important component of 

visud literacy (Messaris, 1994). Image manipulation is a ubiquitous form of 

media manipulation hom which it is virtually impossible to escape in today's 

image saturated culture. An ability to critically interpret the many ways that 

visual manipulation operates through commemals, public relations and political 

posturing is an important part of an emancipatory technology educational 

program. Teachers were engaged in a process of description and analysis, two 

vital components involved in the interpretation of visual commUNcation. 

Imaees and lannage 

The use of a language as a system of symbols for representing the objects and 

events in the world around us confers upon its users a partidar worldview, a 

distinct interpretation of those events and objects (Messaris' 1994:24) . Our 

cognitive and perceptual acculturation to the dominant categories and labels 

allows us to fundion effecfively in society. When we acquire a language system 

we participate in a shared representation of experience. tanguage is not simply 

a set of labels for preexisting categones in the 'red-world' but rathec " a creative 

force that cames out its own systems of representation and, in so doing, gives 

form to its own reality." (Messaris, 1994:118). It is in this sense, Messaris argues, 

that the acquisition of a language is concurrently the acquisition of a cognitive 

framework, a worldview. The acquisition of a technological language is thus also 

the acquisition of a partidar worldview orientation to technology. 

The notion that a representational system, either language or visual, might shape 

an individual's partidar worldview is contingent on the presence in this system 

of a 'particular way of carving up reality,' that is an agreement upon particular 

ways of understanding. 



Images are 'analogid rather than digital in nature and th& ability to make sense 

to viewers is based largely on th& ability to imitate perceptuai dues w h f i  

people use in their interpretations of 'raw, unmediated reaLiq (Messaris, 

1994:120). Images lend themselves to ridi description and less easily to 

categorical analysis. The images used in fhis research are found on the CD and 

indude the foIlowing: 

1. Earth as a 'circuit board' 
2. Earth enclosed in an electronic 'wired cage' 
3. Earth as a corporate map 
4. Earth driven over by automobiles 
5. Earth consumeci #1 
6. Earth comumed #2 
7. Earth squeezed by human greed 
8. Consumption will fill the void 
9. Ford-£raud- 'Quantity iç Job #1' 

Ouestionnaires 

BIaikie Eco1ogica.i Worldview Scale 

The Blaikie survey was used to establish some broad parameters around the 

central questions in this research - namely, to what extent do technologid 

teachers have a worldview that could be cded 'ecological'? In partidar, what 

dimensions of their worldview could be construed as 'anti-environmental'? 

The ecological worldview scale developed by Blaikie (1992) is based in part on 

the work of Dunlap and Van Liere (1978;1980), who developed a 'New 

Environmental Paradigm' (NEP) scale to measure the dominant Western 

worldview and the dominant social paradigm. 

The scale consists of a complex set of views encompassing a number of disparate 

dimensions which according tc, Blaikie may have &€ferait mecedents. The 

ecological worldview scale should thus be considered a coarse measure of 

environmental attitudes and is used in thiç r e s e a .  to get an indication of where 

the environmental attitudes of technology teachers are relative to other social 

groups, and to situate individual teacher scores relative to the cohort of 

technology teachers i n t e ~ e w e d  for this research and to undergraduate students. 



Used in conjunction with the other worldview eliatation devices d e s m i  in 

this research, it provides corroborating evidence concerning the nature of 

techn010gical teacher worldviews. Ridener (1999) describes research using the 

Blaikie ecological worldview scale to compare the worldviews of science, social 

science and business university students. Using a pretest-posttest experimental 

design, he found that students kom these different disciplines responded 

differently to an environmental education program designed with a critical 

analysis and constructivist orientation. Science and socid science majors scored 

higher indicating a more pro environmental attitude than business students. 

Rideneis (1999) research required students to engage in a hermeneutical and 

refledive study of a best selling book Ishmael (Quinn, 1992). The book is a 

fictional account of someone undergoing thar own worldview transfomation 

with regard to environmental issues. According to Ridener, the active 

participation of students in the a d y s i s  of their own worldviews is a key 

component of a constructivist orientation to environmental education. 

The business students did not show a positive response to the critical agenda of 

the constructivist education program - that is, their worldview scores remained 

unchanged while those of social science and science majors improved. Ridener 

poçits several possible reasons for this ciifference. One is an unfamiliarity with a 

aitical analysis approach in the coursework of business majors: they may not be 

geared toward a constructivist-critical thinking orientation in challenging the 

assumptions of problems the way science and social science students are. 

Secondly, business students are socialized in a 'business as usual' dimate within 

business fadties, fewer business faculty appear to be ïnterested in 

'enWonmenta_1i7.ingf or greening their C u m d m .  

The ecological worldview scale (Box 6-1) was scored using a Likert response 

category ranging from strongly agree to strongly disagree and weighted from 1 

to 5, with the higher scores given to the greater pro-environmental position. A 

number of the questions were reverse scored and these are marked with an *. 

The subscales are described in box 6-2. 



Box 6-1 

Blaikie Ecolopjcal Worldview Scde 

1 1. Humans have the right to mod* the natutal environment to suit their needs. 

Z Prïority should be given to developing alternatives to fossi! and 
nuclear fuel as prhary energy sowces.' 

1 3. Rapid economic growth often creates more problems than benefits.* 

1 4. Human beings were aeated or evolved to domulate the rest of nature. 

1 5. The balance of nature is very delicate and is easily upset' 

1 6. Through science and technology, we on continue to raise our standard of living. 

1 7. Humans must Live in harmony with nature in order for it to surviveen 

8. A community's standards for the control of poilution should not be so strict that they 
discourage industrial development. 

1 9. Çaence and technology do as much harm as go&* 

10. Because of problems with pollution, we need to decrease the use of 
the automobile as a major means of trançportation[a] 

11. Hurnans need not adapt to the natural environment because they can 
remake it to suit their needs. 

12 Govenunentç should control the rate at which raw materials are used, to ensure that they last 
as long as possibie.' 

13- The positive benefits of economic p w t h  far outweigh any negative 
cons-ences. 

14. We cannot keep counting on science and technology to solve our 
problems.' 

15- People in developed societies are going to have to adopt a more 
conservative lifestyle in the future.' 

16. Controls shouid be placed on industry to protect the environment £rom pollution, even if it 
means things will cost more.' 

17. Most of the concern about environmental problems haç been 
exaggerated. 

18- The remaining forests in the world should be conserved at aU 
costs.' 

1 19. Most problem can be solved by applying more and better technology. 

20. Industry should be required to use recycled materials even when i t  
costs less to make the sarne products from new raw materials.[a] 

I 21. When humans interfere with nature it often produces disastrous 
conseauences.' 



22 Plants and animais exist prïmarily to be used by humans. 

I 23. The govenunent shodd give generous h c i a l  support to research 
relatecl to the development of solar energy.' 

24. To ensure a future for succeeding generatiom, we have to develop a 
no-growth economy-* 

l ['] Items were reverseci scored to give the highest score to an ecological worldview (Blaikie, 
19921491- 

Subscales used by Biaikie 
23. Use / abuse of the natural environment (USEENV) 
24. Prearïousness of the naturd environment (PRECAR) 
S. Conservation of the natural environment (CONSENV) 
26. S a d c e s  for the natural environment (SACENV) 
27. Confidence in science and technology (CONFSCI) 
28, Pmblems of economic growth (ECONGR) 
W. Conservation of natural resources (CONSRES) 
30. Total s d e  (WORLD) 

Box 6-2 

For this research, the questions were wrîtten on index cards and teachers were 

asked to put them into piles ranked £tom 1 to 10. In order to avoid any observer 
influence, teachers did this without me watching. They then placed the cards into 

an envelope. 

Teachers also fïlled out a multi-part survey form that explored their fundamental 

belief structure concerning the relationships between technology, society, 

economics, and the environment. Some of the questions were derived from the 

worldview work of Blaikie (1992), Laszlo(1989) and the ecological paradigm 

studies conducted by Olsen et. aL(1992). The answers to the survey questions 

were reassembled dong with the other types of data into individual worldview 

maps. 



More desaibing how advertïsements were used in this research, 1 wiU bridy 
explore the nature of advertising as a symbolic communication system whkh 
shapes our worldview in fundamental ways. 

Advertisinp: - and Technoculture 

Spending on advertising worldwide in 1999 was an astounding $465 billion, up 

4.1 % from the previous year (Jackman, 1999). We are exposed to about three 

thousand ads a day, in what has been d e s c r i  as "the largest single 

psychological project ever undertaken by the human racerr m e r  & Gomes, 

1995:Bl). The ubiquitous nature of advertising and its central role in driving the 
consumption patterns mean that its impacts m o t  be ignored if sustainability is 

to be dealt with in education. 

Corporate advertising operates in part by cultivating a particular form of 

narcissism ideaIly suited to consumerism. In creating artificial needs within 

people it forces them into a direct conflid with theV capaaty to form a satkfying 

and sustainable relationship with the naturd world (Smith, 1998). As Kanner and 

Gomes (1995:80) point out, fincihg meanùig and grace in a more materially 

humble Mef the hallmark of ecological sanityf is rendered nearly impossible to 

imagine by the scope and intensity of advertising today. For many, the 

commitment to consumer life is considered non-negotiable; to even seriouçly 

question its vaiidity is to risk arousing intense anxieties, depression, rage and 

even panic For many, to question consumerism is to directly M e n g e  some of 

the fundamental tenets of thW worldview. By owning sophisticated technology, 

people identify with the 'cutting edge of human achievemenf and the scientific 

and engineering genius employed to create i t  The act of simply owning or 

consuming new technoIogy often becomes embedded in the consumer 'filse s e y  

as a passive substitute for dtivating more authentic forms of creativity and 

engagement with the world. 

An important question for those interested in developing a critical eco- 

technological curriculum is whether it can help students develop a genuine seme 



of cceativity, one rooted in an awareness of how a variet. of economic and 

cultural forces are at work to position us as mere consumers of products. 

There is little to indicate that students in technoIogical education are encouraged 

to discuss or debate the ethi- of advertising to mate a false need to satis£y the 

falçe self. The creation of false needs distracts technoIogical education from 

focussing on helping students design products which foster well-being and 

conhiinte to feehgs of authenticity, connecfion and commmity. 

Raising questions regarding consurnption issues is perceived as a politidy 

charged controversial topic for many tedinology teachers and many avoid 

talking about it for just this reason To question the right to consume whatever 

one desires is to bring to the sudace questions concefning 'conçumer 

sovereigntf, basic freedoms and the notion of free will, the individual's rïghts 
verçus the common good and other issues which have roots deep in our 

worldviews. Even though people remember few ads , their real function, 

acwrding to Durning, is to: 

sell consum&sm itself by ceaselessly reiterating the idea that there is a 
product to solve each of Me's problems, indeed that existence would be 
satisfying and complete if only we bought the right things. Advertisers 
thus cultivate needs by hitching their wares to the infinite yeanùngs of the 
human soul @uming, 1992:82). 

Swimme (1996) contends that advertising has becorne the dominant world faith 

of every continent of the planet today, mainly because it is so invisible and 

ubiquitous. One reason that advertisuig is so effective is because it is shaped by 

explicit worldviews (Swimme, 1996). Stressing the pivotal importance of media 

deconstruction as part of a critical pedagogy, Keher argues that advertising 

itself constitutes a worldview: 
The significance of advertising for education is many-sided. Advertising 
constitutes one of the m a t  advanced spheres of image production with 
more money, talent, and energy invested in this f o m  of culture than 
practically any other in our hypercapitalist society. Advertising is itself a 
pedagogy which teaches individuals what they need and should desire, 
think, and do to be happy, successful, and genuinely American 
Advertising teaches a worldview, valuesg and soaally acceptable and 
unacceptable behavior (Keher, 1991:66). 



The power of ads to serve up or promulgate a worldview, a rnini-cosmology, is 

based upon their a b w  to communicate dissatisfaction and ccaving, 

dissatisfaction that is sown through the symbolic and narrative features of the 

ad. Drawing on some of the brightest min& in the creative field in combination 

with the gIamour of professional sports and celebrities, the advertking industry 

is in the 'cosmology construction ' businessf as Swimme argues: 

Adverüsements are where our children receive th& cosmoIogy, their 
basic grasp of the worlds meaning, which amounts to th& primary 
religious faith, though unrecognized as su& 1 use the word "faith' here to 
mean cosmology on the personal level. Faith is that which a person holds 
to be the hard-boiled truth about d t y .  The adverthement is our 
culture's primary vehide for providing our childrm with their personal 
cosmologies (Swimme, l996:233). 

Advertising symbols are powerful because they are part of a shared symbolic 

language system that is &O found in economic, social and political structures 

(Smith, 1998:43). This interweaving of co~lsumexism with other spheres of our 

private and public life make it a potent vehide for infiltration into our beliefs and 

worldviews. Advertising is a common carrier of consumerism and productivism 

which reaches amss all of our lifeworld. This makes it easy to forget that 

consumption and materialkm are habits of partidar cultural and social 

arrangements, not invariant qualities of human nature. The power of 

consumerism and productivism as broad cultural narratives is that they become 

interwoven as a codependency through our own technological stones. 

Conçumerism as a 'way of life' is presented as a coherent story that knits 

together the 'need' for the industries of technologid design, production and 

advertisuig-marketing, with consumption to complete the loop. 

The C d t  of Noveltv 

Corporations spend billions to keep people fascinateci with the latest 

commodities and gadgets, teas of thousands of new products flood store shelves 

every year, yetthe merences between rnany produds are trivial and superficial, 

consisting of mere packaging or 'branding' changes (Kanner & Gomes, 1995:M). 

As explained in chapter two, the product paradigm is an essential part of the 

advertising-consump tion bop. 



What is completely forgotten in the 'cult of novely is the ecological destruction 

involved in manufacturing, transporting, marketing, packaging and storing so 

many different products, parts and components. The flexibility of advertising, 

coupled with technological designf means that signifiers (symbols) are 

constantly being reappropriated and reloaded with new meanings (Smith., 

1998:31). Kanner argues that in subverting the esfuidamental and multifaceted 

human need for novelty, the advertising industry mates an environmentally 

damaging compulsion for new product regardless of their true quality: 

The emphasis on sheer newness also produces a psychological aversion 
toward technologies and products that are old, used, repaired or recycled. 
The satisfaction and intirnacy that corne £rom carefully maintaining weU- 
made objects are replaced by the short-lïved, impersonal glamour of shiny 
plastic and gleaming metal (Kanner & Gomes, 1995:84). 

The aversion in technologid education toward repair, recycling and 

remanufacturing technologies and techniques, as mentioned in chapter two, is 

also a reflection of this mentality. In the min& of many technology kachers this 

iç not a simple matter of environmental thinking but of survival. Repair and 

r m e  are associated with the 'old-school' of technology and are perceived as just 

that - old and 'unsellable' to a product and %rand-sawy' student population. 

The new fast-capitaüst technology curriculum with its nonproblematic focus on 

produd design, fabrication, advertising and marketing is designed for 

individu& who are already totally immersed in a fluid culture of signs. 

Advertking and the Technofix 

Advertising also supports the almost religious belief in technological -material 

prog-ress, through its claim that there is a product to solve each of life's problems. 

The implication of thisr according to Kanner and Gomes (1995:&), is that: 

material solutions can supplant social, psychoIogica1 and spiritual ones, 
and the cumulative output of multinational corporations represent the 
pinnade of all human achievement 

The old adage that if you lie and distort the truth frequently enough, no matter 

how absurd it isf people will believe it, is not too far frorn the truth. We are 

bombarded by produd culture with the message that in consumption lies the 



solution to economic, social, personal, metaphysical and even ecologid well- 

king. We intefnafize much of this as 'commmense'; in de&, constructing a 

false consumer self without fully understanding its implications. 

For Frïth (1998), a& are not simply messages about goods and services but soaal 

and cultural texts about ourçelves; ads 'make sense' when they resonate with 

certain deeply held belief systems (Frith, 1998). Ads encode various ideologies 

and cuItural myths. The importance of being able to critically read and r d &  on 

the messages they reinforce conceming comumption and dominant industrial 

worldviews is centrd to any notion of a more sustainabIe relationship between 

human communities and the pla.net. Soloman(1988) points out: 

As long as you are unable to decode the signiscance of ordinary thuigs, 
and as long as you take the signs of your culture at face value, you wiU 
continue to be mastered by them. But once you see behind the surface of a 
sign into its hidden cultural sigmhcance, you can fiee yourseIf h m  that 
sign and perhaps find a new way of looking at the world. You will control 
the signs of your culture rather than haWig them control you (Soloman, 
1988:8, quoted in Frith). 

Advertking works to estabkh, commodiry and reproduce 'cornmon-sense' 

understandings of the way the world works (McAUiçter, 1996). It is important 

that critical educators not lose sight of, or underestimate the power and 

omnipreçence of advertising in shaping our worldviews. As Lester points out: 

The ubiquity of ads and other f o m  of popular culture endows them 
with power; the inanity of ads masks their cultural leverage" (Lester, 
l998:32). 

It is all too easy to assume that everybody understands ads, that everyone sees 

through them as nothing more than rather simplistic and transparent techniques 

to get us to consume partidar goods instead of others. This reading is too 

simpEstic and ignores how ads reinforce parficukr attitudes, beliefs and 

knowkdge c o n c e h g  the reiationships insaibed in the sustainability pyramid 
discussed in chapter three. Advertisements work to suggest that we partiapate 

in partïdar disausive strategies in order to make sense of not only the ad but 

&O the world in general (Leçter, 1998). Advertking is integral to the 

development and hegemony of a global product monoculture and 



hypercapitalisrn (RZkh, 2000). As McAUister points out: "Global advertisers 

want one planet, one ad"(McAllister, 199855). 

In deconçtructing ads we attempt not to uncover the constituent components of 

the ad per se, but rather to open up the discourses which underlie ifs 

multifaceted message. Advertisements as cultural texts exist as components of 

larger cultural 'ammon seme diçoourses' or folkways, as JhaUy argues: 

Advertising absorbs and fuses a variety of symbolic pradices and 
discourses, it appropriates and distiuç from an unbounded range of 
CuitUral references (Jh.aUy, 1990:80). 

Advertising and product d h i r e  mate, reinforce and ratify partidar cultural 

meanings, andin doing so they legitimize particular economic, political and 

matenal relationships instead of others, which has profound consequences for 

sustainability. The profusion of throw-away cultural fomis reflects the interests 

of th? powerhil at the expense of those on the periphery of power (Lester, 

199823). The analysis of the meanïngs inscribeci within the nehvork of 

'throwaway dtural forms' in the context of interest here, consumable 

technologies, is central to a notion of a sustainable technology education It is 

only through a sustained cultural and ecological aitique that we can trace out 

the multitudinous £ila.ments comecting Mestyle and natural processes. 

It is dear that the sipficance of advertising and its impact on shaping our 

values and attitudes toward technoIogical production-consumption is central to 

any educational discourse concerning sustainability. Advertising as part of the 

cultural material ewnomy is also implicated in hegemony and the unequal 

distribution of cultural power and the reinforcement of straafication and 

passivity. Different advertising discourses target different socioeconomic groups, 

reinforcing partidar understandings of social-power relationships (Vemehren, 

1998). By their employment of verisimilifude, an evocation of 'familiar comrnon- 

sense roles,' advertisements engage us to enter partidar discourses 

unthinkingly, thus enfolding both the product and ourçelves within a preexisting 

structure of power relations (Lester, 1998:33). Through verisimilitude we treat 

the nahval world as our personal tedinologid playground, over whidi we are 



encourageci to go 'off-mading' with our four wheel drive vehicles through 

wilderness areas or to jet-ski indescriminately through our lakes. The power 

relationships many of our technoLogies encourage us to celebrate are of the 

egocentric dornineering, 'power over', variety. In fast capitalism, technologies are 

primarily understood as devices and systems which allow us to out-compete 

and out-produce 'othersf and in doing so assert our economic, poliocal and 

mïiitary power over other people and living communities. 

Advertising's insidioumess is marked by its apparent normality and congruence 

with omnipresent fast capital discourses. In preparing students to unaitically 

partiapate and assimilate the discourses of economism and global- 

technocapitalism as 'the only way the world trdy can work,' we forechse the 

opportunities for developing a t d y  iiberatory pedagogy for teduiologid 

education 

Usinpr Advertisements with Teachers 

To initiate teachers into the process of 'deconstnicüng' ads, 1 worked through a 

couple of examples with them, asking and prompthg them for theV 

interpretations with some probing questions. Teachers were asked the following: 

1. How would you deconstnid this ad with your students? 
2. What manifest values are being used in the ad? 
3. What connedion (if any) does the product have with these values? 
4. What latent values seem to be most prized in the advertisement? 
5. What if any cultural myths are prornoted in this ad? 
(E-g. appeals to 'progress', the good old days, the future etc) 
6. What questions would you raise in your technology class to help 
students understand the 'truef nature of this ad? 
7. Which if any of the identified questions do you £ind most problematic 
£rom a personal standpoint? Why? 
8. What technology education related issues if any can you identify in the 
ad? 

Many were quite enthusiastic about this exercise and one teacher mentioned that 

she had already used ad deconstruction in an awareness building exercise with 

her technology students. 



The 'Reversal Process' 

Several of fhe advertisements and cartoons focused on the environmental 

impacts assoaated with Sport Utility Vehicles (SWs). S W s  have become 

extremdy pop* of late and although designed for ~ g g e d  backcountry-off 

road use, there is little evidence that most suburban people purchase them for 

this purpose. They are desired and purchased, as many technologies are, largely 
for symbolic reasons. The images and metaphors used in SUV advertisements 

often appeal to rugged machisrno individualism, technologid consumption as a 

form of self-dightenment, or encourage individuals to ally with tehology in 

the 'heroic battle against the forces of nature'. One codd argue that as symbolic 

artifacts they si*, among other things, &ence, power and prestige within a 

parücular worldview, arguably the dominant worldview. When this type of 

symbolic consumption is viewed £rom an ecological or ecocentric world view, it 

is understood to be destructive, wasteful of resomces and 'ugly.' 

One of several ads used in this research feahved a S W  driving over what 
appeared to be a pristine natural stream with the following caption: 

''Gzreful, you may run out of planet." 

I A December 1997 magazine advertisement for W t y ' s  QX4 S U V .  

Running out of natural parts of the planet to drive over is indeed a possibiüty. 

The caption raises questions regardhg the way in which technologies are 

marketed and the nature of the relationships which technologies are supposed to 

engender between us the rest of the naturd world. 

A second 'reversal' occurs at the level of lived experience and occurs when our 

new ideatizations contradict ou. prior ones and we understand and deeply feel 

that we cannot follow our old unreflective paths to action. Our entire subjective 

experience is changed and: 

the taken for granted is denied; the OK is not OK. Reversais in the way we 
see the world diange Lhe way we evaluate our actions as weU. In other 



words, we acquire a new idealization of action such as, " I do not want to 
do that again' and 'it iç bad to do that again (Weigert, 199E95). 

When we rully understand the amount of greenhouse gases which SUV's 

generate, the amount of irreplaceable fossil fuels they use, the resowces they 

consume in their manufacture and so on, we begin to see these much hyped 

technoIogical artifacts as a destructive and short sighted use of precious 

resources, and ownership of them as somewhat irresponsible and fooliçh Thiç is 

not to say there are not legitimate uses for these machines, but by and large they 

are not used for the task whicli they were designed for. They are an example of 

technological misuse and abuse. 

'Frarne inversion' can be facilitated by several means: better theoretical 

understandings of the nature of our environmental impacts; new ways to 

measure our collective 'draw down' of ecologid capital, insights that can 

generate new interpretive frameç; new metaphors and constructs that can eligt 

conflicting interpretations of what our senses take for granted (Weigert, 1997). 

We end up reaüpng that we are not outside the naturd processes which 

surround us, as Weigert points out: 

Reframing may transfonn an event £rom a natural physical process into 
one that is in part a human social process.. ..Social intervention becomes 
an intrinsic p&t of what we [previ'~usly] saw as natural processes 
(Weigert, l997:96). 

The worldviews we bring to bear in our participation in our partidar lifeworld 

iç ineçcapably connected to diverse cultural, economic, social and political 

readings of the dominant cultural discourse. To privilege the productivist 

discome in technology education at the expense of other readings of technology, 

readings which may open up to a more equitable, ecologically benign and 

sustainable world, is to entrench a productivist hegemony and a univocal 

reading of the world. 

Cartoon analvsis 

As mentioned earlier, a pilot study involving several technology teachers 

revealed that most did not want to engage in reading / analyzing articles or 



documents even if they were related to techn01ogical education. Most teachers 

cited a lack of tirne and none indicated any enthusiasm for reading and 

responding to textual materials. This posed a unique problem, accessing the 

multifaceted worldviews of technology teachers requires a diaiectid approach, 

one that touches on cultural issues of an ecoIogical, social, and political nature. 

Without a critical reading of these issues by teachers, it would be diEi.cult to 

connect their understandings into coherent pattern. Raising these issues during 

an interview was impracticai beause of the Limited amount of time teachers had 

available. Accessing teadier worldviews solely through questionnaires alone was 

also rejecteci on methodologid grounds. 

As cultural texts editorid cartoons are an excellent medium for exploring 

personal and cultural values and beliefs from a non threatening and often 

humorous perspective. Cartoons &O provide an opportunity to provoke a 

synthesis of other fragments of ideas or issues w h .  teachers may have on a 

given subject Cartoons can be read as a iisocial text and popular-culture source, 

one merîting serious critical analysis"(Provenzo & Beonde, 1994:232). Having 

always enjoyed the humour, irony, sarcasm and wit of editorial cartoons and 

amassing a significant collection of them over my teachùig career, 1 began to see 

them as a useful nonauthoritarian vehicle to elicit worldview constructs. 1 am 
o£ten moved by the darity of insight which cartoons can evoke through their 

interplay of complex sociologid, psychological, visual and textual readings. 1 

&O hoped that they codd serve as a synthesizing agent to help teachers coalesce 

what may have been fragmentary thoughts on a wide variety of issues related to 

ÇTÇE issues. A few of the teachers immediately saw the potêntial of these 

cartoons for raising difficult issues in their own classrooms. 

Humour, irony, pathos and sarcasm are some of the many vehicles used by 

cartoonists to engage the reader. Comics in working as simultaneous written and 

visual texts and can often be blatant in their reification of the dominant 

ideologies or their resistance to it (Skorapa, 1994:213). As a tool to engage in 

worldview reflection, cartoons allow the reader to reflect on dominant media 

discourses and to engage their own perspectives in a critical reading of the 



image/caption They have an ability to break open hegemonic tex& and taken- 

for-granted ways of understanding complex social, poiitical and environmental 

issues. Through the reading of 'altemtiue public terfs' such as artoons: 
it becornes possible to tease out many of the ideologies / power/ meanings 
woven together within the culture and to discover the corn lexity of 
interactions as individuals and groups compete for power meaning 
(Skorapa, l994:213). 

P 
In an age of media convergence, fewer and fewer newspapers provide an 

alternative reading of the world outside of dominant global capital interests. 

Diversity in tenns of breadth of editolial content and positioning is in decline as 

consent is 'manufacture& around themes fiendly to big business and 

entrenched power interests (Chomsky,1989; Schiller, 1995). The importance of the 

editorial Caftoon as a 'foil' to the dominant narratives is therefore signifiant: 

Comics, then in their position within the medium of the newspaper, can 
be understood to serve as a parody or 'subtexY to the truth presented in 
the newspapers in which they are printed. Like the carnival, newspaper 
comics are, more or less consciously, in didogic opposition to the 
authontarian word of the newspaper (Skorapa, 1994:216). 

The cartoons seleded for this study corne £rom a wide variety of sources, 

mainstream newspaper editorial pages, popular magazines, as weil as so -ded  

'alternativdture' political, labour and environmental magazines. There are 

also several comics h m  developing nations media magazines. Because the 

majority of the cartoons were not taken h m  the popular press, very few, in fad 

only four, had been previously read by the participants. 

%me of the cartoons do not have narrative, relying on the power of the visual 

context of the images to convey their meanuig. They represent alternative 

perspectives on issues related diredly and indiredy to the popular 

understanding of and interaction with technologies. They diredy challenge 

dominant ideologies conceming technological progress and reitication. The 

reader often has to 'work' to extract the full meaning of a cartoon because the 

pictorial representations are another level of meaning in addition to the written 

text or caption, in efhect the pictorials a d  as a text in themselves. It is the layering 

of meanings between the wrïtten and the visual text and the interplay between 



the two that provides the reader with complex and conflicting signs to 

interactiveiy negotiate while reading (Skorapa, 1994:216). Multiple readings and 

discursive spaces c m  be opened within any one text 

As 'popular-culfural-commodity-texM (Skorapa, 1994:217), comics cm be used to 

either challenge or reproduœ existing power relations of a culture, they can open 

a window for resistance and aitique existing social institutionsf cultural norms, 

political ideologies and worldviews. In contesthg the 'official world,' comics as 

texts can stimulate an alternative reading of dominant ideologies, a playful 
opportunity to 'see' and critique the world h m  an outsidefs point of view, a 

perspective that is seldom captured in the dominant productivist discourses. 

Popular-CUIture texts provide a fonim for questionhg and analyzing hierarchyf 

diçcoursef form and ideology. They offer an opportunity for constructing 

potentially alternative visions about the nature of class, race, gender, 

ablebodiedness, ideology and democracy through critical understanding, 

politid consaoumess and dialectid process (Skorapa, 199kîî7). 

Cartoons can be considered 'open texts' w h e  meanuig is partially inscribed in 

the interpretive frameworks that we bring to bear on them. This makes them 

ideal for worldview analysis. One objetive of using cartoons was to evaluate 

whether technology teachers see any problematic issues within this broad array 
of social, environmental and political topics as being relevant to technology 

education. Are teachers wiUuig to open discursive spaces within these tex& to 

d o w  technology students to explore and develop alternative cultural meanings 

and critical fiameworks? Or do these important issues simply fall into the 

marginalia of the larger technological text, the one that considers technoiogy as 

an unqualified good and all other issues as secondary? The degree to which 

teachers see these issues as open to re-interpretation and reflection in the 

technology curriculum is related to their worldview vis à vis the presuppositions 

that undergird these issues. Another question was to what degree is there a 

congruence between the social, environmental and technological relationships 

that are ckumscribed in the cartoons and teacher worldviews? 



An atternpt was made to include cartoons that would be relevant to the broad 

categories of technology education, manufacturing, construction, 

communications and transportation. Substantial overlap of issues exists and 

teachers were encouraged to draw comparisons, and to juxtapose thek 

interpretationç of the cartoons. The cartoons are found on the accompanying CD. 

Table 6-2. Summary  of the main issues circumscribed in the cartoons. 

Economic & 
Efficiency Issues 
The new economy 
and its implications 
for work 
Economic ideology 
'Economiçm' and its 
implications for the 
natural world 

Irnplica tions of short 
term 'economid 
thinking 
The growing wealth- 

Politics of 
Technology 

Property rights and 
responsïbility 

The 'selling' of space 
technology 

Politics and the oil 
econorny 
Deregdation/ 

Consumption & 
politics 

Wellness & Securîty 

Responsibility and 
future generations 

Xeal-costs' of 
technology 

Aes the tic-Cultural- 
Metaphysical Issues 

Wanding 
automobile culture 

Controlling the 
nahual world with 
technology 
Responsibility of 
technologid 
designers 

Technology & the 
Environment 

Technology and 
the developing 
worid 
-international 
trade 
-sweatshovs 
Equality- human 
nghts 

Technology 
manufacture 
and social 
responsibility 

Consequences of 
'technological 
distancing' £rom 

Global warming & 
ozone depletion 

Consequences of 
'technologid 
distancïng' hom the 

development 
Population growth 

Pollution & 
consump tion 

naturai w d d  
Global technology & 
cultural hegemony 

Teachers were requested to fill out an analysis feedback fonn for a single cartoon 

in each of the emboldened categories Iisted above. Several cartoons were 

provided for each category, these were to be perused before teachers selected one 

Los of biodiversity 

Unsus tainable 



which held some signincance for them. In providing several alternative cartoons- 

readingç for e h  of the broad issues, teachers wae not asked to respond to a 

cartoon that they did not h d  h y f  interesting or relevant. 

Andvzine the Cartoons with the teachers 

A W r t  s d e  questionnaire was p r e p a .  and organized into thee themes: 

(i) Reading the Issue; 

(ii) Situating the ksue in the Cifeworld and; 

(iii) Issue Resolution. 

Ji) Readin~ the Issue 

The questions in this section attempted to discover the personal relevance of the 

issue to teachers. These questions included: 

a) 1s the issue persondy important? Does the issue raise questions about 
my lifestyle? Does the issue have important implications for my 
community ? 
b) Is this issue too conhoversial for technology education? 
1s the comic too alarmist or is it topical and accurate? Would 1 use the 
cartoon in m y  dass? 
C) k the issue =levant for technology education? 1s the issue related 
directly to technological literacy? Has the issue been raised with 
coileagues? Have 1 alrrady raised this issue in dass? 1s this issue better 
studied through environmental education? 
d) Is the issue important for student reflection? Would students h d  this 
issue interesting? Iç the issue important enough for student action? Does 
this issue have immediate or future ramifications? 

(ii) Situatinpr the Issue in the Lifeworld 

The questions in this section attempted to elicit which domain of the lifeworld 

teachers saw the issue situated. These questions uicluded: 

a) Are values ethi- and moral questions are at the core of the issue? 
b) 1s the nature of our relationship with the Natural world at the core of 
the issue? 
c) Are considerations of political, economic and social power and 
relationships at the core of the issue? 
d) Are considerations of social justice and equity at the core of the issue? 
e) Are considerations of technological design and/or use at the core of the 
issue? 
f) Is the issue one of primary concem for developing nations or us? 



(fi) Issue Resolution 

The questions in this section attempted to elicit how teachers believed the issue 

at hand would be resolved. Will this issue be resolved primarily through: 

a) A change in societal values? 
b) A change in personal values? 
c) The development of new or alternative technologies? 
d) More effective education? 
e) Collective poritical and social action? 
f) Better technologid design? 

The completed forms were collected h m  the teachers and 1 constructed an 

initial 'issue orientation map' uçing the Inspiration software for each major 

category, each map îndicating in broad t e m  an individual's reading of the issue 

through the autoon 'text' and their stance on the issue relative to the analysis 

themes. These preliminary maps were returned to the teachers for their feedback 
and use in interconnecüng with the oüier worldview conçtructs elieted with the 

other tools described earlier. 

Document Analvsis 

Several copies of the book "Seize the Future- H m  the Corning Revolution in Science, 

Technology, and Indushy WiIl Expand the Frontiers of Human PotentinI and Reshape 

the PlaneF (Zey,1994) were distributed to the teachers in this project Along with 

the book, participants were provided with a response form that highlïghted 

partidar passages by line number and asked them on a Likert scale whether 

they agreed or disagred. with the various statements in the passage. Participants 

were also encouraged to add their own comments and reflectïons on the various 

passages. 

'Seize fhe Future' is a profoundly optimistic treatise on how science and 

techriology will end social problems, such as hunger and povew, and raise 

standards of living worldwide. It is thoroughly modem in its outlook, 

suggesting that the path to the utopian future it paints is bas4  on moving 

toward what Zey tems the 'MacroIndustnal Culhue'. The macroindustrial 

future includes such projects as colonizing and 'terraforming' Mars, converting 



deserts into farmland through irrigation and creating mile-hi&' sQscrapers to 

house humanity. Many oE the positions it advocates oecupy what could be d e d  

a 'naïve technical rationaEst' position As a 'chronicle of technological 

transformation' it advocates increasing production and consumption of ail types 

of technologid hubns and dismisses the concems of environmentalists as 

'antimaterialists' who are simply concemecl with 'selling austeriy and are 

fundamentally 'anti-progress'. Zey attempts to dismiss and marginaiize 
environmental concems by linking environmentalism in a pejorative manner to 

paganism and qyasimystid notions held by some 'new-age' groups. In 
*environmentaEst baskg,' Zey is part of a growing environmental 'backlash' 

constituency, a constituenq whose voice is predominant in the corporate press. 

The backlash message is mainly funded and promulgated by resource industries 

and transnational business interests. Their objective in telling W-tnrths' and 

mystifying the actud source of environmentai problems, is to disaedit the 

environmental movement as a whole (Rowell, 1996). 

'Seize the Fu~uT~'  represents what could be d e d  a 'hard-modem' position 

conceming sociotechnology: that the solutions to most, if not all, of humanityfs 

problems will be found alnnost exclusively through technological means. The 

pemiveness of 'macrohdusbrial thinking' is also evidenced by the fact that 

Zefs book was discussed in a keynote address on the future of technological 

education in the 1998 ITEA conference. Zey's ideas have been put forth as 

examples of an 'exemplary visionf which should serve to guide the development 

of technological education in the new millennium (Pinder, 1998). The 

worldviews underlying 'macroaiginee~g' and 'macroindustrial growth' were 

thus both put forth as important curriculum organizers for technological 

education. Teachers were provided with Zefs book and asked to out a 

feedbadc form indexed to key statements in the text They were also asked to 

identify any other statements which they strongly agreed or disagreed with 

Assemblv of data into interactive worldview mavs usine Insviration software. 

Only two of the forty eight technoIogy teachers in te~ewed for thiç project were 

familiar with and had used concept mapping as a learning tool. This is itself 



surprishg since concept mapping can be used as a powerful design and 

brainstorming tool (Novak and Gowan 19M; Novak and Wandersee, 1990; 

Buzan, 1993; Gelb, 1995). Even though 'web' type diagrams are contained in the 

curridum documents and teachers are encouraged to make th& own in the 

TECCO curridum guides, none of the teachers I interviewai had used concept 

mapping as a curriculum planning tool. Several articles outüning the usefulness 

of concept mapping as a learning tool were provided to the teachem. As well, 1 

demonstrated how to use the main features of the program and left instructions 

for constructing the basic diagrams that would be needed for the research 

project. Many of the teachers became quite enthmiastic in leamuig how to use 

the software tool and eager to gain some pradice in concept mapping. When 

done by hand it can be a slow and laborious practice. Apparently no one 

organizing any of the BBT curriculum workshops had considered the use of 

concept mapping software as an important curriculum development tool. Other 

types of software such as AUTOCAD, virtual reality (VR) rnodelling and 

database software to tradc student completion of competency mbrics is, 

however, widely promoted and adopted. 

In order to make the exercise as open-end& as possible, teachers were invited to 

construct and rearrange any of the groupings to better reflect their thinking and 

interpretation of the issues at hand. Through successive iteratiom 1 wanted them 

to ask themselves 'what presuppositions have shaped and informeci my 

understanding?' The CO-construction proceçs of worldview mapping helped 
teachers to identify potential inconsiçtencies and to articulate and cl- the 

implications of these inconsistencïes for their worldview maps. This was a time 

consuming process requiring several iterations of review and reflection. Some 

teachers mmpleted the initial mapping exercïses within a couple of weeks, while 

others took from four to twelve months. Encouraging teachers to remain focuseci 

over thiç time period was a major challenge. 

At this point, no analytical codes were applied to ident* the statements mapped 

by the teachers. Statements h m  the all the worldview elicitation instruments 

were put into an Inspirationm map fde whïch teachers could manipulate and 



rearrange to rd& thar fhinking. Teachers assembleci their ideas into maps that 

repreçented theu thinking around the major sustainabïlity themes. 

A useful feature which dowed notes to be attached to the symbois was used for 

'interactive commenting'. Questions and coments asking for elaboration and 
dari£ication kom the teachers or myself could be added to symbols without 

altering the concept arrangements. A s m d  portion of one such map, with the 

commenting box is shown in fig 6-3. 

Fig 6-3 

tûat if aii you've got to work wi& 
is a kunmer, eve- begins to 
look like a d? 

HistoricaUy, why have different 
cultures in d a r  but zmt 
identicai mvirrniments pmduced 
such diffemnt technologies? Am 
diffeient 'woddviews' involvedq 

Analvtical Framework 



Gladwin et al.(1997), suggest that the 'unsustainable mind of northem &tesr has 
four principal and interrelated ongins: 

(1) a cognitively bounded biologiazZ mind, inherited from our ancient 
ancestors, which is maladapted to the modem challenges of systemic 
complexity; 
(2) an obsolete worldmew mind guided by tacit and outmoded assumptions 
about how the world works, based on religious, philosophical, and early 
scientific traditions; 
(3) an addided wntemporary mind that has been powerfully programmed 
to believe in various myths and ideological doctenes that appear to serve 
the interests of a few at the expense of the many; and 
(4) a delusional psychudynamic mind that deploys subconscious ego- 
defense mechanisms to ward off any realistic and moral anxieties posed 
by awareness of ecological and social detenoration. 
(Gladwin et al., 1992238) 

This research focused on the constructs which shape the 'worliiuiew min& and 

the 'wntemporary mi&' of technology teachers, these constructs are the ones most 

amenable to articulation, reflection and potentid hnsfonnation. 

For Norgaard (1994:62), five dosely Linked metaphysical and epistemological 

premises characterize Western thought: atomism, mechanisrn, objectivim, 

universalism, and monism. As key philosophical premises, they are unconsciously, 

impliatly and eclectically invoked in arguments throughout the public and 

çcientific spheres. According to Norgaard, their ubiquity is taken advantage of 

when one or more of these premiçes are 'wielded strategically' to argue a 

particular case, despite our knowledge of their inappropriateness in the 

particular circumstance. The grip of these premises on the dominant worldview 

and Western institutions is sudi that they m o t  be questioned: 

To question publidy these premises is to disempower onesel£ h m  
effecüvely working in large organizations, serving as a scientific or 
technical expert, or publicly engaging in political discome (Norgaard, 
l994:G) - 

To a large extent these suppositions are the only ones deemed 'acceptable' for 

public discourse and decision making. In such a context, arguments for 

environmental action that are rooted in other philosophical premises or 

worldviews (Le. deep ecology or biophüia) are easily 'weeded out' of the public 

dialogue (Norgaard, 1994:70). 



The problem of these suppositions resides in their Western cultural ubiquity and 

their ability to marginalize other ways of knowing, understanding and being in 

the world. As Norgaard ewplains: 
The problem iç that thge beliefs are embedded in our public discourse to 
the exclusion of other metaphysical and epistemologïcal premises which 
are more appropriate for understanding the complexities of 
environmental systems and which are supportive of cultural pluralism 
(Norgaard, 199463). 

Theçe five publicly held philosophical modexnist postdates are inadequate for 

the task of tebuilding a sustainable soaety. 

As components of worldviews, Uieçe philosophic premises have also shaped the 

development and nature of our technologies. When our worldviews predispose 

us to encornter and create the world through atomistic and mechanical 

Erameworks, it should corne as no surprise that the design and application of 

many of our technologies reflect these basic premises as well. Technologies 

embody episternologies which position us to interad with the world in particular 

ways (Van Der Ryn & Cowan, 1996). Our technologies are dyshctional to the 

degree that we let them reflect only positivistic and mechanistic episternologies, 

while simultaneously obsniring the systems nature of thar relationships wilh 

the environment and sotiety. 

From a sustainability perspective it is important to know to what degree teacher 

worldviews embody or reflect ail or some of these problematic epistemological 

beliefs. Teachers are not only cultural workers and conhibutors to the public 

discourse conceming technology, but they are also play a crucial role in helping 

to shape the attitudes, beliefs and worldviews of young people concerning 

technology and the environment 

The effectiveness of the £ive philosophical suppositions forming the kamework 

of Western rationality is undeniable, as the abundance and breadth of our 

material culture is embodied proof of their ability to 'produce the gwds.' While 



these premises may 'work! within narrowly dehed  circumstances and contexts, 

they are unsuitable and dysfundional when raised as universal constructs or 

systems of comprehension for understanding and maintainhg complex and 

dynamic systems. Only in the last thirty years have we begun to understand the 

ancillary extemal costs of orienting our economy and way of life amund them. It 

is ironic that the very products of the success of this worldview, in the f o m  of 

advanced technologies such as satellites and'computerized analy tical 

equipment, are now telhg us in no uncertain temiç the extent of the darnage 

that has been wrought. As pointed out in chapter two, in the light of our 

developing knowiedge of ecosystem interdependence, the sciences of complexity 

and more systemic fonns of earth systons science, many are now questioning the 

rationality of the philosophical suppositions underpiruiing the dominant 

worldview and the cultural and technological 'products' which flow £rom it. 

kimarily drawing on the work of Gladwin et aL(1997), Norgaard(l994), 

Harman(1998) and Henderson(l996), a loose typology of sustainable and 

unsustainable worldview constmcts was used to code the individual statements 

made by participants, as well as statements drawn h m  the various elicitation 

devices, as being onented toward either the sustainable or unsustainable 

worldview mind. The coding was done using Nudist qualitative artalysis 

software (QSRJ997) and the categories are shown in figure 6-5. Taken separately, 

individual statements are not suffident to make substantive claims as to whether 

an individual's worldview is sustainable or unsustainable. When these 

statements are understood in relation to others within an integrated pattern, a 

'worldview map' develops and we begin to see more cohesively the worldview 

orientation of the individual. 

The following section bnefly outlines the criteria used to code the worldview 

maps. 

These are summarized in tables 6-3 and 6-4. 

TabIe 6-3, Sustainable vs. Unsustainable Worldviews 

1 The Unsustainable Worldview ' 1 The 'Sustainable Worldview ' 1 
M i d  is m-iented toward ... Mind is oriented to ward.. . 



I 

Market Efficiency 1 Social Justice 1 

I 1 1 
Adapted £rom (Gladwin et al, 1997) 

Quantitative Growth 

Table 6-4. Dominant and Alternative Worldview Premises 

Qualitative DeveIopment 

Universalism: Diverse, complex 
phenomena axe the result of 
underlying universal principals which 
are few in number and unchanging 
over time and space 

Contextualism: Phenornena are 
contingent upon a large number of 
factors particula. to a time and place. 
Sixnilax phenomena may well occur in 
different tirnes and places due to 
wideIv different factors. 

Ob jectivism: We can stand apart £rom 
what we are hying to understand. 

Subjectivism: Systems cannot be 
understood apart from us and our 
activities, our values, and how we have 
known and acted upon systems in the 
past. 

Monism: Our separate individual ways 
of understanding complex systems are 
merging into a coherent whoIe. 

Ada pted from N o r g ~ r d ,  (7 994:62) 

Pluralism: Complex phenomena can 
only be known through alternate 
patterns of thinking which are 
necessarily simplifications of reality. 
Different patterns are inherently 
incongruene 

The identification and coding of these 'mindview' orientations then permitted 

the construction of several assertions conceming teacher worldviews. Several 

analytical descriptive categories were developed and were used to index 



interview transcripts, survey responses and field notes. These categories served 

as a starhg point for analytical UUnking and the generation of commentaries. 

These constructs consist of several interrelated presuppositions, presuppositions 

that in total contribute to a continuum of beliefs concerning sustainability and 

social reality. The precise nature of these maps is necessady idiosyncratic owing 

to the unique worIdviews of the individu&; however, we might expect to see 

common cultural beliefs, myths and values manifest themeIves in generd 

patterns of understanding. The basic characteristics of the d y t i c a l  categories 

are summarked in tables 6-5 through 6-14. A more detailed discussion of the 

major categories iç found in Appendix 2. 



Codin scheme used in 
wo 4 dview maps ta 

identify 'Contemporary 
Mind Premises' 

after Gladwin et al, 1997; 
Noorgard, 1 994 

Left-hand cornpanent 
Wcates 'suçtainable 
worldvlew' orientation 

Fig 6 5  Coding Categories in Inspiration software 

Table 6-5. Atomism/Reductionism vs. Holism 
Atomism/Reductionism 

Systems, matter and nature consist of 
disaete, separable and unchanging parts 
Wholes are simply the sum of their parts 
Separable parts of reality are moved by 

externai forces, ail complex phenornena may be 

Holism 
Parts cannot be understood apart from their 

wholes. 

Sustaùiabitity entails irreducibles not subject 
to analytic decomposition . 



explauied in terms of component simpler 
~henomena 

- - - - - - - - - 

AH complex systems -aegates . .  . the 
whole is equal to the sum of its parts ... the 
whole c m  be understood by the sum of its 
parts 

Atomistic social theones alço hold that all 
social institutions can be explained and 
understood by the actions of individuds. 

Subi&/ obiect, cuiture/ nature, values/ facts, 
h&/ nonhxkn are easily separable - 

Knowledge of parts and wholes is context 
independerit 

- 

Comvlex svstems are best understood when 
bmkmAdo& into their smallest constituent 
components. 

Societies are in essence the simple aggregate 
sum of their individuais 

Problem solving as a process of solving 
separate discrete tasks, which, when each is 
completed, results in the whole problem being 
solved- 

AU problems can and should be broken 
down in:o separate tasks which can be 
worked on by separate people who then 
contribute to a whole solution 

Holistic understanding of problems is 
generally eschewed as king too 'fuzzi, not 
prescriptive enough to contribute to the 
solution of immediate problems. 
Economies consist of disconnected 

individu& working on separate discrete tasks 
who axe brought together through the 
instrument of a value-neutral market 
mechanisa 
Our economies are the simple supply and 

demand aggregate of the activities of 
individual producers and consumers. 

Dehion m a h g  largely based on past data, 
h e a r  trends 

Assumes eauiiibrium and 'normal& 

Table 6-6. Mechanism vs. Omanicism 

Complex systems can exhibit charaderistics 
which are emergent 

Wholes are different hcom the sum of their 
P m -  - 
Social svstems cannot be analvzed from the 

perspe&e of atomized 'econohc man.' 

This separation iç large@ artificial 

Context is ali important 

Pluralistic and sys temic study of 
reiationshks and comections is most 
important ' 
Societies exhibit characteristics of comvlex 

natural svstems, their functioninp: canno't be 
reduced io simple aggregate beh&iour 

Problem solving is a more holistic and 
integrated practice. 

A systems approach to problem solving 
yields better and more politidy, socidy and 
ecologically sustainable solutions. 

Holistic 'fuzzi data in the forrn of 
probabilities and modek provide a powerful 
path to insight concerning preçent and future 
scenarios. 

Economies consist of natural and social 
sys tems and dynamics which cannot be 
neglected 

Economies are affecteci by distortions of 
political and economic power, the ideal 'fkee- 
market! is a myth. 

Decision making based on scenario 
construction- Nonlinear change is expected. 
Assumes dis-equilibrium, no 'normalcy' 

I Mechanism 1 Organiasm 
Relationships between parts are fixed, Systems might be mechanical, but they rnight 

systems move smoothly from one equilibrium also be deterrninistic yet not predidable or 
to another. smooth because they are chaotic or very 

changes are always reversible. discontinuous. 
svstems can be evolutionarv 
I 2 

Prediction and control are central organizing h ights  from chaos and non linear dynamics 
features of mechanism indicate that fundamental limits exist to our 

abilitv to vredict and control natural mocesses 



Table 6-7. Anthmpocentrism vs. Biocentrism* 

AU phenomena c m  be understocxi through a 
mechanical fkamework operathg according to 
laws and d e s  in an ordered sequence. 
Ail life phenomena can be understood in 

tenns of physics and chemistry. 
Nature is seen as a collection of individual 

parts 
Use of metaphors concerning the 'mechanical 

structure of reality', and the 'clockwork 
universe' 

Nature is Linked Tay 'mechanhm of 
interaction' 

AU value in nature is instrumental., .the Stewardship and care metaphors 
value that we ascrii to it. 

'Master' and 'contrai' metaphors domuiate 
relationship to the natural world 

N a t d  world is a storehouse of raw 

NaturaI-human systems phenomena are best 
understood through systems science 

Natural wodd coxtsists of embodied 
processes and relationships 

Synthetic and network metaphors used to 
describe the interdependence of Me. 

Natural world is Iinked through sets of 
processes and relationships 

materials 
Natural world best understood through Natural world best understood through web 

hierarchicai structures and relationshius meta~hors of interconnection 
Quantitative consciousness Qualitative consciousness 
Emphasis on organization around Hierarchy Pluralism and egalitarianism 

and Patriarchv 

Mechanical structure of reality assumes the 
Earth to be dead and inert 

Mechanical systerns have the speciai 
characteristic of reversibility, Changes can be 
undianged; the system can aIways return to its 
origuial state with s a c i e n t  energy input 

Biocentrism and ecocentrism are related, for Eckersley (1992) ecocentrism 

encompasses not only individual organisnss but also speaes, populations, and 

cultures. 1 take these entities to be intimately concemed with life-related 

relationshipç and thus employ the term biocentrism in a broader more 

encompassing way than some. Ecocentrism and biocentrism holds that 

humarkind is part of a global ecosystem and subject to ecological laws. See 

Pepper (1993,1996) for a detailed elaboration on the typologies discussed here. 

Earth considered to be part of a living 
geophysical process as in the GAIA hypothesis 

Entropy and the 2"6 law of thermodynamics 
applies to systems. Some changes are 
irreversible in human tirne frames. 



Table 6-8. RationrlisdOb~ectivism vs. Intuitionkm 

m, a conmction that the observer is 

Table 6-9. Individualism vs. Communitarianism 

Individualism 
Rational egoism, or selfishness is an 

objectively valid approach to ethicaf action. 
Selfishness is the onlv rational avuroach to * a 

human action in gene& 
The world vrirnarilv consists of autonomous 

uidividuals /ompeting for economic security in 
isolation. 

'Economic Darwinism', only the %est 
cornpetitof can or should survive in the 
marketplace 
'Social Darwiniçm' is supported, basically 

humans are isolated competitors striving to 
ma>cimize individual weil being 
Life is more about competition than 

cooperation 
Utilitarian and expressive individuaikm 

focused on   rivat te haminess' 

Commuttitdnism 
Fdiy integrated planetary identity 

World of interdependent communities 

Balanced competition and cooperation are 
both essential dynamics in any robust society. 

Cooperation is equaiiy if not more important 
than competition 
Public citizenship and 'person-in- 

community' rela ti6nship; 

Table 6-10. Market Efficiency vs. Social lustice 

meet human needs, preserve individual 



1 1 government regulation, and a vigilant avil 

Governments' ~rimaw role is aliow market 
Society to prote& the public inte&. 

Govemrnents must intervene to assert riehts 
efficiency to be nkim&ed. 

The capitaiist economv is seen as a self- 

irrelevant to global capital prÜÜesses. 

of dispossessed, to regulate fair trade, curtk 
monopolistic and oligopolistic tendencies, 
ensure that concentration of weaith does not 
come at the expense of income equality 

Public accountabiütv and social iuçtice are 
sufficien't social system 

Govenunents are increasin~lv seen as 

l so to prevent the excesses of fke &ket 
capitalism from hanning people and the 
environment 

4 

non negotiable 
Governments as relevant as ever, if not more 

. - - . - - - - - - - - . 

Economic globalization under its present I Economic nlobalization poses threats to 
guise is non &go tiabte and inevita61e. economic se&ity8 e c o l 0 ~ 0 l  and soaological 

integrity, and democracy. It must be controiied 
to minimize harm 

Table 6-11. Ouantitative Growth vs. Oualitative Develo~ment 

1 Pemetual economiic mowth is seen as an I 

I essenbal and unquestiked politicai and social 
objective 

1 There are no limits to material emançion, as 1 
1 

human-made capital can be infuiitdy 
subçtituted for naturai resources, , .economic- 
technolo 'cal substitution iç boundless. 
GDP g-rowth iç an unqualified public 'good' . 
Continuaiiy increasing levek of material 

consumption is seen as an unqualified and - - 
necessary economic 'good' 

No ceiling or natural limits exkt on 

I consumptï6n rates and aggrega te quantities of 
materiais extracted from naturd systems 

Means to achieve growth are seen as 
necessary, ends are not questioned, 

Happiness is equated with consumption 

Table 6-12 Secuiarism vs. Sviritualism 

Pemetual economic mowth has not 
impr8ved the collectiv~ quality of Me but has 
perpetuated poverty and exacerbated economic 
and social disparities 

Finite limits to material and energy 
throughput e x i d .  The myth of substitution iç 
just that 

Measures such as the 'Genuine Progress 
Indicatof (GPI)' are more indicative of quality 
of M e  than GDP or GNP. 

Qualitative improvement of life not tied to 
consump tion Cuitivation of deeper 
connections to natural and physical world- 

Finite limits exkt on most resource flows and 
while we don't necessarily know what these 
are in exact terms we should emvlov the 

recautionary prinaple 
f Rvsuit of economic jzrowth needs to be 
guideci by mord, ethi& dimensions of human 
socie ties. 

Happiness is comelated with sense of 
community, relative social and economic 
standing within a comrnunity, and meaningful 
work 

Seçulurism 
The spiritual dimension of the world is Scientific awareness can coexist with life- and 

relegated to a 'quaint relic of bygone days' world-affinning moral and religious values 
Acknowledges that the human relationship L 

See Wackernagel and ( 19%) 
ci See Daly and Cobb. (1994) 



with the na- world a n  encompass 
dimensions of sacred intercomecîion. 

Self restraint, and compassion 
All life is instrurnentallv rationaIized 
Fates can be mastered throuerh science. 1 - 
Technologies have no power to transcend 

their constituent matenal components. 
Technologies have no ability to b ~ g  us into a 
doser spintual relationship with others or the 
natual world. 

Table 6-13. Narassism vs. Altruism 
Narcissism 1 Alfruism 
Culture of personal narcissisrn promoted, I Altruistic feehns and action enerender sense 

grandiose seif-image 
L 

of community ana avic obligation 
Collective narcissisa 'Liteboat-ethi~s'~ Fate of the most disenfranchised communitv 

survival of the 'fittest' 

Corporate feudalism, profound egoism, 
hyperindividualism, sekssertion dominant 
patterns of social life 

Rights more important than responsibiiities 

Short term thinking modeled on the business 
'quarterly report.' decisions are made for theü 
imrnediate or short term benefit, not the long 
term well-being of communities or individuals. 

'Rootlessness' virtuaiization of attachment to 
place 

Elite disengagement of 'symbolic analysts'q 
development of a two tier soaety 

members is understood as important to well-' 
beine: of alL 

EgaLitarian, empowered communities 

Responsibilities to community are held as 
important 
ï"' generation thinking and weil being of 

future generations is taken into account, 

Sense of place and community is dtivated 

Ethic of chic responsibility, and genuine 
participation in economic and politicai 

Table 644. Techno-o~timism vs. Techno-skepticism 

' See Hardin, ( 1985) 
* See Mander, (1992) 

See Reich, (19%) 



h 

and thus as an unqualifïed social good. forms of technology and technological systems 
are seen as beina at odds with sustainable 
econornies, co&unities and ecologk. 

Organic, small, community-based, peacefd, 
renewable and democratidiy controlled 
technological development and applications 
are txomoted. 

In this chapter 1 have described the practical and theoretical reasons for 

developing a muliïmethod strategy to studying teacher worldviews. In 

combining both qualitative and quantitative techniques, the multimethod 
approadi attempts to construct a plausible and defensible narrative concemuig 

teachers' worldviews. In total, this array of intersubjective r e s e a .  strategies 

yields a richer, more contextuafized story than the use of any one technique 

alone would yidd. As readers attempt to understand the story desaibed in the 

next chapter, they are advised to keep in mind the 'spaces between the lines' 

(Eisner and Peshkin, 1990:98), that is, the form of the mative, is important to 

this story as well as the explicit text itself. I have &O emphasized the importance 

of using cultural tex& such as advertisements and cartoons to extract or make 
expliut our unvoiced worldview presuppositions. Thugh a critical 

interrogation of these presuppositions, it is possible to orient particular facets of 

our worldviews dong a sustainability thinkmg continuum. 



C b t e r  Seven. Doinn: - Worldview Research with Technolow - - Teachers 

Participation in the various comvonents of this research 

In this chapter I will describe the stories of three teachers who partkipated in ali 

facets of the multimethod worldvigw process and present the outcomes of their 

explorations. The outcomes take the form of several 'worldview maps' which 

dong with their commentmy describe their worldviews as they pertain to a 

number of dimensions of sustainability. 1 wiU also desaibe the findings obtained 

from the forty-£ive teachers on the first four worldview andysis items listed in 

table 7-1. These provide a broader context within which to interpret the stories of 

the three teachers explored in detail. 

Table 7-1 Teacher Participation in the various multimethod worldview 

components 

1 

1. Qualitative Interview I 45 

Z Blaikie Ecologid Worldview Scale 1 45 
1 

3. Reasonable Questions to ask our 45 
technologies.. . 
4. Technology is about. - - 45 

1 

5. Cartoon Analysis I 25 

6, 'Seizing the future' book analysis 1 10 

I 

7. Worldview Image Analysis 1 10 
1 

8. Concept mapping/ refletion I 10 

The three teachers profiled in detail were diosen on the basis of a theoretical 

sampling process. With theoretical samphg, individuals are diosen who can 

contribute to the evolving theory (Geswell, 1998; Miles and Hubennan, 1994). 

The three teachers profiled in this research completed dl eight multimethod 

activities. 



Kevin- Reconnectinprvalues - and political awareness to technoIo- education 

Kevin has been teaching technologid studies for five years in a school of 

approxïmately 700 students. This school is situated in one of the most affluent 

areas of the province. The technologid studies area is not segregated in an 

isolated wing but rather consists of a series of interlocking rooms which have a 

common access comdor. The labs are s m d  but provide a wide variety of 

workstations for students to use. The teaches were involved in the design of the 

Iab with the school architect so they got what they wanted. The teachers' 

common room is set up in a manner conducive to collaborative work, with diairs 

facing a perimeter table. The room has the 'feel' of a high tech research lab rather 

than a typical school '%hop". Partnerships with several major computer 

manufachuers have left the labs extremely well equipped with large screen 

monitors and graphic plottem. 

Kevin explains how he came to be involved in technologid education: 

It obviously wasn't my h t  choice. I'm a journeyman v e n t e r  and 
industrial woodworker, 1 have an interest in architecture and probably 
would have gone that route in different circumstances. 1 don't reaily know 
where 1 came across the idea of teachùig, 1 guess it seemed to be 
something 1 was interested in, an altemative to what 1 was doing at the 
time. A few years ago I decided to teach an evening college dass in - 
framing, 1 though 1 had something to share, a skiU that people wanted to 
learn about 1 have a varied background: 15 years of professional 
experience in a business, steel production; other manufachiring 
experiences, as an inspecter too. I've worked across this country as well. 
I've been expoçed to different methods, ideologies and 1 think it's 
important that kids don't have to be single track, that they c m  izy a 
variety of things and not lirnit their scope. [Kevin] 

Kevin explains that he was never particularly interested in technology in high 

school: 

In high school 1 only took it in grade 9 - basic woodworking, drafting, 
fhatk it. The rest was academic. 1 wasn't enthusiastic about school, it 
only made me realize that 1 wouldn't want to be a certain type of 
teacher, if 1 make it into a classroom 1 thùik 1 will üy to make it more 
relevant, concrete more interesting. 1 was interested in construction 
mechania, my father was an ironworker but that didn't really impact me. 
After several years of university, 1 went out into the workforce and got 
into residential construction, plumbers helpers, fann work. I think it all 



helps to broaden you as a person. Bevin] 

For Kevin, political action and participation has always been a central part of 

who he is: 

I feel quite cornfortable with tallcing about my values and orientations 
about things with students. As a youth 1 worked with aldermen, mayors 
across several party lines. It helped me to realize that you need to be 
involved one way or another and hopefully your voice wiU make a 
ciifference in some way or another. Hopefully it will be a conscientious 
difference, 1 think that students need that.[Kevin] 

Kevin was the only teacher who stated that the BBT technology program was too 

narrow in scope: 

1 don't think ifs broad enough in scope, I think that there's a lot of 
misconceptions conceming techn010gy vis à vis industrial arts. Most 
people think it has a limited scope and don't realize how broadly 
interdisaplinary it can be. To this end 1 think tech ed is myopic in vision 
A lot of people who get into carpentry have a very narrow perception of 
the field and how it can entail a lot of different skiUs and aptitudes. It 
can be politid, it relates to environmental concems, aestheticç and 
lifestyle, K s  pretty a l l  encompassing if you want it to be. It can make 
many issues more relevant to people taking i t  1 think ifs important to 
make a connection behveen what a person is doing to the rest of society 
becauçe it can be detrimental or benefïcial. 1 think ifs the responsibility of 
every community professional to understand the issues that are impacting 
that community and to offer perspectives. Some people just get involved 
with their job and neglect the wider community and 1 don't h d  that very 
satis£ying. [Kevin] 

Kevin also has a more holistic perspective on integrating environmental and 

social impacts into the technology curriculum than any of the other teachers 

As a teacher in construction technoIogy I try to rein in a wide perspective 
of where things corne from, the processes involved, the whole idea of 
process, so if students know where something is manufactured, how it 
cornes about and the effeds on the environment, the community on 
lifestyles. Large houses as opposed to small ones, o u  teChnoIogies build 
expectations in kids that can never be met. Let's get realistic. There are 
technologies that can enhance our comfort without going a particular 
envkonmentally destructive route.[Kevin] 

For Kevin the problem of la& of environmental ernphasis in the curriculum is 

related to the fact that: 



We have cheap resowces, way too cheap, there's not too many people 
are interested in energy alternatives in the trades, so we don't see a lot of 
alternative energy stuff in the schools. Mass production efficiency is what 
we focuç on even though ifs cheaper to orient homes toward the winter 
sun, 1 think that ifs just not something in the generd population's mind. 
Unless it affects them personally they just want to pay their money and 
get their comfort and gratification without worrying about anything else.. 
1 think that students have to work through these issues, you just have to 
look at the degeneration of our resources as our lifestyles and expectations 
continue to skyrocket We have been isolated from a lot of the extemal 
realities that the rest of the world has been in. We're just spoiled. We want 
instant gratification, mass consumerkm a lot of people who are do-it your 
selfer's are not too interested in saving energy. Ks not a priority.[Kevin] 

Kevin discusses his understanding of sustainability: 

Ifs a process, to be resourceful and d e  in resource use to prevent 
depletion. Recyde and reuse for subsequent generations. I don't think 
that anyone wakes up in the morning and says I'm going to go out there 
and pollute the world but there's a prevalent ideology out there about 
the good life and ifs going to be pretty diffidt to sway people to a 
track that will be healthier for everyone and still rneet thw cornfort 
demands. 1 think it's part of my responsibility as a tech teacher to make 
that an issue, Excessive waste, excessive demand, monster homes and to 
see the effects. Most city kids have never k e n  to northem BC or Ontario 
to see the effects of a clear-cut; 1 have. They don't realize that authority 
figures lüce the govemment are not the be a l l  and end ail of the fxuth. 
They use the infoxmation that suits their agenda. One haç to be 
suspicious and made inquisitive about the information they get. Kids are 
not critical about how things are being managed by the govemment or 
business for them. 1 don't think they are aware enough. 1 think TV iç a 
great tool just like a cornputer but it's being ovemsed and exploited by 
companïes whose only interest is in marketing products. They have an 
enormous impact on the social fabric of young people, i fs  reduàng our 
notion of childhood and chtldren in that kids are talking and dressing 
like adults. They're being groomed as consumers With budget cutbacks 
companies are rushing in with their own agendas and ifs just a disguise 
for access to another market by the corporationç.[Kevin] 

For Kevin, educating people to be economic cornpetitors is not enough: 

You're educaeing people to not be people-automatons. If you've educated 
people to be automatons dl that you've done is ensure that the economy 
will keep ticking. If people aren't enjoying their lives, then what are we 
doing this for? 1 would sooner be livi~g now than as a caveman 
Buckminçter Fuller realized that we were going to run out of materials by 
the middie of this century and we would end up in plague and pestilence 
and as we start to run out of one raw material we fïnd a way to substitute. 
He carried it farther and asked if we could replace materials with 



brainpower we'd be really smart so we should be making things out of 
the least possible material and as effiaently as possible; making our lives 
more cornfortable without raping the earth By using technoiogy we can 
continue to survive because if we stop making progress we wiU quickly 
run out of materials. We have to use the technology to get some green 
motives. We are the fïrst creatures to reaüze that if we screw up we 're 
screwed. 1 think it's çunk in for some people. Our vehicles are much more 
fuel efficient and pollute a lot less than before, but therers still a long way 
to go. For most people you have less trouble convllicing them to change 
their ways once something has been pohted out to them, they'll go along 
with the change if they see it as important enough For some you have to 
hit them across the head with a pretty big ho-by-four , they see it 
eventudy. Pollution controls in the 70's made cars run poorly it took a lot 
of effort to keep the program going forward. Take CFC's, once you show 
people that this  truly can happen Uiey go along and get some action Look 
at Lake Erie; it was dead. Lake Ontario is too clean now, we need more 
phosphate poilution! wevin] 

Kevin explains the connedion between economics, environment and technology: 

1 get a kick out of the environment. From my experïence in industrial 
controIs, 1 know that there is a lot of environmental issues that can be 
raised in tech. There's a lot but hardly anyone raises them. Qimate control 
in residential applications, electronic and elechical stuff in the home, 
looking at recycling amund the home. I try not to use just new materials in 
my courses. In my house we recycle, we compost. 1 did a paper on the 
green home for a universiSr course a few years ago and found that very 
interesting. A lot of the choices around building materials are economic in 
nature. Usually the most environmentally fnendly choice is also the most 
expensive. I think that's gotta change. You can choose between Roxyl- 
fiberglass or Cellulose made of recycleci newsprint; compare the different 
insulated properties, they may be boring to the kids but the concepts are 
important. Unfortunately the environmental course was by 
correspondence and 1 didn't have the group corroboration. It really 
increased my awareness. 1 think that teachers need to be aware of how 
corporations are using their influence to spread inaccurate messages about 
the impacts we are having on the environment. 1 travel to Cochrane 
(northem Ontario) and 1 remember one year 1 would see trees in an area 
and the next year they wodd be completely cleared out. Huge areas are 
Wtuaiiy raped and when they are finished exploiting what they can the 
mil1 closes and they're gone. On to the next stand of virgin timber, 1 don't 
think i fs  right and I tell people and my students what I think. [ K e d  

Kevin thinks that environmental issues are treated as a Ifad' in sdety: 

Although the environment is much too sacred to be treated as a fad, it is, 
ifs fallen out of politics The politichm presented the debt in tems of 
'we're doing this de£icit reduction for your children's futurer. 



No one said we should have more and stiffer environmental laws for your 
a d ' s  future. Ks easy to make a dear diçtindionbetween the quaiity of 
the environment and your childrenfs future. If 1 voted on which candidate 
presented the issues that matter most to me 1 would have eleded the local 
lady who ran for the Green party. Environmental issues have fallen out of 
vogue. E you think about it we're probably the best ones to be having 
those discussions with kids because they are in an environment in which 
the effects of technology can be one of the most assaultive things on the 
environment. We have an obligation to engage them.[Kevin] 

His interest in politics has also tempered his thinking about non-govemmental 

You need to have advocacy groups like Greenpeace. I had more respect 
for them in the past 1 think that sometimes their tactics are too radical 
Today more people are interested in the economy, their job than in the 
environment. The pendulum will swing back and ifs a question 
of how big the hammer will be when it hits us. There's no question about 
it, Asia and Mexico fkom what 1 understand are ripe areas for 
environmental catastrophes, people won't have an environment a n p o r e  
no matter what economics mode1 they choose. The forest burning in 
Indonesia is an example. I've worked and seen the tremendous amount of 
waste in construction, ifs diçheartening the mismanagement and poor use 
of material. [Kevin] 

Kevin believes that technology education will inevitably have a larger 

environmental component: 

Sometimes the environment is a tough seU, but when push cornes to shove 
1 think the environment wins, I redy hope it will anyway. I Uiink that 
will be the end product in any event. Sustainability 1 think will enforce 
itseK Substituting materials and substituting brainpower for energy and 
materials will do that as required. Because we have the ability to look 
ahead and have hee enterprise, people have always responded to 
shortages usually before they happe- as pnces go up you SM 
substituting in other stuff. Technology is the great substitute for scarcity, it 
always works that way. The atrnosphere, the oceans and lakes are a 
special case because we haven't found a good way to attach monetary 
value to that, this leaves government to corne in and Say you will not 
pollute. This gives us catalytic converters, laws that Say you can't dump 
phosphates into Lake Ontario etc. 1 think we need to put more dollar 
figures on what the environment costs. So far we have been able to 
respond, we have the tiger by the tail. We really can't go back. Public 
transit demands greater densities, just look at Don Mills residential and 
industrial within wallcing distances. Public transit inhibits change. Lack of 
public transit doesn't inhibit urban sprawl, urban sprawl is what makes 
urban transport dif£icult, it demands higher densities. [Kevin] 



Kevin was the only technology kacher 1 intervieweci who was aware of the 

concept of ecological footprinting developed by Wackemagel and Rees (1996). As 

Kevin explains: 

The diffïculty in a lot of areas is that we don't pay the actual cost because 
we're not t a h g  into accoauit the EFP (ecologicd foo tp~ t ) ,  our electriaty 
rates should be 4 5  times Bigher than what they are and you wouldn't be 
leaving the lights o n  The EFP of the generation and transmission of 
electrÏciq is too Iow. If the environmental impacts were accounted for we 
woddn't be doing this. To>ac dumping into oceans , if we paid the hue 
cost of thuigs a lot of people would have their eyes opened. There's an 
argument conceming awmness of the true costs of our technological 
lifestyle that 1 bring forwaud when people Say we're just playing here. 
Video conferencing saves environmental costs of air travel. Ten minutes 
communicating on the cornputer saves who knows how much pollution 
by courier services? Wevim] 

Kevin wonderç if attaching monetKy value to everything in the environment is 

the right path to follow: 

It's temble but until we get a scarce resource the prices won't be reflected. 
Maybe you can get at a true value for ail of the costs in a product. It is a 
right wing approadi. 1 h o p  we do bridge the gap between the two 
different ways of seing resources, ifs going to take a lot of work whether 
it cornes from the business end or technology. It's hard to incorporate 
money and sustainability at the sarne time. It's the same with the Voisey's 
Bay nickel mine in Labrador, they're only looking at the money, short 
term market share fhat's ie, we're going to make money, mate some jobs 
and open th.& up. They dmn't look at how mining espeually destroys the 
environment. Destroying watersheds and caribou habitat.[Kevin] 

Kevin provides an example of hmw he integrates critical thùikùig into his 

~ c u l u m  by relating a news item about the Home Builders Assoaation of 

Ontario and their lobbyhg efforts to get the provinaal govemment to reduce the 

maximum insulation value (R-value) for new homes in order to reduce 

construction cos ts: 

The Home Builders Associiation thought that there was too much in the 
ceilings. If you look at pay-badc and bottom line concerm, for x dollars 
in insulation, how mu& will that Save you in fuel costs? To get students 
involved 1 had them look at what the agenda was and make a cornparison 
to evaluate the impact on the comfort and quality of the house, whether 
it's an economic decision o r  one based on ment of reducing the R value. I 
certainly didn't want to lead them in one direction or another, but you 
can quickly get them to determine how much money they would Save 
over the life of the home. How much does energy cost per BTU to heat this 
house? There is a possibiliq for them to be politically active, it would 



certainly show them that these are valid ways to express your opinion. 1 
suppose ifs part of my responsibility to develop that option for Ihem. To 
show them the avenues to allow their opinions to be known with soQety. 1 
certauily donf t discourage that but I haven't had any students take up a 
campaign against some cause. I certainly wouldn't want to put any 
politicai stamp on things. Bevin] 

Kevin explains that distinguiçhing behveen techn010gical needs and wants is 

1 think there is a distinction to be made. Technological wants, all  the 
packaged goodks that are axound us available through technology are 
everywhere. A lot of products start out as wantç and turn into needs. For 
me 1 think it boüç down to not what kind of a product it is but how it's 
made, what it's made of, what ifs designed for and its impact, will it have 
a residual effect after its lifetirne? What are we going to do with it 
after? Ifs a very important element of a product, what happens after? 
Look at PC's, the technology advancement is so fast and 1 don't see 
people recycling old monitors, keyboards. How do you separate ail the 
plastics from the me*, the organim from the inorganics etc? It would 
be nice to know it had a rebirth in some fonn or another. 
I f s  an issue that's there and we will have to face sooner or later, why 
not be constructive about it now? We can build big or s m d  houses as 
long as we are not irreparably damaging the ecosystem in harvesting or in 
processing materials. Politicians have to be accountable, which they are 
not There has to be a number of social changes occurf perceptions have to 
change, we are not getting the leadership. In the school 1 see myself in a 
leadership role in this. Students have to realize that their consumption has 
limits and consequences for sOgeQ and themselves.[Kevin] 

Kevin is concerned about empowering students to question whether technology 

mets the needs of people: 

As far as technology iç concerned there is nobody in the driver's seat, 
nobody steering technology to really meet the real needs of people. The 
whole utopian nature of technology as relieving of work, dowing us all 
this time to be cleative and technology would be the salvation of 
mankind. Well the opposite is happening right now, no one is in control 
except maybe large corporations. Governments aren't dealing with the 
unemployment, people aren't dealing with the issues arising from the 
technologies. No one is rising to the challenge. People are afraid, 
insecure, the bastions of authority don't have any answers. They are 
abdicating responsibilities and 1 don't know why. There seems to be a 
prevailing anxiety. We are told that this is what is happening to us and 
we have to take our medione and lump it or leave it. These are issues kids 
have to grapple with, although I donf t see it happening in many tech 
classrooms, none as a matter of fact.[Kevin] 



Empowering students through technological education is important for Kevin as 

otherwise we are part of the agenda of companies that create and use 
technology.. . that's happened to a large degree already. The cornputer is 
an example, we seem to be foIlowing one partidar road instead of 
several, of corne ifs a question of expediency too, change takes a long 
time to happen but there does seem to be a general helplessness about it- 
Maybe the sense of responsibility for people creatuig technology has not 
been raised as an issue or as part of our curriculum. 1 think it's important 
for students to realize that they are the instigators of the change. If 
they are not happy with the system, they have to be active in changing the 
system not just the superfiaal aspects, and 1 guess this is where the 
role of a teacher cornes in You have to be involved with your society or 
you will lose whatever control you have or think you have or input into it 
Students need to feel that ï£ they challenge a system that there is a 
possibility for it to go somewhere to have some effect. [Kevin] 

Reconnecting a discsussion of values as they relate to tedinologid practices is 

important for Kevin: 

Technology c m  be a saving grace in many areas, but we need a new sense 
of value about how we use technology perhaps. 1s it only for personal 
gain, humanitarian purposes or what? Kids don't get to these issues in the 
tech curriculum, it's not emphasized but 1 think it probably should be. 
The people who invented the spreadsheet gave it away as a solution to a 
multitude of human problems. Where do you see that happening today? 
They didn't set out to make a lot of money. Maybe it iç the model of 
economics and western capitalism that sort of evolved as the driving force 
for technology. The experience range of North Americans versus 
Europeans who have been exposed to more forms of govermnents and 
ideologies is our loss because we have onIy been exposed to the Amencan 
model of technological development for profit solely. There are other 
ways to look at technologies but you won't see them in the school 
curriculum here.[Kevinj 

Kevin describes a couple of his role models: 
Leonard Da Vinci a renaissance man who faced a lot of challenges, he 
embodied a lot of the ide& of learning, a person interested in a l l  kinds 
of things, an artist, an a i t e c t ,  an engineer, an anatomis t Einstein 
too was a brilliant physicist but was a mediocre student, not a prodigy 
but someone who grew into genius. For me he epitornizes the idea that no 
matter what kind of student you are you can succeed with de teda t ion  
[Kevin] . 

Keeping u p t d a t e  is also a part of an ongoing process for Kevin: 

I've always tried to keep current about building trades and new 



techn010gies and just Co keep up to date in world politics and world 
views. I've taken many courses, Chinese, Japaneçe and other tech related 
college courses. 1 watch PBS, and read a lot of journals, trade joumals, 
Equinox and SM like that 

For Kevin craftsmanship is an integrai part of techoLogical practice: 

1 think it embodies an attitude toward the work you do. K s  a word one 
uses with pride no matter the product , ccaftsmanship is a projection of 
one's interest and dedication toward whatever one tackles. Teamwork can 
corne into it and people can invest aaftsrnanship with th& whole being. 
!Xf esteem is inside it too , pride in doing a job weIi.wevin] 

Kevin feels than an important part of technologid education is simply to 

conned with real materials and processes: 

New technology removes a lot of people h m  a sensory experience with 
their environment, the tactiie senses, people just aren't relating to their 
enviromnent knowingly, they're not making connections with the 
materials around them and seeing their influence on their cornfort, their 
emotions moods, the effects of colours on moods and so on, textures and 
so o n  Something could be manufactured but if  it has a 'humant touch a 
sculptured look that might attract you to it. We can be entranced by form 
or shape. That appreciation involving all of your senses is a very 
important part of your whole experience. I think ifs important for 
people to experience as much of life as possible to develop in a wide 
variety of ways; to experience whatever they can of life . There has to be 
an appreciation for what someone is doing and the materials they are 
working with. Ks a basic human need. An appreciation of how other 
peoph interact with the tedinology you are creating is important Eevin] 

Chervl's Storv- We're ultimatelv res~onsible for the world we live in" 

Cheryl's working environment appears very well organized, all of the labs are 

dean and well organized. Cheryl's office has several large posters of the 

Carmanah B.C. rainforest and several pictures of her cottage in Northem 

Ontario. A computer and rows of technology magazines and journals line the 

back wall. The electronics / communications dassroom is bright, well organized 

and clean. Recruiting posters hom several university and college engineering 

and technology programs line the walls. Cheryl is currently working as a 

hospitality and communications and design teacher in a sububan high school of 

approximately 800 students. She recountç her motivation for entering teachirtg: 

1 had just finished my apprenticeship in a restaurant and a local high 



school asked if 1 was interested in taking a coop student, thaYs when 1 
reaüzed that what 1 was doing 1 could teach and also that what we were 
doing was using the student for cheap labour. The teacher seldom came 
arautd and she stayed there for an entire semester washing lettuce and 
diopping parsley; she didn't leam much at ail. 1 was mad, the idea was 
excellent but the system was poor. It scares me that we're getting into 
this school to work without thinking it through and without having the 
employers agree to theU responsibilities as teachers and that they have 
to be concerned with student leaming not just producing. 
1 wanted to change the systea[Cheryl] 

Cheryl, an assistant tech department head, admits to not even knowing where 

the tech wing was located at her own high school: 

1 took languages and hktory, things 1 was good at, 1 dropped math in 
grade 10.1 graduated grade 13 and 1 then went to U of M and took hiçtory 
and political saence, and was accepted into Iaw school. Instead of going 1 
moved to Toronto, worked part time in a restaurant and found that 1 liked 
it and did my 3 year apprenticeship and became a quaWied chef. [Chexyl] 

Cheryl believes that she was accepted into teacher's coiiege 'not so much because 

of my apprenticeship but because 1 had a degree.' Cheryl states: 

most of the tech people 1 went to school with thought degr- were 
useless pieces of paper, they didn't have too much of a regard for them. 1 
was one of two people who had them and we took a lot of ribbing because 
of that. [Cheryl] 

She recountç the most important part of her personal teaching philosophy: 

The most important advice 1 ever received as a teacher was from a 
professor in teacheis college. He told me: "Youll not be teaching a 
subject, you'lI be teaching through a subject, you're going to be teaching 
more important t h g s  than your subject area" 
As 1 get older 1 see how much sense this makes. Young teachers 1 h d  are 
stiu teachhg their trade. A lot of tech teachers stiU teach their trade, they 
don't realize the importance of teadiing other things. [Cheryl] 

It was in her first year of teadùng that Cheryl discavered what beïng a 'techie' 

It was at this time 1 k t  came to understand what people thought of 
general and advanced level courses. Advanced were more theoretical and 
abstract for brighter kids and if you were a techie you were considered 
just above basic. 1 found 1 had a real affinity for those kids who had 
dïfficulty in school, and it wasn't because they weren't bright, it was 
simply because they found what they were learnuig was useless unless 
they could apply i t  These were kids who were at times very abstract 
thjnlcers, they didn't fit into little niches, academic slotç. [Cheryl] 



Connecting with students who are not academically inclineci has been a 

consistent thread throughout Cheryl's teachïng career: 

1 loved that the kids were not acadefnidy ùiclined, not concemed about 
marks, just kids kyhg to figure out what life was aIl about. 
We don't cater very well to the student who is going out to try to get a 
job, we cater to the kids who are university bound. Many kids won't tell 
you that they're college bound, they Say University, they don't seem to 
know the difference. 1 know lots of students who went to University and 
later went to college to get a job. To m a t  of the teachers, college is second 
class for kids who are not bright enough to get into University. College is 
süll considered vocational and sub standard, not for the bright kids, ifs 
for the kids who work with their hands because they can't do anything 
else. I sat behind a group of people at a recognition assembly the other 
day and they were talking about the principal who had been transferred 
to the technoIogical school in the aty and the talk was about how sony 
they felt for him and how they would transfer out of the board if they 
were in that position That attitude prevails and until a lot of these people 
retire, thaYs al l  they've known and when they went to school tMs the 
way it was. [Cheryll 

Cheryl, like many technology teachers, has completed additional qualification 

courses for coop education and counseling: 

1 have taken many ABQ's, 1 can teach electricity, graphic arts, 
Woodworking, so 1 know what the kids are experiencirig because 1 never 
leamed this stu€f before. I was at the forefiont of the BBT in this county in 
1991, the machine shop was made into a computer lab so 1 had to learn 
how to use a computer. 1 had never used one before and ifs been constant 
change ever since. [Cheryl] 

Cheryl understands t h o l o g y  education as a holistic endeavour: 

1 see the connections between history and manufacfurïng, music and art 
and technology. The way schools are organized doesn't fit my way of 
thinking about things, 1 see t h g s  as very holistic, particularly for girls. 
. . . .IPs about interconnectedness, concepts don't live in a vacuum, you 
can't study math without studying science and tedinology, you can't 
study art without studying religion, politics, language, they are all very 
connected if you follow the tirneline. I thuik kids leam through 
interconnections. You've got to integrate ecological concems,-moral 
concem. [Cheryl] 

Cheryl has been frustrated by the slow progress in attracting more young 

women into technology at her school. As she points out: 



In this school the girls' washrooms are at the ofher end of the school, 
therers no girls' washrooms near the tech area. More girls are taking 
woodworking and doing quite well at it, they don't take auto mechanics at 
this school because we haventt got into broad based transportation yet, 
we're sti l l  teaching automechanics. [Cheryll 

A source of h t ra t ion  for Cheryl is the tension which exists between technology 

teachers who support the project based nature of the BOT curriculum and 

administrators who have a more traditional academic perspective on  what 

techn010gy education is ail about: 

The administration here has no use for BB education and he tells the 
teachers what to teach We have continual arguments about this and we 
agree to disagree on philosophy of education. He very seldom cornes 
down to the tech area even though we have an open door policy. I talk 
about making kids Me long learners, transferable ski& and independent 
leamers, and he doesn't buy i t  He believes in rote learning, he doesn't 
agree with a lot of the language in the new documents and he thinks for 
example that in woodworking we should be ieaching whole ciass 
delivery, teacher centred, he has a problem with kids ail over the place 
doing different things. 1 disagree with him vehemently and have asked 
him to corne down and not just spend a day, but spend a week, watch it, 
see it happen because I'm a believer in the system. The brain iç not a 
receptade to be loaded with stuff like we used to think, 1 thirik that tech 
ed for the better teachers is an acknowledgement of that.[Cheryl] 

Cheryl describes her early success with the BBT approadi: 

1 didn't believe it when I started but after seeing how kids learn 
through it, the way kids progress, the way they excel, you get turned on. 
Because they really are leaning, they're not going through the paces. 
Leaming in the tnie sense of the word, Ks beauüful to see kidç who were 
never able to do that before, that self esteem has never been there before 
because they've never been given the chance. 1 often bundle up the 
student course evaluations and give them to him[prùicipal] : read this, 
read what the kids are telling us! [Cheryl] 

The differential status within her school between science and technological 

studies is pronounced, as Cheryl points out: 

Science is deemed to be highly academic, that's where the scholmhips 
are, that's where the bright kids go. The other day I received a video h m  
the head of the science department who said this is probably more apt for 
tech than science. It's put out by Chrysler and the University of Windsor 
Engineering Dept and 1 thought how could you Say this wasn't saence? It 
outlined tremendous opportunities for students to go into this program, 
the code word Uuysler = cars mut  be it I've tried for years to get MST 
integration but ifs not seen as important, our grade nines get a whole year 



of math and a whole year of saence and we only get every other day for 
one semester for tech. It gives students a shong message about the 
importance of tech and students Say Td really love to take technology but 
my parents won't let mef. [Cheryl] 

Cheryl also identifies what she thinks is a tension between the academic notion 

of the purposes of technology education, prirnarily to meet workforce needs, and 

her desire to help students 'learn to learn' teduiology: 

On the one hand there appears to be a group who want us to go back to 
what was taught in the sixties, teaching them to be draftçmen, 
woodwmkers, electricians, and thah what the academicç in the schools 
Say, we won't have enough people to fbc our carç and build our houses. 
And 1 tell them well we probably wonf t be building houses out, of wood, 
35 years from now where are these kids going to be? For me ifs more 
important to teach them how to learn[Cheryl] 

Cheryl is &O fnistrated about the inciifference she perceives toward recognition 

of the adiievements of students and teachers within technological studies: 

We tried to get some students into the awards assembly, some grade 9 
students who had done some CO, car racing and some kids who had 
excelled at 'Skills Canadaf. There was just no cornparison in terms of the 
number of awards, about 6 out of 100 were for all of tech studies. This is a 
very academic school, 1 reach out, I've Med, they are so subject oriented 
and content based. There is no common time provided to work on 
curriculum integration projects, I don't know how or if it will ever 
happe=[Cheryll 

The perceived parental indifference to techn01og-y education is one of the 

consistent cornplaints from technology teachers. Cheryl mentions that she never 

sees the parents of her more senior tech students: 

A lot of the parents in this dty are blue collar workers and they don't want 
their kids to be. That's what they see tech as, they don't see the new 
horizons, the robotics, hydraulics, the electronics, they see the tradesman 
with the dirty hands.[Cheryl] 

Cheryl, like many of the other teadiers interviewe& feels isolated in the 

community and feels that no one is advocating strongly for technology 

education: 

The local Business-Industry C o d  used to support us but it has been 
disbanded due to budget cutbackç. We used to have good connections for 
apprenticeships. We don't have the facilities to teach what the industries 
in town want, we don' t anymore. 1 donPt think anyone is out there on our 



behalf, 1 donft think the te& organizations are very influentid. We used to 
have a coordinator, we don? anymore so any information 1 get I gather 
hom word of mouth and magazines.[Chayl] 

CheryI, sees part of the problem in the very nuid process oriented nature of 

technology itself and the la& of a 'standard definition': 

1 think many people think of tech as woodworking. Technology people 
think of business. We have to define what we mean by tech, is it 
information technology or hands-on technoIogy? The description of 
technology is very much part of the problem, very much so. We donf t 
lcnow what technology is because ifs continually changing, day to day, 
week to week, 1 think that ifs good that it does have this nebulous quahty 
but it scares people, a lot of academic people, a lot of math people because 
there is no constant. Instead of problem solving they want the absolute 
answer and technology is open. It's an area that's not comfortabIe for a lot 
of people. It takes a di£ferent personality, you've got to be very flexible 
and adaptable, roll with the punches and don't çweat the small SM. 1 
find teache= sweat small stuff, teachers are terribly conservative, some of 
the most conservative people Pve ever met [Cheryl] 

This need for flexibility is contrasted with the disciplinary borders some of her 

tech teachers place around themselves: 

Tech teachers can be extremely consemative and very narrow about their 
specific field, Pm speaking about the majority, "I'm a woodworking 
teacher, I'm a drafting teacher, I'm an auto mechanicl' They SU put the 
trade first, not 'I'm a teacher'. If you look at the facilities they cater to that, 
you have your own little world over here, your own Little world over there 
and the tech in most schools is in one part of the school in sorne schools 
they eat separately in their own little space, here, we mix at lunch but not 
in programmïng. [Cheryl] 

For Cheryl, the problem with interdisciplinary work is that it is seldom nurtured 

in schools: 

For most teachers ifs not something instinctive to work as a team or 
cooperatively, they've never had to do it before. You need to be taught 
how to work on a team and wefve never been taught how to, never been 
encouraged to work with the academic people on staff. We are teachers 
who go into classrooms, shut our doors and it's very very seldom that you 
wallc into another teachefs dassroom, particularly academics. D o m  here 
in the tech a r a  kids and teachers are continually w&g through each 
othefs classroom, traditional dassrooms set up a physical barrier, you're 
still 'self employed', but with this technology SM you have to work 
together.. . we have to work together! It's all very hierarchid in schools: 
we don't work together very well with the math people because of their 
day to day orientation, i£ you don't get today's concept, that's too bad 
because it's on to a new page and something new the next day. You can't 



do that with technology; you have to go back and rebuild principles. ICs a 
whole different way of looking at how kids leam[CheryI] 

For Cheryl, encouraging interdisuplinary work means fostering an open and 

collaborative environment, one where sharing and mutual learning is the n o m  

and not the exception She envisions teachers as 'border crossers': 

If I was made principal tomorrow, I'd have the science teaches teaching 
tech, the math teachers teaching history and so on. 1 think we need to do it 
in order to b 3 d  in interdisciplinarity, in techn010gy ed. We had a grade 9 
teachers meeting the other day and I actuaüy heard a geography teacher 
Say '1 can't teach his tory, I'm a geography teacher", as if it's brain 
sqery!  Dery i l  

Another barrier to more interdiçciplinarity for Cheryl is gender related: 

Ifs more diffidt  deaIing with a department of men, they have fragile 
egos and don't like to admit they don't know how to do something to a 
woman department head. Women are used to saying 'I don't know' Guys 
don't like to admit when they don't know something. [Cheryl] 

Cheryl is strongly committed to her ongoing professional development, 

understanding it as part of her professional responsibility. She is a member of 

several professional organizations like the OTDEA and the OTEA. She is also the 

only teacher interviewed who is a member of the American Soaety for 

Curriculum Development (ASCD) and a repuiar reader of the journal Educational 

Leudership. She has also completed the principal's qualification courses: 

1 take 2-3.courçes a year, I just finished a special ed course I pay myself. 
Pm a professional so it's up to me to upgrade. 1 hear tech teachers 
cornplain about this al l  the tirne, but I tell them they are professionals and 
that you have to bite the bullet and just do it. Therefs too many who are 
waiting for them to pay for it and they will never pay for itf so what are 
you waiting for? Life is passing you by. You just do it because it's 
something you have to do. 1 would like to see more tech teachers take 
academic courses, courses in other cultures, to be refiective about things 
and to leam about how kids leam, things that you don't leam with one 
year of teachers college program. [Cheryl] 

Cheryl's ofice feahues a large Greenpeace sticker on the wall as well as a poster 

of Qayoquot %und, an endangered biome in British Columbia. She states: 

the environmental issues are not taken senouçly, nobody believes it, i fs  a 
aock for rnost tech teachers. But to me, that's what the kids are interested 
in, these kids were brought up with recycling and care for the 
environment, we weren't. I f s  so important; we only have one world; the 



kids are very aware of how tech has impacted the world. How can you 
have a curriculum that deais with one aspect only without looking at ail 
the side effects? The kids are aware of the interconnections and want to 
discuss t h ,  but 1 don't think most tech teachers want to. The ones 
around here certainly don't bring up environmental issues a r o d  
technoIogy. We're pushing things to an extreme environment Wise, but 
there's no real way to back off that loop of consumption - new needs and 
wants. The economy demands that we keep going in that cycle but the 
environment is the glass bubble, we've got to stop it somehow. 1 don't 
know how we wil l  do i t  Everything we do affects the environment, 1 
don't see the environmental aspects of technological design beùig 
emphasized anywhere. I've been teachïng for a while and I've never heard 
anyone bring it up as something important We probably should 
emphasize these things more, now that I thùik about it. [CheryL] 

Her frustration with attempting to incorporate more environmental dimensions 

into the technology programs of her sdiool is evident 

Teachers won't do it! I've tried to get my woodworking teachers to talk 
about solar energy, homes of the future3 the smart house, and they're not 
interested. They want to b 3 d  the same stupid homes built out of wood 
that face the wrong direction and don't have anything to do with the 
elements or take nature into effect, it's just not important to them.[Cheryl] 

The fundamental problem as Cheryl sees it is 'half an education': 

K s  going to take a long time for not just old teachers but new ones too, ifs 
because when they came through the system the program was tech, a lot 
of them have half an education: the tech without the liberal arts. I'm a f i .  
believer in noi: one without the other. Tech teachers need to be more 
academic and academic teachers need to be more hands-on. 1 think our 
kids are going to demand it of us. The worldview that people get from just 
studying tech is very narrow, it no longer works, the world is a smatler 
place now. Just look at confederation bridge, the modules were made ail 
over the world. Kids are going to be doing contract work Kids today c m  
tell you ail about titanium, carbon fibre in their bikes, gas shocks, so why 
aren't we teaching this stuff to the kids? Because we don't know, we have 
not leamed that, we teach what we were taught How many people 
recycle in their personal lives? How many people think about the 
materials they wear? The air the breathe? The impact on the environment 
of their lifestyle? [lheryl] 

While Cheryl identifies the environmental dimension of technology as important3 

she also sees a danger in focusing too much on it: 

You can talle about the Me-cydes of produds but something you need to 
realize is that kids are here because they want to be active. Activity is a 
major part of the program. But 1 can kill them with that stulf. I'm not 
going to run a course around it. How are materiais made, like plastics, as 



far as they're concerned they are just 'there' in the store and where itgoes 
after is a mystery too. It just leaves, goes 'somewhere'. 1 donf t go there. 
Natural materials have a lot to be said for them they break down and 
return to a natural state. We have a committee in the school that looks 
after environmental things and it tends to be a trendy kind of thing, the 
rain forest WU be in, the whales will be in a flavour of the month. They 
are noble causes but 1 don't know if the idea behind them sinkç h. 
[ChqlI 

Cheryl has relatively low expectations for the teachers in her department picking 

up on the environmental dimensions of technology: 

You can do al1 the 'popcase standingf in the world but you have to 
respect the autonomy of the individual teacher. Unless teachers buy into 
the need for an environmental perspective they won't do much with it in 
the classroom. In the construction lab I've pushed for the use of water 
based stains only, ifs a s m d  point but it starts a discussion and that's alI 
you can do with the students and the teachers. We have discussions with 
the students, sure, when the air show is in town we talk about the effects 
of technology in their life but not philosophically. For example, we had a 
few air cadets research some of the new jet bombers and planes and their 
ability to kill people. I do ask the Eds why this or that piece of techn0Iog-y 
is so important to you? It usually cornes in 'the teachable moment" üüng 
that is not in the curriculum. 1 don't get the impression that ifs that 
important to any of the teachers in this department at all. Ifs al l  on a very 
superfiaal level, we don't use recyded materials; in fact, we're pigs in a 
way. We do a lot of projects in te& design using Styrofoam, it's awful it 
releases CFCS and just the partidate matenal that's released is bad. We 
issue the kids dust masks but 1 don't like it 1 try to impress on teachers 
that this SM is bad but they Say it's convenient. Even in just discussing it 
I'm feeling a certain amount of guilt because I've dropped the ball on 
many environmental issues around technology. [Cheryl] 

Cheryl &O expressed an opinion mentioned by a number of teachers, that 

incorporating an environmental dimension in technological education requires a 

teacher centred approach: 

You have two ends of the spectrum - one or the other but not both - 
teacher centred or student centred. Most people think that to teach about 
the environmental impacts of teduiology you would have to go to a 
teacher centred approach, that's not too popular right now in tech. For 
exarnple, cornputer reqding on the internet couid be a research activity, 
students might see opportunities for recycling. I've never had students do 
it but ifs possible. 1 don? think teaching kids about repair is a viable 
option for tech studies, recycluig is, the labour component far exceeds the 
cost of a new replacement component [Me cycle impacts of consumer 
electronicç] It gets back to materialism. Do I question materialism, sure, 
but not directly in class. [Cheryl] 



The la& of curridum emphasis on the affective dimensions of technology 

education also causes C h q l  a measure of concem 

Why do we sWe their curiosity, puttirig them in straight little lines 
by focusing on content rather than processes and feelings about how the 
world works, the solar system, the world? We don't take things far 
enough, ever, many tech teachers are men and they don't like thk 
"touchy- feely stuff', not a l l  of thexn. 1 know several who are very caring 
about their environment, but unfortunatdy they are few and far between; 
ifs that macho image of tough, paverful technologies that most of thern 
seem enamoured with. [Chexyl] 

Cheryl desm'bes her fundamental ' ethic of caret: 

You have to are-  Care about people, why we are educating kids, how we 
connect to others in the world. We keep on overpopulating the world, 
polluting it like crazy and on the other hand we have the technology to 
corne up with all kinds of anti-pollution devices. What do people work 
for? How much do you really need? Ifs the consumer society and I think 
technology is going to d o w  us to get away £rom this. 1 think human 
beings will go back to caring.[Cheryl] 

Cheryl is certainly atypid among technology teachers in that she has reflected 

on the technologies she wants around her home and has decïded to keep some of 

thern outside her immediate surroundings: 

1 don't have a microwave because 1 think it gives off funny waves, and I 
love to cook, 1 love the texture and feel of cooking food - not putting it into 
this funny box and pressing buttons. 1 don't have an a n s w e ~ g  machine 
or a cornputer at home either. 1 don't want technology impinging on my 
personal life. I see it as an intrusion, as something I don't need. We have a 
cottage and ifs propane, and we have a motorboat to get there but I 
would rather have a canoe. I fs  refreshingt repleniçhing. People who know 
me can't see me teaching communications tech, they think ifs hilarious 
because I'm happiest with my fingers digging in the dirt of the garden and 
my house is filled with antiques, h m i t u r e  that someone has made with 
their hands in the 1800's and 1900's. It's not metal and marble, glass. Ifs a 
aaf  t.[Cheryl] 

Cheryl feels that some are retumùig to artisanship: 

1 think as a society we're cornhg badc to it for the comededness to 
others and the coldness that cornes out of technology, the lack of human 
input. With ail the instabanks! the credit cards, the instant money, 1 hope 
people may return to barter and community gardening. [Cheryl] 



C h q l  identifies severd aspects of sustainability as she relates the concept to 

Thiç city is certainly not sustainable ... the unemployrnent in this city is 
terrible. We care about companies making money, we dodt seem to care 
about where they throw their garbage into the lakes or where we get the 
water we drink. Technology is making the spread between the haves and 
have nots even greater and 1 think at some point we are going to have to 
start thinking about the collununity we live in and the people in it. 1 think 
that there are more people at the one end than the other. You have to track 
the politid and societal implications. All you have to do is ask questions. 
We're ultimately responsible for the world we live in. 1 tell kids to look at 
the third world and the people making those Nike T shirts. The kids aren't 
aware of most of these issues; yodve got to at least make them aware of it 
Then you see the light going on. It's not king judgmental or putting my 
values on them, ifs sïmply saying think about it. They will debate it 
brilliantly; it makes for a good discussion in class. [CheryI] 

Al -Trans~ortation technolom teacher. Welcome to rnv Pianetarium.. ." 
Many manufaduring labs are still essentially machine and woodworking shops. 

Al's lab, like many automotive labs, resembles an auto-shop. There is Little in 

many fadities to signal to visitors or students that the focus of the technology 

programs has moved away hom industrial arts or trades preparation. Indeed 

most labs' are indistinguishable £rom the shops they were supposed to replace. 

There is little in the way of design culture exemplified in these labs, most are 

shictly utilitarian workplaces not redy set up for many of the activities that are 

supposed to accompany the broad based mandate. Lighting is frequently poor 

away from the shop machinery and the tables for seat work or design are few in 

number. There are few extemal indications to announce to students that 

engineering 'design' is done here. With the atmosphere of a garage, it is not hard 

to understand why some students are turned off the higher level cognitive skills 

that could be incorporated into some of these programs. 

The techniml prograrns in Al's school are located in the technical wing and quite 

distant £rom the other classrooms. Al's ofice resembles a typical garage 

mechania office, with tools, rags and equipment spread everywhere. Park of 

various carburetors line his desk and brake cornponents, and headlamps are 



strewn across the h r  and it's difficult to h d  a place to sit down. The 

transportation 'classroom' is essentidy a garage with a few old desks. The place 

is cluttered and dirty. Several boys corne in and get into a wrestüng match at the 

back of the classroom untiI they see AI and me. A few others sit araund reading a 

few of the car and truck magazines found on the back benches. The high ceiLings 

and the metal roof means that noise camïes and echoes throughout the garage, 

making it d i f f i d t  to carry on an interview. Posters in AI'S transpoztation lab 

advertise car racing events and new pick-up trucks. 

Al is an automotive teacher whose office is the auto shop. His desk is situated at 

one end of a two bay autoshop and is strewn with parts of various shapes and 

sizes. One of his cornplaints is the lack of security of his desk and the way 

students constantly rifle through assignments, p a p a  invoices and the lîke. The 

shop is dvty and Al tells me that he can't get any cleaning staff to help him out 

Al tells me that he is only allowed to get six copies of any textbook he requests. 

When pressed for an explanation for this policy he shrugs and dismisses it as just 

another fa& of Me when dealing with what he feek iç a discomected 

administration Al is responsible for a very large quantity of expensive of tools 

and equiprnent. Cabinets upon cabinets of expensive menches and diagnostic 

equiprnent are his responsibility alone. He says that he can't assigri inventory 

responsibility to students because they would spend a large portion of their dass 

time simply monitoring and controhg the inventory. 

Al has worked as a trançportation teacher for the past six years at a number of 

different high schools. He has been at his current school for two years. He 

explains how he becarne interested in teduiology education: 

1 worked as a mechanic, operated my own shop, 1 knew as a kid what I 
wanted to do. Even before high school as a Little kid 1 Liked t o  mess 
with things, ~vooden boxes, &, building boats, rafts, my older brother 
worked on cas. My parents wanted me to go into something artistic but 1 
wasn't interested. 1 knew what 1 wanted to do in grade 7. My tech 
experience in high school was great, 1 was scraping by in math and 
sciences but 1 got 7û's and 8û's in my tech subjects, even though marks 
didn't matter too much. [Al] 



His mernories of his high school techn010gy experience are vivid: 
1 took murses in refrigeration and air ~~ndi t i~ning,  douig pneumatics, 
fluids connectirtg pipes, hydraulics making small models of elevators, that 
was back in 1967. The te& wing was great, the full range of tech subjects, 
you had to go through all of them good bad and ugly [auto, 
woodworking, refrigeration, welding, machine shop, electriaty, 
electronics] to get a pass. The science that I took was related, the math was 
related, I wanted to learn the business end but it wasn't avdable to us. 1 
could get a job, in the senior grade we got to work in the real world. It was 
good to see if you really liked it. [Al] 

His motivation for becoming a teacher in part stems fmm his dissatisfaction with 

the skills of apprentices: 

1 worked £rom 197490 as a mechanic. As a mechanic who 
ran several businesses, 1 leamed that a lot kids leaving school are not 
prepared to work in the real world. 1 had 2nd or 3rd year apprentices who 
still didn't know the order of the sockets or bolts and nuts, 1 asked 
what's wrong with the system? [Al] 

For Al, technology is: 

one of the drivin,g forces of our country, the economy and a l l  the nations. 
If a third world country doesn't have a technology base, ifs not going 
anywhere. If they want me to produce a decent auto mechanic 1 need the 
kid for at least 3 years. The BBT thing just isn't good enough[Aq 

Respect is an important issue for Al and he feek that technology programs are 

not respected within his school: 

1 can't afford a day off in a shop like this, who is going to cover? The kids 
would see it as a field day arnong the tools. 1 haven't had a chance to get to 
the paperwork behind the programs, or clean up the shop { k t  year here} 
and the whole outlook of tech and the expectations are completely 
different from what 1 was led to believe. They pretended. They never 
leveled with me. They want me to teach redundant courses, a girls' car 
care course, the biggest mistake you can have is having boys and girls 
together in an auto dass. Ali the boys think ifs a piece of cake, a shoe-in, 
for the girls nothing's been put in place so 1 have nothing to fd back on. 
They Say well you should be able to cook up a course, you shouldn't have 
a problem with that. Yeah, except you need to know who the students are. 
Here trying to leam who the students are is nearly impossible. The 
problem is the students themselves. 1 taught at a special tech school where 
the kids wore their feeling on their cuff. These kids will isolate you. The 
majonty of kids here don't respect tech teachers nor the d e s  and 
regulations within the school. For years this dass was considered a bird 
couse for kids to jump through, 1 expect more, thiç is an academic school, 
some of these kids are in advanced classes in other areas of the school and 
they come in here and want to do nothing. They resent having to work in 



this class, ifs hard to tear down these misperceptions about tech, these 
kids already have them, 1 don't know where they come hm. I'm not 
gouig to spoon feed them through th% course. They have to leam how to 
problem solve and process information. rrn not teaching these kids to be 
auto mechanics; the name of the game here is maintenance. To be a good 
customer, you should be weIl informed; an informecl consumer is your 
best customer, so my job is to provide the information and to get them to 
process the information they need. They don't want the work involved. 
Some are advanced, some basic, some generd, some should not be 
here. [Al] 

For Al, the lack of school support for the teduiology programs starts at the 

principal's office: 

Yes it cornes down from the principal. Every day on announcements you 
here the Principal or the Vice-Principal come on and praise the theatre 
group, about this academic club or that, you hear all this accolade about 
how great they have done and then you hem [low monotone voice] 'we 
have sorne people going to tech Olympics. They've won theh regional's 
and they are off to the Ontario skill Olympics". . . that's it You get a l l  this 
buüdup for the academic sfaff and nothing for the te& kids, it's just a 
polite we did our thing, we've covered the base. I could go and send a kid 
up there and give announcements for a week and tell them, we've got 
three engines out this month, 2 cylinder jobs and we got the grade 10's to 
overhaul some equipment that hasn't been Nnning in 4 years .... they 
would be laughed off, no they wouldn't even be allowed on, they'd Say 
"what are you putting thiç on for?" [Al] 

Al recalls another recent inadent in which he felt 'used' by the school 

administration and a£€orded no real recognition= 

Someone gave my name to the people at the vocational sdiool who were 
building a float for the Santa C ï a ~  parade. They hauled this vandaiized 
drivetrain up here and juçt assumed that our shop would fix it. A 
'floating' reindeer sleigh made out of papier mache had to be fitted to a 
cab over a tnick The kids 1 deal with can't problem solve at this level, 1 
have to figure out how to hand free float these reindeer and lay out a float 
and tell a class roorn of kids how to do it, and fit a l l  of these into the 
curriculum. In the bulletin that goes out to the rest of the school 1 got 
mentioned in 2 lines, 1 worked 3 full weekends on that project[Al] 

The lack of recognition and the low priority given to the instructional needs of 

the technology department is also reflected in the school's prionties: 

They just spent $150,000 on a new gymnasium floor with Little 
rollerbds under the wood just so it has a little spring to i t  They 
went for the deluxe ball bearing flmr for a huge amount extra- The 
principal's sons are jocks of course. [Al] 



Al's h t r a t ion  with a lack of resources to teach transportaiion technology is 

palpable: 

When 1 waked in here there were 9 classes going, two teachers who had 
never taught in tramportation before and nothing to work with Most of 
August I would corne in at 8 a m  and lave at lOpm, deaning the junk out 
of here. 1 had to bring m y  own set of tools in here. The rest of the tools 
were just thrown in cupboards here. There is no phone in here, I need 
one, every bill there has to have a phone cal1 to go with it to local 
suppliers, 1 do it dl. I'm $1500 in debt when 1 walked in here on day one, 
because some of the teachas here won't sqyare up thek bills. The tech 
director says no phone until you are out of debt There is no budget to 
replace worn out, outdated equipment or equipment that has been 
stolen. [Al] 

Al identifies the problem as systemic as well, comparing the way he believes 

technology education is Werent in the U.S.: 

D o m  in the States they do things big, schools twice as big as this school, 
a l l  tech dong with the high level students , things are promoted there, 
done well, marching bands. In the States, the skilis Olympia alço involve 
the advanced level students. They do the speakuig , organizing, political 
arrangements, ccoordinate, get in touch with industq, here ifs a l l  left to 
the teachers to do. The principal says oh yeah go ahead, this is a l i  
overtime above and beyond what's expected. 1 was told by the tech 
director iast year, you better have some skül cornpetitors in the tech 
Olympics next year. 1 said no way pal, especially after everyone got the 
pink slip last yex. In the 8 Yeats  I've been in the business X've run two skiu 
competitions, two provincials for s m d  engines, and one for auto body. 
I've did all that volunteer work. It took hundreds of hom. Mer  5 years of 
being spat in the face with the social contract [ Government mandated 
pay freeze for ad servants] and s a  no pay raise, you think I'm going to 
jump in? Enough is enough So now it has gone down hül becauçe of the 
teachers. There's a good thing thaYs gone by the wayside. ï'm now just up 
to what I would make on the floor 8 years ago. 1 made what 1 made last 
year in 6 months on the shop floor. [Al] 

IU has diffidv with the BBT approach. He believes that: 

BBT is against skill building, no more go carts, dune buggies. When 1 was 
a drafting teadier I would teach AWOCAD. What 1 had them design was 
something they could build as a dassmom exerase in the woodshop and 
build it. The problem is that 1 couldn't take my dass over to the shop, it 
was bus. and the madune shop teacher didn't want to do it because he 
was doing project time with hk kids, so eventually the kids couldn't apply 
what they learned. BBT is about building little toys. [Al] 



The BBT approach is 'good in theory' but somewhat different in practice, AI 

With 12 or 15 students, it [BBT] works not 23 or 30. They have to be good 
kids at 12-15. Twenty three! You cadt have 23 cylinder heads beîng 
replaced, or 23 carburetors or thermostats b e i g  adjusted, so now Fve got 
my head into 23 different areas all on the go. Now with broad based, 
you've got 4 or 5 groups of students all working on a project, student 
oriented, they're going to make a g o a r t  or whatever. ThaVs geat you've 
only 4 or 5 projects on the go; and if the students are committed , know 
what they're doing and working toward an end goal and know how to 
research and gather information, then you can be that facüitator, that 
theoretical person Uiat they1re tallcing about Where we make speQal tools, 
that's great but ifs not realistic; it can be providing everything h m  nuts 
and bolts and paper, overheads and sheets of diagrams and sheets of 
instructions for every possible thing is in place. There is one place 1 
know in Windsor where this guy has tons of cornputers and programs 
and information for kids to pi& out a project, and everything's organized, 
but he spent about 8 years doing it. Who has that amount of time or 
support? [Al] 

Al is &O hstrated by the la& of resources required in order to make BBT work 

according to its model: 

I'm looking at BBT where I can only have six classrmm textbooks in any 
one area, 1 can't have a class set. Where they got the number six I don't 
know. Because someone decided that 'with BBT you don't need any more 
than that'. I borrowed a set last year and 2 days before class started here 
they borrowed them badc, so 1 sMed one day before thiç year s M e d  
with no textbooks. AU I've got now is a mish mash set of photocopies, I've 
been photocopying my butt off and there's a tech director with 3 periods 
off a day who doesn't even corne in to help me photocopy. He only cornes 
down here when the fanlity is dtimately needed and never on a help or 
volunteer basis. The only cornputer I've got to use here is an old 286 pile of 
junk. 1 can't run the diagnostic software I need to nui. Yet, he's got full 
intemet faalities in his communications lab.[AlJ 

Al believes that BBT requires a lot more flexibility and administrative support 

than he currently receives. He relates his experiences at a vocational school he 

worked at prior to his current position: 

At the vocational school I told them 1 wasn't going to teach them small 
engines, 1 bought some weed-whacker engines and some remote controls, 
$800 worth, $1000 total, then I told them to build a 1/4 sale remote 
control go-cart car: a 4 f t  body, 22 inches wide, buüd i t  How big? I taught 
them to draw to scale. How much material guys? I'm not buying you 
material! They scrounged in the scrapyards, garbage for any kind of 
metal, odds and sods that you think you might be able to use. Parts of a 



printer, geam, wheek, sprockets, chahs, thatb broad based, they had a lot 
of problems to solve, how to run it, how to join nuts, bolts, screws, rivets. 
Three cars got built These kids are the supposed dummies, they learned 
more in 6 months than the kids in this school's BBT programs will in 3 
years, they had fun at it It's a lot of work to answer all of those kids 
problems, you've got 18 kids, 6 groups, helping them keep track of who's 
doing what, you've got to help them organize, like a mother hen, ifs so 
demanding, it exhausts you, but you've got to have everything in place 
-nu&, screws and bolts, and highly organized. They want me to do that 
here but won't give me any time to get it off the ground. This place should 
be shut down for a year to allow the tech department to organize a r d  
BBT program. [Al] 

The la& of resources and currïdum help in implementing BBT has undermined 

support for its philosophy: 

They've consistently shafted aIi the young teachers and we're the ones 
doing most of the work with all the broad based SM. We've done it and 
proven it It can be done. But now 1 ask myself why do 1 want to [throw 
out] the old 1960's Robart's style of instruction, and the beliek 1 had that 
we need to teach skills? Technology courses and science classes have to be 
related to what you are learning, not this BBT shiff where you take a pop 
bottle and make it into a racer. That's alL great for grades 7 and 8. Do it ui 
the science classes, that's a science experiment. If a kïd asks me how it 
relates to science 1 can teil him, now ask the science teacher to relate it to 
what 1 do over here, that doesn't corne. [Au 

Al explains how his relationship to working with technology iç more holistic 

Everytirne 1 demonstrate something to the kids or work on a car, I've got 
to use al l  of myself, my knowledge, my senses, my hands, my eyes, they're 
a l l  diagnostic tools and if I'm using a computer it's not doing my thuiking 
for me, ifs just another tool. The kids have b e n  taught that the computer 
is the gee whiz whizbang tool of technology that replaces my thinking. 
You ask the guy building a house, laying it out, how many board feet he 
ne&. He's not sitting there with a calculator; he's already done it in his 
head. Mechanio don't use a dculator to figure out what size shim to put 
in a front end.[Al] 

Environmental issues of transportation are not a concem for Al: 

1 have never directly discussed with the students environmental issues 
with respect to transportation technology or any technoIogy for that 
matter. Any environmental SM comes right from the kids in a project 
whereby they clip articles related to technology £rom magazines and 
newspapers, but 1 don't discuss it directly. 1 dont see it as a major issue at 
the high school level. Teachers ta& about making a product that will do 
this and this and this, not how long a produd will be around. Maybe it 
should be a goal although I've never heard anyone discuss it and I've been 



teaching a few years now. A lot depends on the school environment; the 
other teachers, everyone's got to have the same £rame of mind or it would 
never work [Al] 

As Al explains: 
1 get really upset when 1 hear about the ozone layer because 1 don't 
believe them. I don't believe it's as ai t ical  as they say it is. And 1 donrt 
know if ifs too much media hype, or listening to saentists at different 
ends of the scale. 1 try to listen to both and form my own opinion. Ço when 
I hear that the ozone is depleted 1 listen half heartedly because 1 know 
someone eise has a Merent thought on it[Al] 

One of the things that Al is m a t  proud of is teaching a student with cerebral 

palsy how to rebuild a carburetor: 

You should have seen the look in his eyes when we put it in a car and 
made it run, it was one of the highlights of my career.[Al] 

Al doesn't believe that making technology mandatory iç the solution either: 

1 don't thuik making tech mandatory will solve the problem. If ifs 
mandatory it's just another jump hoop for the kids and they know how to 
jump hoop pretty good. They haven't been taught how to open their eyes 
and see and experience a thing. If you're an option you should get the 
students who want it. This classroom here was a £ine example of the 
dumping gound syndrome. The previous teacher didn't give a damri 
anymore, he was retirlng, fed up with some of the policies, misfit 
students. So students were dumped d o m  here- [Al] 

Parental support for technologid education in Al's school is also negligible: 

On parent teacher night 1 got 5 parents. There are 1600 kids in thïs 
school, 4 of those who came were parents of excellent students anyway. 
We have the lowest tumout of any subject in the schwI, without a doubt. 
As teachers, we want to find out more about our students and the best 
source is the parents. Parents are either too busy in M e  or they're not 
interested in their kid taking tech ed. 1 think they're not too interested in 
tech ed myself. [Al] 

Al is also critical of the way teachers treat him and his students, like their 

personal auto mechanie: 
Yesterday I worked straight through ,no lunch no break from 8 to 6 on a 
teacher's car. Theyrre waiüng for me to drop the car off, put the key in 
their hand. They treat me like their own private mechanic It's a perk 
around here, when you can take your car to your place of work and have 
it serviced or repaired. They don't pay anything on the labour end of it. 
They take it all for granted. Last Friday students refused to work on one 



of the teachers cars, so what can I do? Say "Tony your car is not going 
home for the weekend?" 1 worked on it personally, I've done that many 
times. That's one of the prob1emç of being an auto mechanic and doing 
real car repais, you're studc holding the bag at 4 o'clock And they have 
the gall to complain to m e  about every littIe m g ,  like when I had the 
car in it didn't have that little scratch, or I had a problem with it so 
I took it somewhere else later. 'You mean you didn't give us an 
opportunity to repair it if it was something loose?' Thank you, what does 
that do for me? The other shops don't have any real repairs going onf 
breadboards and junk cornputers; ifs dl simulation, no real customer 
where the job has to be 100%. If a car goes out the door here Ihi stiU fiable, 
legally, if the power steaing belt m e s  off and sorneone veers into 
another lane, if it's the brakes, a leaky fuel line and the car goes up in 
flanes. 1 have to double check everything, and test drive. If 1 try realistic 
work for the kids 1 am accountable for it being 150% correct 1 have to 
re-check everything. [Al] 

Al sees himself in the role of school based entrepreneur, not by choice but of 

Why do I bring in work? Because they give me a budget 
of $2000 to run an autoshop for an entire year. That's not enough to 
supply me the grease and oil to run this shop. If you're not going to get 
budget money that means you're going to have to eam the money, that 
means you've got to make the shidents work and you've got to be hard 
and tough. And now you've got students doing jobs that they don't know 
anything about [Al] 

Al also relates how he even spent one weekend fixing up an old washing 
machine and dryer so that he could wash and dry the rags he needs for tasks 

around the transportation lab. His budget is not big enough to afford a linen 

supply Company. Although Al is resigned to the fab that technology education 

wiU always occupy a secondary position with regard to status and support in his 

school, he also remains committed to teaching: 

One of the greatest joys in teaching is to watch the eyes brighten up when 
sorneone finalty gets something, the joy in the face of a student who 
finally pub an engine together. He's q u e  tioning whether it's going to run 
or blow up in his face. and gets it to run. The ear to ear grin that's the 
payback, but if the students are not committed to itf the payback never 
cornes. They want something for nothing. Why should 1 give marks out 
for kids to sit on their butts, aU it does is reinforce their lazïness. 1 stand 
for hard work, using your head to problem solve. And 1 don't teach cars, I 
tell them that 1 teach thinking s u s ,  organization, 1 teach the use of your 
senses and no matter what Srpe of transportation system you work on it's 
the same thing required We're just using the vehicle as a mode1 to do it. 



Here we have tools and equipment, manufactured parts and pieces and 
together they're supposed to meet and sometimes it needs problem 
soiving and thinking, to repair it, replace it, fix it, adjust it, service it, clean 
it Ifs been that way for 100 years and even if we have flying saucers 
what's the difference, a rocket to the moon still needs service? [AI] 

Al prides himself on being a craftsman and he explains the difference between a 

craftspexson and a techniaan: 

A craftsman can fix or repair something with very little if he has 
to; whereas, a technician will Say only go to a certain point where he 
says 1 need a replacement. They say that an automotive person today is a 
technician, yeah because of the saence end of it, but he still has to be 
a craftsman behind i t  A craftsman will hx you up on a Friday aftemmn 
without the part, that's the way it used to be and in some shops. 
The technician isn't looking for the 'Keep-if-simple-stupL1' method and 
he's not using his knowledge to solve the problem. When you use your 
knowledge to solve a problem you use the what when why how, but you 
have to know when is it working, when is it not working, what's it 
supposed to do, when is it supposed to do it? Information without context 
is gibberish a l l  of these acronyms on a diagnostic tool you have to 
înterpret it, sometunes ifs something so basic, a loose wire, a missing 
screw, too much corrosion. Unless you are using the craft part, using 
your whole self and your howledge base to go after the problem, then 
you're jus t playing. [Au 

The technological studies department in Al's school has not nianageci to work 

cooperatively with other departments within the schooi 

1 can work with the business teachers too [shows me all the piles of 
paperwork involved in ordering/ billing for parts and tools]. The business 
daartment could h d ~  me reduce the ~averwork here. 1 have to take care 
of hl the shop billing, Lefore ifs turnecÎ A I have to make sure ifs all 
billed out. ~Ôxes a d  boxes of paperwork, Pm nuuiing an operating 
garage here all by myself. At the last vocational school in this board they 
have a special person in the o££ice who takes care of al1 this paperwork 
The Business program here is huge, 1 told the business department head 
that 1 needed some help, and he said there's not enough here for one of 
my full time coop students to do, 1 told hïm ifs an on-going thing. 1 could 
be helping a business student follow a work order from when it cornes in 
to final billing - a great experience. It's a great opportunity to leam. 
Instead f've had to do it al l  myself. I r edy  don? understand why we can't 
work together better here. 

Al explainç that he tries not to dwell on the problems he faces in teaching: 

If I sit there and think about it too much 1 would quit. My job is to help 



kids leam and experience; ifs not making them do something 1 want them 
to do. This is my dassroom, the planetarium, 1 want you to corne in, have 
a nice cornfortable seat, well explore Jupiter, but to participate you've got 
to put your whole self into it [Ali 

I've done my damndest here for 2 years but if 1 wak out the door 
tomomw, I'm not completely stupid, 1 can go out on the shop floor and 
do 6-8 months of leamhg back in industry. It would only take me about 
one and a half years to get badc up to par. I mîght do it yet if 1 get fed up 
enougk [Al] 

Worldview Elicitation Task One 
The worldview elicïtation task one is descrïbed on page 399. Table 7-2 

summarizes the number and category of statements each teadier made in 

completing 'teduiology is about.. .'. 

Table 7-2 

1 Technology as Understood by the Business 1 Number of Statements ( 
and Indw&ial CommUNty & primarily 
about.. - 

Kevin 1 Chervl i Al 
I J ~ ,  

~ - 

1. Control and Utilitv I 3 I 3 I 1 1 
2 1 I 

2- Economics and Efficiency 7 4 5 
3. The Naturai world and our place in it O O O 
4. 'Weliness', health, security and ease of life O 2 4 
5. Soaal Justice, Equity, Poiïtical Liberty O O O 
6. Aesthetics and CuitUral Enlightenment O 1 O 
Technology as depicted in our popular - - 
culture is p r i m d y  about.. . 
1. Control and Utility 3 3 4 
2. Economics and Effiaency O 4 O 
3. The Natural world and our place in it O O 1 

I I I 

4. 'Wellness', health, s e h t y  and ease of iïfe 1 5  I 1 I 3 

5. Social Justice, Equity, Political Liberty I O I O I O 
6.  Aesthetics and Cultural Enlightenrnent 3 O 2 

For m e  personally Technology is primarily 
about.. . 
1. Control and Utility 1 1 4 

1 I 1 

2. Economics and Effiuency I O 1 I 2 
I I 1 

3. The Natural world and our place in it 2 I 1 l O 
1 

4. 'Wellness', health, seCUnty and ease of Life I 3 I 6 I 4 



6, Aesthetics and Cultural Enlightenment 3 1 O I 

Both Kevin and Cheryl believe that business and industry conshue technology to 

be exdusively about control, utility, economics and efficiency. For Al, and to a 

leser mesure Cheryl believe business and industry are also concemed with 

'wellness' issues. The three pro- for each teacher are shown in Figures 7-1,7-2 

and 7-3. 

AU three teachers believe that control and efnuenry are popular cultural themes 

around teduiology. Cheryl's responses span five categories, with a significant 

number grouped under the 'wellness, health, security and ease of life heading. 

She indicates that incleasing personal power is the number one question for her. 

Chexyl moçt strongly identifies an economics and efficiency theme in cultural 

representations of technology, while Kevin identifies wellness', health, security 

and ease of life as predominant cultural themes. None of these teachers identified 

statements in the 'naturd world and our place in it' or 'Social Justice, Equity, 

Political Liberty' categories as significant cultural messages or themes used 

business and industry conceming the use of technology. 

In terms of personal understandings of technoIogy, Kevin and Cheryl's positions 

both represent fairly balanced positions in tenns of the number of different 

categories represented in their priority listing. Al's pnorities as table 7-2 indicates 

focus on control, utility, econornics and wellness. 
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Figure 7-3 Kevin's Profile 
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Elicitation Task Two-'Reasonable Ouestions' to Ask TechnoIo= 

Worldview &citation task two is described on page 6-30. Figures 7-4.7-5 and 7-6 

sunmarize the ranking exercise for "the most important questions to ask of our 

techno1ogies" for each of the three teachers. 

Moral 
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serve 

community? 

Natural World enhance the 
meaning of 

effects on the health 
of the pianet and 

aspect of ouf 
potentii 

future does it 

43. Can ME 
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for its effects? 

Aesthetic i-' 
CheryC Reasonable Questions to ask Our technologies 

78. How 
does it affect 

quality of 

distinct from 
standard of 
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overaiil Rank from top five statements from each cat6gory Figure 7-4 
1= Most Important 



Figure 7-5 
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Kevin's respomes to the 'reasonable questions to ask our technologies' 

instrument indicates that his ten most important questions span six categorïes, 

with the most important relating to assuming responsibility for the effects of 

technoIogy. It is noteworthy that Kevin was the only teacher of the three who 

included two questions from the political category. 

Cheryl's most important questions to ask our technologies span eight categories, 

with the most important question being the practical 'what is its purpose?' 

Unlike the other two teachers, Cheryl included several questions in the social 

category and one from the metaphysicd grouping. Cheryl chose only one 

question from the ecologid grouping and none fiom the political category. 

Similar to Kevin, Chery1 placed a relatively high prionty on the question related 

to assuming responsibility for the effects of technology. 

Al's most important questions cover five otegories, with the largest number 

f a h g  under the 'practical' grouping. His number one question for technology is 

also the practical 'what is iîs purpose?' The ethical grouping of questions were 

interpreted by Al as not necessarily related to the ethical consequences of 

technology but rather to practical considerations of technoIogy. As Al explained, 

these questions are important i f  one is to take advantage of fuhw opportunities 

provided by the technology; ethical considerations for Al were placed lower than 

pragmatic opportunities. For the overall ranking, Al did not choose any of the 

questions falling under the ecologid or political categories. For a detailed 

diagram of how the teachers ranked individual questions please see Appendix 3. 

Group Results -'Reasonable Ouestions to Ask of our Technolog;iesf 

The following is a brief summary of the results for the 45 teachers. A detailed 

listing of the response to individual questions in each category is found in 

appendix 3. 

Natural World- The response to this category indicates that the questions: 

'What are its effects on the health of the planet and that of the person?' and 

'How much and what kind of waste does it generate?' are important to many 



teachers. However, questions conceming ecological design, the nature of the 

rdationship reinforced with the natural world through technology and 

cultural dimensions of technology are seen as unimportant 

Social - Teachers deemed the questions: 'Does it seme wmrnunity?'and 'Doeç 

it empower cornmuni& monbers?' to be important However, questions 

comecting technology to issues of conviviality, history, traditional fomx of 

knowledge and the fostering of diverse ways of knowing are all seen as 

unimporfant. 

Practid- Not surprisingly this grouping eliated strong agreement for several 

questions including: What does it rnake?, Where is it used?, and How expensive is 

it? Questions deemed unimportant include: Where was it produced?, Where 

must it go when it's broken or obsolete?, C m  it be repaired? Cnn it be repaired by an 

ordinary(non-specialist) person?, and What is the entirety ofits wst, thefull wst  

acwunting? 

Moral- Teachers felt that the questions: W h a t  is gained by its use? and Wizat 

are i f s  e@cts on the lenst penon in sociefy? 'to be the most important in this 

category but not overwhelmingly so. Refledive questions related to the 

effects of technology beyond its utility to the individual? And consideration 

of what is losf in using a technology were judged relatively unimportant. 

Ethical- Two questions: What behuiour might it make possible in thefuture? and 

What 0 t h  technologies rnight it m k e  possible? were scored as important 

questions. However, because respondents did not know the categories of the 

questions, many like Al did not interpret this question in an ethical context. 

Instead it was probably interpreted more in terms of anticipahg future 

technoIogies in order to take advantage of them. 

Vocational- Teachers felt that the questions; 'Does it depress or enhance the 

quality of go&? and ' Does it reduce, deaden, or enhance h u m  creativity? ' are 

important. But all other questions related to technology replacing human 

hands, its impact on aaft skills, being responsive to organic conditions or 

depressing or enhancing the meaning of work were judged unimportant. 

Metaphysicd- These questions were all judged to be unimportant, the 

question; 'What aspect of our potentialfuhre does it reflect? 'was selected as the 

most important of this group. 



Political- theçe questions were also judged to be relatively unimportant. The 

questions: '1s it consistent with the creatim of a global ewnomy ? ' and ' What kind 

of capital dues it require?' were selected as the most important of this group. 

Aesthetic- These questions were not ranked as very important by teachers, 

the question: 'Hou> does it aBct quality of life(as dkfindfroin strmdmd of living)?' 

ranked the highest with a mean of 5.86. 

Eliatation Task Three: Techno1on;ies Can/Cannot/ Mav 

Teachers were asked to create new statements and sort previously prepared ones 

into the categories: technology 'can', technology 'cannot' and tedinology 'may.' 

The responses for the three teachers are included in their worldviews maps, 

which wrll be discussed later. 

Table 7-3 summarizes the group results. 

Teduiology-Morals~ues/Ethics 

A significant % of teachers believe that technologies can help us make better 

moral, ethical and values based decisions. 29 % believe that technologies can't 

impede o u  ability to make good ethical and moral deàsions. 

Technology-Metaphysics 

For a majority of teachers: technologies are essential to attain 'true wisdom' 

conceming the world, they only expand our consciousness without narrowing it, 

they help us discover our 'true' needs and 'self' by better connecting us to the 

nature of those needs. Technologies also blur the distinction between human and 

machine but not the human and non-human animal. For the majority, 

technologies cnnnot embody a sense of sacredneçs or expand our spiritual 

awareness. 

Technology-Community 

The majority of teaches feel that although tedinology c m  make us feel more 

psychologically connected to otheg the reverse is not true, tedinology cannot 

make us feel more isolated from others. 47% believe that technology can't make 

us less empathic to the needs of others, 42% believe that it c m  make us more 

empathic to the needs of others. A hi11 80% believe that teduiology cannot 



isolate us kom an understanding of our own communities and 49% believe it 

can't diminish our sense of community. 

Technology-Sense of Self 

A majority of teachers feel that technology cun't: make us more or less 

compassionate individuals, dimuush our sense of self- woah or our ability to 

relate to other cultures. However, technology un: help cl- our sense of self, 

improve us as human beings, improve our sense of self worth, improve our 

ability to relate to other cultures. 

Technology-Naturd World-Self 

For the majority of teachers, techn010gy cnn'k escape our 'besC efforts to control 

its environmental impads, make us feel more or less responsible for the well 

king of the pla.net, alienate us £rom the Natural world, bring us to a deeper 

spirihial connection with the natural world, or lead us to devalue the Natural 

world. Technologies m: help reveal the Natural world as it really is, b ~ g  us 

doser to the Natural world, allow us to exploit naturd resources without limit, 

allow us to continuously improve our standard of living, allow us to live more 

hannoniously with the Natural world. 

Technology-Worldview 

For the majority of teachers technologies cannot incorporate dimensions of 

worldviews. 33% believe that technologies donf t express the impliat and expliat 
vaIues of a culture or gender orientations. A large percentage (67%) support a 

deterministic belief that technology 'acts 1ul-e an indppendentfmce which auses social 

change,' and 49% believe that this force is 'uncatrollable'. Despite the 

deterministic belief that technology is 'uncontrollable' a large number of teachers 

(44%) also hold that technology can't act as a force cauçing us to change the way 

we treat people, or evolve in ways which are detrimental to humanity's long- 

term interests. 44% also believe that teduiology cannot blur the distinction 

between real needs and 'wants'. 
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Elicitation Task Four= Worldview Lmapre Analvsis 

In this taçk, kachers were shown a number of images and asked to consider the 

questions outlined in the previous chapter on page 6-33. The images used in this 

section are found in the cd H e  'wrldtoonppt'. 

1. Earth as a circuit board. In this image, the globe is overiaid by a spherical circuit board, with 

wisps of cioud coverïng it. 

Al is nonplussed by this image: 

Well this image represents the fact that the entire world is covered by 
technology. It's reality and a good way for students to think about 
worldwide technology, 1 think It seemç that this is where we're going, 
king able to control everything eventually, the weather, the animals, 
aops you name it. Linking everything will be this information 
technology, 1 think Ks inevitable. [AI] 

Cheryl states: 

This global technology is really about information technology spreading 
over the globe, the world is interco~eded like ifs never been and that's a 
good thing. We can get products and s d  products ail over the world. I 
thhk it's a symbol of our progress as human beings. But it's also 
diçturbing, it reminds me of technoIogy nui amok, taking over the world. 
1 guess what it represents is us living in a big machine' 1 donf t like the feel 
of that but how can you not feel that anymore? You can't escape 
machines. [Cheryl] 

Kevin is more cynicak 

This image bothers me because ifs iike technology has pushed out Me. A 
lot of the world isn't as advanced as we are with techn010g~' so this is our 
picture of the world, not their's. Thiç is a pichve that the people selling 
technology want us to believe in, one big intercomected market for their 
toys.F;evin] 

2. Time Magazine cover 'Weicome to the Wired World' 

This cover features the globe encircled by what appears to be a cage sipilj4ng the global 

networking infrastructure. The caption reads: "What fie 'netamrked sonnety' means fo yuu, yow 

business, pur country- and the globe." 

Cheryl haç mixed feelings about this image: 

1 see this as a refiection of the inevitable spread of networking technology 
to comect everyone on the globe.. .everyone in the world essentially has 
the ability to comunicate across continents.. .the wired world is a reality, 
ifs exating and ifs a scary picture too. To me it looks like the world is 



caged like an animal, controlled by technology . . .it disturbs me, 1 don' t 
like the idea of a totally controlled world. The ability to communicate in a 
split second, the internet, it's the overrated CE3 radio for the 901s[Cheryl] 

Al is more positive: 

Sure this is how technology is changing the globe, ifs amazing that this 
technology interconnects anyone anpvhere, the new low Earth orbit 
satellites are amazing, 1 think that's what this picture represents, a 
complete web of communications. You can go anywhere you want 
whenever you want, everybody iç wired together. It doesn't look like the 
Earth; really soon wefU be going to different planets. We can't ignore the 
intemet. We all have to keep up with technology.[Al] 

Kevin is disturbed by this image: 

Welcome to the Wired World - It's hightenhg because with information 
everythuig is so linked together now. 1 feel it looks like a cage around 
the world, like bars on a jail, trapped with this networking thing, 
evqthing we do is monitored . There's no room to explore nature and 
heedom. Modem technology has distanceci us fiom nature, I have my 
wallanan on so 1 can't hear nature anymore. 1 have a cellphone so rm 
available everywhere, a n y k  1 walk around with my pagers, my laptop 
cornputers because everything has to be now and my portable television. 
I'm a little person surrounded by all these wires aU of these gipnos and 
gadgets 1 can't interact with the rest of the world anymore. Just look at the 
kids with the wallaman's on, they don't talle to anyone as they walk up and 
down the hallways here, they're trapped in technology.[Kevin] 

3. Earth as a Corporate Map I 1 This map is a standard mercators projection but country m e s  have been replaced with the 1 1 names of transnational corporations such as Dupont, McDonalds, etc I 

Al finds this image rididous: 

1 thllik that this is another exaggeration, stupid really. Think aboutit, none 
of these countries is run by a company, people Say co~porations have too 
much power hem but hey, evexyone's got a vote, corporations don? 
vote! [Al] 

Cheryl sees this as an inevitable reality: 

This is the reality of today, kids may as well be learning to live with it, 
there's not much any of us can do about it. 1 don't know where it's going 
to end, maybe in one big super duper corporation? 1 guess it's funny, 
corporation names replachg counq names, that's what's happening in 
some ways, businesses are getting more and more powerful and 
governments have to listen to them more, they donf t have a choice 1 think. 
It's just more of this branding, 1 don't have a real big problem with it. 1 
donr t know how this could corne into te& ed.[Cheryl] 
3ees this image as useful in provoking mtid thinking: 



Yeah, this is pretty sad but wefre heading in this direction no doubt, 
corporations get more and more powerful as they merge and 
conglomerate. If 1 was teaching political science this would be useful to 
get students thinkùg about transnational corporations and their influence 
and power. 1 think that we have a lot l e s  control over our choices today, 
take manulacturing, if a Company can get cheaper labour in a third world 
country, they're gone, no question. 1 don't like it but that's the way the 
world works. They [corporations]essentially run the government in some 
countries. Governments allow them to get too big and prew soon the tail 
wags the dog. 1 think kids shouid be aware of the implications of this 
process and we have to keep t e h g  them to get involved as atizens. This 
ad would be good to bring up issues related to technology and hade or 
technology and power 1 think.[Kevlxi] 

4- Earth driven over by an automobile tire- 

This image features a crushed globe with a tire tread aaoss the equator 

Al doesn't like the message impIied : 

This is more automobile b a s h g  I think, the world being driven over by 
the car-. .in some areas ifs true, but let's face it w e  can't live without it. It's 
anti-mrf anti industry. This didn't corne from a car ad I'm sure. I 
wouldnf t use this in class because 1 donf t think it gives a fair presentation 
of how important cars are to the economy. Get real, do all of these 
environmentalists not have an? A lot of them are hypocrites. Cars are 
getting deaner and deaner every year, 1 know, just compare today's cars 
to the gas hogs of the sixties and seventies, there's no cornparison 1 
wouldn't use th% in dass specifically because of my teaching style; I work 
like a facilitator so 1 don't raise these kinds of issues.[Al] 
For Kevin: 
Well this ad is probably doser to the truth than some of us like to admit, 
there are too many am, but 1 don't know if anybody redy cares, the 
cutbacks in public transit over the laçt few years, the downloading have 
all hurt public transit. We have too much of the economy geared to m 
and roads 1 think. 1 might use this in a transportation dass to start kids 
thinking about what cars are doing to the Earth, more and more roads 
every year, more carsf w e  just don? seem to get it sometirnes. The more 
roads we build the more cars there will be driving on them.[Kevin] 

Cheryl feels that thiç image is too provocative: 

You didn't get this hom a transportation teacher , 1 thùùc it's anti- 
transportation, 1 mean cars arenft driving over the Earth, they let us do 
what we need to do to work and build our economy. Cars are getting 
better all the tirne/ pretty soon wefU have a hydrogen car and all of these 
ai t ics will have nothing to Say. 1 wouldn't use this in dass, ifs too one- 
sided and doesn't give a balanced picture.[Cheryll 





CheryI finds mixed messages in this image: 

I'm not sure what this is supposed to mean, Pve never heard of the gros 
world product but I guess ifs just the GDP of all the countries added 
together. What does it mean the planet going down? 1 think they're tryïng 
to compare product output with the bunùng or clearcutting of forests. 1 
donf t think they're direcüy connected. We have more people every year, 
the economy has to grow to keep Pace with everythug. The world can't 
stop like that 1 think the top pichire represents progress and the things we 
build with money and the bottom represents the buniing of the world's 
forests. 1 think we can have both, progress and forests but this image tek  
us we can't 1 disagree. 1 think we can Save the forests without stopping 
the economy. 1 wouldn't use thiç in class because 1 don? think kick would 
understand it [Cheryl] 

For Kevin, the image brings up the notion of tradeoffs: 

This is so m e ,  we measure everything in money t e m  but the 
environment is getting used up and no one is getting the big pichire. We 
build and sprawl all over the Earth and no one asks what are we losing in 
the process. This is a good image to get students thinking about tradeoffs. 
What do we trade off to get our standard of living? Bevin] 

Al interprets this image as hyperbole: 

Thiç image is about two different things, forests and aties, I read where all 
the people in the world could stand in Manhattan, New York How can 
there be too many people when they can al l  fit in a smail area? 1 think it's 
ail been over-hyped, this image is comparing cities to forests; 1 just don't 
get the comection, don't we use less resources now with a l l  the electronics 
communication? Pm not convinced that the planet is going down, water 
and air is getting better in quality since the sixties. 1 think ifs more of a 
scare mongering image than anything else. What are they saying? We 
have to give up aties in order to Save the forests, that crap? No, 1 wouldn't 
use this in dass because 1 don? think 1 reaüy understand it. [AI] 

7. Squeezing the Earth 
Thiç image pidures three men carrying briefcases, nuullng on a treadmill chasing a stadc of 

money held out in front of thea  The treadmill is attached to a mechanism of several gears and 

two large arms whkh are squeezing the Earth and coileding drops of a fluid leaking out. The 
impkation is that the harder the men run on the t readd ,  the tighter the arms will squeeze the 

Earth. 

Kevin t h i n k s  this image reflects the way the economy workç: 

Thiç is funny; ifs so hue. We r u n  and we run and run but where are we 
really going? And the Earth gets eaten up and spit out in the process. This 
is what everything is coming d o m  to: chasing more money but never 
really getting ahead because everything else is getting more expensive. 
Because everyone does it everyone else follows. Ks squeezing the Earth 



tighter and tighter because we keep using more and more resources and 
energy. What's the breaking point? We have to h d  a better way of 
stopping this process, but people will always want more and more money, 
ifs a natural thing. The more people who chase the dollar, the faster and 
harder the Earth gets squeezed. Yes, 1 think that's pretty accurate. It 
would be good to get students thinking about the consequences of the 
economy as it now is. [Kevin] 

Cheryl thinks this image gives the wrong message about capitalisrn: 

This is the rat-race, the rats are us ninning in a cage on one of those 
wheels or thiç conveyor belt. These guyç chasing the money are crushing 
the Earth. I suppose the idea is that the more we want the money, the 
faster we'll run and we'II squeeze harder. I don? think ifs that simple. 
Not everyone is ninning like these guys. 1 wouldn't use it beause ifs not 
realistic Everyone chasing money isn't doing this to the Earth This is 
about business, the way the world works. People are motivated by money, 
plain and simple. If you want to get people to do something you need 
motivation, that's money. We chase it because ifs how we comunicate 
value to each other. 1 don? think the world is getting crushed, the world 
will be here long after humans are gone. 1 wouldd t use this in class 
because in our capitalist system this is how things work. [Cheryl] 

Al, on the other hand, states: 

This is another environmental cartoon Ifs trging to equate wanting to 
make money with destroying the Earth 1 think ifs the same old argument 
by environmentalists, and they're wrong. We need to keep the economy 
going or there won't be an environment left If people can't make money 
in the economy, they'll cut d o m  trees to stay wam~ and kiU even more 
animals. 1 don't think this gives a tme picture of the relationship. 1 
wouldn't use it, ifs anti-free market capitalism and 1 think we need to 
teach shidents more about the economy. [Al] 

8. Consumption wiil fill the void 

An anti-advertisement from Adbusters features a young boy's face. The eyes are not visible; the 

sockets are black and empty. The caption reads: 

"Feeling empty? Don't mrry, Consumpfion urrlljill the mid. " 

Cheryl doesn't think consump tion is too important an issue: 

This is one of my kids [laughing]. He's out there buying a l l  the latest 
NIKE or Tommy Hilfigef gear. 1 think that all the wo~rying about 
consumption was a 60's thing; you donf t hear too much about it anymore. 
Well I suppose there is some truth in this, we do consume things to feel 
better about who we are and our position in Me. I wouldn't use this in 
class. 1 thùik ifs too dark, too depressing. Consumption of material goods 
is what makes the world go round. [Cheryl] 

This image strikes a chord in Kevim 



Thiç is great, I think i fs  so hue. How many people are at the shopping 
mall buying stuff, conçuming stuff they don't need? A lot of them, Pm 
sure, never r e m  on how wefre trained to consume by TV and all the 
other media. How much conspicuous consumption ïs because of this 
întemal void? 1 think I would use this to get students thinking about why 
we consume so many 'fashion-products' that we throw out next week, 
month or year. [Kevin] 

Al, on the other hand, doesn't like the message: 

The picture is very diçturbing, like a zombie, dead. 1 don't think 
conçumption is bad. Without consumption, there's no need for 
production. 1 don9 think conçumption is the problem. Sure, maybe we 
consume too mu& of a partidar thing but conçumption strengthens our 
economy, mates jobs. I haven't heard about a better system. [Al] 

9. Ford-Fraud - Quantity is Iob 1 
This anti-ad features a typical rush hour fkeway with six lanes of cars ali stuck in a traffic jam. 
The caption at the bottom features what appears to be a stylized 'Ford' logo featuring their 

'Quality is Job i'caption but which in fact reads "'Fraud' (2uantify is Job 7. " 

It is worth noting that very few teachers (Only £ive out of twenty) recognized the 

'Fraud' and 'Quantity' words. Most were puzzled and asked whether this ad was 

a Ford form of a joke. 

Al rejects this message as disrespectful: 

1 don? agree with the caption, I believe that Ford puts out a quality 
product. I wouldn't use this in my class for anythuig, ifs disrespectful. It 
picks on Ford and not the other companie. Produchg cars is what makes 
Ontario tick. Without the automotive industry the economy would 
collapse, and then where would we be?"[Al] 

Kevin is surprised that he initidy didn't 'get' the ad: 

Holy aipes! 1 didn't even read the logo at first. It just goes to show how 
we process and we're conditioned as soon as we see these corporate logos. 
This ad is great; it really is true if you think about it, Ford is in the 
business of selling cars, full stop. The rest is PR spin. You never see these 
pictures in the car ads, ifs always the wide open country with the wind 
through your hair. This ad would never be used by our transportation 
teachers, it's too provocative. Yes 1 would use this in class, this is an 
example of the bad side of technology, technology gone too far, all these 
cars have one or two people in them. 1 would ask students about the 
subliminal power of technology advertising. [Kevin] 

Cheryl however, is more cautious: 



1 don't lüie the use of 'hud', as if Ford is misrepresenting itself. What's 
wrong with producing cars? The way we use the cars iç the problem. 1 
wodddt use this ad in claçs because 1 don't agree with the message. 
Cchery 11 

As explained in the previous chapter, teachers were provided with a number of 

adverüsements and asked: How would you interpret or deconstruct the ad? 

What, if any, technology education related issues can you idenûfy in the ad? 

These ads are found in the cd file 'wrldads-ppt'. 

AD #l.  This advertisement features a picture of a man sitting in h n t  of a cornputer. 

In the caption, his name reads 'Andrew Stewart, Assignment Ernployee, Olsten Staffhg Services'. 

The main caption reads as foilows: 

"Companies get more producfiDity because I have the exact cornputer fhey need. h e  been fesfed and 

frained on d i p e n f  s o ~ e .  1 m e  aveoompafües time and m o q ,  thanks to Olsfen S&fing. To emure that 

our assijpmnt employees are of the highest qualihj and a real usset to OZU clients across Canada, Olsten 

staffng seroices fests th& skïlls, fhen trains them so they're men more productbe. We fhen match the 
rïghf people to the righf jobs. Andrew Stewmt is a good example. When Atzdrezu w & e d  info our o@e, he 

had only a limited knavledge of PCs. But he was bnght, motiDvlted and r d y  tu l m .  Usiizg Olsfetr's 

excluhe Pr&e@ system, we ezlaluafed Andrew 's s o w e  skilIs. The remlfs fold us we couid upgrade 

those skills and train hlm in rzew ones as well.. .As part of OIsûw cqwat ion ,  fhe Imgesf promder of 
human resowces in N d  Amerka, we deliacr superbly frained personnel, solid on time p e r - m e  and a 

full range of sfafing smrices. The result: Our clients improve productiDity and reduce msts." 

The practice of downsizing and o u t s o u . g  labour is a realïty in the 'new world' 

of globalized production. As 'flexible' 'just-in-tirne' ernployees, many cannot 

count on retirement or health plans, vacations or job protection in the event of 

illness. 'Temps' and the companies which 'source' them are the largest workforce 

and employers in North Arnerica. 

Cheryl, a communications teacher, had never used ads in her technoIogy dass 

but her analysis of this one has raised several important questions for her. 
Cheryl's first comment was: 

1 thuik this ad is temble, it basically equates human beings with a 
product. 

She then posed the following questions that she might ask her dass: 



- Why doesn't the Company hire Andrew as a MI thne employee? 
- Why do they have to measure him to find out if he's worthy of retrainirg 
on the next piece of software? 1 think thafs degrading! 
- If Olsteds clients improve productivity and reduce CO& what does 
Andrew get paid? 1 bet he doesn't get any benefits! 
- E know that 1 have used terms when taking about the design process that 
equates humans with resources, maybe PU change that in the future. 
- What does Andrew feel about being a permanent temp? Pm sure it 
probably has its advantages but 1 wouldn't want it 

By contrat, Al, a transportation teacher, has a more pragmatic take on the ad 

and had no questions related to the nature of the work arrangements, 

'tempingior 'just-in-tirne' people. He states: 

I fs  the reality of the work world, students had better get used to it AU 
types of manufacturhg companies are contracting out and cutting back on 
full time employees. No securïty, no union, get used to it! [Al] 
Kevin asks: ' What kind of ski& do you need to even get this job?' 

He understands 'temping' as a part of the product mentality: 

They're saving a lot of money with this looking at dollars and sense now. 
Ushg people to make money, that's what industry is about What 
happens when these people are used up? When the new people corne in 
we ship the old ones out and the new ones in It doesn't look like they've 
got time to develop new skills when they're stuck on a worksite. WeFre 
becoming little robots, little techno-products. You're the WordPerfect guy, 
I'm the Corel draw guy, and that's all that we know. [ K e m  

Ad # 2 " You can have if any alor  you zwnf as long as if's green"- Ford 

The caption for this reads ""You a n  hrme if any color you wanf as long as if's green. " I t  features what 

appears to be a biologst's 'field notebook' adorned with various natural things: a k d ,  a 

butterfly, some insects and some Ieaveç and bark It prominently features a green ribbon and a 
medal upon which is imprinted: '1SO 14007 Excellence in EnPironrnenfal Management.' A comment 

box reads ' 50 percent ofour scienfi%c 1aboratm-y budget goes fo environmental researcht The 

'handwritten Ietter' caption reads: 
To: Al1 

Frorn: Francisco Jmim Bertaud 

"We jusf spent the moming building nestirzg mCllZnfiesjin- du&. And yesterdzy we phnted wzldpoulers and 

a nau species of cactus. That may seem a Iiftfe unusual for somone who m k s  for a Ford assernbly plant 

but you see I'm the offZcial biolopist. Ourjkili ty in Cuautitlan Mexico is home to lofs ofwild geese, 

falcons, lùmds and shrikes. Our team of15 people m k s  FJl tirne to preserve and enhance wefland. and 

uddlfe in orn 200 acre componnd. A feu feetfiorn where orn- couwrkers build F-serks trrrcks, zile're 

plaritiq thousands offrees and the humrninabirds - me laying eggs. 1 have a ni& job, don't you think?" 



There is no mention made about whether the 'award for environmental 

excellence' is a genuine award or simply a gimmick. The main caption, of 

course, implies that al l  of Ford's F series trucks are 'green' in terms of 

environmental impact. h fact, the F-series contains some of the largest trucks on 

the market: all are fuel ineffiaent and many are not used for theh designed 

purpose- hauling materials. Along with many other major manufacturers, Ford 

has vigorously lobbied against ratification and implementation of the Kyoto 

dimate agreement limiting greenhouse gases. They have also fought againçt any 

changes to the corporate average fuel economy (CAFÉ) standards in the US. 

(Friends of the E a  2000). The region where trucks and many North American 

vehides parts are assembleci/ manufactureci are the duty-free Maquiladora's, a 

zone of cheap labour export for major manufacturers where human rights and 

environmental rights abuses are rampant (Dobbin, 1998). lzight to work' laws, 

severe restrictions on union organizing, and next to no corporate taxes or duties 

mean that many transnational companies not only exploit the population but the 

environment as well (See Greider, 1997; Marchak, 1993). ISO-14001 certification 

implies no partidar standards insofar as the quantity or type of pollutants 

released from a manufacturing facility is concerned. It is merely a standardized 

methodology for tradcing the sources and quanüties of pollution produced. This 

ad is typical of many companies attempting to improve their image in domestic 

markets by glossing over the exploitation of foreign regions In effect, it is simple 

'greenwashing'. 

For Kevin: 

This is pretty transparent. We make vehicles that are good for the 
rainforest, what a load of hooey! What does 200 acres mean in the big 
pidure? How many acres does the Oakville plant take up? This is blatant 
manipulation. 1 would ask students to calculate how much oxygen 200 
acres of raidorest produces and compare that to the oxygen consumed by 
one day's production of vehicles at one of their plants. That would be an 
interesthg comparison. [Kevid 

Al sees the ad quite differently: 

The car companies have taken a bad rap in the last few years from 
environmentalists, they donf t get much credit for doing the good thùigs. 
They have to advertise this themselves. I think iYs great for kids to see that 
some companies are making an effort to do what has to be done. 1 bet 
most of them wouldn't think that a car Company would do something like 
this. 



Cheryl is also skeptical: 

IYs pretty 'touchy-feely', I wonder if  a woman designeci this ad? I guess 
we have to give them some aedit for doing this, but 1 would ask students 
why so many light trucks are driving around the city, being used as 
passenger vehicles? Why is the marketing of sport utiLity vehicles aimed at 
women who never go off-roading with them? 

AD # 3 Power-wheels-Electric Toy I 1 This set of three ads feahues chiidren sitting in electric toy cars, trucks and ail terrain vehides 1 
modeled after real sport utility vehicies and racing cars. One ad for motor oil featureç two 

children wearing Yaivoluie' motor oil shirts and one is sitting in a formula one replica car 
emblazoned with Canadian T i . ,  Valvoline and Pyroil de&. One caption reads: "You neoerforget 

y o u r p s t  set ofioheels. You codd win fhis elacftic car."The second ad is kom a WaiMart catalog and 

features three different types of battery dnven electric vehides for children. A thid caption for 

Fisher Price readç: "Kids get thaf r d  of raad jëei, riding in fheir pozoer wheels 4x4 jeep. Real drroing 

sou& and knobby style tires add tu thefiin". AU are labeled as 'sport' and 'adventure' vehicles- 

As Kevin states: 

Power wheels - this teaches young kids that this is what you are supposed 
to do with a vehide. The jeep mentality, I wouldn't buy one for my 
grandchlfdren 1 think it teaches kids to be irresponsible and to drive over 
the nahual world . At the school1 am at, Auto is in high demand and the 
joke is that the tacher will be teaching that for the rest of his career. All 
the guys want to take auto. I fs  auto not 'transportationf studies. I don't 
think he gets into "how do we make this better." 1 completely doubt it 
Teachers drive their car into the bays, kids get at the nuts and bolts, and 
do i t  Macho, boys and their toys. 1 see thiç with kids in this wing; they 
don't want broad based traflsportation, they don't care about conversion 
of energy, they want to dink around with their cars, they want to soup 
them up. You can't approach th& in one dass you have to do it in all your 
classes. This is where integration cornes in. [Kewi] 

Al laughs and says: 

My neighbourç have one of these, the kid looks like he enjoys it so why 
not? 1 think it helps them appreciate what's involved in drïving, nothing 
wrong with that. The other ad is so true. I remember everything about my 
&t car, that's why 1 wanted to becorne a mechanc.[Al] 

Cheryl, on the other hand, is appalled: 

Absolutely gross! It takes away any creative keedom, all plastic, push the 
button and it goes. It's based on treating your three year old as a 
grownup. No physical exertion is required, thk is garbage technology. I 
co&ont the kids in my classes ail the time, 1 usually use the Benetton ads, 
1 bring in women's magazines as well and just talc about how they are 
s e h g  this SM. A lot of kids just don't get it [making an over the head 
movement] Particularly in communications we should be making them 



vexy aware of how we do consttuct the world around then Ifs not mal, 
it's constructed by the spin doctors and all those 0 t h  people who get 
paid big bu& to se.L[Che yl]  

Ad #4 : Yamaha 'Exciter-Something to please all the kids, including the ones named Mom and 

Dad. Thiç ad features a pidure of a family of five sitüng passively in a boat. Dad iç dnving and 

has the biggest smile of anyone in the famiiy. 

The caption reads: " Yamaha jef boa& have m e  of eve@hing,forajbnily drbe in a class of ifs aon. 
Our excifermodelpacks twin 110 hp jet enginesfora t q ~  speed of55 mph......fa dim-ïpfionofits 
fe~hnicalfeafuresl.~..So cuirne on get one. Lef your inner child hang ouf with fhe kidstr- 

The second ad fea- a 'jetski' produceci by the sarne Company. Two people are rïding the 
WaveRunner, ' the caption reads: ' M i t e  pickef fence, h g ,  2 5  kids. Something misskg? Something 

like, sny, fhe ulfUNzfef9nziZy mfernaP..  .Idescription of fechnu=al fature;:i-.Wi& all k e  things, hao cun 

we blame you forfeeling a lifïle empîy ununthout if ? " 

The ad obviously appeals to affluent 'W seekers.' The only one who appears to 

be really having f u n  is Dad, the driver, everyone else is passive, no one is water 

skiing, fïshing, taking pidures or anything else, just sitting. As 'children,' Mom 

and Dad -oy the sensation of speed and exatement and allow theV 'inner child 

to hang with the kids.' These are certainly exarnples of self indulgent and 

polluting activities. Besides buming large amounts of fuel, water craft also leak 

prodigious amounts of oïl and gas into the water, to Say nothing of the damage 

done to shorelines through wave erosion, noise pollution and the impacts of 

propeller chum on aquatic Me. Again, it is an appeal to the f luent  middle class 

consumer looking for something they think they are missing: excitement and 

'non confonnity.' These, the consumer is told, and alleviation of an 'empty' 

feeling, are a l l  possible with the purchaçe of the jet-ski. 

Kevin explains the implications of this ad: 

1 think that jet skis are fun but 1 woddn't buy one. It's a simple technology 
but it deshoys the environment 1 think we should make students aware 
of the dangers of products, the trade-offs. For me, I ride mowmobiles and 
it's become more of a social thing than anything else. The need has 
become the want. It's a form of entertainment The person buying the 
product doesn't pay the full cost of the impacts, only the up hont costs. 
People down the road will pay the cost when there is no fish on the lake, 
no loom or other birds. 1 think you have to look at who is drîving the 
technology, why are we driving the technology, why are we p r o d u ~ g  



jetskis to destroy lakes? We've created a market to destroy the 
environment and we're gethg away with it because of a l l  the laws the 
govemment has set up to d o w  them to produce the product. Government 
subsidies and such. In that sense 1 don't see technology going in the right 
direction, we're juçt making someone's wallet bigger, the jobs may be 
short term gain for long tenn pain. Whenever you disturb a watershed 
you're destibying it Wë needto educate stud& about the consequences. 
It should be the role of tech educators not environmental studies teachers, 
because that's where someone is designing a product that becornes a 
problem. The environment iç just screaming back, saying why are you 
doing this? Maybe we shouldn't be initiating that kind of product until 
we've thought out the conçequenceç. These issues are somethùig that 
shouldn't be passed. If you upset students well that's a price. We need to 
give them a wide scope of issues. [Kevid 

Cheryi doesn't think too much of this technology eithec 

1 think this is pretty boring sitting on a fast boat with nothing to do, 
maybe Pm just showing my age? I certainly woddn't feel 'empty' without 
these things. 1 know this is a big industry, lots of jobs and money 
involved. 1 say let people buy them if they want 1 might ask students to 
research the industry in Canada. 

Al, on the other hand, sees nothing wrong with jet-skis: 

These are great, I've got one at the cottage for the kids. 1 end up using it 
more than they do. They're pretty powerful, and pretty good on gas. 1 
think 1 would ask students to figure out how the dnvebin works, how 
the shell is manufactured, what do you need to leam to s e ~ c e  these 
things, stuff like that [Al] 

1 Ad # 5: 'Now She Can Redy Deliver for You ...' 
1 This ad is £rom a leading fanning magazine and is for a pig feed parasite control technology. A 

1 sow is pictured having metamorphosed or 'morphed' uito a transport truck. The faption reads: 

( "Nao, She Om Renlly D e l b e r f i  You'' pertainùig to the increased productivity b e r s  can exped 

1 if they use this particular technology. 

Kevin nnds the ad unsettling: 

'Now this pig can produce more for youf. This is scary, now they are 
pumping us up with chernicals, artificial homones and the like. Pretty 
soon they'll put in Prozac too. Prozac makes us nicer people gives us a 
nicer personality. Designer pigs better than real pigs. I'm not 
comfortable with this anUnals as a techn010gy thing. Factory farming, 
moving to agibusiness, the megalopolis, the individual no longer has a 
role. 1 would ask students about the energy and wastes here. But I don't 
see this coming up in tech ed.[Kevin] 

Cheryl points out 



Ifs interesüng that cars are depicted as 'she's' too, animals as a 
technoIogy, factory fanns and big corporations putting small fanns out of 
business. It saddens me, what we do to creatures we do to each other 
eventually. 1 donf t like this but ifs a fa& of Me. We're ail commodities 
now, animals and people. 1 would ask students to consider the 
consequences of this way of thinking. [Cheryl] 

Al sees this ad differently: 

Thiç is about factory farms, we need farms to be nui like factories just to 
meet the consumer demand. If we didn't we woulddt have enough meat 
and eggs to go around. Farms have to be nin like factories because it cos& 
so much to nin them. Sure pigs are animals but thefre commodities on 
the market first. 1 think this ad is funny, a pig transformed into a semi. It 
doesn't bother me. 1 lüce pork, so if this product keeps these anifnals 
healthy and brings d o m  the cost of production, that's a good thing. The 
ad is trying to equate pigs with production technology, and that's the way 
farmers have to Uzink today. [Al] 

Ad # 6: "To a [cep Engineer fhis is a Speed Bumprr 

Thiç ad for a sport utility vehicle (SUV) features a spectacular snow capped mountain scene with 

the caption: "To a Jeep Engineer This is a Speed Bump". . ."Jeep enp-mers see fhings diferenfly than 

merybody else. Which exph im hau fhgr'ue been able to creafe 4x4s fhaf me difirent fiom erienjbody 

else's. . .SM putthg mountuirts into a wble new perspecfme" 

The obviaus symbolic referent of a traffic olming speed bump to a momtain is 

an example of engineering reductionism, albeit one filled with hyperbole. 

For Ai: 
1 think it's b y f  making a mountain into a speed bump, as if this truck 
can climb this mounealn. Not likely. I've had a jeep, not a bad vehicle. I've 
gone offroading with friends of m e ,  it can be a lot of h Isn't this what 
engineers do? 1 mean they have to take a problem, make an analogy and 
then figure out how to solve the analogy, 1 think they're trying to 
represent how good their engineers are. 1 don't think there is any other 
message in it, our engineers are good[Aq 

Kevin points out: 

This ad is deceptive. 1 hate these things [SUV's]. Theire gas guzzlers and 
dangerous for other drivers in a crash They're trying to tell us that ifs 
okay to drive this thing up and over a mountain. Well, not over a 
mountain, but through the forests and rivers and a l l  the rest of the places 
these things don't belong. Most of these things never get used to drive 
offroad anyway; they're suburb vehides. We ofien have this information 
fed to us and uncritically eat it up. It's not until we reflect on it I'm lüce 
that Kids need to reflect on this sh& an understanding of the byproducts 
that go into making this thing. Hedoniçm and pleasure seeking are big. 



For Cheryl: 

Thiç is probably a good ad, there's lots of these things on the road. IVs 
baçically trying to tell customers that their engineers have done their 
thinking and this vehicle allows you to treat mountâins like speed bumps, 
easy to get over, no problem, the jeep will bring you back to the natural 
world, you can cümb that with no problem. Ks not accurate. My brother 
has one of these, it's pretty good really. As for the ad it's like aU ads: just 
trying to con the consumer, there's no way this thing can climb this 
mountain, so why Say it? 1 think they just want you to think that anything 
is possible with this truck. I don? think there's any other message in it 
[Qieryll- 

AD# 7. This ad featureç a 'Geo-Trackef S U V  parked on the edge of a pristine natural lake, the I 
I sun is setting on the mountains behind and a hugging couple is looking not at the natural beauty 

but at their 'Geo.' The caption reads: 

( ISee if befie if tums into condos and drfve-thus. Gef out there and enjoy. Ifemugh of us do, q b e  if71 1 

I corruince f b s e  in "ch~rge ofchange" fo leave if as k. And here's tke perfect thing to fake you fhere. The 

fiur door Tracker@.. ..No wimpy car sfuff here. And the nice high ground demance will get you up and I 1 owr some of the most buiutiifuI rockjorntatiotzs you7l mer see. ..New therefs no stoppuig you (except I 
maybe for the m r h u  crossing). So, enjoy the land- Gef fo k m  the Four door TrackerB. ltfs r d l y  ouf I 
When we explore the implications of this message - that if more people simply 
started driving over and through beautiful natural areas, Uiat somehow those 'in 
charge of diange' will leave it as it - w e  understand how ridiculou. it is. The 
message is a common one in technological advertising, in that it attempts to 
equate conçumption of a product with social and/or political change. In essence 
it promotes a pissive and 'safe' exercise, namely consumption, as a means to 
convince powerful land developers and govemments to leave natural areas 
alone. Of course, in reality the more people who drive to these areas, the more 
pressure there will be to meate the 'condos and drive-thniç.' 

Kevin explains: 

'Condoms and SUV see it before ifs gone', ifs a mixed message, get out 
there and enjoy. 1 Say leave nature the way it is. Theymre saying you can 
use their tracker to be part of nature but to do that you drive over it and 
destroy it. I£ everybody takes that attitude there's not going to be much 
nature out there. Those in charge of change are developers and 
govemment. By having the vehicle there what is that one person doing to 
the environment? The person should have corne in on a canoe, got really 
back to nature, th& is a two tone message 'shiny n e d  is one but where is 
the badc to nature part?[Kevin]. 

Al is more resigned to the prediction in the ad and has little to Say: 



WeU it's true that we better get out there and enjoy it before it's dl tumed 
into the suburbs, ifs inevitable anyway. [Al] 

Cheryl points out that: 

There's already too many people out there driving auoss the wüdemess 
putting up motels and hotels already. 1 want to be out there without a l l  
these people and without a l l  these things. The ad is @cal and 90% of 
people who buy these vehides would never go there. But the dream of 
king able to get there is what drives people to buy these things. Selling 
the environment is diffidt,  the students aren't necessady interested, they 
may agree outwardly, but given the chance to take that trader out and 
drive it through a meadow, they would. Sure they would. We have to 
make them aware, but whether they listen or not is another 
story. I mean rve been out 4 wheeling, ifs fun [Cheryl] 

AD # 8: " The Planef's cwlest Cdoor compact pickup," another example of an S W  ad that was used, 

features a man sitting in a meditative 'lotus positionr, eyes closed, with a glow emânating from 
him and from inside the truck. Behùid hirn sits a large mound of various sports and 

entertainment gear- Sitting atop this mound is a pickup truck The caption below it reads: 

" Spence put a new twist on an old philosophy. To be one with everything, he says, you've gotta 

have one of everything. Thai's why he aiso has the new Ford Ranger. So he c m  seek wisdom on a 

mountain top. Take off in hot pursuit of enlightenment And connect with Mother Earth. By 

lookùig no further than into the planet's coolest 4d00r compact pickup. He says it gives him easy 

access to inner peace. W c h  makes him one happy souL" 

Al laughs: 

1 think iYs a joke, there's not much meaning in it, ifs just about being 
happy with the gear you've got and hauling it around. I don? Uiink that 
al l  that stuff will fit in there . That's all 1 see in it[Al] 

For Cheryl: 

This really grosses me out, this hits every hot-button issue for young guys, 
it probably works really well. It appeals to having fun, sports, and being 
successful. Ifs an ad that is the most materialistic of any that Pve seen in a 
long time. 1 can't see how having al l  thiç stuff is connecüng with Mother 
Earth, 1 can understand how things can brhg inner peace, a feeling that 
you're doing aIl right and stuff. 1 don't see anything reaUy controversial 
about this ad; materialkm is hardly controversial. Except, maybe, 
someone who is religious rnight be annoyed at the religious posture and 
the soul enlightenment thing. 

Kevin sees it as selling a consumerist message: 

This is a terrible ad, 1 mean ifs probably good at selling trucks but it sends 
a terrible message to young people about consumption, greed and having 
more stuff than the next guy. Thafs what ifs really about: showing off 



your shiff  to the world. I'd ask students whether this stuff is redy about 
becomuig one with Mother Earth. [Kevin] 

' Ad #9: This ad for Beii Canada features a plastic 'Buzz LightYeaf telephone. 'Buzz Lightyeaf is 

an animated character from the Hollywood blockbuster 'Toy Story.' 

For Cheryl the object is OK if it sells and makes rnoney: 

1 don't know; it probably seUs quite a few, although 1 would imagine it's 
market life is short, as long as the movies remah popular with kids. I fs  a 
good piece of techn01ogy i£ it works and makes money. I would ask 
students what the designers concenhated upon, how did they get this 
idea? [CheryI] 

K e a  on the other hand, is more critical. He says: 

Ks a dumb piece of technology, bas idy  one step away from throwaway 
junk. If it's a phone ifs only suitable for a few locations, kids or rec rooms, 
you wouldn't want this thing in your fivingroom. 1 would ask students 
what they believe the life-span of this thing is. What would happen to a l l  
the plastics that went into its manufacture when this thing breaks? 1 doubt 
if anyone would fïx it. It sells as just another consumable piece of junk. 
Ergonomically it doesn't even look so good. A phone lasts about 3 years 
and then you throw it away. They haven't thought about secondary uses 
of this t h g .  This d probably make someone happy for about 10 
minutes untïl the next thing cornes out and they Say 1 need one of those. 
Ifs a societal value that we have to change. As tech teachers go they don't 
expound upon the environmental ramifications of creating teduiology. AU 
you can do with kids is give them the option - theyll rnake a choice too. I 
would ask the students to find out where these things were made, who 
makes them? 1s it Disney? 1 doubt it, probably some third world 
sweatshop. [Kevin] 

Al is pragmatic: 

1 would ask them how could they make a produd based on somethuig 
£rom the movies, who would buy it? How would they make it? What 
technology is involved in the pressure molding process and how would 
they market it?(Al] 

Ad# 10: 'All-New Pathfinder'. This ad for a Tathfinder' sport utility vehicle features a truck with 

Ioaded roof-racks driving through a stream, an elephant logo is featured at the top of the ad. The 

ca ption reads: ln frodrrcirzg fhe biser, longer, wide?, 1 ighfer, qrrieter, stifw, stnbler, grttsier, smmter, 

roomier, powerfiler, comforlabler, gonm-drive across-A@-If-1-Feel- L h - l t . .  . Recenfly, we subjected the 

all-new Nissan Pafhjïnder fo one of the foughest testdrives imaginable: an 8000 km safari across Afi-iuz." 

For Cheryl, this ad brings up credibility: 



Well all of these car ads are so overblown that ifs aazy .. ..is thîs 
accurate?. ..no of course not-. .as far as driving acroçs Ahica, how many 
people are going to do that? 1 don't think that there is anyüiing as far as a 
message goes in th2 ad. ..they're just bragging about the vehicle without 
any test r d t s  to support thar daims. [Cheryl] 

Kevin is emphatic in hïs dislilce for this type of ad: 

1 hate these ads, it's al l  about boys, men driving all over the 
countryside.. . these vehicles aren't used for that.. .most are driven by 
hockey moms iaking their kids to the arena or the mall.. .this is al1 
myth.. .men like to ttunk that they're on a big adventure, I think The drive 
amoss Afrlca thing is just more of the same.[Kevid 

Al, on the other hand, sirnply says: 

These are p r e v  good vehicles, I've had one. The ad is a l l  about s e b g  the 
vehide. It doesn't really have to be too accurate.. .ifs all about s e b g  
that's it, that's all. 1 think they're just trying to sell adventure, excitement 
and that kind of thing. 1 don't Uunk there is anything else in the ad.. .if 
there is 1 can't see i t [Al] 

Ad worldviews 

Teacher's were asked to assess the worldviews they saw portrayed in the ads 

according to one of their own categories or one of the following (Lester, 1998): 

an optimistic world [OPT] There is no problem that cannot be resolved 

through the acquisition of consumer goods. We see happy people celebrating 

their good fortune. We can "discover the possibilities" of life and assume 

control of our own destinies through prudent conçumerism. 

a material world [MAT] In the here-and-now world of advertking, style has 

become substance. People discover meaning through the acquisition of mate- 

rial goods. 

an uncomplicted world [UNCOMP] This world offers simple solutions to 

complex problemç: AU issues can be resolved by purchasing the right 

product. 

a world of immediate gratification [GRAT] Products provide a source of 

immediate gratification, the adage, "Nothing worth having is worth waiting 

for." 



a self absorbed world CABS] In this narcissistic world, satisfaction does not 

stem h m  helping others. Instead, pleasure cornes from helping yourself to as 

many products as you can dard. 

a class segmented world [CLASS] The world of advertising is divided into 

two groups: the haves and the have-no&. 

a world that revolves axound the product [PROD] A& which suggest that 

their products are direcüy responsible for transforming people's Lives. 

a world of endless bounty from nature [BOUNTYJ Ads which suggest that 

there is no limit to the naturd resources found in or on the earth, 

a world full of tedinologicd solutions to nearly every problem 

The s u m m a r y  results of this categorization task are found in table 7-4 

Table 7-4 Worldviews identified by teachers in Advertisements 

Temporary Services WORLD) GRAT 
2 Ford OPT 930UN-m *OM 
Greenwashing *OIT TECHNOFIX - 

TECHNOFIX 
3. Power Wheels OPT *PROD MATERIAL 
4. Jet Boat OlPT "PROD " O R  

"GRAT 
5. Now She Can BOUNTY 'BOUNTY "ITECHNOFIX 
Deliver TECHNOFX TECNNOFXX 
6. To a Jeep (REAL *GRAT GRAT 
Engineer . . . WORLD) TECHNOFIX 
7- Condo's and the OPL GRAT MATERTAL 
'Trackei "BOUNTY 
8. 'Spence' and his MATERIAL *MATERIAL "MATERIAL 
Ford Tmck .. "GRAT 
9.BuuLightyear OPT "MATERIAL *MATERIAL 
Telephone 
10. PathFinder, OPT *GRAT OPT 



11. Simply Samsung OPI' *MATERIAL 
12 Space is GRAT 'PROD 
Limiied.. . 1 
13. Ford S W - A U  of 1 O R  *MATERIAL 'PROD 
the Above 1 
14. Intel Dancing OPT ' "MATERIAL 'MATERIAL 
Technicians 
15. Kindergarten "MATERIAL 
Fantasv GRAT 

totaily false 
0 

Codes: 
OPT-Optimistic World 
MATERIAL-Material World 
UNCOMP-Uncomplicated World 
GRAT- A world of immediate gratification 
ABS- A self-absorbed world 
CLASS- a class segmented worId 
PRODUCT- a world that revolves around the product 
BOUNTY- a world oE endles bounty from nature 
TECHNOFIX- a world of technows for most problems 
( ) Teacher defuied worldview orientation 

Cartoon Issues 

Table 7-5 is a tabulated summary the three teachers' responses to the various 

categories of cartoons. Figures 7-7 through 7-9 are the detailed s u m m a r y  maps of 

their individual responses to the cartoon analysis task This data was obtauied 

through the cartoon questionnaire as weU as from interview transmipts. 

Cartoon Response Summary 

Table 7-5 # of different cartoon issues identified 
-- - - 

Perception of the Issue 
Issues are top id /  timely 25 
Issues are best studied through Environmental 2 
Saence 
Issues have been raised in mv classrwm 7 

%sues h-n raised with coLieagues 4 
Issues are relevant to technological literacy 25 
Issues raise questions concerning my persona1 
Lifestvle 1 
Issues are pEonally important 25 
Issues have important implications for my 21 
communi ty 
These issues have important future ramifications 25 

Cheryl 



ramiôcations for shiients 
Issues warrant proactive student participation 
Issues warrant serious consideration/ reflection 
Issues would be of interest to students 

I I I 

Social Justice/ Equity issues are at the core of this 1 13 1 4 1 4 1  

Situating the Issue 
Economic, Social and/ or political power issues are 
at the cote of this problem 

6 
25 
14 
Kevin 

19 

- - 

problem 
Issues - - are related to the way technology is 

5 
12 
4 
Cheryl 

designed 
Issues are related to the way technology is used 
Issues have important ramifications for the 

5 
4 
3 
Ai 

9 

4 

environment 
Values, ethics and worldviews are at the core of 
this problem 
The problem is primarily related to the nature of 
our relationship with the 'Naturd world' 
These issues are primariiy related to developing 

nations I 

6 

13 
21 

nations 
These issue(s) are primarily related to developed 

2 

25 

19 

4 

2 

4 
5 

1 
2.3 1 20 

Resoiution 
Issues will be resolved through a change in 

5 
3 

5 

5 

5 

3 

- 

personal values I 
Issue(s) wiii be resolved through a change in 1 25 

5 

1 

5 

18 

- - 
community values 
Issue(s) wiU be resolved tluough political and/ or 

Kevin sees all of the issues identified in the cartoons as topical, perçonally 

relevant and related to technologid literacy. He also identifies a signifiant 

number of these issues as having signihcant immediate and future consequences. 

Kevin idenaes economic and political power and values, ethics and worldviews 

as the root of many of the issues identified in the cartoons and as the path to 

resolving these issues. He identifies far more than either Cheryl or Al. He also 

strongly identifies problems with technologid use and design. It is also 

significant that he sees a number of issues as primarily the concem of developed 

20 

- - 

social action 
Issue(s) will be resolved thniugh the improvement 
of design education 
Issue(s) will be resohed through the development 
of new technologies 
Issue(s) will be resolved through more effective 
ereneral education 

1 

4 

22 

4 

5 

4 

25 

3 4 

2 

4 

4 

2 

10 

5 



nations. He also situates a large number of the issues as problematic in terms of 

out relationçhip to the Natural world. 

Compared to Kevin, Cheryl identifies fewer of the issues as personally relevant 

or important for teduiological literacy. She &O sees s i g n i n d y  fewer issues as 

having immediate and future signihcant consequences for her students. She 

connects far fewer of the issues to values, ethics and worldviews and far fewer 

issues rooted in the nature of our relationship to the natural world than Kevin as 

well. 

Al doesn't see many of the issues as topical or timely. He finds that only 5 of the 

issues are personally important and very few having immediate and future 

signifiant consequences for his students. He also indicates that he believes that 

few of the issues would interest his students. Al's responses also indicate that he 

dwsn't believe that these issues will be resolved through a change in personal or 

community values or through political or social action. - ~ e  identifies few of the 

problems as primarily the responsibiliw of developed nations. Al believes that 

new technologies will resolve more of these issues than either Cheryl or Kevin. 



Perception of 
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Fig 7-7a 
Cheryl - Cartoon lssue Analysls 
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These Issues 
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These lssues 
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7b. 
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Important for students 
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Issue Index 
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Sjtuating the issue ... itls mainly Figure 7-7b 
Resolution of thls Issue will 

Cheryl - Cartoon lssue Analysls 

Economlc, social, 

( be prlrnariiy throug h... 1 
These problems 

areprimarlly related 
to developing 

natlons:2b, 2d, 28, 
6a, 6c. 

politIca/ power 
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74 Community Development 
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Perception ot 
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Figure 7-8b 

Al- Cartoon lssue Flow Analysis 
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( Perception of ) Figure 78a 
Kevin- Cartoon lssue Flow Analysls 
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Teacher Worldview Issue Mans and SustainabiLitv Relationshi~s 

As explained earlier, multimethod worldview refiection ( s e  figure 6-1, page 398) 

involved the co-construction of worldview maps through a dialogical process of 

reflection and revision. This conversation or 'metdogue' took place over a 

penod of many months and cowisted of interviews and shared concept map 
production. 1 assisied the teachers in integrating and further developing their 

thuiking in response to the various eliàtation tasks describeci in chapter 6. Thiç 

data was incorporated into their maps, and included their analysis of excerpts 

£rom the book 'Seire the Future' and their responses to the multi-part survey. The 

teachers are the authors of all comments (in italics) and the pattern of connections 

relating statements and comments in the maps themselves. After working 

through the three reflection cycles of figure 6-1, final worldview maps were 

assembled to represent teachers thinking concerning the relationships wiîhin the 

susbiriability pyramid discussed in chapter 3 (see figure 3-8, page 47). The 

worldview maps of the three teachers are found in appendbc 4. The reader is 

encouraged to explore them in order to probe further into the complexities of the 

relationships involved in our worldviews and to conolm or elaborate on the 

analysis and condusions reached here. 

1. Economv-Social Well being 

Kevin- Kevids thinking indicates that he disagrees with the popular idea that 

young people need to be better prepared to compete rather than cooperate in the 

global economy. He questions whether the %a&-to-basics' movement will create 

the creative and innovative skilis required to be successfd today. Kevin 

questions whom globalkation actudy bene&. 

Al- Al's maps indicate a very strong connection between economic and material 

growth and soual well being. Material consumption and production are central 

to a strong economy and technoIogical education should be focused on making 

students intemationally cornpetitive. For Al, a culture not growing is in decIine 

and cultural values are comected to economic progreçs. 



Cheryl- Cheryl's IEconomy-Social Well beuig' map is quite similar to Al's. She 

draws a very strong connedion between economic and material growth and 

social well being- Cheryl believes that higher education standards d l  make 

Canada more intemationally cornpetitive and prospem. 

2 Technolom-Economv 

Cheryl- For Cheryl, an economy that grows through an ïncreased consumption is 

not problematic. It is not possible to distinguish technologid wants from needs. 

Technologid education needs more input from business and industry and 

driven more by the economic realities of the working world and globalization. 

Technologid design education should mimic the design processes used in 

industry. 

Kevin- Kevin has a skeptical view on technology-driven matend consumption, 

the creation of 'wantç: and the quality of jobs created as a result of technological 

growtk He sees the technology-economy connection as dnven by advertising 

and the obsolescence designed into technology. 

Al- Al's map indicates an optimistic belid in technological growth, as essential 

components of our consumer economy. The availability of more produ& 

Technology education should encourage young people to become 'good' 

consumers of technology. It should also be more closely aligned with the 

'economic realities of the working worU 'and the requirements of business and 

industry. 

Cheryl- Cheryl's maps indicate a strong belief that technologies can embody 

values, worldviews, gender orientations and expand our personal consciousness. 

She also indicates a deterministic perspective in strongly agreeing that 

technologies 'act like an independent force which causes social diange.' Cheryl ïs 

a strong advocate of technological entrepreneurialism, risk-taking, linear 



material progress and the notion that 'what we are capable of dreaming of, we 

should strive to create-' 

Kevin- Kevin's maps indicate that he understands technologies as capable of 

incorporating worldviews, impacting moral development, images of self and our 

perception of other cultural realities. He is skeptical of technologid 

determinism. Kevin believes that some technologies are capable of ernbodying 

sacredness and spiritual value. 

Al- Al's maps indicate a strong belief in expansionary growth., linear thinking, 

and technoIogical matenal progress driving social and personal growth. Al's 

perception of techn010gies as 'mere tools' is rdected in his assertions that 

technologies don't incorporate gender orientations, worldviews or blur the 

distinction between our understanding of wants and needs. For Al, technologies 

are required to help us cl- our values, expand our consciousness and comect 

us to our inner needs. 

4. Natural World - Technology 

Kevin- Kevin's maps indicate a strong biocentric worldview in this area. He 

values ethical and environmental aspects of technologid design. He recognizes 

that technology can alienate and/or help us bring us into a closer comection 

with the natural world and its limits. 

Cheryl- Cheryl strongly identifies with a number of biocentric and holistic 

perspectives in the design of technology. She believes that technologies can help 

lessen our dependence on the natural world. She is quite pragmatic about the 

need to maintain healthy consumption levels in order to maintain the economy. 

Al- These maps indicate that this dimension of Al's worldview is strongly 

anthropocentric and centred around an optimistic view of tehology. Al is a 

very strong advocate of the power of new technologies alone to improve the 



quality of huma. life. Al is skeptical of environmentalism and its daims that 

humankind is moving in the wrong direction. 

5. Technolog-Politics 

Cheryl- Cheryl's map indicates a strong belief in economic and technological 

growth. She believes that people need to be convinced that economic growth is in 

their interest Cheryl is reluctant to endorse a critical political perspective on 

technology; she dearly separates technology from politics. She sees no pradical 

way for technological development to become more demmatic or accountable to 

the public although she endorses the idea in princïple. 

Kevin- For Kevin, technologies can have 'politics,' that is they cari be used to 

support particdur power relationships in the workplace and community and also 

contribute to making workplaceç democratic or undemocratic He believes that 

students should develop a critical awareness of how technologies can be used to 

control and oppress o h  and that they should take an active role in 

parücipating in technologid politics. 

Al- Al's maps indicate a position that is the antithesis of Kevin's. For Al, 

technological education is not the forum for introducing students to the inauence 

of politics on technological decision making, or encouraging active participation 

in it. Nor is technological education the place for discussing the iduence of 

values, ethics or worldviews on techn010gical development. Technological 

artifacts don't have 'politics' or contribute to democratic decision making. A 

supporter of space tedinology, Al believes that technologid education should 

be an uncritical booster of megaprojects like Mars exploration. He does not 

associate politics per se with the development of these projeds but sees them as 

social imperatives. 



Kevin- For Kevin, technological education should be closely related to 

community and bioregion contexts. It requires more community input and 

interaction, including encouraging students to become pofitically involved in 

issues involving technology and their communities. Local ecosystem knowledge 

and the inçights of indigenous peoples can also infom technoiogical design 

Cheryl- Cheryl doesn't beiieve that bioregional knowledge is very important for 

techn01ogical education. She sees little value in engaging students in the politics 
of local technological deciçions; she identifies a greater need to understand 

international trade and foreign markets. 

Al- Al dismisses the need for a bioregional mntewt for technology education. The 

global economy, global cornpetition and the acquisition of generic or universally 

applicable skiUs are more important- He believes that the 'best' technologies 

make money regardless of how they fit local needs or contexts. For Al, involving 

students in the political dimension of co~~ununity issues involving technology is 

secondary to skill acquisition 

7. Natural World-ÇoBd Weil Being 

Al- Al's strong views on environmentalism are apparent in these maps. He 

endorses most of Zefs (1994) views conceniing the stereoQpical images of 

environmentalism being antithetical to 'propss'. Of a l l  the teachers who read 

the Zey material, Al was the strongest advocate of the liyperprogressf tedino- 

utopian worldview described by Zey. Al's maps also indicate a strong alignment 

with many of Zey's anthropocentric staternents concerning humaniYs dominion 

over the Earth and a belief in the inevitability of continued economic and 

material growth. Sustainable development is understood as 'austerity' and 

accepting a lower standard of living. In strong agreement with the statement 

that 'humanify iç the only smiour of the environment', Al also dismisses global 

warming concerm as being overblown. For Al, the health of t l e  environment 

depends on continued technological progress. 



Cheryl- endorses a technological optimist worldview in believing that 

techn010gy will d o w  us to wnfinually improve our standard of living and that 

human destuiy indudes our inevitable complete control over the natural world. 

Cheryl &O supports the anthropocentric notion that humanity 'has a 

responsibiw to doelop, direct, and imprwe nature.' Simrlar to Al, Cheryl believes 

that concems of global warming and ozone depletion are overblown. 

~ e v i n -  disagrees with the daim Uiat çustainability is about austerity' hardship 

-md a lower standard of living. He also disagrees with the anthropocentnc notion 

of 'dominion over the planet' For Kevin, 'saving the planet' means 'enhanhg 

the human speQesf and the idea that our sense of purpose and identity are at 

odds with an environmental agenda is both outdated and suicidai. 

8. Technom-Social Well Being 

Al- Al's maps in this area represent a strong belief in universalkm, the acultural 

nature of technology. According to Al, technological education curricuia should 

be standivdized across North America. Moreover, the cultural and social 

dimensions of technoIogid design and use are relatively unimportant. Al firmly 
embraces many of the technologid utopian and anthropocentric positions 

advocated by Zey (1994) in the book 'Seize the Future,' induding the need for 

'hyperprogress' and the imperative to 'terrafomf and 'colonize' Mars. For Al, 

materialism is a positive 'force' in Society and consurnption of ever increasing 

quantities of technoIogy as a positive indication of prosperîty and growth. 

Cheryl- Chexyl's maps show a strong belief in technologid optimism and 

progress. For Cheryl, technology is blamed for too many iUs of society and she 

doeçn't want to be too critical of technology for fear of turning students off it. 

The ability of tedinology to connect us to 0th- in our communities and wider 

society is important for Cheryl, as is the responsible use of it. 



Kevin- Kevids maps indicate that he haç a deeper contextual understanding of 

technology than the other teachers. He recognizes that social and moral 
responsibilîty for tedinology are important dimensions of technologïcal practice- 

Consideration of the cultural values embedded in technologies impact the s o c i d  

well being of the people who use them and are impacted by them. Kevin 

endorses a critical perçpective in understanding technology, this includes an 

exploration of how technology drives our perception of wants and needs and the 

way technology contributes to the economic polarization of society. He iç 

supportive of environmental technologies and those which promote community 

and self reliance. 

Ehrlich's Mvths 

Ehrlich and Ehrlich (1996;1997) have identified a number of popular 'mythç' 

surrounding the reaiity and importance of phenornena such as overpopulation, 

global dimate change, ozone depletion and loss of biodiversity. While some of 
the promoters of these mythç are genuinely misinfonned, others represent the 

attempts of business and industry lobby groups to sway both public opinion and 

legislators toward either inaction supporüng the status quo or to positions and 

actions which bene& thek interests at the expense of the common g d .  As 

Ehrlich points out, the arguments often put forth in the name of "sound science" 

and "balance" represent positions far £rom scientific consensus and are largely 

based on gros errors and inaccuracies. Statements concerning these popular 

myths were included in the mdti-part questionnaire. 

The mean of response scores of the 45 teachers indicates a widespread belief in 

the majority of the myths identined by Ehrlich and Ehrlich. These results are 

summarized in table 7-6. Many of these positions represent various f o m  of 

teduiological optïmism and the 'unsustaMble worldviewf orientations 

mentioned earlier. 



Table 7-6 Teacher Scores on Ehrlich's Myths-Questions- 10 = Strongly Agree, 1 = Strongly Disagree (11345) 

Population and Biodiversity 

1. We now have in Our hands the technology to feed, clothe, and supply energy to an ever-growing 

population indefini tely into the future. 

1 2. Overpopulation is not a serious problem today 

3. Japan and the Netherlands are examples of environmentally 'sustainable counhies! 

14.we need not worry about population growth in the United States or Canada. 

5. Feeding the world's population is a problem of distribution, not supply. 
L 

6. There is no need to wony about any population-related problems because the human mind is the ultimate 

1 resource; thus growing populations will always be able to solve their resource problems because they 

1 produce more great minds. 

7. Humans have altered only a smali portion of the Earth. 
8. Biological diversity and species diversity are the same t h g .  
23. Biological diversity and extinction is not a problem in Canada 

24. Too much land area in Canada is set aside for parks and protected areas 

1 Population and Food 
26. EnvironmentaList 's like animals and plants more than people 

27. Advances in agricultural technology wiil rid the world of hunger in the next century 

1 Atmosphere and Climate 

9. Global waning is not a real problem. Scientists seem obviously confused about the issue. 



1 10. There is no solid evidence that global warming is real. 
B 

11. Global warming if it is occurring will be more beneficial than harmful. 

' 13. If global wanning is occuning, there's probably not much we c m  do about it anyway. 

' 14. If there is in fact some reduction in the ozone layer, the appropriate way to avoid additional cases of skin 

1 cancer would be to provide more sunglasses, more hats, and more suntan lotion. 

15. The annual cost to the world of global warming would is probably negligible in cornparison with the cost 

1 of doing sornething about it. 

16. There is plenty of time to adjust to changes in climate. 

22. Acid Rain is no longer a major problem in Canada 

1 Economics and the Environment 

17. Economics and, no t ecology, should primarily guide govemment policy deasions. 

1 19. Unregulated free capitalism is good for the environment; the profit motive will lead people to be good 

1 stewards of the land. 

20. Canada can't afford stronger environmental protection; it could interfere with economic growth. 

( 21. The burden of environmental regdations is reducing our competitiveness 

Toxic Substances 
18. Chernicals have been over-regulated by govemments 

1 25. Substances like DDT and Dioxins have been overly regulated 

28. Human dependence on physical resources is an illusion. Depletion of resources is a non-issue; substitutes 





Blaikie Ecoloaical Worldview Scale 

As diScusseci in chapter six (pages 406409), ecological worldview was measured 

by a 24 item Likert scale (Blaikie, 1992). Employing factor analysis, Blaikie 
developed seven subsdes from the 24 questions based on item which share a 

high comlation coefficient On al1 of fhese subscules a higher number indicutes a more 

ewIogical wor2dviao. A chart comparing the results of the three teachers focused 

on in this research and the mean scores for ail the technology teachers who 

participateci in this section of the research are shown in table 7-7. From this chart, 

it is evident that Kevin holds the most pro-environmental attitudes of these three 

teachers, and Al the least preenvirorunental attitudes. In fact, the views of Al on 

this sale are clearly more representative of the whole sample than are Kevin's 

and Cheryl's views. 

Table 7-7 EcolopIical Worldview Subscde cornparisons 

Blaikie Subscale 

1. Use1 abuse of the 
naturd environmen t 
(USEENV) 

L 
Z Precariousness of the 
natual envuonment 

( natural environment 1 1 1 1 

Kevin 

11 

& @RECAR) 
3. Conservation of the 

14 

Al 

5 

10 

(CONSENV) 
4. Sacrifices for the 

i natuml environment 
(SACENVI 
5. Confidence in science 
and technology 
(CONFSW 
6. Problems of economic 
growth (ECONGR) 
7. Conservation of nahiral 

(a higher number indicates a more ecological worldview) 

- 8 

resources (CONSRES) 
8. Total scale (WORLD) 

11 

1 

6 

10 

12 

10 

10 

Al1 Tech 
Teachers 
n=4S 
8.31 

13 

112 

10.47 

9 

8 

5 

3 

7 

5.87 

63 

9 

10 

6 

6 

7.31 

7.09 

4.31 

5.27 

93 69 



A cornparbon of the Blaikie Ecological worldview scale results comparing 

technology teachers to the undergraduates surveyed by Ridener (1999) is s h o w  

in table 7-8. As the results indicate, technoIogy teachers scored significantly 

lower than Ridenefs undergraduates on all subscales and in total scale 

compatisons. Indeed, technology teachers have less environmentally oriented 

attitudes than a12 groups of Ridenefs undergraduate students. 

Table 7-8 Ecol&cal Worldview Scale Cornparison 

I I I 1 I 
2 Precariausness of the 1 10.47 1 11.67 1 12.22 1 1221 I 11.06 1 

Blaikie Subsde 

1 - Use/ abuse of the 
natural environment 
(USEENV) 

naturai environment I I I I I 1 

Technology 
Teachers 
(n=45) 

Ridener (1999) Undergraduate Students (n =168) 

Social 
Sciences 

8.31 

(PREcAR) 
3- Conservation of the 

Science 

10.32 

n a t d  environment 
(CONSENV) 
4. Samifices for the 
natural environment 

5.87 

(SACENV) 
5. Corifidence in science 
and technology 
(CONFSCI) 
6. Problems of economic 
growth (ECONGR) 
7. Conservation of naturd 

. -- . 

(a higher number indicates a more ecologicai worldview) 

Business 

20.53 

7.31 

resources (CONSRES) 
8. Total s d e  (WORLD) 

Conclusion 
This chapter has eGlored the stories of three teachers using a variety of 

Undecided 

7.67 

7.09 

4.31 

5.27 

worldview eliàtation strategies- Drawing on the analytical framework desaibed 

9.41 

8.31 

69 

in the previous chapter, it can be concluded that the teacher constructed maps 

11.06 

8.03 

8.31 

5.85 

7.91 

reveal a considerable span of worldview orientations. The maps display from 

8.24 

83.58 

envhnmentally sustainable through unsustainable frameworks of 

7.92 

8.38 

6.02 

8.1 5 

understanding. Kevin's maps indicate that he holds the most critical and the 

1259 

7.75 

87.52 

most environmentally sustainable worldview, while Al's maps reflect the least 

7.20 

8.08 

5.73 

7.92 

84.33 ( 83.08 

7.81 

5.87 

7.94 



CheryL' s worldview maps indicate that her worldviews represent a position 

intermediate between them. Cheryl's worldview could be termed a transitional 

one in tenns of sustainability. She holds some strong environmental beliefs but 

also a number of beliefs at odds with a sustainability perspective. In terms of 

technologid optimism, Al is the most optimistic while Kevin is the least so. 

The advertising analysis is also revealing and indicates that Kevin is the most 

critically aware of the various techniques advërtisers use to sell their productç, 

identi£ying numerous themes and implicit messages. He is also the strongest 

advocate for a dtical culture approach to technology education Ai, on the other 

hand is the least aitical of the three The worldview image analysis component 

again reveals that Kevin is the most criticai and also somewhat pessimistic 

conceming the ability of technology to deliver a better future. Al found a number 

of the images tw  provocative and strong, he resists the idea of presenting 

technology in a less than positive Light. The cartoon andysis reveals that Kevin 

has a very holistic and encompassing understanding of issues directly involving 

and related to technologid education. For Al, relatively few of the issues 

identifid in the cartoons impact his understanding of technologid education 

The response of the larger cohort of 45 technology teachers to the worldview 

elicitation tasks indicates that technology teachers do hold a number of 

problematic beliefs conceniing environmental relationships and sustainabdity. 

The Blaikie worldview sale indicates that technology teachers hold significantly 

less environmental woddviews (as measued on all subscales) than 

undergraduate students in a variety of disciplines. 



Chavter 8- Conclusions 

This thesis has addressecl a wide range of issues and concems: worldviews, 

postmodem capitalism, product culture, the environmental crisis, curriculum 

development and technology education While the thesis c m  be read as a 

collection of free standing independent essays, readers who have been seiective 

in reading only a chapter or two of this work may have missed the larger story 

unfolding in its pages. The worldview story 1 have describeci here has a number 

of interdependent facets. Attenpting to understand a worldview £rom any one, 

reveals only a very partial view. Technology education today is inextrîcably 

connected to the discourses of fast capitalism, the produd paradigm and the 

environmental problematique. 

The components of the technological produd paradigm are cwvolutionary and 

consist of various forms of fast capitalism, advertising and iconic product 

culture. The product paradigm is based on a worldview whose constituent 

components lead to technologid modes of thinking, actions and practices which 

are ultimately unsustainable and therefore fundamentaliy dysfunctional. 

Public education is under ever-increasing pressures to produce the 'righf kùid of 

worker for the global cornpetitive workplace. In consequence, the technology 

curriculum in Ontario reflects an unsustainable worldview and some of the more 

problematic aspects of the product paradigm. With education increasingly 

understood and diçcussed in terms of a 'marketable commodity', my concern 

with engaging teachers in an on-going critical reflective process concerning the 

very presuppositions whidi underlie their understanding of the world may seem 

like a frivolous undertaking. Aftm ail, the worldview refletion process, will not 

lead to new curridum 'products,' at least not immediately, and our 

understanding of the world may be left unbalanced or at least less stable than it 

was before undertaking the process. The worldview reflection process may, in 

fa&, leave us feeling slightly ill at ease, off-balance, less sure of aspects of our 

thinking patterns and teaching practices that had such a ring of certainty at the 



outset. If we have been sïncere in our efforts we know that the world never 

be quite the same for us again 

WorIdview reflection is about re-engaging with the cultural construction of 

technology. Undertaking worldview work will help teache= to better 

understand the c u m t  cultural and political milieu of technology. This 

understanding will better enable them to dialogue and a%ically re.£iect with their 

students, their colleagueç and the wider community about what technology 

meuns to them. As discussed, a recomection with meanhg is a crucial step in 

transforming the producf paradip. 

Since beginning this project, numerous reports and studies have reiterated the 

potential ecological consequences of continuhg on our present unsustainable 

path of resource use, waste production and habitat destruction. For example, a 

study sponsored by the World Wide Fund for Nature predicts th& Canada will 

be one of the counhies hardest hit by global watrmng. Approximately 46 per cent 

of the life sustaining habitats in Canada may be destroyed if carbon dioxïde 

levek continue to climb (Malcolm and Markham, 2000). Obsenrations of open 

water at the North Pole for the bt time in recorded history underscore the fa& 

that substantive h a t e  changes are well underway (Linden, 2000). Clearly 

denial is no longer a plausible course of action for any concemed citizen of this 

planet. 

A material and symbolic reconstitution of the relationçhip between our 

technologies, our Mestyles and the natural world is required. A better 

understanding of the symbolïc dimension of technology and the manner in 

which cultural forces shape our perception of tedinology is critically important if 

an emancipatory and ecologically responsible technology curridum is the goal. 

A responsible curr idum involves students in an open and frank discussion of 
how technology directly and indirectly aids and abets ecologically destructive 

practices and lifestyles, and more importantly, how technology-reconceptualized 

can be used to support the development of sustainable economies. Nothing 

short of a radical reconfiguration of our social-ecological relationçhips will be 



required. Technology education can play an important role in this reconstruction 

by encouraging students to explore alternative epistemologies of technid 

practice. 

Much r emab  to be done in th& area. Uearly, the imposition of curricula, 

concerning the environmental dimensions of techn01ogy, no matter how well 

intentioned wiU be resisted and possibly resenteci by many teachers. Teachers 

whose worldview is substantially at odds with the more sustainable one 

informing ecotechnological practîces, will need to work through the implications 

of continukg 'business as usual' in an open, collegial forum, pethaps through 

action research. Several of the evolving concepts and methodologieç to evaluate 

the environmental impact of our technoIogies desaibed in this thesis hold much 

potential for hansforming practice. 

At the outset of this research, 1 asked: is the worldview concept a usefd 

framework for exploring fundamental issues in Saence and teduiology 

education? It is. Worldview rdection involves critical synthesis and integration, 

it is fundamenMy a reconstructive project 

The multimethod worldview reflection process is useful as a critical synthesizing 

frnmework with whidi to relate and interconnect issues and thinking within 

technology education The use of the methods outlined in this research can help 

teachers reflect upon the nature of the interrelationships between technologid, 

social, political and environmental issues. The opportunity to explore and 

consider these interrelationships was a new experience for al l  of the teachers 

interviewed for this study. Because 'doing' technology is so widely understood, 

almost exclusively, in the here-and-now, activities related to reflection are too 

often marginalîzed. 

One of the research questions I wrestled with at length was how to ascertain the 

nature of teacher worldviews. A s  explained earlier, the move toward worldview 

research was a result of my attempts to establish a workuig action research group 

to explore CUTTiculuxn issues related to the environment and teduiology. The 



results of this research have explained in part, why 1 found so little initial interest 

among teachers in parücipating in action research 

As instruments for eliatuig the worldview constructions of a larger cohort of 

teachersf the multimethod process proved very effective. The methods desmibed 

here could eaçily be used in action research contexts for drawing out divergent 

and convergent cultural themes sumounding technology education. Taken as a 

whole, these methods constitute an open-ended leaming conversation 

concenùng personal interpretations of the immediate and long-term issues facing 

both technology educatm and technology education. In touching on some of the 

most difficult global hues  facing humankindf these conversations also help us 

move away £rom a narrow teduUost interpretation of technology education 

toward a more holistic one. 

Worldview research is certainly not a replacement for aitical collaborative action 

research However, it may be useful in a preparatory or in an adjund capaaty to 

engage teachers in critical sustained reflection conceming the worldview 

presuppositions they bring to curriculum p l e g f  interpretation and action. 

Beginning an action research process with the self-awareness that we possess a 

partidar worldview shaped by our experienaes and the historical/social context 

of our lives, is a critical dimension of communjicative rationality. 

Worldview reflection can help teachers better understand the array of social, 

cultural, environmental and political issues which reciprocally influences their 

thinkuig about technology and themselves as technical professionals. It can &O 

help foster a dialogue toward developïng a vis5on what constitutes 'gwd work' 

(Kincheloe, 1995) in the context of technology practices. The multimethod 

worldview processes may be used in part to help teachers tradc their own 

changing perspectives as they participate in a collaborative action research 

program. The popular media used in this r e s e d ,  the advertiçements and the 

cartoons, provided a rich and h e l y  source of mainçtream and alternative 

cultural readings of technoculture. 



The multimethod worldview process has also provideci a robust and consistent 

set of data related to teacher views. Taken as a whole they provide a multi- 

faceted snapshot of how technology teachers understand technology and the 

relationship of techn010g-y to the natural environment and our social lifeworld. 

This study cannot make any daims to have defnitmely descrïbed the worldviews 

of these teachers. No one pason, or process, can truthfuUy make such bold a 

claim. Because our worldviews diange and evolve, a coherent and plausible 

snapshot is the best we can hope for. 

The methods describeci in this research were successful but time intensive. 

Implementùig some of the research elicitation tods on the intemet wiU decrease 

this time and also enable the development of crossniltural worldview studies 

involving tedinology teachers from other countrïes. 

After anbarking on the multimethod process with a number of teachers, 1 turned 

to the question concerning what the process speaEdly told me about nature of 

teacher worldviews and their influence upon their practices and the offiicial 

Crunculum. For me, confronting the outcornes of this research was both 

saddenuig and frustrating for 1 soon realized that most technology teachers have 

not seriously considered or rdected on the idea of suçtainability or its t~conomic, 

techn010gical, ecologid and social dimensions. 

This research has revealed that teachers do not diçcuss many of the issues related 

to sustainability either in discussion with their colleagues or in more fornial 

professional development settings. Quite simply, many of the issues related to 

sustainability are nowhere on the technology education agenda. This is not to say 

that individual teachers have not conçidered the implications of sustainability for 

their practices, because dearly, a number have. For the majorïty, however, 

technology education largely involves the relatively unproblematic task of 
teaching young people how to design and use technological tools to constnict 

and market products. Given the cruaal link between the nature of our material 

culture and the environmental problematique, it is very important that students 

confront the worldviews which inforrn our culture of consumption. The absence 



of sustainability issues in the Ontario curricuIum is also indicative of the la& of 

attention paid to these issues by technology teacher organizaüons. Support for 

incorporating sustainability and environmental design issues in the curriculum is 

not forthcoming £rom the industry groups to which teachers tum for both 

curriculum and financial support 

The worldview maps and stories of the three teachers illustrate the span of 

thinking dong the sustainability continuum. The data also suggest that the views 

of Al and Cheryl are much more representative of the larger cohort of technology 

teachexs than those of Kevin. The maps of al1 three indicate areas of tension 

where they are strugghg to reconde theV worldview with some of the 

statements and relationships identified in the cartoons and advertisements. 

Many teachers were suspiaous of questions concerning the environmental 

dimensions of technology; quite a few refused to discuçs it at d. This dearly 

must diange. Failure to incorporate sustainability thinking into technology 

education meam perpetuating the problematic and unreflective design processes 

which have contributed to the sustahability crisis. Failure to incorporate 

sustainabdity thinking into broader society wil l  eventually mean self-destruction 

( Strong, 2000). Overcoming parochialism in technology education will take more 

than the uncritical boosterism of new technologies, the adoption of industry- 

standard rubrics or developing 'just-in-time' skills. 

Technology education requires an infusion of a stronger 'partnership ethic' 

(Merchant, 1997), one which sees the human community and the biotic 

community in a mutual rather than a dominator relationship. The eff icaq of the 

mechanistic worldview as a viable worldview has been drawn into question by a 

number of new social discourses, including ecofeminism, deep ecology and the 

social studies of science and technology. Alternative worldviews which situate 

humans as part of an evolving and C O ~ S ~ O W  universe challenge the 

anthropocentnsm impliàt in the mechanistic worldview. But many technology 

teachers have not conhonted these issues on any level. %me of the reasow for 



this include la& of personal interest, la& of collegid, administrative or Ministry 

of Education support, and feelings of isolation 

As discussed in chapter five, technoIogy teachers' self-concept is challenged on a 

number of fronts in secondary schook. Treated in some instances like in-school 

technicians, teaching a subject which is poorly understood by other teachers and 

deaüng with students who are often categorized as 'non-academic,' techn01ogy 

teachers struggle to maintain not only their own personal seme of self-worth, but 

to convey the worth of the subject itself. These forces act to nullify teached own 

sense of self-worth. 

As stated, the three teachers who were profiled in detail represent various 

positions dong the sustainability continuum. As their stories indicate, the . 

complex issues surrounding sustainabïlity are perceîved and filtered through 

their own partidar worldviews in a variety of ways. The data colleded indicate 

that technology teahers as a whole are not very criticai of the social and 

environmental consequences of technohgical practices beyond a relatively 

superfiaal level. It bears reiteration here that the cumiculum prepared by the 

Ministry of Education dearly indîcates that sustainability issues related to 

technology are not a priority. Parochial thinkllig situates wtainability issues as 

working against the cornpetitive imperatives of the marketplace. This is no longer 

the case. 

While technology education as a subject is historically sîtuated within dominant 

politid, economic and social discourses, there is no a prion' reason why it cannot 

be transformed to senre more emmcipatory, dernocrac and environmentally 

responsible ends. While some teachers understand technology as a value-laden 

and culturally embedded practice, many are reluctant to acknowledge this 

reality. Understood through a mechanistic worldview, technology k seen as a 

'neutral-tool' s tripped of poli tical, ecological and social contex ts. 

This research points to the need to encourage teachers to adopt a much more 

balanced and aitical interpretation of technology. Obviously, fostering such a 



stance is not something that can be thnist upon teachers in the same topdown 

manner in which curriculum change in Ontario has often pmceeded. Rather, 

fostering a more critical perspective will be best advanced by building 
consensus and the inclusion of other voices outside mainStream industry and 

business interests. 

Tuming to the future, it is important to consider the implications of teacher 

worldviews for technology education and our efforts to move toward more 

sus tainable technoIogical practices. 

By reinforcing the themes of advertising and consumption, the Ontario 

curriculum exacerbates problematic modes of thinking around material 

consumption and environmental destruction It is quite understandable why 

advertising and material consumption are considered by many teachers to be 

'non-issues'. To challenge the worldview which situates material consumption 

at the apex of social virtues and equates it with 'progressr is certainly not easy in 

our culture. The sweeping triumphal 'discourse of inevitability' surrounding 

economic globaiization and technologid determinism has pushed issues 

conceming social justice, quality of life and environmental integrity to the 

margins. Many important questions dosely related to our future health and weU- 

being remain unasked in technology education. 

Future Im~lications 

This thesis also discussed several emerging perspectives whïch are changing the 

way technological designers approach their work. It has k e n  argued that the 

incorporation of life cyde analysis, product stewardship and other Design for the 

Environment (DE) "green-tools" into the technoIogy curriculum will bring 

environmental considerations for product design to the fore. Students will gain a 

deeper understanding of how all design decisions have environmental 

ramifications, direct and indirect, and will recognize that they have some 

responsibility for considering how the life cycles of the technological products 

they create and use impact not only their local comrnunities but the 



commUNties of others. By engaging students in collaborative efforts to design 

and construct projects that assist and promote sustainability initiatives in their 

community, students will  corne to understand that no 'quick-fixes' exist and that 

the path to a sustainable future will be built by conscientious designers and 

smart consumers. Articulahg visions about how appropriate technology on be 

used to advance community goals is an important part of the process. Ecologid 

footprinting illustrates the interdependence of technological and social decision 

making and can focus students' imagination on issues of community 

partiapation and social responsïbiiity, as they relate to technological issues. 

Understanding and relating the technology curricuIum to the sustainable system 

conditions outlined in the Naturai-Step initiative provides a benchmark that aLI 

sociotechnical systems must be evaluated against Technological products and 

practices that work against the N a t d  Step system conditions are potential 

targets for redesign by students. By increasing student awareness of the 

opportunities in the field of environmental technology, students are more likely 

to become active participants in the process of re-making their communities. 

Engineers, trades people, technicians and technologists entering technology 

education do so with a variety of worldviews concerning the nature of 

technology and its relationship to larger political, social and environmental 

discourses. It is important that teachers have the opportunity in pre-service 

education, to reflect upon the nature of their own worldview and how it 

inûuences their interpretation of the curriculum. It iç equaily important that they 

also participate in a cross cultural f o m  to explore the implications of the 

worldviews of others conceming tedinology and the environment. 

Worldview reflection activities could be used in both p r e s e ~ c e  and inservice 

methods courses which explore critical technological literacy. Teachers might 

explore the manner in which various forms of popular media aeate particular 

'framesf for presenting and understanding teduiological development. This 

could entail an exploration of how various political, and soaal actors interact in 

creating our taken-for-granted assumptions concerning the present and future 

development and use of technology. Through a dialectical and collaborative 



process they also uncover and reflect upon the nature of their own worldview 

construction processes. The worldview exploration techniques ddesaibed in this 

research are not prescriptive or linear, so they may be used in a variety of ways 

to a i t i d y  smtinize both personal and dominant cultural worldview 

presuppositions. They can help break apart coIonizing 'monodtures of the 

min& (Hutchinson, 1996) conceming teduiodture and in doing so expand the 

interpretive possibilities concerning the meanings we attribute to technology in 

the curriculum. This in turn may help teachers to explore and develop innovative 

integrative themes for technology education Srne of these might indude; 

technology in the service of promoüng cultural diversity, human rights, soaal 

justice, adive citizenship and technologyfor the environment. 

Practice in explorïng technologid producî advertising for gendered, value laden 

and mind colonipng worldview presuppositions can help teachers in tum, 

connect technology education to broader culturd discourses, most imporiantly 

the sustainability relationships emphasized here. This research also highlights 
the importance of helping teachers develop more openness to engaging in a 

d t i d  cultural dialogue conceming these relationships. Worldview work can 

help teachers re-evaluate the connections between their subjed and the other 

subjects in the curriculum. In £ostering both interdisciplinary and 

intradisciplinary dialogue, collaborative worldview work could help broaden the 

appeal for tedinology studies. EstabItshuig a broader appeal for the subject 

within the schools may also, in part, help alleviate the isolation of teduiology 

education 

Technology education has an important contribution to make to the development 

of students' sense of self-worth; to awaken their sewe of responsibility and 

connection to cornmunity and bioregion and to assist in their development as 

flexible and critical thinkers. Technology education can help students develop a 

critical and reflective worldview balanced somewhere between the sirnplistic 

poles of either radical anthropocentrism or fundamentalist biocentriçm. By 

encouraging shidenh to criticdy explore the nature of technology in a wider 



and more holistic social political and ecological context, technoIogy education 

works to fosters active atizaiship. 

We are told that flexibility is a key to success in the 'new economy' flexible skiUs, 

flexible thinking and flexible task-orîented and multiskilled workers are 

required to innovate, manage and grow new economy businesses (OECD, 1997). 
Flexibiiity may be defuiecl as an "uncommitted potentiality for change" (Bateson, 

1972497). Worldview refiection is fundamentally conc'erned with flexibility, but 
not in the productive means-end terms of fast-capitalism. Flexi'bility developed 

through worldview reflection helps us tease out the interconnectionsf and the 

unvoiced presuppositiow informing our thinking, planning and actions. In the 

proœss of worldview reflection we may reawaken some of the suppleness and 

openness that characterizes genuine flexibiüty in thinking. Thus, new pathways 

for action may be revealed and our potential for change is sustained. Sustainable 

flexïbility in technology education moves curridum away £rom a reliance on 

authoritative discourses and conformity toward the capacity for substantive 

change in our technoIogical practices. Ecoteduiologïcal practiceç are grounded in 

a cornmitment to democratic processes as weIl as social and ecological justice. 

They encompass a grounded awareness of how o u  technologies and our 
thùiking patterns actually innuence the environment. 

An ecotechnological cutridum fosters creativity, cooperation and soaopolitical 

action such as that advocated by Hodson (1999) in envisioning alternative 

democratic configurations for soaotechnid system. In listening to new voices, 

new possibilities for technological practices d e .  

1 have attemp ted to be bo th provoca tive, in sugges ting alternative epis temologies 

and paths for technology education, and perçuasive about the need for change in 

technology education. We need new models for technology education, new 

models informed by a more sustainable worldview, as Berry and Swimrne argue: 

Human engineering needs to be guided by the masterful technologies of 
Earth. In the transport system of vascular plants, in the energy 
conversions of photosynthesis, in the effiaencies of the hydrological and 
mineral cycles, in the communications of the genetic codes are 



technoIogical models of great power and elegance Needed now are 
biocenhic human technologies that are coherent with Earth techn010gies, 
and that would enable our agridtural, energy, and architectural projects 
to be carrîed out in an integral relationship with Earüi's functioning 
(Berry and Swimme, 1992256). 

Finally, it was impossible to embark on a project of this nature without entering 

into a pmcess of reflection on my own worldview and the presuppitions 

informing my own sense of reality. 1 have not tried to deny or muiimize the fact 

that my worldview is rdected in the choie of the researdi questions asked, the 

theories and models used to explain the data, and the condusions arrived a t  

Some readers may be more strongly drawn to the teachersr stories and voices, 

while others may find the quantitative dimension of this study more compelling. 

It is hoped that the inclusion of the images and advertisements on the 

accompanying CD will draw the more tenacious reader into a refiective proceçs 

on their own worldview. 

In ernbarking upon any worldview joumey it is helpful to keep the words of the 

philosopher Goethe in mind 

"Knowing is nof enough; we musf apply. 
Willing is nof enough; we musf do." 
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Appendix 1. 



adapted from Mills, 1997235-37. 
- 

Ecological 
What are its effects on the hedth of the planet and that of the person? 
Does it presewe or destroy biodiversity? 
Does it preserve or reduce ecosystem integrity? 
What are its effects on the land? 
H o w  much and what kind of waste does it generate? 
Does it incorporate the psinaples of ecological design? 
Does it break the bond of renewal between humans and nature? 
Does it preserve or reduce cultural diversity? 
What is the totaüty of its effects, its "ecology? 
What are its effects on the wifdlife? 

Social 
Does it serve community? 
Does it empower community members? 
How does it affect our perception of our needs? 
Is it consistent with the creation of a communal, human economy? 
What are its effects on relationshipç? 
Does it undennine conviviality? 
Does it undermine traditional fomiç of commtgity? 
How does it affect our way of seeing and experiencing the world? 
Does it foster a diverçity of forms of knowledge? 
Does it build on, contribute to, the renewal of traditional forms of knowledge? 
Does it serve to commodiry knowledge or relatiomhips? 
To what extent does it redeâne reality? 
Does it erase a sense of time and history? 
What is its potential to become addietive? 

Practical 
What does it make? 
Whom does it benefit? 
What is its purpose? 
Where was it produced? 
Where is it used? 
Where must it go when it's broken or obsolete? 
How expensive is it? 
Can it be repaired? 

-By an ordinary person? 
What is the atirety of its cosf the full cost acmunting? 

Moral 
What values does it foster? 
What is gained by its use? 
What are its effects beyond ih uality to the individual? 
What is lost in using it? 
What are its effects on the least person in Society? 



How complicated is it? 571 
What does it ailow us to ignore? 
To what extent does it distance agent £rom effect? 
Can we assume pesona& or mxnmun;ù, responsibility for its effects? 
Can its &ecfS be dïmdy appzehended? 
What andary technologies does it require? 
What behaviow might it make possile in the future? 
What other technoIogies might it make possible? 
Does it alter our sense of thne and rdationships in ways conducive to nihilism . .. ? 

Vocational 
What is its impact on craft? 
Does it reduce, deaden, or enhance human creativity? 
Is it the least imposing techn01ogy for the task? 
Does it replace, or does it aid, human han& and human beings? 
Can it be responsive to organic àrcumstance? 
Does it depress or enhance the quaüty of g d ?  
Does it depress or aihance the meanùig of work? 

Metaphysical 
What aspect of the inner self does it refiect? 
What motions are brought foith in using it? 
What aspect of our potential future does it re£lect? 
W h .  aspect of our past does it rdect? 
Does it reflect linear or cyclicai thinking? 

Poli t i d  
What is its mystique? 
Does it concentrate or equalize power? 
Does it require, or institute , a knowledge elite? 
Is it totalitarian? 
Does it require a bureaucracy for its perpetuation? 
What legal empowerments does it require? 
Does it undermine traditional moral authority? 
Does it require milikuy defense? 
Does it enhance, or serve military purposes? 
How does it affect warfare? 
Does it foster mass thinking or behaviour? 
1s it consistent with the creation of a global economy? 
Does it empower transnational corporations? 
What kind of capitai does it require? 

Aesthetic 
Is it ugly? 
What noise does it make? 
What pace does it set? 
How dws it affect quality of Me( as distinct £rom standard of living)? 



Rank of 'Reasonabie Questions to Ask of our 
Technologies' 

10 = Strongly Agree that this is an important 
question 

of the inner self 1 = Strongly Dlsagree that this is an iniportant 
does it reflect? question 
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seeing and 

experiencing the 
- MM? 
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technologies 

[ZZZ] reciefine reaiii? potentiil to 
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13. Howdoes îî 

15. What are its 
perception of our 

on, contribute to, 
the renewal of 



Si. Isitthekast 
irrposing 

technology for 
the task? 

54. Ooes it 
depress or 
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quality of goodç? 

7f, M a t  pace 78.Howdoesit~ 
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Me( as distinct 
from standard of 
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53. Can it be 
responsive to 
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37. What are Its 
effects beyond 
its utility to the 38- What is lost in 

individual? using it? 

35. What values 
does it foster? 

does it make? 
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\ society? 

CheryC Reasonable Questions to ask 
our technologies Rank of 'Reaçonable Questions to Ask of our 

Technologies' 

10 = Strongly Agree that this is an important 
question 

1 = Stmngiy Disagree that this is an important 
question 
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affect warfare? 

consistent with 
the creation of a 

empower 
transnational 
corporations? ) 
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broken or 
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Rank of 'Reasonable Questions to Ask of our 
Technologies' 

10 = Strongly Agree that this is an important 
question 

1 = Strongly Disagree ttiat this ïs an important 
question 
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/ 47. What other 

technologies 
behaviour might it might it make 
make possible in 

assume personal, 
or communal, 

responsibiiii for 
its effects? 

sense of time and 
Ethical relations hfps In 

ways conducive 
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41-Whatdoesit 
allow us to 

ignore? e7 6 

amplicated is it? 
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Moral 
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76. What noise f i  
effects on the 
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23. Does it erase 
a sense of time 
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raiefine reality? potential to 
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11. Does itserve 
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traditional f o m  undermine 

19. Does it foster a 
diversity of forms of 

knowledge? 
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affect our way of 

seeing and 
experiencing the 

world? 
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assume personal, 
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sense of time and 

complicated is it? 
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meaning of wrk? 
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Vocational 
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77. What pace 
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r 

78. How does it 
affect quality of 
Me( as distinct 

from standard of 
living)? 

53. Can it be 
responsive to 

organic 
circumçtance? 

using it? 

- 39. What are its 
effects on the 7 - 

Kevin- Reasonable Questions to ask least person in 
society? our technologies L A  

Rank of 'Reasonable Questions to Ask of Our 
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question 

1 = Strongly Disagree that this is an important 
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benefii? 
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is changes can be 'unchangeci' as it were, systems an be always be returned to 

th& original state provided enough energy is available to drive the 

transformation Mechanistic thinking often overlooks the 2* Law of 

thennodynamics and the understanding of entropy as a fundamental 

nonnegotiable reality. The mechanistic perception of forests as nothhg more 

complex than 'kee-plantations' or understanding the atmosphere and the oceans 

as little more than effective dilution pools for anthropogenic wastes are examples 

of mechanistic thinking applied to cornplex, evolving Me systems. 

Problems with Mechanism 

Medianistic perspectives fail to take into amount that we can't do just 'one 

thing' (Commoner, 1974) when it cornes to interaction with ecosystems. When 

we slip into using mechanical analogies as premises for understanding sotieties 

and ecosystems, we delude ourselves. 

our remedies do not lead to new equilibrium solutions [thatlwe prefer.. ... on the 
contraryf new problems with new relationshipç between them evoIve with every 
step that we take (Norgaard, 1994:70). 

The 'techn0-W mentality is based in part on a mechanistic understanding of 

social and environmental problems, and mechanical analogies applied to the 

understanding of cultures and socio-political systems are fundamentally and 

equally dysfunctional. For example, a mechanical view of culture assumes that 

when new technologies, values, types of knowledge and ways of organizing are 

accepted by or imposed on cultures, a new 'cultural equrlibrium' will be reached. 

From a mechanistic perspective a new equilibrium is quickly reached and the 

onginal traits and relationships that denned the culture are presumed to remain 

intact, The only aspect of the culture that is presumed to change is the relative 

frequency of the traits and strengths of the relationships (Norgaard, 1994:71). 

From Norgaard's cwvolutionary perspective, this mistaken and narrow 

conception of technological change neglects the fact that some aspects of the 

culture will be driven to extinction, and the net result will be that the underlying 

fabric of soaety wiU be forever changed. 



flexibilïty provided by multiple insights and perspectives on problems. This has 

implications for how we interpret and value the technologies of other cultures: 

By publicly agreeing to monism we have no public basis for utilipng the 
knowledge of other cultures.. .we are unabIe to look upm culturies with different 
knowledge systems as being equals . . . this has tens cu1tÛra.L narrowing (Norgaard, 
199473) . 

Monistic thinking and narrowly hterpreted ecmomic 'cost-benefif d y s i s  haç 

marginaiized many alternative forms of what have been temed 'appropriate 

technologies'. In technologid education, monistic thinking is refleded in 

programs where, for example, transportation technology is ïnterpreted solely in 

t e m  of automobile technology, or where the implications of the 'worker1ess 

factory' in manufaduring technology are not explored. 

Problems with Atomism 

Some of the problems with atomism include: 

We accept that the most effective way to tackle problems is by be dividing 
Uiem into discm te parts.. .mus t common tedinique for attacking pmb1e1rts. 

The critical problems that affect us today do not have the propeq of 
separabiüty . 

H e m  a€fluence, and environmental problems need to be understood as one 
interdependent problem. 

Global climate change, acid rain, accumulation of toxie carmot be 
separated h m  our high rates of energy and material use and the 
environmental costs of transport assodateci with Western opulence. 
Whole systems issues must be addressed. 

Our public belief in atomism Iegitimates the position of those who argue that 
fixing the parts has not been effective in the past and thus nothing can be done to 
remedy poverty. 

Mechanism vs. Omanicism 

Mechanistic thinking posits that ecosystems and soaeties are essentially 

equivalent to mechanid systems analogies. An underlying premiçe of 

mechanism is that the parts of a system and the relationships between hem do 

not change, and thus behave in a regular predictable manne. When we have 

determined the regularities of a particular system , we can predict the effects of 

different changes, thus enabling us to manipulate the system to behave in a 

desired way. As well, mechanical systems have the property of reversibility, that 



explaining large complex systems like ecosystems or Soaeties (Norgaard, 

1994:64). 

Norgaard ülustrates the problem of universalisnt in the context o f  modem 

fadory farming: ''Being dose to a system, such as an agroecosystem or a group of 

traditional peoples, and knowing intimate details haç no specid advantage for if 

scïenüfic pringples are universal and few in number only a few critical fa& 

must be known." (Norgaard, 1994:73) 

A M e . €  in universakm promotes management from afar, centralization of 

control; in essence, corporate globaüsm alongside large scale factory-Llïce 

operations svith many laborers and few who monitor, think and manage. 
(Norgaard,1994:73). Cultural and ecosystem contexts are relega ted to 

insigni£icant 'pedarities' whose needs, and limitations should not get in the 

way of capitalkt efficiencies, productivity or the unlimited flow of resources and 

Monism 

Monism is based on the belief that there is only one best way of understanding 

complex systems. As Norgaard explains, monism asserts k t :  "the multiple 

ways of comprehending different systems fit, or will fit as saence progresses, 

into a coherent whole of understanding " (Norgaard, 1994:65). Monism denies 

the possïbility of multiple nght and contradictory answers arising from 

alternative ways of thinking about the same problem. 

As Norgaard argues, in monism: 

Alternative lines of reasoning utilipng different types of information are 
eliminated from the rational calculus of technocratie agencies when they 
prove incongruent with dominant patterns and premises (Norgaard, 
1994:73). 

Through rnonism we dismiss the possibiliiy for different ways of comprehending 

and understanding complex systems. In doing so, we lose the interpretive 



The notion that technologies affect all cultures in equal and similar ways, or that 

even that 'global' technologid solutions are possible, are examples of 

universalism. Universalism underlies thinking concerning our abiüty to 

tedinologically 'manage' the nahval çystems of the Earth once we understand 

the basic p~cip1es involved. Reductionist business management metaphors are 

uivoked to imply that it is just a matter of time before aomplete and integrated 

control of the biosphere wiU be possible. UniversaliSm thus becomes a 

management goal in our interaction with complex systems- When we imply that 

the natural world c m  be understood, managed and engineered by application of 

business management analogies, and reductionist mechanical theories despite 

our rudimentary and fragmenteci knowledge of the nahuai world, we engage in 
universalistic discourse. When we 'flatten-out' cultural, political or 

environmental contextual differences, and argue for standardization and 

effiâency at the expense of diversi9 and pluraJism, we also engage in 

universalistic discourse. 

Universalistic discourses o h  abet the cornmodification of culture and a d  as 

carriers of cultural and capitalist hegemonies (Riacin, 2000; McCken and 

Farahmandpur, 2000). They lead to the creation of monocufhures based around 

entertainment and consumption. Transnational media corporations are effective 

promoters of universalistic discourses which Lasn (1999) ternis the 'distzeyjcation' 

of popular culture. 

As with a l l  of the basic suppositions, universaüsm when understood in a 

limited contextual way is useful and powerful tool for the explanation of basic 

physical processes. For example, universal physical laws describing basic 

interactions between physical matter foxm the foundation for the engineering 

sciences. These laws have a limited range of applicability when it cornes to 



Rationalism vs, Intuitionism 

The essentid core or r a t i o d m  is that ail knowledge stems ultimately from 

pure reason independent of the senses, with the scientif2 method held up as the 

predominant and ulümate way of knowing the world. An objectivist wor1dview 

understands the universe as a collection of objects rather than a community of 

subjects (Berry, 1992). Rationalism supports the doctrine of objectivism, that is, 

that fa& should be separate £rom vdues and that truth is a function of objective 

reality, uncoloured by interpretative bias or prejudice (Gladwin et al, 1997238). 

Objectivism is the 'Wef  that natural and social systerns can be understood 

objectively, as if people c m  understand and act and not be a part of the system 

they are understanding and changing" (Norgaard, 199455). In ignoring the fact 

that how people think, organize and value things are an integral part of the 

process of knowing, and an essentiai process in the socid constnrction of reaiity, 

objectivism posits that reaüty exists independently of the values we use to 

conçtmct i t  From this perspective an objective reality exists 'out-there,' beyond 

the belief frameworks we use to construd our own reality. 

As Norgaard reminds us, objectivism or positivism is the only one of the £ive 

philosophical belief invoked in public discourse today, "invoked when a speaker 

wants to convince an audience that his argument only de& with the 'facts' 

... and are hence immutabIe reality" (Norgaard, 1994:65). The objectification of 

humans and the natural world is a characteristic of the modem corditiof~ 

Discourses of technologid detefnuRism and our tendency to understand the 

nature of our various relafionships to tedinology in isolation £rom one another 

make objectification easier. We seldom take the time to refled on the implications 

of being irnmersed in a complex technoiogical web on our seme of king and our 

personal ecological footpniit. It is only when we synthesize and integrate the 

nature of these cumulniive e£fects of being with our partiCU1a.r technoIogies that 

we corne to appreaate how we have become what Suzuki (1999) terms a 'super- 

species'. As he points out: 



We repeat üke a religious mantra the uncpestioned benefits and power of 
science, information and economics, without inspecting the structures and 
methoàology on whkh they were b d t  Many of these beliefs are 
unsupportable and dangerous (Suzukï, 1999:4). 

The nature of our values are not considered important in affecfing our pattern of 

thinking for interpretïng the rationality of our technological systemç. When w e  

take a phenornenologid perçpective on technology, we understand that the 

s u m  total of o u  technological 'facts' and relationships, and the way of 

constnllng the world that it predisposes us to, brings a partîcuZar world into 

being. Often our dysfunctional relationçhips to technology mult because of the 

phenomenological disconnect which o&rs between design intent and actual 

use. Technologid systems designed from afar, and applied with litüe 

understanding of local contexts, have been the bane of developing nations for 

years. 

When students are involved in exercises to design teduiologies for the 

community without &O entering into a comprehensive engagement with the 

peqde who will use this technology to understand the pr&e nature of their 

needs and concems, a form of objectification is promoted. As pointed out in 

chapter three, a knowledge of bioregion and social region iç vital in moving 

toward sustainability. Atomism and mechanism support the notion that our 

environment and the soaal systems we create are separate and distinct from one 

another, and this provides in part an epiçtemologid explmation of why human 

development has been unsustainable (Norgaard, 1994:72). When we make 

decisions based on the false daims of univers&, on the unchanging nature of 
parts and relations of social and environmental systems, we are often 'surprise& 

when unpredicted changes occur, changes whidi are often predidable from 

other vantage points, and other epîstemoIogies. Norgaard connects the problem 

of sustainability to universaliçm: 

Basing action on science girded by false beliefs in univerçals, in 
unchanging parts and relations, continually results in 'unforeseen' 
changes in soaal and environmental systems . . .the unsustainabüity of pas t 
development haç an epistemological euplmation (Norgaard, 1994:72). 



The atomistic-mechanistic view of lcnowledge is an epistem010gical stance which 

creates and reinfortles the f&e barrier between the environment and social 

systems. 

Particular value orientations are not inherent in the design and manufacture of 

technological products, technologies are value-neuhal tools. 

The technologid organization of 'fast-capitalismf that treats humans as 

productive factors, 'human resources' in production systems schemes as 'Just-in- 

time' manufacturing (F), or 'total-cpality-management' (TQM) are simply 

rational d d i o n  making systems that do not contain value laden assumptions 

about people and social organizations. 

The 'new economic reality' of global production systems necessariiy mïtigate 

against considerations of social justice, political autonomy, ecological integrity 

and humanitarian ends. Econornic ends are presumed to be concomitant with 

human ends. International trade and commerce agreements brokered through 

APEÇ NAFTA, the MAI and the WTO are aLl presumed to be 'value-neutral,' in 

that they deal with economic considerations almost exdusively. In such 

'objective' systems of organization, externalities su& as the envifonment, labour 

rights, and democratic institutions are tertiary to 'economic-rights' of 

transnationai capital. 

Market Efficiency vs- Social Justice 

The 'wisdom of the market' is often invoked to explain how "economic 

globalization ... spurs cornpetition, inaeases economic effciency, creates jobs, 

lowers consumer prices, increases consumer choice, increases economic growth, 

and is generally beneficial to almost everyone" (Korten, 1995:70). These daims are 

rarely saiitinized for their v d t y  and a powing body of evidence suggests 

that they are quite wrong in their simplified assumptions and narrow definitions 

(Laxer, 1998; Athaniosou, 1997; McMurtry, 1998). 'Market efficiency' has made 

the three richest men in the United States worth the combined assets of the 

pooreçt 100 m a o n  people in the U.S. (Laer, 1998); the top 1 percent of 



American households have more than the bottom 95 percent combined (Sklar, 

1999). In Canada from 1992 to 1996 the poorest 10 percent of Canadians suffered 

a drop of almost 19 percent in their incornes while the top 10 percent saw th& 

incornes increase by &ost 7 percent (Golden, 2000). The gap between the 

world's haves and have-nots continues to grow wider each year (Worldwatch, 

1998, MF, 2000). Beliefs in unrestrained market efficienq also distance 

consumers from the negative impacts of their comumption, reduces the 

accountability of £ïrms to workers and co~nmunities, and shifts power away from 

democratic institutions increasingly into the hands of zorporate elites (Sad, 

1998). , 

5. lndividualism vs. Communitarianism 

In understanding the world as compnsed of autonomous individualsf each 

seeking to maximize not necessanly opamize their position relative to economic, 

social, material and political circumstances. 
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1. 11 is more important to prepere 
students for global cornpetition than 

for global coopcration W02- 1 

l disagr& 

Global 
Competi tlon 

ccoperaton Is the key to a 
healthy future, WB just can't 

keep on putthg oiher 
countrles on the marglns. 
The new wrkplace Is al1 
about dynamlc team work 

and cooperatlon 

I 23. Business and industry are correct 
in identifying Our existing school 

system as an irnpediment to making 
Canada more globall y conipetitive 

tbis 1s al/ about brlngIng In for-profit 
edwtlon, there's nothhg wrong with 
the quallty ot schools, there's a blgger 
problem wlth how praluctlve Canadlan 
tndustrlss are, Edwilon has become a 

whlpplng boy around thls Wole 
discussion about globalizatlon. We're 

one of the most productiorl countrles In 
the bwrld, w ddidn'î get that way with a 

crappy educatlon system 

The sunllval of many 
. thls is slowly changing technologI~l /Musirles d t q m d ~  

too as much on cooperallon 8s 
comptitkm 1 
but l 

' 2 8 .  Toa many business and ' 
industry leaders are quick Io 

blame the schools 
for turning out incompctent 
workers and not their own 

shortcomiags 
J 

STF 25b, The West has 

based around the concept 
of progress, 

they keep pushlng thls / \ 

1 strongly dlsagree 
\ 

1 1, Education or a 
lack thereof is one of 
ihe main factors in the 

decline of of 
Canadian economy 

It 's a question ot progress ior whom? . . . wrklng 
people arenY benefIttIng as much !rom the 

economy as they used to, The rich are gettlng 
richer and the pair poorer , the tecM~~Iogy end 

globallzatlon have 8 lot to do wlth it. 

Economy-Social Weil 
being- Kevin 

dlsagree totally 
12, Educalion refortn 
and a Iback io basics' 
curriculum orientation 

will improve our 
ability to cornpcte 

intemationally 

the new name of the game Is 
creatlvity 8nd you donY get 
creallvity by pushlng more 
round klds through square 
h o h  the system thlnks It 

needs 

r 

The push to 
prlvatlze nearly 
everything in 
education is 
comlng fcom 
business and 
Industry, ,,Rts 

about p&ng out 
more uncritical 

workers 



I strongly agree 

STF 171. We need to 
promote an Expansionary 
Culture, one dedicated to 
material production and 

consumption, t STF34. In order Io survive, al1 
nations, societies, and groups must 

continue to grow and progress, 
both ~nnterially and inlellectually, 

\ 
23, Busincss and industty are correct 1 1. Mucation or a lack 
in identifying our existing school theceof is one of the 

system as an impediment Io making + main factors in the 
Canada more globally competitivc decline of of Canadian STF lmb, Materialism 

is g d  bccause it 
enhaces the quali ty and 

32, The long term well 
king of our children will 

for the most parî 
utimately depend on them .- 1 strongl~ I strongly agree t hat 

bemming more 7 
cornpetitive intemationally 

W04-32, STF 169 Economlc 
Growth 1s our number one 

soclal priority 

we are successful as 
culture because 

' Il's InevItabIe Our klds Wll ' 
have to produce wrid class 

'products to sel1 In wrld STF210, Witha5 to7 

markets fl w want to 
lmrmse ouf standard of increcise, WC can expect a 

living doubling in the standard of STF 185, Those who critique 
living within îen to fourteen rnaterialism seem 

wnsistently blinded IO the 
powerful role rnatcrialism 

f \ play8 in econornic growth 
I thlnk that w should lnstlll so ils important that and human progress. 
In kids a vlslon of a future 

Wdre fhey have more 
malerlal goods and a better I sttonly agree that - 

STF 52, Without growth, 
workers' productivity will 

dectine, and their 
compnnies output will 

standard of llving 

Economy- 
Social Well being- 

AI 

contains the solutions to the 
problems it 
produces, 

STF 25b. The West has evolved a 
cultural systern bascd around the 

concept 
of progress, 

I strongly agree that 

the main deierminants of 
econornic progress 

STF 174, A society that 
t u m  its back on material 

consumption is  on th6 



/r 
1 strongly agree 

i 

STF 2 10. W ilh a 5 to 7 percent annual 
ONP increase, we can enpect a 

doubling in the standard of living 
within ten to fourteen years,., 

STF 237.Zero-growth 
advocates are againsl 

most things that 
humanily has 

found progressive over 
the last 20û years 

STF 171, We need to 
prornoie an Expansionary 
Culture, one dedicated to 
malefial production and 

consumpt ion. 

' 1 t~ t)ik is a ' ' be~ause tec/m/og/ca/ ' 

--- -~ 

STF 34. ln order to survive, al! 
nations, societies, and groupa mus1 

continue to grow and progress, 
both rnaterially and intellectually. 

reasonable goal 
but I wuld bet 
that II wlll only 
apply to a very 

SM// segment ut 
( the popuîatlon. ) and lowr standards of 

living. J 
pay the mts I f l  lost jobs 

r 

I don? thlnk that zero. 
growth 1s an optlon. I1m 

not sure what sustalnable 
deve@ment means but if 

it means zero gr0 wth I 
thlnk Its doomed to failure 

23, Business and industg arc correct 
in identifying ow existing schooî 

system as an impedinient 10 making 

E c o ~ o ~ ~ - S o c i a l  Well 
being 
-Che@ -rr 

educatlon 1s about 

growth ckwsnv mean that 
ewyone shares the 
benetlfs equally or 

othemlse, S o m  people 

cultural values tao 

STF 177, Culturai values are 
the main dcterminanis of 

cconornic progress 

STF 37. Economic Growth 
wntains the solutions to the 

problems it 
produces, 

STF 183b, Materialism 
is g d  bccause il 

enhaces the quality and 

32. The long term well being of 
out children wilt for the most part 

utimately depend on thcm 
becoming more cornpetitive 

intemationall y WW-32, 

standards !or r"s"ndmrl 
tech ed, that's 

one of the ways 
w'II attract better 

stumts 

we have a strong culturs 
ol lndustrlal and 

economic growth and 
that's Way w do so wII 
In wr ld trade. We depend 
on produchg w o ~  ciass 
praiucts mi students 
need to unde~tand that 

STF 25b. The West has 
evolved a cultural system 
based around tbe concept 



STF 65. The goais in developing 
any new technology must be 

consistent 
with the Imperative of Growth. 

r - 

STF 250. There are signs 
throughout the nation and world 

of a resounding 
demand for growth and 

progress,, , 

technological and economlc growth know how to rnake the 
go hand In hand we aiways ne& more best use of technology 

economlc growth and technology so thb is W t  globallzalion Is al/ 
provldes the way to do It. about , maklng people more 

prosperous 

Technology education 

STF 182. ,,, we must 
msist antimaterialism 
that threatens to upend 
economicgrowihand \ 

èchn0/0gy-ECO~O~Y technological P ~ O ~ ~ C S S .  

-Cheryl STF 176, Increasing demand for goods 
and services maiiltains a constant 
social wd economic pressure on 

industry to becomc more and more 
productive. 

consumption 1 of' goods and services 

so 1 strongly agree 

46. Generally, the availability 
of more and more varieties of 
consumer pmducts is a good 

ihing. W03-46 

needs a strong needs to be more closely 

L aaree that 

I thhk that consunptlon Is 
such a critlcal part of ouf 
economy that whether we 
like It or pot w need people 
to consume and use up old 
technologies so that new 
ones are deslgned and 

manulactured 

. 4 

technoiugica/ I strongly aligned with the new 
education agree that- eçonomicreaiiticsofuie 24, Technological 'wants' 
program in working world cannot be disthguished from 
sch~ols tee hnologid 

'needs' in any reasonable 
way in technology eâucation 

W 04-24 
\ 

" 
79. Technological education 
should be driven more by the 

8. Business and induoily the economy and less by 
thcmselves need to 

produce more curriculum 
educatioriat philosoph y 

materials for lise in 
technologid studies 

W02-8 

5B, Technology education 
necds to teach the processes of 

technological design as 
closely as possible to îhe 

actual manner that it is 
conducted in industry. 

students nsed tu be a ware ot 
whatjobs the ecowmy Is 

creatlng end MIch are ln decllne. 
They need to know how to fit Info 

the mmmy, to becorne 
productive 

someone's wants are 
another persons needs 

so no we canY 
dlsttflgulsh the 

dflerence 



STF 176, Incrming demand for gcds 
and services maintains a constant 
social and economic pressure on 

industry to -me more end more 
productive, 

70. Technological 
development is driven more 

by the creation of 
technological 'wanlst than real 

technological ' n d s '  

more the capitallst 
irnoerative 

r 

This Is not necessarily a good thlng , 
the more w consume the more w 
wasle the more we pllute, It we're 

talklng about increased consumptbn 
of any klnd, we're talking more 

i pollution, 

so I dlsagree that 

76. Technological 
development drives 30, Jobless economic growth' 

our conswnption is a an ineviiable result of 
technological 

growth W04-30 

I 4 

this 
drives 

Driven by 
I U O ~  at ttow few  go^^ paying 

Although it seerns 
probably creates as tuil thne jbbs are bdng created 

that thlngs are driven conipetition many jobs os il , , , not a bt,. , a lot of the 
by economlc boom IsnY 

cornpetition, i think its Iranslathg Into tu// tlme 

75. Mwt tcchnology the problem wifb shorter des@? 
today is designed for C Y C ~ ~ S  /S that more materials 
quick obsolescence. are used, products are bought 

on whim not real ne& 
Everything Is accelerated by 

this 1 advertlslng, We end up uslng 
drives 
I 

STF 2 1 1. Econornic 
hypergrowlh depends 

on the abundant 
supply of cheap 

energy ... 

STF 250. There are signs ' 
throughoui the nation and 

world of a resounding . 
dernand for growth and thls demnd Is more artlfklal 

progress,.. than real. We are told to 
\ consume to keep the 

economy chumlnq, 

R 

but Itts necessary 
51. lncreased 46, Generally, the availability of to keep the economy 

wnsurnpiion of this IS another more and more variedes of consumer Pumped 
technology is generally a myth I think producis (o.go 200 or 

more VCR models) is a g d  thing, 
W 03 -46 



Technology education 
should encomge people 
to become consumen of 

- 
technology . 

79. Technological ducation 
should be a v e n  more by the 

need!,? of 
the economy and less by 
cdwtional philosophy 

STF 65, The goals in developing 
any new technology inust be 

consistent 
with the Imperalive of Growth. 

Business and lndustry are 
In a better positlon to be 

aware of the best bng-term 
interests of students In 

technoiogy than teachers 

I strongly agree 
because 1 would add the word 

\ 

'goodf consumers of 
technolugy, that is having ' 2. Business and irtdsdistry nad 

5 1. Jncrcciscd the ability tu distlnguish to take a more active and ,ls would brlng 
consumption of between good and bad prominant role in developing 

technology is generiill y technologies the technology cumculum 
a good thing W02-2 

0.. 

24, Technologid 'wanis' cannot bc 
distinguishcd from lwhnological 
'needs' in any reasonable way in 
technology education W04-24 

I 
I strongly agree 

1 
Technology- 
Economy- 

-- 

15. Technology cducation 
neais to be more closely 

alignai with the new 
economic realitics of the 

wotking world 

1 

48. The besl way to 'grow the 
economy' is  through increased 

consumption 
of g d  and services 

-- -- 

STF 250, The= are signs 
throughoul the nation and world 

bf a tekundhg 
demand for growth and 

progress,.. 

1 

46, Generally, the availability 
of more and more varietics of 
consumer producis is a good 

ihing, W034 174. The desire for malerial possessions 
motivates the individual and the 

society as a whole to expend the energy 
needed to produce them, A society 

that repudiates its desire for the material is 
well on its way to 
economic min. 

( emnomic gronlh ) 
and progress are 

76. Technological 
wil/ a k y s  need development drives 

our consumption 
economy 

I strongly agree 

STF 176. Increasing dernand for 
goods and services maintains a 

wnstant 
social and economic pressure on 

indusiry to beconie more and more 
productive4 

STF 182, ,.. we mus1 
resist anbterialism 
that thrcatens to upend 
economic growth and 

techaological progres, 



TV$. 
make us fcel more 

'connectedl to owsclves 
the korld viewt of 1 the business and industrial I 

environment can I I make us more 
I I - \ 

communjty 

compassionate il can also L - 
technology can 

protect us from al1 
but the worst 

environmental 
problerns 

disasters on tv for 
example wa can 
respond with help I 1 

19, Techmlogy can have 

the people use il W03- 19 

TN-27, 
encourages us to 'sm h o  - It can and then 

world' in technological we Stari treattng 
l e m  

1 I don't think we consldef thls 
? 

too much but il cwld be Technology 1s 
changing the way we 

come lo see ourselves as 
hurnan bcings 

and Judgernent 4 

a matter of art and requlres that we 
happier wilh less judgment W03-25, dlscuss values and 

ethics. So I disagree I thlnlt we have to thlnk In ' 
technology in my . 

that 
discussing the ifluence of 

life 
very limlted term, thas are 

values, ethics or morals on al1 currtculum asides, no one 
technologid developrnent dlre~tly teaches or has klds 

ewplore values, ethlcs and 
m a l s  concerning Our use 

28. 'Valucs' orien~ations are theçethings corne 
not necessarily inherent in the into play in how 

&sign,and manufaciure of a tech~i~gy-the tmi 1s 
technological product W02-28 used In society not In 

the deslgn stage, 

because 

' I see klds and ' 20, Technology can have an O\ 
vlolent videogames impact on humnn moral I-' 

as an example of 
O 

development W03-20 
technology 



STF 151. To achieve a statr: of perpetd 
growth, bolh sociely and 

individuals in general must undcrgo a series 
of transfomtions, Among 

these changes arc the acccplance of ris k as a 
part of growth and an 

enhnnced imngc of the human speçies and ils 
possibilities, 

+ 

STF 164, To undetstand why the power of 
positive thinking works, we must 

first acwpt that in absolute terms there are 
no limib to what the human 

s p i e s  can accomplish, 

J strongiy agree that f 
I strongly 

ag ree 

technology we 
dream, we should 

137, Our technological 

, SO 

/ 
- 

S'i'F 266, Once humanity ' STP235. h c n  if they a w p t  the naod for 
St rOwIyagreB comprehends the trm nature 

growth, most scem unaware of and scope of its 
the obligations sucli progress will mokc 

on the individual, that each of 
us will have IO become smarter, more 

ambitious, more industrious, and 
niore willing to take risks, 

1 

r - 

STF 28, Linoar thinking is 
more importsnt for human 

advancement than 
cycliuil thinking, 

Technology-Self 

I'm  MI^ advocatlng 
mllltary technology 
but technology to 
lmprove people's 

w need both recycling 
materials 1s cyclical and we 

need to do more of it, 
Aôvanclng techndogy 1s a 

Ilnear process and w need to 
do alot more oof that tw. In 

tech ed w tend tu enphsslze 
the linear part, mptw b 

much?? . 

more technological 
entrepreneurship ln 

students 

STF 29, A culture thnt induces 
al1 individuals to conccpiualiu: 

the iïaw 
of time in ierrns of recumng 

cycles will prcvent those 
individds from 

ihinkinfi in lems uf ciemal, 
ccWnuouli linui pps. 

abilities, it will demand that 
Lhose abilities be actuaiizcd. 

e 
STF 30b. People inherently bclieve 

that each successive cm must 
surpasses the achicvemenls of the 

last and ihat a i s  proccss will 
continue indefinitely into the futute, 

people thlnk thls but there are 
I/mns on how much HW can 

pllute and consume., , these 
Ilmlts m a n  that we can Y have it 

al1 a clean planet and al/ the 
materla1 g d s  w dream about 

1 

STF 26b. Progress i s  primanly 
about advancing the m~terial 

condition 
-wc becorne richer, live longer, 

have greater access to more 
sophisticated 

goods and services. 

there are other 
klnds ot 

progress, but / 
thlnk technology 

Is al1 about 
lmprovlng 

materla1 progress - 

STF 225, The I 
education sysrem's 

primary ~ n c e r n  musi 3 
be advancing human 

progress, . 



\ 
T-S 17. 

T-S 1. expand o u  
Technologies ' 

can.,, 
Technology-Self ' Technologles 

' 
blur the distinction personal J 4 hery l consciousncss 

cannot.., 
between hurnan and 

machine 

f 
help us make help us make better 
beiter ethical moral decisions 

deci dons J 

f 
TS -34 

aci like an 
independent force 

which causes 
social change 

clarification of our T-S25 
l-ielp us make 
betler value 
decisions 

but TS-36 
aci as a force in 

society causing it 
to change the way 

it tieats people T-N 19. 
embody particulru ways 

of swing and 
experiencing the world, 

T-SlOb, 
make us less 

compassionate 
individuals 

f 

we substltute 
technology for 

caring for people 
sometirnes, like 
technology 1s a 

, surrogate 

68, Technology is neither 
mord or amoral. The term 

morality cannol bc 
associated with techriolog y, 

only its use 

1 1 strongly 
agree 

I strongly agree 

express the implicit and 
explicit values of a 

T-S20, 
make us f s l  more 
'connecte& to our 

inner nec& 

C , 

T-S9. 
blur the distinction 

between our rcal 
needs and created 

wmls 

- 
T-N 18, 

express implicit and explicit 
gender orientations, 

particular culture. 

1 tech ed is stlll a male orlented subject, 
llke our priority on more not enough of the topics are tocused 

and more speed In on womans ways of knowlng 
J 

/ 
52. The shori ' 
'li fespan' of 

nwjor contributor to the 1 strongiy tefhologies 
' i~hn<~s@up' aat agree forces (0 hink 

feel in our lives ina more shon 
lem marner 

help us discover 
our 'tnis' needs. 

34. Tecfmological 
work i s  a technical 
not a moral pursuit 

1 

self-awareness to relate to and 
apprcciate other 

culturcs 
\ dJ 

expand our 
spiritual awareness f \ 

173, Technologies 
can embûdy 

Technology connects us to others 
more often than il works to 
dlsconnect us lrom others 

2 1. Technolog y has 
contri buted to the 
' ps ychological 

fragmentation' that 
seems to characterize 

modem society W03-2 1 

It does both,but I thlnk technology 
can al90 isolate a lot of people trom 
what goes on In thelr community and 
around their corner. We know more 
about what goes on In the wr ld  but 

k s  In our own backyard 





TV-3, TV- 1, Technology is changing the help clarify our value system 
way we wme to see ourselves as incorporate particular 

elhical decisions 
human beings 

can only to the extent 
make us feel more that il allows us to have 

iconnected' to ourselves a more full knowiedge of encourages w to 'see the 

the Issue world' in technolagical 

everythlng looks like a 20, Technology cm have an 
impact on human rnaral 
development W03-20 

Help us understand our 

19, Techology csn h v c  

the people use il W03-19 

If 1 didnr have the technology I 
use to go backpacklng, 1 
bwuldn7 have the same 

93, Social and moral 
responsibility are the mst 
important compnents of 

technological design 

expwknce, so sure II cm help 
connect us to these klnds ol 

things, 1 think that we've got to 
get students to do more 

reflectlon on thls sort oi thlng 
I 

\an fi-) contributes to the 

s o m  technologles 
1W guns can 

predispose us to lhlnk 
In more 'us-them' and 
even vlolent terms , 

embody particular ways of 
swing and expriencing 

r 

A lot of Our technologles encourage 
us to see everythlng In econamlc 
terms, Its really Intensive today, 

how much money wlll th& 
technology malse, not how wlll thls 

mke sumeones lile better 

'connected' 10 oihcn' 





T-S 13, 
help clarify our 

decision making 
abilitics n 

Only In cartoons they allo w us to sea 
and movies certain things but they 

are not a way of 
experlenehg the wrId 

34. Technological 68. Technology is neither 
work is a technical moral or amoral. The 
not a moral pursuit term rnorality cannot be 

associated with 
lechnology, only its use 

T-N 18, 
express implicit and explicit 

gender orientations, 

1 
technologies elfher w r k  or 

donY wrk forpeopleJ canr 
see how cars have a gender 

orlentalbn, mybe only In the 
rnarketlng of them, 

TS-36 
acl as a force in sociely 

causing it to change the way 
il traits people 

C . 
Its llke accuslng 

guns ut belng 
&ngerous and 
mt îha people 
hoMing them 

b 

T-$9. 
blur the distinction 

between our real 
needs and created 

wants 

Technology can 
make us more 

a ware ot whal w 
realiy want to 6e 

happy and 
~ U C C B S ~ ~ U ~  - / 

T-S6b, 
Diminish Our sense of 

self-awarencss 

and 

T-S2b, 
Dirninish Our 

abilily to relate ta 
and appreciate other 



escape the 'best' efforts 
to control theh Technologles ... can 

environmentai impacts ----' + 

TN-20. 
accelcrale the 

consumption of 
natural resources 

60, Managlng out 
relationship with nature is the 

ks t  way to avoid 
catashphic damage W03-60 T-NI 1. 

incoprate pariicular 
'vdues-orientntions' 

with respect lo the 
natural world in both 
thcir design and use, 

\ d 
a I 

T-N8. 
allow us IO live 

more 
hannoniously with 
the natural world 

can 
If properly deslgned 

help lessen our dependence 
on the nnlural world 

124. We are unaware of 
the environmental 
cos& involved in 

producing most of the 
iechnology we 

consume they can strengthen - they can it 
not designed properly 

'r-N9. 
bring us to a 

decper 
appreciation of the 

naturd world 

176. Much or 
loday 's 

iechnol ogy 
bloçks out and 

insulales people 
from their 

surroundings 

7 

l 
I think that there are 

llmits to how much nom 
we can each take Irom 
the environment, what 
those l lmk are I don't 
know but I don't think 

many people do 
\ 

162, The price of most 
producîs does not reflect 
the environmental cosis 
of producing that product 

T-N14, 
lead us to 'devalue' 
the natural world u whkh just 

V 135, Technological 
designers have much 10 
leam from the 'designs' 

found throughout the 
natural world 

136. Technology 
teacheis rarely use design 

natural world of plan& 

7'-N7, 
will allow us IO 

continuall y 
improve ow 

standard of living 
by using the 
natural world 

C 

130. Studenls should be 
encouraged to lhink 
holisdcally about 

lechnology 

w've got tu do 
mare about ushg 
materlais that are 
organk and those 

me that can be 
recycled 

149.1 am optimistic 
about the role of 
technology in 

maintainhg the 
future heaIth of the 

planet 

Natural World- 
Technology 

-Kevln 

r 

thls lmludes thlnklng abuut 
M a t  the product costs ow 
the long lifetlme of the tlme II 

takes fur the materkils b 
~ W Y  





I T-N5. 
c m  reveal as niuch about 1 1 Mlua world 1 ( uwuy I N U ~  uur r w ï y w y  .. . . I 

5 or experience 

(Technologier-), 
can .,. 

importani the naturai world .L 
they can 
I 

L 4 

Cook at how the fhst pldures ut the earth 
changed our pe~pectives on the planet, 
or Jacques Cousteau's pktures ot the 
ocean cbanged our understandlng of It 

rnake us feel more 
T-NI 1. responsiMe as 'stewards of 

incorporate particular 'values- 
orientations' wiih respect to the nalurd 

world in boih b i r  design and use. 
consuniption of natwal 

and only allow us to - deilide ourselves bv 

T-N6, 
pllow us lo exploit the 
mturul world viriwlly 

wiihout limils 

1 thinkina that thev- 

this is impossible in the 
big picture we ultlrnately 

depend on the 
environment for 

everythlng anyway 

TN-2 1, 
enhance our ability to exceed the naiural litnits 

of ecosystems 

t 

T-Nl2. 
help lessen our 

dcpendcncc on lho 
natural world 

1 bring us closer to the 1 

4 

18, Modern technology has 
movd p p l c  further away 

from an understanding 
of the environmcntal 
consequences of (heir 

lifestyles, 

Ho w many people 
even kno w how 

thelr food Is 
produced, or ho w 

thelr clolhs 
depend on whats 

grown 7 
% d 

68. The entire earth can and 

living systcm 

/ lhlnk thai 
because 

technology Is so 
cornplex today 

Il's nearly 
lmposslble to 
predict ho w Its 
gohg Io Impact 
the envlronmnt, 
its almost llke w 
just have to try # 

out to tlnd out 
Mat's golng to 

happen 

Natural World-Technology 
- Kevln 







1 STF 1 16, Contrary to the I 
as we get more and more found out of 

smaller acreage we improve the efllclency 
ol famlng. Thk is a natural process thats 
been gulng on slnce rnanklnd flrst planted 

brirrage of misinformation in 
the popular d i a ,  

world foud production has 
increased wnsiderably fas~er 

than has the 
population in ment decades, 

.1 

C 4 

I don? know It thls is true 
but It seem that them are 
fewr famlms than several 
years 8800 Bbtechnology 
Is goiw to inyirove fm 
and (et us hsrvest a lot 
more t h n  we can rlght 

no W. 
4 d 

- 
1 think a lot of It Is 

claptrap, the 
env/ronment is 

geflIng better as 
tar as I c m  tell - 

.. 
STF 254. The environmental movement is 

6 
STF 64. Environmentlilisb are an inatiod ideology that has 

essentidl y anti-technology, exaggerated environmental problems and 
l thlnk that most threatcns Chat ability of 

scientisis and business executives to 
\ ' 

I slrongly agre aâvmce tec hnology , 

50, We do not n d  to 
STF 145, Advances in the ogricultural, 

energy, and materials fields 
dernomtraie the species' ability to 

much 8s we need to change overcorne the restrictions of nature 
sorne of our d her and to recast the concept of fimils and 

environmentally unsound 
habits W03-50 

boundlasness, 

STF 100, We will soon be able to 
and nature itself. regulate the climate of the planet 

through technological means, 

world 10 fit Our presenl and future 
needs W03 -59 ability of humanity to improve 

i the qunniity and quatity of living things 
will extend to the animal STF 16, Biolechnology 

h u m  species has expandcd its 
control over nature and its 

our manufactured goods 

By sdvanclng technology outîooks and ban bioWnology 
will ôe equivalent to condemning 

millions of Third Worlders to subsistent 
living standards or worse, 

species finally elimi~ting 
the mcity that has 
plagued it siace tirne 

immemonal. A variety of 
9.9 







11, Technologies by virlue of their 
design can be used 10 support 

particular ideologies to the exclusion 
of olhcrs W03- 1 1 k 

16, Tcchnology cm hel p make a 
workplace democmtic or - 
un&mocratic WO3- 16 

\ 22. Modem information technologies ' ceflak technologles gk? p o ~ e r t ~  can entrench existing pnvileges and 
managers a t the expense of workers, / power relationships in saiety W03-22 

people are behg more controlled than ever 

\ 
belore 

J I 

communiiy's nbiliiy io govcrn 

because 

1, Technology ducation should invalve 
students in the pnctice of irying 

10 make technological dccision making 
in society more democratic and open 

18, Technologies can be used to 
construct and malntah 

lllegltlmate power relationshlps 

\ 

accepl and no1 challenge Ihe realities of the 
'new workplace" 

\ 
it sure can this Is why 

I 1 

people wlth the tech know 
how can end up controllhg 
the llves of those W o  are 

out of the loop 1 

I 

Sludents need to be made 
' 

more aware of how technology 
can be used 4s an oppreslve 
pow to control others 

Technology-Politics 
-Kevln 27, Technologies can have a significant 

structural influents on the praclice 
of democratic decision making 

W03.27 

1 5, Thcre is no practical way to give 

w 

W, Technology education should 
encourage sluknts lo be proactive in 

issues inviilving Ihr pdiiics d 
cmununir) icchrwQval 

& 8 c l t q w m 1 ~  a d  inc 

14. The design of a technological 
product or process which does no1 

reflect social concems is fundamenîally 
undemocraiic. WO3- 14 

* 

we need more cornmunily 
Input lnto what goes on In 
prlvate Industry,, .more 

Information dlsclosure, more 
accountablllty, Look at the 

Plasthnet fire, the corporation 
just wlked away trom any 

responsibllity 

* i 



- 
18. Technology educatioii should be 
critical of technologies that can be 

16, Technology ducation is NOT the 
place for discussing the influence of 

values, ethics or worldviews on 
technologi~ devclopmcnt W02- 16 

we don? need more apathy and 
passiv~ty, bw need people Wo want 

tu gel involved In these things 1 

not encourage students to make 
principled positions on the use of 

technology in society 

) I strongly dlsagree 
/ 

f 

3 1. Techoology ducadon needs to 
promote stu&nt activism in 

technologid politics W03-3 1 

too oflen 
teachers 

think 

17, Technology education is 
NOT the place for discussing the 

idta of 
corporate ciiizenship and 
responsibilities W02- 17 

Discusstng boycotts and the 
reasons for them should be a part of 

Politics technoioglcal educat ion 

sure, If students initlate 
It and explain their 

rationab 
1 ~onl t  see why ' 
mi, I man our ' 13. If stu&nh believe il nccessary I would technologles are 

encourage them to boycott the producîs of made by hUge 
domestic industries or business's that C O ~ ~ I O ~ S ~ ~ ~ S ,  

have poor environmental records, W02- l3B Wy souldn'i w 
dlscuss them In 

I c/ass 7 a 

thIs is sowething that / thlnk I'm 
alone on here, I thlnk senior 

students should spend t h  Iooklng 
al ho w politics is lnvolved In 

declslons to bulid new roads, right- 
ot- ways, and building zoning 

1 32. Twholopy s tuhnb shouid b 
develop a critical awareness of how 

- this wlll enabfe 1 tîchnol& can bc used in oppressive 
ways in b t h  the workplace and in 

society al large W03-32 

sure,ltve kntioned 
NIKE a few times and 
asked students hy 
they Wear their logo 

clothes 
I 

99. Criticai t hinking concerning I he use of 
technology, may mcan among 

orhcr things the refusal to use a particulsr 
type of technology even 

though il rnay be readily available 

14, If studenls believe il necessary 1 would 
' 

encourage them to boycott the produch of 
industries or 

business's îhat have a record of human- 
rights or labour practice abuses 

that whatever 

sure we shouldn't bave 
in developing nations W02-14 students wlth the idea 

technologles are 
available should 4e 

used 



STF 10 1. The ovemding mission, no4 just 
of the United States but of the 

global society itself, is  the enploraiion and 
eventual colonization of 

the planet Mars 
1 

/ STF 236, In the United Sbles [and Canada], 1 1 

STF 108, Govenunent and 
science will win the suppon of 

the general 
population for Lhese space 

megaprojects whcn the citizenry 
believes these 

programs to bc technologidly 
and economicall y viable, 

political parties will have 
to add growth and progrcss specifically IO the 

political dialogue as 
Technology-Politics * 

issues in and of themselves, marshaling ' 1 thlnk fhal thk IS mnklnds next 
senliment i n  favor of great pr01W.. . thlnk O! the high 

\ 
hyperprogrcss, tech jobs that would cw out ot a 

w p r m t  llke thatl It wuld  probably 
I stroncrlv asiree stalt a gredt hlgh-tech boom, 

STF 254b, No-growth 
mnomic policies 

STF 25b. The West succeeded 
becausebecause it envisioned the 

world as one in 
which improvement is possible 

and growlh incvilable. 
... 

* 

we should 
support thls kind 
of thlng In tech 
because its the 

future and w can 
really get klds 
enthuslastlc 

about # 
\ 

STF 19, All thal is necded STF 169, Jhc population 
is a more prosperoiis Third Thegmwlhd needs to be convincd by 

World with the these counfrles politicans that the numhr 
purchasing 10 buy m m  more one pnoriiy is cconomic 

Western go&, exports and/obs growth,,, 
t lof us 1 - 

jus! look ai wuntrles that are a lot older and 
&th more people llke Chlna and lndla, the 
iJ, S> and Canada have done much better 

because growth 1s part of our culture 

I 

STF81. 
... if we don? gmw we will lose 

ihe abiliiy io innovate, 
expand, and sei7x ihe 

fulure, 

f 

l don7 think that any O;\ 
these are possible 16. Technology can help 

thf~ugh make a workplace 
technology, ,, .peopI@ dernomtic or undernacratic 

make declslons about WO3-16 
workplaces and powr A 

t strongly disagree 
I strongly dlsagree 

\ \ 
1 1. Technologies by virtue of their 

particular ideologies to the exclusion 
of oihers WO3- 1 1 

Growlh means 
jobs and 

prosperity tor 
everyone, so It 

has to be a 

18, Technologies can be used to 
construct and malntaln 

illegitlmate power relatlonships 
between people 



* 

f 12.1 would no1 publicly criticizs a local ' \ 
thls job 1s tough 

' 16. Technology education is  ' 
business or indusiry in class, regardless NOT the place for discussing 1 thlnk a llfllt~ bit hem and lhere - enough Mthout - I strongly of ils record of labaur abuses, the influence of mbht be okay but 1 donV se8 any 

W02- 12 'gr@ values, eUUcs or worldviews real p ~ r p o ~ 8  to It t o  much, YOU 

on technological development can t?ither f l ~  the problem N YUU 
w02- 16 can? It dom7  matter what your 

12b. 1 would not publicly criticize 
the environmenlal record of a local 

business or indusîry in class 1 
I strongly agree 

corparate citizenship and 
rcsponsibilitics W02-17 

~echnologicnl design and 

l agree values are does lt? 

15. Technology education i s  
NOT the place for discussing 

the influence of 
politics on technological 

developmeni W02- 15 - 

16, Technology can 
help make a workplacc 

democratic or 
undemocratic W03- 16 il- 

I strongly dlsagree \ 
I strongly agree 

3 1. Tcchnology education needs to 
promole studcnt activism in 

technological politics W03-31 

1 People deslgn technologles because 
they have W s  and wants not 

because ot politks, Pollllcs just twists 
and conplkates evetythlng, - l agres, 

7, Decisions in the design and ~ l s e  of 
iechnology are neither dcmocralic 

I don't see how or undemocratic, since Ihe concept of 
technology COUI~  democracy doesn't appl y to 

the way iechnology is applied or 
developed 
W03-7 4 

I disagree, thls seems 
crazy, cornpanles 

control what they let 
people know about t helr 

stutt, there's no way 
that's golng to change 

16. Technology students 
need to bc cducatcd acccpl 

and no1 chailenge the 
rcalilies of the 

"ew workplacc" 

-7- 

kMs have to know how to 
lit-ln, they cant be 

poliHcal radlcals If they 

w can 7 get lnvolved In talklng 
about politIcs, pol/tks about 

technology? 1 don't even thlnk it 
applles really, pIItIcs of cars? 
corne on there's more Important 

and concrete stutt that klds have 
to leam, Parents and employers 

expect them to be able to do 
somethlng, we've go! to glve !hem 

the skllls to do somethlng. 
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25. Technology education needs to 
focus more on large scale mass 

production technologies for global 
markets and l e s  on small scalc 

production for local miukets Wû4-25 

1 I strongly I disagree that 
because 

Preparing students to 
meet Global cornpetition 
in technology Is more 

important t han preparing 
them to rneet local 

38, Young people need less knowledge of 
îheir I d  community today, 

They need more knowledge of other 
countries and exporl markels W03-38 1 

\ 
because 

STF 150, Much of the progress lhat has 
occurred over the last two 

centuries in the Third World was due to the 
importation of skills 

developed in the more technologically 
adv anced countnes, , . . 

i 

The global economy 
means t h t  w need b 
be Integrated wlth the 
wrId not self reliant 

autonorny W03- 17 

klds have to be prepared -A/ 
to move Wrever the 
@s are, they can' be 
stuck dolng the thlngs 

because 
Technological skills have 

th8t their city or to wn becorne 'universal' In the 
needs sense that the same skHb are 

requlred around the worid 

I irrespectlve of culture, 

I strongly dlsagree that 

I 

101. Technology education 
should enable and encourage 

students to becorne 
politically involved with issues 

in the community that have a 
technological dimension, 

We don? have tlme to get the right skllls 
across su / don? thlnk that anyîhlng lravlng 
to do Ath politlcs belongs In e techndogy 

course, that's not ouf concern heje. 1 

Where wuîû these countries be If 
thsy dMn? have our lechno/og(es 7 

In the stone age probably, 

' Knowîedge of our ' Bloreglon knowledge Is not 
\ 

btoreglon Is not all Important from a 
that Important for technologlcal educatlon 

out childrens 

Knowledge of Our bbreglon will not be 
Important In maklng us competltlve, we 

need to know more about large 
markets like Ctilna and lndia 1 

There Is not tm much to leam !rom ( lndigemus pswlos Wen it c o r n  Io 

58, The ' best' technologies are 
those that are designed with a full 
knowledge of I d  comunities, 
Id ecosysterns and human 

woz-S8 

\ 
I dlsagree that 

15, Canadian technology cumcula 
needs to reflect more of ihe cultumI 

and technological insighis of peoples 
that live hamioniausly wilh the 

Wh, W03-15 

dlsagree that 

They're the one lhat do thejob and cost I thlnk that M natlve peaples hsd our 
the least amount of mney, that's Wst technologies they wuld probabiy do the 

same thlngs we have done 



STF 46 The answer Io pollution, the 
siipposed outgrowth of progress, 

ought to bc more economic growîh, 
Wmanity is the only savior of the 

environment," 

STF 59, Humanity does not have to 
ch- between progress and the 

health 
of the environment. 

I 

STF 122. Humanity wiH transform 1 

Natural world and e STF 239, The environmental 
rnovement we sec taday has as its 

Social Well Being -A/ ultimate 

agriculture and liberale il from the 
ills that have plagued it from time 

1 
l agree 

STF 243. Global warming is no1 a 
real and seriow problem, 

- targel progress itself.., 

C . 
l'm pretty sure 

that bltech siuff 
wlll mean thet w 

can feed 
everybdy, or 
else Mat's the 
point O/ It al/ ? 

l agree 
I strongly agree \ I strongly agree 
1 

STF 239. The environmena 

STF 253. Concenu about global 
wBrming and îhe depletion of the ozone 

layer are averùlown. 

movement is against industrialization, 
population growth, the eating of meat, 

and the development of natwal 

I've beard that global 
warming W l  mean MW spend 
less on heatlng our homes, 

less on clearlng roads, 
these are positlve bnetlts 

that you don7 hear too often 

/ tîtlnk a lot ot them are 
jus/ plain lgnoranf of much 
we depend on technology 

to keep us allw and 
healthy, ,. .al1 of these 

tblngs keep us Malthy 

\-/ 

STF Ml, The environmental STF 240, Environmenlalism has 
movement teaches that hwnan developed into a bizarre 

greed has phi losophical 
infected the world with sin- outlwk on humanity and nature, ir 
pollution and toxic wastes, hixi crossed over from political 

ideology to quasi-religion, 

extra people rcpresent a drain on the 

STF 239, The environmental 
movement questions the 

right of humanity to 
assert ilself on the planet, 

STF 160, The problem 
with environrncntalism is 
that it wrongfully focuses 
on Wlng the planctl not 

'enhancing the human 
spies' ,  

I strongly agree that 

r 
STF 245. Tme environmenlalism, is 
that whlch wants to make the world 
safe for humanity, not to make the 

world safe from humanity. 

1 

just look at how 
mmy people can 

llve III blg 
citles.. . whai 

about the 
technotugy tor 

bulldlng hlgh-rlse 
bul/dhgs, al/ of 
thai has been a 
posltive skie of 

populatbn growth 

planet Earth and ils valuable nalural 
resources, 

expansion of the worlcl \ 

STF 134, Population expansion, long 
the pariah of ecologists and 

zero-growth advocates, actually 
benelits societies. 

STF 222, Fears that larger populations 
will live in overcrowdcd 

STF 139, High 
density spawns 

,que architecture 
and ingenious 

design, 

conditions and outslrip the storchousc 
of available fwd, materials, and I don't think there's a energy are grossly overstated. population problem, so I for the actual continud 



Natural world and 
Social Well Beina 

- -- 
STF 42. Th Macroindustrial Era 

will see humans pursue and 
largely succeed 

toward achieving their destiny of 
con~ol over nature, 

I strongly agree 

Mole planet now, 
1 thlnk we're oniy 

going to ge t 
[ Miterat II , 

I STF 265, Humanity, 
not nature, has 

ultimate dominion 

I &.a-*Li -II- 

\ 
strongly agree 

I 
STF 265~.  H-nd has STF 16 1. A strong sense of 
an innate responsibility ow purpose and identity is at 
to develop, direct, and odds with the 

and the environmentai agenda 

9 

STF 56. Sustainable 
will allow us to Development means accepling 

continually improve lowcr standards of 
our standard of living 
by using our ingenuity 

and the 
nat ural world 

mode1 pils the growth of hwmankind 
againsi the environment, dimtly 
blaming human prospenty for the Stop gr0wm 

problem of enviromenlal degradation, ~ C O ~ O ~ / C ~ I / / Y  
then I thlnk It wlll 

A lowr our 
F , standard ot llvlm 
1 8 

STF 12, In the Macroindustria. Era, I don? thhk therû sh0Ltld 
them will be no region chat lies -W be.. ,il w c m  chmg8 thlngs 

be yond humanity's grasp. for the belter then Wy no17 
WC as a soeiety have to I 

choose bctween 
progress and the 

health of the 

ndevelop"iinstead of grow, 
STF 166. ... if humanity is so foolish as F 

to choose no t to we w d  economlc 
continue to gniw materiall y and expand growth for lobs 

economically, it shodd ôe willing 1 strongly agree - Ihere's 00 waY around 
to rwgnize that no invisible hand will that . The beneth SUCCBS~U~ because analysis, hurnanity 

save it from stagnation and outw~lgh any of the does not have to 
extinction. d r a a c k s  

STF S b ,  The West has 

the heslth ol the 
environmen t wlll 

depend on 
techwlq~ical 

progress 
continulng 

STF 242. The antigrowth (environmental) rnovemcntcamouIlages 
the real effecis of fieir programs. They promote the belief îhat we can 
continue to enjoy our standard of living while living in balance with 
nature, withoul asserting ourselvcs on the planet and throughout the 

universe, and without taking risks. 

succcedcd because il envisioned 
the saylng 'fortune the wodd as one in - ~ ~ V O U ~ S  the bdd' is true which irnprovement is possible 

and growîh ineviîable. 

. 



STF 253. Cononas 1 ( wdon'thearabwtthe 1 
about global warming benelits of global waming 

and the depletion of the - 100 oflen, as bras oZOm 
STF 245. Tme enviro~ienialism, is 

ozone gûûS / thoughi thet th8 end 
lhat which wants to make the world 
safe for humanity, no1 10 rnakc the layer are overblown, of CFCS so/vd thal, dMnV 

world safe from humaniiy, 
... \ tt 7 

We as a society have to in the way its usually no one STF 56, Sustainable 
b 

ndevelopn instead of grow. presented against the environment, directly Development means - 
accepting lower 

blaming human prwperity for the standards of 
problern of envi romental degradailon, living 

Natural world and 
Social Well Being 

-Cheryl 

f 

I donlt thlnk that 
OUT economy can 
continue to grow 
Indeflnltely, tlhere 

are /h/k as to 
how much 

resources we can 
take from the 

eadh 

Technology 

if we're 
smart about il / 

/ 
lhis may 
be true 

also means 

1 STF 59. In the final 
anal ysis, humanity 

does not have to 
chwse between 
progress and the 

health of the 
environment. 

- 

T-M. 
will allow us to continually 

improve our standard of 
living by using out ingenuity 

and the 
natural world 

1 
STF46, The answer to pollution, Uie 

supposed outgrowth of progresa, 
ought to be more economic growth, 
%humanity is the only savior of the 

en~ironrnent.~ 

1 thlnk that a real 
soluton wtll 

Involve both, 

i 

h a u s e  no one but , 
W accept a halt 
In progress to 

herp the 
en vlronment t 

Our well belng 
u/tmtely 

depends on 4 I 1 
healthy 

environment, 1 
donr thlnk t h t  
bw should forget 

thk 

thls 1s a good thlng, 1 donY 
thlnk we can take it al/ for 

granted that everythlng here Is 
?or our bénetlt 

STF 42, Th Macroindwtrial 
Era will see humns pursue 

and largely succeed 
toward achieving their 
destiny of control over 

^̂ ....,.-. 

STF 26Sc, Humankind has 
an innate responsibility 
ta develop, direct, and 
improve naturc and the 

unherse. 

1 STF 241, The environmental 
STF 239, The environmcntal STF 239, The 

STF 265. Humanity, movement teaches that human 
movemcnt questions !he environmentai movement not natm, has greed has 

righi of humanity to - to S o m  degree 
ultimate domain over infected the world with sin- 

asseri ilself on the planet. ultimate 
the planci. pollution and tonic wastes, 

7 - 



Natural world and 
Social Well Being- 

Kevln 
I 

I strongly disagree A If w don? Save the planet 
there's not golng to be any 
human species to enhance 

STF 239, The environmealal 
movernent questions the I 

right af humanity to 
assert itself on the planet, 

I \ 

snd su It should, I 
thlnk assertlng 
and domlnatlng 
are the same 

IhlQ W ' V ~  g0t 
to leave more 

r o m  for nature to 
do her thlng 

C 

STF 160. The problem with bals ksi' and Ifs so lNe, 
environmentaIism is îhat it wfve  got to bse thls 

wrongfully focuses Mea that w can and 
on 'saving the planet' not ~hould control evelythlng 

'enhancing the hiiman spccies', I strongly disagree STF 265, Humanity, \ . not nature, has 
J short sighted thlnklng 

ultimate dominion 

Strongly dlsagree over the planet. STF 12, In the 
Macroindustrial Era, thcrc 
will be no region that lies 

s' 

STF 161, A strong sense of our purpose and ldenllty are material~srn and begond humanity's grasp, 
our purpose and identity is at what copratlons are te//hg US we need to 

& wiih the have, Ithlnk thls thlnklng b crazy, even 
environmerital agenda \ SUM~A/ for t m  planet / STF 115, A case exists for 

the aclual coniinued 
A 

thls Is the way things 
exparision of the world 

are portrayed, 
population base. 

environment versus 
economy. It's 



f 
f A plan to go to Mars wu/d brlng people together llke 

STF 97. Ironically, although the very 
prograrns therc would bc no 

the space program dB, everyone ws al/ excned - , progress in communications, 
essence of novelty and the about It, absolutely everyone, 

apothcosis of change, endeavors such 
as the colonization of Mars will 

provide the species wiih generational 
solidarit y and temporal continuit y 
totally lacking in the modem age. STF 106, The greening of Mars, the 

\ extension of Earth-bound nature, will ' STF 102. By tranaforming Mars in10 another ' demonslra\e that the species, throug h t he 
Earth, we cm provide the application of ils own 

I STF 103, ,,,At the very least, species with an additional place 10 live, technology, can create organic lire in corners 
The Mars of the universe where none 

praject may generate existed before, 
technological spi n- off^ that WC vmSocial Weil 

good because it motivates 
STF 206, T h  predominant individuah ta work 

values of Western society m u t  harder and produce more, 
STF 25. The West's bc maintainsd and 1 

learned by al1 members, 
regardless of lheir race, These STF 1gM. Materialism is good 

Western values, I strongly agree because it provides matenai comforl 

include the faith in progress, which 

rnateridism, optimism, and 
Z'Y 

ailows individuels to beeome more 
creative and more productive, J 

compared to some cullures Our 37, Moricrn technologies are 36, Cultures the world over 
'Cultural vdues' respond lo technologic~l basically 'culture-neutral', in deuelopment in 

are at their mot similar - that most technologies can be essentially the same way 
successfully used in any 

in nature ail across the W02-36 
culture WO2-37 

I soclety has the best 
technology and thls leads to 

even better technology 
I 

( STF l8.3~. Mnteriaiirm is \ 

Technology is in many ways 
a 'universal language' in that 
technologies are understood 
and used across ncarl y al1 

cultural boudaries 

itrongly agree 

- 

M. Technology ducation 
need not explore the 
technologies u d  in 

devcloping 
nations because lheir 

technologies are generally 
inferior to those of 

western nations W02-44 
L 

The cultural preferences or onentalions 
of a comrnuriity should not be reflected 

in îhe teçhnology cumculum 

l strongly 

- 
Tcchnology cducation 

should be standardized across 
al1 of Canada and the U,S, 
becausc we al1 use the samc 

basic technologies 



-- 

261, The pro-growth movement must ensure 
ihat the Western intelltxtual 

tradition of growth and progress continues 
10 be taught in the schoofs 

and universiiies and maintained in the aris 
and sciences. Progress must 

be dcfendcd in the classrooms and the 
acadcmic j o d s  

f 
STF63. In the Macroindwlnal &a, lhere will 

be no greater exmple of 
hyperprogress ihan our ability to 

comforîably and safely niove people and 
goods at grcder and gteakr speeds, 

STF W. Hyprprogress will bring 
us superuains, macmnginecring, 

macromanufacluring, lake-size 
walerways,.. 

I 
STf 26c. To believe in progress is Io 
wsume ihat mankind has advanccd in 

the Fast from some lcsser state and will 
continue to advance in the 

A lot of the stuft th& Zey talks 
about W eventually be done, 1 

ercactly Men, M o  knows but If 1 Ml/ get done 1 thW r strongly 

- - 

STF 79b, No wunlry can 
h o p  to lead the way into 

the nexl century unless 
îhe culture supports growth 

and progress. 

so' \ 
I strongly agree 

STF 2$8, We n d  to 
encourage growih in al1 

fotms of science and 
technolog y 

1 17, Technological \ 

change i s  cssentially an 
'unstoppable force' in our 

culture 
C 1 

you canY oppose 
technologIcal 

change, lis just n 

agree 
m 

STF 207, We have k n  
induced by circumstançes 

and ideology to maintain a 
Iowetcd sense of 

expectadoris about future 
growth, 

r 
/ thlnk that t m  much locus on how 

growth is Md comlng lrom 
envlronmentallsts is part of the 

problem, more manulacturing mearrs 
more jobs, a stronger economy, we Ive 

i el/ got Io eam a Ilving. 

STF 91, People desire the 
benefits of growvth, but fear the Tec hn0/0gy-Soda/ 

risks involved 
in acquiring such benefits 

Well Being 
\ 

people are afrald of technology 
because ihey d00V kno w ho w It Ml/ be 

good for them In the short term, 
Technology Is always good In the long 
term, Were wuld WB be wlthout It, In 

the stone a987 

144, Technological growth 
conhins the solutions to 
îhe problems it produces 

STF 32, The species innately 
understands lhere can ôe no 

twning back on 
the foad of progress, 

I thlnk sludents have to be 
teught to be optlmlstic 

about technology and Mat 
the powr of technology 
means for thelr future, 





( Technologies 

STF 30a. 'i'oday, the idea of progress is so 
ingmined in 1 1 ~ :  Western 

psychological and ideological framework 
that most Westcmers would find 

it difficult to envision the world opcraling 
along any other principle, 

Technology-Social 
Well Being 

147. Students need to embraa 
and use aH types of iechnology 

regardas of ils so called 
'social impacts' 

- 
sochl lnyzacts 

change and 
bssides H o  

knows whether a 
technology Is 

undesIrable untll 
lis been iested 

out In soclety and 
we leam !tom 

using it 
h d 

L 

STF 41. ,,,Technology libcrabs 
human beings so they can pursue 

higher levels of socictal and 
material progress, 

force' in Our culture 

. m m  

whether it makes Me 
for Our children 

higher levels of productive achievements: 110, Technology is 
better products, longer lives, blarned for far too 

the capacity io move fastcr and livc 
healthier. Progress is a realil y l 

technological development 

encourage growlh in al1 
forms of science and 

iechnology 

144, Technolog id growth 
coniains the solutions to 
the problems it produces 

h o p  io lead the way into 
the nent century unlcss 

îhe culture supporta growth 

I thhk that evenlually R does 
I dont want io be t w  crltIalo1 

technology In my clsss, the siuderits 
donY need it and / wn't see t h  



( Technologies cari... 1 Technology-Social Well 
Being 
-Chery/ 

express the implicit 
and explicit values of 
a particular culture. 

enhance our sense 
social cohesion pandd 

a 

T-S 19, 
rnakc us fecl 'more 

I psy chologically 
connecleû' to othen 

1 strongl~ and 
agree 

/ T-S32. 

we should probably 
spend more time with 
students discusslng 
this but thefe's too 

much in the curriculum 
as It Is 3 

r 

IN. Our culturc gencrally make us more 

quates tec hnological cmpathic to the 

consumption with bppiness needs of others 

72. One of the most 
importafit merits of a 

tcchnology is whether it 
makes us more efficient and 

productive 

because 
tl 

187. Our consumer culture 
dcpends on continuai 

tcchnological devclopmcnt 

24, Tcchnological 'wanis' cannot be disthguished 
from technological 

'necds' in any reasonabte way in technology 
education W04.24 

I 
but I just don't see how 

technologlcal wants 
and needs can be 

catagorlzed or 
separated 

55, The gap between th 
technological 'haves' and the 'have 
nots' is growing wider In the world 

/ 

76, One of îhe rnost important 
merils of a lechnology ia whelhet il 

it can malces us more aware of ouf 
responsibilities 

this 1s equally important 

v Y 

1 thlnk It Is, you're 
elther on the h m =  
tech gravy tmln 
or youYe on the 
sMelhes, M l le  
we talk about the 
Interne/, Mat 
facton of the 

W d  has access 
to a telephone? 

It 's stII a mlnorlty, - 

'worksl h a communlty, people 
know how to use It responslbly, 

ho w tu dispose of It 
responslbly, ,. . these dlmenslons 

need to be bullt Into how w 
. conceptualke technolcrgy 

64. Considering envi tonmental 
problerns prirnaril y as 
technical problems 

is the best way 10 solve them 
efficiently W 0 3 4  

agree k- ' sironeiy - 

whether the internet 
Is making us more 

aware of Our 
responsibilitles to t he 

rest of the planet 

-- -- 

79, One of the most important 
merits of a technology i s  

whether it allows us to havc 
less environmental impact on 

the Esrth 
\ 

& -  
1 

1 

I want to develop more curriculum 
materlals In thls m a  but M o  has the 
the?  This IsnY a prlorlty Wth any of 

my coileagues or W h  the mlnlstsr so 
t don? km w It thls wlll ever get onto 

the agenda for tech sd 

* 



Technologies can... r-- l  
makc us feel 'more enhance our sense 
psychologicall y of social cohesion 

153, Our standard of living is 
lm  high, we need to leam to 

consume less technolog y so t hat 
dhers may have more, 

J 
187, Our consumer cultwe 

depends on continual 
technological development 

I don't thlnk technology 
has narrowed thls too 

muc h 
1 

connccted' 10 ot hers 1 J 

55, The gap between 
the îechnological 

f T-S33, 'haves' and the 'have 
like the inierne~, bu1 i r  can - 

+ 
alienatc us from an nots' is growing wider 

also 
\ 1 understanding of STF 30a. Today, the idea of progms is in the world 

our own so ingrained in the Western 
communities psychological and ideologicai 

T-S4. L framework îhat most Westernen would 
find 

' a lot ot the new /T t8chmIugIes 
' 

diminish our sew of w and 
it difficult 10 cnvision the world 

have allowed cornpanles to 
comrnunity CI) thls 1s why operating dong any other principle. wagm In Canada, 1 don'i lthlnk 

downsIz8, outsource and Muce  

the average wrker Is bene Wng 
?rom 8 lot ol lhls 

35. Technology education shouid promote 
technologies that supprtipromote 
cornmunity self reliance whenever 

possible. W04-35 
technological progress 

proponents of any new 

69. Technolog y education responsi bilities 
should focus on more repair- 
reuse-recycle technologies or spiritual condition on M. 

82. One of the rnast 79, One of the rnost important Technology-Social Well 
l a s  environmental impact on 

being 
-Kevln 



24, We can leam much about technologies 
social consquenm by studying 

and compacing technologies as they 
existed in history and in different cdtures. 

f 
62. To spak of the r i s t s o f ?  ' 98. Technology educauon does genenlly not 

. 
technology is quivalent to encourage students to make 

speaking of the principled positions on the use of technology 
in soçiely 

4 

It woutd be 
there 1s no 

nice but 
1 time to --. 

Technology education should engage 
students in tracing the cultural 

history of the various technologies 
that surround us. 

93, Social and moral respansibility are 
the rnost irnporîant components of 

tec hnological design. 
b 

\ 

41. Since Canada is a major trading 
134, Sludents neeri 10 leam Technology- 1 donlr ihlnk mosi designers 

nation our lechnology prograrns should 
explore the technologies found in many a lot more abut the SOCM WeII being rhink enough aboui 

ociology of technology consequences 0 t h  iIian boirom di fferent world cultures W02-4 1 - Kevln 

and explicit values of 

168. Technologies (ransferred between 
cultwes often result in the rejectionlradical 
adaptation of the technology or else the 
often damaging transfomtion of th0 

society, 

congruent with the dominant social 

thls Is the struggle 

/ Indigenous people have 

167. Technologies become 
obsolctc whcn the values thai 
are embcdded in them are no 
longer congruent with our 

I 1 ihink a universtll desire for 
American style maierialism, 
consumerism , ereqwnr's 

wanrs become whor Amrnr-wu 
wMI 

ISTF1263. (29)T he 
globPli7ation of Wcstcm values 

hm ~ ~ ) ~ m t c d  I universai 
dtrin Car miierial 

improvcmcnt 

85. Technology educaton neais 
to spend a lot more tirne criiically 

discussing the unfavourable 
consequences of technology use 

l 70. Technological development 
1s driven more bv the creation of 

thls Is why thls Is very 1 

so yes wanis drive 

important I 
84, Technotogy educaiion should UI idoubtedly 

encourage studenls to be very 
critical of the claims made for 
technological development 

i 

188. Technological development 
is p r i d l y  fuelcd by creating 

rninds of consumers 
wants our econonac -5 

sysiems woltld break down, 

- technological 'wants' in the 
Willwut tlie creation of 




